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THE

METHODIST QUAETEELY EEVIEW.

JAIsrUAET, 1862.

Art. I.—THE BEMA AND THE PULPIT.

Orations of Demosthenes. Edited by Bekker. 3 vols. Leipsic.

) 855.

Oratio ilc Corona. With Notes by J. T. Champlin.
Orations of JJemosthcnes. Translated by Kennedy. Two vols.

London : Bohn. New York : Harpers.

SPEECH will ever be the supreme human power on the earth.

No rival will ever dethrone it. The printing press, that great

king of thought, now seated firmly on his throne of widening

empire, will in vain aspire to the highest sovereignty of mind.

Nature is the mother of art, and holds dominion over her

offspring by a primordial and prescriptive right. This right

was solemnly reaffirmed by the Author of nature, in the person

of Jesus Christ, when, about to ascend from the footstool to the

tlirone, he placed the imperial scepter in the hands of speech,

saying, " Go ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel to every

creature." The pulpit, therefore, must ever be the divinely

ordained fountain of religious instruction, the foremost agency
of popular moral culture, and the grand conservator and bul-

wark of constitutional liberty. The word of God itself is

bound where speech is set in the stocks, or where the pulpit is

intimidated, enfeebled, or demoralized. Humanity and patriot-

ism should join their voices with Christianity in vindication of
the divine right of speech, and they should join their hands in

the effort to bring the pulpit to the highest possible efficiency,

by the speedy development of its maximum power. If there

Fourth Series, Vol. XIV.—

1





6 The Bema and the Pulpit. [January,

ever was an age calling loudly upon the preacher of the. Gospel

to put on strength, and to hurl the thunderbolts of divine truth

with a mighty arm, that age is the present. If there ever was
a country calling, as with a herald's trump, for champions to

stand forth from the timid crowd, and lift up their voice for her

honor and integrity, that country is America. Any suggestion,

therefore, though it be merely the reiteration of forgotten truth

or the finger-post to a neglected model, contributing to inspire

the Christian ministry with boldness and persistence in defense

of the truth, or to panoply and nerve our young men for a

successful and glorious career in the sacred office, is worthy of

their regard.

It is the purpose of this paper to direct the attention of those

who would magnify the high vocation, toward that peerless

model of eloquence, the nearest human approach to perfection,

the undisputed master of the Athenian, bema, Demosthenes.

"We purpose to show that his elements of oratorical power are

broad as humanity, and especially applicable to the modern
pulpit. It is true that Demosthenes was a secular orator, dis-

coursing of topics of transient interest. But the almost

superhuman manner in which he touches human themes ; the

6aintly high-mindedness with which he walks among his fellow-

men in an age of moral degeneracy ; the quenchless ardor of

his patriotism ; his unconquerable advocacy of freedom, the

Grecian Abdiel, " among innumerable false, unmoved ;" his

irresistible appeals to right, his vehement torrent of passion,

always under the perfect mastery of reason ; the simplicity of his

style, making his thoughts pervade the soul, as electricity per-

vades the air; the perfect harmony between the style and the

sense; the wonderful immediate effect of his orations, and their

unchallenged right to the world's highest admiration after the

lapse of twenty-two centuries ; all these high qualities pro-

claim him the unrivaled master of the art of persuasion. To
say that he was a politician in the American sense of the

term would be the utterance of a foul slander. Such a char-

acter, in his definition of ovKoQdvrris, Demosthenes has photo-

graphed, by the light of his own genius, in indelible colors

upon the pages of his immortal argument against ^Eschines.

Then he damned his illustrious rival to everlasting fame by
writing his name beneath the portrait. Demosthenes was the
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pure-minded statesman, whose noble lineaments he has -traced

in his delineation of the av^ovXo^ which this great limner of

character painted for a likeness of himself, to be hung up in

the gallery of history as a pendant to the demagogue.*

It is the misfortune of some of the world's greatest minds to

be abundantly eulogized, but sparingly studied. It is much

easier to glorify Bacon than to fathom his philosophy. It re-

quires less labor to crown Newton with our praises than to

follow him patiently through his Principia. Multitudes are

lavish of compliments to

" The blind old bard of Scio's rocky isle,"

who are quite content to pass through life without ever read-

ing a verse of the Iliad. The peerless Athenian is no excep-

tion to this declaration. Many are profuse in vague encomiums

who have never read one of his thrilling periods in the glow-

ing Attic words which set on tire the souls of the Athenian

tlsnos. It is to be feared that many public speakers, having

collegiate diplomas in their drawers, have never formed an

intimate and pleasing acquaintance with this chaste exemplar

of manly eloquence. In the curriculum of academic study

they hastily ran through one or two Philippics, satisfied with

some insight into the grammatical relations of the words,

while blind to the ravishing rhetorical beauties which unfold

themselves only beneath a long and earnest scrutiny. Since

they pronounced their orations on commencement day—on

which occasion Demosthenes and Cicero were spoken of in

very flattering phrase—those distinguished gentlemen of an-

tiquity have been quite forgotten, or remembered only as the

authors of much vexation and disquietude to the halcyon days

of university life. "We are aware that there exists a strong

prejudice in many minds against the earnest study of a master

orator, grounded on the fear lest there would be more lost in

originality than would be gained in other excellences. But

why should the orator fear, rather than the painter and the

sculptor, who from all civilized lands make pilgrimages to

Italy, that shrine of the arts, and spend years in the study of

the immortal productions of Titian and Michael Angelo ? ^It

is said that the orator should take lessons of the great teacher,

* Oratio De Corona, sec. 189. Champlins edition.
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nature. As well might you send the artist to nature for his

studies, locking him out of the repositories of art in the

Vatican, as to send the student of eloquence to nature, shut-

ting him out from the contemplation of those great monarchs
of the human soul, whose words have come down to us through

twenty centuries enkindling the hearts of all the intervening

generations. If man's noblest study is man, his best text-

book is the great orator, who has trodden the mysterious

avenues to millions of hearts. The successful speaker must be

erudite in the knowledge of human nature. The sources of

this knowledge are first of all the word of God, which is the dis-

cerner and the revealer of men's hearts ; secondly, self-scrutiny

;

and lastly, observation upon our fellow-men. This, we contend,

is wonderfully simplified and facilitated by the study of the

drama, or the speech which has the power to move men
;
just

as we may often arrive at a more accurate knowledge of the

structure of a lock by inspecting the key which unlocks it,

than by trying to pry into the lock itself. But he is not to be
decried as an oratorical picklock, who has acquired, by the

patient study of some great patterns, the high art of turning

back the bolts of prejudice and passion in human souls, and
of opening them to the ingress of truth.

The prolonged and thorough study of the words which swept
the souls of the hearers, and which thrill with intense emotion
the bosoms of the readers ages afterward, is necessary to com-
plete the rhetorical studies of the schools. In school rhetoric

we have the disjecta merahra of anatomized writers and
speakers, tlirown together as illustrations of the various prin-

ciples of the art, as detached bones are arranged in the cabi-

net of a college of surgery. With the contemplation of these

dry bones the school rhetoric ends. If the student ever see

bone come to his bone, and the sinews and flesh come upon
them, and if he ever see them stand upon their feet as mailed

and victorious warriors, he must give his days and his nights

to the study of those acknowledged standards of eloquence

from which the rhetorician collects- his paradigms.

It is fortunate for the world that the highest of these stand-

ards, the speeches of the great Pacinian, have descended to the

present time in the very syllables in which they flowed from
his pen and fell from his lips. For these productions were
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most industriously elaborated in the closet ; they are not the

fragments of impromptu utterances, caught up by some Attic

reporter in the Pnyx, and amplified by some Athenian Grub-

street. They all bear unmistakable internal evidence of their

genuineness. The brief, simple, modest, and sometimes prayer-

ful exordium, the lucid statement, the rapid, crystal stream of

logic, the stirring appeal, the impressive peroration, all indicate

the ad unguem factum oratorcm as surely as the lion is known

bv his claw. We have said that the elements of power in Demos-

thenes are adapted to influence universal man; that the thoughts

unci sentiments packed into his periods, uttered in his impetu-

ous maimer in any age, to any people, would produce substan-

tially the same effects. Hence we argue his fitness for a model

for the Christian ministry whose commission contemplates the

exertion of suasive influence upon every creature, even to

the end of the world. There is one historical testimony to this

characteristic of Demosthenes which it is instructive to con-

template. From his age to the present philanthropists, patriots,

and statesmen remarkable for generous impulses and elevated

moral sentiments, who have stood forth as champions of the

right, and as swift witnesses against every form of tyranny and

wrong, have been instinctively attracted to Demosthenes, and
have lingered with delight over his pages, and have imbibed

his spirit and imitated his style. The patriot Cicero, the ad-

vocate of outraged Sicily, and the successful pilot of the Roman
Republic through the perils of civil commotion and dark trea-

son; the philanthropic Brougham, whose youthful, fiery de-

nunciations struck the fetters from eight hundred thousand
slaves in the British colonies, and banished forever from En-
glish law " the wild and guilty fantasy of property in man ;"

and our own heroic Sumner, who rises from the floor of the

American Senate crimsoned with his own blood, and before

the vulture eyes of slavemasters pale with rage, hurls his resist-

less thunders at the baneful system which they love better than
the Union cemented in their fathers' blood ; these, and many
other illustrious names which the world will not willingly let

die, all confessedly drew inspiration from the orations of the

enemy of the ambitious Macedonian and the devoted friend of

Athens.

If the preacher of Christ's Gospel is set, not for the utterance
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of mere theological dogmas, but to show to men their sins ; if

it is his office, like his Master, to move among men an incar-

nate conscience, unmasking hypocrisy, and denouncing the

Avoes of God upon every form of iniquity
;

if the world has a

right to expect the pulpit to be the organ of a higher and

clearer sense of right, and the fountain of a purer and warmer

philanthropy than the legislative hall, then should the

divinely appointed expounder and defender of human rights

not only be thoroughly imbued with the spirit of his high

office, but he should be perfectly familiar with the best models

for the expression of that spirit.

We now call attention to some of the prominent character-

istics of Demosthenes, which if reproduced in the pulpit would

greatly enhance its power.

1. Demosthenes never attempts to move his hearers tUl he

has laid down afoundation of massive, sterling thought. It is

supposed by many that his success resulted chiefly from his

manner ; that, in his own language, action is the first, second,

and third quality of a victorious orator. But his enemies,

when they intimated that his speeches were redolent of the

lamp, more sagely divined the secret strength of that young

Samson who had suddenly mounted the bema with a power

to sway Attica and to shake the Hellenic States at his will,

and to foil the perfidious Philip by a half-hour's speech. They

could not, however, have asserted this from any appearance

of art and severe labor in the structure of his orations, for

every thought appears to spring up easily and spontaneously

from the occasion. He had learned the perfection of all learn-

ing and labor, the Ars celare artem. So unartificial do his

Speeches appear, that the reader is constantly deluded with the

thought that it is a thing perfectly practicable for himself to

give expression to his thoughts in a style equally felicitous.

Thus Horace's test of literary excellence is satisfied three cen-

turies before the Yenusian poet penned the Ars Poetica.

Ex noto fictum carmen sequar, ut sibi quivis

Speret idem, sudet raultum frustraque laboret

Ausus idem.

His* enemies judged that he had consumed the midnight

hours in the preparation of his orations because they felt the

unusual weight of thought with which they were laden, as gold
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|l detected by its superior gravity. Otlier men could act as

veil as Demosthenes. "Why did not others produce similar ef-

fects ? Because they had no mighty thought in their souls to

net out, and to transfuse into the souls of their hearers. Hence

they were mere declairaers and ranters. Had Demosthenes

framed platitudes into intense and earnest expressions, his

vehemence might have momentarily fixed the attention of his

audience. But would those vapid inanities have been treas-

ured up by the most cultivated minds of his age? Would

they have been conned over and recited by Ins great political

antagonist in exile as specimens of the most splendid triumphs

of oratory ; and would they have been sent, as a precious legacy,

down the stream of time, wafted by the praises of each succeed-

ing generation ? The speaker who is indifferent to the matter

of his address, relying chiefly on his impassioned delivery, pre-

K-nts a striking resemblance to the artillerist who loads hi3

rifled ordnance with a bail of cork, thinking to compensate for

its lack of weight by quadrupling the quantity of powder.

There is, however, a caution to be observed, that the depth of

thought be not beyond the plummet of the ordinary intellect.

The deepest thinkers are never popular orators, except those

rarely constituted minds, composed, like the Gulf Stream, of a

surface-current of fervid impulses, and a deeper and colder

stream of metaphysical speculation. The calm, profound, and

constructive intellect of Bacon was, by reason of its very depth,

far less capable of exercising popular sway by speech than

many other men of much narrower intellectual range, as the

Great Eastern steamship, by her enormous depth of keel, is

excluded from many harbors to which vessels of less draught

have easy access. Demosthenes never dreams in the cloud-

land, like the German; never dives into psychological abstrusi-

ties, like a Scotch philosopher; but he applies to the common
understanding those plain, practical truths adapted to secure

his purpose. That purpose is higher than to dazzle the mind
by the corruscation of speeious and vague generalities ; it is to

persuade to immediate action. He seizes upon a universal

principle only as a lever with which to multiply his power to

press upon the attention some particular truth. Between the

extremes of unadorned, logical conciseness and Ciceronian re-

dundance and ornateness he ever found the golden mean,
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always addressing the reason, yet always winning the heart.

Much of modern preaching is ineffective because it is not sat-

urated with thought; and much more fails to edify and to im-

press because the thought is expressed not in the language of

the shop, and field, and fireside, but in the terminology of the

metaphysical recitation room.

2. Demosthenes kneio all the points of contact between his

own mind and his Jiearers. Minds are like spheres, which can

have, at the same time, only one point of contact. Through this

common point the electric current of the speaker's emotions must

pass into the souls of his audience. There is one such point be-

tween intellect and intellect, through which the spark of truth

is to be conveyed from the giver to the receiver, and there is

another for the transmission of the glowing currents of feeling

from the sensibilities of the speaker to the sensibilities of the

auditor. The first consists in knowledge common to both

speaker and hearer. This is the only bridge which spans the

chasm between mind and mind. Over this bridge the orator

must make his thoughts travel to find an open door into the

understandings of those whom he addresses. Otherwise he

wall speak in an unknown tongue. Here lies one element of

the secret power of the Corypheus of Grecian orators ; he was
perfectly acquainted with the intellectual character of the

Athenian people, and he knew just what coin would have cur-

rency with them. He was born of the common people; he

was educated with them. They had been trained by the same
masters, and they had drawn their intellectual nutriment from

the same literature. Their youthful souls had been inflamed

by the glowing myths of Homer, the father of song ; their ima-

ginations had been excited by the gorgeous and sublime ima-

gery of JEschylus, the father of Greek tragedy, and chastened

by the reflective and vigorous pages of Thucydides, the father

of philosophical history. They had gazed from childhood upon
the same scenes ; the same rugged ridges of the Pentelican hills

obstructed their eastern gaze ; on the west was spread out " the

loud-sounding sea," visible for many leagues from the summit
of the Acropolis. They had a common ancestry, the recital

of whose glorious deeds had often inspired their souls with

national pride. Here, then, in the minds of his countrymen,

was the medium through which the orator might pour his own
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Ikooffbta and emotions, a molten stream flowing from the glow-

in. furnace of Lis own heart. There is, however, one thing

lacking which we have described as the point of contact be-

tween heart and heart. This is a common interest with the

hearer*. Demosthenes himself insists that this is the sine qua

tw» of oratorical snecess. In his oration on the Crown he

rives utterance to some most valuable philosophical reflections

on the nature of eloquence, as Webster in his celebrated eulogy

of Adams takes up the same theme and pronounces one ot

the most sublime passages in modern oratory a massive ingot

of cold ^Eschines had all the oratorical advantages which

arise from knowledge in common with himself and his hearers.

For ho also was- born and educated at Athens. But there was

one insurmountable obstacle to his success. He was suspected

of bein* in the interest of Maeedon, while it was mamiest to

all that*Demosthenes was heartily in the interest of Athens.

Ucuce, ho tells his antagonist, in their great forensic contest

the reason why he never achieved the highest triumphs ot

eloquence. 'Eon 6' ovX <* Idyog ~™ M~°P^ AloWvn ™>w,
™

i rOror 7% tfxwns, dUA r5 rdvrd ~poaipelo$ai rotg voXXolg nat to

toi* avrovg uiotiv km 4>i?Mv ovorrep dv % -narpLC. "It is not the

language of the orator which is precious, O ^Eschines, nor

the' tone of his voice, but the fact that he aims at the same

objects that the multitude desire, and that he loves and hates

whatever persons his country does."* He proceeds to declare

that his rival must fail because " he does not anchor upon the

same cable with the people, and therefore has not the same

expectation of safety." These words commend themselves to

the study of every public speaker ; to the preacher who has

not vet attained a thorough identification with the moral and

spiritual interest of his hearers, and to the American politician,

who dreams of influence in the reconstructed national govern-

ment, after he has been once leagued with those whom his

country hates, and anchored upon the cable of a confederacy

whose keel is oppression and whose timbers are treason.

This devotion to the interests of his native Attica Demos-

thenes demonstrates by a life of labor and sacrifice. He points

with just exultationt to his "ow&oa, ntevot, and raXaprnpuu,

* Oratio De Corona, § 280. Champlin's revised edition,

f Oratio De Corona, § 21S.
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H perseverance, journeys, and toils," as St. Paul recounts his perils

encountered and sufferings endured for those to whom he

preached, for whose spiritual well-being he expressed a willing-

ness to lay down his life as a second atonement, if such an

offering were ' necessary, to secure their salvation.* In the

entireness of their devotion to their respective objects, there is

a striking parallel between the great apostle of Grecian liberty

and the great apostle to the Gentiles ; they both " fought a

good fight," both finished their course by a martyr's death, and

both their works do follow. Both are impressive illustrations

of the principle that the highest power to sway the human will

involves a perfect consecration of being to the highest interests

of those whom we would influence. Should we venture to

suggest a modern illustration of the same truth, we should not

hesitate to appeal to the perfect Christian devotion and the

astonishing oratorical success of the seraphic "Wliitefield.

Would our limits allow, we would gladly amplify upon the

manifest wisdom of uniting in one person the office of pastor

and of preacher, by which he is sent from house to house, to

become familiar with his people's modes of thought, and to

acquire a personal interest in their well-being, before he enters

the pulpit and applies the great motives of the Gospel to their

hearts.

3. In all his speeches Demosthenes had an immediate end to

compass. He always aimed at some direct, practical result.

His purpose, ever vividly before his eye, subsidized and inten-

sified all the energies of his nature. He never committed the

oratorical suicide of speaking for mere display. That man can

never be a hero whose thoughts concentrate upon himself.

He must see some object beyond himself, and, in utter self-

abnegation, strain every muscle to reach it. If the Athenian

Senate ever resorted to the parliamentary ruse of sending an

orator into the popular assembly to speak against time, they

never could have been so unwise as to select Demosthenes.

He never could have prostituted man's godlike prerogative,

the sacred gift of speech, to an unworthy purpose. He never

learned the art recommended by Archbishop AVhately, of mar-

shaling mere words, the art of laboriously saying nothing, cul-

tivated to perfection by a class of American Congressmen.

* Rom. ix, 3.
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Uo is never satisfied simply to please; he alway* strives.to

"
,ve Ins hearers to aetion. His only orotumm which he

:

ha

« vote to carry, a navy to build, an embassy to elect, or

Tttto lew, s h funeral enlogy over his brethren slam .n

r le an occasion in which he could animate the drooping

I ot, m ofdsfellowcitizens-a service which loyal Amer,

t appreciate since, the day our volunteer army found

tS, vtrgtaian Cheromea, and we with trembUng mqmred con-

earning the defenses of our Athens.

W en the advocate sees the life of the prisoner trembling
;

in

the ba ance of a juror's volitions; when the statesman sees the

11 of the empire turning upon the pivot of a single vote

*hen the preacher realizes that his impenitent hearer may be

enin. to the last offer of Divine mercy, a fitting subject and

Ste eloquence are presented if the m«i - not wanting

But how often do the first two elements of the divine art of

Suasion concur, but the third is lacking! Treason^stalks

nto the senate chamber undisguised, and plies his piek-ax.*

the very pedestal of the republic. Now the theme and the

hour for eloquence are present; but no Cicero hurls words like

bullet, straight at the conspiritors' heads. The American con-

script fathers all address the country. Immortal souls un-

washed of sin and hastening to the fires of the judgment are

assembled in the sanctuary. Now is the hour eternity is the

theme, worthy of words that burn their way to the heart. -But

the hour is occupied with a pointless, perfunctory address, be-

cause the bell has sounded and the people have convened, and

they expect that something of a religious character will be said.

The preacher girds himself for the achievement of no immedi-

ate purpose, hence no pathos trembles in his voice, no teardrop

glistens in his eye, no seraph's coal touches his lips, and no sin-

ner cries for pardon. Nothing gives cogency to the words ot

Christ's embassador, and inspires his soul with earnestness, like

faith in the Gospel as the instrument for the immediate recon-

ciliation of sinners to God. The absence of this faith explains

the mystery of much of our fruitless preaching.

4. The rhetorical structure of his speeches combines %n the

highest perfection all the excellences of persuasive oratory.

Our limits will not permit an extended analysis of any one ot

Ids orations with illustrative quotations. His beauties are so
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inwrought into his style, that they are incapable of being de-

tached and presented to the eye like separate gems. We com-

mend his productions to the study of all those who aspire to

wield the power of tongue or pen, especially to those who are

under an inspired injunction to " study to show themselves ap-

proved unto God, workmen, needing not to be ashamed, right-

ly dividing the word of truth." There are laws of thought and
emotion in human souls as definite and changeless as the prop-

erties of matter. He who would overcome the spiritual inertia

in a depraved heart, must be as familiar with the philosophy

of persuasion as the machinist is with the philosophy of dynam-
ics. Oratory is as much an experimental science as civil engi-

neering ; it is building a suspension bridge to an insulated

mind. Hence the necessity of oratorical rules and models.

Such a model is accessible to all our young men who have

money enough to purchase the speeches of Demosthenes and
mind enough to master them. They will find a Napoleonic

strategy in the disposition of his topics, and a shaq> discrimina-

tion between his arguments. They will observe the consummate
art of his compound periods, memorable for unity, perspicuity,

and force ; his wonderful skill in the management of facts, and
his power to digest them into arguments, and to press every

point to the utmost by a facility of condensed restatement. They
will admire the keenness of his satire, like a razor of polished

steel encased in a style of burnished gold ; and his delicate and
well-timed appeals to the feelings to allay prejudice, and to

prepare the mind for the reception of his arguments. His
ability to surcharge a single word with an electric power suf-

ficient to prostrate an antagonist by a single shock will awaken
surprise. The student of Demosthenes will nud his imagina-

tion strengthened and chastened by the orator's dramatic

grouping of facts, presenting a scene to the eye like a painting

—an unrivaled power of graphic delineation, exemplified

in modern times by some of Webster's finest descriptive

narratives. He will bow before his occasional outbursts of

impassioned feeling, and he will tremble for the luckless

victim doomed to endure the Alpine avalanches of his invec-

tive.

Let us mingle with the Athenian tKK?^ola who throng the

Pnyx at some great national exigency. A$ messenger is intro-





duccd bearing important dispatches. The herald asks "mo
ti^to^anguel" There is no response. After the ques-

n has been repeated many times, Demosthenes mounts the

Lna His calm countenance gives no indications of the vol-

nc fires shut up within his soul. He begins with delibera-

on. He startles by no paradoxes, he excites by no extrava-

gances, he enchains by no novelties, he charms by no subtie-

tic. but, taking the facts which lie around them and he

thoughts' which repose within them he proceeds to enforce the

duty of the hour. His theme is the peril of the state The

crii is the last move of the Macedonian upon the great Pan-

hellenic chess-board. Elatea is taken. A few plain sentences

'

place the state of the facts in a clear light before all eyes. A

few more sentences let in the sunlight upon the dark purpose

of the peace-proposing Philip. Then, in imagination he

make* the Athenians see the conquering squadrons of Maee-

dvn desolating Attica. He holds up the dark picture of nation-

al overthrow, with the extinction of their boasted democracy

in the night of despotism, and the still darker picture ot the

disgrace which will ever blot the generation which cravenly

yielded, without a struggle, to the upstart of Pella, Ae glorious

heritage for which their fathers breasted the Persian myriads

at Marathon, Salamis, and Platan. Terror and despair brood

over the assembled people, and their hearts sink withm them.

Should the orator descend now all is lost. Despair paralyzes,

hope awakens to effort. The orator continues to speak. A

rift appears in the leaden cloud, and the sun streams through

and paints the rainbow over Attica. Thebes may be won over

to our alliance, the Grecian States may unite and conquer,

"and the impending danger may pass away as a cloud

The speaker's voice is drowned in the tumultuous shout,

" Lead us to Philip." The orator has triumphed. His coun-

trymen, enervated and demoralized by a love of ease and

pleasure, heroically march forth to the unequal conflict ot

Cheronsea, and fall beneath the tread of the invincible Macedon-

ian phalanx. . ,.

5. The triumph of Demosthenes over extraordinary impedi-

ments by a vigorous system of self-culture, is an example replete

with instruction to aspirants to eminence in the art of public

speaking. We must be pardoned for alluding to a subject so
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trite as his cure of his hesitating utterance, short respirations,

and uncouth gesticulations, by a persistent course of discipline,

for we are writing for the special benefit of our clerical

brethren,' some of whom may be disheartened by similar

infirmities. We cannot, therefore, deem this paper complete

without asking our readers to visit, with us, the study of

the great orator, and to learn the secret of his Herculean

strength,
Whose resistless eloquence

Wielded at will that fierce democratie,

Shook the arsenal, and fulminated over Greece

To Macedon, and Artaxerxes' throne."

The goblet on the table is not brimming with the ruby wine. ,

Its owner is a water-drinker, an original tee-totaler, not for

conscience' sake, but for eloquence ; and he manfully bears the

reproach of abstemiousness amid the scoffs of his tippling

enemies. Every man that striveth for the mastery is temper-

ate in all things, is a maxim, the wisdom of which was demon-

strated by the athlete, centuries before it was recorded among

inspired truths. The illustrious Grecian needs no artificial

stimulants to fire him for his coming effort in the popular

assembly. Had the fumes of the narcotic weed been, in his

'day, a fashionable mode of physical defilement and mental

stupefaction, we are warranted in the assertion that this prince

of orators would have spurned the enslaving opiate. The

sword may no longer be suspended from the ceiling to check

the ungraceful shrug of his shoulder ; the pebbles, with which

his respirations were prolonged, may be lying upon the beach

of Phalerum, where he practiced his last vocal exercise to the

crested waves. But the workman himself is in his workshop

forging, link by link, the adamantine chain with which he

-will bind his country's foes and lead them in triumph. No

labor is shunned. Stroke after stroke from that Cyclopean arm

rings upon the anvil. Every word is weighed, and every sen-

tence is turned over and over beneath the sledge till it assumes

the required shape. No such motto as Orator"nascitur non

ilt is written on the walls of this laboratory. Here it is

demonstrated that the proudest laurels of speech are won, not

by fitful genius, but by patient toil. Emerson has somewhere

said that mediocrity can declaim an oration the fifteenth time

more effectively than genius can the first time. This truth may
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U* rendered more impressive when generalized and formulated

after the manner of the algebraist, thus : •

(Mediocrity) 15tU ?ower = Genius -f X-

"Work is the only succedaneum for genius. Drill is the

rocreator of the man. It is generally supposed that the

speaker from memory excludes himself from the highest style

of oratorical effect, but the practice of Demosthenes does not

Mistain this notion; neither does the practice of Whitefield,

whose fifteenth public delivery of a sermon, in the judgment

of Dr. Franklin, was necessary to develop his maximum power.

There is a well-authenticated tradition that the modern pulpit-

'clmrmer, Summerfield, who enchained multitudes with his

apparently impromptu flights of imagination and outbursts of

pathos, was accustomed in his preparation for the pulpit to

rvhe.-irse Ilia sermons by the clock. Had Dr. Olin unwisely

darned his manuscripts he would not only have robbed the

world of a rich legacy of sterling, original thought, expressed

in a pure and majestic style, but he would have hidden from

hut brethren the secret staircase by w*hich he mounted to his

acknowledged pre-eminence in sacred oratory. But that secret

is. travailed by the discovery, after his death, of carefully written

copies of all his great sermons, corresponding with verbal ex-

actness with those spoken productions which swayed his hearers

H6 the tornado sways the forest, and which impressed their very

words upon the student's memory " as laid in the rock forever."

1 Te added to his great natural powers the most laborious study.

We are not authorized to say that he preached entirely from
memory; but facts do justify the assertion that Demosthenes
never more thoroughly prepared himself for the bema than did

Olin for the pulpit. He made success a duty, and he made
preparation for success a matter of conscience. He abhorred
M slip-shod sermons " and a reliance upon " an inspiration wrhich

never comes " to help a sluggard in his time of want.

There are few living orators to contest the palm of eloquence
with Edward Everett, whose pen patiently records every word
of his great speeches, and his memory faithfully transcribes

every sentence before his lips become the fountain of mellifluent

periods. The rising stars of the AVesleyan pulpit, Arthur and
Punshon, whose fitly spoken words are like apples of gold in
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pictures of silver, are model extemporizers ; and yet, while they

disclaim preaching memoriter, they candidly disavow impro-

vised diction, and declare that they have the entire sermon in

their '* mind's eye " when they announce the text. A perfect

verbal memory is a rare gift. Many who are moved by the

Holy Spirit to the Christian ministry can never attain it even

by the severest discipline ; and very few can make it available

so frequently as the sacred office demands. For this reason we
do not assert that the illustrious son of Athens is in this regard

a model for all preachers of the Gospel. Tet we do insist that

those endowed with this aptitude should not neglect the gift of

God that is in them, and through the influence of a vain ex-

pectation of divine inspiration, or of mifounded prejudice, or

of culpable indolence, never magnify their high vocation by the

application of all their powers to a work " which filled a

Saviour's hands."

Every preacher who studies himself and his work will find

deficiencies to be supplied and excellences to be acquired af-

fording scope for the most assiduous self-culture. So many el-

ements enter into the perfect orator—posture, gesture, mien,

eye, pitch and quantity of voice, pronunciation, intonation,

grammar, rhetoric—that he would be the eighth wonder of the

world in whom all these excellences in perfection were com-

bined by nature.

Unfounded religious scruples deter many from that elocu-

tionary culture requisite to enhance their usefulness. It is sup-

posed that attention to the manner of preaching is incompati-

ble with reliance upon the Holy Spirit's promised aid in the

proclamation of saving truth. But the dispensation of the

Spirit is not a dispensation from labor. It is not a license to

laziness, but rather a cheering voice arousing to higher effort,

crying, "Work, fur God works with you.

Mr. "Wesley, one of the highest authorities in all matters

relating to preaching, gives to his young men the following

sound advice :
" It is more difficult to find out the fault of your

gesture than those of your pronunciation
; for a man may hear

his voice, but he cannot sec his own face, neither can he observe

the several motions of his own body, at least but imperfectly.

To remedy this you may u>e a large looking-glass as Demos-
thenes did, and thereby learn to avoid every disagreeable and
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unhandsome gesture." . . . "Whenever you hear an eminent

weaker, observe, with the utmost attention, what conformity

there is'between his action and his utterance. You may after-

ward imitate him at home till you have made his graces your

own." It is not unreasonable to suppose that this great master

of sacred eloquence, in these directions to others, opens the door

of a little room in Lincoln College, Oxford, and gives us

ft glimpse of the Demosthenean drill practiced by an ardent

student in his preparation to inaugurate " that new dispensa-

tion of the Gospel "* with which his own name will be con-

nected till the last generation shall- dwell upon the earth
;
so

that Methodism itself may be largely indebted to the influence

of that example of patient self-discipline persistently applied

by a' weak and stammering Athenian youth, providentially

•et forth as a pattern of all perseverance to all who should live

thereafter.

The best English translator of Demosthenes is Kennedy.

IK* translations are as nearly literal as possible, considering

that no two languages are exactly commensurate. But such is

the muscularity and directness of the style of Demosthenes,

and its general freedom from inversions, that he comes nearer

to the English than any other writer in the dead languages,

excepting the Hebrew. Mr. Kennedy's volumes abound in

valuable notes and appendices. The cheapest and most attract-

ive edition of the text is Bekker's Leipsic. But we advise all

who attempt to gain a private introduction to this great orator

to avail themselves of American editions of his works with

notes, for there are difficulties which an imaided student would

find formidable without such helps. By far the best compan-

ion for the profitable study of the masterpiece of Demosthenes

we have found in a work printed but not yet published, entitled,

"Notes, Grammatical and Khetorical, upon the Oration on the

Crown. With an Historical Sketch." Professor Lamed, of Yale

College, is said to be the author of this work, which he is now

revising and enlarging for publication.

* Dr. Hedge.

Fourth Series, Vol. XIV.—

2
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Aet. II.—THE POLITICAL CONDITION AND PROSPECTS
OF THE GREEK RACE.

Every indication that reaches us tends to corroborate the

belief that the condition of the Turkish empire, and more par-

ticularly of that portion of it which lies in Europe, has not

reached an equilibrium. No part of the inhabited globe offers

to man a more fertile soil or a more genial climate ; and for no
territory of equal extent has the contest been more animated.

Yet no stability has been attained. Each successive impulse

has only prepared for a new oscillation. Nor does the present

aspect of the Eastern problem offer any reason to expect that

the latest conquest by the Turks will be more permanent than

the previous conquests of the same regions by semi-Hellenic

kings and Roman generals. In fact the entire condition is one

of instability, transition, and preparation. The grand political

lesson of our times, it may safely be affirmed, is the futility of

the attempt to bind together, by merely artificial and govern-

mental bonds, elements that are dissimilar and discordant from

their very origin. The cohesion between provinces united by
the apparently fortuitous intermarriage of rulers in bygone
generations, is at best of a very slight nature; it dissolves in

an instant when it comes into active interference with the sim-

ultaneous and mutual attraction of the fragments of a great

nation seeking to reunite. Notwithstanding every hinderance

arising from arbitrary and unnatural association, Europe now
bids fair to undergo a complete remodeling, such as shall re-

store great nationalities to their proper proportions, and afford

to each an opportunity as nearly equal as may be to develop its

own peculiar character and capacities.

In European Turkey the great majority of the population

consists of adherents of the Christian faith. The Mohamme-
dans, in spite of the advantages they have for the last four cen-

turies enjoyed as the dominant race, and notwithstanding the

system of proselytism to their creed which they have encour-

aged, still continue to be in the minority. In past centuries a
few of the higher ecclesiastics and of the more important lay-

men of the cities may have been induced to renounce their
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religion, and, as a consequence, their national attachments ; but

the cases of apostasy were limited very much to the vicinity of

the chief cities and towns. The people of the agricultural dis-

tricts remained unswerving in their devotion to the faith and

traditions of their forefathers.* Of this Christian population,

comprising about twelve millions out of the sixteen million

Bonis in European Turkey, the Greek element is by far the most

important, whether we view it in respect to numbers, intelli-

gence, or activity. It is evident, therefore, that no solution

that leaves it out of the question can be permanent in its

results. With population, growing intellectual strength, and

energetic self-reliance in their favor, the Greeks must, in that

entire alteration of the mutual relations of the races which

every careful political observer must be convinced is imminent,

obtain, if not the exclusive, at least a preponderating influence.

Wlicthcr the Greeks are entitled to claim a pure Hellenic de-

scent or not is a question which, however interesting it may be

to tho#<> who would gladly share in the credit of Marathonian

victories, will, we imagine, have little to do in settling sober

matters of political supremacy. If the Greeks can only show

th.-it they are so bound together by the ties of common sympa-

thies and sentiments as to constitute a harmonious people,

neither Turks nor Franks need distress themselves even should

it be true that for every drop of pure Hellenic blood that courses

through their veins there are two drops of the baser Albanian

or Sclavonic. It is sufficient that the Greek race as we find it

is homogeneous, endowed with high capacities and qualifications

for the accomplishment of the historic task which the provi-

dence of God seems destining it to undertake. And this we
deem an incontestible fact. For quickness of apprehension and
readiness of execution, for the power of subtle investigation in

the domain of thought, and for fertility of imagination, we re-

gard the Greek mind as unsurpassed. Of the energy of the

Greeks w need no better proof than that afforded by the enter-

prise displayed in commercial pursuits, not only within the few
years that have elapsed since the paths of trade have been
cleared of obstructions, but from the very moment when their

country was beginning to recover from the paralyzing effect of

* Grccco under Othonian and Venetian Domination. By George Finlay, LL.D.

J'P- 1S2, etc. Edinburgh and London. 1856.
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its subjugation by a horde of semi-barbarous invaders. Despised

and oppressed at home, and with little to anticipate in case of

success beyond an insecure tenure of their property exposed to the

violence of every petty Turkish ruler, Greek merchants ventured

to engage in a competition with the most commercial powers.

And in the attempt they met with a fair amount of success,

notwithstanding Venetian and Genoese jealousy, and the pirat-

ical inroads of the knights of Malta, of Catalan corsairs, and

others, who troubled themselves little to ascertain whether they

were plundering the property of friends or foes. At a later

period, when a wider door was opened to legitimate commerce,

the islanders of Hydra and Spetzia and the thrifty tradesmen

of Smyrna and Scio laid the foundations of commercial estab-

lishments at home or abroad, which have now reached colossal

dimensions, and extend their operations over the known
world.

It cannot be disguised, however, that very grave doubts

have been and are perhaps still entertained by many, regard-

ing the capacity of the Greeks to perform the important part

allotted to them. That many of the accusations are unmerited

by them as a body, however applicable they may be to individ-

uals, it would be no difficult matter to prove. In the same
manner as the ancient Romans derived their ideas of Greek
character only from the low and base type with which they

came in contact, and judged of the whole nation from the ser-

vile disposition of those who visited Italy in numbers for the

purpose of making gain by flattering the conquerors of their

native land ; so the modern Greeks have suffered the misfor-

tune of having imputed to them all the foibles of the intrigu-

ing and covetous inhabitants of the quarter called the Fanar in

the city of Constantinople. The heart of the race as it displays

itself in the rural districts, whether of Thrace, Macedonia, or

Hellas proper, has always been immeasurably superior to the

idle population which readily congregates at the center of gov-

ernment, whether that center be Constantinople or Athens.

The merchants of the East are, it is true, accustomed to attrib-

ute to their Greek confreres a want of strict adherence to truth

and honesty in their dealings, and re-echo the old taunt of the

Latin satirist, "Grcccia maxdux" "We shall not venture wholly
to deny the truth of their assertions ; albeit the transactions of
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many of these same gentlemen in the East have not been above

iuspicion of the like faults, and would seem to warrant the be-

lief that they considered the Greeks, even when engaged in the

wirred work of securing their independence, a fair subject for

rooliation. Let us be charitable, and ascribe the vices which

may seem to predominate in Greek character, not to any inher-

ent* defect which may not be eradicated by time and superior

moral culture, but in great measure to the natural effects of an

unremitting oppression by foreign masters, which has extended

over twenty centuries of their existence. Even if the caustic

assertion of the Frenchman spoken of by Lord Byron were sup-

ported by fact, "They are the same rabble that they were in

the time of Themistoeles," we might hope that the free devel-

opment of their moral and religious natures would give us not

a few who like Socrates and Plato, or like Chrysostom and

AthanoMU?, might become an honor to their race. An acknowl-

edgement of the failings of the Greeks, to be fair, must, how-

ever, bo accompanied with a corresponding notice of their

striking excellences, sueh as their sagacity, their thrift, their

indomitable energy and courage, which place them in the very

front rank of the various races of the Turkish empire.

A revolution such as that which freed a portion of the Greek

race from the dominion of the Sultan could not fail in many

ways to retard the progress which was everywhere beginning

to manifest itself. It was this view of the matter that discour-

aged the aged Coray, whose patriotic mind, ardently as it

burned to behold the liberation of his country, could not forget

the immense cost at which it was likely to be purchased. The

announcement of the outbreak of the war was mournful news

to the philosopher and philanthropist, who had spent a long

life as a voluntary exile in Western Europe, that he might

more successfully occupy himself in the publication of works

ealculated to elevate his poor ignorant countrymen. Of the

umpiring men who originated the revolution Coray shortly after

wi*>te : " They scarce deserve forgiveness. Eor, with the blood

of many myriads of men, with the disgrace of unnumbered

women, with the conversion to Islam of multitudes of young

men and maidens, with the destruction of whole cities, they

have purchased freedom, (or rather a semblance of freedom,)

which after twenty or, at most, thirty years would have been
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surely and absolutely * obtained with incomparably fewer

evils."
*

The voice of history, we are confident, will fail to confirm

the opinion of that devoted lover of his race. The day which

was chosen by Providence for the enfranchisement of Greece

will certainly appear, in the light of subsequent events, to have

been most favorable to the accomplishment of the great designs

to which it was merely the introduction. Even now we can

recognize the impossibility of initiating in any part of Turkey

such schemes of extended public instruction as form the crown-

ing glory of independent Greece. And when we look at the

growing intelligence of the people, at their well-perfected

school system, reaching from the primary school to the univers-

ity, and at the numbers of educated men filling every liberal

profession, we hesitate to say that these advantages were dearly

bouo-ht even at the cost of such sufferings as those from which

Coray drew back in affright.

Undeniably the revolution, by the immense destruction of

property which it superinduced, inflicted an injury upon the

material prosperity of Greece which it has required long years

to repair. Yet the elasticity with which a people lately freed

from oppression undertakes to retrieve the losses it has

incurred, soon obliterates every vestige of their existence. A
more serious drawback, due rather to the miserably selfish

policy of the pretended friends of Grecian independence than

to any action of the Greeks themselves, has made itself felt

ever since. Had not the allied powers interfered more to

regulate than to insure the freedom of the peninsula, an

area would have been given to the new state sufficiently

extended to furnish full scope for the development of the

race under free institutions. The blessings of liberty and

education, now enjoyed in their largest extent only by a

small part of-those who joined in the war, would have been

shared alike by the brave defenders of Suli, by the enter-

prising and refined Sciotes, and by the inhabitants of Crete

and Rhodes. But the strength of the new state was sacrificed

to the preservation of the balance of power, and French and

English united in preferring to jeopard the success of the

enterprise for whose sake rivers of blood had flowed, rather

* Corav, Preface to bis edition of Epietetua, I, 21.
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lhan to weaken in any way the bulwark that stood between

ftattii and the command of the Black Sea.

We shall not undertake to say that the restricted size and, as

It were, local character thus imposed upon the Grecian state,

mast in the end prove to be disadvantageous. On the con-

trary we can readily see that in more than one respect it may
ultimately conduce to the more complete realization of those

ltoj>cfl entertained by every well-wisher of Greece. The failures

that must inevitably attend a new experiment prove less disas-

trous when it is tried on a small scale. The people, long sub-

ject to a despotism, can better be trained to self-government

iu states of moderate size, such as are those of the kingdom of

Otho and of the Ionian Islands, than if to the impediments

wi*ing from the general want of habits of self-control and sub-

ordination were added conflicting interests of widely separated

communities. As education, both mental and moral, is in its

rrry nature gradual, and requires the lapse of time to perme-
ate an entire race consisting pf several millions, free Greece
may servo as the temporary school where the future legislators

ms<J judges, philosophers and philanthropists of the entire

Greek race may be trained for their more extended work. It

is a fact worthy of observation that, accordingly, in the Univers-

ity of Otho, as the new Athenian academy is styled, the num-
ber of students from abroad and representing every part of
u enslaved " Greece is generally equal to and often exceeds the
number of those in attendance from within the limits of " free

"

Greece.

One fact impresses itself very forcibly upon every foreigner
who renders himself familiarly acquainted with the feelings of
the Greeks scattered through the East, of whatever grade, and
in whatever pursuits they may be engaged ; and this is, that
everywhere they look with pride and gratitude upon the small
kingdom of Otho, and contemplate the rising institutions of
Athens' with much of the same devotion with which the Moslem
directs his gaze to the land and the city of the Arabian
prophet. The inhabitants of Smyrna on the one side, and of
the Ionian Islands on the other, long to be united to the Greek
monarchy, and that, notwithstanding the abuses which they
know prevail there in the administration of the government.
n ealthy Greeks, who for purposes of gain have expatriated
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themselves, like Baron Simos in Austria, show their avidity to

associate their own names with the advancement of the land

of their forefathers by liberally contributing to its educational

or mechanical establishments. They found an astronomical ob-

servatory on the hill of the nymphs, and furnish it with every

necessary appliance ; they rear costly edifices for a university of

the largest size and for colleges for females; they establish the-

ological and other seminaries in a country which it may be

they have never even visited. All this, certainly," is far from

proving that the Greeks themselves, whether at home or abroad,

regard their experiment of self-government and independence

as a failure.

The circumstances that have given rise, in the minds of many
foreigners too little acquainted with Greece in her present con-

dition, to the idea that the heroic struggles of her revolution

and the noble devotioii of many an enthusiastic philhellene

were all to no purpose, it is not difficult to discover. While,

on the one hand, the sympathizers with Greece in western Eu-

rope looked toward that classic land as if expecting to see the

exhibition of every virtue and magnanimous trait which had

ever gleamed from that quarter in past ages, the cabinets of the

allied monarchs imposed upon it a government the least suited

to call forth its resources and foster its growth. Thejpeqple of

Europe forgot the difficulty of implanting habits of industry in

an agricultural population accustomed to the exactions of Turk-

ish officials of every rank, and now destitute of land, imple-

ments, and capital. They ignored the yet greater difficulty of

introducing uprightness and every quality of freemen among
those who, from their abject condition, had almost necessarily

been compelled to have recourse to intrigue and the ordinary

vices of slaves. But the allied powers erred even more griev-

ously in attempting the establishment of a monarchy, the

counterpart of that of Bavaria, in a country where Teutonic

institutions were altogether incongruous to those that had sub-

iisted for generations.

When the allied powers, after the assassination of the presi-

dent, Count Capo d'Istria, resolved to erect Greece into a mon-
archy, and for that purpose chose as king the second son of

Louis of Bavaria, they intrusted the government during his

minority to a regency of which the most conspicuous members
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^ Count Armansperg and Mr. Manrer. The first erro™

He anointment of men for this most responsible office who

SS^beral in sentiment, were not only jgnorant of the

Z character of the Greeks, but of their very language. The

L ^rdi v of such a selection does not find aparallel even in the

Sting of ministers by the United States to foreign courts,

who are unacquainted with a single language beS1des their

^Thc'Sition in which they found Greece was indeed

deplorable. Of all the flourishing villages hardly one was

remaining at the close of the war. The commerce of the

country, upon which a quarter of a million souls depended foi

employment was utterly prostrated. We cannot picture he

nWlute ruin which stared the miserable inhabitants m the

f , , better than by citing the graphic description given by Mr.

Finla? in a pamphlet published not many years after the arrival

of King Otho:

In conM<lerin* the condition of the Greeks at the period of the

erfabluhmcnt of the present monarchy, it must be recollected that

lh« rar of the revolution had reduced the surviving population to

n unto of the most complete destitution. All agricultural stock

wM extirpated, houses, barns, and stables were destroyed fruit

irees and
1

vineyards rooted up, the very forests from which the

dweilin-8 might have been reconstructed were everywhere burned

down, lest they should afford shelter to the unsubdued population.

The sword, famine, and disease had reduced the inhabitants of the

continent and the Morea to about one-third of their original

number. We believe that there has been no war in modern times

in which an equal loss of property and life has been sustained by

any people which, amid this suffering, has remained unsubdued.

From the commencement of 1821 to the end of 1832 -Greece has

been deprived of every internal resource*

In this position of affairs it was clearly the duty of the

regency to direct their entire energies to the development of

the physical advantages of the country, by lending that assist-

ance to the husbandman which government can occasionally

'The Hellenic Kingdom and the Greek Nation, by George Finlay, Esq., of Lyo-

«hA. Undon: 1836. Pp. 17, 18. This valuable treatise, written many years be-

fcro the historical volumes which have given Mr. F. his high reputation in the liter-

ary world, is characterized by the author's accustomed praet.cal sagacity ana

thorough familiarity with the details of his subject. It points out with distinctness

the capital mistakes of the German regents and ministers, as well as the measures ot

public improvement which ought to have been adopted.
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afford, as well as to encourage the immigration of the indus-

trious from abroad. It was in offering inducements to. colonists

that the surest method of filling Greece with an industrious

and wealthy population was to be anticipated. But while

some of the ministers had a favorite project of making Greece
"a German America," and attracting thither the burghers of

their native land—a project little relished by the Greeks
themselves—such obstacles were thrown in the way of settlers

from Turkey and elsewhere as almost precluded their coming.

This effect was perhaps not intended, but was the result of

faulty statesmanship. The title to the greater part of the soil

of Greece was vested in the Greek government as the successor

of the Turkish. Now it was evidently the true policy to sell

the lands to actual settlers, on such easy terms that multitudes

of the Christian peasantry, who groaned under the galling

yoke of the sultan, would fill up the depopulated plains.

Instead of this, the lands were purposely kept out of the

market. No part of the public domain was even allowed to

be cultivated except for a rent of twenty-five per cent, on the

gross produce; while private 'estates were by law subject only

to the ordinary tax of one-tenth. The exactions of the col-

lectors, however, not unfrequently augmented the impost to

forty per cent, in the one case, and twenty per cent, in the

other. Wealthy Greeks who came from Macedonia or the

Levant with ready money to purchase estates in Greece and
take up their abode there, disgusted at the obstacles they

encountered, returned to their native districts, carrying away,

the capital that might by a very small degree of encourage-

ment have been secured to the new kingdom. Hinderances

were thrown in the way of the transfer of private estates.

Owners of property in and near the cities were annoyed to an
unparalleled extent by the arbitrary and vacillating course of

the authorities. Time and again the plans of Athens were
altered, and gentlemen who were building, or were on the

point of doing so, were suddenly stopped by an announcement
that their lots were about to be taken for some square or public

edifice, of which nothing more was ever heard, though the pro-

hibition remained in full force.

So far did the regency carry their disregard of the sanctity

of property, that at one time they put forth a claim on the
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i*rt of tlio government to all land not actually in cultivation.

The Minister of Finance was bold enough to proclaim that

* ercry spot where wild herbs fit for the pasturage of cattle

en**', is national property;" and that the Greek Government,

like the Turkish, recognizes " no property in the soil vested in

a private individual, except the exclusive right of cultivation."*

Hut this attempt to weaken public security was too flagrant to

meet with acquiescence. It was not only illegal, but struck at

the very existence of the numerous class of shepherds, who were

with difficulty prevented from rising in rebellion. The attempt

to enforce the claim was " silently withdrawn."

Even a taste for archaeology, laudable in itself, but ill-di-

rected, served to delay the progress of Greece. A plan for ex-

cavating the entire site of Athens (like most of the other plans

«.f the regency afterward abandoned) sufficed to keep the people

(<<r month* in suspense as to where the new capital was to stand.

Vr>aC Thiersch, than whom a more intelligent antiquary could

K*»rcely be found, was of opinion that the government could

not expend its spare funds better than by importing into Greece

lea thousand yoke of oxen one year, and one hundred thousand

the next, and he defended his somewhat extravagant recom-

mendation by saying " that working oxen were more wanted

than the bull of Marathon itself in bronze or marble." A
member of the diplomatic corps at Athens playfully remarked

that the worthy German professor was certainly thus far right;

that Greece had much greater need of bceufs than of Bavarois.
' With a government so regardless of the interests of the peo-

ple, and so supine where any improvements were concerned, it

is wonderful that Greece exhibited such recuperative energy,

and that the wounds inflicted by a terribly destructive war so

soon began to heal. Yet had the regency and the government
that succeeded it been engaged in more profitable pursuits than

the mere multiplication of laws never to be carried into execu-

tion, the Hellenic kingdom would have realized much more
completely the sanguine expectations of its foreign well-wishers.

The importance of the course taken by the regency can
scarcely be overrated. From its position it naturally gave di-

rection, to the policy of government long after its original

members had passed out of office. Reaching his majority June 1,

* Finlay, The Hellenic Kingdom, p. 64.
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1835, the young king, Otho, followed in the steps of his pre-

decessors in power, and even retained Count Armansperg in his

cabinet as Chancellor and Prime Minister. A constitution had
been promised to the people, but year after year was allowed

to elapse without a fulfillment of the pledge. The king gov-

erned through the instrumentality of his cabinet, whose decis-

ions were simply referred to a council of state with an order to

return them ratified within forty-eight hours.* No representa-

tion being allowed to the people, the crown acted constantly in

ignorance of the will of the nation. The king's advisers were
mostly foreigners, and the cabinet was so constituted that it

mattered little if it ever assembled ; for as there was no single

language which all the ministers understood,! any discussion

of public measures was entirely out of the question. Of 9,250

men in the Grecian army, about one half were Bavarians,

maintained at a much superior cost to the remainder of the

troops. By adopting this policy much of the training that

might have been given to the Greeks, both in the conduct of

political affairs in a constitutional monarchy, and in military

management, preparatory to any accession which might at some
future time be made to the limited territory of King Otho's do-

minions, was temporarily lost to the nation.

Let us look for a moment at previously existing constitutions.

Between the date of the first outbreak of the war for national

independence in 1821, and the establishment of the monarchy
by the choice of Otho on the 7th of May, 1832, Greece had
been uninterruptedly subject to constitutional government. The
constitution itself had, however, been twice remodeled. The
first congress of the nation, held at Epidaurus in December,

1821, prepared a constitution which was at once published

throughout all Greece. By the second national convention, at

Astros in 1823, this instrument was modified in certain of its

provisions. After the expiration of four years still more essen-

tial changes were introduced by the constitution adopted in the

third congress, which met at Trcezene in the year 1827. It was
by this last body that John Capo d'Istria was chosen governor

or president (Kv[3epv/iT7]g) for seven years. His term of office

had not expired when, on the 27th of September, 1831, he was
assassinated by the Mavromichales, instigated partly by person-

* Finlay, Hellcuic Kingdom, p. 101.
f Ibid., p. 16, note."
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k! motives, and partly by the jealousy which the evident devo-

\\m\ of Capo d'Istria to the Russian cause had implanted in the

UtNMtt of the adherents of a national policy. The democratic

Constitution under whose provisions the president had held office

was still supreme, but may be regarded as having expired

\; hen, without consultation of the national wishes, Greece was

subjected to the rule of a German prince.

Accustomed to the limitation of the executive authority by

constitutional restraints, it was with great difficulty, and not

without frequent exhibitions of uneasiness, that the Greeks sub-

mittal to the irresponsible sway of the regency, and afterward

of the young king and his ministers. At length on the third

of September, (fifteenth of September, New Style,) 1843, the

discontent found expression in a popular demonstration. An
Immense crowd of citizens and soldiers assembled on the broad

oj»eti ipace in front of the king's palace and loudly demanded

r constitution. The obstinacy of the young prince inclined

him nt first to refuse compliance, but better counsels prevailed,

an-! he gave ft promise to call a national convention to draft the

desired ordinance. The threatening aspect of a few cannon,

loaded and directed toward the palace, is said to have conduced

to persuade him to acquiesce in this unpalatable suggestion.

Simultaneously with this concession he dismissed the Bavarians

from the public posts which they engrossed, and disbanded his

Bavarian- regiments. A constitution was framed in due time

by the convention assembled for that purpose, and King Otho
himself publicly swore on the eighteenth of March, 1844, faith-

fully to observe all its provisions.*

The constitution thus obtained must be considered a very fair

adjustment of the relations between government and people,

and between the various departments of the administration.

In its general features it approximates to the constitutions of

Belgium and of France before the revolution of 1848. In a

I»eculiar manner is the throne made to rest upon the good-will

of the people, for an intermediate or privileged class cannot
exist in Greece. JSTo titles of nobility can be given by the gov-

ernment or recognized by it. While a senate exists by the
iidc of the more popular branch of the legislature, it consists

' Soo Ilippodamos, or the Greek Constitution annotated. By Nicholas Pappa-
<JouUs. (A modern Greek work.) Pp. 129, 130. Athens. 1843.
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only of persons who have filled certain important posts which

are duly specified in the constitution, and none of its members
can be there by hereditary claim. The freedom of public wor-

ship is guarantied to all recognized religions ; the liberty of

the publication of his opinions by word or in print is reserved

to each citizen ; and the exaction of caution money, such as the

responsible editor of every French neAvspaper must, deposit, is

expressly forbidden in Greece. Slavery is prohibited, and it is

declared that a slave of whatever race or religion is free as soon

as he treads upon Grecian soiL Elections are by ballot. The
budget is submitted to the legislature. The ministry are held

accountable for every regulation to which they give the sanc-

tion of their signatures, and no regulations are valid unless

countersigned by them. Such are, in general terms, the char-

acteristic features of the constitution of the Greek kingdom.

The reign of King Otho under the restraints of a constitution

has now lasted nearly eighteen years, and it is reasonable that

we should expect to discover its fruits, whether beneficial or

otherwise, in the present condition of Greece. Under the cir-

cumstances it was to be anticipated that the first and most vig-

orous exertions of the king would be directed toward the adop-

tion of such a course of policy as would build up a great nation-

al party. A good monarch would have striven so to heal the dis-

sensions of the people engendered by personal animosities aris-

ing from the distracted state of the country, as to place him-
self at the head of a vast majority of his subjects, and to ani-

mate them with an earnest desire to forward the best interests

of Greece. Instead of this, we find the political world divided

unequally into three parties founded upon the worst of dis-

tinctions. Much as is to be deplored the existence of parties

which depend upon sectional interests, those whose basis is

foreign alliance and sympathy must in the end become far more
detrimental. Our forefathers narrowly escaped the permanent
establishment of a French and an English party in their midst.

Greece has a threefold division into Russian, French, and
English. It is true that the adherents of these factions do not
differ greatly in the ultimate object of their aspirations. All
are dissatisfied with the narrow limits of their kingdom, and
with that policy of the great powers which has effectually

excluded six or seven millions of Greeks from the privilege of
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f.government granted to one million sonls of tlie same race.

l\\ ulike look forward to the day when a new Greek empire

[hall comprise not only the Ionian confederacy, but the greater

part of European Turkey, the coasts of Asia Minor, and the

vet enslaved islands of the Archipelago, in which the Christians

Jnlnumber the Moslems, and when Constantinople shall be its

capital. But the parties differ toto ccelo as to the method of

carrying into execution this grand programme. The Russian

iwrty, also known as the Najpist, looks to the only independent

nation of the same Orthodox faith—the great Russian empire—

as the source of strength for accomplishing its ambitious designs.

The majority perhaps of its advocates expect that when the

proper moment shall arrive, the moral and physical sup-

jort of the czar will enable the king of the Hellenic state, who-

ever he may then be, to secure himself a more extensive sway

„\.r provinces now subject to the sultan. A smaller and more

aUctjuious fraction would be willing to purchase the accession

10 the jK)litical importance of Greece at the price of accepting

4* monarch a younger brother or son of the emperor of all the

ZUutfias. Very few probably would stoop so low as to consent

to annexation to Russia. This pa'rty is undoubtedly the largest,

and comprises the great mass of the ecclesiastics, both regular

and secular, with the whole body of bigoted adherents to the

Orthodox Church, whether belonging to the higher or to the

lower orders. Its main organ is the "Mow " of Athens. In

education, as well as in religion, it is the retrograde party.

Reforms in doctrine or practice, and the dissemination of the

Holy Scriptures, it opposes. Not a few of its supporters would

express themselves, as we remember to have heard an

aged monk acting as abbot in the monastery of Phonia say, that

" lie was adverse to the education of the priesthood in particu-

lar, because learning made them all atheists."

The French and English parties are, on the contrary, the lib-

eral factions ; the promoters of education, and the patrons of

the sciences and arts. The western nations, rather than Russia,

nre the objects of their admiration, and the pattern to which

they seek to bring their country into conformity. Here are to

be found most of the well-instructed men of Greece, the major-

ity of the professors in the university and the gymnasia, and in

general those whose ideas have been enlarged by travel and
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study in foreign lauds. Ilence, although their numbers are

smaller, they exert a no less important influence than the Bus-

sian party. Not only do the sympathies of the supporters of

these parties go out toward the more liberal systems of the west,

but many of them look in certain contingencies to France and

England for a successor of Otho. Some would prefer France,

because they hope much from Napoleon's policy; others

England, because of the personal merits of the royal family of

that country, and because an English prince would assuredly

receive the Ionian Islands as part of his dominions.

From entanglement with these parties Otho has succeeded in

keeping himself free; and by playing the one against the

other he has secured a sufficient support from all. The present

cabinet comprises members of all the parties, united by one tie

alone, which is the common desire to carry through the meas-

ures of the king. A new division is thus made into the sup-

porters of the administration and its opponents. And here it

must be conceded that the crown has displayed great persever-

ance and, at times, tact, in maintaining its ascendancy in both

branches of the legislature. The constitution provides that

the appointment of members to the senate shall be vested in

the king, with the limitation that there shall never be less

than twenty-seven senators, nor more than one-half of the

number of the members of the other house. The power thus

conferred Otho has more than once employed in order to

obtain a majority. In 1851, when a project to which the king

was favorable was about to fail in the senate, notwithstanding

that he had by anticipation created three or four new members,

he prorogued both houses for some forty days. "When the sen-

ate reassembled the royal side found itself re-enforced by ten or

more additional members, all selected with care from persons

devoted to the king's interests. The measure then passed

without difficulty. To influence individual members also no

pains are spared. A distinguished foreigner, a philhellene who

had lon^- been on the benches of the opposition, we are sorry

to say, has been accused of having been recently induced to

change his views by receiving a subsidy of $10,000 in guise of

back pay for services rendered during the revolution. The

statement, however, we are loth to receive without further

proof; but of the willingness of the government to effect its pur-
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mm* by such means other incidents leave ns in no doubt.

Tb« used Canaris has long been a senator. Within a few

months the ministry introduced a bill into the chambers which

vai intended to confer additional emoluments and the rank of

, \v admiral on the revolutionary hero. This called forth from

Unaria a letter addressed to the ministry, which will be read

with pleasure wherever political honesty and private integrity

arc accounted virtues.

With amazement did I last evening read in the official column

v( iho general newspaper of the ministry the announcement ol a

l.ill appropriating to me a monthly salary of 1,000 drachms ($2,000

i>rr annum;) fori replied clearly and distinctly to Mr. Colocotroms,

the tm-*scngcr of the king, that I would receive neither contribu-

tion nor the rank of vice-admiral, which he came commissioned to

» rr< r me. . . . On other occasions also, when such oilers have been

t wlc to mo by ministers, I have answered in the same language,

m ; b»vc made it evident that my opposition did not arise from

Lbc nrglorl of my rights, (for I have the conviction that the Greek

BMUon «ill recognize and give to my children, if I am no longer

;,,.-.,r. that which 1 justly claim;) *but that it sprang from the

trow of the government", which has made of no effect the con-

Mittttional form of polity, as it has destroyed the national power.*

On a recent occasion King Otho found himself in a position

of some difficulty, and his method of surmounting it was such

u exemplified his native obstinacy of character. Scarcely had

the chambers assembled when the lower house showed the

Mrength which the opposition held by refusing to elect a

tpeaker favorable to the administration. "With no better

ostensible justification than this the king peremptorily dissolved

the house, and ordered a new election of members. From
private sources of information, however, which we deem wor-

thy of credit, we learn that a more powerful motive led to the

dt-cifive step. The king had been apprised that it was in con-

templation to bring up for discussion and settlement the ques-

tion of the succession. As the Queen Amelia has no children,

the crown of Greece, on the demise of Otho, would, in accord-

ance with the constitutional provisions, pass to his younger

brothers in the order of seniority. Never, however, can the

crowns of Bavaria and Greece be united upon the same head.

Now the constitution prescribes that, although the present sov-

• Bee t!io letter in full in the Athenian journal 'Aci%> 1% 'AvaroXris of April 1st,

(April 13th, New Style,) 1861.
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ereign is a Roman Catholic, his successors must profess the

Greek faith—that of the vast majority of the people. Otho's

brother Adalbert refuses to accept the throne upon this condi-

tion ; and it is not improbable that not a member of the Bava-
rian royal family will consent to the sacrifice of his faith.

Accordingly a large portion of the Greeks are desirous of fixing

upon some member of another royal house of Russia, France,

or England, who shall be recognized at once as the heir-apparent,

and from the selection they hope for great political advantages.

Any agitation of this question is naturally displeasing to the

king. Hence the abrupt dismissal of the lower house of the

legislature. When the election took place a few weeks later

the ministerial party was completely successful. This result

was attained by the most strenuous exertions. "We do not

know that there was any evidence of fraud, but the moral

influence of every official, from the nomareh, or governor of

the province, down to the most insignificant local magistrate,

was put forth to its utmost stretch in offering inducements

to the ignorant peasantry to vote for the government's candi-

dates. So flagrant was this abuse that the ambassadors of two
of the protecting powers, England and France, are said to

have entered their protests against it.

An administration so rigid, with so little power of adaptation

to the fluctuations of public opinion, is evidently in great danger

of sudden and entire destruction upon some new and even triv-

ial issue. That the monarch and ministry have been apprehen-

sive with regard to the security of their tenure of power, is

apparent from the frequent and arbitrary seizures of public

journals, and yet more patent from the numerous arrests of

persons charged with conspiracy, with which the Greek papers

have for some weeks come to us freighted. But whether such

a conspiracy is real, and if so what are its dimensions, are ques-

tions which we cannot now answer.

If the monarchy nnder the management of Otho has failed

to erect a firm national party and policy, it is no less demon-
strable that it has signally disappointed the hopes of both

Greeks and foreign well-wishers in fostering the development
of the physical resources ol* Greece. With an expenditure of

nine millions of drachms annually ($1,500,000) upon the army
and navy, scarcely a drachm can be spared for internal im-
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Movements. It was some time since calculated that at the rate

•
! rti allotted, two hundred and fifty years would be required to

rutnplcto n tolerable system of public roads then in contem-

plation. For many years nothing of any importance has been

accomplished toward the introduction of such communications

a« fclmll enable the wagon to supplant the mule and pack-horse.

\\Y do not complain of the neglect of railroads and canals; for

the, multitude of mountain ranges precludes the construction of

the former, and the streams are too insignificant and variable to

•apply water for the latter. A few railroads may, however, be

laid out in two or three of the larger plains; and we learn that

there has just been signed between the government and a

French company a contract for a short railroad to connect

Athens and it** port Pirams, about live miles distant.

I »i'i our limits permit, we should here notice the want of en-

roarajrement extended to agricultural and mechanical pursuits,

«.* 1 :;..- j«*itively injurious legislation by means of which they

Jisvr tieen repressed. Xor would our view be complete without

a notice of the remarkable success which, on the other hand,

I ..- attended the educational system inaugurated by King
< kho, f<-r which he is entitled to no. ordinary credit. This sub-

ject, however, deserves separate treatment.

While n candid survey of the course of the regency during

the minority of the present king, and of that king and his con-

fitutional advisers in more recent years, compels us to acqui-

<soo in the prevalent opinion that the European Powers erred

greatly in their selection of a monarch and of a regency for

Greece, we must do the Greek people the justice not to render

them accountable for follies and sins of which they were in no
HMiH* the authors. Much less must we conclude that the

Ureck Revolution, achieved at so large a cost of life and prop-
erty, was a failure. If its fruits have not been such as may
liave been anticipated, we must make ample allowance for the

infirmities of our frail human nature, especially as degraded
and repressed by long-continued bondage; and we must not
w»rget that many of our reasonable expectations have been dis-

apJ»ointed by the incapacity of foreign rulers. More congenial
institutions and an administration of a higher moral tone would
have produced far nobler results; and these may be gained for

<mv<:e by some change in its political relations, not definitely
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foreseen at present. Certainly the Greek Kevolution lias

proved no failure. The future will mark its important con-

nection with the grand events which are to effect the regenera-

tion of the East. But even were there nothing to hope for

beyond the benefits already attained, the struggle was not

made in vain ; unless, indeed, the establishment of a system of

instruction which is carrying the light of science and art into

the darkest and most remote portions of Turkey, the education

of an entire nation in the principles of constitutional govern-

ment, and the diffusion of civil and religious liberty, are to be

regarded as bought at too great a price when the temporary

loss of material wealth is the purchase money. It is, however,

an encomaging sign that the views of Greek statesmen are not

confined to the narrow limits within which diplomacy has re-

stricted Greece, but that they bear continually in mind the

millions beyond with whom their ultimate union is inevitable.

Hence arises their jealousy of anything that shall tend to im-

pede the realization of the high ambition of the race ;* a jeal-

ousy often manifesting itself unfavorably even to the advance

of evangelical religion, as destroying that fanatical devotion to

their ancestral Church which has proved so powerful a bond of

nationality during ages of oppression.

It must not be forgotten, however, that for the accomplish-

ment in its full extent of the important mission of the Greek

race, the power of a purer religion and a more elevated moral-

ity is requisite. A quarter of a century ago Mr. Finlay re-

marked, that " the moral improvement of the Greeks holds out

the only rational hope of re-establishing order amid the increas-

ing anarchy of the Ottoman Empire." That improvement,

although slow in its movement, is nevertheless in steady prog-

ress. The intercourse with Western Europe, more constant and

* The statement of Gladstone in the British House of Commons, that the Greeks

were not desirous that the Ionian Islands should be united to their kingdom, was
made the subject of animated inquiry in the Greek Parliament. In each house the

ministry were called upon to state whence the English secretary had received such

assurances. On the 20th of May, (June 10, New Style,) 1861, the Greek prime

minister replied " that the government had never expressed itself averse to the

union ; nor could any one suppose it possible for it or any one of the Greeks to op-

pose union not only with the Ionian Islands, but with any other portion of the en-

tire Greek race. Yet it had never felt free to express its desire for the union, bein<r

restrained by the feelings of respect and gratitude duo to a great power which had
tendered Greece signal benefits." ('Aarr/p t?/c 'AvaroJU/f of June * 1861.)
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ia'Jtnittc than ever before, is highly favorable. Many Greek

irWars completing their studies at foreign universities imbibe,

d not wiperior religious conceptions, at least stricter theories of

etaies. The faithful and devoted American missionaries, labor-

tn- with little immediate and visible fruit of their toil, have

: ..I established schools and preached the Gospel in vain. Their

fMtirerU have been few, but when they have passed from the

..-rue of their self-sacrificing devotion they will leave valued

native laborers to carry on the work. One of these, Dr. Kal-

. jwiihukes, has already maintained an excellent family religious

newspaper for nearly four years, besides distributing many

rvptci of the Scriptures. Through the instrumentality of the

mkwionariea also the Bible has become a text-book of instruc-

tion in tlie public schools of the kingdom. Its introduction

li t«j the course of education augurs well for the future of the

«»rr*k people.

Art. III.—JOHN WESLEY AND "THE CHURCH."

It in no longer a matter of surprise, but it is still a matter of

rarious interest to Methodists, that writers of other religious

denominations, especially " Churchmen," should exhibit so

much solicitude for them, with so much depreciation of their

peculiarities if not of their character. Pursuing their humble
and somewhat peculiar methods of usefulness to the world, and
singularly isolated from these denominations by repellant aspects

ol the latter toward them, they have nevertheless, during the

more than a hundred years of their history, been called, almost

incessantly, by admonitory or entreating voices, to heed this

edifying example of fraternal concern. From "Deacons" and
" Presbyters," and even from the high places of Bishops, they

have l>een exhorted, often with a marvelously patronizing dignity

and self-conscious condescension, " to return to the Church," as-

sured that they might do much good therein, and would bo re-

ceived very lovingly to its maternal and luxurious bosom. It

Would seem even that John Wesley were already canonized by
'* the Church " which treated him for so many years with the most
motherly strictness, not to say severity, banishing him with his
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heroic Itinerants from its communion altar, doubtless only as a

parental and tender chastisement for his better discipline. "Wes-

ley is in fact now the chief authority for the admonitory entreaties

of " Churchman " to his present numerous but uniilial disciples.

He was, according to many of these writers, a saint ; a truly great

man ; a chief character in the history of " the Church." Church

dignitaries and Church writers fervently commemorate him as

a conspicuous honor to their ecclesiastical household; kindly

conniving at his ecclesiastical peccadilloes, though these were

once denounced as intolerable flagrancies. The Bishop ofEipon

has given to the world a life of him, and the Bishop of London

has enjoined the study of this, or some other memoir of him,

upon young candidates for holy orders. The committee on the

New Parliament House even suggested a statue of him for one

of its niches ; and there is certainly no character of the last cen-

tury more imposing in English ecclesiastical history, according

to these admiring Church authorities, than the son of the good

old Rector of Epworth—the man who, when he was awaken-

ing England to a moral resurrection, was turned away not only

from the pulpit but from the sacramental table where he and

his father had ministered, and was virtually placed under eccle-

siastical ban throughout the United Kingdom. History has in-

deed a divine office ; it is the invincible redeemer of great men.

It would appear, in fine, that enlightened Churchmen generally

begin to think as highly of the arch-heretic as Eobert Southey

himself did, who, though he wrote malicious anonymous re-

view articles, and a caricatured memoir of him, declared

in his private correspondence with Wilberforce: "I consider

him as the most influential mind of the last century—the man

who will have produced the greatest effects centuries, or per-

haps millenniums hence, if the present race of men should

continue so long."*

Durincr Wesley's own day no little churchly and even prela-

tical concern for Methodism was displayed, and his replies to

Warburton and Lavington arc historical documents. Scarcely

was he in his grave when a number of clergymen sent forth,

" through a lay Churchman, a new constitution for his societies,

compassionately designed to save them from " wreck and ruin "

by bringing them within the protecting embrace of the Church.

* Wilberforce's Corr., vol. ii, p. 388.
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ffcarrh writers assiduously interfered in the controversies

vltfeh, ntter his death, periled the denomination respecting its

lalwmtteot government, The ample nourishing bosom of the

Ckorch was the only refuge to which they pointed the robust but

toddling young Hercules. When they saw that these tender

cowuels were not duly respected, they took in hand the rod of

cWweincnt, laying it on lustily; and finding his obstinacy in-

rinciblc, t!icy at last held up before him the fasces of the law,

m fcnwwft, determined to correct and save him whether he

would or not. But he promptly turned upon them, broke the

("»*•<-», and in the struggle made a memorable revolution in the

Uw, if not in the very Constitution of England ; securing relig-

ht* liberty not only for himself but for the British people

prtHTally. Old Methodists who witnessed that energetic

fctrnfSrfo of 1S10-11 can never forget it, for the whole United

• l.rux wsLH shaken by it. The Quarterly Review for No-

vember, 1 810, contained an extraordinary paper on Method-

ic showing the necessity of subduing it to the Establishment

in order to prevent the destruction of the latter. The ar-

ticle vu attributed to the pen of Eobert Southey; it charged

'.ho Weslerans with the design of subverting the national

Church, and predicted that they would sooner or later be

competent to such a design. It showed that the denomination

had grown from nearly thirty thousand members in 1770, to

nearly one hundred and ten thousand in 1S00; and that its

average increase per annum was about seven thousand. " It is

no li^'ht evil for a state," it argued, "to have within its bosom

•0 numerous, and active, and increasing a party. How long

will it l>c before this people begins to count heads with the

Establishment?" The reviewer intimated that the Wesleyans
were even aiming at a revolution of the supreme government
of the country.

Public attention being thus called to the rapid growth of Dis-

sent, and the declension of the national Church, Lord Sidmouth,
in about seven months after the publication of the Review, intro-

duced into Parliament a bill which, if it had been adopted, would
have struck the dearest rights and most effective labors of all

evangelical dissenting Churches, but especially of the Methodists.
I ho regular Wesleyan ministry would have been broken down
by it. Subordinate laborers of the Connection would have been
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practicably disabled. Its local preachers, extorters, prayer-lead-

ers, Sunday-school teachers, many thousands in numbers, would

have been either silenced or forced into the prisons of the king-

dom. Sidmouth and his associates in the measure had obtained

statistics which could not fail to afford alarming arguments to

Churchmen. They had ascertained that the number of preach-

ers licensed by the magistrates in the half century from 1760 to

1810 was three thousand six hundred and seventy-two; that

during this time no less than twelve thousand one hundred and

sixty-one chapels and rooms had been licensed for public wor-

ship ; that of country churches and chapels, in all parishes which

included a thousand persons or more, the Dissenters and Wes-
leyans had a majority of nine hundred and ten over the Estab-

lishment, the latter having two thousand five hundred and forty-

seven, the former three thousand four hundred and fifty-seven,

not including private places in which preaching was maintained.

The facts were significant enough, but the remedy proposed

was preposterous, and destructive of the religious liberties of

Englishmen. The whole Methodist Connection was aroused by

the danger, and the Dissenters generally joined in their remon-

strances. The Wesleyan ecclesiastical arrangements offered the

best conveniences for eliciting public opinion on the question.

The Districts notified their preachers and people, and petitions

were rapidly signed and sent to Parliament. The " Committee
of Privileges " met in London, and sent a deputation, of which
Thomas Thompson (who was a member of Parliament) was
chairman, to consult with Lord Sidmouth. Sidmouth persisted

in his course, but the committee secured a speech from Lord
Erskine against the proposed law. He presented the Methodist

petitions. An attempt was made to push the bill with indecent

haste ; it was introduced on the 11th of May, and its second

reading ordered for the 17th ; but on the latter day, by the

agency of Lord Stanhope and Earl Grey, it was postponed to

the 21st. During the delay the whole religious population of

the kingdom was stirred with agitation. Stanhope, in present-

ing a petition bearing thousands of signatures, declared that if

the intolerant party would not yield the thousands would be
multiplied to millions. Other peers presented memorials
against the measure. Erskine on the 21st made a powerful
speech against it, and moved that it be read six months from
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*h»f Jav, which meant that it be read not at all. The motion

MmUvd without a division, and the oppressive measure was

.£< 'rated.
,

failing in this egregious scheme, an attempt was made by its

tdwatoa to go interpret and apply the Act of Toleration as to

«*n mipltsh, to some degree, their aims. An applicant for license

*** required to show that he was the pastor of a particular or

*:r.j)v conirregat ion. The law thus construed would be fatal to

thr. Wealcyan itinerant ministry, to candidates for the ministry,

•ad to all preachers beyond the Establishment who had cbarge

«f more than a single church. Ellenborough and other judges

jmi thin construction upon the act, and many instances occurred,

ia virion* parts of tlie kingdom, in which AYesleyan preachers,

* T.rntnt and local, were refused licenses. The Committee of

Privilege* waited upon Percival, the prime minister, to remon-

».miu«t this oppression, and the Connection was again

awmriincd to defend religious freedom. An act of Parliament

* Art «*f ;.3 Goo. III., c. 155) was obtained which defeated their

- pprnNora, This act, one of the most important events in the

btttorr «.i" English religious liberty, was procured directly by

Um exertions of the Methodists, though they were powerfully

*:<Jr<l by their Dissenting brethren generally. It swept away
ihe old barbarous "Five Mile Act," and the "Conventicle

Act*" under which Wesley and his helpers suffered so often;

it ftl*) repealed another offensive act which oppressed the

rvapectable body of Christians called Quakers, and it was so

liberally constructed as to meet alike the wants of Wesleyans
wid Dittcntcrs. The Conference voted its thanks to its Com-
?«.;'.tr<? of Privileges for the success of their labors in securing

tin* ** invaluable law." It also issued an Address to its peo-

pla commemorating the event. " In contemplating this meas-

ufv," it mid, " we cannot but adore the goodness of God, who
hath remembered us in our time of need, for his mercy endur-

< th forever !

" l

The arithmetical figures of Southey and Sidmouth have
prown at an amazing rate since this contest. The Registrar

* 'fneral shows that now only about one-third of the population
Wl" connected with the Establishment, and Mr. Bright assures
•he British public that this minority cannot and ought not to

continue to control the religious affairs of the realm.
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' It cannot be doubted tbat these statistics reveal the real cause

of the solicitude of " Churchman " for the ecclesiastical rectifi-

cation of Methodism ; and the similar comparative statistics of

American Methodism probably occasion the chief tenderness

of American Churchmen for the young and intractable denom-

ination.

Since the failure of the early castigations and the law's com-

pulsion, the strain of conciliation alluded to, the churchly

coquetry, has been tried, but in vain. Resolutely indisposed

to approve Methodism itself, in its present relative position,

Churchmen have, nevertheless, conclusively perceived that its

founder was a very "remarkable man," and a considerable

authority in matters of ecclesiastical opinion; always bating

some amiable weaknesses of his old age, especially his suscepti-

bility to the influence of one ambitious little Welshman who

betrayed him into the amazing folly of organizing the Metho-

dist Episcopal Church. To be sure, this little Welshman was a

somewhat inexplicable character—giving more money to re-

ligion than any other man of his age, clergyman or layman

;

voyaging and traveling more for the evangelization of the

world than any other man of the last century, not excepting

Whitefield or Wesley-; the "greatest man of his century in

ministerial labors," as Bishop Asbury, himself one of the

greatest, declared ; the first Protestant bishop of the Western

Hemisphere ; the founder of powerful missions in England,

- Wales, Ireland, the West Indies, Africa, Asia ; dying a mis-

, sionary himself on the Indian Ocean and buried beneath its

waves. Yet was he a very suspicious intermeddler in the affairs

of the well-meaning Methodist founder, and is responsible for

that most deplorable solecism in American ecclesiastical history,

the undutiful setting up of housekeeping by American Meth-

odism ; and, what is considered worse, he made the lamentable

blunder of setting up its household before the organization of

the "Protestant Episcopal Church"—thereby stealing the rights

of primogeniture ; for as both really sprung from the old English

Church of America, and the Methodistic upstart was not only

the first to organize itself out of the ruins of that Church after

the American Revolution, but has numerically cast its younger

rival into comparative insignificance, the latter stands out be-

fore the religious world in an attitude which gravely compro-
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e; ;*n* its dignity and deprives it of authority in its patronizing

( mSmyois to rectify the scandal of Methodistic illegitimacy.

A»Mo from this example of the weakness of his old age, John

Wrtlrv i*, m the estimation of Churchman, a decisive authori-

ty against the modern ecclesiastical pretensions of Methodism.

The Wtlberforees in their biography of their father (vol. i, p.

94$) lay, "Nor were any of his preachers suffered during his

lifetime to attempt to administer the sacraments of his Church."

And Dr. Pusey (Letter to the Bishop of Oxford, p. 151) de-

clares that "Wesley reluctantly took the step of ordaining at

nil, and to the last he refused, in the strongest terms, his con-

tent that those thus ordained should take upon them to admin-

ittrr the sacraments. He felt that it exceeded his powers, and

t .. Inhibited it, however it might diminish the numbers of the

Burfcty he had founded." Any man who knows "Wesley's re-

n i kd opinions knows that these statements are directly con-

tradictory of them, and are equally contradictory of the facts

rr«:<ric,tin£ his ordinations. He ordained twenty or more of his

Itinerants, ^.nic for America, some for Scotland, some for En-
,'.,: i. lie gave them certificates of ordination which express-

ly record that they were authorized by him "to administer the

. .-..Hants of baptism and the Lord's Supper, according to

the usages of the Church of England." Good old Henry
Moore, Wesley's biographer, was thus ordained by him, and
we have in his own autobiography (p. 134, Am. edition) a copy
of the certificate containing these words. It is well known, too,

that these ordained men did administer the sacraments during

\\ esley a life ; their ordination would have been preposterous if

it was not for this very purpose. After his death they supplied

the denomination as far as they could with the • sacraments.

The seven years' controversy which followed his death, and
hook the denomination to its foundations, related mostly to

the demand of the people for the sacraments from their

own preachers generally, and resulted in the concession of this

claim. Wesley wished to conform to the Church as far as he
possibly could without essential harm to the societies which
he had providentially founded. He persuaded them fervently
t" the last to attend the Church and receive the sacraments
at her altars. But in cases where his arguments could not
prevail, where his people were mostly Dissenters, (and a ma-
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jority of them were in his latter years,) or in Scotland and

America, where the Establishment conld not be an objection,

he supplied them with the sacraments by the hands of his

own ordained itinerants. He had read the "Irenicum" of

Bishop Stillingflect, and "The Primitive Church" of Lord

King, and tells us himself that they convinced him of the

essential parity of bishops and presbyters in " order," and of

the original right of the latter to ordain. He practically

claimed^ this right in behalf of his societies, though he pru-

dently waived it whenever its exercise was not necessary.

Our cotemporary, " The American Quarterly Church Re-

view " has shown more zeal for the reclamation of Methodism

than any other cis-Atlantic periodical. It has frequently discuss-

ed the peculiar position of the denomination and the inestimable

advantages which would accrue from its reimion with "the

Church." Its temper is generally good in these discussions, and

its pleas are evidently sincere, though marred by errors which

can be defended, as conscientious, only on the charitable ground

of inaccurate information. In an article entitled "Wesley on

Separation from the Church," in its number for last April, oc-

cur some such errors which we are compelled to correct, and

which will require unusual charity from the reader. For ex-

ample, the reviewer gives the following citation from Wesley

to show his sound Churehmanship :

As to my own judgment, I still believe the episcopal form of

Church government to be scriptural and apostolical. I mean,

well agreeing with the practice and writings of the apostles.

Now read the whole of the passage of which this is but the

beginning ; here it is :

As to my own judgment, I still believe the episcopal form of

Church government to be scriptural and apostolical. I mean,

well agreeing with the practice and writings of the apostles. But

that nfis prescribed in Scripture I do not believe. This opinion,

which I once zealously espoused, I have been heartily ashamed of

ever since I read Bishop Stillingfleet's " Irenicum." I think he

has unanswerably proved, that neither Christ nor his apostles pre-

scribe anv particular form of Church government ; and that the

plea of divine right for diocesan episcopacy was never heard of in

the primitive Church.— Wesley's Works, vol. vii, p. 2S4.

Does not our confrere need a considerable, stretch of our

brotherly forbearance in this instance ? He gives two sentences
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of a paragraph ; they seem to be entirely concessive of the

orthodox Church claim for episcopacy ; but they are in fact

but a preliminary apology for the most outright and downright

protect against that claim ! Coleridge said that a partial truth

ii tho worst lie, for the degree of truth in it gives a hypocriti-

cal disguise to its essential falsehood. "We will not accuse the

reviewer of lying, for we know how good men, in a case like

this, Fee usually only what they wish to see. An error like this,

however, on the very second page of the article, must impair

the whole authority of the -writer.

This remarkable declaration of "Wesley was written thirty-

Jive years before his death. It puts, therefore, a conclusive

quietus on the charge that his alleged heresies on this and

kindred subjects were the effect of the imbecility of his old age.

lie showed no "imbecility " in his old age, nor any mental de-

cay, except in his last one or two years; his opinions were

never really more authoritative than about five years before his

death, for they were then in their richest maturity; but be this

old apology for him worth what it may, this bold declaration

of his opinion was made when, in his fifty-third year, he stood

out before the world as clear and sharp a thinker as could then

Ik? found in all England. It saves also the credit of the great

little "Welshman, who has been made the scapegoat of "Wesley's

heresies on the subject, for he had not yet heard of Dr. Coke

;

he did not know there was such a man in the realm till twenty
years later.

In fine, Wesley early and manfully settled, in his own mind,
this whole question of Church government, and settled it by
candid and elaborate study of the Holy Scriptures and of the

best Anglican Church authorities. The above citation is but
an example of opinions which are interspersed through his

abundant writings. His strong Saxon common-sense scat-

tered to the winds the whole brood of traditionary nonsense
and bigoted puerilities which had gathered about the question.
" Xo particular form of Church government " is prescribed by
the Scriptures was the summary result of his studies. The
Scriptures exemplify but do not enjoin any one form ; the
apostles copied chiefly from the synagogue the outlines of the
primitive Church system, as Stiliingiieet and King show; the
t vnagogue orders and rites were not of divine prescription

;
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they belonged not to the Levitical ritual. The synagogue is

not mentioned in the writings of Moses. The orders of dea-

cons and elders (presbyters) were derived from the synagogue

;

they were not orders of the priesthood or of the temple serv-

ice, they were conveniences of the provincial religious assem-

blies. " Ordination," now so mysteriously sacred to Papists

and Churchmen, was a formulary of the synagogue and of the

civil or municipal offices of the Jews. The divinely appointed

priesthood knew nothing of ordination by imposition of hands.

What, then, could the sound common-sense of Wesley infer ?

"What but that Church polity is only a matter of devout expe-

diency, and can be varied according to the ever-varying necessi-

ties of mankind ; that the system which is most expedient,

most utilitarian, is the most divine? Such is the real solution

of the whole question as it respects John Wesley and Method-

ism, such the explanation of his frequent and emphatic decla-

rations on the subject. In his earliest writings he shows the

lingering prejudices of his early education ; but in his ripening

manhood he corrects them, and through the long remainder of

his life is uniformly free from all " High Church " bigotry.

Thirty years before his death he thus replies to charges against

him and his people

:

"They maintain it lawful for men to preach who are not episco-

pally ordained." In some circumstances they do
;
particularly where

thousands are rushing into destruction, and those who are or-

dained and appointed to watch over them neither care for nor
know how to help them. " But hereby they contradict the Twen-
ty-third Article, to which they have subscribed." They subscribed
it in the simplicity of their hearts, when they firmly believed none
but episcopal ordination valid. But Bishop Stillingfleet has since
fully convinced them this was an entire mistake. "They disclaim
all right in the bishops to control them in any of these matters."
In every point of an indifferent nature they obey the bishops, for

conscience' sake; but they think episcopal authority cannot reverse
what is fixed by divine authority. Yet they are determined never
to renounce communion with the Church, unless they are cast out
headlong.— Wesley's Works, vol. vii, p. 301.

It is true, then, that Wesley did not wish his people to leave

the Church, as the reviewer contends, but it is not true that

he believed in the reviewer's notion of Church rites and au-

thorities. Alluding to the essential equality or rather identity

of bishops and presbyters in the primitive Church, he affirms

:
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I firmly believe I am a scriptural episcopos [bishop] as much as

&uy man in England or in Europe. For the uninterrupted succes-

sion 1 know to be a fable, which no man ever did or can prove.

—

Wesley** Works, vol. vii, p. 312.

In these remarks and citations we have answered whole

pages of the reviewer; but let us proceed with his partial quo-

tations, exemplifying Coleridge's opinion of the "worst lie,"

though protesting meanwhile, with whatever difficulty, our

charitable construction of the reviewer's motive. Here is an

example

:

In respect to the Methodists in America, he says: "Whatever
then is done, either in America or Scotland, is no separation from
the Church of England. I have no thought of this ; I have many
objections against it."

—

Review., p. 73.

The italics of Wesley's words are the reviewer's. The
reader perceives that the reviewer here quotes Wesley as

against the separation from the Church, of "Methodists in

America" after their organization by his own authority. What
now was the real intent of Wesley in this passage ? It is a part

of a defense of his organization of American Methodism and

his ordination of preachers for America and Scotland. And
what is the defense? Why, that as there was no Church of

England in America (for it was after the Revolution) nor any
in Scotland, (none at least to interfere with these proceedings,)

it was no secession from the Church of England for those por-

tions of his people to have a separate or independent existence.

And yet the reviewer quotes him to show that " Methodists in

America" should not be separate and independent, but should
come repentantly back to " the Church." Here are Wesley's
real words ; they need no further comment

:

After Dr. Coke's return from America many of our friends beg-
ged I would consider the case of Scotland, where we had been la-

boring po many years, and had seen so little fruit of our labors.
Multitudes indeed have set out well, but they were soon turned
out of the way; chiefly by their ministers either disputing against
the truth, or refusing to admit them to the Lord's Supper, yea, or
*o baptize their children unless they would promise to have no
fellowship with the Methodists. Many who did so soon lost all
thoy had gained, and became more the children of hell than before.
I o prevent this, I at length consented to take the same step with
r«-LMrd to Scotland which I had done with regard to America.
Hut this is not a separation from the Church at all. Not from the
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Church of Scotland ; for we were never connected therewith, any

farther than we are now ; nor from the Church of England, for

this is not concerned in the steps which are taken in Scotland.

Whatev er then is done, either in America or Scotland, is no sepa-

ration from the Church of England. I have no thought of this;

I have many objections against it. It is a totally different case.

—

Wesley's Works, pp. 314, 315.

One more example

:

Two rears after the appointment of Coke and the organization

of the M. E. Church, he writes to Rev. F. Garrettson, a Methodist

preacher rx America :
" Wherever there is any Church service, I

do not approve of any appointment the same hour, because I love

the Church of England, and would assist, not oppose it, all I can."

—

Review, p. 73.

The italics and capitals are the reviewer's; they have a

design. "What is his design ? Why, to prove to American

Methodists that Wesley did not intend their separation from

" the Church," but wished them to attend its " service " and

have no "appointment" of their own at " the same hour," for it

must be remembered that to the reviewer's mind his Church

and the Church of England are the same body in America.

Freeborn Garrettson is an historical character in American

Methodism ;
all Methodists know this fact, and any Methodist

reading the above citation, without knowing the history of the

letter, would inevitably suppose the reviewer had here a clear

and irrefutable case, that Wesley really did advise against the

separation of the American Methodists from the Protestant

Episcopal Church, and wished us all to attend its " service,"

shutting close our sanctuary doors against the people at the

hours of worship among our Protestant Episcopal brethren.

Nothing was further from Wesley's design, as the history of the

letter proves. What is that history? Freeborn Garrettson,

though one of the most conspicuous preachers of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, was for some time a missionary in Nova

Scotia, where, of course, the Church of England still existed.

While there he was in correspondence with Wesley respecting

Methodism in that and the other British Provinces. In one of

Wesley's replies to him is given the above passage, but without

a word of allusion to Methodism in the American Republic ; it

was exclusively designed for the province. Here is a fuller

quotation of the letter determining its local application

:
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increase or

Icrcie in numbers ?-IWi TTorAa, vol. vn, p. 185.

Such arc examples of this curious article. Again we must

bespeak the charitable consideration of our readers for the re-

ffi the case looks desperately bad, but he really seems to

be an honest and even a devout man. Unquestionably, it any

conning, unscrupulous intriguer wished to make out an argu-

ment m favor of a design full of duplicity, by garbled citations,

he could hardly beat these; but it is sufficient that we have

ibown their absolute irrelevancy to the reviewers design, the

design itself we can leave to his own conscience.

But an important matter remains for our consideration lne

re; iewer not only attempts to prove that, according to Wesley,

Methodists, American as well as English, should belong to

« the Church ;" he also ventures on the daring attempt to prove

that Wesley never designed to " ordain " any of his preachers,

and that the organization of American Methodism, based upon

the supposed ordination of Coke, Whatcoat, and Vasey, was an

error if not a fraud, and contrary to the purpose of Wesley.

lie is ambiguous on these matters, but this, if anything, is the

upshot of his argument.

All we have said respectiug Wesley's twenty or more ordina-

tions for Scotland, England, and America is relevant here, but

j i eed not be repeated. All that the reviewer cites from Wesley

respecting his early opinion of ministerial orders, and of ad-

herence, in England itself, to the English Church; may be ad-

mitted. It needs only the qualification which we have stated,

and winch is obvious throughout his works, that his early opin-

ions were wisely changed as it respects Church government, and

that while he really deemed it practicable and expedient for

English Methodists to remain faithful to the Church, (as they

have remained,) vet he believed that their adherence to it

hould be qualified by the necessities of their great mission as a

: ligions body. A foregoing quotation is clear enough on this

»*>int Repeatedly such declarations occur in his writings.

He sajs as his rule on the subject: "Put these two principles

lV'iinu Series, Vol. XIV.—-4
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together : first, I will not separate from the Church ;
yet, second-

ly, *» cases of necessity, I will vary from it."— Works, vol. vii,

p. 279. Ile'long forbore with the ungenerous treatment of his

people* and himself by the Establishment ; he died hoping that

the policy of the Church would be modified, that the influence

of Methodism itself would change it. He predicted that Meth-

odism would either reform the Church or result in a separation

from it. He recommended patience to his followers ;
but, ad-

mitting that they should deviate from the Establishment when-

ever a deviation was really necessary for the work which God

had devolved upon them, he set them the example of such de-

viations by ordaining preachers himself, as we have seen, not

only for America and Scotland, where the jurisdiction of the

Establishment could not interfere, but also at last for England.

He did not indeed usually observe the ritual forms of ordina-

tion, for these he deemed mere human forms and not essential

;

but,'approving them as decent ceremonies, he waived them only

to avoid unnecessary offense to the prejudices of Churchmen,

and was prepared to" adopt them whenever they should be expe-

dient. As early as the Conference of 1746, more than forty

years before his death, he expressly declared as a reason for not

usino- them, " that it is not expedient to make haste; we desire

barely to follow Providence as it gradually opens."—Minutes

of 1746. He ordained, as we have afiirmed, at least a score of

his preachers. Few great reformers in history have more nobly

broken away from the prejudices of tradition and education

than John Wesley, and fewer have shown more of that practi-

cal wisdom which, rising above such prejudices, knows how to

guard against any unnecessary shock to them in the minds of

others.
' Among the strangest " curiosities of literature," there are tew

more astonishing to us than the frequent assertions of Church

writers that Wesley did not mean " ordination " by those " ap-

pointments," as they call them, which he unquestionably con-

ferred upon certain of his preachers, and by virtue of which

they bore about with them " parchments " authorizing them to

a administer the sacraments of baptism and the Lord's Supper

• according to the usages of the Church of England." This re-

viewer asserts, that "the ' appointment' of Dr. Coke as super-

intendent, in Mr. Wesley's private chamber, in 1781, was
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done, not as an ordination, or consecration." Again lie

But it will be said, that, at the time of the appointment of Dr.

Coke as Superintendent of the Methodists in America in 1784, Mr.

Wcaloy also " ordained'''' Richard Whatcoat and Thomas Vasey as

rldcra and presbyters for the American Methodists, for the purpose

itf baptizing and administering the Lord's Supper; and that in

that act lie did pretend to ordain. John Wesley's own account
• if tlio matter is contained in a paper " On Separation from the

Church," dated August 30, 1785, one year after the appointment

of those men. He says :
" Judging this to be a case of real necessi-

(>/, 1 took a step which, for peace and quietness, I had refrained

from taking for many years; I exercised that power which I am
fully persuaded the Great Shepherd and Bishop of the Church has

given mo. I appointed three of our laborers to go and help them
by not only preaching the word of God, but likewise by adminis-

tering the Lord's Supper and baptizing their children throughout
tint vast tract of land a thousand miles long and some hundreds
broad."

—

lievtew, pp. 71, 72.

Tito word "appointed," here, is italicised by the reviewer;

it is not. emphatic in Wesley's document. Of course Wesley
" appointed " them if he " ordained " them ; but of that more
directly. The critic proceeds to allude, but we think evasive-

ly, to certain points that look formidable to his construction of

the case, and adds:

Mr. Wesley, in his letter to the "brethren in North America,"
Sent, 10, 1784, is careful to say that he "appointed" (not or-

dained) certain men " to act as elders." In his sermon, published
by Mr. Wesley himself in 1788 or 1789, four or five years after
these "appointments," and so, decisive upon the point before us,
Mr. Wesley says: "I wish all of you, who are vulgarly termed
Methodists, would seriously consider what has been said. And,
particularly, you whom God hath commissioned to call sinners to
rcjM 'iitance. It does by no means follow from hence that ye are
commissioned to baptize, or to administer the Lord's Supper. Ye
never dreamed of this for ten or twenty years after ye began to
|«reach. Ye did not then, like Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, 'seek
ine priesthood also.' Ye know 'no man taketh this honor unto
himself, but he that is called of God, as was Aaron.' O contain
yourselves within your own bounds!" The application to Bishop

>J

lute on the part of Dr. Coke for the " reordination " of these
Methodist preachers, shows conclusively that neither Mr. Wesley
1 *t Mr. Ashurv regarded them as having already received a valid
Tumaiion.—Jievieic, pp. 72, 73.

» e give this long passage because we wish the reader to
have the argument fully before him, and we desire to confront
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it with perfect honesty as we do with perfect confidence. It

presents three important points : First, Wesley " appointed "

but did not " ordain " in these cases ; Secondly, The sermon

appealed to denies the right of his preachers to ordination or to

the peculiar functions of the priestly office ; Thirdly, The ap-

plication of Coke to Bishop White for " reordination " shows

that Wesley and Asbury did not consider the American ordina-

tions valid. To an unitiated reader these statements appear

formidable proofs, but a brief examination scatters the compli-

cated argument in utter refutation.

First, did Wesley design merely to "appoint," or 'did he

really mean to " ordain " Coke as a superintendent or bishop,

Whatcoat and Yasey as elders or presbyters, and so with the

others for Scotland and England? Our own writers have so

often gone over the conclusive arguments of the question that

it is not a little vexatious to have to repeat them, but they

must be repeated while our opponents repeat their own falla-

cies. Here is a decisive one. Wesley, as we have shown, be-

lieved himself as real an iC episcopos " or bishop as there was " in

England or in all Europe," and therefore that he had the right

to ordain, restricted only by considerations of expediency.

Where the English Church had jurisdiction he deemed it expe-

dient not to use that right except in cases of urgent necessity.

He ordained for Scotland and America, where the English

Church did not interfere ; he ordained at last, in a few neces-

sary cases, for England. After ordaining Coke, and the two
presbyters for America, he sent by Coke a circular letter to the

American Methodists. Read the following extract from it

:

For many years I have been importuned, from time to time, to

exercise this right by ordaining [mark the word] part of our trav-

eling preachers; but I have still refused, not only for peace' sake,

but because I was determined as little as possible to violate the es-

tablished order of the national Church to which I belonged. But
the case is widely different between England and America. Here
there are bishops who have a legal jurisdiction. In America there
are none, neither any parish ministers ; so that, for some hundred
miles together, there are none either to baptize or administer the
sacrament. Here, therefore, my scruples are at an end!

Here is the very word " ordain " in respect to the very acts

he had performed. His " scruples " were " at an end." Scru-

ples ! What scruples could he have about any such mere " ap-
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pointment " as our opponents allege ? In regard to America
his scruples were now (after the Kevolution) gone, because
1 la-re was no jurisdiction of English bishops here; in England
his scruples still applied, because that jurisdiction still existed.
What sense is there in these statements if the act to which
they refer was not the peculiar function of the English bishops
to " ordain ? " He refers further, in this circular, to the author-
ity of Lord King's "Primitive Church," which shows that
presbyters did "ordain," and yet according to our opponents
he made this reference to vindicate an act which he did not
mean to be an ordination ! He refers to the example of the
ancient Alexandrian Church, where, for generations, presbyters
ordained their bishop, and yet he cites this example for the
justification of an act entirely different from ordination' He
calted in two presbyters of the Church of England to assist
him in his ordination of Coke, Whatcoat, and Yasey, that it
might be according to the usage of English bishops in their
acts of ordination, and yet, according to our reviewer, "the
appointment of Coke in Wesley's private chamber in 17S4
was done not as an ordination or consecration!" Wesley sent
over by Coke a ritual to be used in the ordination of American
preachers. It contains forms for the ordination of, 1. Deacons

;

3. hldcrs; 3. Superintendents; and directs expressly that all
preachers elected to the office of deacon, elder, or superintend-
ent shall be presented to the superintendent "to be ordained."UUt be remarked then, 1. That here the very word ordain is
.Again used. 2. We have here the three distinct offices of the
ministry stated in order, according to the understanding of Wes-
ley, and -of all Episcopalians throughout the world. 3. These
lorms of ordination were taken from the forms in the English

j

tup for the ordination of deacons, presbyters, and bishops,
>e names of the latter two being changed to synonymous

Z?* T^J
\
dderS and 6uPer^tendents. 4. These forms

a^Nt j. !
6y n0t °nl^ created the ^thodist episcopacy

origin iv
dTriS

'

and mcant b^' them ^hat *s ^ant in the

('X 1?; form«las, but designed them to continue after

WnL^^ S.
deCeaSe; for the ritual ™s P™ted for

SSp^fe ?

a
*
Candid man Can resist thesG absolutely

The reviewer asks, in another place, how, on Wesley and
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Lord King's theory that bishops and presbyters are the same,

in order, could "Wesley's ordination of Coke, who was already

a presbyter, be in accordance with common sense ? "We reply

that, according to that very theory, a bishop, though a pres-

byter in "order," differs from the presbyter in "office;"

special functions being transferred to him by his fellow-pres-

byters for the sake of expediency; and therefore "Wesley,

though but a presbyter, could ordain his brother presbyter a

bishop. This is bad "churchism," but it is good common
sense and good Church precedent, as Lord King shows.

Such is a rapid but demonstrative view of this point.*

Eut secondly, Wesley's sermon, above quoted, admonishes

his preachers against aspiring to the functions of priests, such

as the administration of the sacraments. It really does.

During most of his latter years he gave them this admonition,

for he did not wish them to exercise these functions in England,

and Ireland (where he preached the sermon) except in those

cases of necessity for which he provided by his few ordinations.

In this he was perfectly self-consistent, and the case demands

no farther remark than that he also believed, that while some

of them might have fitness for and a divine call to the office of

presbyter, most of them were called, in the peculiar circum-

stances of England, simply to preach the Gospel, leaving the

sacraments to the Church, and to such provisions as he by his

occasional ordinations might make.

Thirdly, " The application of Coke to Bishop "White for ' re-

ordination ' of the American preachers shows conclusively that

neither "Wesley nor Asbury regarded them as having already

received a valid ordination." This is the most notable passage

of our reviewer, and makes the most extreme demand upon

our charity—stretching it to such a tension that it hardly fails

to snap. "We must refer the reader to Bangs's " History of the

Methodist Episcopal Church" (vol. ii, p. 200) for the whole

correspondence of Coke and "White. It is sufficient here to say,

1. Neither Asbury nor "Wesley knew anything of this " appli-

cation" of Coke to "White; "Wesley was dead, and Asbury

heard nothing of it till years afterward. 2. Coke did not

* The writer must bo allowed to refer tho reader for a full resume of the historical

argument of this case to the " History of the Religious Movement of the Eight-

eenth Century, called Methodism," vol. ii, p. 217, etseq.
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apply for " reordination," but for a union of the Methodist

Episcopal and Protestant Episcopal Churches. 3. " Keordina-

tion " lie was willing to admit, but only to meet the prejudices

of Protestant Episcopalians for the sake of harmony. Coke

himself thus speaks on this subject

:

If it be granted that my plan of union with the old Episcopal

Church was desirable, {which ?ioio, I think, was not so, though J
most sincerely believed it to be so at that time,) then if the plan

could not have been accomplished without a repetition of the im-

1>o:>ition of hands for the same office, I did believe, and do now be-

icve, and have no doubt that the repetition of the imposition of

hands would have been perfectly justifiable for the enlargement of

the field of action, etc., and would not, by any means, have invali-

dated the former consecration or imposition of hands. Therefore,

I have no doubt but my consecration of Bishop Asbury was per-

fectly valid, and would have been so even if he had been reconse-

crated. I never did apply to the General Convention or any other

convention for reconsecration.

Such is a sufficient answer, we think, to our Protestant Epis-

copal contemporary. No facts are historically more clear and

certain than that John "Wesley did u ordain" Coke and other of

his preachers, and that he did design the distinct and episcopal

organization of American Methodism. The very first confer-

ence at which it assumed this form of government published

its Minutes ; they were immediately under Wesley's eye in Lon-

don, and they expressly declared that, " following the counsel

of Mr. John Wesley, icho recommended the episcopal mode of
Church government, we thought it best to become an episcopal

Church."

—

Minutes of 1785. Charles Wesley, who for very

judicious reasons was kept in abeyance from these measures,

complained bitterly of Dr. Coke's " rashness " and of his new
u
Episcopal Church." John Wesley replied, while the above

Minutes, declaring his recommendation of an episcopal organi-

zation, were read in England, that Coke had "done nothing

rashly so far as I know." The title of bishop was not used in the

American Church for some years; the General Conference at

last voted that as they had the office they ought to use the pop-

ular title which signified it. It was immediately attached to the

names of Coke and Asbury. Wesley then wrote a letter to As-
bury against the substitution of the title for the former synony-
mous one of " superintendent," but he said not a word against

the office itself. The Church being now an independent self-
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governing body, believed that, as the title was scriptural, and,

to most of its people, who were of English origin, was more intel-

ligible and morally significant than that of " superintendent,"

they had a good right respectfully to differ from Wesley. They

chose therefore to retain it, and we think with no bad conse-

quence thus far. It has enabled them to present before the

world, nominally as well as really, an exemplification of the

apostolic episcopacy, distinguished by severe simplicity, extra-

ordinary travels and labors, cautiously restricted functions, and

a moderation, a wisdom, a sanctity of life never surpassed since

the apostolic age in the episcopal office.

In fine, the theory of Church government taught by Wesley,

and universally received by his people, is remarkable alike for

its liberality and its practical common-sense. As we have seen,

they do not believe that the Scriptures prescribe any particular

form of polity, but that they leave the subject to the discretion

of the Church, according to its varying geographical or other

necessities. Their ecclesiastical system has itself been a prac-

tical protest against ecclesiastical pretensions. In America it

lias been episcopal in form, while denying any claim of scrip-

tural authority for episcopacy ;
in England it has been pres-

byterian in form, while denying any claim of scriptural authority

for presbyterianism. In America it retains the orders of

deacons and presbyters, but declines to acknowledge any scrip-

tural obligation for them, though it acknowledges their scrip-

tural example. In England it retains only the order of

presbyters, without denying the scriptural example of the

order of deacons. In both it maintains ordination by the

imposition of hands, and in both it denies any other import-

ance to this form than that of ceremonial expediency.

Is it not high time that our Protestant Episcopal brethren

should abandon this petty warfare with us on the historical

facts of our Church system ? Eor about a hundred years they

have incessantly skirmished about our camp with this contro-

versy. The facts of the question are as clear and conclusive as

any facts of history can be. They have been drawn out by

our writers in overwhelming array as often as the attack has

been made. They stand distinctly and triumphantly before

the world. On the abstract or general question of the apostolic

validity of our polity, our opponents may fire away to their
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hearts' content. "We will not waste onr ammunition in return-

in" their fire. But on the historical questions of our Church

fvcu-m, controversial candor if not decency requires them to

cease these petty and petulant annoyances. Methodism has

better work to do than to be incessantly exposing the ignorance

c»r disingenuousness of such assailants; and after- the frequent

rejx'titious of this exposure, we believe the Christian world is

not longer disposed to tolerate the charge that Methodism in

its ecclesiastical system is not only antiscriptural, but is a stu-

pendous fraud perpetrated against the designs of Wesley him-

K'lf, and perpetrated by men the most self-sacrificing, the most

useful, the most devoted in the history of the modern Church.

There should be a more amiable relation between Methodism

and the Protestant Episcopal Church. Methodists desire it.

They have, as a denomination, not a few affinities with their

Protestant Episcopal brethren—historical, theological, and

ecclesiastical affinities. Willingly would they be on more

catholic terms with them; but Methodists cannot now and,

we believe, they never can, accept the exorbitant terms proposed

by Churchmen ; reordination, the practical recognition of the

opinions of Churchmen on the "apostolic succession," episcopal

prerogative, etc., etc. If we could make these concessions, so

fur as ourselves are concerned, for the 'sake of the blessed advan-

tages of chanty and unity, yet we cannot make them in view

of our relations to the rest of the Protestant world. We can-

not thus practically give sanction to traditional and unchar-

itable prejudices. We cannot thus practically impeach our

brethren pf other Protestant denominations, Presbyterian,

Congregational, etc., whose ecclesiastical government ac-

knowledges no such prejudices. We say to our Protestant

Episcopal brethren, Substitute charity in the place of traditional

big« 'try if you would enable us to approach you. Come only

to the catholic terms on which other Protestant bodies meet us,

and we will gladly hail you, and listen to any practicable offers

of friendliness and co-operation. But while you deny us an

exchange of pulpits, denounce our ministerial validity, contemn
•ur sacraments, caricature our history and our saintly dead,

what more can we do but pray for you and defend ourselves?
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Abt. IV.—SOUTH AFRICAN EXPLORATIONS.

Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa, including a

Sketch of Sixteen Years' Residence in the Interior of Africa, and

a Journey from the Cape of Good Hope to Loando on the West

Coast; thence across the Continent, down the River Zambesi to

the Eastern Ocean. By David Livingstone, LL.D., D.C.L., etc.

8vo., pp. 130. New York : Harper & Brothers. 1858.

The Lake Regions of Central Africa, a Picture of Explorations.

By Richakd F. Burton, Capt. H.M.I.A., etc. 8vo., pp. 572.

New York: Harper & Brothers. 1800.

Explorations and Adventures in Equatorial Africa ; with Ac-

counts of the Manners and Customs of the People, and of the

Gorilla, the Crocodile, Leopard, Elephant, Hippopotamus, and

other Animals. By Paul Du Ciiaillu, M.A.E.S., etc. 8vo.,

pp. 531. New York: Harper & Brothers. 1861.

Itf a former number we presented to our readers, in a review of

Dr. Barth's " Northern and Central Africa," some account of

the great interior region of Africa lying to the south of the

Desert of Sahara, including the two scarcely separated basins

of the Niger and the Tsad. To the east of this region lies the

elevated range in which are the head waters of the Nile
;
and

to the south, not far from the equator, is the water-shed

between this valley and that of the southern interior. Some

geographers believe that a mountain range extends nearly

across the continent, along the line of the equator, which

others earnestly deny ; it is quite certain however that there is

a water-parting along that line, making a boundary between

the northern and southern portions of the interior of Africa,

virtually coincident with the equator. Nearly along the same

line are the mutual frontiers of the two great social and

religious classes of interior Africa. In the northern portion

the
&
people have been largely affected by the medieval civiliza-

tion of the Arabs and Saracens, by which they were raised

from the low level of pagan barbarism to a kind of barbaric

civilization. With this also came the faith of Islam, which for

a thousand years has been naturalized in that region, and

though now somewhat in decay, especially among the older

races, it never completely extirpated the primitive paganism

;
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u is BtiU the most powerful branch of that whole system

I 1 interior] Africa, on the other hand, has escaped all

^ 1 nee
J

from the world beyond, and its people are

U 1 a-ans, worshiping fetiches and practicing the grossest

2L2 of heathenism, and apparently without any notions

t:S extends from the equator to *. bo,
'

dew of the basin of the Gwarip or Orange river, in latitude

0(J« or <>7 S On the west it is bounded by a range of not

^'rv higb hills, some two hundred miles from the coast

through which no river, penetrates ; and on the east by the

basaltic wall running parallel to the coast, at a distance of^two

or three hundred miles, through which the Zambezi and some

smaller rivers find their way to the sea. In area it is rather

L extensive than the basin of the ISiger and Tsad, being

•bout 1,800 miles in length north and south, and its average

breadth scarcely half that extent. This is sometimes called

the Lake Region of Africa, as it has Lake Ngami in he south-

wet, Lake Nyassa in the east, Lake Tanganyika in the north,

and Lake Nyansa in the far north-east, if indeed this last does

,u,t. belong to another physical region. None of these lakes

have any known effluent, though in the wet seasons they

receive very considerable streams; but a large portion of the

re-ion is drained by the Zambezi and its branches, which rises

on the west side of the basin M flows south-eastwardly

receiving large tributaries, and passing the basaltic barrier at

the Victoria Falls reaches the sea.

Turning our attention first to the southern extremity oi the

continent, we find it, as far as the Orange river, (lat. M &.,J

occupied by Europeans and their descendants, and a consider-

able region further north thoroughly explored. This whole

itry was originally occupied by the Hottentots, the Kafirs,
COUJD

the Bosjemens, (Bushmen,) and the Bechuanas, large and once

powerful negroid races, having many points in common witli

the genuine negro, but in others clearly distinguished™»™
race. They are partially civilized nomads, proverbially nltny

and improvident, and less warlike than more energetic savages

usually are. To the north of the Orange river, toward the

west, ia the Desert of Kalahari, which for a long time limited

explorations from the south as effectually as Sahara from the
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north ; but more recently it has been found to be not a desert

but a dry prairie, neither barren nor uninhabited, though

destitute of running water. To the west and north-west of

this is a belt of land with Walfish Bay on the coast, the country

of the Damaras, among whom English and German mission-

aries, the former chiefly "Wesleyans, have stations, and are

laboring not without good results. Toward the eastern coast

is a broad and rather irregular region, inclining eastward and

drained into the Indian Ocean by the rivers Limpopo, Maputi,

and Unyinzati, and traversed from north-east to south-west by

the Drakenberg Mountains, with Port Natal and Dolgoa Bay

on the coast. It was in the north of this region, chiefly along

the Limpopo river, that Gordon Cummings performed his

more than Nimrodic feats of huntsmanship, "bagging"

elephants and giraffes by the hundred, and small game, as he

accounted ostriches, elands, and lions, in uncounted masses.

Northward from the Kalahari desert is Lake Ngama, for a

long time an object of great interest among South African

explorers. It was first discovered (by Europeans) by Messrs.

Livingstone, Murray, and Oswell in 1849, and visited a second

time by Livingstone the next year. A few years later the

region lying from Walfish Bay to this lake, and thence across

the desert to the Orange river and the Cape Colony, was the

scene of the somewhat celebrated ""Wanderings," first of

Messrs. Gait and Anderson, and afterward of the latter alone,

of which he has given an interesting account in his "Journey

to Lake Ngama."
The work of exploration was well started when, in 1851,

Dr. Livingstone, accompanied by Mr. Oswell, entered upon a

wider field by striking directly northward from the colony, and

penetrating far toward the equator, into parts hitherto

unknown. Leaving Lake Ngama to his left he crossed the

Zouga, the effluent of that lake, by which in the rainy season

it discharges its surplus waters in the vast marshes of Kumai-

hahu, and thence proceeding up the Chobe, a principal affluent

of the former river, flowing from the north, till at about the

fifteenth degree of south latitude, in the country of the Mako-

lolo, he discovered the river Lambeye, or Leembye, or as it is

called nearer the coast, Zambezi. This discovery was of the

highest interest. It was then near the end of the dry season,
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and yet the river was more than three hundred yards wide, and

deep and flowing. A perennially navigable river in the heart

(if Southern Africa was now a demonstrated fact, draining a

country of undoubted fertility, with healthy localities, and a

peaceful, active, and slightly civilized people. Dr. Living-

stone at once appreciated the importance of his discovery, and

began to devise measures for its further prosecution, and for

ultimately opening its trade to the world, and for speedily sub-

jecting it to systematic Christianizing influences. He therefore

returned to the Cape, and sending his family to England,

where he promised, Providence permitting, to join them at the

end of two years, he began to prepare for a great journey into

the interior. With a very scanty outfit, and unattended by
any European associate, he returned to the country of the

Makololo and there made arrangements for further proceed-

ings. As the river flowed from the north-west, he hoped, by
ascending it as far as navigable for canoes, to approach pretty

nearly to the head waters of the Coanza, which, according to a

Portuguese map upon which he relied and was deceived by it,

had its rise far in the interior, and at a point from near* which
the former river seemed to proceed. By this route he hoped
to make a not very difficult passage to Lo'ando on the Atlantic,

and so to open an outlet from the valley of the Leembye to the

ocean, and to the commerce and civilization of Europe.

Having pretty nearly perfected his arrangements, on the 11th

of November, 1853, Dr. Livingstone set out from Linyanti on
the Chobe, and passed over to Shesheke on the " great river,"

np which, through the aid of Sekeletu, king of the Makalolo,

with a fleet of thirty canoes and a hundred and sixty men, he

began his perilous journey. His route lay through a most

beautiful and picturesque country, that of the Barotsi, which
he describes with the evidently glowing enthusiasm which

animated him.

After passing north-westerly over about four degrees of lati-

tude and two of longitude, the river was given up, and pack
oxen took the place of the canoes. A little further the natural

water-shed between the north and south rivers was passed, and
M the hoped for Coanza did not appear as the map promised,
And when found did not run in the desired direction, that mode
of conveyance was continued to the end of the journey at Loan-
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da, and resumed in like manner on the return route. To the

northwest of the country of the Makololo is that of the Balon-

da, or people of Londa, a much more savage and intractable

race than the Makololo, whose territories border to the west on
those of the Portuguese. They are true negroes and gross

idolaters, addicted to human sacrifices and other cruel rites of

paganism. They are also much addicted to the slave-trade,

which among them, as everywhere, is the fruitful source of every

species of cruelty. On the fourth of April, 1S54, Dr. Living-

stone and his Makololo entered the Portuguese territory, and on

the last day of May arrived at Loando, the decaying capital of

the decaying Portuguese power in Western Africa.

After a three months' residence at the Portuguese African

capital, during which time he sirffered most terrible sickness,

attended with protracted delirium, and was treated with very

great kindness by both the civil and ecclesiastical authorities,

lie and his companions, the faithful Makololo, set out on

their return journey, which lasted through a full year, and was
attended with peculiar hardships. The generous reception

with which they met from Sekeletu and his people was at least

some little compensation for their toils and privations ; but to

Dr. Livingstone himself the results of the journey could not fail

to be in a high degree satisfactory. He had traversed more
than one thousand miles of hitherto unexplored African terri-

tory, all of which, instead of arid and uninhabitable deserts, had
proved to be a region of wonderful fertility and of untold

capabilities, and already occupied by a population somewhat
advanced in material civilization. A large contribution had
also been made by him to the science of physical geography

from a region the most unknown in the world.

Though highly successful as a journey of exploration, the trip

to Loanda proved the unsuitableness of that route as an outlet

to the sea from the great and fertile valley of the Leembye

;

auother was therefore to be looked for. After recrnitinc; him-

6elf, Dr. Livingstone therefore turned his thoughts toward the

eastern ocean, in the hope that the noble river which seemed
tending thitherward might prove to be identical with some of

those known along the coast, and so open a passage to the

Indian Ocean. In his design to explore the lower country he
was heartily seconded and generously assisted by Sekeletu,
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though as yet the services rendered for the former journey had

pot been recompensed. It would seem that the traveler some-

how gained a wonderful influence over that chief as well as his

subjects, and the case tends to prove that uprightness and the

absence of all finesse are the surest methods in dealing with

untutored savages, and that they, if not disciplined in the arts

of deception by intercourse with civilized foreigners, will justify

by their fidelity such a course of treatment. However this may
be, the story of Dr. Livingstone's dealings with the Makalolo is

greatly honorable to all the parties, and it helps one to a more

favorable estimate of human nature. Under the patronage of

this negro prince the expedition toward the eastern sea set out

from Linyanti on the third of November, 1S55, two years after

the departure of the former one westward, accompanied on the

lirst part of the journey by Sekeletu in person, and a retinue

of nearly two hundred persons. Not very far below Shesheke

the river passes through the barrier of basaltic rocks, which

walls in the interior basin of the continent from the coast region,

causing rapids and cataracts which entirely interrupt naviga-

tion. To visit these falls, called by natives " the smoke that

sounds," was of course a commendable curiosity on the part of

the sturdy traveler, and therefore, accompanied by a part of the

company in boats, he passed down to the neighborhood of the

cataract, and thence passed on foot to the point where the vast

volume of the river sinks into the broad fissures of the precipi-

tous basalt. The description of the visit and of the scene visited,

indicates the marked and pleasing excitement produced on the

mind of the beholder.

From this point the caravan struck across the country in a

north-easterly direction toward the junction of the Kafue river

with the Zambezi, following the ridge which makes the falls,

a tine healthy region, and a favorite one with the dominant

Makololo. Below this range the country has long been some-

what known to Europeans, for the Portuguese long occupied it,

and they still have a feeble hold upon some portions of it, but
<'i)ly to do it harm. Over the intervening region to the coast

1 >r. Livingstone made his way in safety, after the usual amount
"1 vexatious delays, till overtaken by the coast fever, from
which he suffered severely. lie reached Quilemane on the
i-'Oth of May, 1S5G, nearly four years after he last set out from
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the Colony of the Cape. Here he was detained six weeks,

when he embarked for England by way of Mauritius and the

Eed Sea, and arrived in London on .the 12th of December,

1856, thus terminating one of the most important journeys of

exploration on record.

The value of the discoveries made by Dr. Livingstone can-

not be readily estimated, and probably remote ages will alone

be sufficient to develop all their worth. The theory of a great

central basin in the interior had been before suggested by Sir

Roderic Murchison, but only as a theory to account for such

facts of African physical geography as were well known.
But in physical science speculation is often an unsafe and
always an unsatisfactory basis of procedure. Dr. Livingstone

replaced speculations by facts, ascertaining enough respecting

the great features of the continent to enable him to solve the

hitherto inexplicable enigma of African geography. He was
the first to ascertain by actual examination that only a few
hundred miles from both the east and the west coast are ranges

of hills higher than the more interior portions, dividing the

whole continent into broad littoral slopes and a vast inland

basin, made up of wide plateaus interspersed with immense
lagoons, some permanent and others periodical, into which
most of the rivers of the interior discharge their waters and
are lost The southernmost of these inland estuaries is Lake
Ngama, first discovered by Dr. Livingstone and his associates

and afterward visited by Anderson. North of this, and a very
little more elevated, is the country drained by the Leeambye or

Zambezi and its affluents, which almost alone of the rivers of
inner Southern Africa finds its way to the sea. This river and
its branches, constituting the Zambezi at the coast, appear to

drain almost the whole of the great southern interior basin of

Africa, as none of the rivers on the Atlantic side, from the

equator to the Orange river, reach far into the interior; and
whether there is or is not a mountain range across the contment
along the equator, it is quite certain that no considerable river

cuts that line from either north or south. North-eastwardlv
from the great cataract of the Zambezi, in latitude 11° south, on
the extreme eastward side of the great basin, is Lake ISyassa,

the old Maravi or Moravim of the Portuguese, a basin of no
great depth, into which the surplus waters of the surrounding
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uplands are gathered during the rainy seasons ; but whether or

not it ever overflows, forming an effluent toward the Zambezi,

b an unsettled geographical problem. The Loangwa river,

which enters the Zambezi from the north, half way between

the falls and the ocean, seems to be the outlet of the waters of

it very large portion of this inland region. From the informa-

tion gathered by Dr. Livingstone from the most intelligent

natives with whom he met, and from partial accounts given by
half-breed Portuguese and Arabs who have wandered through

that region, it appeared to be a fertile and wooded country,

with abundant animal and vegetable resources, and inhabited

by a Bturdy race of man-eating pagan negroes, the Balonda,

who are divided into a great number of tribes and sub-nation-

alities, but all acknowledge a remote allegiance to a common
chiet Among these people Dr. Livingstone is now pressing

his explorations, the account of which when published will

doubtless open a new chapter in our authentic information

respecting this hitherto unknown land. But little influence

from the outside world has ever reached these secluded regions,

though the ubiquitous slave-trade even here produces its bitter

fruits.

The expedition of Captain Burton, extending from June,

1657, to March, 1859, of which a full and highly valuable

account is given in the work named at the head of this paper,
is one of the most important ever made into the interior of
Africa. His military education and his experience in East
Indian affairs, added to a mind naturally acute and observing,
fitted him eminently for his work. He went out, having
Lieutenant Speke for companion, under the auspices of the

iloyal Geographical Society, with the specific purpose "of
ascertaining the limits of the 'Sea of Ujiji' or Unyamwezi
J-ako;" and secondarily, " to determine the exportable produce
<*f the interior, and the ethnography of its tribes." After
infinite trouble and vexatious hinderances, for which our mili-
tary traveler seems not to have been .the best -adapted, the

<expedition finally set out from Zanzibar on the 27th of June,
l v '»7.

I he whole route from the coast to the lake he distributes
into live natural divisions. Of these the first extends over the
lowland region between the ocean and the first range of moun-
Foubth Skuiks, Vol. XIV.—

5
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tains, from Kaole to Zungomero, distant in a right line about
one hundred and fifty miles, but not less than once and a half
that distance by the road. At Zungomero the final arrange-
ments for the expedition were perfected ; the goods to be used
for barter were prepared, and the persons who were to compose
the caravan were brought together, and each assigned his

proper place and duties. The route was that usually traversed

by the caravans of the Arab traders, and as a military escort

was deemed essential to safety fourteen " Baloch," with their

"jemadar," were granted by the Arab governor of Zanzibar.
Besides these the whole caravan was under the direction of an
Arab, Said bin Salim, while the travelers, who were the only
ones either really interested or responsible, appeared rather in
the character of passengers. Probably such an arrangement
was necessary else it would not have been made, for certainly
it proved to the last degree irksome and inconvenient. The
vexations naturally arising from this divided sovereignty evi-

dently affected the temper of the whole narrative, which is

throughout anything but cheerful. In this particular Captain
Burton's narrative is in marked contrast with the genial hope-
fulness of Livingstone and the imperturbable sang froid of
Barth.

On the seventh of August the expedition left Zungomero
with all its discomforts, and began to ascend the Usugara
Mountains. The effect of the change of place and circum-
stances upon the tone of the narrative is wouderful, and
the writer's graphic picture of the scene illustrates the influence
of climate upon the temper, and afibrds a specimen of his

style when in a happy vein.

The travelers were now in the second' region, Usugara, the
coast mountain range, extending from Zungomero, on the east,

to Ugogo, at the western base of the " Ghauts," a distance of

two hundred miles, as traversed by the caravan in twenty-
three days, though the rectilinear distance is little more than
one hundred-miles. These hills run north and south, separat-
ing the coast levels from an interior basin whose surplus waters
find their way by openings through them further southward
and thence to the Indian Ocean. The climate did not always
present the same charms as when .the caravan first emerged
from the lowland miasmas, for it is afterward described as cold
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and clamp; the upper ranges being salubrious, and the lower

..mi's*, with the deep intervening gorges, damp and unhealthy

;

toongh, as compared with other neighboring localities, these

mountains are a sanatorium, especially for Europeans.

The third division, Ugogo, is an elevated table land nearly

two hundred miles wide east and wrest, and of an undeterm-

ined extent north and south, and nearly three-quarters of a

mile above the sea level. Removed alike from the sea and

the great reservoirs of the interior, this region is rela-

tively dry and unproductive, resembling in this particular,

though not equaling it, the great Kalahari desert of South

Africa. The air of this region was so dry when the expedition

pasted through it " that the best water-colors faded and hard-

mod in their pans ; India Rubber became viscid, like half-dried

bird-lime; Mackintosh was sticking plaster, and the best

vulcanized elastic bands tore like brown paper." This region

i* the favorite haunt of many African animals, the rhinoceros,

lion?, and ostriches.

The fourth division is Unyamwezi, " the Land of the

Moon," (so the name is translated,) and by some happy coinci-

dence it occupies nearly the place assigned by geographers to

the mythical " Mountains of the Moon." The distance across

it is rather less than two hundred miles, and the land is yet more
elevated than the preceding region, being over four thousand

/eet high. Yet this writer speaks well of it, and, as compared
with that just passed over, calls it a "Land of Promise."
This region is rather thickly peopled with two principal

races of negroes, sturdy and well-formed, not remarkably war-
like, and having some little civilization.

Tho fifth division extends across the descent from the heights
of Unyamwezi to the Lake Tanganyika, distant about one
hundred miles, chiefly along the river Malagurazi, which rises

ir
* lhe elevated region of the "Mountains of the Moon " .and

nina south-westwardly nearly two hundred miles to the lake.

The Foil is fertile, and the country has been, till quite lately,

thickly peopled and well cultivated; but recent wars, stimu-

• >''h1 by the slave-trade, have reduced it to a wilderness of
ixuriant weeds and jungle. On the thirteenth of February,

[;3 ti»e travelers first "sighted" the great inland "Sea of

j%" which at first view fell greatly below expectation, but
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for which, as subsequently seen, it fully compensated. The
full view of the lake as first seen by the expedition, " as it lay
in the lap of the mountains, basking in the gorgeous tropical

sunshine," seems to have thoroughly impressed every one of the
company, and as usual on such occasions the writer's muse
received the inspiration, and proceeded to depict a highly
colored description of the gorgeous landscape. But all the
poetry was taken out of him by the further journey to the
lake shore and a little intercourse with the miserable popula-
tion. The lake, however, and the country about it justified

the most glowing accounts that had been received concerning
them. The narrative of affairs among the people of this

wonderful region is to the last degree uncomfortable—more
truthful probably than many more agreeable ones, but if so most
painfully correct. The descriptions of the country and its

inhabitants are highly valuable, as they are at once intelligible

and trustworthy.

The people of this whole region are a race of pagan negroes,
divided into a great number of inferior tribes' and sub-nation-

alities, among whom is a considerable variety of complexion
and other physical characteristics, each governed by its own
chief or "sultan." An infusion of the Arabic element made
at a remote period, and probably in other regions, is evident in

both their physical and mental characters ; but no traces of a

traditional Islamism were found among them. Arab mer-
chants from Zanzibar have comparatively recently come
among them; but faithful rather to their calling as traders
than to their religion, they seem not to be solicitous to make
proselytes, probably fearing that their conversions might
interfere with the traffic in slaves, for, unlike Christians,

Moslems do not enslave their co-religionists. The exports of
the country are slaves and ivory, for both of which, as brought
from all the region bordering on the lake, Ujiji is the great
entrepot, whence they are conveyed overland to Zanzibar.
Beads, brass wire, cloths, and a few iron tools are the article-

received from the coast, which serve at once as luxuries and a
circulating medium. Of their wardrobe our author writes
succinctly

:

The chiefs wear expensive stuffs, checks and cottons, which they
extract from passing caravans. Women of wealth affect the tob'c
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or coit-dress, and some were seen wearing red and blue broad-

Mft.hs The male costume of the lower orders is confined to

Softened goat, sheep, deer, leopard, or monkey skins, tied at two

corners over either shoulder, with the flaps open at one side, and

wUn tail and legs dangling in the wind. Women who cannot

nfford cloth use a narrow kilt of fiber or skm, and some content

themselves with a tassel of fiber, or a leafy twig depending from a

rtrinc bound round the waist and displaying the nearest approach

to the original fig leaf.—P. 320.

To explore the lake and its surroundings proved to be a task

more difficult to accomplish than its discovery. After long and

most perplexing efforts the travelers succeeded in making up

nn expedition of two great canoes, each manned by about

forty persons, by which they were enabled to examine the

northern and north-western portion of the lake and its shores,

and a single great island in its midst. The southern portion

they failed to visit, and so were content to gather from the

natives and such Arab traders as had visited those parts what-

ever information they could render.

Though Captain Burton and his companion were the first

Europcans who had ever visited Lake Tanganyaki, yet the

existence of a great body of fresh water in the interior of

Africa somewhere to the south of the equator had been heard

of ever since the occupation of the coast by the Portuguese.

Old, and even recent maps of Africa usually have a large leech-

Khaped blot upon them, somewhere between the equator and the

Fouthern tropic, and to the eastward of the longitudinal line mid-

way of the continent, which is sometimes called Zembere or

Zambri, probably after the river Zambezi, which it was fancied

might be its effluent ; sometimes Maravi or Morava, which is

pretty nearly the name of a race of warlike savages residing

in the country of Lake Nyassa, while by some the Ngami,

the Nyassa, the Tanganyika, and the Nyanza have been

confounded and interchanged, although these are not only

wholly distinct bodies of water, but also many hundreds of

miles from each other. This fine body of water lies^ between

the third and eighth degree of south latitude, and is cut by

the meridian of thirty degrees of east longitude at a point

about one-third of the distance across the continent from the

Indian Ocean. Its whole length appears to be about three

hundred miles, and its greatest breadth less than forty, with a
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very irregular coast line. It is estimated to cover about five

thousand square miles. Its level is about one thousand eight

hundred and fifty feet above the sea, and two thousand below
the neighboring heights of Unyamwezi. Its bed is a narrow
trough in the mountain range, which appears to extend from
Abyssinia to a considerable distance beyond the equator ; a

kind of volcanic depression into which the surplus waters of the

surrounding mountains are gathered. The lake pretty cer-

tainly has no effluent, and owing to the nature of its bed its

depth is very considerable, while on account of the moderate
volume of its affluents, and the inconsiderableness of its evapo-

ration, its level is nearly the same at all seasons. The water is

fresh and well-tasted, and so transparent that the bottom could

be seen at a great depth.

The expedition left Ujiji on the 26th of May, 185S, to return

as far as Kazeh in Unyamwezi, whence it was contemplated to

make a hasty excursion to the north with the design to

discover and locate the famous lake Eyanza. Of this lake,

hitherto so little heard of by Europeans, our travelers received

glowing accounts from some of the Arab merchants who had
either seen it or heard of it from others, and who described 'it as

much more extensive than Tanganyika. To see it for them-
selves became therefore a very natural ambition, but the

forlorn condition of the expedition seemed, almost to forbid it.

Captain Bui-ton had become pretty effectually " knocked up"
by his past labors and sickness, it was therefore arranged that

he should remain at Kazeh, the guest of an Arab merchant,
while Lieutenant Speke, with a portion of the expedition, should

attempt to reach Kibuga, the capital of the emperor of Ugon-
da, near Lake Nyanza, distant nearly two hundred miles north-

ward. In this he was partially successful, reaching the impe-

rial capital, and approaching the most southern portion of the

great water, which however he was not permitted to explore.

Lake Nyanza, which is described as the largest of African lakes,

seems to lie directly under the equator, at about the thirty-third

degree of east longitude, its southern extremity where seen by
Lieut. Speke being about one and a half degrees south. An
elevated region of primitive formation extends southwestwardly
from Abyssinia into the unknown interior, in whose basin-

shaped depressions are found collections of water made by the
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dmiua^e of the surrounding hill-sides. The northern lake lies

much higher (thirty-seven hundred and fifty feet above sea-

level) than the more southern one, though evidently it belongs

to the same geological range, and probably it receives its afflu-

ents from a greater area. Lieutenant Speke, judging only from

the position of the lake, and the fact that he could obtain no

satisfactory information as to its northern limits, concluded that

it extended to the fourth or fifth degree of north latitude, and

was actually the source of the "White Nile ; both of which con-

elusions Captain Burton, for apparently good reasons, rejects.

The exploration of that river made under the auspices of Ali

Pacha some twenty years ago reached about 3° 20' of north

latitude, which, had it been an effluent of that lake, and the lake

j\s extensive as supposed, would have placed them far into the

interior of this African Superior. It is quite evident, however,

that the White Nile lies further east, and beyond the crest of

the separating mountains. Lieutenant Speke's narrative

may be seen in Blackwood's Magazine for 1S59, and in the

Transactions of the Royal Geographical Society for that year.

He differs in his conclusions in several important particulars

from those of his fellow-traveler, but we must still confess a

decided inclination to prefer the opinions of Captain Burton as

given in the following

:

The Nyanza is an .elevated basin or reservoir, the recipient of
the surplus monsoon-rain which falls in the extensive region of the

"Wamasai and their kinsmen to the east, the Karagwah line of the
Lunar Mountains to the west, and to the south Usukuma or North-
ern Unyarmvezi. Extending to the equator in the central length
of the African peninsula, and elevated above the limits of the de-

pression in the heart of the continent, it appears to be a gap in the
irregular chain which, running from Usumbara and Kilimangao to

Karagwah, represents the formation anciently termed the Moun-
tains of the Moon. . . . The lake lies open and elevated, rather
•ike the drainage and the temporary deposit of extensive floods
than a volcanic creation like the Tanganyika, a long, narrow,
»nountain-girt basin. The waters are said to be deep, and the ex-
tent of the inundation about the southern creek proves that they
rtceive during the season an important accession.—Pp. 414, 415.

Of the expedition's " down-march " to the coast and its fur-

ther history no account need be given, further than to say that
11 left Unyangembe late in September, 185S, and reached the

Wast at Konducld early in February, and Zanzibar a month
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later, most thoroughly used-up, yet having accomplished much

for science and human progress. As a scientific explorer,

Captain Burton combines many valuable qualifications, and as

an annotator of his own observations he stands deservedly high

as a man of science and of letters ; had he been less ambitious

of the name of a fine writer, his productions would have ap-

peared in a style better adapted to the matter-of-fact character

of the subject. The relations between himself and Lieutenant

Speke, whom he never calls by name nor alludes to pleasantly,

were anomalous, not to use a harsher term. It would seem that

a perpetual quarrel raged between them while in Africa, which

lias been transferred to the literature of the times since their

return, certainly an unseemly and regretable state of things.

His book, however, is invaluable, a fitting companion for those

of Livingstone and Barth, and in some important particulars

superior to both of them. It makes a solid addition to geograph-

ical and ethnological science, and opens a wide and highly

available field for commercial and missionary enterprises.

The latest contribution to our stock of literature of African

travel is the third work named at the head of this paper, which

we were permitted to read from the proof sheets. The writer, not-

withstanding his French name, is an American in fact and in

feeling, though we see that he is sometimes written down M.
Da Chaillu. His father for many years kept a trading factory

on the African coast, near the Gaboon river, where he himself

spent several years of his youth, during which time he acquired

a knowledge of the languages, habits, and peculiarities of the

coast tribes, which was afterward brought into use in his travels

into the interior. He at the same time became somewhat accli-

mated, and also learned what are the best methods by which to

preserve the- system from the deadly influences of the malaria

of the intertropical African coast. It at length grew into a

deeply cherished purpose of his heart to penetrate into the in-

terior along the line of the equator, to investigate the geogra-

phy, zoology, and ethnology of that most unknown portion of

even Africa. The opening paragraph of his narrative sets forth

the designs and plans of his journey comprehensively and with

characteristic modesty

:

I left America for the western coast of Africa in the month of
October, 1855. My purpose was to spend some years in the ex-
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plorntion of a region of territory lying between latitudes 2° north

and 2° 60uth, and stretching back from the coast to the mountain

ran^e called the Sierra del Crystal, and beyond as far as I should

bo able to penetrate.—P. 25.

At this point of the coast the power of the white man has

been but very partially felt, and at scarcely any other place

does the great unknown of the interior approach so near to

tide-water. The interior tribes seldom come to the coast, and

were generally reputed to be a most ferocious and superstitious

race of cannibals ; while the natural history was almost entirely

unknown, though it seemed to promise a rich reward to the

adventurous explorer that should dare to invade its seclusion

—

if indeed he should return without scath. The period occupied

in making these explorations extended over four years, 1856-

1S59, inclusive, during which years he made three several jour-

neys into the interior, varying in extent from one hundred to

four hundred miles. The last was made in the year 1S59, ex-

tending farthest eastward, and resulting in the most remark-

able discoveries, especially respecting the physical geography

of this part of the Afriean continent.

A large share of this volume relates to the coast, its trade

and people, and to the form of the land, and the system of

rivers and deltas near the coast, with which, however interest-

ing and valuable, we now have nothing to do. "We write only

of the interior. The coast range of lowlands along the Atlan-
ta o

tic is not very broad, from thirty to one hundred miles, except

in the neighborhood of the Bight of Benin, and about the mouth
or rather mouths of the Niger ; and as the coast tribes about

the Gaboon never go above the first falls of the river, and those

higher up never come below them, there is very little known at

tlie coast of the interior. The Crystal Mountain is seen dimly

in the distance, but to all the dwellers on the coast it is all as

mysterious as the unapproachable regions of cloud-land.

These coast Africans are almost passionately devoted to

trading, and they therefore presume that trade is the sole object

of every white man who visits them. Many of those also to

*lioin Mr. Du Chaillu presented himself after his arrival

abroad had known his father as a merchant, and of course the

conclusion at once was formed that he had come to establish a
4k
factory " among them, nor were they willing to be convinced
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that such was not the case. He at length persuaded them to

believe that he was not a merchant but a hunter, and with this

they were satisfied, though they seemed to think that the call-

ing of a merchant was much more suitable for a white man.

Had he attempted to convince them his purpose was simply to

gain a knowledge of the country they would not have believed

him, and suspecting some secret design against themselves they

would have become his enemies. Kecognizing him as a great

hunter, the people of the coast, the Mwonge, readily aided him
in his efforts to go inland to the foot of the mountain, which

was to them the outskirts of the known world, to the tribe of

the Muni, who reside at the base of the Sierra del Crystal.

But when he proposed to pass beyond these into the Fan
(called on the coast Paouen, or Pa-wan) country, he was

informed that the design was simply impossible. Just why this

was so King Doyoko was not able to tell definitely, though

many reasons deemed to be most formidable were given against

it. He would die on the way, and then his death would be on

the king's soul ; or he would be murdered and eaten by canni-

bals ; or there was war on the river, and the up-river tribes would

not allow him to pass; or the country above was very sick; and,

lastly, there was no reason why he should go since the king's

country was full of game, which he might hunt to his heart's

content. Such is the usual policy of African kings whose polit-

ical economy is entirely on the protective system. But when
all these arguments failed of their purpose, and the traveler

showed his determination to go forward, even if he had to go

alone, a royal escort was granted to him. By this he was
brought to Mbene, king of the Mbondemo, whence the route

lay up the rather rugged ascent of the Sierra, along which he

was conducted by an escort led by one of Mbene's sons. When
the ascent was made the wayfarers looked back upon the scene

below them, which the writer photographs on this wise

:

From this elevation, about five thousand feet above the ocean
level, I enjoyed an unobstructed view as far as the eye could reach.
The hills we had surmounted the day before lay quietly at our
feet seeming mere mole-hills. On all sides stretched the immense
virgin forests, with here and there the sheen of a watercourse.
And far away in the east loomed the blue tops of the farthest
range of the Sierra del Crystal, the goal of my desires. The mur-
mur of the rapids below filled my ears, and as I strained my eyes
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toward those distant mountains which I hoped to reach, I began

o think how this wilderness would look if only the light of Chris-

tian civilization could once be fairly introduced among the black

Suldren of Africa. I dreamed of forest giving way to plantations

of coffee, cotton, and spices; of peaceful negroes going to their

constant daily tasks; of farming and manufactures; of churches

and schools; and luckily raising my eyes heavenward at this stage

of my thoughts, I saw pendent from a branch of a tree beneath

whirh I was sitting an immense serpent, evidently preparing to

Kobble up this dreaming intruder on his domains. . . .
Luckily

mVgun was at hand. . . . And now that Christian civilization

of which I had mused so pleasantly a few minutes before received

another shock. My men cut off the head of the snake, and divid-

ing the body into proper pieces, roasted it and eat it on the spot,

and I, poor, starved, but civilized mortal stood by longing lor a

meal/but unable to stomach this. So much for civilization which

is a very good thing in its way, but has no business m an African

forest when food is scarce.—P. 83.

Not far from this place the traveler came upon one of the

great objects of his curiosity, the gorilla, a creature which

figures largely in these pages, but whose existence was previous-

l^known only from the stories of the wild Africans. But the

hunt at this time was not successful. Another day's journey

brought them into the country of the Fan people, a hardly and

powerful nation of cannibal warriors, located some one hundred

and fifty miles from the coast, upon one of the elevated plateaus

of the Crystal Mountains.

A few days' rest at a deserted village a short distance from

the " capital " served to recruit the travelers after their toilsome

journey, and also afforded an opportunity for the much-coveted

gorilla hunt. These animals dwell in the deep forests of these

equatorial regions, running chiefly upon all-fours upon the

ground, though they can also walk erect, and they are expert

climbers. The writer shall be allowed to tell his own story ot

bis first encounter with this " man of the woods." Having

gone out for the purpose of hunting the gorilla, they had de-

tected signs of his presence by the noise he made in passing

through the jungle, and were endeavoring to get sight of him

when

—

Suddenly, as we were creeping along in a silence which made a

heavy breath seem loud and distinct, the woods were at once fa led

with the tremendous barking roar of the gorilla then the under-

brush ewayed rapidly just ahead, and presently before us stood an
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immense male gorilla. He had gone through the jungle on all-

fours, but when he saw our party he erected himself and looked us

boldly in the face. He stood aoout a dozen yards from us, and

was a sight I think never to forget. Nearly six feet high, with

immense body, huge chest, and great muscular arms, with fiercely-

glaring, large deep-gray eyes, and a hellish expression of face,

which seemed to me like some nightmare vision, thus stood before

us the king of the African forest. . . . His eyes began to fiash •

fiercer as we stood motionless on the defensive, and the crest of

short hair which stands on his forehead began to twitch rapidly up

and down, while his powerful fangs were shown as he again sent

forth a thunderous roar. And now truly he reminded me of noth-

ing but some hellish dream-creature, a being of that hideous order,

half man, half beast, which we find pictured by old artists in some
representation of the infernal regions. He advanced a few steps,

then stopped to utter that hideous roar again, advanced again, and
finally stopped when at a distance of about six yards from us.

And here, as he began another of his roars, beating his breast in

• rage, we fired and killed him.—Pp. 98-101.

Next day the traveler and his party were brought forward to

the Fan village, and passing along the principal thoroughfare,

among unmistakable evidences of the prevalent cannibalism,

the women and children along the route evincing great con-

sternation at the sight of a white man, they came to the

" palaver house," where they waited for some time the appear-

ance of " his majesty." It appeared afterward that the delay

on the part of the king was caused by a demand for his author-

itative presence at the dividing of a human body, of which the

head is by custom a "royalty." At length King Ndiayai

appeared, " a ferocious looking fellow, naked with the excep-

tion of the cloth, painted red and tattooed, covered with charms

and fully armed," and yet evidently not a little troubled at the

sight of the white man on account of a superstitious apprehen-

sion that he would not long survive it. Still the old cannibal

acquitted himself* honorably on the score of hospitality.

The coming of the white man among these mountain savages,

who seem to have really believed him to be a spirit, was of

course a great occasion, and one to be duly celebrated. The

people of the surrounding villages flocked in to see the prodigy,

and in due time an all-night dance, the wildest imaginable, was

given in honor of the arrival of the spirit among them. A few

days later an elephant hunt was had, when five hundred armed

warriors went out to beat the bush for the gigantic game, which
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b killed by striking their bodies with javelins till the huge

backs of the poor beasts resemble immense porcupines.

'

Except as to the horrid practice of cannibalism, which seems

to be a kind of passion with them, the traveler appears to have

been favorably impressed respecting the character of the fan

tribe They are not so black as the coast tribes, and they are

t aller and straighter. As a general rule, mountain negroes are

lighter colored and better formed than those of lowland regions.

They have some little skill in the arts, especially in working

iron of which they make a great variety of warlike instruments,

a fact which no doubt largely affects their character and rela-

tions as warriors. They have also some skill in pottery and in

n-riculture. Slavery exists among them only to a limited

extent and in a modified form, but a great many of this tribe

are vearly sold to the coast traders, ostensibly as a punishment
.

for crime, or witchcraft, or for debts. But where the wish and

the opportunity to sell exist the occasion will not long be want-

ing. Like all other Africans they are polygamists, and they

even excel most other tribes in their superstitious regard for

their fetiches and their belief in witchcraft.

Finding it impossible to proceed farther eastward from this

point, our°traveler reluctantly turned his face toward the ocean,

mid so terminated for the present his attempts to explore the •

interior.

Of the journeyings and explorations and famous huntings

along the coast and rivers below the mountains, which occu-

pied our traveler during the next year, no notice need be taken,

as their field lies outside of our design. His last and great

journey into the interior was undertaken early in October, 1858.

It was his purpose to push out directly eastward, and to pene-

trate as far as possible in order to gain a knowledge of the face

of the country and of its people and productions. Having

formed a kind of alliance with Obindji, chief of a tribe of the

ubiquitous Hakalai, whose settlements are scattered along the

equator from the coast to the farthest explored points of the in-

terior, the traveler and his companions were forwarded by

escorts and " safe-conducts " to the more inland kindred tribes.

A journey of two weeks, with the inevitable African delays,

brought them to Ashira-land, which though only two hundred

and forty miles from the coast, is really one of the most secluded
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places in the world. A white man had never before visited it,

and as these tribes never visit the coast, not one of them had
ever seen a European, though such beings had often been heard

of, and were regarded as a superior order of intelligences or

" spirits," which make the wonderful things brought to them by
their traders. The Bakalai chief, who acted as his guide and

protector, willing to make the most of the opportunity, sent a

herald in advance to announce his advent, and then proceeded

in solemn state, " proclaiming in the most magniloquent man-
ner the many virtues of the great white man or spirit whom he

had brought to sec his countrymen."

At first all was awe and alarm at his presence. Then fol-

lowed great rejoicings among all the people, because " the white

man who makes the guns, the cloth, the beads, the brass rods,

and the copper rings" had come among them, and at 'length he

was escorted into the royal residence, and was presented with

the " kendo," or ensign of royalty, and so became joint king of

Ashira. And then, that he might feast right royally, a young
and fat slave was brought to him to be killed and served up for

his supper. These people fully believed that the white man
was a veritable spirit come to them from another world, and
his clock and music-box, which he allowed to be in sight, were
supposed to

#
be his attendant spirits ; and the steady ticking of

the clock by night proved to be the best possible protection for

his goods against the universally prevalent theivishness of the

Africans. Of the country and people the writer gives a glow-
' ing account, which we have not room for.

A terrible up-hill journey of more than a hundred miles,

through tangled woods, among rocks and over swollen moun-
tain streams, (it was the rainy season,) with an occasional en-

counter with gorillas, brought the traveler and his escort after a

journey of ten days to the country of Eemandji, king of the

Apingi, where he was received as a spirit, and a young slave

was brought him to be used for his supper, which when he de-

clined all were greatly amazed, as they had always supposed

that white men were especially fond of human flesh, and that

the slave-trade was carried on for the purpose of supplying the

tables of white men with the flesh of young negroes. I^or could

they be made to comprehend what other use could be made of

them. The Apingi were no less gratified at the idea of having
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n spirit among them than had been the Ashira, and hoping to

proiit by his presence they presented him a formal request that

ho would make them " a pile of beads as high as a tree," and

bIso " cloth and brass kettles, and copper rods, and guns and

powder." This request was presented by the king in person,

after a full consultation with the tribe, who were gathered by

thousands, and who seconded the request by a vociferous To

!

vol and it was with much difficulty that he could persuade

them that he could not do as they desired. The failure of that

purpose did not however cost him the loss of their favor.

The Apingi are an athletic race of negroes, much lighter col-

ored than those nearer the coast, not especially addicted to war,

and more industrious than most of their neighbors, for even the

men do some work. They are skillful in the manufacture of a

cloth made from the bark of a species of palm. They dwell

permanently in one place, but have no flock or herds. Slavery
'

exists among them, but only in a mitigated form.

On the twenty-eighth of December, 1858, our traveler left

Kemandji's village determined to proceed as far eastward as

practicable, and if possible to reach the tribes of which he had

been told residing three days' journey in that direction.

Twenty-five miles were made the first day. The next day the

traveling was excessively severe, and the weather stormy; they

traveled due east by the compass, but made less headway than

on the first day. The third day the country continued to be

rough, and an almost total absence of animal life was notice-

able. " The gloom of the woods," he writes, " was something

quite appalling to the spirits. It seemed a fit place for the

haunts of some sylvan monster, delighting in silence and the

shades of night." Another day, the last of the year, brought

them nothing new. The country was still an awful solitude.

On New Year's day, 1859, they pushed forward with light bur-

dens and a desperate purpose to reach the looked-for country

and people, but in vain. The traveler's last pair of shoes en-

tirely gave out, and his feet were terribly lacerated. Their

1 'revisions were all spent, and on every side appeared only soli-

tude and desolation. To proceed wTas impossible, and the hope
of being able to return not flattering.

Then finding it impossible to advance further, I sent two men to
climb the highest tree in sight and fasten the American flag at the
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top. When it floated on the breeze I made my men give three

cheers for the star-spangled banner, and divided the remainder of

my brandy among them.
" Having eaten our dinner and breakfast and supper, all in one,

I drank a glass of wine to the health of friends at home, then care-

fully bandaged my feet with the sleeves of my shirt, forced them
gently into the ragged shoes, and we set out on our way back. It

was a sorry day for me. It seemed too great a disappointment to

stand as I did just here, to have within my grasp almost the solu-

tion of an important geographical problem, and to have to leave it

unsolved."'—Pp. 513, 514.

The retreat was not Bounded any too soon for the safety of

the poor overdone wayfarers, who scarcely found strength to

carry themselves back to their friends, where they arrived more
dead than alive. Du Chaillu himself was completely prostrated

by a fever. attended with delirium, and only by the most care-

ful nursing was kept alive and brought back to consciousness

and at length to health. His explorations were ended, and he

set his face, first toward the coast, and then toward home.

His suggestions as to the geography of equatorial Africa are

at least worthy of consideration, though it is yet too soon to

speak confidently on those questions.

The mountain range which I explored on my last journey, and
which is laid down on the map as fir as my extreme point or
terminus, seems to me, beyond doubt, to be a part of a great chain
extending nearly across the continent without ever leaving the line

of the equator :nore than two degrees. Not only were the appear-
ances such, as fir as I was able to penetrate, but- all accounts of
the natives and of their slaves tend to make this certain. Some of
the slaves of the Apingi are brought from a distance to the east-

ward, which they counted as twenty days' journey, and they in-

variably protested that the mountains in sight of their present
home continue in an uninterrupted chain far beyond their own
country, in fact as far as they knew.

Judging, therefore, from my own examination, and from the
most careful inquiries among the people of the far interior, I think

there is good reason to believe that an important mountain range
divides the continent of xlfrica nearly along the lines of the equa-
tor, starting on the icestfrom the range which rims along the coast

north and south, and outing in the east probably in the southern
77iouniains of Abyssinia, or perhaps terminating almqrtly to the

north of Captain Hurton's Lake Tanganyika.—Preface.

It is pretty certain that the water-shed between the basin of

the Tsad and the Niger on the north, and the great southern

basin drained in part by the Zambezi, is nearly coincident with
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the equator ; nor is it improbable, as this writer suggests, that

the impenetrable forests of this mountain range and its savage

inhabitants together put a stop to the victorious southward

course of the Mohammedan conquest.

Tfis closing estimate of his own exploits is at once compre-

hensive and satisfactory, an allowable claim upon the great

world for a just recognition of what he has done, as a contrib-

utor to its stock of valuable knowledge :

... I traveled, always on foot, and unaccompanied by other
white men, about eight thousand miles. I shot, stuffed, and brought
home over two thousand birds, of which more fruTtt sixT^" are new
species, and I killed upward of one thousand quadrupeds, of which
two hundred were stuffed and brought home, with more than
eighty skeletons. Not less than twenty of these quadrupeds are
ppecies hitherto unknown to science. I suffered fifty attacks of the
African fever, taking to cure myself over fourteen ounces of
quinine. Of famine, long-continued exposures to heavy tropical
ruins, and attacks of ferocious ants and venomous Hies, it is not
worth while to speak.

The later explorations of Dr. Livingstone and those of Lieu-

tenant Speke are still unfinished, and are proper matter for the

newspaper rather than the review. Doubtless further valuable

contributions to geographical and ethnological science will be
made by them. Events seem to indicate that the next great move-
ment in the drama of the world's affairs will be in Africa, which
indeed presents a broad and hopeful field for the exercise of the

giant energies of the age.

Abt. V.—THE EMOTIONAL ELEMENT IN HEBREW
TRANSLATION.

[first article.]

A perfect translation is one that conveys to the mind of the
reader, without either excess or deficiency, the thought as it

**J in the mind of the writer. The two constituent elements
' • every thought thus expressed are the idea and the emotion.

.

' l must be transferred, the one neither enlarged nor dimin-
«*ned, the other neither strengthened nor weakened. They are
a'ldresacd to two departments of the soul, the one to the intel-

Fouirrn Sekies, Vol. XIV.—

G
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> lect as something to be known, the other to the affections as

something to be felt. They are logically separable, though

indivisible in fact. The idea can never be clearly given with-

out the emotion ; the emotion can never be felt in its spiritual

heartiness without accuracy in the accompanying idea. When
the first element predominates translation is comparatively

easy. It is in such case mainly the transfer of the force of

single equivalent words from one language to another. Such

equivalents may always be found, or periphrases that do not

change the sense ; since what would affect the strength may not

impair the fullness or clearness of a sentence. When the

second element, of emotion, so prevails as to give character to

the passage, translation becomes far more difficult ; a perfect

translation is sometimes impossible. The reason of this is that

the emotion of a sentence, as distinguished from the fact or

knowledge conveyed, rests mainly in some peculiar collocation

of the words, giving rise to emphasis and surprise, or in some
peculiar effect of those parts of speech we style the particles.

It resides, sometimes, in the very absence of words, paradoxical

as such an assertion may at first appear. It may dwell in an

ellipsis, from which it would be driven out by any attempt at

filling up. The tender breath of its being is conveyed in the

delicate implication of some connective particle, and it perishes

the moment we attempt to reduce that particle to a thought, or

to render it by any word containing a distinct logical statement.

These little words are the emotional germs of a sentence. They
are called particles (jparticulai) merely in reference to the

diminutive space they occupy ; but this mere quantitative term

is far wide of their spiritual significance. They are rather

articles, the articulations or joints of a sentence, without which

all its bone and muscle of nouns and verbs would have no

power of moving or of being moved. Without these, or

idiomatic constructions having a similar power, there would be

nothing in language but a siccum lumen, a dry intelligence.

They are the nerves, the nervous pulsations ; they are the cells

of life, yea, the very life itself.

Hence we say it is very difficult, sometimes impossible, to

convey these germinal elements of emotion from one language

to another. It has been maintained that there is always to be

found some method of exact translation. When there is a
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failure of equivalent words, it has been said, or even of equiva-

,

lent idioms, there is always some mode of expression which

will indicate precisely what is meant. But this assertion, so

!nr ns it is- true at all, is true only of what we have called the

idea or thought, as mostly knowledge or fact for the intellect.

Even here it becomes false so far as the idea (as is often the

case) i& inseparable from and dependent on the emotion ; but

when the latter element is predominant, and becomes the great

thing in a sentence, then these expedients fail through over-
.

doing or deficiency. The life of the passage is almost sure to

receive some hurt. The periphrasis buries it, the loss of a fig-

ure obscures it, the change of idiom destroys it. Take away

it* conciseness and its strength is gone; add words for the"

clearance of the conception and the emotion dies. That con-

ciseness, that peculiar collocation of words, belong as much to

the true spiritual utterance as the very words and grammatical

forms themselves. Sometimes there may be happy substitu-

tions that will approach the same effect ; but in general, unless

something like the original form is preserved, the thought may

indeed survive, though marred and mutilated, but the subtle

6piritual aroma, the emotional essence, perishes in the trans-

mission. "We may, indeed, logically describe it, or attempt to

describe it, but it is like the dissection of a dead form. We
only see where life was ; we behold not the life itself. If we

,

cannot imitate this essential conciseness, then must we preserve

what we can of the thought in some other mode of expression,

trusting that the reader may catch the emotion, even as a good

ear may catch the modulation, and even take pleasure in it,

though the chords be badly played, and the instrument be out

of tune. If he have music in his own soul the emotion may
revive again, though so greatly weakened in the passage from

one spirit to another. The only effectual remedy, however, is

such a familiarity with the original, such a constant reading

without any construing medium, that at last a person begins

to think in it, and what is more to feel in it, as he does in his

native tongue.

There are many cases, however, when this essential concise-

ness, or this essentiality of form, in the original, may be imita-

ted, (sometimes with immediate happy effect,) although such

form may be strange, abrupt, or perhaps wholly unknown in
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the language to which the transfer is made. A translator is

sometimes justified in thus transplanting idioms just as they

stand. Instead of deserving condemnation as an innovator, he

may, if he does it carefully and intelligently, be the means of

enriching his own native tongue. He may introduce into it

•exotics which not only live but grow luxuriantly in the new

soil, though far away, it may be, both in space and time, from

their ancient fatherland. Much was done in this way in the

translation of the Hebrew Scriptures into English. It has

brought in orientalisms, giving new beauty as well as strength

to the language. These were unknown to the older Saxon and

Norman. Some of them doubtless sounded strange and harsh

at first ; but now that they have become naturalized, they are

our richest gems of speech, the very life, if not of our common,

at least of our sacred or devotional language.

A careful examination of many passages of the Hebrew

Scriptures has convinced us that this transplanting process

might have been carried much farther with great advantage to

philology as well as religion. In other words, there are many

cases where the Hebrew might have been rendered into English

with an exact literalness, which, although sounding strange at

first, two hundred years' use would have so naturalized that,

along with the exotic forms, would have come all that strength

and fullness of emotion now lost in the italics and attempted

paraphrases through which, it was thought, the strangeness

would be disguised.

General remarks of this kind are imperfectly understood

without direct application. Not to make, therefore, our intro-

ductory argument too long, we would refer the reader to some

of those numerous examples in the Bible where there is an

attempt to help out the translation by means of italics. These,

it is commonly said, are not additions, nor even modifications,

but only the expression of what is virtually in the sense, though

absent from the form of the ancient language. This is true,

and doubtless necessary, in regard to the majority of what may
be called the minor instances, such as the supply of an English

particle, an English preposition, or an English substantive verb,*

when they are supposed to be virtually included in some pecu-

liar position or change of form in the original words to whose

rendering they are attached. It may be a question, however,
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whether even in cases of this kind, or in those that

nre seemingly such, there has not been a too frequent use of

this method, often to the weakening of the emotion, and, in

many instances, to the obscuring of the thought. There is a

vast difference between the logical assertion of a fact, and an

exclamation of musing wonder in the subjective contemplation

of such a fact or truth, taken as undisputed. It is all the dif-

ference, oftentimes, between devotional and didactic language

;

and yet it is this difference, or the want of this difference,

which the translators have sometimes made to depend on the

insertion in italics of an is or an and, or the putting in an

article or a preposition when they are not wanted, or the

leaving them out when the original, either in its direct words

or its idiomatic forms, demanded them as its indispensable rep-

resentatives.

"From everlasting unto everlasting thou art God," Psalm

xc, 2 ; or, " From everlasting unto everlasting thou, O God."

In the first there is given in italics the word supplied by our

translators, doubtless because they deemed it indispensable to

the sense, and therefore virtually contained in the original.

Of this, however, there may be a question. Let the reader

compare the two versions—one the exact Hebrew7 without addi-

tion or diminution, only thrown into the vocative form which

requires no outward aid ; the other helped, as it is supposed, by
the assertive copula. This latter is a logical or didactic asser-

tion of God's eternity as a fact ; the other assumes it as the

pound of a devotional or strictly subjective address. The
emotion is prominent in the one, the mere idea in the other.

Or rather, we may say, the one contains the thought alone ; the

other the thought equally clear, if not more clear, because seen

through the clarifying medium of the heavenly emotion it carries

with it.

Compare with this the perfectly similar place, Psalm xlv, 7.

'fed the translators rendered here as they have done in the

ninetieth Psalm it would have been, "Thy throne is God for-

ever and ever," as the antitrinitarians contend it should be ren-

dered here and in Hebrew i, 8, although they would in reality

gain nothing doctrinally by it. The great objection is that the

useless filling up does equally, in both cases, destroy the sub-

jective or emotional power of the language, besides giving a
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different aspect to the thought. " Thy throne, O God, forever

and ever:" "From everlasting to everlasting, Thou." The

substantive verb, which the translators have inserted in the one

case and omitted in the other, is 'equally defensible, or equally

objectionable, in both passages.

"From everlasting unto everlasting thou." Compare this

expressive second person with a similar abrupt use of the third, in

Psalm cii, 23, stfn rift*), "Thou, He." "For thou art He, and

of thy years there is no end." The translators have rendered

it,
" Thou art the same." In this they have been governed by

the LXX, and their version as quoted Heb. i, 12 : 2v 6e b avrog

tl—Tu autcm idem ipse es. The insertion of the substantive

verb here has a stronger ground than usual, because of the fact

that the Hebrew pronoun ton has in itself, sometimes, some-

thing of an assertive or verbal nature, as in Psalm 1, 5 :
" For

God himself is judge ;" am veti. It would seem to be allied to

rw, the verb of being, and thus to be in the root of the great

name announced to Moses in Fxod. iii, 14 :
" Thou art He ;"

Thou art Jehovah ; '0 ON, " The same yesterday, to-day, and

forever." The assertion " Thou art God " may have great force

and solemnity according to the connection in which it is found
;

but it has the. appearance of a tautology, a truism, or an iden-

tical proposition, and this thought, perhaps, led the LXX to

avoid it by taking J>», with a different vowel punctuation, for

the negative particle of prohibition, and attaching it to the sub-

sequent clause

—

d-nb rov al&vog ml tug rov al&vog ov el—fxrj d~oo-

Tphfnjg ic. t. X. :
" From eternity unto eternity thou ; O turn not

man again, dg ra-nelvuatv, to his humiliation," to his lowly pri-

mal state of dust and dissolution. The form of earnest depre-

cating prayer thus given to it has an exceeding pathos from the

contrast between the divine eternity, the divine unchangeable-

ness, «nd our frail dissolving forms. The Septuagint version

cannot be justified, and yet this touching contrast still remains

in almost any version that can be made of the passage, only tfce

more touching the more concise it is and antithetical. In any

view we can take, the rendering which is most abrupt, nearest

to the words and structure of the original Hebrew, is the one

that carries the highest power of emotion with the greatest

vividness of idea. It is the same thought, the same contrast,

the same emotional utterance, Psalm cii, 27 : Ipsi pereunt tu
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avian permcmes, tu ipse, et anni tui non deficient. They

j<*ri*h but thou remainest ever

—

permanes—remainest through,

surviving all change. "Thou art He, and thy years never

cud." All such passages are more or less soliloquizing. It is

tho soul talking to itself its thought of God. Knowing its own

thought and its own deep feeling, it has no need of connective

terms or logical formulae to help it understand itself. It only

needs that the reader should come into the same subjective

f tnto to feel that the words are sufficient, that there is a swelling

significance in their very omissions, and that any filling up,

unless the idiom of the translating language imperatively

demand it, adds nothing to the thought, while it greatly weak-

ens the emotional power.
" The fool hath said in his heart, there is no God." Psalm

xiv, 1: "The fool says in his heart, no God." How slight the

outward change, and yet how striking the difference of force

and meaning ! The soliloquizing character of the passage is

determined by the first clause :
" Hath said in his heart." It is

a Hebraism equivalent to, "He thinks to himself;" just as (fyryu

u often used in Greek, especially in Homer. See Iliad. 237.

But we see the thing itself in the exact rendering of the second

clause thus stripped of the form of an outward logical judg-

ment, and presented as a thought or musing of the mind. It

is the fool talking to himself, or rather, his foolish thoughts

talking to one another. There is no need, therefore, of the

logical copula. That is only wanted to bind it together when
it is supposed to pass, as a formal didactic proposition, from one

mind to another.

And so again, Psalm x, .4 :
" He will not seek ; God is not

•n all his thoughts." There is in the Hebrew here no true sub-

stantive verb, although the negative fa is regarded as having

something of an assertive force, and there is no preposition

before " thoughts." The italics supplying it are not needed at

all. The insertion of in changes the thought,, while it greatly

weakens its force and impressiveness, "No God, all his

thoughts." The first rendering, we say, fails to give even the

Wea. It is not an occasional forgetfulness, or even an habitual

HUndlessnesB. His whole soul is Godless. His whole evil soul,

We might say, since the Hebrew rn?2T>? is generally taken of evil

tuoughts, prava consilia. His conceptions, his ideas, his emo-
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tions, as they are successively born of each other, or, to use that

deep psychological scale, (Gen. vi, 5,) the imaginations of the

thoughts of his heart, are all atheism, and atheism continu-

ally—tn*>n !©', "every day, and all the day long." It is "his

whole spirit," "lrm io, Prov. xxix, 11, -which " the fool is ever

letting out." There is no translation which, in such cases as

these, comes nearer the pith of the Hebrew than the old

Scotch metrical version. It fills up the ellipses, but does it

more happily than our common version.

" The wicked through his pride of face

On God he doth not call

;

And in the counsels of his heart

The Lord is not at all."

He is "without God," even as he is without any true or

rational " hope in the world."

" The heavens are telling the glory of God ; day unto day

uttereth speech ; night unto night revealeth knowledge. There

is no speech nor language where their voice is not heard."

Psalm xix, 1-4. Here again in this last clause both the

thought and the emotional wonder are weakened by the italics.

Kead it in its pure Hebrew literalness, and what can be more
clear as well as more impressive? "No speech, no words, their

voice is not heard," that is, there are no articulated words, there

is no audible voice, and yet " their line hath gone out through

all the earth, and their words to the end of the world." The
Hebrew "\p here evidently denotes a musical string or chord.

This music of the spheres pervades the universe ; the undulat-

ing line has gone forth to the ends of the world ; its length is

infinite, its tension is everlasting, its vibrations are everywhere

in time and space, but they are only for rational souls, only for

" those who have ears to hear." Addison paraphrases it, but it

is with great clearness and beauty.

"What though no outward voice nor sound

Amid their radiant orbs be found,

In reasou's ear they all rejoice,

And utter forth a glorious voice

;

Forever singing, as they shine,

The hand that made us is divine."

" Thou wilt show me the path of life. In thy presence is

fullness of joy ; at thy right hand there are pleasures for ever-
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more." Psalm xvi, 11. The thought is surpassingly rich in

almost any form of expression. It is so full of sublimity and

beauty that hardly any translation can destroy it. But there is

one best mode, and we think that that is, in this case, the pres-

ervation of the most exact literalness, leaving out all italics and

all assertive words that would convert the two latter clauses

into mere declarative statements, such as the Hebrew does not

make, and, as we think, does not intend. It is not easy to

describe it by any technics, but the nearest thing to grammati-

cal accuracy would be to say, that the nouns joy and pleasures

are in syntactical apposition with the way of life in the first

member. They are the life, or lives, fc^n. As Psalm xxx, 6,

u His favor is life ;" or Psalm lxiii, 4, " Thy loving kindness

u more than life." Thus viewed, the two latter clauses are not

separate propositions, but intimately connected with the first as

its necessary complement. It is the overflowing of the thought,

the rising of the emotion, the swelling of the climax that.

reaches its height in the succeeding parallelism :
" Thou wilt

thow me the way of life, fullness of bliss in thy presence, the

joys at thy right hand for evermore," or, " in perfection," as

the Hebrew H23 more truly means. Acts ii, 28, gives the par-

aphrase of the LXX, who took the Hebrew km for a verb,

when it is a noun in the construct state. Yenema's translation

ia perfect: Notam mihi fades semitam vitce, plenitudinis

Icetitiarum apud faciem tua?n, jucunditatum dextrm tuce in

(sternum.

Silence may sometimes be more impressive than words.

Ellipses are the most peculiar, and therefore the most signifi-

cant and emotional forms in every language. The formula

may be thus stated : The more elliptical (provided the thought

i» not lost) the more idiomatic, the more idiomatic the more

powerful in its subjective or emotional effect. Beyond these,

however, there is what may be called a sile?ice, or as it is tech-

nically styled, an aposiopesis, in a sentence. Ordinary ellipses

are more for convenience than rhetorical effect, although they

often have so much of the latter. They are the economies of

language, abbreviations by which words well known and easily

applied are left out of familiar sentences, or when a part is

put ibr the whole, just as in verbal abbreviations a syllable or

a letter or two may represent whole words. Even thus
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regarded they have emotional power, as all conciseness ever

has when clearness is not sacrificed. The more distinct

thought in the fewest words, the more condensation, arid energy

in the utterance.

But there is a silence beyond this. It is to be found in the

more impassioned modes of language. As emotion becomes
predominant, especially if it be of the introspective or medita-

tive style, the soul thinks aloud as it were, and what it leaves

unuttered comes up with more force than any formal words
could have given it. It has all the more power because it is

left to spring up as the suggestion or response of the reader's

own mind. " Let it alone this year, and if it bear fruit— :" Our
translators have followed this by the word " well" in italics ; but

there is no answer in the Greek, and could we accustom our-

selves to think in this impassioned, abrupt style, we would not

feel any need of one. The silence would be understood as well

as the words. It would be 'felt to be, in fact, more eloquent

than any voice. The scholarly reader will call to mind many
examples of this figure, aposiopesis, in classical Greek.* Such
silences, as well as the more unusual ellipses, are found in

languages which have the most of impassioned utterance,

whether scant or copious. The least emotional speech in the

world, perhaps, is the Latin, and there almost everything is

verbally or syutactically expressed. It is somewhere, either in

the words, or in the order, as giving a certain meaning through
a peculiar collocation of the words. Silences are compara-
tively few and unimportant. Yirgil has them sometimes, as in

the JEncid, I, 135 ; but in such cases they are mere forced

imitations of Homer. In the Greek the dTroactorrnoig, as their

rhetoricians call it, is often met with. But in the Hebrew it

becomes a still more prominent feature, especially in the sub-

jective, soliloquizing utterances of the prophets. We have,

among our memoranda, cases from Isaiah and Hosea, but one
of the most striking examples presents itself for selection in

Psalm xciv, 10, 11: "He that planted the ear, shall he not

hear? He that formed the eye, shall he not see? He that

teacheth man knowledge, shall he not know?" So it stands in

*Seo especially the Iliad, I, 135, whero Cowper has filled up the silence, as our

translators have done in Luko xiii, 0, while Pope has given the passage quite

another turn, making Agamemnon talk in the calmest manner.
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our translation, and correct enough so far as the mere thought

\a concerned. Nothing could excel it viewed simply as an

argument for the divine existence. Nowhere is this argument

from design presented in a more beautiful and convincing

order.* The transition from the physical to the intellectual,

from thefact of the sense in the creature to the a priori idea

of the sense in the Creator, the still more sublime transition from

the human to the divine thought, from the human to the divine

knowledge, surpasses, in argumentative effect, anything to be

gathered from the labored pages of Paley. Cicero only

approaches it when he says, (I)e JVat. Deorum, II, 31,) Quum-
que sint in nobis consilium, ratio, prudentia, necesse est Deum
ha>c ipsa habere majora.—" Since we have counsel, reason,

prudence, God must have them still more ;
" and again in

words strikingly similar to those of the Psalmist: Aurium
admirabile quoddam judicium ; oculi tanquam speculators

altissimum locum obtinentes, jam vero animum ipsum, rati-

onem, consilium, qui non divina cura perfecta esse perspicit ?

{De'NaL, II, 56)
—"There is the admirable judgment of the

ear; there is again the eye, holding the highest place as a

watchman upon the tower; beyond all this, mind, reason,

counsel, who can fail to see that it is all the work of a perfect

divine care?" Or, as he says elsewhere, "Shall there be mind
and reason in us, and shall there be nowhere else a higher

mind or reason as the source whence the human mind (the

human image of the divine) had its origin?"

But striking as this is, when viewed as a mere intellectual

argument for the divine existence, we may still doubt whether

it is the design, at least the primary design, of the passage.

The Bible nowhere undertakes to prove the existence of a God
in the manner of our natural theology. "Whatever is seemingly

fcuch is ever intended by way of illustration of some human
duty of reverence, or as a magnifying of some divine attribute,

while the existence of the attribute and the existence of the

*Nbt to interrupt the argument, we would remark here that there is great

beauty in the selection of words, all favoring the great idea of skill and design:

Tho ear is said to be planted (Hob. SM) because of its appearance as a spreading

Y'-^-otable growth. For the eye there is used the verb ^iS"1
, ever employed for

tujioua and elaborate workmanship. Venema well says: Qui plantat aurem
(»pt* phrasi, quurn alte sit radicata) nonne audiret? qui format oculum (apto

i^raus, cum oculus sit artificiosissimum organon) nonne intueretur?
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Deity are everywhere assumed. And thus when God's

"works" are mentioned as studied or "sought out by those

who take pleasure therein," it is not so much that skill-exhibit-

ing, design-displaying work in nature, which would be the first

thought in this age of the world, as it is the great dealings of

God in history, and especially that history of his people to

which all things else are subservient. In the passage before

us the object is the impressive declaration of the divine

omniscience. It is to produce emotion rather than to impart

knowledge, and so it assumes the form of wondering interroga-

tion. It is to make the thought a living thought; not merely

truth, but truth alive, quickened and quickening in the soul.

To this end all these impassioned questions are subservient.

All that precedes is intended to have its bearing on the close,

and this, as the reader will understand by the italics in our

translation, is not given in any words of the original. It is

there, however; there potentially, there spiritually. It is in

that sublime silence which follows the last appeal. The ques-

tions are carried to their climax, and then the answer is left to

the conscience. There is thus given to it a spiritual utterance

more powerful than any words could have made. "He that

teacheth man knowledge"—"He that reveals unto him his

thought," (compare Amos iv, 13,) surely with him must be

the fountain of all intelligence; "in His light we see light,"

(Psa. xxxvi, 10,) in His thought we think, in his knowledge we
know.* The very effort to express it sends us back to the

voiceless witness as more eloquent than any speech, as more
convincing than any syllogistic show of reasoning.

In the didactic style the mind demands fullness, or, if it take

the sententious form, precision of expression
; but this is the

introverted thinking. The author is getting himself to feel,

and, through this, getting others to feel, the thought. It is in-

deed addressed to ears without ;
" understand ye brutish among

the people ;" but the train of ideas and the order of language

* To some this may sound pantheistically. If it be pantheism, however, it' is

the Bible pantheism, (compare Acts xvii, 28,) and we need not be afraid of it. To

represent the human intelligence as thus lying in the divine; to say that wo
think, and know, and even are consciou-% through God, is very different from main-

taining that Deity " comes to consciousness " through us ; which is the odious and

impious form of pantheism. The tirst is consistent with a true personality in both

parties.
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arv of the meditative, self-questioning kind. And here is the

\rrv essence of poetry: the soul turned inward, subjectively

truthful, removed the farthest from the outward and the decep-

tive, communing with itself, talking to itself, and so shaping its

interrogations that the answer needs no words. It comes like

Ktno of those solemn pauses in music that affect us more than

nr» v bars of sound, or strains of vocal harmony, with which the

intervals could be filled. It is through such subjective utter-

ances as these, through human spirits, human organs thus

attuned, that God comes nighest to us in his wondrous revela-

tion. It is to be found in every part ; but nowhere is there so

much of this soul-utterance as in the devotional portions of the

holy writings.

There is a very frequent Hebrew mode of assertion that

derives all its force from this very figure. It becomes so

common in the Arabic that it loses its higher rhetorical power,

and takes the rank of an ordinary ellipsis. It is the mode of

sorting by the simple use of the particle ta, if, as making in

itself, and without any expressed apodosis, the strongest form

of affirmation. See 2 Samuel ii, 11. " As thy soul livetk, if I

shall do this thing," rtfflya sa. Hence it becomes a mode of

.-wearing, especially in the negative or abjuring form. Some-
times it is filled up, " The Lord do so to me and more also."

At other times the imprecated penalty is left to the imagina-

tion, like a blank to be filled with the highest conceivable

expression of the divine displeasure.

An expressive silence is created by certain particles. "We
have a striking example made by the particle a^nb, (nisi, unless,)

I^alm xxvii, 13. " I hadfainted" says our translation in ital-

ic?, " unless I had believed to see the goodness of the Lord in

tlie land of the living." But there is no need of these italics.

They destroy the effect of the passage, which may be given in

English nearly as it stands in the Hebrew. Its abruptness is

»n usual, and this, by the surprise it occasions, diminishes for

IM its force; yet still is the bare particle with its implied silence

••-•Iter than any filling up. "False witnesses had risen up
g funst me ; there was one who was breathing out cruelty ; O
Jiad I not believed !" The thought is perfect, the emotion is full,

the conceiving faculty is trusted to take the place of language
;

'here is left to the imagination the fearful consequences, the in-
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expressible perdition, winch without such faith the speaker felt

must have been his certain doom. " O had I not believed, had

it not been for my firm trust that I should see the goodness of

the Lord in the land of the living !" It is often the rightly

managed silence at the close of the bar, or at the end of a

modulation, that makes the overflowing richness of the music

;

o-iving too to the chords that follow a power of tone and move-

ment they could never have had without it. So is it here with

the spiritual modulation. The emotional pause has not merely

a deep pathos in itself; it is powerfully felt in what succeeds.

The resolution of the seeming discord prepares for that higher

and calmer strain, that placid flow of hope, which is imme-

diately resumed :
" Wait upon the Lord, be firm my soul, still

wait upon the Lord." It may seem abrupt and unusual, we

say ; but had it stood thus for two hundred years in our own

familiar English—had such an idiom been allowed to become

naturalized "among us, it would, doubtless, be now a choice

phraseology, a deeply felt ejaculation of our devotional lan-

guage. If we have any filling up at all, " I had fainted " is too

weak. AVe need the strongest answer or none at all. " O had

I not believed, then had I been lost, then had I been utterly

undone ; there would have been an end of all hope ;" or as it

might be expressed in Latin with more terseness than elegance,

actum csset cle me meisque. Certainly nothing less is admissible

than what we have, Psalm cxix, 92, where a similar ijrfc has its

apodosis expressed in the Hebrew :
" Had not thy law been

my delight, then had I perished in mine affliction."

The Hebrew reader will find in his Bible an unusual point-

inn- over the vfcb of Psalm xxvii, 13. The Jewish commenta-

tors tell us that this is done to intimate that- the word is not in

some copies, although it is found in the most ancient ones. -Its

falling out, in some cases, may be more easily accounted for

than its interpolation. The idiom had grown unfamiliar to the

unimpassioned Masoritic or later Rabbinical Hebrew. They

did not know what to make of it, and thus may it have been

left out ; while still the rule of criticism would hold, that the

more difficult and unusual reading is the one most likely to be

true. Others, and the greater part, preserved it, from reverence

for the ancient copies. The LXX and the Syriac seem to have

omitted it, because they could give it, in their languages, no
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i-orrcsponding idiomatic form of expression. They have, there-

fore, while losing the emotion, preserved the bare thought in

the direct style of affirmation :
" I believed that I should see,

etc" Jarchi says that the unusual punctuation over a^ib de-

notes a mid-rash or mystical sense. He represents David as

being certain that there was blessedness for the righteous in the

Olam habba, or " world to come," although doubting whether

he, personally, should have any portion therein. It is to the

removal of this doubt he regards him as referring in the s£i5, be-

sides expressing his assurance of the divine favor in the present

life, or " the land of the living."

A similar aposiopesis is made by the particles ^nio n?, " how

long?'' There is a very touching example of it, Psalm vi, 3

:

44 Be merciful unto me, O Lord, for I am very -wretched ; O
heal me for my bones are sore pained ; my soul is in great dis-

tress, but thou Jehovah how long !" The translators wisely

left this without any tilling up. No reader of taste or feeling

would wish it now supplied, although it is in itself as abrupt as

the case preceding. Use has transferred this impassioned

orientalism to our own sacred scriptural language. It has be-

come naturalized in our much read translation, and we would

now be very reluctant to part with it, or to have it marred by

any paraphrastic rendering.

We find it in a similar connection, though still more abrupt

and soliloquizing, Psalm xc, 13 :
" Return, O Lord—how long

—and let it repent thee concerning thy servants." It is again

the same affecting contrast between the divine eternity, the

olams, or great days of God's lifetime, if we may so speak, and
the apparently slow movements of the divine government as

measured by our swift passing human years. In the midst of

its earnest appeal to Deity, the soul returns to itself and asks

itself, " how long V It may be regarded as addressed to God

;

but besides having a deeper pathos, it is also more consistent

with the style of those abrupt transitions which are so common
>n the Hebrew, to take it as a passionate soliloquizing query, a

!-
froan, an ejaculation, that belongs not strictly to the prayer,

hut suddenly rises up in the midst of its impassioned utterance.

't is as when the dying Jacob interrupts his benedictions

(Genesis xlix, 17) with that irrepressible subjective breathing:
11

1 have waited for thy salvation, Lord." Let the reader see
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how strangely it there comes in. The soul, for the moment,

casts off the outward business to attend to the pressing inward

want. There is a thought, a feeling rather, that cannot be

repressed. The close of the long earthly pilgrimage, the near-

ness of the eternal rest ! Joyful, yet strange and startling, it

must have utterance though it suspend the earthly blessing, and

interrupt the prophetic vision that is gazing so intently and so

far down the stream of his descendants' worldly history. There

would seem to be a similar interruption here in the prayer of

Moses, though differing in the mournfulness of its strain from

the ejaculation of the patriarch :
" Return, Jehovah—O how

long—and let it repent thee concerning thy servants. O fill

us in the morning with thy mercy, make us glad according to

the days wherein thou hast afflicted us, the years wherein we
have seen evil."

In Habakkuk ii, 6, there is the same use of this particle inter-

rupting the thought, and giving it the soliloquizing form ; but

it is there rather an expression of impatience at the human in-

justice, and the seemingly long delay of its retribution. " Tea,

he transgresseth by wine ; he is a proud man, he keepeth not

at home, fcfe enlargcth his desire as hell, he is as death, he can-

not be satisfied : ball not all these take up a parable against

him, and say, "Woe to the man that increaseth that which is not

his—how long—and to him that ladeth himself with thick

clay." The reader will see that there is a sudden transition.

There is a change from the supposed address of the third per-

son to what seems an irrepressible utterance of the prophet

himself, drawn out by the vividness of his own picture. How
long shall this be ? It is one of those bold expostulations of the

ancient men of God, that seem to our colder religionism to be

almost on the borders of impiety ; as where this same prophet

says, (Habakkuk i, 2,) " How long, O Lord, shall I cry and thou

not hear % Yea, cry out unto thee of injustice, and thou wilt not

save?"

In Jeremiah xiii, 27, the particles are inverted, *53> into
—"un-

til when ;" but it is the same style of speech, expressive of the

same idea and the same emotion. It is to be noted here, how-
ever, that by the boldest anthropopathism, the soliloquizing

language is placed in the mouth of Deity himself. It is the

conclusion of that most touching address to the wayward, wan-
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ton backsliding Israel, under the figure of the faithless wife:

'< Thine adulteries on the hills, in the fields ; everywhere have I

Ken thine abominations. Woe to thee, Jerusalem !
Wilt thou

not be pure? How long?" till when, usque quo? "When

thall it once be?" says our translation, but the simplest and

shortest rendering is the best. Every addition of a word is a

diminution of the pathos. We have called it a bold anthropo-

pathism ; but it is this very figure which gives it its exceeding

tenderness. It is the impatience of the Infinite One. The

<*iiousncss of sin (of such sin as Israel commits) makes the time

iccm long even to Him " who inhabits eternity." The effect

o\ the passage is greatly enhanced by the soliloquizing style.

The direct address to the faithless wife, the backsliding Church,

the wandering sinner, is closed with the previous expostulation,

"Wilt thou not be pure?" and then the particles that follow

are au outburst of emotion, spoken aside, as it were, or addressed

hvthe speaker to himself: "O how long!" It is like one

dwelling on Ins own thought, carried away by the enormity

presented in his own picture. Object to the anthropopathism

!

Not only every emotion of piety, but every sentiment of taste

fur the eloquent, cries out against the miserable cavil. Lan-

puage is performing its truest office when making its greatest

i ffort to express the inexpressible. We cannot ascend to God,

hut God can come down to us, and in this way give us a better

und more humbling conception of the distance between us and

himself. It is the infinity of height as seen in the infinity of

condescension ; it is 'the sublimest aspect of the holy heavens,

ever loftier, purer, more serene, as we gaze upon them from

the lowest valley of our humiliation.

There are, perhaps, no portions of the Bible to which the

caviling unbeliever, or the fastidious religionist, more strongly

object than to those from which this and similar passages are

Uken. It is so human, so very human, so indelicately human,

they would say, this imagery of the faithless wife, these offens-

ive descriptions of the adulterous woman. And yet for the

purer soul, humbled by a sense of its own sins, what a power

of emotion do they possess ! What other language, by its con-

trasting power, can so set forth the divine compassion, the

divine forbearance, or, as it is expressed in that exhaustless

Ar.-io-Saxonism, "God's long-suffering, loving-kindness, and

Fouurrn Seiues, Vol. XIV.—7_ ,.
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tender mercy." Thus a similar passage, Jeremiah iii, 1, may

be the scorn of the witling, it may he a stumbling-block in the

way of the halting ; even the professedly devout may pass it

over in the public reading of the Scriptures ; there is, indeed,

in it that which offends the fastidious, but what a power of love

and tenderness does it all impart to that deeply touching close

:

" And yet come back to me saith the Lord." Shall we render

any homage to this false taste by declining to repeat the whole

passage? " Lift up thine eyes to the high places and see where

thou hast not been polluted : in the ways hast thou sat for them

like the Arabian in the wilderness ; thou hast filled the land

with thy M-horedoms and thy wickedness,"—all this hast thou

done, " yet come back to me saith the Lord." " If a man put

away his wife and she go from him and become another man's,

will he return unto her again ? but thou hast played the harlot

with many lovers, and yet come back to me again saith the

Lord." We may regard the touching refrain as coming after

every rebuke, or as holding back its power of suppressed emo-

tion to the finale of this impassioned complaint. And then the

assurance of peace and restoration that immediately follows,

how is it heightened by that sharp language, that very plain

speaking, as some would call it, that went before :
" Will thou

not from this time cry unto me, My Father, thou art the guide

of my youth."

• As an effect of the same false delicacy, that long chapter, the

sixteenth of Ezekiel, has become almost a sealed blank in our

Bibles. It is not read in the public exercises of the sanctuary,

'

it is not heard in the family worship, it is, perhaps, avoided

often in the private perusal of the Scriptures. But what a loss

would be its expurgation ! It is regarded, perhaps, as unsuited

to our day, as having become obsolete, and therefore unedify-

ing; but we hesitate not to say again, this is all a false religion-

ism. Is there that in the language that offends us ? Is there

something revolting even in this minute picture of the adulter-

ous woman and her vile adulterous ways? It may be so,

especially to the man who is all unconscious how perfect a rep-

resentation there is here given of his own false wandering

heart ; but even as eloquence, even as rhetorical imagery, how

it adds again to the power of that appeal with which the chap-

ter terminates : and who that has the least hope that he is a
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forgiven Christian would lose tins pathetic close, or aught that

adds to its deep tenderness \ " For thus saith the Lord God, I

could* deal with thee even as thou hast done, who hast despised

the oath in breaking the covenant ; nevertheless I will remem-

l»er my covenant with thee in the days of thy youth, and I will

establish with thee a covenant of eternity. Then shalt thou

remember thy ways, and be ashamed, when thou shalt receive

thy sisters, thine elder and thy younger. And I will establish

iny covenant with thee, and thou shalt know that I am the

Ix>rd ; that thou mayest remember and be confounded, and

never open thy mouth any more because of thy shame, when I

have made atonement for thee, (*^ il&aa,) when I have made a

rovering for thy sins, after all that thou hast done, saith the

Lord."

How pure, how holy the air that breathes throughout this

passage ! Surely, O Lord, " thy ways are not as our ways."

Such love, such forgiveness, " is not after the manner of men."

Xo human affection, no human forgiveness can measure the in-

tensity of the divine. This is " the love which many waters

cannot quench, which the floods cannot drown—

"

Higher than the heights above,

Deeper than the depths beneath.

Free and faithful, strong as death.

"Thy thoughts are not 'as our thoughts." So says philoso-

phy, and the Scripture transcends philosophy in the sublimity

with which it makes the same announcement. God's thinking

is not our thinking. He must have a mode of intelligence

which altogether transcends the human, in kind as well as in

degree; and yet he has our thinking too. Dwelling in the

world of immutable truth, he yet knows and notes our chang-

ing ways, even as we know and note them. He draws from

them, in his language to us, his holiest and most loving com-

parisons. Abiding evermore in the sphere of the fixed eternal

ideas, he can yet think our finite flowing thoughts even as we

* An interrogative sense might seem to be demanded here, " Shall I deal with

i!»->o as thou hast done, etc.;" but there is an absence. in the Hebrew of any parti-

He. or of any order of words that would exegetically justify it. An equivalent

force, however, is given to the translation of the passage by taking it hypotheti-

''*, and this is justified, not only by the exigentia loci, but by good grammatical

'••aaous. So Rosenmuller: Ego quidem agerem tecum siait tufecisti, etc., sed record-

er, etc.
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think them. " lie inhabits eternity," and yet he dwells too

with us in time. He is infinite, yet because he is infinite can

he take the aspect of the finite, and commune with the finite in

their finiteness. He can know as we know, yea, he can feel as

we feel. He can come down to that which is most human in

our humanity. He can employ our language as we employ it.

It is thus he can " speak comfortably to us," or " talk to our

heart," as the Hebrew has it. Blessed be his name, that there

is thus a mode of communication from heaven to earth, from

the eternal intelligence to the lowly human mind. It is through

these telegraphic signals, this Jfar writing, that we learn what
otherwise we could have never known. It is the message of the

Divine love ; it is the announcement that his mercy, too, is in-

finite, that "his righteousness is like the great mountains, his

judgments are as the mighty deep, his covenant standeth

sure forever." "His counsels of old are faithfulness and
truth."

The emotional power of the Hebrew poetry is exhibited in

its sudden transitions ; whether from the stormy to the calm, or

in the opposite direction. The former is the more frequent.

Sometimes it is in the thought alone; the language maintain-

ing its regularity of construction, and even flow of style. Of
this we have a striking example in ISTahum i, 2-6 :

" The Lord
is jealous and aveugeth ; his way is in the whirlwind and the

storm, and the clouds are the dust of his feet. The mountains
tremble before him, the hills are melted,, the earth is burned at

his presence, yea, the world, and they that dwell therein.

Before his anger who may stand, and who may abide the

fierceness of his wrath? Its heat is poured forth like fire, and
the rocks are kindled beneath it." How striking the change
that immediately follows :

" Jehovah is good ; he is a strong-

hold in the day of trouble ; he knoweth them that put their

trust in him."

Again, this transition is produced, or, we may say, greatly

heightened, by an abrupt change of construction, demanding a

sudden pause, as it were, preparatory to the change of thought

and emotion. One of the best examples of this kind we have
in Psalm xlvi, 5. The transition there is one of the most
remarkable in the Scriptures :

" God is our refuge and strength,

a help in trouble ever near. Therefore we will not fear though
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earth pass away,*, and though the mountains be tossed into the

>^ of the seas Let the waves thereof roar and snrge let

^m unfrock in the swelling thereof." Thnsjar ah ,

commotion, turbnlenee, tempest-wild, upheaving storm. F.om

h surging of the elements we are let down, or to use a better& out of it we are elevated by a single word

Tl"musieal term seUh is preparatory to it, but that » no part

I he saered writing, exeept, perhaps, as denoting some h ng

well known in the ancient accentuation of the
i
songs o,Mho

temple. It represents an emotional power that was truly

,ere, and such mode of representation was probably the

Winning of that invaluable system of sacred rhetonc_wh.eh

,he Masonic accents afterward rendered so completef ^
his emotional power itself is in the words m the style m the

rtructure of the language, aside from any rhetorical mark. It

may come into the soul through the eye as it takes in the ba e

words, though unaccompanied by any of those:sugga*hve .agns

that iil make it more perfect through the ear In tta

passage then, we may say, it is all done by a single word, in a

lingular position, and with a singular destitution of accompani-

ment. It is a mere name without an article, without a snfc,

without an epithet, without any visible trace of -•*"»!*

mficance, expressed or implied. It is a single ye most vv d

picture, simply presented to the eye, or ear, and through rt to

the imagining faculty of the soul. It is one of nature i most

majestic objects, combining, beyond almost anything else
,

the

ideas of beauty, calmness, placid motion, and, at the same

time, irresistible power. It is the single Hebrew word^

denoting a large, fall-flowing, majestically, yet gently.movmg

river. The primary sense of the root makes the^ «H**
blc to light as well as to flowing water. Hence, m the Arabic,

•The Hebrew verb here means to chan„e. There is the same «»^*°^
. different word, Psalm eii, IT: "Then shall change them, and th y

shall bo

.hanged." 1. represents nature undergoing her great transform.** m tbo

"".We'eaLt help thinking that Sim« .imply a stronger »**J"*^
i.lho accent whici, in the later system of the ^^^J^JSi
verses, or to denote the fullest and strongest pause, kdah was pron s

«»l more uncommon, and having perhaps some mark m the tempk—,Tor

•blch, in the other and more common copies of .be Scnptnres, there »^°I^ed

the name itself. SMK and SUM (niD pii=) both denote eta«««», «»»
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is used for the oft-mentioned river of Paradise, and, in another

form, for day regarded as a flowing stream of light. The two

related ideas are beautifully united in the lines of Lucretius,

V, 282

:

Largus item liquidi fons luminis, retherius sol

Irrigat assidue coelum candore recenti.

In the Hebrew the verb has also the secondary sense of calm

and joyful emotion. As in Psalm xxxiv, 6 : " They looked

unto him, "nnn, and flowed with joy." So also Isaiah lx, 5

:

"Then shall thou see and flow, mm nra; thy face shall shine

with exhilaration." Here it is taken, as a noun, in its primary

import. It is a pity that we have no English word exactly

corresponding to it. The term river has too much of the

diminutive sense, and rapid, restless movement of the Latin

rivus, which is generally applied to the smaller and swifter

streams. Fluvhis, if we had the word, would be far better,

not only as keeping the radical image oi fullness, but also that

sense of easy flowing which accompanies it ; the Latin fuo,
the Greek TrXeu, and our Saxon fall being etymologically the

same radix in all. It denotes a large stream with full banks,

unaffected by rapids, freshet, or decline, but moving smoothly,

silently, majestically, and ever onward. It is the prophet's

image and the prophet's word when he says, Isaiah lxvi, 12

:

"Peace like a river;" or Isaiah xlviii, 18: "Then had thy

peace been like a river, and thy righteousness like the waves of

the sea"—Sicut fluvius pax tua, ct justitia tua sicut undai

maris.

It is by this single word, thus standing separate and alone,

that the whole effect is sought to be produced in the Hebrew.
Everything of an assertive or qualifying kind is left out, that

there may be nothing to detract from the beauty of the single

picture thus presented to the mind's eye, and forming the most

perfect contrast to the mingled storm and uproar that immedi-

ately precede. "We are hurting it, perhaps, by the very

attempt to explain ; but there is no other method to be taken.

As we cannot reach the simplicity of the Hebrew, and perfectly

imitate that beautiful conciseness in which so much of the

charm lies, we might be tempted to come as near as possible

by giving the word in the vocative. O river ! O gently flowing
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river! but tins would make a discord with the third person

pronominal suffix in the following word. Such a change of

t>er»on, however, it may be remarked, is not an uncommon

thing in this sacred language. We might, perhaps, keep near

the conciseness,' and yet get an assertive force, by emphasizing

tho pronoun its. "A river, its streams make glad the city of

our God." But, after all, there is probably no bettering our

translation. The poverty of our language in the emotional

element renders the italics necessary; and, conceding this,

nothing can be happier than our common version. Iso transla-

tion can be so poor as to destroy the sublime and beautiful idea

—this river of the Church, coming out of eternity, flowing

into eternity, carrying eternity with it, the calm, immutable

truth of eternity, the steady flowing light of eternity, through

all the changes and turbulent darkness of time.

And here we cannot help remarking again upon the exquisite

rhetoric there is in the Hebrew accents, from whatever ancient

60urce, inspired or uninspired, they may have come. After the

great preparatory pause, which must have been anciently

denoted by selah, the Masorite interpreters have put a strong

distinctive accent, or a rhbia as it is called, both on ina and on

the suffix of the word for streams, thus making a pause on

each, and separating them both from each other and from what

follows. It is as though we read : "A river—its streams—they

make glad the city of our God." In this manner each is made

an object of contemplation, as though we were stopping to

gaze upon a picture, while a new subject is found for the verb

in the contained pronoun. This is warranted by the principle

of Hebrew grammar, that in ordinary propositions, or where

the logical assertion is the chief thing, the noun subject comes

after the verb. When it comes before it must ever be regarded

as emphatic, or as something on which the mind is to dwell as

a thing by itself; in which case the verb following shows its

severance from it by oftentimes disregarding its gender and

number.

We need only say here, that the effect of this may be felt

by one accustomed to the Hebrew, but it is impossible to trans-

fer it fully into the English and yet preserve the conciseness.

There was doubtless some provision for this in David's grand

system of musical accentuation. How far the present scheme
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of accents represents that is a question that cannot be decided.

Some who have been the most pious in the Church, and at the

same time among its noblest scholars, have not thought it

extravagant to believe that in wholly rejecting these we may
lose no unimportant part in the inspiration of that text they

have contributed so wonderfully to preserve.

"We cannot conclude this example without adverting to the

fact that the Hebrew word here rendered streams denotes,

rather, irrigating canals drawn from the mighty-flowing river

for the purpose of fertilizing the surrounding fields. It is the

"river of the water of life," and these are the channels through

which its healing powers are conveyed to all things that dwell

upon its blessed banks. Watts has paraphrased it in a manner
that cannot be surpassed

:

There is a stream whose gentle flow-

Supplies the city of our God;

Life, love, and joy still gliding through,

And watering our divine abode.

It also strongly calls up the enrapturing images of Numbers
xxiv, 5 :

" How fair are thy tents, O Jacob, thy tabernacles, O
Israel ! As the valleys are they spread forth, as gardens by the

river's side, as the trees of lign-aloes which the Lord hath
planted, and as cedar trees beside the waters." The great

beauty of such images, and the important place they hold in

the sacred language, is our excuse for dwelling so minutely

upon them.

Aet. VI.—HENGSTENBERG AND HIS INFLUENCE ON
GERMAN PROTESTANTISM.

The development of German Protestantism during the first half

of the nineteenth century forms one of the most interesting and
eventful chapters in modern Church history. At the begin-

ning of this period rationalism reigned supreme in literature

as well as in the Church. It was in possession of the universities

and colleges, of the higli Church offices, of the churches, of the

book-market. The defenders of the supernatural origin and
character of Christianity were few; and these few were so
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timid, and occupied so doubtful a position, that the historian

finds it difficult to state in what points the " supernaturalist

"

Ihoologians of this time differed from the rationalist.

Contrary to general expectation, the predominance of ra-

tic.nulisni.was of short duration. From a feeble beginning a

new evangelical school slowly but steadily arose, and after a

hot and long-protracted contest dislodged rationalism from all

its strongholds—from the schools, the churches, the offices, from

literature. Evangelical literature in particular attained to a

prosperity which benefited all Protestant countries and chal-

lenged the admiration of the entire world.

Unfortunately, this return of a great people to the principles

of evangelical Christianity was soon followed by another move-

ment less gratifying. That fatal error of High Churchism,

which had in England deluded so many men of great talent

Mid high social position, took root also in the national Church

of Germany. The High Church Lutherans rebuilt a wall of

separation between themselves and their Protestant brethren

of other denominations, and, rather than consent to the tearing

down of this barrier, they showed themselves ready to make

an advance toward the archfoe of Protestantism, the Church

of Rome. It cannot be doubted that the High Church

movement has already become in Germany a great power

and a serious danger to Protestantism. It counts among

its leaders some of the ablest theologians and laymen of the

country, and some of the very men who led in the overthrow

of Rationalism. The most prominent representative of this

latter class is Professor Hengstenberg, of Berlin, a man who
has had a greater influence on the recent history of German
theology and the German Churches than any other theo-

bgian living, and whose life and labors therefore well

deserve to enlist the special interest of foreign Protestant

Churches.

Ernst "Wilhelm Hengstenberg was born October 20, 1S02,

at a village in Westphalia. After passing through his gymna-
sial course, he went, for the sake of further pursuing theologi-

cal and philological studies, to the University of Bonn, which
the Prussian government had recently reorganized for the ben-
c "t of the western provinces of the kingdom, Westphalia and
the Rhine provinces. At Bonn Hengstenberg joined an asso-
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ciation of students, which at that time extended its ramifica-

tions throughout Germany, and already began to exert a pow-

erful influence on the religious life of the country no less than

on the political. It was the so-called Burschenschqft, an asso-

ciation originally (in 1815) founded for the purpose of opposing

to the hereditary carousing and dueling habits of the German
student an earnest devotion to study, and substituting a symbol

of German unity to the old Landmanschaftcn, which by then-

very names reminded of and actually perpetuated the political

dismemberment of the fatherland. The fire of patriotism,

strengthened by the successful termination of a glorious war

of independence, at that time animated, with purifying and

vivifying power, the hearts of the nation. It soon communi-

cated itself, with the greatest intensity, to the glowing imagi-

nation of the young students' association, and inspired them

with the boldest and grandest, though often visionary projects

of a reconstitution of the old German empire.

The movement was characterized from the beginning by its

profoundly religious character. During the years of suffering,

when the yoke of the haughty French had been heavily

weighing on the neck of the suppressed people, the conviction

spread widely through all classes that the much-boasted-of age

of " enlightenment " and rationalism had sapped the firmest

basis of national prosperity, and laid the people, prostrate and

nerveless, at the feet of the conqueror. The greatest and most

respected among the reformers of Germany, the Prussian min-

ister, Baron von Stein, had spoken noble words of censure

and of exhortation to his countrymen, and they fell everywhere

on fertile soil. The Burschenschaft, in particular, proclaimed

with youthful enthusiasm the necessity of returning to prac-

tical religion, and made the concurrence with these views a

term of membership. Two years after its foundation, on Oc-

tober 18, 181T, about five hundred students, representing twelve

universities, celebrated with patriotic devotion the third cen-

tennial jubilee of the German Reformation in the same castle

in which, three hundred years before, Luther had translated

the New Testament and cast his inkstand at the devil. In the

next year the Burschenschaft adopted a national organization,

and explicitly stated its object to be the " Christian German de-

velopment of every spiritual and physical faculty for the serv-
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Ice of the fatherland." The prospect of the speedy regeneration

of the people seemed to be promising indeed. The Burs-

cA<n*chaft rapidly obtained a controlling power among the stu-

deiita of most German universities, and a few years would

bare 6ufhced to fill all the influential posts of the country with

men who, in the prime of life, had deeply imbibed the prin-

rij-le.-? of civil liberty and of a moral and religious reformation.

But ere the blossom could ripen into fruit, it was nipped by the

• ilii-h and Machiavelistic policy of the German princes, who
ihowed themselves little concerned about moral reforms as

f,>on us they perceived that the re-establishment of a united

German empire would entail the loss of a part of their sov-

ereign rights. They were too short-sighted (as despots always

mv) to 6ee that by preventing the moral and religious efforts

for the removal of great political and social evils, they would

call forth another kind of opposition, more radical in the

vxtent of its demands and more unscrupulous in the selection of

it* means. The red republicanism which spoiled the rising

of the European peoples in 1848, and which still vitiates the

liberal cause in Europe, drew much of its strength from the

immoral measures of the governments of that period.

The political reform was for a long time interrupted ; the

religions movement increased in strength. t The Burschen-
tchaft

}
as a patriotic and political organization, did not identify

Itself with any particular theological school, and its leading

members, in subsequent years, occupied very different positions

with regard to the religious question. The name and the

tenets of the old rationalism fell generally into disrepute, yet
many remained satisfied 'with views to which the standpoint
ol the more positive school among the American Unitarians,
':» the main, corresponds. Charles Follen, the gifted teacher
of the unfortunate Sand, afterward (since 1830) professor of

uerman literature in Harvard University, and later a promi-
nent Unitarian minister, is an example of this class. But a
l*r£e portion of the Burschenschaft became early convinced
"«*t their hopes for a spiritual transformation of their people
*onld never be crowned with success, unless a sounder and
wore substantial religious basis could be secured than the prev-
alent theology of Germany was able to afford. We have to
ftv,{Uiunt ourselves more fully with the condition of German
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theology at that time in order to understand the causes which

prepared the way for a powerful religious reaction, and for the

establishment of what is now generally called the Evangelical

and the Lutheran schools.

Soon after the principles of English deism had been sown

broadcast in the German soil by the celebrated "Wolfenbiittel

"Fragments," Lessing used his great literary celebrity to

open the war of modern philosophy against the Christian rev-

elation. He advocated with more than common keenness the

impossibility of a universal revelation, to which all men might

yield a rational faith. The path marked out by him was fur-

ther pursued by Kant, who denied tha,t we can know things in

themselves, or tilings above the reach of the senses, and insisted

that the only thing certain in itself is the moral law, which con-

ducts us to a practical faith in God and in immortality. The

contest of this new phase of philosophy with the orthodox the-

ology of Germany ended for a time in a complete defeat of the

latter. The Kantians took almost complete possession of the

theological as well as the philosophical chairs of the universi-

ties, and their influence even extended into the Itoman Church.

Other philosophical systems were opposed to that of Kant, as

the philosophy of faith by Jacobi, to which the names of

Hamann and Herder gained some popularity among the the-

ologians, although the cause of biblical Christianity gained

nothing by this, for Jacobi himself rejected a part of the

positive doctrines of Christianity as superstition. The philo-

sophical controversy absorbed the interest of the literary world,

and induced the educated classes generally to overestimate the

importance of philosophy or even to despise religion.

It is the great merit of Schleiermacher—whatever may have

been the faults of his system—that he pointed an age absorbed

in philosophical speculation to a religion which must be prac-

tically experienced. He marks the beginning of a new era in

the science of religion, and the venerable names of a Meander,

Twesten, Nitzsch, Julius Miiller, TJllmann, Umbreit, Olshau-

sen, and many others, who gratefully acknowledged themselves

his pupils and cherished his memory, are a sufficient guarautee

that his great influence was instrumental in producing a health-

ful change. This change, however, extended but little beyond

the region of theological science ; it barely affected the condi-
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tion of religious life. It was a great scientific movement

among theological scholars, but not a revival of religion among

the people. Many professed to have received from the teach-

ing of Schleiermacher good impulses, but few to have been

led by it to conversion. There was nothing in it to be com-

pared with the electric effect of the reformation of the sixteenth

century, the first appearance of the Pietists, or the wonderful

Hmj of Methodism. The insufficiency of such a theology was

felt by many who had grown up under irreligious influences,

and who had become seekers of a soul-converting religion,

ca j>able of giving the 'assurance of their own salvation and of

promising them a religious regeneration of their nation. They

diverted then- inquiries to other quarters.

The Bible Christianity which had been restored in the six-

teenth century, had not yet died out altogether. The old

Lutheran orthodoxy had but few representatives ; but among

those few was Claus Harms, who on the tercentenary of the

Reformation thundered his ninety-five new theses against the

religious and moral degeneracy of his times, with such earnest

piety and such indisputable sincerity, in the ears of his cotem-

jwjraries, that even the haughty overbearing of the self-conceit-

ed philosophers did not deny him profound respect. More
numerous were the descendants of the Pietists and of the Mo-
ravians, who, in small congregations and conventicles, had pre-

served in Westphalia, in the Wupperthal, on the Rhine, in

Switzerland, and in Wiirtemberg, separate organizations of

awakened Christians. It was they who laid hold with enthu-

siasm of the missionary enterprises, in which but a short time

l»efore the Churches of England and America had commenced
to buow such a lively interest. To their schools,* meetings, and

conventicles many of the most promising members of the Bur-
trhtnschaften turned for religious training. "We need only men-
tion the names of a Krummaeher, Harless, Guericke, Heinrich

Hanke, Karl von Raumer, and Leo, all of whom belong to this

Cwsa, to characterize the movement which then spread among
the German students.

Similar circumstances were instrumental in the conver-

Mon of Hengstenberg. After having been for several years

^ Bonn a close student and an active member of the Bur-
' '"fiJsc/iaft, he went to the University of Basel, and there,
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at first, pursued liis studies in intimate alliance with a num-
ber of friends from Northern Germany. But gradually he

isolated himself from the students' associations. He found

himself attracted by the missionary institutes of Basel, with

which he cultivated an intimate intercourse, and from that

time we find him determined to devote his whole energy to a

combat against the rationalistic theology of his country. In

literary circles he had already established his reputation as a

scholar of decided ability and of great promise. He had pub-

lished at' Bonn, at the age of twenty-two years, a translation

of the " Metaphysics of Aristotle," and an edition of the

" Muallaka " of Amrulkais, one of the so-called seven prize

poems of the ante-Mohammedan period of Arabic literature.

His conversion drew on him the attention of a circle of distin-

guished and influential Christian statesmen in Berlin, who
hoped to find in him the right man for breaking the power of

the rationalistic professors at the universities, and for educat-

ing, in the metropolis of German Protestantism, a new gener-

ation of orthodox scholars, authors, and professors. As early

as 1824 he was licensed to give theological lectures at the

University of Berlin, and in rapid succession he was pro-

moted, in 1S2C, to an extraordinary, and in 1828 to an ordina-

ry professorship. lie fully justified the expectations of his

patrons and friends. He greatly aided in perfecting the organ-

ization of the new Christian school, and then raised the banner

of an uncompromising biblical orthodoxy with boldness and
vigor. The new party wanted a central organ, and Hengsten-

berg was, of course, the chosen editor. The " Evangelical

Church Gazette " was established in 1827, a momentous event,

and the beginning of a new era in the history of the German
Evangelical Church.

The new paper was from the beginning a complete success.

As to ability, few new papers have ever mustered a more brill-

iant array of literary names among their contributors. Among
them were the two brothers Gerlach—Otto von Gerlach, the

author of a popular Bible work, and Ludwig von Gerlach, who
afterward distinguished himself as the spokesman of the con-

servative party in the Prnssian parliament ; Professor Leo, of

Halle, one of the ablest German historians; Professor Huber,
of Marburg, a learned and prolific writer on the social condition
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of our times ; Dr. Goschel, who long labored with great talent

to prove liis favorite and paradox idea of a full harmony of

the spirit of Goethe and the philosophy of Hegel with ortho-

dox Lutheranism ; Dr. Vilmar, the brilliant historian of Ger-

man literature, though the most unpopular man of the whole

K-liool ; Dr. Stahl, who, in point of talent and dialectic skill,

excelled all his friends, and was, in later years, to divide with

llengstcnberg the onerous honor of being the leader of the

Jligh Church conservative party in Germany; Dr. Eudelbach,

afterward a leader of the Old School Lutherans, both in Den-

mark, his native country, and in Germany, the land of his

adoption. Tholuck and Lange also contributed for many years

u number of spicy articles, and Neandcr allowed his name to

Ik? used in connection with it.

The Church Gazette was not only ably conducted, but, in

point of vivacity, spiciness, and freshness, it had no superior

among the periodical journals. Most of the contributors and

the editor in chief wrote with the ardor and vehemence of new
converts. They neither asked nor showed indulgence or mercy.

They wrote as men who were fully convinced that they had

engaged in a war of life and death, in which the salvation of

millions of sonls and the very existence of society were at stake.

The Church Gazette enlisted, during this first period of its

existence, the sympathy and co-operation of all who wished and

prayed for a restoration of living Christianity. The difference

between High and Low Church, between Lutherans and Pie-

tists, between Confession alists and Unionists, had not come up

yet to disturb the harmony of the united orthodox school. Its

progress was marked ; it was felt in the congregation, in the

ranks of the clergy, in the increasing number, of orthodox

authors and professors, and, not least, in the patronage which

the sympathizing statesmen and aristocracy gained for it from

the government.

There was, however, in this Berlin circle, from which pro-

eeeded the appointment of Hengstenberg as professor, and the

establishment of the Church Gazette, a most dangerous ele-

ment. The circle consisted of statesmen who not only dis-

cogfied the progress of the religious revival, but also, and more

prominently, the means for crushing out the political and
*-->eial ideas which had gained currency in consequence of the
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French Revolution, and which they identified with the spirit

of the antichrist. They were aware that the mass of the popu-

lation had practically placed itself outside of the Christian

Church, and for bringing them back they not only relied on

the inner converting power of Christianity, but still more on

the immense influence of the government on Church and State.

They fell back on that unfortunate phantom of a Christian

State, which began to deceive the Christian Churches at the

time of Constantine, was developed as a system during the

worst period of the Roman Church, furnished to cruel inquis-

itors the pretext for murdering thousands of the best Chris-

tians, became a drawback to the development of a pure Chris-

tianity, the cause of incalculable mischief to the best interests of

Protestantism and the bane of every Protestant nation, until

the Declaration of American Independence inaugurated for

the first time the beginning of a new, third period in the his-

tory of the relation between Church and State. Theology,

history, and even philosophy, were called upon to furnish

arguments for a theory which promised such great results, and

Stahl, who, while professor at Erlangen, had commenced to

devote to this subject his special attention, was called to Ber-

lin, there to earn the questionable reputation of having pro-

duced the most exhaustive and, in every respect, finished

work in favor of a proposition so radically un-Protestant and

un-Christian. Most of the co-laborers of Hengstenborg cor-

dially indorsed these schemes, and followed Stahl through

thick and thin, as he in a series of lectures and articles set

forth the consequences which he derived from the principles

of the party.

The first false step entailed a second, still more fatal in its

results. The advocates of an ecclesiastical State could not fail

to discover how steadfastly the Roman Church had labored for

centuries to attain the same end. Her theology furnished the

most valuable weapons both for defense and for aggression.

In Germany, in particular, the Roman Catholics at this time

were engaged in the same work of restoration. TV
r
hy, then,

not associate their labors to attain the common end the more

speedily? The Berlin circle started with the belief in the

possibility of such an alliance. They even admitted to their

society Roman Catholic members, among whom General von
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Radowitz was the most celebrated, and ere long a number of

the Protestant members imbibed at the meetings the most

Romanizing tendencies.

Hcngstenberg himself was, at least at the beginning of his

career, less infected by these views than many of his lay

friends and contributors. The first volumes of his Church Ga-

zette, in general, showed it but little. "With the postponement

of all side-issues, the Gazette concentrated its attacks on the

rationalism of the State Churches. In the manner of the war-

fare, the first germ of future dissensions among the orthodox

Schools might be easily discerned, though no strict boundary

lines were yet drawn. The one had more recourse to carnal

weapons and to the secular arm ; the other had a greater con-

fidence in the converting power of evangelical agencies. In

1 ^30 the assault of ITengstenberg on two chief representatives

of rationalism, Gesenius and Wegscheider, at Halle, led to an

open rupture with Xeander, who formally renounced all con-

nection with the Evangelical Church Gazette, and entered an

energetical protest against the " new popedom " which was to

be established at Berlin. A similar declaration was issued by
another distinguished theologian of evangelical sentiments,

Professor Steudel, of Tubingen.
The movements which at this time agitated the Prussian

Mate Church widened the breach between the friends of the

evangelical Church Gazette. All of them had accepted the
H
union," which, by royal decree of 1S17, had been formed

U'tween the formerly separated Lutheran and Reformed
^lurches, and were members of the United Evangelical
Church. But they began to interpret the character of the
union and its relation to the symbolical books 6f the Lutheran
*'td lieformed Churches in a different manner. Hengstenberg,
Gerlacu, Stahl, Goeschen, and others, regarded Lutheranism
•* being more conservative and churchly than the Reformed
Church, and therefore as a fitter and more reliable ally of
tIie nbsolutistic Christian State ; they therefore sought either
W Lutheranize the United Church or to preserve, and, when
necessary, to restore to the formerly Lutheran congregations,
*»ich formed an overwhelming majority in the new United
"«tt*ch, all the peculiar features of strict Lutheranism, by
taking the union a mere external confederacy of two inde-
Fouirrn Series, Vol. XIV.—

8
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pendent Churches. Those who disapproved of the High Church

Lutheran views generally advocated the acknowledgment of

the doctrines common to both Churches (the "consensus") as

the doctrinal basis of the new Church.

Free Churches cannot fully sympathize in this contro-

versy with either party, as both admitted the right of a

secular government to interfere authoritatively in the de-

termination of doctrinal points; yet it could not be, and

was not overlooked, that the one party was straining those

points in which it differed from other Protestant denomina-

tions, that its relation to other Protestant bodies became less

friendly, and its sympathies with Rome more open; while

the other party, though not overcoming altogether the spirit

of exclusiveness which adheres to every State Church, has

displayed from year to year a livelier, interest in the com-

mon mission of Protestantism. The former, as they regard

the Union as a mere confederation, are sometimes called the

Confederalists ; more generally they are, on account of their

obvious tendencies, designated as the High Church or High

Lutheran party. The latter constitute the "consensus," or

evangelical party, whose further history does not fall within the

scope of this article, while the High Church Lutherans will

claim our attention a little longer on account of their connec-

tion with Hengstenberg.

The agitation in the Prussian Church about the true mean-

ing of the union called forth, in 183^, a royal decree, which,

much to the gratification of the High Church Confederalists,

reduced it to a spirit of mutual moderation and kindness.

From that time the party lines were drawn more distinctly,

and the High Church tendencies of the Confederalists rapidly

developed. We have a faithful and complete record of the

entire subsequent history of the party in the opening numbers

of each volume of the Church Gazette, which contain a retro-

spect of the Church history of Germany during the preceding

year from the standpoint of the party. This Hengstenbergian

retrospect has gained great celebrity in the ecclesiastical

annals of modern Germany, and his adherents, who are accus-

tomed to shape their views of current events after it, are used

to call it Hengstenberg's t/tronrcde, (that is, king's speech on

the opening of Parliament.)
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The increasing gravitation toward High Church principles

found a decided expression in the preface to the volume of the

Church Gazette for 1840, in which Hengstenberg renounced

Pietism, and unreservedly censured what he regarded its weak-

nesses. He acknowledges that he, at the beginning of his

career, had expected from Pietism the fulfillment of a great

mission, and that he had regarded it as a sound development

t .f the Reformation of the sixteenth century. Only in pro-

jx-rtion as he began to lay undue stress on external Church

organization, and to identify the kingdom of Christ with a

wngle denomination, did he withdraw his esteem from the Pie-

tists, who insisted on experimental piety as the first and prin-

i ;nnl point in the life of the Christian.

A question in which the High Church tendencies of Heng-

rtenberg and his friends showed themselves very clearly, was

the introduction of a presbyterial constitution into the Prussian

State Church. The Prussian Church had been for a long time

under the almost absolute dominion of the state. The king

claimed the dignity and all the rights of summits episcopus (the

Mipreme bishop) of the Church. As such he claimed in the

government of the Church the same unlimited power as in the

government of the state. Only the two western provinces,

\\'<'>tphalia and the Rhine province, had preserved a synodal

institution ; in the six eastern provinces a royal consist-

ory, all of whose members were appointed by the govern-

ment, administered the ecclesiastical affairs, the Church having

no power of making her voice heard through any ecclesiastical

a>*embly. The pastor of the congregation was regarded as

a royal officer; and in the eastern provinces nearly all the

congregations were without any representative council. As
the highest tribunal, the state ministry had finally to decide

on all ecclesiastical matters. The . Church had become to be

yarded by the politicians, chiefly or entirely, as an effi-

Rent instrument for keeping the political machinery in good
order.

This state of things was too glaringly unbiblical and un-
f -'ri>tian to be long acquiesced in. As soon as indifterentism

commenced to lose its hold on public opinion, and larger and
larger masses repentingly acknowledged the paramount neces-
** tv of a living religion for the happiness of the individual and
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for the salvation of society, all ecclesiastical parties agreed that

the Church was held by the State in an unworthy servitude.

Even the rationalists, to whose influence the system of terri-

torialism undoubtedly owed the highest stage of its develop-

ment, acknowledged the necessity of a radical change, and,

under the influence of the principles of the French Revolution

of 1789, drifted toward an ideal of an ecclesiastical democracy,

whose creed would change, and, in their opinion, improve, with

the steady intellectual progress of the human race. The Pie-

tists, when from their retirement into a separate organization

of believers within the State Church they had rallied sufficient

strength to hope for a regeneration of the entire State Church-

es, advised the introduction of the presbyterian constitution,

with some admixture of the consistorial element, but, as the

history of the State Church in the provinces of "Westphalia and
the Rhine province (the best organized and most evangelical

Church of Germany) clearly shows, with a tendency to reduce

gradually the rights of the State government. Both parties, it

will be seen, agreed in favoring a reconstruction of the Church
on the basis of greater ecclesiastical self-government, and
they hoped to reach their aim in Prussia the sooner, as King
Frederick William IV., whatever may have been his weak-
nesses, felt a warm sympathy for the necessities of the Evan-
gelical Church. Repeatedly, and on solemn occasions, he
declared his conviction that the submission of the Church to

the State was not her normal condition, and his willingness to

divest himself of a part of his inherited rights, and to aid in

restoring to the Church a more independent organization.

It has been the sad mission of Hengstenberg and his

" Evangelical Church Gazette " to present to these schemes of

reorganization an unflinching and, unfortunately, so successful

an opposition, that the Church of Prussia has remained behind
' nearly every other State Church of Germany, and is, up to this

day, without the right of convening a general synod. As early

as 1846 a National Conference, consisting of prominent mem-
bers (thirty-seven clerical and thirty-eight lay) of the State

Church, was called by Frederick William IV., in order to

deliberate, among other points, on the reconstruction of the

Church constitution. Only a single one among the seventy-

five members openly advocated the standpoint of the rational-
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J-tic party; the great majority responded to the views of the

king by recommending to combine in the future ecclesiastical

constitution the consistorial administration, proceeding directly

from the crown, with a system of synods, (district, provincial,

and national,) proceeding directly from the congregations in

regularly ascending circles. A minority of fourteen members,

led by Hengstenberg, regarded the resolutions of the conference

on the relation of the Lutheran Confession to the Union as

dangerous to the purity of the former, and made to the organi-

zation of synods a most decided opposition. They expected

that their party would be likely to be at the synods in a

minority, and that thus any greater consolidation of the United

Evangelical Church would strip her more of her Lutheran

character. Though beaten at the general synod, they suc-

ceeded in bringing a political influence so strongly to bear on

the Prussian government that no beginning had yet been

made with the organization of the synods, when the revolution

of the memorable year 1848 threatened to sweep away the old

landmarks of the Church no less than those of the State. The
new constitution of the Prussian State admitted the principle

<>f the self-government of the evangelical State Church,* and
the rationalistic Minister of Public Worship, the Count of

Schwerin, made preparations for carrying the organization of

the several classes of synods into immediate effect. At the

first national synod the Church was then to complete her

reconstruction for herself. But ere the national synod met
the revolution was overthrown, and the administration of the

State, and with it of the State Church, placed again in the

hands of a conservative ministry. Hengstenberg seized on
this occasion in order to prevent, if possible, the organization
of the Church on a synodical basis. He denounced the clamor
Jfjr a synodical constitution as an ill-concealed enmity to

Christ, and the whole scheme of an election by the people as

a denial of God. This time his thunders alarmed not only his

own party, but also quite a number of prominent members of

The outline of an electoral law for the convocation of a General Prussian
SjTDod was drawn up by L. A. Ilichter, (Vortrag iiber die Berufung einer evangrf-
'->* Landes-Synode. Berlin, 1848,) the highest authority of Protestant Ger-

many in all matters of Church law, and the author of the best German manual of
"-"'iurch law.
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the evangelical party, who apprehended a victory of the

rationalistic party, and therefore pronounced the immediate

convocation of a synod which might be chosen by the people,

to form a constitution, inexpedient. A step was, however,

taken in behalf of a greater liberty of the Church, which

' pleased both the evangelical and the High Church parties.

The administration of Church affairs was taken out of the

hands of the State ministry and intrusted to a strictly eccle-

siastical board called the Oberkirchenrath, (Supreme Eccle-

siastical Council.) Stahl was the only member of this board

who fully sympathized with the views of Professor Hengsten-

berg
;
yet so great was the influence which these men were able

to exercise on the government that gradually all of the seven

swperintendentships general in the six eastern provinces, save

one, were tilled by men of their party. Yet the want of self-

government in the Prussian Church, as compared with the

Churches of other German States, was too apparent to be

long overlooked. Another general conference of distinguished

members of the Church was called by the king in 1856 ;
once

more a large majority declared, in opposition to the views^ ot

Hengstenberg, the gradual completion of the Church constitu-

tion desirable; but once more outside influences prevented

the taking of energetic and efficient measures for carrying the

resolution into effect. With the abdication of the well-mean-

ing but vacillating Frederick William IV. ended the influence

of Hengstenberg. The Regent, now King William I., ap-

pointed^ on Nov. 8, 1858, Herr von Bethman Hollweg, the

most distinguished lay member of the evangelical school, and

the esteemed president of every German Church Diet since

1818, Minister of Public Worship ; and one 6f the first ads of

the new minister was a provision for the general introduction

of local Church councils in every congregation of the eastern

provinces, as the necessary prerequisite for the organization

of district (or diocesan) provincial and national synods. Heng-

stenberg and Stahl once more made a strenuous but inefficient

opposition to the whole scheme ; they condemned the principle

of placing chosen Church councils by the side of the pastor,

and the "application of the name elder to the councilors as

based on a wrong interpretation of the Bible ; and they warned

against the organization of synods in the Prussian Church as
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tending to impair the purity of the Lutheran Confession. Yet

this timo their and their friends' protests were little heeded.

Professor Stahl, finding it impossible to prevail with his

opinion in the supreme Church council, resigned ; and two of

tho Bnperintendships general, (of Saxony and of eastern Prus-

sia,) which had become vacant by the resignation of Dr.

Moller and the death of Dr. Sartorius, were filled by two dis-

tinguished theologians of the evangelical school, Dr. Lehnerdt

tod Dr. Moll.

Nothing is more surprising in the long history of this con-

troversy, than the fact that Hengstenberg employed his great

talent only for thwarting the endeavors of the evangelical and

rationalistic parties to give to the State Church a definite

constitution, without ever stating with clearness and precision

what constitution, in his opinion, the Lutheran Church ought

to aim at. He admitted that the Prussian Church found hcr-

lelf in a provisional and transitory position ; he claimed it as

a principle of Lutheranism to shape the ecclesiastical constitu-

tion according to expediency; but he eagerly strove to make the

new constitution radically distinct from that of the Reformed

Churches, for, according to the opinion of Hengstenberg, the

Lutheran Church must hold in this, as in other respects, an

intermediate position between the Roman and the Reformed

Churches. Some of the intimate friends of Hengstenberg were

more explicit on this subject. They boldly averred that the

German Reformers of the sixteenth century had made a mistake

in breaking off the connection with the oecumenical episcopate

of the ancient Church ; they declared their full sympathy with

the position taken by the High Churchmen and Puseyites of

England. Dr. Yilmar attempted to introduce into the modern
Lutheran theology the doctrine of the sacramental character

of the priestly ordination, and Dr. Leo went still further, call-

ing Jansenism the model reformation in the Church of Christ,

and pointing to a future reunion of the Lutheran Church
»ith that of Rome after a transition through a High Church

enbcopalianism. Hengstenberg has expressed himself on this

question with greater reserve, though he agrees with his

friends in the warm sympathy with the High Church tend-

encies of England. Yet, under the circumstances in which
the Prussian Church finds herself at present situated, he pre-
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fers the rule of Church boards appointed by the king to any

kind of elective synods, principally on the ground that such a

constitution offers at present the best chance of expelling the

powerful rationalistic element altogether from the Church,

and of thus saving to orthodox Protestantism one of the

most numerous denominational organizations of the Protestant

world.

The growing attachment of Hengstenberg to the principles

of an exclusive Lutheranism brought him early into conflict

with the fundamental principle on which the State Church, of

which he is so ardent an admirer, was founded. A fusion of

the Lutheran and the Reformed denominations into one United

Evangelical Church could certainly be conceived only by men
who regarded both denominations as constituting, to an equal

extent, branches of the universal Church of Christ. Some of

the strict Lutheran clergymen and congregations, rather than

allow themselves to be placed on a level with the Peformed,

seceded from the State Church, and formed an independent

organization. Hengstenberg, when the development of his

doctrinal views identified him more and more with this old

Lutheran party, made an attempt to reduce the union to a

mere confederacy, in which every Lutheran congregation

would enjoy the right of strictly adhering to the old land-

marks of the Church. The history of this contest about the

character of the union is closely interwoven with that respect-

ing the constitution of the Church, only that in the former

question Hengstenberg came repeatedly very near attaining his

object. Of late, as has already been indicated, the scales have de-

cidedly turned against him. The Church is now being consoli-

dated by means of district, provincial, and national synods ; and

it is self-evident that this organization can be carried through

only on the condition that the Lutherans recognize the Pe-

formed in the fullest sense as a true Church of Christ, and admit

them, in particular, to the participation of the Lord's Supper

in the, originally Lutheran Churches. Hengstenberg himself

has but faint hopes of averting this result. He has already

indicated that the time may arrive when it will become for the

true Lutherans in the Prussian Church an imperative neces-

sity to secede and to return to a strictly Lutheran organization.

But incessantly and most earnestly he enjoins to all the Lu-
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thoran party in the State Church to keep together, and either to

remain or to go together.

It is at this stage of the great agitation pervading the

Prussian Church that the influence of Hengstenberg as a party

leader became especially apparent. His recommendation has

been strictly complied with. Only a few have left the State

Church and joined the Lutheran seceders. The majority,

well organized in a number of associations, express their con-

currence with the ground taken by Hengstenberg, and wait for

the further development of affairs. The Pastoral Conference

of Berlin passed in 1860, with immense majority, a resolution

to sign a protest against the new Church constitution ; and

one of the oldest and most influential associations of Prus-

fian clergymen, the Pastoral Conference of Gnadau, in the

Province of Saxony, received Hengstenberg in the same

year with significant marks of respect, expressive both of

their acknowledgment of his leadership and of firm attach-

ment to his position. The so-called "Lutheran Societies"

among the clergy of each of the six eastern Prussian prov-

inces have always been somewhat ahead of Hengstenberg in

their demands for the purity of the Lutheran Confession,

and therefore cordially approve every advance step in this

direction.

The exalted opinion of the Lutheran Church, as occupying
an intermediate position between the Roman and the Re-
funned Churches, has naturally led Hengstenberg into an

unfriendly attitude toward other Protestant denominations in

general. Though he has not gone so far yet as that fraction

of German Lutherans which regards the Lutheran Church as

t'ic Church of Christ, and which views the Reformed and all

other denominations as heretics, his teaching has a strong
loaning in that direction. He has rarely a word of com-
mendation for what is done by other Churches; he dissuades

religious communion with them, and warns the readers of his

Gazette to look with distrust at everything that is not sound
Lutheranism. -]S"owhere this tendency of Hengstenberg has
shown itself more clearly than in his relation to the Evangel-
ical Alliance. Besides the High Churchmen of England, he
ur'd his followers are the only parties in the Protestant world
who have made an open and unqualified opposition to this
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first grand attempt of allying all denominations of evan-

gelical Protestantism. When the third General Assembly of

the Alliance was to be held in Berlin the Evangelical Church

Gazette warned against any participation in the proceedings.

The Alliance was called a false union with sectarians of all

kinds, and with despisers of the sacraments ; and its tendency

was said to be to break up the State Churches and to under-

mine sound Church principles. According to Hengstenberg,

the extreme Low Church organizations, such as the Independ-

ent and Baptist, were to derive the greatest advantage from

it, and finally it would prepare the way for a new victory of

rationalism and revolutionary liberalism. To these views

Hengstenberg still adheres, and the High Lutheran party of

Germany was therefore again unrepresented at the late Gen-

eral Assembly of the Alliance at Geneva.

In one instance Hengstenberg and his friends were found

willing to give up their isolation and join hands with the

German Beformed Church for a common combat. It was in

1848, when many timid Christians of both the orthodox par-

ties feared the speedy inauguration of a reign of atheism.

Then the leading men of both parties agreed on the establish-

ment of annual German Church Diets, which were to deliberate

on the best means of strengthening in Germany the cause of

Christianity. For several years the Diets were entirely har-

monious, Herr von Bethmann Hollweg, of the evangelical

party, acting as first president, and Stahl as the representative

of the High Lutherans, being annually elected vice-presi-

dent. But since the meeting of the Alliance at Berlin, in

1857, the parties became more and more estranged ; and in

1859, when the executive committee refused to bring up for

discussion some propositions of Dr. Stahl on which the two

parties differed, Hengstenberg, Stahl, and most of their

friends withdrew, and the Church Diet became one of the

assemblies of the evangelical party and of the more moderate

Lutherans.

It is admitted by Hengstenberg that he holds, with regard

to the Church of Home, a far more conciliatory position than

the Lutheran Church of the sixteenth century. Yet in this

question many of his friends and a large portion of his party

have run ahead of him. Stahl assigned as one of the reasons
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whv ho could not join the Evangelical Alliance, its aggressive

policy toward the Church of Koine. Professor Leo, of Halle,

with* a few other leading men of the party, even held, in

September, 18G0, a conference with a number of prominent

Roman Catholics in order to devise means, if possible, for

uniting the Roman Catholics and the conservative and High

Church Protestants of Germany in a common combat against

the democratic and progressive tendencies of the age. In

determining the platform of the conference, the Protestants

participating in it went so far in their concessions as to declare

the temporal power of the pope the most legitimate sovereignty

of Europe, and to call the "division of the Church" in the

lixteenth century a national calamity. With this step Heng-

ttenberg has gently remonstrated in the preface to his Church

Gazette for 1861 ; but while rebuking his friends, he declares

himself that he has no sympathies whatever for the national

movements in Italy, for Cavour and Garibaldi ; that the modern

attacks on the papacy appear to him to involve an attack on

our common Christianity, and that he finds the antichrist more

in the opponents of the papacy than in the papacy itself, and

that in this point he difters from the Protestants of former

<*enturies who lived in other circumstances. He even expresses

his belief that the fall of the Pvoman Church would not be

advantageous to the evangelical Church, but in many respects

injurious. These views are fully shared by the majority of the

party, and seem to be spreading, as the large circulation of

Roman Catholic books in Protestant districts, their frequent

recommendation by Protestant ministers, the favor with which

the project of a political union between the High Church

Protestants and the Eoman Catholics is received, and other

sijrns of the times indicate.

AVe therefore fully share the opinion of those who fear that

the High Lutherans of Prussia, under the able leadership of

Hcngstenberg, are drifting in an un-Protestant and Eomeward
direction. "Whether this tendency will finally result in as

severe losses to Protestantism as those brought about in En-

Hand by the Tractarian movement, or whether a counter

current will set in, in time, to lead the bulk of the party back

to a more consistent Protestant basis, the future alone Can

determine. But while deploring the fatal influence which the
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ill-guided course of Professor Hengstenberg has already exer-

cised on German Protestantism, we cannot but acknowledge
the many noble features in his character. He is not, as has

often been charged upon him, especially bj the rationalists, a
vacillating flatterer of the secular government. He has at-

tacked several provisions of the Prussian law which appeared
to him to be at variance with the doctrine of the Bible, with
the utmost severity, and called on the clergy to disobey them

;

he has denounced the Freemasons and other secret societies,

which he considers as unchristian, with unparalleled violence,

although it was generally known in Prussia that the prince of

Prussia (the present king) was the grand master of the Free-

masons; he has demanded the most stringent legislation of

Church and State against dueling, although it is the favorite

practice of the high aristocracy. He has, we believe, misled

the Protestant Church of a great nation, and thereby done
great injury to the cause of evangelical Protestantism; yet

this course has been prompted by no impure motives, but only

by the belief that he was laboring for the re-establishment of

true Christianity.

In the preceding article we have only discussed the great

influence of Hengstenberg on the religious life and the eccle-

siastical organization of the German Churches. He is equally

distinguished as the author of many excellent exegetical

writings, and on this field he has gained the applause and the

admiration of the evangelical denominations in general. We
may have occasion to discuss his achievements in bibUcal

literature, and his influence on the scientific theology of Ger-
many, in another article.
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V:T vii._WESLEYANISM AND TAYLORISM-SECOND

REPLY TO THE NEW ENGLANDER.

Wesley's Sermons. On Rom. v, 15, and on Gen. iii, 19.

.V«n Vnglandcr. November, 1859. Art. IV. Dr. Taylor on

Moral Government.

MrlhoJist Quarterly Review. January, 1860. Synopsis of the

Quarterlies.

AVfl England*. May, 1860. Art. X. Reply to the Methodist

Quarterly Review.

Xdhodist Quarterly Review. October, 1860. Art. IX. Wesley-

anism and Taylorism—Reply to the New Englander.

Kexc Englander. July, 1861. Art. III. Theology of Wesley—

Reply to the Methodist Quarterly Review.

The singular attempt perseveringly prosecuted in the pages

of the New Englander, to interpolate into the theology of

Methodism one of the obsolescent dogmas of ultra-Calvinism,

forces upon us the task of discussing one of the highest points

of human speculation. It were to be wished that such a dis-

<*n*sion should be pure from any alloy of malign feeling. But

it comes upon us in the shape of so strange an imputation, and

i* urged with so resolute a pertinacity, that it necessarily con-

tracts some personal elements. The reviewer complains of our

want of candor, of our imputing ignorance and claiming supe-

liority. But the article to which our last was a reply was

anything but amiable. It was written in a tone of sullen

sumption, and with so little appreciation of the hazard the

writer was encountering, that there seemed a demand for some

wholesome severity. His articles present from end to end not

'>tie touch of personal courtesy to reciprocate; yet the dimin-

ution of some unpleasant traits renders asperity less unavoid-

able. We, therefore, shall now perform what, as we announced

in our last number to be our apparent duty, namely, place on

rvcord the complete and easy refutation of the entire attempt.

Never in all our experience have we known an outcry so

excessive and so irrational about an opponent's not making

»erbaiiin quotations. These complaints, in order to be satis-

fied, would require us to quote the whole of Mr. Wesley's two
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sermons and the large share of his own first article of sixty-
three solid pages. They are false in point of fact, for the pro-
portion of our quoted matter to our original isfar greater than
his own. Our synoptical notice of his article was full one
quarter quotation, and our reply, full four in fourteen pages.
With regard to Mr. "Wesley's sermons we had a fair right

5

to
assume that nearly every one of our readers had a copy°in his
possession

;
and not being able to quote the whole, we did the

next best thing, gave a condensation, after specifying the par-
ticular sermons, and inviting our readers, as our check, to
verify our accuracy. Besides, of the five points we made
upon Mr. Wesley's sermons, three are expressly founded upon
what he did not say; and how shall we quote a man's silence?
But how pedantic the notion that verbatim quotations are any
test or security of fairness ! A dishonest disputant can as
easily misrepresent in quoting as in omitting to quote. Our
reviewer, as every one else, necessarily bases a large share of
his remarks on unquoted passages, otherwise an article would
have to fill a Quarterly. Fairness consists not in furnishing
an opponent's express terms, but in stating with a truthful
spirit his exact positions and giving the full force of his argu-
ment. That to the lest of our power toe have done. Our
opponent most self-complacently errs in imagining that he
can say anything that we are not ready to face before any
audience. Happy, indeed, should we be if both Eeviews pre-
sented the entire discussion ; for so clear and conscious is

our own mastery of our opponent upon every point, that noth-
ing would gratify us more than that the readers of either
should be the readers of both.

Kear two pages and a half does our reviewer take at the
close of -his article in exposing to the readers of the New
Englander how great an ignoramus is the Avriter of this

article. It seems there are in the history of past Xew England
theology two Dr. Wests, one of Newport, and the other of
latitude to us unknown

;
one being Stephen and the other

Samuel. Now these two Wests, in our reply, we blended into
one, making "a mythical personage;" and as one was Cal-
vinistic and the other Arminian, we made him out a decidedly
self-contradictory and self-explosive character. At this, our
masterpiece of ignorance of matters and persons so conspicuous
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iti the universe, our reviewer naturally falls into a catalepsy of

overwhelming wonder and pity. Can it be possible that a

HUM should discuss theology and not know how (as Hudibras

almost prophetically hath it)

" to divide

Between the West and north West side?"

Kccovering from his swoon, so does he compassionate our

"awkwardness," our "attitude so painful," our "embarrass-

ment," that in a fervor of benevolence he professedly strikes

from 'his article every "sarcasm" and "epithet" that may

inflict upon us a " pang." All this he says of an article which

repeatedly questions our temper, honor, and honesty. Using,

perhaps we might say abusing, the pages of a Quarterly of

eminent standing, embracing among its readers a large share

of the ablest divines and most accomplished scholars of our

country, to exhibit the ignorance of the editor of this Re-

view, he lets out, as a revelation and a surprise, the ambushed

fact that we had plainly never " seen the writings of either of

these divines," and only knew them by "rumor!"
^

And yet he

very well knows that we repeated again and again, almost to

an ostentation, the positive profession of our unacguaintance

<rith the body of old New England Calvinistic divines. Of Ed-

wards alone did we speak with peremptory self-commitment

;

end we knew a Dr. West, not by " rumor," but solely from the

Images of the younger Edwards. In our Synopsis we reported

the views of Edwards, West, and Hopkins professedly as

f-l>ecific information to ourself and readers, from our learned

opponent's first article ; near one quarter of a page of our

reply (page 666) is a continued implication that we had never

read their pages ; of Dr.. Taylor, whom we have cursorily

examined, we were careful to speak merely " as represented by

the revkwer ;" and even in the few lines regarding Dr. West

we cautiously entered two caveats, " we believe " and " if we

m intake not;" so that all the affair amounts to is, that we were

Miistaken in a matter of historic fact touching two obscure

Jfew England divines, just where we apprehended, and ex-

pressed the apprehension, that we might mistake. All this

the reviewer had before his eyes. And yet, amid eulogies

npon his own scrupulous fairness in quotation, blended into
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this very passage, he not only omits to quote these our

words, (except the phrase "we believe,") but excludes the

essential facts before him that constitute t/ie true case. Our
friend commits a sujypressio veri no less flagrant, if purposed,

than a crimen falsi. For ignorance is no dishonor to us or to

any other finite intelligence, unless there is either an obligation

or a pretense to know. There was here no obligation, for the

discussion did not concern but incidentally these divines, but
" Wesleyan theology ;" there was no pretense, for we not only

did not profess to know, but we plentifully professed not to

know. On the whole if, on a reconsideration of this well-exe-

cuted, but very superfluous harlequinade, our unfortunate

friend's self-respect retains an unvarying maximum, ours feels

no reason for decline. We feci the compliment of its requir-

ing so disastrous an expense to fix upon us so shadowy an
imputation.

Our learned friend complains that we make not " one candid
admission that there is anything in Wesley's writings to give

plausibility to our [his] statement." Candor, we reply, requires

us to make such an admission only in behalf of a theologian
who confounds two very distinct propositions. And very able
theologians have done so. Whether any perspicacious thinker
ought to confound them our readers may decide when they are

seen placed in visible issue, thus

:

Proposition which Wesley affirms. Proposition which Wesley does not

affirm.
The sin of Adam was a necessary Sin is a necessary condition to the

condition to the atonement, which best good of the universe • or
constitutes the highest joy of saints
and noblest theme of angels, arch- Sin is a necessary condition to the
angels, and the whole company of best kind of a- universe,
heaven. ?

Let the full import of the maxim which we hold to be falsely

attributed to Wesley be fairly appreciated. It means that a

universe offree agents, even of the most transcendent nature,

voluntarily remaining holy from eternity to eternity, would be
inferior to and less desirable than a universe with sin in it.

Sin is a conditionfor a best universe. This is a truly compre-
hensive proposition! It sweeps through eternity and over
immensity, covering not only all the worlds that are, but all

the worlds of worlds that God can conceive. And surely the
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thinker who makes "Wesley's proposition commensurate with

\\ must either be very obtuse or very acute.

Our reviewer's errors are based upon three classes of pas-

fAgea in "Wesley: Those describing, I. The results of the

atonement to our race ; II. The sympathies of higher orders

;

III. A Christless probation of man without the fall.

Much ^as it extends our article, we refute our friend's im-

peachment of our motives for omitting verbatim quotations, by

adducing every passage on which he strongly relies.

I. Passages touching the results of the atonement.

Mankind have gained a capacity, first, of being more holy

tod happy on earth ; and, secondly, of being more happy in heaven

than otherwise they could have been.

Of this language of Wesley our reviewer affirms, "ISTow it

i* impossible to distinguish this view from that of Hopkins,

Edwards, and "West, which wTe discussed and opposed." For,

argues lie, as " the remedial system cannot exist" without sin, and
44 the remedial system involves higher degrees of holiness and

blessedness than were otherwise possible, it is clear as anything

can be that sin is an indispensable condition of the highest

rnults in the universe of God. ~No form of language, there-

fore, which the New England divines did, or could, employ,

could more decisively express the doctrine which Dr. Taylor

10 earnestly repelled."

Our unfortunate reviewer here, as before noted, (p. 657,)

actually mistakes "this little speck of earth" for the whole
" Universe," and infers that the placing the human race

in a position of higher good " than otherwise they could

u*\e been," is identical with securing the highest good of

"the universe of God!" But Satan, sin, and hell were in

ike universe perhaps myriads of ages before the "human
race" existed; the question about a possible sinless universe

*** long and forever past at the creation of the human
ra,,o; and the higher good of the human race secured by
l*W atonement was simply a higher good "than otherwise
i>rM have been" for this one species of being in a universe

wendy dark with hell. This is. saving nothing about sin as

l! 'e " indispensable condition of the highest results in the uni-
vcrso of God." It is simply affirming, as we before stated,

Fourth Series, Vol. XIV.—

9
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(p. 658,) "that a particular sin is the necessary means, in a
given state of things, to a particular highest good." That is,

to the highest, good of a particular race in a particular sin-

cursed universe. Whether, originally, a universe of the noblest

free agents freely choosing the highest holiness would not have
been better ; whether a free and holy universe might not have
been best even if the man had retained but a capacity for a

lower holiness; or whether in a universe of nobly free and
holy agents there would not have been a blessedness for our
race far higher than even in a remedial system

—

all these

varied contingencies it enters not into Mr. Wesley's argument
to discuss.

If Adam had not sinned the Son of God had not died. Con-
sequently that amazing instance of the love of God to man had
never existed, which has in all ages excited the highest joy, and
love, and gratitude from his children. We may now attain both
higher degrees of holiness and higher degrees of glory than it

would have been possible for us to attain.

God permitted sin in order to a fuller manifestation of his wis-
dom, justice, and mercy, by bestowing on all who would receive it

an iniinitely greater happiness than they could possibly have at-

tained if Adam had not fallen.

And again

:

He permitted all men to be made sinners by the disobedience
of this one man, that by the obedience of one, all who receive the
gift may be infinitely holier and happier to all eternity.

Our reviewer has nowhere found in his "reading of the New
England divines" such "breadth and intensity of language."
We are but poorly read in the New England divines; but,

through our learned friend, we derive from them language of

much greater " breadth ;" breadth that covers the universe, and
all universes possible to God's power. " That sin is, through
divine interposition, ' an advantage to the universe,' is the very

fact that all these writers so abundantly affirm." (P. 951.)*

Such are our opponent's words touching " the New England
divines ;" and when he can find language of Wesley's as broad
as this, this discussion is closed.

All these four quotations embody substantially a single

* Our references to tho New Englandor between pages 930 and 960 are to the

volume for 1859. The others are for 18G0. Our references to our own Quarterly

iire of course for 18G0.
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^position, of which th^e finally redeemed is the subject, attain

«i infinite increase of blessedness is the predicate. But neither

trrm of the proposition comes near to covering the extent of

'' o entire universe. Adam's sin may have resulted in an infi-

nite increase of bliss to some billions of men, and yet the uni-

\mc may still have been the worse for any sin.

II. Passages touching the sympathies of higher orders of
K'ilujH.

If God had prevented the foil of man, the Word had never

l^n made flesh ; nor had we ever seen his glory, the glory as of

U>« only begotten of the Father. Those mysteries had never been

displayed which the very angels desire to look into. Methinks
V.\* oonsidcration swallows up all the rest, and should never be out
' f our thoughts. Unless by one man judgment had come upon all

mm to condemnation neither angels or men could ever have known
ifce unsearchable riches of Christ.

Where, then, is the man who presumes to blame God for per-

suing Adam's sin? Should we not rather bless him from the

ground of the heart for therein laying the grand scheme of man's
redemption, and making way for that glorious manifestation of his

riwlom, holiness, justice, and mercy.
This could have had no being. The highest glory and joy of

•-lints on earth and saints in heaven, Christ crucified, had been
tfinlrag. We could not, then, have praised him that, thinking it

W robbery to be equal with God, yet, emptied himself, took upon
bin the form of a servant and was obedient to death, even the death
< f the cross! This is now the noblest theme of all the children of
i «M on earth : Yea, we need not scruple to affirm even of angels
**d of archangels, and of all the company of heaven.

All the proofs that Wesley extends the redemptive results

beyond man are concentrated in the last three lines. And,
note, Wesley limits the "joy" to the human race; to higher
•'Hers results only " the noblest theme" Our reviewer's exag-

^ rating paraphrases, "the highest joy of heaven," "highest

ffronnd of joy to the most exalted spirits of the celestial

•orid," and others, have no equivalent in Wesley's words.

*»• whole of our opponent's argument then hangs upon this

*"'t:le peg, the phrase, " the noblest theme." We snap the peg
**><! ins argument drops.

'• The reviewer's method of interpretation is unscientific as
: <* os unjust. In an article from which lie has professed to

'Margate every "epithet" or "sarcasm" calculated to inflict a
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"pang," he is pleased to say, "It is always easy for a partisan,

whose delicacy is not too scrupulous, to meet the force of dis-

tinct and specific proofs with the allegation that they do not

mean what they seem intended to mean." Undoubtedly.

And it is just as easy for an unscrupulous assailant to force the

imputation of a "monstrous dogma" upon a writer by expand-

ing his words into a meaning which his mind never meant.

lie expatiates much upon our "limitations" of Wesley's

language, and copiously and repeatedly contrasts Wesley's

"earnest and warm statements" with "the feeble and

narrow line of thought to which his critic would confine

him;" but indulges himself in the largest expansions c-f

Wesley's hyperboles. What then is the true exegetical prin-

ciple? Not but that we mean to allow Wesley's words

their utmost literal stretch and then drive our opponent from

the field ; but we wish to put this simple question of method to

the test. When a bold flight of rhetoric, a passage of oratorical

amplification sounding much like a strain of poetry, is to be

transmuted into abstract maxim, must we exaggerate the strain

to its highest pitch of possible meaning ? Or should we reduce

the foliage and lay bare the solid limbs and trunk of the tree,

and takelts much diminished but solid bulk 3 Shall poetry be

resolved into metaphysics by expansion or reduction^ Our

reviewer fills and doubtless adorns a high scholastic chair, and

surely he should know. The true exegete, we take it, receives

warning when he arrives among metaphor, parable, and hyper-

bole, lest he mistake a part of the figure for proposition and

overstretch the literal sense. Transnbstantiation became a

dogma of the Church by mistaking rhetoric for logic.

There are two points of caution which
1

a true exegete will

observe. He will enter into the mind of his author; and he

will be careful how he imputes his own inferences from his

author's words as being by his author intended or accepted.

Now is it probable that there wax in Wesley's mind, at the

moment of these grand flights, any thought of the abstract

maxim about the best good of the universe? We apprehend

that the whole body of his works will not furnish the slightest

allusion to that phrase. His feelings here were alive to that

one topic—the atonement—and he exalted it in the highest

atrain without the slightest idea that he was anywhere in the
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neighborhood, or in the hemisphere, of any proposition touching

ibe
u greatest good of the greatest number."

Again, our reviewer infers that this poetry amounts to that

maxitnf but even if his inference is sound, is he sure that

Wesley, writing upon a topic altogether different, saw it, meant

it, would have accepted it? He has no right to impute to

Wesley the adoption of his own inferences.* To the review-

e-rV eye the identity between the rhetorical flight and the

metaphysical maxim may be self-evident; but he has no right

to fay that Wesley saw and meant, or would not have modified

any Been implication of that maxim. Between the rhetoric

and the maxim there is a chasm which the reviewer can neither

bridge nor leap.

2. "Wesley's emotional language is not in its utmost extent

equivalent to the reviewer's abstract maxim. The words of

Wesley are not only emotional, but suppose emotional excitc-

i-.fut of rapture and admiration among even the angels; and

'S.iit these excitements are not to be held as true intellectual

.;-•!' res of the exact comparative amount of good in their

; ihjects. The joy of angels is not to be estimated by a Hop-
• n ian dogma. Their finite hearts are supposed to be roused
I y the present object, and are touched by peculiar points ot

ympathy which have no commensuration with more distant

.1 loss touching, though perhaps really greater, sum totals of

ndue to the universe.. Even had "Wesley ascribed, as he does
' •''., the highest " joy" to angels for the good of man, he would
};"i have thereby affirmed that such joy was for the greatest

|p>od of the greatest number. Our Saviour clearly illustrates

- • I asserts this position in the parable of the Lost Sheep. As
Xi* human owner rejoiced over the recovery of the wanderer
•ore than over all the rest, so there is more joy in heaven over one
• '-'r that repenteth than over ninety and nine unsinning ones.

But Barely the recovery of one was not a good greater than the
•fifty of all the rest. This parallel is perfect and, we submit,

ndusive, It shows that the emotions of men are a suitable

i'^llel to the emotions of angels. It shows that the excite-

•"'* of angelic emotions is no mathematical and utilitarian

« «» absurd consequence be fairly dedueible from any doctrine, it is rightly
•-1 that the doctrine itself is false; but it is not rightly concluded that be

• •'.vuoi.-eg it supports the absurd consequences."—Hodge's Logic, p. 162.
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measure of the good by which they are excited as compared

with all other good. It shows that it is the present striking

event that constitutes the " noblest theme," without any regard

to the vast totality of distant and less exciting utility.

3. " The noblest theme " of angelic admiration is not the

highest good of the universe. " The noblest theme" of a com-

munity is little likely to be the greatest amount of well-being

intellectually measured ; but some one stroke of lofty heroism,

or some special masterpiece of mind, or some unique display of

magnanimity, condescension, or self-sacrifice. The highest

theme of Homer was the "godlike Achilles," with his wrath,

his relenting, and his victory. The " noblest theme " of the

classic student is Homer himself, with his immortal song ; but

these "noblest themes" may not be the greatest amount of

good to either. The "noblest theme" of ancient Syracuse was

the devotion of Damon and Pythias, and the salvation of both

by its impression on the tyrant's heart ; but the greatest good

of that entire city was the sum total of its common prosperity.

And so this bold poetical image of "Wesley is to be interpreted

of the denizens of heaven. Their "noblest theme" was that

one transcendent deed of condescension in the gift and the

death of God's dear Son for the happiness of man. That one

master-stroke of the Son of God, whether or not it involve the

best good of the universe at large, rouses the highest note of

wonder and admiration of any one event in the history of

eternity.

4. The noblest theme of angels does not even include the idea

of their own greatest benefit. TTe said in our first reply, that

the good of the atonement described by Wesley was circum-

scribed to " a particular sphere." The reviewer replies that by

becoming "the noblest theme" of heaven it extends to all

spheres and merges into the highest universal good. Our first

statement stands. The good to our species of the atonement as

a redemption is one thing ; the benevolent admiration felt by

other orders for that good to our species is another thing. My
neighbor suddenly inherits a fortune, and that is his good ; my
high congratulation presented him upon his good is another

thing. A reflex happiness I no doubt enjoy arising from my
sympathy with his good. But it would be in a very peculiar

sense that I could consider myself as sharing with him the
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•», ,,f his fortune. In that same sense we may, indeed,

2* 4-5 ** by sympathy a reflex l-K«—»
SIL the eood of mortals derived from the atone-

STSSw^ -d admiration for the good is hardly a

^tfaS^'be said that » tl,e nohlest theme » of

.

*

., their own greatest good ; far less that of the universe

Xa Their greatest good is their own essential well-being

: , ^Tthere any proof from Wesley's words that he considered

',-,, well-being of angels or of any superhuman part of the

I ivS. as inereased\v the atonement. What he ascribes

Z them is not their good at all, but their lofty appreciation

of the good accruing " to a particular sphere.

5 A single "noblest theme" of admiration does not neces-

sarily outrival and overbalance the total of aU other themes. It

.nay surpass any other one without surpassing the entire rcsid-

aal whole. It may be, therefore, a rapture over something

frr less than the "greatest good of the greater number. One

mountain peak may shoot to thrice the altitude of any other m

the world; but its altitude is immeasurably less than all the

other altitudes put together. So one brilliant "noblest theme

ihoote up highest in the empyrean heaven, brighter, io tier

than any other; but it does not outmeasure in the magnitude

of its rapture the totality of the rest. In the grand sum total

of universal good there may be some one element, some one

object or event, some one manifestation or display which is

the bright particular gem in the whole, more excellent than

any other one thing in the entire, and yet not to be compared

*i*th the residual of the entire. It might, perhaps, be removed

or annihilated, and still the residue be the best possible, me

evasion of its existence might be so removed that it need not

exist; and by the removal of its occasion such defect may be

rx-uioved, as even by sparing that particular gem the value ol

the whole might be enhanced. Redemption's being the one

highest theme of angels does not prove the necessity ol its

existence to the best good of the divine system.
>

0. But were we even to grant that « the noblest theme is

uhraso equivalent to greatest universal good, the extent oi the

l^raseology does not reacli the demands of the reviewers

iWy. Wesley then merely admits, as before shown, that
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from Adam's sin results the greatest good possible in the present

SIN-CURSED SYSTEM. Whether the good equals the amount of

good in the best system of perfectly holy free agents is not

affirmed. Wesley limits himself from saying that. Such a

position would contradict " Wesleyan theology," as stated by
liis own authorized expositor, Fletcher, who affirms, in the

most express and eloquent language, as quoted by us on
page 664, that as a system of free agents is more glorious

than of the most splendid machines, so a universe of the

noblest free moral agents, all choosing to be freely holy, would
be an immeasurably still more glorious universe. "For be-

fore the Lawgiver and Judge of all the earth," says he, in a

sentence of rare beauty, " the unnecessitated voluntary good-
ness of one angel or one man is more excellent than the neces-

sary goodness of a world of creatures as unavoidably and
passively virtuous as a diamond is unavoidably and passively

bright." And while this is truth, Fletcher remarks with equal
truth, " The wrath of man and the rage of the devil will turn

to God's praise, but only to his inferior praise." P. 663. From
which it follows that a universe, in which man's fall occurs, may
turn man's fall to its own highest good ; but that highest good is

only an inferior good ; inferior, namely, to the good of a uni-

verse of holy free moral agents. And that Wesley limits him-
self from denying. Wesley and Fletcher occupy adjacent
.territories, divided but by a mathematical line, and supplement-
ing each other in the most perfect harmony. Were the
actual system a universe of mechanical agents, " as unavoidably
and passively virtuous as a diamond is unavoidably and pas-

sively bright," it would be a pure, a sinless, a beautiful universe,

and in the sense of sinless it would be a holy -universe. Its ex-

cellence would then be the "highest theme" of the highest

hierarchy of heaven ; that is, the highest in the then existing

system. But it would not be " the highest " possible in a sys-

tem of free moral agents, even though those agents sin ; far

less as high as the highest in a system of the noblest free and
perfectly holy agents.

We cannot say from our reviewer's representation, and have
no time to inquire, whether the New England divines he quotes
do, like him, involve themselves in a certain confusion and dis-

organization of thought, from neglecting to distinguish between
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the introduction of sin by Adam into our race and the primor-

dUl origination of sin in the universe. This is a very important

.^Unction. They would do well to adopt it with the other

c od things from Arminian sources. Let us suppose that the

•andard and best universe is a perfectly holy universe, namely,

u universe of the most excellent system of free moral agents.

The exalted good of such a universe is the standard good

;

»U other good (except God) is secondary and particular good.

\nv lushest good anyhow produced in anything less than this

Standard universe of the noblest free agents choosing to be holy,

would be "a particular highest good." That is, it would be the

Particular highest good attainable in that system. It is a highest

good in a supposed special state of surrounding circumstances.

That such a particular highest good may have for its necessary

condition, in the circumstances, a particular evil, though

neither Wesley nor we affirm, we presume neither Dr. Taylor

nor our reviewer would deny. But that is the very thing we

*aid : that a particular highest good, namely, a highest good to

the human race, or a part of it ; or at.most a highest good m a

universe shadowed with sin, might have a sin for its condition

without obliging us to affirm that sin is in any case better than

holiness instead. It would still be true that a holy free uni-

verse is best, and that it is sin which deprives us of that infi-

nitely superior advantage. That is, we might admit that a

certain sin is the indispensable condition of the highest good to

a universe already deeply and forever sin-cursed, without ad-

mitting that sin is necessary in order to the existence of the

Wat universe, or that even on the whole sin is for the best good

vi this universe. It would then reduce itself very much to the

Mutement of Edwards. Since there will be sin in this universe,

Us that particular sin permitted which it is foreseen will be a

condition to the best estate of the universe.

Plainly what was upon the whole Wesley's purpose in that

kTinon. He had heard, as he tells us in his first three para-

graphs, a large amount of talk, blaming Adam, and even

impinging against the Creator ; and his purpose now is to just-

ify God to man in permitting that fall. How does he perform

»« I By showing that we may be holier here and happier here-

after than without the atonement we should be ;
and so won-

derful a fact indeed is the atonement, that it is the highest topic
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of heavenly admiration. The topics of the best possible uni-

verse ; the necessity of sin to its existence ; the superiority of

a holy to an unholy universe ; and the superiority of a free to

a mechanical universe, all these, according to the theological

map, may lie near and conterminous ; but of them all Wesley

has not one present thought. ' lie has approached his climax

from another route ; he goes just as far as his argument needs,

but stops just short of what our reviewer needs. Our ingenious

and scholarly opponent comes from an altogether different

starting point, lie has been in the lofty eyrie of New England

theology where sublimated topics are handled. What sort of a

universe God shall make, and under what conditions he may
admit sin, are points there wisely and magnanimously discussed

and settled for the Divine Ruler. Until Dr. Taylor's advent

the dogma there reigns, though with some confusion and con-

tradiction, that " sin is for the best good of the universe." As
the reviewer descends earthward, he descries Wesley making an

attempt to soar a little from the surface ; and catches him at

the top of his climax, where he is declaring that the atonement,

consequent upon Adam's sin, is for man's highest good, and

heaven's highest wonder. " Aha," says he, " that is just what
they say up in the eyrie :

' Sin is for the best good of the

universe.'

"

And in their true sense Wesley's words are true. Even Dr.

Taylor must admit that without a sin there could be no atone-

ment. For, analytically, atonement contains in its essential

idea the fact of an antecedent sin to be atoned for. Letting

Adam and Christ then stand universally for the factors of sin

and atonement, both Dr. Taylor and our learned friend must
admit the formula: "If Adam had not sinned Christ had not

died." Even of the monkish verse quoted by Leibnitz, the

absurdity does not lie in the assertion of the necessary antece-

dency of sin to atonement. Taylor then can differ from Wes-
ley only in depreciating the illustrious character of the Redeem-
er's work. He does not believe that the atonement is the

noblest theme of angels and archangels and all the company
of heaven." It will not do to say, that as young David, return-
ing with Saul from victory over the Philistines, was the " noblest
theme " in Israel, so the Son of God, returning from his redemp-
tive mission, is the highest theme " of the company of heaven."
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« Wherefore," says the apostle, that is, in consequence of his

redemptive Kivootg, "God hath given him a name which is

r'.„r every name," (Phil, ii, 1 ;)
" and set him at his own right

I M ,i in the heavenly places, far above all principality, and

power, and might, and dominion, and every name that is

named not only in this world but also in that which is to come/'

Kph. i, 20, 21. Surely if the Son of God returning from his

rousion his, on account of that mission, wrought by his Godhead

and his manhood a name above every name, then his redemp-

tive glory may, nay, must be "a theme" above every theme,

" the noblest theme of all the company of heaven." Dr. Tay-

lor's learned pupil may deny that heaven concedes the highest

mnne to the Divine Redeemer as redeemer ; that is, consequent-

ly upon his redemptive work. That with him may be a " mon-

strous dogma," a "boundless extravagance of Wesleyan theolo-

rv
" outdoing "all that is obnoxious in the extreme Calvmistic

*icw of this subject." Alas, alas! if he chooses to depreciate

the glory of the dying love that redeems him, so cannot we. If

thia>e a new improvement in divinity " the old is better," even

if it be old Calvinism. If the apostle's words are justifiable,

Wesley's words are justifiable ; if the apostle's words may re-

reive " limitations," Wesley's words may receive the same " lim-

itations ;" if the apostle does not affirm that sin is necessary to

the best universe, when he affirms that the Redeemer's name is

the highest name of heaven, then Wesley does not affirm that

dogma when he affirms that the Redeemer's work is "the

tioblest theme" of heaven.

Our reviewer has omitted, we think, to give due weight to

the statements of Fletcher in his authoinzed character as ex~

guilder of Wesley's theology. Fletcher and Wesley were not

"imply two independent theologians of the same school. Wes-

Ivy was assailed as a heretic by. the Calvinian Methodists, and

lieteher was by him chosen as his personal expositor and rejp-

n tentative in the controversy, and as such he wrote the Checks

containing the passages we quoted. Fletcher represented

not only " Wesleyan Theology " but " Wesley's Theology." *

"It h right therefore for us to assume that one explains the

oUier, and that, unless there is explicit contradiction, the state-

ments of Fletcher are the doctrines of Wesley. And were

* Stevens's History of Methodism, vol. ii, p. 55.
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there any contradiction apparent to ns, it is reasonable

to assume that the harmony was clear to them, unless

the reconciliation be either historically or exegetically im-

possible.-

But in the present case, to a friendly but critical eye, who
has placed their statements side by side, there is not even ap-

parent contradiction. They mutually "limit" and explain

each other. "Wesley affirms the justifiablmess of God's permis-

sion of Adam's sin ; Fletcher denies its necessity to God's opti-

mistic purpose. Wesley affirms that the subtraction of the fall

and redemption from the earth would leave a residuum of

lower holiness here and less happiness in heaven for man.
Fletcher affirms that nevertheless God needs no man's sin

;

that if he cannot work the highest good by one interposition

or method he can accomplish it by another. Wesley affirms

that without the fall and the atonement, " the noblest theme
of angels " in the present existing universe would be wanting.

Fletcher replies that, however true that may be, still a uni-

verse of holy free moral agents, were it possible, might furnish

still higher themes of angels' songs, and still broader good to

the universe. So that sin, primordially, is not good for

anything. Our friend the reviewer can, we believe, heart-

ily subscribe in their true meaning to the statements

of both.

Is it historically possible that upon so important a point of

issue between the Wcsleyan and Topladyan theology—a point

where Wesley's chosen spokesman felt and boldly pushed his

advantage—that Wesley was opposed to his own side ? Even
Toplady, bold as he was, did not dare freely to press the argu-

ment that Christ's death was necessary to the best divine plan.

He only dared hint it as an advantageous point for Calvin-

ism ; and it was Fletcher, as our quotation (p. 660) shows, who
drew it out into full dimensions as a truly " monstrous dogma."

And yet, if our reviewer's construction of Wesley be correct,

the Calvinism that Toplady dared not avow in terms, the Cal-

vinism that Fletcher had to uncover to the abhorrence of all

Arminian Methodism, that ultra unmitigated Calvinism, Wes-
ley avowed and re-echoed with " earnest and warm state-

ment," nay, with the most " boundless extravagance " against

his own champion ! JSTow we respectfully represent to our
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reviewer that the truth of such a statement is historically

[mpoe&ible.*

• Tlio only work by any American Methodist bearing the character of a Theo-

.'j-r, or clearly treating this point, is a volume of four hundred and twenty octavo

.-*£**, by Rev. Asa Shinn, entitled: "An Essay on the Plan of Salvation: in

v'u-li tlio several Sources of Evidence are examined, and applied to the interesting

!*-»-tritio of Redemption, in its Relation to the Government and Moral Attributes

vf the Peity." This able work was for some time current in our theological

: irreture, nnd has ever been accepted as orthodox Methodism. It has lost

rtUTMlcy not from any heterodoxy in itself, but from the fact that the author

became a leader of the secession of the "Protestant Methodists." Yet be it

rvtnarked, that no division ever took place in Methodism, since the days of Toplady, on
' frinal grounds. Doctrinally, every branch of the Wesleyan Methodist varieties

throughout the world might unite, without ajar, into a single Church to-day. The

C«lrinisttc Methodists of "Wales are the only " dissenters." We never saw a pro-

ft?*edly Calvinistic Methodist.

Our copy of Mr. Shinn's work is print-marked, "Baltimore, published by Neal,

Willis, k Cole. Benjamin Edes, printer. 1813." We note some points:

1. The following extract shows that American Methodism maintained that God
< : signed the possibility of sin, (by moral agency,) not its actuality.

H this be true, (and that it is so I hope to prove directly,) it clearly follows that the
Nuon why God did not hinder the introduction of moral evil, by making it impos-
•'•'' for his creatures to sin, was becuuse

>

it could not be done without making it
:-:

; ;-->xMble for any creature to enjoy holiness or moral happiness. God left his
creatures free, because God is love ; and being love, he delights to see his creatures
t •; ') that sublime felicity which the chains of destiny would have deprived them of
fearer.—Pp. 214, 215.

2. The following extract shows that American Methodism taught the non-neces-

t -'y of sin to the best good of creation, and the worthl&sness of sin any how. The
*?j'->nents" mentioned, who would not concede this, are the American Calvinists.

Om readers will observe how the "monstrous dogma" is seen by the writer as

•
'•• «ru!!y incorporated with the cognate dogmas of predestination, etc., and as es-

•-"-lially repugnant to the entirety of Arminianism. Mr. Shinn, long before Dr. Tay-
lor wrote, maintained the doctrine that holiness is always preferable in the stead of sin.

«» ! a little remarkable that our opponents seem unwilling to own that the

JTfHir*'
8 free agency was essential to God's glory, and to the perfect happiness of

.'<
i {

r
r
en

'
an.^ chose rather to insist that sin was necessary to accomplish these

[~*V. "° 8C0 ^ i9 a lamentable matter of fact that moral and natural evil have cn-
"i*d into the creation : the question has long since been started, Why did not God

i )?',^Li'.'
Some have answered that God predestinated or determined that sin

J

*»old be introduced because it was necessary for the display of his glory ; and there-

I
*.*' '»

6
^r)r^'nn to tnc cou

.

nc il of his own will, he fore-ordained whatsoever comes to

1^*1*
K

answer that sin was never necessary, and God never predestinated it

;

U tk
r
^?

son wny he did not make it impossible for his creatures to do wrong was,
7* ,}lc liberty of option was essential to the happiness and perfection of their

I Jf* f t.
ne deprived them of this, he would thereby have suspended the oper-

»
."*/ 8 goodness, and prevented all that sublime and angelic lelicity which re-

, .
!*P°m a voluntary obedience to his commandments. This is the only conclusion

'„' k
.;"

Wr>rthy of God, or that can ever be made to accord with those perfections

^
•• are everywhere ascribed to him by the ineontestible voice of revelation. Need

)].[' * Produce particular passages to prove that God is holy, wise, and good?
,

.','
T

r

r ''nu knows the Bible must stand or fall with these essential truths ; but if God
« ",~ .'

(

rcc
, .

creatures into sin, or gave them liberty for no end but to ensnare

Uetotkl
nolines3 or justice, or hatred of sin, is herein manifested? If ho gavo

Uiu power when it was not at all necessary to their happiness, it is ridiculous
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III. Passage touching, tlie Christlcss system in case of no

Adamic fall.

In our former reply we said that Wesley maintained, that

had not Adam fallen every man would stand upon his Christ-

to say it resulted from kindness; it is equally so to say it resulted from -wisdom if it

was bestowed on them for nothing ; or from truth and sincerity if he cautioned and

warned them against evil, and at the same time secretly contrived or predestinated

their apostacy? We must therefore cive up the divine attributes, and contradict the

leading principles of revelation, or admit that God bestowed the gift or moral tree-

dom, from the principle of loving-kindness, to promote that progressive improvement

and felicity which can never result from either a mechanical or a brutal nature.—

Pp. 215, 216.

3. The glory of the redemption. Mr. Shinn (p. 152) asserts that " God was glori-

fied in the highest in the redemption of the world by our Lord Jesus Christ." He

ndds, p. 15G: _
Rather than his apostate creature should die the dreadful death, the loving God

himself comes down from heaven ! He hangs between the heavens and the earth, a

spectacle to angels and to men ! What heart of stone, what frozen, savage heart, can

remain unmoved and unconcerned at such melting love as this \

Shame on the man that shall represent redemption as having its seat in the satis-

faction and gratification of unrelenting vengeance, while all heacents astonvhed at

the bleeduuj mem/ it display*! Prophets, apostles, and angels together are shouting

and proclaiming the great love wherewith our heavenly lather hath loved us.

Our readers will here recognize rhetorical expressions quite parallel with those

of Wesley, upon which our reviewer grounds his argument. Yet it is obvious that

it entered not into Mr. Shinn's mind that these expressions stand in the way of his

denial of the indispensableness of sin to the best universe.

4. Mr. Shinn has a section of about four octavo pages entitled, " The supposed

necessity of sin to make redemption necessary." Mr. Shinn does not deny that

sin is necessary to the occurence of a redemption. His ground is that redemption,

requiring sin, is not necessary to the highest glory of God and the highest good of

the universe. The highest glory of God is in the good of his creation ;
and the

highest good of his universe necessitated no such one display .of God's attributes.

By other methods, interpositions, and processes of things could the best good and

highest glory be attained without sin and redemption. We quote the Calvinian

objection and Arminian answer.

Objection

:

If sin had never entered into the world, it may be said, the goodness of God in

smption would never have appeared, and neither his justice against sin nor his

mercy to sinners could have possibly been manifested : therefore the nature of Godredemption would never have ap

mercy to sinners could have pos

essentially demanded the introduction of moral evil.

Answer:

1 It is true before sin entered into the creation, it was impossible for either jus-

tice' or goodness to be manifested to sinners, because there were no such creatures m
baine- but if those attributes were exercised m behalf of the upright, and afforded

them all the happiness of which their natures were capable, what more was necessa-

ry \ Mu<t God make sinners that he may have the opportunity of showing his mercy

to them? There cannot be a more palpable contradiction in nature than to say it

was cood and just for God to forbid sin. and yet that his goodness and justice re-

quired it in order to display themselves 1 that his attributes required ot his.crea-

tures not to sin, and at the same tune required that they should sin 1—Pp. 275, 2. ••

2. The display of God's -attributes, being for his creatures' good, is unnecessary

where their holiness already secures their good.

The objection supposes that it is merely for his own sake, and not for the sake of

his creatures, that God displays his attributes. I or it goodness and justice support-
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U»* probation, and thereby there would exist a fearful hazard

of increased "sin and damnation."

Of this so-called "limitation" of Wesley's words, the re-

\ lower is pleased to use this language :
" Here again the

tritic h very careful not to quote the language on which so

;•:< ut a limitation depends." xVnd he gives the following as

Wiley's real argument :
" He argues that besides the infinite

advantages which accrue from the permission of the fall, any

i Iteration of the scheme in the important point of our connec-

tion with Adam might have involved a universal sin without

the benefit of the redemptive economy. But this is only a

wppleraentary view thrown in to give completeness to an ar-

gument which has a far different foundation." After thus

attributing to us a disingenuous omission of Wesley's words,

the reviewer himself omits to quote what he so very peremp-

torily, though very mistakenly interprets. We quote:

12. There is one advantage more that we reap from Adam's fall,

which is not unworthy our attention. Unless in Adam all had
died, being in the loins of their first parent, every descendant of
A.lam, every child of man, must have personally answered for
himself to God. It seems to be a necessary consequence of this,

that if he had once fallen, once violated any command of God,
there would have been no possibility of his rising again : there was
bo help, but he must have perished without remedy.

Now "Wesley speaks not here of any alteration of our " con-

r««-tion " with Adam. He speaks of no " alteration " or variation,

* «ve ofAdam's not falling, and so preventing our seminally dying

Jj
*« guarded innocent creatures in a state of perfect happiness, before the intro-

;-
. euon of moral evil, then nothing more was necessary to be done for their sake,

*»«-*u»o they were already in possession of perfect and unobstructed happiness. For
* -»<• Hike then did the Creator wish to display his attributes in any other way?
•

'.' f
|'
le s^ e °^ 8inner3

» f°r there were none in being. Not for the sake of enlarg-
f *..« lmppincss of his creatures, for I presume, had th-ey continued upright their

* ««»«« trould, through divine beneficence, have regularly enlarged it, without the
HP </ <nek*dness.—Y. 276. -

3- God s attributes have never been fully revealed to creatures, and so their
'- fwj in redemption was not so necessary as to require sin.

wrt *hivt evidence have we that he ever has fully manifested the whole extent of
• t*rfcctiona to any creature?

Um ? •
^as ma(^e known but a little portion of his nature to us, it must be

<", JJT '**, ^'fectly free from a selfish ambition, and manifests his perfeotions so

•*•<
I I fj

general good requires. Upon this principle it is evident, had moral
.„

l

/'* r

/
r n introduced, goodness would net have manifested itself in redemption,

J

*neh a manifestation would not be necessary ; but after there were sinners
to hopeless misery, the Almighty Father was pleased to make a new display

•-« tencvolence, and to evince before all worlds that even rebels themselves
1 r:cl fiDttlly perish while goodness could prevent it.—P. 278.
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in him. The " advantage " is expressly derived from "Adam's

fall" as antithesis to Adam's standing. !N"o reference is made

to the non-severance of the chain connecting us to the fall.

" Unless in Adam all had died," as they could not had Adam
stood. For this " unless" must include all cases of our existing

and not dying in Adam. Had Adam by standing trial pre-

vented our lineally dying in him—what then ? There would

have been, as Wesley says in the remainder of the paragraph,

a probation without a redeemer for us. It would have been an

undepraved, and so temporally a qualifledly holy, but still a

probationary world. The " hazard," he adds, would have been

infinitely greater ; and in the entire system, eternally produced,

the blended "sin and damnation" would have been, in all

probability, increased to an unknown amount.

Our imaginative opponent has entirely mistaken the structure

of the sermon. According to the general division at paragraph

marked with the first 4, Wesley employs from the second 1 to 10

inclusive, in proving that with the atonement we are holier on

earth ; and then he employs only paragraph 11 to show our

higher happiness in heaven. His argument is then finished so

far as holiness and happiness are concerned. It then occurs to

him that there is a reverse view, of sin and damnation even in

this undepraved and comparatively holy, yet probationary and

peccable world. Yet, as it is of a more speculative character,

lie touches it briefly and supplementarily in 12, above quoted.

Really,, then, there are three heads. Without the atonement

we should be, 1. Less holy on earth ; 2. Less happy in heaven
;

and, 3. More liable to damnation. We submit, therefore, that

the comparison is between a Christ-given system of redemption

and a " Christless system of works." From -this it will be seen

that our statement still stands, "It is simply saying the less

sin the better." We have then the equation—Adam's sin

with its consequences is more abundant in good and less in

evil than the naturalistic system and its consequences. God
is justifiable in permitting that sin from winch the greatest

good and the least evil will arise.

It is as useless as it is reasonless for our opponent to deny

that Wesley's whole argument is a comparison between this

human world, minus the atonement, and this human world,

phis the atonement. The persons Wesley argues with are
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tW who find fault with God for permitting the latter ; and

k prove* that it is far superior to the former. He leaves out

. f the account, but does not exclude, the possibility of myriads

v f other methods. And then Fletcher, his own chosen exposi-

I r, interposes his telling Arminian maxims to vindicate both

tbe infinite versatility of God's inventiveness and his non-obli-

rtUon to sin. " God has ten thousand strings to his providen-

t A bow, and ten thousand bridles in his providential hand,"

, \c, (P. 661.) " God has no need of sinful man." " If things

had not happened one way they might have happened an-

ther." "We ought to assert that God wall get himself glory

wvrv way." Though he uses Judas, he needs him not for the

ilonement; though he uses Nebuchadnezzar, he needs him not

1 r the punishment of Israel. Though he uses Adam he needs

•

I him nor his sin for a redemptive manifestation. Though

I e tree a redemptive manifestation, as betfer than the level of

t Pluralism, yet he needs neither Adam nor the redemption in

order to the highest good and glory.

By a curious apparent afterthought our reviewer adduces the

U i that in his original treatment of Wesley, to which we first

»pf>Hed the word "misrepresents," he actually stated the "lim-

itation" for which we contend; and he adduces this fact as

'
• >f of his " accuracy" and our unfairness. Why then, alas !

i he not stay " accurate" and thus deprive us of all ground of

o sitroversy ? And if he wras then " accurate," then wre are still

torurate, and he is wrong and we are right in the whole dis-

nusion. He was accurate. Yet though he first stated Wesley
with the true limitation, he even then, more than once, so

Uxmght Wesley in as an instance under the genus of main-

Uiocrs of the "doo-ma " he so adduced Bledsoe as on the same

grand with Wesley, that Wesley was huddled writh the rest,

*sA w misrepresented by classification. By the "limitation"

m showed he knew the distinction ; by association he obliterated

And this apparently conscious wrong-doing called for a

**nn that admitted though it did not affirm intention. We do

* * express more by the word misrepresentation than repre-

• Nation amiss.

The "accuracy" of his first article our reviewer bravely ab-

i*d in his second. " All that is most obnoxious in the extreme

istic view of this subject is surpassed and outdone by the^.vi!

*Virrii Series, Vol. XIV.—10
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boundless extravagance of both the Romish and Wesleyan
Theology." For this "boundless" assertion all the reviewer

has thus far to show is some extracts from Bledsoe, who is not
" Wesleyan," and from Wesley, where the task of making good

his assertion is yet before him.

In very strong language our reviewer declares that this

"monstrous dogma" is maintained by Arminian theological

writers. In his first article he says, " It has pervaded alike all

the theological schools, and was as readily recognized and ac-

cepted among the Arminian, and indeed the Catholic, as among
the Calvinistic theologians." The doctrine of fore-ordination,

•we reply, renders this dogma convenient and acceptable to Cal-

vinistic divines, but leaves it abhorrent to the Arminian. Top-

lady therefore could make it tally with his system ; but Wes-
leyan theology, by its spokesman Fletcher, consigned it to the

same repudiation with predestination and its cognate dogmas
that were felt to indicate the divine volition in favor of sin.

Will our reviewer please verify his statement that Arminian
"theological schools" or teachers have accepted the "mon-
strous dogma?" We shall believe it when we see it. Let him

take our old Ilollandic Remonstrants, in their magnificent con-

test with the " dogmas " of Dort. Did Arminius I did Episco-

pius, or Limborgius, or Curcellams, or any of that, class accept

this " monstrous dogma ?" We would like to see the passage

quoted from one of these eminent doctors endorsing the

"dogma." Or take the old English Arminians: Did Cud-

worth, or Henry More, or John Goodwin, or Archbishop

King, or Sherlock, or Whitby approve this dogma ? • Produce

the passage. It is hazardous to posit a universal negative

;

but long, we suspect, will be his " novitiate of silence and

study " before that passage dawns.

Quite important, however, it will be for our opponent to

take new caution in his method of interpreting Arminian

authors. He will find Archbishop King, for instance, saying

that the existence of the sinning sphere may contribute, and

be necessary to, the completeness and perfection of the uni-

verse. And this he may construe to mean that the existence

of sin in that sphere is necessary to the best universe. As
a mole, the archbishop tells us, though a defect in itself, may
perfect the beauty of a whole person, so that planet in which
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:\:« tgents sin, may, since it was foreseen that tliose agents will

t.!>, be made to perfect the resultant universe. Nevertheless,

m*t as a diamond, instead of the mole, might raise the body

Id a higher character of perfection, so that one sinning sphere,

U the archbishop denies not, freely choosing to be holy, might

kavQ raised the universe to a different grade and character of

jx-rtfction. Our opponent will find few, if any, Arminian

itttliore, we think, affirming that sin is aboriginally necessary

iu the existence of an absolutely optimistic universe.

We now trust that we have afforded our respected opponent's

candor another occasion for exercise. A Dorian was expected

to understand Doric,

AwpcGdev 6' z^eon, doido, rolg AcopteeoGi,

*n<\ n Wesleyan is perhaps very likely to have some correct

notions of Wesley's theology.

The issue between the consistent fatalism of Edwards and
the uniform freedomism of Wesley will, we trust, be discussed

in a future number.

Art. Vin.—FOREIGN RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

THB KVANGELICAL ALLIANCE.
We place at the head of our " Relig-

»•••• Intelligence" department an ac-
•wat of the Fourth General Assembly
rf :!* Evangelical Alliance, as its grand
i»«ilU belong more to the Chnrch his-
1

'.' 'f Protestantism iu general than to
: •'••*•• <( little Switzerland, within whoso
rderi the meeting was held.

recBTH General Meeting of the
'.'*%oruoAL Alliance.—The Fourth
''*-*fAl Assembly of the Evangelical
•ftaoee at Geuova seems to have been
'«**•* euccess. Such is the testimony
" M who took part in it, and of the
•-••* religious press of Europe. The
•''?'• attendance, the interesting pro-
"'• r **«. the important resolutions, and
." oniial reception of both by the

'

,

r - ]
- ><*, show that the actual alliance

»-* l»rotestant Churches has now be-

ll*"*
ft fact. The High Church Episco-

H-*.'u of England, the High Lutherans

of Germany, and the Rationalists of all

countries still continue in their opposi-

tion ; but their very isolated attacks only

help to present the spiritual unity of the

majority of Christian Churches iu a

stronger light. We select from the full

account of the proceedings of the meet-

ing at Geneva a few points which, in our

opinion, are best calculated to show that

the reunions of the Alliance have a fair

title to being regarded as the most im-

pdrtaut religious meetiugsiuthe Protest-

ant world, that they are already fulfill-

ing a great mission, and that a still

greater sphere of usefulness awaits them.

(Ecumenical Character op the
Meeting.—Large Number of Coun-

tries represented.—Names of distin-

guished Attendants.—A distinguished

Church historian of Germany. Professor

Jacoby of Halle, has appropriately called

the meetings of the Evangelical Alliance

tho oecumenical councils of Protestant-
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ism. The meeting at Geneva bore this

oecumenical character as fully as its

predecessors. Each of the great Prot-

estant nations, and nearly each of the

many communions into which Evangel-

ical Christendom is now denomination-

ally divided, was represented, and the

utmost harmony characterized the pro-

ceedings from beginning to end.

England had seut the president of the

British branch of the alliance, Sir Culling

Eardley, who took a prominent part in

the proceedings. The British nobility

was represented by the Earls of Roden
and Cavau; the House of Commons by
Hon. A. Kinnaird and E. Baines, Esq.;

tho Church of Eugland by Prebendary
Burgess ; the English dissenting clergy

by the Hon. and Rev. Baptist Xoel and
W. Arthur; the clergy of Scotland by
Dr. -Guthrie and Dr. Cairns; that of Ire-

land by Dr. Gibson. Among the many
distinguished laymen were John Hen-
derson, Esq., and Sheriff Jameson, the

liberal benefactors of the Protestant con-

gregations in Italy.

Among the French deputies we notice

the names of E. de Pressense, editor of

the Revue Ckretienne, the able monthly
of the French Independents; Pasior

Fisch, whose recent visit to the United
States will be still iu the remembrance
of our readers; J. Bost, the great philan-

thropist, whose works received Inst year

so brilliant an acknowledgment from the

French Academy; Professor Rosseew de

St. Hilaire, the illustrious convert from

the Roman Church, who uses his great

literary reputation so zealously for the

spreading of evangelical Christianity;

Dr. Matter, the able Church historian;

Pastor Puanx, the historian of tho

French Reformation. Frederic Monod
and Count Gasparin were prevented by

sickness from attending.

Germany was represented by Mr. von
Bethman Hollweg, the minister of pub-

lic worship in Prussia, and for many
years president of the German Church

Diets; by Professors Tholuck of Halle,

Doruer of Goettingen, Herzog of Erlan-

gen ; by Dr. Krummacher of Potsdam

;

by Dr. Gelzer, Professor of History in

the University of Berlin, and editor of

one of the best German monthlies, the

Protests ntische MonatsUaetter ; by Dr.

Schenker of Vienna; Dr. Tentsch of

Transylvania.

Among the deputies of Holland were
Groen von Prinsterer. tho ex-prime
minister, and leader of the Free Re-

formed Church ; two members of the

legislature; Pastor Chantepie de la

Situssaye, the leader of the evangelical

party in the State Church ; Dr. Capa-

dose; Mr. Koenen, Secretary of the

Academy of Sciences. The few Churches

of Belgium had sent, besides a number
of their pastors, General de Lassaraz.

Scandinavia was represented by Dr.

Kalkar, one of the most distinguished

pastors of Denmark, who several times

addressed the assembly in German, and

by a member of the Swedish Parliament.

Russia had shown her interest by send-

ing a large number of clergymen, noble-

men, and state officers.

The representation from Italy em-

braced a number of the leading Walden-

sian ministers, as Revel, Geymonat,

Malan; many influential members of the

Italian Evangelical Church, as Professor

Mazzarella of Bologna, and some of the

English missionaries, as Gordon of Flor-

ence, and Dr. Stewart of Leghorn.

From America were present Dr.

Baird of New York ; Dr. Squire of Ge-

neva, N. Y. ; Dr. Kerr of Illinois ; Dr.

Sawtell; Revs. "W. Fock, W. Morrison,

J. A. Prest, G. C. Robinson.

Among the large number of Swiss

members were Mr. Adrien Naville, the

President of the Evangelical Alliance in

countries speaking the French language;

the distinguished Genevese writers, Dr.

Malan, Dr. Gaussen, and Dr. Bungener;
Professor Riggenbach of Basel.

The Addresses.—A considerable por-

tion of the time of the assembly was
taken up by addresses, most of which
are of high value. They will be pub-

lished in England in full, together with

the other proceedings, nuder the auspices

of the British branch of the Evangelical

Alliance, and, thus united, will form one

of the best and most reliable sources of

information on the present religious con-

dition of the Protestant world. They
comprise an address of Mr. Rosseew de

St. Hilaire, of Paris, upon the state of

the working classes in France, a master-

ly picture of the state of French society

;

the great speech of Merle d'Aubigne on
Calvin's character and mission, followed

by remarks of Professor Herzog, of Er-

langen, on Calvin as an Interpreter of

the Scriptures; and by Dr. Bungener, of

Geneva, on the works of Calvin in gen-

eral; the speech of Mr. Cook, Wesleyan
missionary at Calais, on Sunday-schools^
tho glowing advocacy of the Principle of
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RetlffiottS Liberty, by Mr. E. de Pres-

icttM, the learned and eloquent Inde-

mtdeat minister of Paris ; several inter-

ratiog addresses on the Future of the

Colonies of the Anglo-Saxon Race, in

* lew of the dissemination of Evangelical

Christianity in the entire world; an ad-

dr>r*rt on the Religious State of the

Kavio and Magyar Churches by Mr.

l-.ugoniont of Neufchatel, the editor of

MM of the best religious papers in the

French language; a learned speech by

Professor Dorner of Goettingen, (the

Dtbor of the great work on the History

ef the Doctrine of Christ.) on Individu-

alism, its Rights and its Limitations in

Kvangelical Theology; an address on
Rationalism in German Switzerland, by
Professor Riggenbach of Basel, aud
many others.

Resolutions on the Extension of
tiik Alliance.—The resolutions passed

by the meeting were likewise of great

importance. All of them were passed
cjanimously, a fact which shows that

ll.t-re is, on the whole, a greater spirit-

Btl unity between the Evangelical de-

u-jminations than the Roman Catholic

Clmrch, with all her boasted external
uniformity, has ever enjoyed. Neither
titt councils of the ancient Church, nor
much less the assemblies of the Roman
Catholic Church in later ages, have ex-
bibited such a spirit of fraternal love
and harmony as characterized the meet-
ing of the Alliance at Geneva.
The first resolution referred to the ex-

tension of the Alliance. The ministers
of every couutry and of all denomina-
l*oua, who were present at the Alliance,
*ire invited, after their return, to preach
*< rmous explanatory of the Alliance and
Itrt objects at which it aims, and to orig-
ir^st© meetings, composed of members
^dtflerent Churches, for the purpose of
"eloping and strengthening the senti-
*^at of brotherly love. The branches
•-«' iho Alliance were requested to em-
Hoy suitable ageuts in order to propa-
PMa its principles, and to employ the
t**m for the purpose of making the
•fiance universally known.

^ hat the Alliance has done for
*«K l'RIS-CIPLE OF RkLIGIOCS LIBERTY.—
* n imber of resolutions had reference

" principle of religious liberty. On
'••Id the Alliance has won glorious

;

; ''-i"pi.8. It has raised its voice in
•»»or of religious liberty at each of its

former General Assemblies, and it is

certainly a remarkable fact, that never

within the same space of time has relig-

ious liberty made greater progress.

Only a few years ago the Alliance inter-

ceded in behalf of the Madiais imprisoned

at Florence, and now the very city of

Florence was represented by two native

Italian ministers, who are in undisturb-

ed exercise of their ministerial functions

at the Italian Athens. The Alliance,

some years ago, protested against the

intolerant laws of Frotestant Sweden,

and this year it was permitted to " ex-

press its gratitude to God and its great

satisfaction at the measures which have

been taken by the government of Swe-
den in favor of religious liberty." It

was resolved to continue these efforts

in behalf of religious liberty. In one

resolution the Alliance expressed a de-

sire, that where in Protestant countries

restrictions upon religious liberty are

still maintained, these restrictions may
be abolished, and that the Protestant

ministers may take part in the effort for

their abolition. With regard to Sweden,

in particular, the hope was expressed

that religious liberty would continue to

progress in that country. It was fur-

ther resolved to make earnest efforts for

obtaining the liberty of the imprisoned

Protestants of Spain. The various com-

|
mittees of the Evangelical Alliance will

come to an understanding as to what
measures should be adopted.

Resolution on a Special Week of

Prayer.—The setting apart of a special

week of prayer in January, 1862, was
recommended to all the Christian

Churches in the following resolution :

The fourth General Conference of the

Evangelical Alliance, assembled at Ge-

neva, having received the appeal for a

week of prayer, from Sunday, January

5, to Sunday, January 12, 18G2, begs

earnestly to recommend the proposal to

evangelical Christians of every tongue

and every land. It believes that these

concerts for prayer are one of the most

remarkable signs of our time. We are

arrived at a blessed period, when the

Universal Church appears more and

more in her power and beauty ; the

concerts for prayer are the breath and

outbursts of adoration which, from all

j

points of the earth, rise to heaven.

j

Nothing glorifies our Lord more ; noth-

i
ing inspires the Church more with the

i sentiment of her unity. These concerts
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for prayer have been coincident with

those abundant outpourings of the

Spirit which have marked these last

years, and we do not doubt but that

still more abundant blessings will be the

result of them. If all evangelical Chris-

tendom will but meet in prayer, in a

spirit of humility and supplication, there

is nothing which she may not be able

to obtain.

The Christian Church axd Amer-

ican Slavery.—The war in America

enlisted the deep sympathy of the en-

tire assembly. America has come to be

looked upon" in every European country

as one of the leading standard-bearers

of Protestant Christianity, and the Eu-

ropean Chnrches therefore fully realize

the words of the Scripture :
" If one mem-

ber suffer, all the members suffer with

it." It was thought by the assembly

that there is in this civil war a great

Christian principle at sta^e, and a reso-

lution was therefore adopted which

contains three important declarations:

(1.) That in the opinion of the assembly

this war is to be traced to slavery;

(2.) that the system of slavery is alike

opposed to the spirit of the Gospel and

to the peace, prosperity, and progress of

the Americau people; and, (3.) that

God's people in this country should use

the means dictated by wisdom and

Christian principle for the speedy and

complete suppression of slavery.

The resolution was passed without a

dissenting vote, and those who know
anything of the European Churches

need not be told, that none of the reso-

lutions of the Alliance will meet through-

out Europe with a moro cordial indorse-

ment. The religious journals of every

country are a unit on that question

;

and if it were to bo discussed in every

Protestant pulpit of Europe, and be voted

upon in every ecclesiastical assembly,

we doubt if a single dissenting voice

would be heard. Even those that aro

opposed to evangelical Christianity—the
' Roman Catholics, the High Churchmen,

and the Rationalists, would in this ques-

tion vie with evangelical Protestants as

to which of them would denounce the

spirit of American slavery, and espe-

cially the horrid doctrine of its being a

divine institution, in the strongest terms.

The Evangelical Alliance, by her res-

olution, has announced to the American
Churches that sho is ready to lend them

the whole moral weight which she al-

ready has acquired, or may acquire in

future, to the fulfillment of the great

mission intrusted by Divine Providence

to the American people, the final and

universal abolition of human bondage.

GREAT BRITAIN.

The Protestant Churches.—The

prospects of the " essayists " and their

rationalistic friends in the Church of

England are by no means bright. Few
among the clergy have dared to declare .

themselves in their favor, and some of

the bishops are adopting energetic steps

for suppressing rationalism, at least

within their dioceses. The Court of

Arches, on November 2, found one

rationalistic clergyman, Rev. Dunbar

Isidore Heath, Vicar of Brading, in the

Isle of Wight, guilty of publishing that

which is contrary to the Articles of Re-

ligion, and in depravation of the Book

of Common Prayer. A similar judgment

was soon expected against one of the

essayists. A fund has been collected

by some of the sympathizers with the

essayists, in order to enable them to

cany on the suits which either have al-

ready been or may be in future brought

against them by the bishops; but even

an influential organ of the Unitarians

expresses the opinion that the members
of that denomination ought not to con-

tribute to tho fund, because the essay-

ists were not, like the Unitarians, honest

advocates of a liberal theology.

The dioceses ofthe Church of England

in the colonies and in countries outside

of the British dominions are rapidly in-

creasing in number. One new diocese

will be established in New South Wales,

another in the West Indies. Bishops

for territories outside of the British do-

minions have already been consecrated

for tho islands of Polynesia, and for

Western Africa. Another was recently

to have been consecrated as Bishop of

Honolulu, but shortly before the day

appointed for the consecration legal ob-

jections were raised and the consecra-

tion postponed. Tho High Churchmen
are in high glee at this increase of epis-

copal sees and the progress of a hie-

rarchical organization; and their hope

that a union between tho Churcli of

England and the Episcopalian Churches

ot the East may be effected is stronger

than ever before. In order to perfect

tho ecclesiastical organization at home,
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•»* Irish prelates have addressed a me-

awrW to the Home Secretary, praying

thai tho Churches of England and Ire-

U,A «« now by law established, may

\~ united into one Protestant^Kpiscopal

Church, to be called the Uiuted Church

. ' Knplnnd and Irelaud, and that the

MM doctrine, worship, discipline, and

.. itcrnment be common to both. The

fcotch Bpiscopal Church will memorial-

trp parliament for a repeal of what still

remains of the penal laws, and for

piaciug the clergy of Scotch ordination

vu a similar footing with those of En-

glish ordination. So sanguine are the

l* .pes of the High Church Episcopalians,

that one of their bishops, the Bishop of

Salisbury, in his charge to the clergy of

bis diocese, expressed the hope that

crcn tho Bishop of Rome would bo

pined over to this union.

The foreign missionary societies of

Kngland are active in the cultivation

t.f the important fields occupied by

liriiish missionaries. A distinguished

missionary, Dr. Loekhard, intends to

•atablisb himself at the capital of China,

and to open there the first Protestant

mission. Another missionary of world-

wide reputation, Dr. Ellis, will soon re-

turn to the important Island of Mada-

ruoar, whose new king has not only

promised the greatest liberty to tho

Protestant and Roman Catholic mission-

aries-, but, according to one account, has

« ren avowed himself a Protestant Chris-

tian, Dr. Krapf, the celebrated traveler

and missionary of Eastern Africa, has ar-

rived as a missionary of the United Meth-

odist Free Churches in Abyssinia, where
the good intentions of the king promise

t!ie evangelization of an entire country.

A remarkable feature in the meetings
(f tho Wesleyan Conference this year

was a report by Dr. Jobson on the state

<>f the Churches in the Australian Colo-

nies, to whose virgin soil Methodism has

hewn itself well ad;u uself well adapted by the rapidi-

ty with which it has spread out its root
ia all directions—Melbourne, Sydney,
Adelaide, the Gold Fields, and even the
»i ; nly populated districts of the large
•-'.< ep-farms. The different Presbyterian

I arations for celebrating next year the

i
bicentenary of the ejection of two thou-

I sand ministers from the Church of En-
' gland under the provisions of the Act
1 of Uniformity.

GERMANY.

The Protestant Churches.— The
Gustavus Adolphus Society held this

year its eighteenth General Assembly at

Hanover, the capital of the kingdom of

the same name. This kingdom had

been hitherto the most lukewarm among

|
the German States in contributing to

! the funds of the society, for a large num-

ber of the clergy are extreme High

Churchmen, who decline to co-operate

with any society which embraces others

than Lutherans. The invitation extend-

ed by the King of Hanover to the so-

ciety to meet this year in his capital

was therefore gladly accepted. Tho

participation of the clergy and people

was better than had been anticipated,

and from the favorable impression made

on them by the proceedings, it was in-

ferred that many new branch associa-

tions would soon be formed throughout

the kingdom. The society still increases

in prosperity, and its receipts this year

amounted to 151,623 thalers, from which

five hundred and twenty-nine poor con-

gregations have been supplied. An

;
event of particular importance in this

1 year's assembly was the reception of the

first branch associations established in

Austria. A little more than a year ago

the Austrian Protestants received from

their government the permission to

unite themselves with the Gustavus

Adolphus Association of the other Ger-

man States, and, eagerly availing them-

selves of this permission, they have

since organized one central society in

Vienna for tho German and Sclavonian

Provinces, and another at Hermanstadt

for Transylvania, both of which sent

their deputies to the General Assembly

at Hanover, and were there received

into the union. The Hungarians, from

obvious reasons, have preferred to es-

tablish an independent organization,

which, however, will work together in

denominations of England have taken
"m initiatory steps for effecting a union.
"'* meeting of the Congregational

» T»:l - < 1 f .1..

litiatory steps
Tjw meeting of v

< Biou at Birmingham proved one of tho
•' 0«4 important and interesting which

i fraternal harmony with the German So-

.x cieties, as is already tho caso with similar

«ting a union, organizations in Switzerland and Holland.

,„.v,sting which
haa yet been held. It made some prep-

The causo of religious liberty in Au-

stria is making rapid progress. An
immense majority of the people are, on
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every occasion, declaring themselves in I

favor of it, and it is hoped that soon the

principle of religious liberty will be ac-

knowledged as a state law. A commit-
tee, appointed by the Council of the

j

Empire, has framed a new law for regu-

lating the relations of the various relig-

ions to each other, which, practically at

least, will annul the notorious concordat.

Though it may not pass at once the

Upper House, in which the bigoted

party preponderates, there is no doubt
that the people will vigorously sustain

it Among the articles of the bill are

the following: Liberty of religion and
conscience is fully guaranteed to every-

body. Everybody is entitled, without
hinderance, to domestic service, in ac-

cordance with his faith. Every Church
and religious body acknowledged by tho

law has the right to practice its religion

publicly, provided the necessary steps

for preserving public order have been
taken. All Churches and religious

bodies have equal rights, and are en-

titled to equal protection from the state.

There is r.o religion privileged by the

state. Every Church and religious body
regulates and administers its affairs in-

dependently, and remains in possession

and enjoyment of all institutions, foun-

dations, and funds destined for its wor-
ship, education, and charities, Churches
and religious bodies being only subject

to the general laws of the country. The
intercommunication between the heads
and subordinates of a Church or relig-

ious body is unrestricted. The publica-

tion of their regulations is subject to no
other restrictions than other publica-

tions. The influence of a Church or re-

ligious body on the primary and middle
schools is restricted to the instruction

in the respective religion. The civil

validity of a marriage only depends
upon its conclusion in the presence of

the official appointed by the government
for the purpose. The ecclesiastical cere-

mony can only take place after tho civil

act. No censorship of a Church or re-

ligious body in regard to books and
other publications is allowed. Tho gen-

eral press law alone is the only guidance
in all these points. The community is

charged with the supervision of tho

place of burial, and the burial of tho

dead is incumbent upon the communi-
ties. But every Church or religious

body has the right of observing its own
religious practices and rites at the fune-
rals of those belonging to its persuasion.

The RosfAN Catholic Church.—
The annual meeting of tho leading

priests and laymen of the Roman Cath-

olic Church in Germany took place this

year in Munich, the capital of Bavaria.

The meeting is still called the General
Assembly of the Catholic Associations,

although it has long ceased to be com-
posed of regularly chosen deputies ofthe

Pius or Catholic Societies, which were
founded hi 1848 in order to obtain from
the state governments of Germany the

recognition of the independence of the

Catholic Church. Nearly all of these

local associations have been discontin-

ued, but the General Assemblies have
survived, being now free gatherings of

the most influential men of the Church.
In some respects the meeting of the

present year was more important than
any of the preceding ones. It met, on
the part of the government and the

legislatures of Bavaria, with a reception

which at the present time hardly any
other European state would have ac-

corded to it. Nearly all the state min-
isters, and the president and vice-

president of the Diet, took part in the

procession which inaugurated the meet-
ing and in the most important proceed-

ings. It is believed that this fraterniza-

tion of the Bavarian statesmen with the

ultramontane party was principally

owing to their desire to organize

throughout Germany, with the aid of

tho Pius or Catholic Associations, an
efficient opposition to the " National As-
sociation," which endeavors to bring

about a political union of all the Ger-

man States under the leadership of

Prussia. A motion to revive the Cath-

olic Associations in all parts of Ger-

many, and to unite with the conservative

Protestants in combating the National

Association, was. made by a leading man
of the ultramontane party of Prussia

;

but the General Assembly rejected it in

this form as being altogether of a polit-

ical character, and therefore not falling

within the scope of the Catholic Asso-
ciations. The first part of the motion,

however, tho reorganization of the Cath-

olic Associations, was adopted. A re-

markable incident in the proceedings of

the General Assembly was a declaration

of Dollinger, on the temporal power of

the pope. The celebrated historian gave
in his adhesion to a unanimous resolu-

tion of the General Assembly in favor

of the temporal power, and even main-

tained that such had always been his
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lent, »nd that his lecture, which both

faiao&Cfl and Protestants had under-

«-.... I to favor an abolition of the-tem-

•
r
*r*l power, had been misunderstood.

;
r.r (it-neral Assembly also exhibited

... tmus on the question of religious

u. retioa, by denouncing the govern-

ateol of a Protestant German State for

(objecting the functions of Catholic

;'.-»:s to cerUin restrictions, while at

t < v.ime time it fully approved the law

tl the Tyrol, which forbids the public

pafeanon of Protestantism altogether,

ad even denies to Protestants the

r (bt of acquiring landed property.

SCANDINAVIA.
The Protestant Churches.—The

Kate Churches of the three Scandma-
vun kingdoms, Sweden, Norway, and
Ixtmarl:, held this year again a General
.*« iviinavian Church Diet. The first of

these Diets had been held, in 1857, at

t penhagen; the second, in 1S59, at

Load, in Sweden; the third met this

fear at Christiania, the capital of Nor-
*ey. The attendance was larger than
I either of the two preceding meetings,
»•-

1 consisted of one hundred and thir-

l.i -<v?ven Danes, thirty-nine Swedes, and
t*o hundred and sixty-four Norsemen

—

1* »U four hundred and fifty clergymen
A'.; hymen, including many of the
-• it prominent men of the three king-
A*m. The reports on the state of re-

bgioa in the three kingdoms contained

*WJ interesting facts. Rationalism
»« eaid to be almost extinct ; in Nor-

way, in particular, scarcely a single

pastor of rationalistic sentiments can
now be found. Church attendance is

everywhere improving, and the interest

in the missionary and Bible cause is be-

coming every year more general. A
proposition for the establishment of a
common Scandinavian Missionary So-

ciety was introduced by Dr. Kalkar, one
of the theological professors in Copen-
hagen, who threw out the first sugges-

tion of such a society at the Diet of

IS59. The proposition was favorably

received, and a committee appointed,

which is to correspond to the local mis-

sionary societies already existing in the

three kingdoms, and to make a report

to the next Diet, which is to be held two
years hence at Copenhagen.

The cause of foreign missions has, in

• general, made great progress among the

< Scandinavians during the past two years.

The foreign missionary school recently

founded at Stavanger. Norway, counts

twelve pupils, who will soon enable the

missionary society to extend their oper-

ations, which hitherto have been re-

stricted to the Zulus in South Africa,

'. the only foreign mission conducted by
l Scandinavians. In Denmark, the cen-

;
tral missionary society, which had been

! organized last year, met this year, for

I the second time, at Aarthuus, on July

j
19, and resolved to reorganize the Dan-
ish missions on Greenland, and to estab-

! lish as soon as possible a foreign mis-

I
sionary seminary.

Art. IX.—FOREIGN LITERARY ESTTELLIGEXCE.

ENGLAND.
Wacmillan & Co. have issued the J/e-

V ""'. Lttters, and Remains of Alexis Be
' "nn«fc. It is translated, with large

na, from the French, by the
'" »«e"a tor of "Napoleon's Correspond-
»*e with King Joseph."

., Tss LTistonj of the Consulate and
*• Empire of France under Xapoleon, i

* *«, is published by Willis & Suth-
'

-•-••L This highly interesting volume
J

: The Island of Elba and Na-
" - •- Return to France, Flight of the

- us. Additional Act, Champ de Mai,
*-a -Napoleon's Departure for Waterloo.

|

Bell &, Daldy issue Br. Steen's edi-

tion of'Bishop Butler's Works, which will

contain some as yet imprinted matter.

The Complete Works of Spenser, with

Life, Notes, and Glossary, edited by J.

P. Collier, is announced for immediate

appearance by Bell & Daldy. the pub-

lishers.

The Aihenceum says: "J/r. Mudie's [cir-

culating] Library is* certainly one of our

London marvels. Tie British Museum
contains little more than half a million

books. Mr. Mudie has added to hia

collection in three years upward of

half a million volumes. The books con-
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sist chiefly of works of history, biog-
raphy, travel, and the higher class of
fiction. The following are the exact
figures, and they are so remarkable as
to deserve being put on record : History
aud Biography, 123,279; Travel and
Adventure, 71,646; Fiction, 237,546;
Miscellaneous, including works of Sci-

ence and Religion, and the leading Re-
views, 115,of$. Total, 547,939. "We
suppose there is no instance in literary

history of such a growth under either

public or private enterprise. The rate

of increase continues."

The Spirit of the Hebrew Poetry, by
Isaac Taylor, Esq., author of the " Nat-
ural History of Enthusiasm." "Ulti-
mate Civilization," etc., has just been
published.

In order to counteract the prevalent
scepticism of the times, a volume has
been issued of Tracts for Priests and
People, by various writers. The tracts

contained in the lirst series are sold

separately as follows, price one shilling

each: I. "Religio Laici," by Thomas
Hughes, the author of "Tom Brown's
Schooldays." 2. "The Mote and the
Beam : a Clergyman's Lessons from
the Present Panic," by the Rev. F. D.
Maurice. 3. " The Atonement, as a
Pact and as a Theory," by the Rev.
Francis Garden. Sub-Dean of her Maj-
esty's Chapels Royal. 4. " The Signs
of the Kingdom of Heaven, an Appeal
to the Scripture on the Question of Mir-

acles," by the Rev. John Llewelyn Da-
vies, Rector of Christ's Church, St.'

Marylebonc. 5. On Terms of Com-
munion. 1st. "The Boundaries of the

Church," by the Rev. C. K. P. 2d.

"The Message of the Church," by J. V.
Langley, M. A. 6. The Sermon of the

Bishop of Oxford on Revelation and tho

Layman's Answer. 1st. "A Dialogue

on Doubt," by J. M. Ludlow. 2d. " Mo-
rality and Divinity," by the Rev. F. D.

Maurice. 7. " Two Lay Dialogues," by
J. M. Ludlow. 1st. "On Laws of Na-
ture and Faith therein." 2d. " On Pos-

itive Philosophy." A second series is

to follow.

On the Reconciliation of Moses vrith

Geology, we have the threo following

works:
" Some Notes on the First Chapter

of Genesis, with Reference to State-

ments in Essavs and Reviews,
1

' by
the Rev. A. M'Oaul, D. D., Rector of

St. Magnus, St. Margaret, and St. Mi- ,

|

chad, Prebendary of St. Paul's, etc.

I

"Creation in Plan and in Progress, be-
ing an Essay on the First Chapter of

Genesis," by the Rev. James Challis
i M. A., F. R. S., F. R. A. S.. Plumian
!
Professor of Astronomy and Experi-

j

mental Philosophy in the University of

Cambridge, and late Fellow of Trinity
College. "The Genealogy of Creation,'

-
'

by Hcniy F. Pratt, M. D.

History of Wesleyan Methodism. Vol.

i

iii : Modern Methodism. By George
Smith, LL. D., F. A. S. Longman &
Company.

Coheleth, commonly called the Book
of Ecclesiastes. Translated from the
original Hebrew, with a Commentary,
Historical and Critical. By Christian

D. Ginsburg. London: Longman k
Company.

GERMANY.
The late Professor Banr, of Tubingen,

announced in the prefaco to the last of

his works, (the second edition of bis

History of the first three Centuries of

tho Christian Church,) that after explor-

ing for more than thirty .years the an-
cient history of the Christian Church, he
had at length prepared the material for

a work on tho History of the Church
during the Middle Ages. The celebra-

ted author died (December, 1S60) before

the arrangements for the publication
were completed; but as it was ready
for the press, his son, F. F. Baur, Pro-
fessor at the Gymnasium of Tubingen,
has issued it soon after his father's

death. (Die Christliche Kirche des Mil-

telalters in den Hauptmomenten ihrer

Hntwicklung. Tub.,\§Q\.) As the other
works of the author, it is a memorial of

his immense learning and his critical

acumen, but, at the same, also of his ad-

vanced rationalistic views.

The exegetical literature of the Old
Testament has received during the past
three months some valuable additions.

Of the "Exegetical Manual," (Kurz-
gefasstes exegetisches TJandluch zum Alien
Testament,) which has been in the course
of publication for a number of years,

and has the reputation of being the
ablest rationalistic contribution to mod-
ern exegetical literature, the thirteenth
number has just been issued. It con-
tains a commentary on tho two last

books of the Pentateuch and the book
of Joshua, by Professor Knobel, of tho

University of Giessen.
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A n«w Bible-work, which is to ex-

: «d VHt tlio entire Old Testament, has

;«. a commenced, by Professor C. F.

K«4, of the University of Dorpat, in

K nf-^f. nnd Professor Dehtzsch, of Er-

!:-.^-o! Both authors have already

v u iho highest reputation as learned

t-A orthodox expounders of the text of

v - Old Testament, and the theological

» <rld therefore expects from them a

-. <k tliat will stand a comparison with

Ibt New Testament Bible-works of Ols-

- » tacn, Lange, and Meyer. It may be

mtdj assumed that they will furnish

Umc best exegetical apology of the Old

T-sument theology against the nume-

roat rationalistic literature of the pres-

« i century. The first volume contains

« i-v ijuentary on the first two books of

At Pentateuch, by Professor Keil.

A new work of Professor Kahnis, of

!/-i|iie, is sure to command general at-

tan'ooff among theologians. By his

fxil criKlition, and his remarkable

itaraesa of style, even in the treatment

of the most abstruse subjects, he has

*-.<u for himself the reputation of being

MM of the ablest theologians of the niod-

rta High Lutheran school. His work
•-j the inner development of German
iVrtestantism is recognized by men of

hS jarties as one of the best works on
'• - history of German Protestantism.
II < now work on Lutheran Dogmatics,
"V LuUierische Dogmatik hislorisch-gen-

**th dargeslellt. Leipzic, 1S61,) the
' '*t volume of which has just been pub-
*-».v.^-J, will no doubt increaso his repu-
'•--'- n nnd secure a conspicuous place in
V* »nnals of theological science.

ik-sides the large number of new com-
^«&Urie.s which Germany is producing
Bfoaj vear to year, she continues to

iih many new works of importance
• t:.o original languages of the sacred

J»*t Tlio Hebrew Lexicon of Dr.
> Wit, a Jewish professor of the Univer-
• '>» of leipzic, which many distinguished
' Nrteotelisui declare to be superior to the
*^ °f Gesenius, has just been com-

J'
'^1; nnd tho standard grammar of

{*• Winer on the Greek language of the
•""i- Testameut has received a rival by
» fccw work of Dr. Schirlitz, (Grundziige
" *evtestamentUcfim Grdcitdt nach dm
"**» V"«-« fur Studirende der Theolo-
I ' -••I l'hihlogie. Giessen. 1S61.)

&ough the theological system of
'- ••rtu.icher is

.
losing in Germany

T*T" tn<1 moro of its adherents, it seems
U> fully as much studied as before.

So we judge from tho large number of

special works and of articles in the the-

ological quarterlies devoted to it.

Among the special publications on the

subject, two lectures by Dr. Schwartz of

Gotha, the author of a history of modern
German theology, and by Dr. Auberlen
of the University of Basel, have been
received with great interest. Of the

larger, autobiographic work, consisting

of a selection of Schleiermacher's letters,

the publication of which has already

been noticed in a former number of the

Methodist Quarterly, a third volume has

appeared, (Au-s Schleiermacher's Leheu.

In Briefen. Vol. 3. Berlin, 1861.)

One of the most prolific writers of tho

German Reformed Church, Karl Sudhofl'.

formerly a Roman Catholic priest, and
now a minister of the German Reformed
Church at Frankfort-on-the-Main, has

issued a "Theological Manual for the

Explanation of the Heidelberg Cate-

chism," (Theologisches Handbuch zur Aits,

legung des Heidelberger Catechismus.

Frankfort, 1861.) It is intended to be

a festive offering for the tercentenary

celebration of the publication of that

celebrated catechism, which will take

place in 1S62. The work contains a

popular system of Christian Doctrines on

the basis of the Heidelberg Catechism,

with an historical part discussing all tho

historical and critical questions relating

to the catechism.

An important philosophical publica-

tion is the new work of J. W. Hanne,
entitled, The Idea of the Absolute Per-

sonality; or, God and his relation to

the World, in particular to the Human
Personality. A Speculative-theological

Investigation on the Substance, Devel-

opment, and Aim of Christian Theism,

(Die Idee der absoluten PerSonlichkeit, etc.

1 vol. Hanover, 1861.) The work is

to trace the development of the Chris-

tian idea of God in its contest with pan-

theism and deism. The first volume is

divided into three books, the first of

which is devoted to the pantheistic sys-

tems of European and Asiatic pagan-

ism, and to the germs of a scientific the-

ism in Plato and Aristotle ; tho second

to the history of tho idea of God among
the Gnostics and in tlio ancient Christian

Church; and the third to the theology

of the Middle Ages. The second volume
will contain a review of modern sys-

tems of speculative philosophy and the

author's own views.
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Wo have had occasion in former num-
bers of the Quarterly Review to refer to
the new materialistic school of Germany,
which rejects alike Christian theology,
philosophy, pantheism, and deism, and
preaches barefaced atheism and materi-
alism. It arrogantly maintains that the
latest results of the natural sciences
leave no room for the belief in a person-
al God and in the immortality of the
soul. It already counts a considerable
number of able writers and thousands
of avowed adherents, and it has become
the more dangerous, as some of its

views have crept into the text-books of
natural sciences used in schools and
colleges. One of the best works against
this school has been recently published
by II. Ulrici, one of the editors of the
Quarterly Journal for Philosophy, under
the title God and Nature, {God und
Natur. Leipzic, 1861.) The author
thoroughly reviews the last results of
each of the natural sciences, and shows
that, far from supporting the pretensions
of pantheism, atheism, and materialism,
they lead to quite different conclusions.
He gives large extracts from the stand-
ard text-books of geology, astronomy,
physics, chemistry, botany, and physiol-
ogy, in order to leave no doubt as to the
accuracy of his statements, and to ena-
ble his readers to understand the subject
fully. The last part of the work con-
tains a speculative discussion of the idea
of God, and of his relation to nature and
mankind.

A now philosophical system has been
for some time attracting attention in
Germany, which is radically different
from all the celebrated schools preceding
it, and which exceeds all of them in
strangeness. Although set forth by its

author, Arthur Schopenhauer, (died in

Frankfort-on-the-Main, 18G0,) as long
ago as 1819, it has been entirely ignored
at the universities of Germany and in

the numerous manuals of the history of
philosophy, until recently some of the
disciples of Schopenhauer, especially Dr.
Frauenstadt, have succeeded in making
it more extensively known. Dr. Frau-
enstadt, after explaining the system in

several works and in a number of the
leading literary journals of Germany,
has recently issued a collection of what
ho considers the best passages in the
works of his master, (Liehistrahten aus
Scliopenhautr's Werken. Leipzic, 18C1.)
As so little is known of the system of
Schopenhauer, though it is now often

referred to in the literary controversies,
we subjoin a brief outline of its principal
points. According to Schopenhauer, the
only thing truly real, original, and meta-
physical is will. The world of objects
consists merely of appearances, and lies

entirely in our representation. Will is

the "thing in itself" of the Kantian
philosophy, the substratum of all appear-
ances and of nature itself. It is totallv
different from, and wholly independent
of cognition; can exist "and manifest
itself without it, and actually does so in
all nature from animated beings down-
ward. Will is the power through which
every object is enabled to exist and to
operate. Not only the voluntary actions
of animated beings, but also the organic
frame of their bodies, its form and quali-
ty, the vegetation of plants, and, in the
inorganic empire of nature, crystalliza-
tion, and every other original power
which manifests itself in physical and
chemical phenomena, as well as gravity,
is something outside of appearance and
identical with what we find in ourselves
as will. This will, manifesting itself in
all substances, is identical and inde-
structible. An intuitive recognition of
the identity of will in all the phenomena
separated by individuation is the source
of justice, benevolence, and love, while
from a non-recognition of its identity
spring egotism and malice. It also re-
sults from the original identity of will in
all its phenomena, that the reward of the
good and the punishment of the bad are
not reserved to a future heaven and a
future hell, but are ever present. His
system of ethics was erected by Schopen-
hauer on the principle of a negation of
the individual will, and the best model of
a realization of this principle he found in
the lives of the saints. Should tin's

turning away from life, which appears
sporadically in the lives of the saints,
become general, then, according to
Schopenhauer, the present world would
disappear and be succeeded by a new-
order of things. Works on the philoso-
phy of Schopenhauer have been publish-
ed by Frauenstadt, (Leipzic, 185-i;)
Oornill, (Heidelberg, 1856;) Sevdel,
(Leipzic, 1857 ;) Bahr, (Dresden, 1857 :)

Asher, (Leipzic, 1855;) and others.

"The Brothers of the Rough House "

is the name of a religious association in

Protestant Germany founded by Br.
Wicheru, one of the" most distinguished
divines of the evangelical schooL Ger-
many has produced a number of similar
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brfftaUonfl, as tho Deaconesses of Kai-

Mfvwrth and many others, which, al-

,i ugh iholr organization may seem to

-,,.»« tooio resemblance to the monastic

trkett of Komauism, have thus far kept

uj^kIvm entirely free from Romaniz-

r.£ and High Church tendencies, and
•., mm m the undivided approbation of the

m&cclical party of Germany. The
; • liters of the Rough House have

f-tM-ly distinguished themselves as

•••v-.ts of primary schools, as superin-

Indcnt* of the jails, and in the discharge

J t.. inj other public offices. Not a

k-'.iio unsation was therefore created by
is* work of a law professor at the Uni-

wtnilf of Berlin on the association,

fHoiuendorfl; Die Briidenchaft des

/aJ.'i llau-ses, ein Protestantischer Or-
«!•» m Xtaatsdieiist. Berlin, 1861,) pro-

htmag to have made startling discov-
*<><"« "from documents not before pub-
kabed,'

1

and charging the Brethren with
i*

&(J a kind of Protestant Jesuits, an
*»»ofttion of hypocrites, and most dan-
pruua both to Church and State. As
*a cbarge had ever before been brought
tftiast the brethren, the public was
*~i;vus to b6 acquainted with the new
fcwoterr. But it soon appeared that
12* pamphlet was only dictated by blind
•'''

1 against a well-deserved institu-

I >- that it produced nothing but what
»- tbo numerous friends of the institn-
'• • bad known for years, and that it

''"•-) ed throughout an astonishing ig-

**•«» of the subject. It was therefore

«*»J fur one of the leading men in the
ftttuctatiou, Rev. Mr. Oklenburgh, tode-
••--- *»h the arguments and the charge
«* Ibe Berlin professor. His work, Die
I- <Mr das Rauhen Hauses, (Berlin,) has
V**n full satisfaction, and is recoin-
""Mod by tho entire religious press of

FRANCE.
Though the French literature of the

"«Ui«a mouths affords no work of any
'-••«;!>? interest, it has been active, and
: '** ^Uior increased than diminished the

; *> of its investigations. Symptoms.
'** be detected of its tendency" to aban-
"Uw frivolous and sensational kind of

* r : ttg, so offensive to taste and to de-
' * .

r
. which during the last thirty years

: »W up the feuilletons of French
nd which, unfortunately for tho

4'i, "1r °f
ll'° couutry. too often insinu-

""'
;;-' !f beneath the alluring aspect of

JtUow cover and pompous title into

the family of the busy workingman, and
even of the honest peasant. These
symptoms are perceptible in tho highest

class, and especially among the Bour-
geoisie, who, in France as well as in other

countries, give tone to public opinion

and direction to public taste. For in-

stance, such works as those of Flaubert

and Feydau, the appearance of which,

caused so great a sensation a few years

ago, and which were particularly noted

for their unblushing boldness, could

hardly find renders to-day. Persons
acquainted with the effect likely to flow

from this fact do not hesitate to announce
the advent of a new era in French
resthetics more congenial with the high

character of its science, and of certain

departments of its literature. In imita-

tion of the taste prevailing in Germany
for the last twenty-five years, the French
have lately taken much interest in phi-

lology and in the origin of races. Old
languages, old nations, old laws and
customs, old arts and manners, seem to

absorb as great a share of their atten-

tion as physiological studies, oftentimes

the pretext of the most indecent exposi-

tions. They have now among them men
worthy of being their leaders in this

new field of research, whose knowledge
and artistical accomplishments are cal-

culated to make that a most attractive

topic. The name of the Orientalist

Renan, for instance, and the fame he

enjoys as. a philologist, a philosopher,

and a writer, cannot fail to exercise a

healthy influence on the present con-

dition and destiny of French letters.

Nor is the work of reformation just be-

gun likely to stop at the frivolous depart-

ment of tho feuilletou. The sudden
development of industrial interests hav-

ing, as in England, caused many evils

among the French workingmen, a new
class of writers have applied themselves

to the researches of the causes which
have produced them, and of the means
the best calculated to their removal.

House rent, taxes, the division of the

family produced by the division of labor,

the difficulty for the laborer to procure

education for his family, the insufficiency

of the salary, etc., are, at the time wo
write, engaging the attention of men of

letters and opening a more serious field

to literature. These have, among other

considerations of a lesser importance,

contributed to give a more elevated

character to French letters, and it needs

only an extension of the sphere of the
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freedom France enjoys now to favor this

tendency and increase these dispositions.

The Eastern Studies, (Etudes Orien-

talcs,) by A. Frank, is among the most
commendable works recently published

on that kind of literature which we have
jointed out as now attracting the atten-

tion of the French. It is made up of

several articles published in newspapers
and reviews, and contains, first, a
reduced and revised extract of the
course of natural right as it existed

in olden times in India, Egypt, Persia,

Judea, and China; second, a work upon
the philosophical and religious doctrines

of ancient Persia ; third, a memoir on
the political and religious state of Judea
in the latter years of her nationality,

and some other miscellaneous pieces.

Of course the subjects treated by Mr.
Frank could not fail to elicit criticism,

as all works of real merit generally do,

and more especially those relating to

religious topics. Among other reproaches
he is accused of having sacrificed the

historical and scientific part of his

writings to his peculiar predispositions

for that spiritual philosophy which reck-

ons Cousin among its apostles. Be
this accusation either founded or un-
founded, the Studies of Mr. Frank will

always be perused by all the lovers of
Oriental literature as an honest and
conscientious work. The passage con-
cerning the Jewish nation and the
Hebrew philosophers Maimonides and
Avicebron, cannot fail to be read with a
lively interest by theologians and all the
lovers of Jewish literature.

The position Mr. A. Frank occupies
in France is in itself a guarantee of the
intrinsic merit of this work. Born of
Jewish parents, he devoted himself
from his youth, to the study of philoso-

phy, which he first taught in Province,
and afterward in Paris in the year 1840.

After having occupied a chair in the

College of Charlemagne he, was elected

professor at the Sorbonne, where he
delivered a course of lectures on social

philosophy in the year 1847. About
that time he was elected member of the

Academy of Social and Political Science.

In 1854 he was nominated by the

Emperor Napoleon III. to the place of

professor of natural right among the

Eastern nations of olden times, which
he still retains.

To a list of works of the same kind
we must add the Printipes elemmtaires

des Textes Assyriens, by J. Menant, a
French Orientalist of great distinction,

noted for his researches in philologv.

His great object in this work is to ex-
plain some of the laws of the Assyrian
language, which, he says, must be bet-

ter known than they are, to take a rank
in positive philology, and be accepted
without suspicion or contest. The per-

sons who will read Mr. Menant's book
will soon be convinced that, with the

assistance of so patient and learned an
investigator as he, that language will

soon lose much of its mystery, and be as
easy to us as that of which Champolliou
has given us the key.

CEuvres et Correspondance inediies de

J. J. Rousseau. Published by S'. Moul-
ton.

People acquainted with the vast influ-

ence exercised by J. J. Rousseau in the

latter part of the last century, will not be
surprised at the curiosity manifested at

the announcement of the publication of

his unpublished works. More than any
other man of the last century, Rousseau
has had the privilege of retaining his

prestige among the following genera-
tions, and of exciting upon the mind of

posterity that sort of attraction that

eccentric genius is wont to exercise

upon the multitude. To this, more than
to the intrinsic merit of the book, is the

success which has attended Mr. Moul-
ton's publication due; for nothing in the

unpublished work of that unfortunate
great man seems to us calculated to in-

crease the knowledge we possess of his

character or of his talents; no composi-
tion appears to us superior to those

already known and published. In this

work Rousseau shows himself, as he

always did, as a writer uniting strong

reasoning powers with impracticable

views ; as a mind in which sensible

opinions and chimerical ideas are strange-

ly blended. Let us take, for instance,

the Constitution which, in imitation of

Locke the English philosopher, who pre-

pared a Constitution for the inhabitants
of South Carolina, Rousseau wrote for

the Corsicans, and we shall find in it

the same want of practical knowledge
of men and things, the same whimsical
opinions and sentiments as those we
find in his illustrious predecessor.

Few subjects afford as much interest

to Frenchmen as those which relate to

the period of their first republic, and to

the great men who have illustrated it-
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%«o«« Iho latter few held a higher rank

. ... Camel, whoso Memoirs by his Son

U« laUflj appeared. It was he who
.'.....,

j the battles of the first republic;

M *Iw contributed for a large part in

, aeliing the twelve armies which the

• tropean coalition had thrown on the

rrvoch frontier; he who, by his energy

*M Jbo spirit which he succeeded in

htfettaR into the hearts of his soldiers,

I
m ;»;iated them upon their enemy, and

i kIo die French flag float over all the

repiUll of Europe. But. what is still

mm to bo praised in him is, that, aside

.»,•„«» his highest intellectual gilts, he

pxMMsed an uprightness and simplicity

.' character which remind us of Plu-

teteb'a heroes. During all his life he

rvmaiued an unwavering friend of the

republic he contributed so much to illus-

mte; and such was his fidelity to it

t».»l ho opposed the advent of Napoleon

I g First to power, a course for which he

*\« t*nt into exile.

BU son, to whom we owe his Memoirs,

s* himself a man of character and talent.

The faithful companion of his father,

whom he accompanied in his exile, no

sooner has he returned to France than

he joins the partisans of the liberal press

which from 1823 to 1829 contributed so

much to the overthrow of the Bourbon

dynasty. After the revolution of 1830

he takes an active part in politics, and

is sent to the Chamber of Deputies in

1S39. Member of the opposition, and

most zealous advocate of reforms which,

from his good sense, he judged necessary

to the verv existence of the dynasty of

Orleans, the revolution of 1848 took him

by surprise, as it did almost every man

in France and Europe. Nevertheless

he gave it his whole support, in conse-

quence of which he was elected minister

of public instruction in 1848, then mem-

ber of the legislative assembly in 1850.

Since the coup d'etat of December 2 Mr.

Carnot, Jun., has withdrawn from politi-

cal life and devoted himself exclusively

to literary labors. He is now working

at a publication upon Germany, which

will soon appear.

Akt. X. -SYNOPSIS OF THE QUARTERLIES, AND OTHERS OF

THE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

American Quarterly Reviews.

JUemcae Theological Review, October, 1861.-1. The Homeric^Doctrine

of the Gods. 2. The Life and Character of Emmons. 3 The ^ lU.m

1U Normal and Abnormal States. 4. The Constitutionality^of the Sun

day Laws : Judge Allen's Opinion. 5. The Moral Aspects of the Present

r-tru-igle. G. The Calvinism of the Church of England.

Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review October,
186*-—

J'
JJJ"

tlickok's New and Revised Edition of Rational Psychology -•Amen

l U Nationality. 3. Some late Developments of American Rationalism.

4- A Practical View of Infant Baptism. 5. Van der Palm. 6.
The

Natural Grounds of Civil Authority.

Bibuotheca Sacra and Birlical Repository October, .1861.-1. _A

Bketeh of Hindu Philosophy. 2. Theories of Messianic Prophecy.

1 A Review of some Points in Bopp's Comparative Grammar. 4 Jon-

athan Edwards, his Character, Teaching, and ^*^ °v2U„
ft ading « Only-Begotten God" in John i, 18 ; with Particular Reference

*" the Statements of Dr. Trcgelles.

IWwok'8 Quarterly Review, October, 1861.-1. Various Objections

Awwered. 2. The Philosophy of Religion. 3. Reading and Study ol

the Scriptures. 4. Slavery and the War.
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Christian Review, October, 18G1.—1. Miller's Life of Trust. 2. The
Vital Forces of the Age. 3. Contents of the Epistle to the Galatians.

4. ^Esthetics. 5. Introduction to the Epistle of Jude. 6. Christianity

and "War. 7. Illustrations of Saxon-English Poetry. 8. Ralph Waldo
Emerson and his Writings.

Danville Quarterly Review, September, 1861.—1. The New Gospel
of Rationalism. 2. Imputation. Parti. 3. The Conducting of Public
and Social Prayer. 4. The Death and Burial of Moses. 5. Design of

the Sacraments. 6. Greek Plastic Art. 7. The Late General Assembly.
Church and State.

Evangelical Review, October, 1861.—1. State of the Country—Question
at Issue. 2. The Two Records of Creation ; or, the. Bible and Geology.
3. The Ministerial Office. 4. A Bible Glossary. 5. Exposition of Matt.

xLx, 24. 6. Theses upon the Church. 7. The Nature of Ordination.

8. Hymn from the German.

Freewill Baptist Quarterly, October, 1861.—1. The United Nether-
lands. 2. The Phases of Modern Unbelief. 3. Slavery and Ancient
Rome. 4. The Voice of Blood. 5. The Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost ; or, the Doctrine of the Trinity. 6. Bible Finance. 7. Minis-

terial Qualifications. 8. Captain Jotham Parsons.

Mekcersburg Review, October, 1861.—1. The True Conception of Chris-

tianity. 2. The Prophets of the Old Testament, 3. Table Movings and
Spirit Rappings. 4. Notes on the Agamemnon of iEschylus.

6. Mohammedanism in its Relation to Christianity. 6. The Coming of

Christ. 7. Catechisms. 8. Humility the Basis of Moral Greatness.

New Englander, October, 1861.—1. Sketch of the Life of Michael
Angelo Buonarroti. 2. The Problem of Inspiration. 3. African Civiliz-

ation and the Cotton Trade. 4. The Marble Faun; an Allegory, with a

Key to its Interpretation. 5. Guizot's General History of Civilization.

6. The Recreations of a Country Parson. 7. The Lessons of our
National Conflict. 8. Soule and Wheeler's Manual of English Pro-
nunciation and Spelling. 9. Address at the Funeral of Eli Ives, M.D.

North American Review, October, 1861.—1. Charles Albert. 2. Law
a Perfectible Science. 3. The Ansaireeh of Syria. 4. Modern Theoret-
ical Astronomy. 5. Dc Tocqueville on the French Revolution. 6. Lord
Macaulay as an Historian. 7. St. Anthony. 8. Habeas Corpus and
Martial Law. 9. Buckle's History of Civilization in England.

Presbyterian Quarterly Review, October, 1861.—1. The Nature and
Destiny of the English Language. 2. Reform in England after the

Death of Wiclif. 3. Melchizedek. 4. The Divine Humanity of Christ.

5. The Intermediate State. 6. Reminiscences of the Rev. Joseph Addison
Alexander, D.D., as a Companion in Travel. 7. Phoenicia and Carthage.

United Presbyterian Quarterly Review, October, 1861.—1. Sabbath-
schools: their Origin and Progress. 2. Exposition of Psalm xvi, 8-11.

3. History of the Synod of Dort. 4. Entomology. 5. Turretin on
Calling. 6. Antagonism essential to Development, 7. Luther and His
Times.

Universalist Quarterly and General Review, October, 1861.—
1. The Religion of Zoroaster. 2. Difficulties surrounding the Doctrine
of the Resurrection. 3. The Promise to Abraham. 4. Christianity and
the War. 5. Poetry in Prose. 0. A Summary of the Early Conflicts of

Christianity with Heathenism. 7. The Unity of the Race a Bond of

Sympathy."
'
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English Reviews.

Hat-mil akd Foreign Evaxgelical Review, October, 1861—1. The

recent Introductions to the Old Testament, 2. Protestantism in South-

cm France. 3. History of Civilization in England. 4. The Conditions

nf Ecclesiastical Union. 5. The Practical Application of Calvinism.

<J. Recent Geological Speculations regarding the Antiquity of Man.

',. Lecbler on the Church Theories of the Early Reformers. 8. Phases

of the Atonement-Controversy in England.

JtRrriMt Quarterly Review, October, 1861.—1. Professor Edward
Forbes. 2. Old Iceland—The Burnt Njal. 3. Elizabeth Barrett Brown-

ing. 4. Discoveries—New and Old. 5. Christianity and the Two Civil-

Ir.itions. 6. Bacon and his Critics. 7. Steam Husbandly. 8. Our
Hrlations with America. 9. Individual Liberty and Social Right.

ftmUTUS Remembrancer, October, 1861.—1. The Discipline of the

Clergy. 2. The Sibylline Oracles. 3. The Eighteenth Century: Burke
»nd Washington. 4. Life and Letters of John Angell James. 5. Char-

ter and Conduct of Henry VIII. 6. Mountains and Climbers. 7. The
Scphardim. 8. Studies of the Western Church, 1815-1861. 9. The
( luirchcs of the British Confession. 10. Beresford Hope on the Modern
English Cathedral.

Loydok Review, (Wesleyan,) October, 1861.—1. Religious and Political

Centralization in France. 2. American Poets. 3. Du Cliaillu's Explor-

ations. 4. Social Legislation under the Tudors. 5. Professor Edward
Forbes. C. Frederick W. Robertson's Sermons, 7. The Bible in South
India. 8. Angell James and William Jay. 9. The American Crisis.

Loxdo* Quarterly Review, October, 1861.—1. Life of Shelley. 2. Life,

Enterprise, and Peril in Coal-Mines. 3. The Immutability of Nature.
I. Newton as a Scientific Discoverer. 5. The Growth of English
Poetry. G.Plutarch. 7. Education of the Poor. 8. Alexis de Tocque-
ville. " 9. Church-rates.

Ujackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, October, 1861.—1. Democracy
Teaching by Example. 2. Meditations on Dyspepsia. No. II. The
Cure. 3. Chronicles of Carlingford : The Doctors Family. No. I.

*. The Book-Hunter's Club. 5. Social Science. 6. What seems to be
Haj>[>tning just now with the Pope. 7. Among the Lochs. 8. Captain
Ciutterbuck's Champagne. A West Indian Reminiscence. Part I.

K—ember,—1. Chronicles of Carlingford : The Doctor's Family. No. II.

2 How the World Treats Discoverers. 3. Captain Ciutterbuck's Cham-
ptgne. A West Indian Reminiscence. Part II. 4. Mr. Buckle's Scien-
tific Errors. 5. Sir Cresswell Cresswell. 6. The Stage of Weimar.
*• The Inland Sea of Japan. 8. The Cramming Svstem. 9. M. Ernest

If* nan. 10. The Recantation. 11. The Search. 12. The Late Earl of
'•r'linton.

^h:ctic Review, September, 1861.—1. Richard Baxter. 2. Plato and
|'U Republic. 3. Thomas Carlyle on Modern Sociology. 4. Whittier's
iVms. 5. History of Nonconformity in Wales. October.—1. Christ-

»« Evans. 2. The Fine Arts in Italy considered in Relation to Relig-
*"•«• 3. The Philosophy of the Infinite : Dr. Mansel and Mr. Caldcr-
•ood. 4. Charles Dickens's l> Great Expectations." 5. Popular Educa-
!'•«

: the New Minute. November.—1. Alfred Yaughan. 3. Monkery.
J Edwin of Deira and Tannhauser. 4. Literary-Bubble Blowing in the
Strenteenth Century. 5. Robert Robinson, of Cambridge. 6. Samson.
i. Alter Icebergs. 8. Crotchety Christians.

fr'ovimi Series, Vol. XIV.—11
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National Review, October, 1861.—1. Principle and No-Principle in For-

eign Policy. 2. Medieval English Literature : Piers Ploughman. 3. The

Great Arabian. 4. British Columbia. 5. Dr. Oliver Wendell Ilolmcs

and Elsie Venncr. 6. The Science of Language. 7. Street Ballads.

8. Tracts for Priests and People. 9. Is Cotton King? 10. The Ameri-

can Constitution at the Present Crisis,

North Biutish Review, November, 1861.—1. Pascal as a Christian Phi-

losopher. 2. What is Money ? 3. Plato and Christianity. 4. Spain.

5 Poets and Poetry of Young Ireland. 6. Edmund Burke; his Life and

Genius. 7. Scottish Humor. 8. Comets. 9. Mr. Mill on Representa-

tive Government.

Westminster Review, October, 1861.—1. Mr. Goldwin Smith on the

Study of History. 2. Biographv, Past and Present. 3. A Visit to the

Mormons. 4. Count Cavour. 5~. The Apocalypse. 6. The Rival Amer-

ican Confederacies. 7. Trades1 Unions.

French Reviews.

Revue des Deux Mondes, Octobre 1, 1861.—1. LTIistoire de la Cam-

pame dc 1815 d'Apres de Nouveaux Documens. IV. L'Abdication.

2. Royer-Collard Orateur et Politique. 8. Une Caravane Francaise en

Egypte an Printemps de 1860. LTsthme de Suez et le Sinai. 4. Le fou

Ye^of, Episode de Tlnvasion. 5. Economie Rurale de la Belgique. III.

1 Le Condrozet L'Ardenne. 6. Un Jeune Ecrivain de Notre Temps. Henry

Murger et ses GEuvres. 7. Un Reformateur Ainericain. Theodore

Parker et ses Ecrits. Ociobre 15.— 1. Dc l'Esprit de Reaction. Royer-

Collard et Tocqueville. 2. Murillo et l'Andalousie. 3. Le Gardian dc

la Camargue, Scenes et Souvenirs des Maremmes du Rhone. 4. Roman-

ciers et Ecrivains Contemporains. Mme. Ch. Reybaud. 5. Des Agens

de la Production Agricole. Le Drainage et le Colmatage. 6. Les Arts

Decoratifs en Orient et en France. Les Gobelins. 7. Un Voyageur

Allemand dans PAutrichc Oricntale. 8. Le Liberalismc Catholique et

M. de Montalcmbert. Novembre 1.—1. Le Drac. 2. LTle Maurice et

la Societe Mauriciennc. 3. La Politique du Libre Echange II. Le

Regime Economique de la France Depuis 1789. I. La Revolution et

L'Empire. 4. Deux Elegies Polonaises. 5. Les Causes et les Caracterea

de la Guerre Civile aux^Etats-Unis. 6. Dc Lunatico: Scenes de la vie

An^laisc. 8. Du Gouvernement Representatif a propos d'un Liyre

R6eent de M. Stuart Mill. 8. LTle de Chypre, Souvenirs d'une Mission

Scientifique.

The Jieformateur Amerkain of this number is Theodore Parker.

The article is a very interesting indorsement of Parker as a phi-

losopher, theologian, and especially as an antislavery man—an abo-

litionist. It gives in very full detail the opposition which Parker

encountered from the mob, the authorities, and a large share of

Churchdom in Boston. It concludes that Parker has demonstrated

the separability of earnest religious sentiment from a system of

dogmas, and the self-sustaining power of the former. The writer,

Albert Keville, is, we believe, a rationalistic Protestant clergyman.

The article on our civil war is as sound and as favorable to the

north and to the cause of freedom as any republican could ask.
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U iwiowa the constitutional question, and condemns secession as

tvbdlion. It discusses the war and maintains the probability of

ifa victory of the national cause. Of any foreign interference it

I |trc« that the result would be a prompt act of universal eraan-

rimlion, which would proclaim to every man in America, "Thou

n free."

Akt. XI.—QUARTERLY BOOK-TABLE.

Religion, Theology, and Biblical Literature.

X peu Translation of the Booh of Job. "With an Introduction and Notes

chiefly explanatory. By George R. Notes, D.D., Hancock Professor of

Hebrew, etc., in Harvard University. Third Edition. Carefully re-

rbecL 12mo., pp. 212. Boston : James Munroe & Co. 18G1.

TV:< is the third edition of a work first published some thirty-four

.:-; ago. It then gave unequivocal tokens of being a product of

• rough scholarship, fresh research into original sources, and tine
'

{»-etic taste. During this long interval the author has found time

la compare his views with the results of the best European scholar-

<Mp. and while he rejoices in a singular coincidence on many points,

l< avails himself of the means of improvement upon others.

It is a misfortune and a wonder that every Protestant religious

f»tniJy has in its Bible one of the most sublime of human composi-
' a- so obscured by inadequate translation and indiscriminating

'. p-graphy as to be buried to a great degree from sight. We
kate often advised a young minister or an intelligent layman to

; r«Kuire a modern translation of a biblical book and read it through
'-'. x single sitting, as he would the latest pamphlet of the day, and
Wrt* tlic impression. Take Stuart's translation of Romans, grasp it

'•'•t:s under a single view, and behold how like a new work it has

* orae. The same may be said of Professor Noyes's Job. While
•'- allowances must be made for the school from which he hails,

**«.* intelligent reader, secular or clerical, of true taste, may find in

•V old Hebrew poet, as here presented, a source of pleasure far

Wpcrior to anything in the latest strain of Bryant or Tennyson.

wy of ilie Development of
••A. Dorseb, Professor of Theology in the University "of Gottingcn.
Wrimon Second, from the end of the Fourth Century" to the present
Ume. Volume I. Translated by Rev. D. W. Simon, Manchester. 8vo.,

H>- 456. Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark. 1801. Received from C. Seribner.

"' work of Dorner in the department of Christology is charac-
rn*cd by great originality of view sustained by the amplest eru-
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dilion. The interest felt by the Christian public in its appearance

has induced the publishers to issue the second division in default of

the preparation of the first, which is in process by Dr. Lindsay

Alexander. It will appear in the course of the winter.

"We can give no better general notion of the character of the

work than will be derived from the condensed summary of the

translator.

I. That the germs of the doctrine of the Person of Christ, as held by all the

orthodox Churches, are contained principally in a concrete form in the New
Testament; and that the New Testament is the absolute doctrinal Norm.

II. That the mission of the Church, intellectually considered, has been to develop

these germs ; not, however, to originate any new element.

III. That, during its history, the Church has actually and progressively devel-

oped these germs; now giving prominence to one, and then to another aspect of

the Person of Christ.

IT. That in the midst of all its conflicts, confusion, and even corruption, tlio

Church has been enabled, by the Spirit of God, with sure tact, and, as it were,

instinctively, at the right moment to turn its back on dangerous principles which it

had itself cherished, and vigorously to oppose erroneous tendencies at which it had

winked.
Dr. Dorner's idea of development, as applied to this particular doctrine, will

thus be seen to be as far removed as possible from that of Father Newman on the

one hand, and of the Tubingen School on the other.

The translator has taken all pains, in the limited time at his disposal, to render

Dr. Dorner's difficult German into accurate and readable English.—Pp. iii, iv.

Introduction to the. Pentateuch. An Inquiry, Critical and Doctrinal, into

the Genuineness, Authority, and Design of the Mosaic Writings. By
the Rev. Donald Macdonald, M. A.. Author of "Creation and the

Fall." In Two Volumes. 8vo., pp. 480, 484. Edinburgh : T. & T.

Clark. London : Hamilton, Adams, & Co. Dublin : John Robertson.
1861. Received from Charles Scribner.

Br. Macdonald's work, though English in its original language,

is esteemed by critics well worthy its position beside its German
compeers. Under the comprehensive and somewhat vague term

Introduction, we have a large mass of erudition expended upon

the first five books of the Old Testament canon. An analytical

examination of each book, and discussion of the authenticity, an-

tiquity, authorship, and credibility both of its miraculous and non-

miraculous history, make up the contents of the first volume. The

second volume enters more fully into the interior of the sacred,

books, and a large variety of topics of great interest is discussed

with learning and ability. The objects of the Pentateuch as a

revelatio7i of God to man being first considered, lead to the dis-i

cussion of all those points in which objections are raised to the rep-,

resentations of the divine character and actions as exhibited in itsV

pages. Man as the object and medium of the revelation is then

considered, and this topic introduces the history of the fall. Re-

demption in its plan and Author brings in the discussion of sacrifices
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xA prophecy, Israel, as the chosen nation in the Pentateuchal plan,

opens up the whole subject of Jewish history. The whole closes

with ft chapter on the relations of Mosaicism to the New Testament.

I Ui*iory of the Modes of Christian Baptism from Holy Scripture, the
**

Councils (Ecumenical and Provincial, the Fathers, the Schoolmen, and

the Rubrics of the whole Church East and West, in illustration and

rtadication of the Rubrics of the Church of England since the Reforma-

tion, and those of tbe American Church. By Rev. James Chkystal,

A.M., a Presbyter of the Protestant Episcopal*Church. 12mo., pp. 324.

Philadelphia : Lindsay & Blakiston. 1861.

TVt> is a very neat essay, the design of which is to restore in the

Protestant Episcopal Church the practice of immersion. As a

Scripture argument it has no value whatever. As an ecclesiastical

bUtorical reference it has the merit of presenting the record, in au-

thentic form, ofthe practiced method of baptism in all ages .since the

primitive throughout the world. The writer's logic is usually not very

conclusive ; but taking the Episcopal Church, with its usual methods

c4 historical argument in favor of its forms, he makes out a very

strong argumentum ad ecclesiam for its readoption of immersion.

We are surprised at the following statement.

lie different Baptist sects outnumber us in tbe United States ten to one iu the

I is&her of communicants. It is perhaps not too much to say that at least half the

Baptists are desendants of Church of England or American Church families.

—I*. 209.

TleUoifical and Momiletical Commentary on the Gospel of St. Matthew.

Specially designed and adapted for the use of Ministers and Students.

From the German of J. P. Large, D.D., Professor of Divinity in the

I*Diversity of Bonn. By the Rev. Alfred EDERsnEM, Ph. D., Author
of " History of the Jewish Nation ;" Editor of " Kurtz's History of the

Christian Church," etc., etc. Vol. L 8vo., pp. 4G3. Edinburgh:
T. & T. Clark. Received from Charles Scribner.

The publications of T. & T. Clark of Edinburgh, consisting mostly

*t translations from the German, amount now to a small theolog-

tal and biblical library of rare excellence. Through the energy
kftd public spirit of this enterprising firm such authors as Hengsten-
l
*"*K, Ilagenbach, Olshausen, Neander, Nitzsch, Havernick, Muller,
>**er

> Baumgarten, Kiel, Kurtz, and Ebrard, have become aecessi-

*« to the English and American public.

The great work of Lange upon the Xew Testament takes rank

•Wi the best productions of German biblical literature. The
•orkia marked for its fundamental research, its suggestive depth,
*"''! its brilliant generalizations. The present volume terminates
•Hh Uw. ciose of tlie tweifth chapter of Matthew. The entire
*'' r k h in process of preparation, and the Christian student will

**k with interest for its completion.
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History, Biography, and Topography.

Personal History of Lord Bacon. From Unpublished Papers. By William
Hefwokth Dixox, of the Inner Temple. 12mo., pp. 424. Boston:
Ticknor &, Fields. 1861.

Mr. Ilepworth Dixon is known by a very successful defense of the

memory of William Penn against the attack of Lord Macaulay.

Macaulay was a zealous partisan, and not unfrequently he betrays

this weakness in his sketches of English statesmen. History, we

think, will reverse his decision in several instances, especially his

judgment of the great Marlborough. He stood almost alone in his

estimate of the character of Penn. And Mr. Dixon's defense of

that great man is sustained by the sympathies and convictions of

all who have studied that noble life. This fact in some measure

excused the dogmatic and positive air with which he rushed to the

aid of his friend. A much more difficult task was before him when

he undertook the defense of Lord Bacon. The charge to be met

was not the hasty judgment of a historian looking through Whig
spectacles, but the almost unanimous verdict of Bacon's eoteru-

poraries, strengthened in its main count by his own confession.

Under these circumstances, with such an array of names on the

other side, a more modest and self-distrusting introduction to his

book would have been becoming. His absolute and defiant spirit

does not strengthen the plea he makes for the memory of Bacon.

The conclusion was frequently forced upon us as we followed our

author, that he was more anxious to condemn Macaulay than to

vindicate Bacon.

So far as the main facts in the charge against Bacon are con-

cerned, Mr. Dixon has not weakened the generally accepted con-

clusion. We make this statement with sadness, for a different

result would have been hailed with inexpressible joy by the good

and gifted the world over. Indeed, in bringing to light new facts

bearing upon the intimate relations of Essex and Bacon, the

charge of cold and cruel ingratitudp toward the former is con-

firmed. In the matter of oflicial corruption, while he shows that

gifts from suitors to judges were of common occurrence, and

regarded more as perquisites than bribes, he fails to meet the real

points upon which the accusation lies against Bacon, that in several

cases these gifts were received before judgment, and in most

instances were extravagantly large.

We think Mr. Dixon utterly fails to excuse, for he does not

deny, that chronic lust of place which from year to year bowed this

great man in abject sycophancy at the foot of power. We needed
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t^» irffument to convince us tliat Bacon was not a man of wicked

fctjil malicious spirit. This charge has not been made against him.

JK;1 that he lacked that high moral principle, that devotion to the

rt^ht so essential to the maintenance of a virtuous life, must he

stmitted. The question of personal sacrifice to a true man is as

the dust of the balance when it conflicts with his sense of right.

||rr« was the sad defect in Bacon's character. The wrongs of

rattniea, the kindnesses of friends were alike forgotten whenever

43 opportunity to gratify his desire for place presented itself.

Wo regret most sincerely that Mr. Dixon has reopened this

controversy. We would not call in question the motive; it was

doubtless good. It" is a noble work to rescue the memory of a

great man. But no one should undertake the task without the

Bttorance doubly sure of success. The world had consented to

ittgcl " the personal history of Lord Bacon " and think of him
cnly in the light of his great intellectual work. Friends of the

truth had crowned him for the same reason that the Parliament

Emitted him to his seat against all precedents—not as attorney-

gvneral, but as the grandest representative of English mind. We
raourn over his want of moral courage. We think only with sad-

ft (*a of such a conjunction of moral weakness and intellectual

ttrongth. Yet, as we contemplate the great work of his life, we
**ill think of him as the father of a philosophy which, next to the

(n»pel of Christ, inspires our wonder and praise.

While we have been disappointed in the results of this effort to

Ave Bacon from the foul blot which darkens his memory, we
Must thank Mr. Dixon for the additional light he has thrown upon
*** early life and early lore of Bacon. Those beautiful and
tender letters from Lady Anne to her great son will be read with
J^caaure and profit. These will make up in some degree for the

•"•appointment of the reader at the author's failure to redeem the
fcjune of Bacon. d.

j
Olavango River. A Narrative of Travel, Exploration, and Adventure.

«)' Charles John Antjersson. 8vo., pp. 414. New York: Harpers.

Tie African seems to be the central object of present interest to
'-'to hemispheres and in all departments of human activity. The
industrial prosperity of the world depends on the plant he culti-

****** ^ts politics are perplexed with difficulties which his con-
«*on evolves. Ethnology finds the question of his original and
4 ure relation to the human race the one on which she is fighting

.

k*i yet to fight, her fiercest battles. Philanthropy is stirred
*** «« inmost depths by his sufferings. The slave-trade and the
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abolition of slavery, as a world-question, have been, and yet are,

concerned with him only. Geographers and travelers are drawn
to his birth-place more than to any other spot on the globe. Per-

haps the North Pole has shared with Africa in the fascination of

curiosity and enterprise. But its opportunities to gratify this

curiosity and its attendant allurements are far less than those

which that continent affords. Bayard Taylor declares that all

the future trophies of travelers must be won here. And to

consummate the interest which this people are exciting, " the

greatest war for a thousand years," as Mr. Crittenden declares, is

being waged solely because of the negro.

Africa is to-day what America was two hundred years ago, the

field where curiosity and adventure revel. It is the last of the

continents to be subdued. Oldest in ancient secular history, it is

to be the youngest in the modern. It has been first and is last.

Is it again to be first ? "Will not a less time than has been requisite

to transform America from the hunting-ground of savages to the

first power in the earth, suffice to bring this great continent to the

front rank of empires ? The beginning of such a work must be
in a knowledge of its geography and present condition. The last

decade has contributed more information to this end than all

previous time. From Herodotus to Livingstone is a virtual blank,

an innavigable Sahara—" immeasurable sand."

This work of Mr. Andersson is his second contribution to this

object. His first, " Lake Ngami," was published about four years

since. The track he travels is comparatively small, about two
hundred miles square of the southwestern coast. After struggling

for a year with many reverses and perils, he succeeds in reaching

the river which gives its name to the book. He did not explore it

far, and knows nothing of its source or outlet. Its direction was
inward, and he hence considers it but a branch of some larger

stream that flows into the Atlantic. His narrative is chiefly occu-

pied with hunting adventures, and his coolness, daring, and hair-

breadth escapes are^wcll set forth. Like all mere sight-seers and

hunte/s, he despises the people he seeks to see, and the men and

means that are striving to elevate them. " Africa," he says, " is a

vast zoological garden and a vast hunting-field at the same time."

" Its savage human natives," he declares are beneath his notice

;

but the superb ferce natures win his enthusiastic admiration. Like

Ida Pfeifter, the mere curiosity-hunter, he, the mere elephant-

hunter, has but slight opinions of the missionaries and their servi-

ces. Though he cannot suppress his approval of L>r. Livingstone,

whose explorations and adventures are immeasurably greater and
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»ort important than his own, he cannot keep from giving one of

th<*e self-conceited flings with which the wise foolishness of this

world often fancies that it overtops and overthrows the divine

vbdom of Christianity. He speaks of Dr. Livingstone as being

!«titutc of sagacity and common-sense, qualities with which he is

almost superhumanly endowed. He does this because a tribe

which the Doctor had visited, and whose chief had professed con-

version, had made an assault on some of the savage Bushmen

« bom he was then employing in his hunts, and whose side he, from

motives of self-interest, had espoused. Apart from this defect, Mr.

Amh-rsson's work is very readable, and in some degree useful. It

ti inferior to Livingstone and Barth in its information as well as in

it* human and religious element. It is fully equal, however, to Gor-

don Camming, and others of the Nimrod school of explorers, h.

TU last Travels of Ida TfcHfer, inclusive of a Visit to Madagascar. With

an Autobiographical Memoir. 12mo., pp. 281. New York; Harpers.

The two attractive features of this book are, the sketch of her

r^rly life, and of her experiences near the court of Queen Ran-

j^ola. The autobiography reveals the causes which induced the

course of life that has made her famous among women.

It appears from this that she was another example of extraor-

dinary activity superinduced by extraordinary disappointment.

From the least to the greatest, the worst to the best, a thorn in

the flesh or in the spirit has often been the instrument of Provi-

dence, or the enemy, by which men have achieved their fame or

Infiuny. She was brought up as a boy; her parents allowing

b< r to" wear the clothes and engage in all the sports of her broth-

*r*. When they strove, in her tenth year, she tells us, to change

t«r garb, she fell ill with grief and indignation. So they yielded,

*ri'l not till she was thirteen years old did she assume the toga,

not virilis. She was put into the hands of a wise tutor, who

uccceded in awakening the feminine element in her nature to

» greater 'degree than her mother desired, so that before the

maternal authority had selected the suitor for her the young lady

kad made her own choice. This expression of her nature did not

*H the mother and she forbade the match. The girl did not

**»umC her masculine prerogatives, but submitted after years of

'"nflict and was married to Dr. Pfeifter. Her married life was
* t fortunate or happy, and her heart sought relief from excite-

ntwL Her early habits gave her self-reliance in the world, and, at

» J -c age of forty-five, she left her husband and two grown up chil-

dren mid set out to see the world.
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For fifteen years she roamed the earth, seeing a little that was

new, but much that was old, and that has been often described by

far keener observers and happier narrators than herself. Most

of this book is taken up with memoranda of visits in Europe. The

main interest is in her trip into the island of Madagascar, where

she contracted the fever of which she died. This portion is full of

new and valuable information. Like her previous works, it exhib-

its the bitterest spirit against the missionary cause and a total

want of comprehension of its aims and achievements. Her visits

to these, as to other heathen, are without any spiritual or real ben-

efit to them or to herself. She commends a little the Christians

of that island whom she saw massacred in the most horrible forms

for their faith, but no word in praise of the Gospel or its mission-

aries, by whom they had received this holy faith and courage.

How much more she would have achieved, and how much more

durable and honorable her memory, had she devoted that brave

and energetic nature to the salvation of the tribes she visited.

They would have embalmed her name in their lasting gratitude,

and future generations would arise and call her blessed. As it is,

her monument will be but a solitary sentence in a biographical

diction ary. H.

The American Revolution. By George Bancroft. In Two Volumes.
8vo., pp. 435, 475. Boston : Little, Brown, & Co.

These, the last two volumes of the American history, are the first

two of its second stage, the Revolution. Up to this point we
have the founding of the colonies ; from this point the birth of the

nation. Of the revolutionary period there are two parts; the

first terminated by the Declaration of Independence, the second

by the acknowledgment of our independence by England. The
present volumes end with the close of the first period. If Mr.

Bancroft's labors should here providentially terminate, there would

be a natural close to the woidc ; but the full rounded. epic com-

pleteness would be wanting.

Noble and enviable is the life-task of conceiving and completing

of such a work. To be among many essayists the historian of his

country, and such a historian of such a country, is indeed a " mis-

sion." It has a lofty monumental character to it. And if the

hand of a stern national destiny, or rather the decree of an inscru-

table yet doubtless wise Providence, has determined that the nation

shall cease to exist as a historical unit, this work itself will stand

as one of the monuments of our national greatness, one of the

products of the age of " the Union." But we trust that the au-
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ibor will live to complete in the same grand style, not only the

triumph of the Revolution of 70, but the triumph over the pseudo-

rerolution of '61.

Mr. Bancroft's volumes and years have advanced together. The

hUm of illustrating ideal truth in the concrete of history, formed in

{.U youth while listening in Germany to the teachings of Hum-
boldt, Schlegel, Schiermacher, and others, have been realized in a

degree rare to the visions of our young manhood. Selecting with

the pride of a patriot his own country as his field, he has told his

iforv with the skill and the gorgeousness of a rhetorician, with the

dt'pth of a philospher, and with the unshrinking boldness of a dem-

pcrat in fundamental principle as well as in the partisan sense.

The Southern Rebellion and tlie War for Freedom. A History of the Rise

and Progress of the Rebellion, and Consecutive Narrative of Events
and Incidents, from the First Stages of the Treason against the Repub-
lic down to the close of the Conflict. Together -with important Docu-
ments, Extracts from remarkable Speeches, etc. 8vo., fourteen numbers,

pp. 448. New York : James D. Torrey. 1861.

This fine specimen of a history chasing in close pursuit the prog-

r»";s of events as they move, is -written with much ability, a loyal

spirit, and a graphic style. Every man -will feel a historic interest

in this the greatest of modern rebellions. Every patriot may wish

to refer to such a depository of its facts. Every family will want

Uie volume made up of its preserved numbers.

Memoir of Mrs. Jane TrimoU: A Tribute of Affection from her Grandson.
With an Introduction by Rev. D. W. Clark, D.D. 12mo., pp. 117.

Cincinnati: Methodist Book Concern, for the Author. 1861.

TV. Trimble has fm-nished here a precious addition to the memora-
ble catalogue of the eminent females of American Methodism.
Mr*. Trimble lived in the trying times of the Revolution, bore a

tioble share in the hardships of western pioneer life, and became
tli" memorable ancestress of a number of men distinguished in

State and Church. Her history is rich in incident. Her character

*as marked for excellence. To the feminine part of our Church
specially may this beautiful narrative be commended.

Politics, Law, and General Morals.
Our Country and t7ie Church. Bv N. L. Rice, D.D. 12mo., pp. 93.

New York : Charles Scribner. 1861.

" 1'at cause demanded the dishonoring innocent white paper with
t,:0 publication of this worse than worthless trash we are unable to

'•*>'• It is Gospel according to cotton; a prostitution of the pul-

l"t to a crafty defense of national unrighteousness.
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Educational.

A Grammar of the Hebrew Language. By William Henry Greek, Pro-

fessor iu the Theological Seminary at Princeton, N. J. 8vo., pp. 322.

New York : John Wiley.

The impulse given to Hebrew studies in this country by the labors

of Moses Stuart wrould alone serve to render his name memorable.

The publication of his grammar, with all its defects, accompanied

with reading books and Professor Gibbs's Manual Lexicon, greatly

facilitated the progress of the scholar, and rendered the acquire-

ment of the language far easier and more general. The grammar

of Nordheimer, with its clear method of development, calling in

the aid of comparative philology, and grounding its statements in

phonic principles, far surpassed the work of Stuart, and has not,

we must be allowed to suspect, been surpassed. The present

work of Professor Green, however, will challenge the considerate

attention of the practical teacher. It omits some of the peculiari-

ties of ISTordheimer that we should have retained. Its treatment

of the noun declensions will doubtless be generally approved. It

embodies the results of independent research, and though ac-

knowledging its indebtedness to its predecessors, will probably be

found to possess eminent merits of its own.

Latin Accidence and Primary Lesson Bool; ; containing a full Exhibition of

the Forms of Words and First Lessons in Reading. By George W.
Collord, A.M., Professor of Latin and Greek in the Brooklyn Collegi-

ate and Polytechnic Institute. 12mo., pp. 347. New York: Harper &
Brothers. 1861.

The production of a successful practical teacher. Professor Collord

designs this book as a preparatory and accompaniment to Dr.

M'Clintock's First Book in Latin. It presents peculiar advantages

in its grouping, paradigms, and questions. A few brief reading

lessons and a vocabulary are appended. The proof of every

elementary book is in the use ; we recommend the present volume

to the trial.

Method of Classical Study, illustrated by Questions on a few Selections

from Latin and Greek Authors. By Samuel H. Taylor, LL.D., Prin-

cipal of Phillips's Academy, Andover, Mass. 12mo., pp. 154. Boston

:

Brown & Taggard. 1861.

The proverb is not quite true that " any fool knows hoxo to ask

questions." It is a difficult attainment, and forms much of the

quality of the true practical instructor. And nowhere is it better

taugfit for the classical drill than in this little manual.

The commencing pupil or inexperienced teacher has his Latin
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or Greek sentence before hira. TThat is he to do with it? By
v hat steps, and directing his attention to what points, is he to

attain the mastery of what classical learning requires to be known?

Principal Taylor answers this query by a large train of interroga-

tories which guide the inquirer through the land. How thoroughly

the work is done may be appreciated when we say, that on a large

duodecimo page there is often one line of text and a residue of

questions. A few lines from Esop, Nepos, Cicero, Virgil, Xeno.

ithon, and Homer, furnish the subject of interrogative analysis.

The hook embodies a good thought well developed.

Primary Object-Lessonsfor a Graduated Course of Development. A Manual
for Teachers and Parents, with Lessons for the proper training of the
Faculties of Children. By N. A. Calkins. 12mo., pp. 362. New
York : Harper & Brothers. 1861.

This is one of the many ingenious works produced by the invent-

ive educational spirit of our times. Begin with things, and ad-

vance by words through forms, colors, and motions up to princi-

ples. This is doubtless truly nature's method, though art has

taken a somewhat different route. In the hands of a true teacher

this hook leads by a delightful path to knowledge.

An Elementary Treatise on Plane and, Spherical Trigonometry. By Benja-
min Pkirce, LL.D, Perkins Professor of Astronomy and. Mathematics
In Harvard University. Revised edition. 8vo., pp. 359. Boston and
Cambridge: James Munroe & Co. 1861.

The revision for the new edition of this standard work has been
made under the direction of the eminent author.

/Vrf Lessons in Greek: the Beginner's Companion-Book to Hadley's
Grammar. By James Morris Whiton, Rector of the Hopkins Gram-
mar School in New Haven, Conn. 12mo., pp. 120. New York:
IX Appleton & Co. 1861.

Belles Lettres and Classical.

*h* liecreatiom of a Country Parson. Second series. 12mo., pp. 429.
Boston: Ticknor & Fields. 1861.

The rural pastor is not in a hurry. He does not hold that, life

tx-'ing short, your problem is to accomplish the most possible, and
w»t the way to accomplish most is to ply muscle with the largest
'urce. He makes no effort to crowd as much thought in as few
*ords as possible, with a maximum of matter per page, as if he
* wo determined that you should have the worth of your purchase
money in the solid intellectual ingot. There are those perhaps,
"-• thinks, whose task of life is a gentle and a leisurely one, and
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whose bland influence is more humanizing and purifying to our at-

mosphere than the agitations and storms produced by our thunder-

and-lightning heroes and reformers. Quietly then does he survey

the scene of men and things, analyzing the shapes, colorings, and

motions of human life around him.

The Parson writes " concerning " a great many things, to wit

:

Future Years, The Pulpit in Scotland, (we are revolving the con-

tents backward, by the way,) Friends in Council, Man and his

Dwelling-place, Glasgow, Solitary Days, Screws, Churchyards, etc.

We give some extracts from his Pulpit in Scotland.

What the Scotch preachers owe to effective delivery.

There is only one account given by all who have heard the most striking Scotch

preachers, as to the proportion which their manner bears in the effect produced.

Lockhart, late of the The Quarterly, says of Chalmers: "Never did the world pos-

sess any orator whose minutest peculiarities of gesture and voice have more power

in increasing the effect of what he says; whose delivery, in other words, is the

first, and the second, and the third excellence in his oratory, more truly than is

that, of Dr. Chalmers." The same words might be repeated of Caird, who has suc-

ceeded to Chalmers's fame. A hundred little circumstances of voice and manner

—

even of appearance and dress—combine to give his oratory its overwhelming pow-

er. And where manner is everything, difference in manner is a total difference.

Nor does manner affect only the less educated and intelligent class of hearers. It

cannot be doubted that the unparalleled impression produced, even on such men as

Wilberforce, Canning, Lockhart, Lord Jeffrey, and Prince Albert, was mainly the re-

sult of manner. In point of substance and style, many English preachers are quite

superior to the best of the Scotch. In these respects, there are no preachers hi

Scotland who come near the mark of Melvill, Manning, Arnold, or Bishop Wilber-

force. Lockhart says of Chalmers :
" I have heard many men deliver sermons far

better arranged in point of argument, and I have heard very many deliver ser-

mons far more uniform in elegance, both of conception and of style; but most

unquestionably I have never heard, either in England or Scotland, or in any other

country, a preacher whose eloquence is capable of producing an effect so strong and

irresistible as his." The best proof how much Chalmers owed to his manner is,

that in his latter day's, when he was no longer able to give them with his wonted

animation and feeling, the very same discourses fell quite flat on his congregation.

—

Pp. 36C, 3G7.

Proportions of logic and rhetoric.

Sir Walter Scott, in Fob Boy, in describing the preacher whom the hero heard in

the crypt of Glasgow Cathedral, says that his countrymen are much more accessiblo

to logic than rhetoric, and that this fact determines the character of the preaching

which is most acceptable to them. If the case was such in those times, matters

are assuredly quite altered now. Logic is indeed not overlooked ; but it is brill-

iancy of illustration, and, above all, great feeling and earnestness, which go down.

Mr. Caird, the most popular of modern Scotch preachers, though possessing a very

powerful and logical mind, yet owes his popularity with the mass of hearers almost

entirely to his tremendous power of feeling and producing emotion. By way ot

contrast to Sydney Smith's picture of the English pulpit manner, let us look at one

of Chalmers's great appearances. Look on that picture, and then on this :
" The

Doctor's manner during the whole delivery of that magnificent discourse was

strikingly animated; while the enthusiasm and energy he threw into some of his

bursts rendered them quite overpowering. One expression which he used, together

with Jus action, his look, and the tones of his voice, made a most vivid and indeli-

ble impression on my memory. .. .While uttering these words, which he did with

peculiar emphasis, accompanying them with a flash from his eye and a stanqi of his
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fad JW Oirno his right arm with clenched fist right across the book-board, and brandished

* i<JA in the face of the Town Council, sitting in state before him. The words seemed

i turtle, like an electric shock, the whole audience." Very likely they d|d ; but
. •. mid regret to see a bishop, or even a dean, have recourse to such means of

Muiucbg an impression. We shall give one other extract descriptive of Chalmers's

>w»r: "It was a transcendently grand, a glorious burst. The energy of his

<. -.•*.) corresponded. Intense emotion beamed from his countenance. I cannot
• nbo the appearance of his face better than by saying it was lighted up almost

< "... a plare. The congregation were intensely excited, leaning forward in the

f#*% like ft forest bending under the power of the hurricane, lookiug steadfastly

ji t!;o preacher, and listening in breathless wonderment. So soon as it was con-
. .-i.<J. there was (as invariably was the case at the close of the doctor's bursts)

• • ii nigh, or rather gasp for breath, accompanied by a movement throughout the

Is audience."—Pp. 36S, 3G9.

Heading or memorizing. 4

We believe that Melvill in his early days delivered his sermons from memory,
ad of late years only has taken to reading, to the considerable diminution of the
«"-vt he produces. We may here remark, that in some country districts the preju-

&oo of the people against clergymen reading their sermons is excessive. It is in-

4ced to be admitted that it is a more natural thing that a speaker should look at
th* audience he is addressing, and appear to speak from the feeling of the moment,
•.•j\u that he should read to them what he has to say; but it is hard to impose upon
* 5-ari.sh minister, 'burdened with pastoral duty, the irksome school-boy task of

utnitting to memory a long sermon, and perhaps two, every week. The system
<' reading is spreading rapidly in the Scotch Church, and seems likely in a few
j*ar« to become all but universal. Caird reads his sermons closely on ordinary
- todays, bnt delivers entirely from memory in preaching on any particular occa-
• n —P. 310.

" Sensation " preaching and preachers are not monopolized by
America.

1/
1 not English readers imagine, when we speak of the vehemence of the

hootch pulpit, that we mean only a gentlemanly degree of warmth and energy.
!'« often amounts to the most violent melo-dramatic acting. Sheil's Irish speeches
- uld have been immensely popular Scotch sermons, so far as their style and deliv-
ery nre concerned. The physical energy is tremendous. It is said that when
Chalmers preached in St. George's, Edinburgh, the massive chandeliers, many feet
«C were all vibrating. He had often to stop, exhausted, in the midst of his ser-
f * ^ and have a psalm sung till he recovered breath. Caird begins quietly, but
("•roently works himself up to a frantic excitement, in which his gestulation is of
uo wildest, and his voice an absolute howl. One feels afraid that he may burst a
j*>od»csseL Were his hearers cool enough to criticise him, the impression would
* »! an end; but he has wound them tip to such a pitch that criticism is impossi-
W*. They must sit absolutely passive, with nerves tingling and blood pausing;
^•yiontly many of the congregation have started to their feet. It may be imag-

*<j how heavily the physical energies of the preacher are drawn upon by this
we of speaking. Dr. Bennie, one of the ministers of Edinburgh, aud one of the

-
"*'• eloquent and effective of Scotch pulpit orators, is said to have died at an age
«ca short of fitly, worn out by the enthusiastic animation of his style. There

*•'* some littlo accessories of the Scotch pulpit, which in England are" unknown;

J

"" M thrashing the large Bible which lies before the minister—long pauses to
l «.t breath—much wiping of the face—sodorific results to an unpleasant degree

ceaatUtiog an entire change of apparel after preaching.—rp. 371, 372..

A notice of Dr. Caird.

-.
' '..'^'p854 ' ?ir - Caird Preached this discourse in the High Church, Edinburgh,

'"'
! II

Comrni
;
5;ioner who represents her Majesty at the meetings of the General

u y

' " ''y cf tlie Scotch Church, and an exceedingly crowded and brilliant audience.
Uiere, with all the skill of the most accomplished actor, yet with a simple
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earnestness which prevented the least suspicion of anything like acting the im-
pression it produced is described as something marvelous. Hard-headed Scotch
lawyers, the last men in the world to be carried into superlatives, declared that
never till then did they understand what effect could bo produced by human speech
But we confess that, now we have these magic words to read quietly at home we
find it something of a task to get through them.—Pp. 380, 381.

Elijah. A sacred Drama, and other Poems. By Rev. Robert Davidsox
D.D. 12mo., pp. 184. New York : Charles Scribner. 1861.

The principal poem in this little volume transports the reader into
the scenes of Hebrew struggle with the Canaanite idolatries, in
which Elijah was the hero of the cause of Jehovah. The elements
which impress the imagination in those times are reproduced with
historic truth and some poetic power. The other pieces, which
are biblical and religious, will find, we doubt not, many a sympa-
thizing reader, and be productive of the benefits which form the
author's aim.

^

Lectures on the English Language. By George P. Marsii. First Series.
Fourth Edition. Revised and Enlarged. 8vo„ pp. 709. New York-
Charles Scribner. 1801.

It is an honor to our country that a fourth edition, revised and en-
larged, of this magnificent work should be so soon demanded.
"We repeat our recommendations to our young scholars especially
to give to this volume a thorough study, and not only acquire
from it a large amount of knowledge, but inhale the spirit of
thorough and critical investigation into the history and mystery of
their mother tongue.

Juvenile.

Qlen Morris Stories. Walter Sherwood ; the easy, good-natured Boy. By
Francis Forrester, Esq., Author of " Jennie Carlton," " Dick Dun-
can,' '-My Uncle Toby's Library," etc. 16mo., pp. 256. New York:
Howe & Ferry. 1862. On sale by Carlton & Porter.

In a concluding note Mr. Forrester announces that one more vol-

ume will complete the series of " Glen Morris Stories." We have
it from reliable sources that this series has hardly its equal in the
department it occupies.

-<><

Miscellaneous.

The New American Encyclopedia. A Popular Dictionary of Knowledge.
Edited by George Rii>ley and Charles A. Dana. Volume 13. Parr
—Redowitz. 8vo., pp. 807. New York : D. Appleton & Co. 1861.

Adventures in the South Pacific. Illustrated. By a roving Printer. 12mo.,
pp.361. New York : Harper & Brothers. 1861.

A Course of Six Lectures on the Chemical History of a Candle: to which is

added a Lecture on Platinum. By Professor Faraday. With numer-
ous Illustrations. 18mo., pp. 217. New York: Harper & Brothers.
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Abt. I.—METAPHYSICS OF WATSON'S INSTITUTES.

It is worthy of being rioted that, while many theologians have

condemned philosophy—shutting it, as they supposed, out of

the region of theology, and cautioning their hearers to " beware

tl.ut no man beguile them through philosophy"—their own

Uicological system was built upon a philosophy, and permeated

and tinged, in all its details, by philosophic speculation. The

moment a man passes in thought from the simple, didactic

utterances of Scripture, and attempts a higher generalization

—

the moment he commences gathering the short and pregnant

mtences in which Truth is scattered almost at random over

the sacred page, like pearls and gems upon a coral strand, and

attempts to string them up into a theological creed, or arrange

ibero in the cabinet of a theological system—and especially the

moment he carries the profound utterances of Scripture into the

«J»tem of things around him, and attempts to quadrate them
^ilh other truths taught in science or given in human con-

K ioosness, that moment he begins to philosophize. He may not

l^ve made philosophy, as taught in the schools, a subject of

formal and systematic study, yet in the writings of other theo-

• pans, or floating in the atmosphere of intellectual society

t:;,i converse, he has come in contact with the axioms and con-

fciona of philosophy, he has unconsciously inhaled them,
'• 'v have found a place in his belief, and, even when he has
•'

' intention to philosophize, with a religious horror of all

Fourth Series, Vol. XIV.—12
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philosophy, they have, nevertheless, become a part of his

theology.

That we may clearly apprehend the philosophic views of Mr.

Watson, and fairly estimate their influence on his theology,

(Theological Institutes,) it will be necessary that we glance at

the systems of philosophy which were prevalent and influential

in his day.

There are two schools of philosophy which may be said to

have divided and given direction to the philosophic thought of

the last century : the Sensational or Empirical, and the Trans-

cendental or Rational. Their representatives respectively may

be found in Locke and Kant : Locke at the head of the Sen-

sational, Kant at. the head of the Transcendental school.

The former, the Empirical school, holds that all the simple

ideas existing in the human mind are the direct and only result

of sensation, and that all our knowledge is derived from expe-

rience. Not only the matter of our ideas, but also theirform;
not merely the occasion of our ideas, but their cause, is from

without. The mind itself does not supply one element of

truth. It has no standards of truth within itself. Nor does it,

of itself, affirm any flrst principles, any primitive cognitions,

judgments, or beliefs which are necessary to the attainment of

truth. The human mind is an empty vessel, into which our sen-

sations—a heterogeneous mixture—are poured from the external

world, upon which the mind itself exerts no modifying influ-

ence, does not even give a color to the liquid, but simply retains

it in memory until it shall crystalize into the classifications of

science. Or, to employ the favorite figure of Locke himself,

the mind is a " tabula rasa"—a blank sheet of paper, void of all

characters, and without any ideas, on which'the external world,

by a species of photography, writes its own images, and those

which bear a strong resemblance naturally blend so as to form

species and genera, the highest generalization becoming the

apex of all science. Man, therefore, has no ideas of right ami

wrong, of duty, of accountability, of retribution, of immor-

tality, or of God, except as derivedfrom without. This school

of philosophy landed, as indeed it must inevitably land, in pure

materialism, and numbers among its disciples, or more pro-

perly, its high priests, such writers as Hartley, Priestley, Combe,

and Aug. Comte.
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The Transcendental school, while it does not affirm the doc-

trine of innate ideas—that is, does not teach that there are

Mate truths found in all minds expressed in formal or logical

propositions, affirms that there are specific forms into which

baraan thought must necessarily develop itself, just as a grain

.{' wheat must necessarily develop itself into "the blade, and

t\r, mid full corn in the ear," or an acorn develop into the

majestic oak. There are fundamental laws of the human intel-

ligence which constrain man, in view of the facts of the uni-

*rrK4
, to affirm certain necessary judgments and beliefs. Expe-

rience furnishes the material of our ideas, reason imposes the

form. Experience is the occasion of their production, but their

rval cause is to be found in the spontaneous energy of mind

kielf; as warmth and moisture are the occasion of germination,

the necessary condition of development, but the real cause is

*»:;" mysterious vitality of the seed itself and the necessary laws

of vegetative life.

The human intelligence is configured and correlated to eternal

principles of order, and right, and good as they exist in the

Infinite Intelligence. Man is the offspring and the image of

<iod. And when a principle or an act is apprehended by the

';ri-!or&tanding, the mind passes a judgment upon the relation

> ( that, principle or act to these laws of order and right and

pood. Through the understanding, or notion-forming power,

*~o obtain conceptions of all objects of perception, internal and

< sternal, as event, body, succession, the condition, the finite

;

w« reason gives the necessary ideas which are the logical ante-

»*«ients of these facts of perception, as the ideas of cause, space,

,; »io, the unconditioned, the infinite; and the judgment, or

fcieal faculty, affirms the necessary relation between these

understanding conceptions and these ideas of pure reason.

1 Jiijtf, for example, the understanding gives us the conception

"an event"—that which had a beginning, which now has a

••^J-L-ndent existence, and which may have an end; the reason

r-vca, as the logical antecedent of an effect, the idea of
"
,ut'«;" and the judgment affirms the necessary relation of
•-* two—" every event must have a cause." Hence the scientific

Piracy of that distribution of all the necessary intuitions of the
: -"' adopted by McCosh, namely : 1st, " primitive cognitions,"

\Lc necessary forms of the understanding concepts; 2d, "prim-
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itive beliefs," the necessary ideas of the reason ; 3d, "primitive

judgments," the necessary affirmations of the logical faculty.

This school of philosophy, therefore, affirms that man is so con-

stituted by the great Architect of his mental being—God has

imposed upon his intelligence such laws of thought as determine

him to form the idea of God, of right and wrong, of duty, and

of accountability.

So much being premised, we have now no difficulty in

determining Mr. Watson's relations to the prevailing schools

of philosophy. Unquestionably he attaches himself to the sys-

tem of Locke ; he was a disciple of the Empirical school. In

the absence of more direct evidence this might safely be pre-

sumed. The system of Locke was the over-towering and all-

pervading philosophy of his country, especially of his day. In

the English universities and schools of learning his imperial

name ruled supreme. Kant had not then exerted, nor even

now does he exert, any controlling and determining influence on

the current of speculative thought in England. True, the lead-

ing and fundamental principles of his " Critique of Pure Rea-

son " were incipient in the Scottish philosophy. The aim of

Kant and Eeid was identical ; the starting-point in each system

was the same; they both sought to determine whether there are

any " first truths" given in the human intelligence, and they

both commence^ by asking, " What are the fundamental prin-

ciples of the reason?" So, also, the philosophy of Hamilton,

the disciple and annotator of Eeid, is virtually the philosophy

of Kant ;* while Hamilton has not departed from, but more
perfectly developed the method of his Scottish master. But
while there is internal evidence in the "Institutes" that Wat-
son had studied the writings of Pweid, and was acquainted with

his method, he was not, he could not, as we shall presently see,

* It is matter of astonishment that many persons who have eagerlj- embraced
the philosophic views of Sir William Hamilton are vehement in their denunciation

of "the transcendental nonsense of Kant," when any one acquainted with the

writings of these two distinguished men must know that the philosophy of Hamil-

ton is essentially the philosophy of Kant. The denial of the possibility of a phi-

losophy of the "unconditioned" is common to both; the "antinomies" of Kant

are the "contradictions" of Hamilton; that our knowledge is relative, that it 13 of

phenomena and not of things in se, is the doctrine of both : and they are agreed in

pronouncing the ontological and cosmological arguments for the existence of God
as insufficient, and in resting solely on the psychological.
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be disciple of the Scottish school. That Watson was, in phi-

laiophy, a Sensationalist, must, we think, be evident to every dis-

mminating mind furnished with even a very slender acquaint-

ance with the history of modern philosophy. A careful perusal

ii ihe chapters "On the Presumptive Evidences" in Part I,

the chapter "On the Existence of God" in Part II, and the

SnU chapter of Part III, " On the Moral Law," will be decisive

i \ tills question in every intelligent mind. He affirms, with

earnestness and emphasis, that we have no idea of God, of right

uk! wrong, and of immortality, except as derived from icithout

by instruction and verbal revelation • that, indeed, we have no

faculty ofknowing on any of these subjects, except faith.

Accordingly, on page 274, vol. i, we read, "We are all con-

scious that we gain our knowledge of God by instruction . . .

wt owe our knowledge of the existence of God and his attri-

butes to revelation alone ;" and at page 272 he quotes, with

approval, the words of Ellis, and adopts them as his own

:

•God is the only way to himself; he cannot be in the least

come at, defined, or demonstrated by human reason." At page
1 st

, vol. i, he asserts "that nothing appears in the constitution

<f nature, or in the proceedings of the Divine administration, to

indicate it to be the will of God that the appetites should be

••'-'ruined within the rules of sobriety, except that, by a con-

coction which hasj^een established by Him, the excessive indul-

gence of these appetites usually impairs health." There is,

therefore, no "law written upon the heart" indicating that

'^temperance and licentiousness are criminal and wrong, and
'••".e human intelligence can reach no other conception of virtue

Ui*u that propounded on Paley's "selfish theory" of morals.

1 he design of the whole of this chapter ii is to prove " that

the rule which determines the quality of moral action must be
presumed to be matter of [oral] revelation from God." In

Wttion to the doctrine of Immortality, he remarks, at page 11,

*oL i, "All observation lies directly against the doctrine of the

""'natality of man. He dies ! and the probabilities of a
^t'»re life which have been established upon the unequal dis-

''
''it ion of rewards and punishments in this life, and the

:f ies of the human soul, are a presumptive evidence
"i«i has been adduced only by those to whom the doctrine

Bftd been transmitted by tradition, and who were, therefore, in
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possession of the idea." It is, therefore, but natural that he

should enter his solemn protest against the attempt to con-

struct a science of natural theology, or of moral philoso-

phy, as a design which is not only "visionary" and "impossi-

ble," but of " mischievous tendency," and they who are engaged

in it are accessory to the infidel crusade against the word of

God.

In the "Theological Institutes" we do not find Mr. Watson

recognizes any "first truths," " intuitive beliefs," "fundamental

and necessary ideas of pure reason " as the basis of the Theistio

argument or the foundation of an ethical system. Even the

principle of causality is not a necessary intuition ; the relation

of cause and effect is matter of argument and proof/' Reason

is not, with him, an intuitive but a discussive facnlty. It does

not apprehend a priori, self-evident, necessary truth. Accord-

ing to the usage of the Empirical school, he employs the term

to designate the logical faculty, and, as such, he pronounces it

a "weak," "uncertain," and "erring" faculty, which "may be

the reverse of the Divine reason."—P. 97, vol. i.

It would ill become us to complain that Mr. Watson should

have entertained these views. They were the prevailing opin-

ions of his country and age. They were entertained by Locke,f

Ellis,* Leland,§ HorsleyJ and other equally distinguished and

honored names. Watson has, at least, this advantage : he stands

amid illustrious men. Yet we can ill conceal our regrets. His

design was noble and praiseworthy. He sought to prove the

necessity of oral revelation, and vindicate for it the honor of

furnishing all our knowledge of God, duty, and immortality;

but in thus attempting to build up a strong presumption in

favor of revealed religion by rejecting the intuitions of the

human mind, and casting doubt upon the veracity of our facul-

ties, the foundations of all truth are loosened and unsettled

;

yea, the very fundamental truths upon which we must plant our

argument in demonstrating the truth of a revelation from God;

and the inquiring mind is cast afloat upon an open sea of doubt.

* "We allow that the argument which proves that the effect3 with which we are

surrounded must have been caused" is simple, obvious, and forcible.—P. 273, vol. L

f "Reasonableness of Christianity."

X "Knowledge of Divine Things from Revelation, not from Reason or Nature."

§ "Necessity of Revolation." | "Dissertations," etc.
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NATURAL THEOLOGY.

The fundamental question which meets us at the threshold

of , theological course, and which must be determined before

«« can logically or safely proceed another step, is, " How am I

B certify myself of the being of a God ?" That he does exist

wa#t be determined before I can consider the evidences of a

relation professing to be from him, or inquire into the duties

which I owe to him.

As to the nature of the evidence by which the existence of

(Jod is to be rendered certain to us, theologians are divided.

Pome assume that the being of God is purely a truth of revela-

tion; others regard it as a truth resting on reason and revelation

conjointly ; while a third class regard it as resting, in its last

analysis, on the light of nature alone.

Mr. Watson is to be regarded of that number who assume

that the being of God is purely a truth of revelation, His

portion on the Theistic argument is that " we owe our knowl-

edge of the existence of God and of his attributes," not to the

light of nature, or to reason and revelation conjointly, but " to

revelation alone."—Vol. i, p. 271. There is nothing in the

Bu ntal or moral nature of man which prompts him to inquire

after God: "He is wholly the creature of appetite; labor,

foaating, and sleeping divide his time and wholly occupy his

thoughts."—P. 271. There are no necessary intuitions of the

mind, no fundamental laws of the intelligence, which involve

tfw idea of a Supreme Being ;
" he has not one known or sure

principle to ground it upon, ... not one term or proposition

to fix his procedure upon."*—P. 272. "We are all conscious

that we obtain the knowledge of God by instruction, and just

in proportion to the want of instruction men are ignorant, as

•f other things, so of God."—P. 274. " Had no idea of spirit-

ual lyings, or°of a Supreme Creator and Ruler, been suggested

by tradition and instruction, the fact of God's existence

would not have been within the reach of man, even in its most

Imperfectform, and could never have been discovered by the

toaaaigted faculties of man."—P. 272. "The doctrine that

Uiere is a God was extensively spread at a very ancient period,

•; tradition,] and plainly takes away a great part of the

* Se« further his quotations from Ellis, Hare, Gleig, and Van Mildert, pp. 272, 213.
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foundation of those arguments on which the moderns have so

confidently rested for the demonstration of the existence of

God, whether drawnfrom the works of nature or from meta-

physical principles."—P. 21. " The simple truth of the exist-

ence of a First Cause is not within the compass of human
powers."—P. 270. Natural theology is, therefore, as a

science, an a priori impossibility. " God is the only way to

himself; he cannot, in the least, be come at, defined, or demon-
strated by human reason" (p. 272) without previous sugges-

tion by a direct revelation.

On some occasions Mr. Watson seems to make a distinction

between the discovery and the demonstration of the truth of

God's existence ; and on this apparent distinction, for it is not a

real one, some of his admirers have concluded his doctrine to

be, that when once the idea of a God has been suggested by
revelation the human reason can elaborate the demonstration
of his existence}—revelation gives the idea of God, reason the

proof.

A more exact and critical attention to the entire scope and
structure of his argument must, however, result in the convic-

tion that this is a misapprehension, and that the position of

Mr. "Watson is that the proof of the Divine existence, in its last

analysis, rests upon the authority of revelation alone. The
aim of his reasoning, from pp. 267 to 274, is to show that " we
owe our knowledge of God's existence to revelation alone."
And by "knowledge" here Mr. Watson does not mean the

mere idea or notion of a God, but the yvtioig on tort.—the cer-

tain knowledge that he is. This clear and certain knowledge
that God exists cannot be attained by human reasoning. Rea-
son is inadequate, not only to the discovery but to the demon-
stration of this truth :

" God cannot, in the least, be come at,

defined, or demonstrated by human reason."—P. 272. It is

also evident that in Mr. Watson's argument "to discover" and
"to demonstrate" are equipollent; they are terms of accord,
and involve and weigh each other. " If a truth so essential to

the whole Mosaic system," as this of the being of a God, " had
been discovered by the successive investigations of wise men . .

.

we might naturally expect that a statement of the arguments
by which it was demonstrated would have been given as a fit

introduction to a book professing to contain a revelation from
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\jm/*—P. 269. The discovery of this truth necessarily involves

* demonstration of its truth, and the ability to demonstrate im-

j;** the ability to discover.

Wo nrc not unmindful of the fact, or at all disposed to over-

look it, that after Mr. Watson has announced " the existence

v f <iod" as a doctrine of Holy Scripture, he then proceeds to

imaJop the " d posteriori" argument for the being of a God.

I*.:t be adduces tins argument only as corroborative and con-

irmatory of the testimony of Scripture, and by no means as

m iUdf a sufficient, complete, and decisive proof; it is not

^yarded by him as a demonstration based on the facts of the

universe and the necessary intuitions of the mind.*'5' " The a
fotleriori argument does not of itself confirm the conclusions

. . . that the world had one Creator, that he is an incorporeal

spirit, that he is eternal, self-existent, immortal, and independ-

nrt.
1 "—P. 274. "No subject has employed the thoughts and

petu of the most profound thinkers more than the demonstra-

te of the being and attributes of God ; and the evidence

from fuct, reason, and the nature of things which has been col-

kvted is large and instructive. These researches have not,

I rwever, brought to light any new attribute of God not found
' Scripture. This is a strong presumption that the ONLY

uree of our notions on this subject is the manifestation which
Croat has been pleased to make of himself and a confirmation
'W human reason^ if left to itself had never made the slightest

tucovery respecting the Divine nature.—P. 275. True, he
ftdtmtsthat "the abundant rational evidence of the existence of
( rud," which may now be so easily collected, "is CONVINCING,"
•' '•"* M

that is no proof that without instruction the human mind
•amid ever have made the discovery."—P. 272. Against the

J-Xion of the eternity of matter philosophy can now adduce a

satisfactory argument," but it was " never discovered by
i- i!<;?ophy unaided by the Scriptures."—P. 274. The dposte-

f°
n arg«nient is not, therefore, an independent, conclusive

"-^nonstration
; it would have no value were not the existence

'
• *iv»d "discovered" by revelation.—P. 274. "As to what is

H'HJcd
}

" the evidences from fact, reason, and the nature of

r
- Watson's doctrine is, "the arguments of natural theologians derive their

«y from certain 'bases ' supplied by revelation, on which they aro built."—See* «, «ccond paragraph.
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things are of great importance in the controversy with poly-

theism and atheism," (p. 275 ;) but these are really not needed

to give certitude to the Christian's faith, as it stands upon a

surer foundation—the revelation of God ;
" the authority of a

revealed truth stands on infinitely higher ground than our per-

ception of its reasonableness"*—P. 475.

In the d priori argument Mr. Watson seems to repose less

confidence than in an induction from the facts of the universe.

" The existence of God admits of no such demonstration ; in

the nature of things it is impossible."—P. 331. It would

appear from Mr. Watson's treatment of this argument that he

did not fully apprehend it. He characterizes it as " an argu-

ment from cause to effect," whereas it is an argument from a

priori truths—a logical deduction from axiomatic, self-evident,

and necessary truths. Inasmuch, however, as he does not

admit that there are any primary truths, any intuitive cogni-

tions, beliefs, or judgments given in the human intelligence, he

pronounces the a priori argument impossible. " There is noth-

ing prior to God
;
[what a misapprehension of the argument

!]

nothing in nature, nothing in reason ; therefore the attempt is

fruitless." Surely Mr. Watson must have known that the

question is not, Is there anything prior to God ? but, Are there

any a priori truths of reason ? To instance one such truth

:

" every event must have a cause ;" here is an d pniori truth,

a necessary belief of the human intelligence. Mr. Watson

regards this as an induction from experience, and as requiring

proof; he also introduces it into his aposteriori argument, and

even then casts doubt upon its sufficiency to lead the mind

beyond an eternal succession of causes and effects. It would

not teach him that the universe, as an effect, must have had a

cause.f (See pp. 273, 274.)

* In note at page 215 is a quotation from, Ellis in which ho says: "Tell mea

that there is a God, and the mind embraces it as a necessary truth." But how a

necessary truth? As yet it rests on authority and testimony. Necessary truth is

perceived intuitively, or reached by demonstration. Whatever the mind perceives

"intuitively" must be within tho rango of the human faculties, and discoverable;

and whatever is demonstrable must bo a necessary deduction from axiomatic, self-

evident truth; this also must be within the reach of the human mind. But Ellis

affirms, "God cannot bo como at or demonstrated by human reason."

f Mr. Watson pronounces tho d priori argument as not only " fruitless " but

"mischievous" and dangerous. " We need only instance tho doctrine of the neces-
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Finding that the a priori and a posteriori arguments are

both alike insufficient to furnish a complete and independent

demonstration of the being of a God, and that human reason is

ttfttble, without a revelation from God in human language, to

certify itself that God exists, he "concludes that we owe the

knowledge of the existence of God to revelation alone."

Now we ask permission, very deferentially, to dissent from

this conclusion of Mr. Watson's on the following grounds

:

I. If we owe our knowledge of the existence of God to reve-

lation alone, then it is impossible to prove, logically, the exist-

ent of God.

Ix?t us grant that Mr. Watson has sustained his argument,

and slrat us up to the conclusion that " God is the only way to

himself, and that he cannot in the least be come at or demon-

strated by human reason ; that we can know that he exists only

by a miraculous manifestation of his personal existence and a

««<tnmunication from him in human language." The question

Bow arises, How am I to certify myself that such a revelation

has been given ? True, we have a book which professes to oe

* revelation from God—a book which says " there is a God !

"

fc;t<l which records numerous " appearances " of God to men in

ttgone days. But that assertion is not proof that such a being

does exist, any more than the assertion of the Koran or the

Zendavesta, until I have rationally demonstrated that the Bible

k an authentic revelation, and that here I have the veritable

* rods of God. By this method the truth of God's existence is

remitted solely to the testimony of Scripture, and the question

whether the Scriptures are a revelation from God is referred

* 'h'ly to the arbitrations of a faculty which is pronounced to

w M weak, uncertain, and erring," " which may be the reverse

6f the divine reason," and in whose demonstrations of the exist-

t*rr existence of the Deity when reasoned a priori " as an example of its mischiev-
*"-« tendency. " Some acute infidels have thanked those for the discovery who
•tended nothing so little as to encourage error, and have argued from that notion
R*1

J-*
Supreme Being cannot be a free agent."—P. 330. But is not the "neces-

J

'.r existence of God a certain truth in whatever way reasoned? Does not John
"". os quoted by Watson on page 83, argue that "God doth necessarily exist?"

-'-F the necessary existence of God does not destroy his "free agency" because
• ''anna will to exist or not to exist I Why this is the very definition of "neces-

J existence, as given at pago 83 : "That which is in being, neither by its own
^ Dor another's, is necessarily."
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cnce of God I am not permitted to repose any confidence.*

Now, if reason is totally unreliable in this case, it must be in

that; if it mislead me in the one instance, I cannot trust it on

the other; if it is wholly incompetent to produce certitude

when the existence of God is under consideration, it must also

when the truth of the Bible is under consideration. If there

are no fundamental, axiomatic, necessary truths upon which I

may fall back and find some solid rock on which to plant my

reasoning in both instances, then I may ask mournfully and

hopelessly, " What is truth?" and only receive back an unsym-

pathizing, an unmeaning echo.

II. If we owe the knowledge of the existence of God to reve-

lation ALONE, then we cannot, by human reason, prove that the

Bible is a revelation from God.

Revelation is unsusceptible of proof if its truth rest upon

nothing save itself. He who was himself the great revealer

eaid, " If I bear witness of myself my witness is not true." We

cannot prove the Bible to be the word of God if the fact of the

divine existence rests solely upon it, and is not rationally demon-

strable by any independent line of argument. The truth of the

divine existence is absolutely necessary in order to establish the

authority of a revelation from him ; that truth must, therefore,

be rationally demonstrable antecedently to any credible testi-

mony from him. We must either postulate or prove the exist-

ence of God before we can attempt the first argument to prove

the truth of the Bible.

These remarks, find a striking illustration in Mr. Watson's

method of conducting the argument for the divinity of the Holy

Scriptures. The entire reasoning proceeds upon the assumption

that there is a God. He does not first attempt the proof of his

** When, in the use of our reasoning faculties, we attempt to interpret the reve-

lation which God has made of himself in the material creation, and has written on

our hearts, (Romans i, 19, 20,) we are instantly met by the protest that " reason is

a weak and erring faculty," and may be the reverse of the Divine!" And yet to

this weak and uncertain faculty Mr. Watson assigns the work of " investigating

tho evidences upon which a revelation is founded, and of interpreting that revela-

tion according to the ordinary rules of interpretation in other cases."—P. 102. I*

not the "law written on the heart" as much a revelation from God as the "law

written on tables of stone?" Is not "the eternal power and Godhead mani-

fested in the works of God" a revelation of God as much as "the love of God

displayed in the Gospel?" But if reason is inadequate to the interpretation of one,

it is inadequate to the interpretation of all.
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nirt«noe. He denies to "unassisted" reason the ability to

demonstrate that there is a God. We must procure our knowl-

edge of God from revelation alone. In order, therefore, to

the truth of the Holy Scriptures he has first to assume

•
-

'. U he cannot prove, namely, the existence of God ;
and then

| »Ting, ns he supposes, proved the truth of revelation, he proves

fr m revelation the existence of God. In other words, he says,

'

.

i ,nt me that God exists and I will prove the Bible to be true,

md then from the Bible I will prove the being of a God. If

Uui l>c not an example of the petitio principii—a mere begging

» ( the question—then we do not understand his argument. He

M ull the while arguing in a vicious circle. " The present argu-

ment," says he, " being supposed to be with one who believes

bo a God ... our observations will have the advantage of cer-

Uin first principles which that belief concedes."—P. 95. " Let

;'. then be granted by the theist, which he cannot consistently

k-:\\\, the existence of a Supreme Creator . . . who has both

niadc and continues to govern men, and the strongest pre-

emption is afforded that he has given his authority in favor

- f virtue and against vice."—P. 6. But how can Mr. "Watson

tA or expect the theist to grant to him that a Supreme Creator

eabts if he denies to the theist that this fundamental truth is

demonstrable by reason. We cannot argue with the theist,

touch less with the atheist, unless we are agreed to accept cer-

tain principles as necessarily, or as demonstrably true, and

«hich first truths shall constitute the premises of our argu-

te nt. There is no logical consistency in the attempt to base

wit argument upon an asmmption which we have already

<-i»ructerized as undemonstrable and baseless, simply because

; t may happen to be the belief of our adversary. It is doing

ku*ines3 on a fictitious capital—passing what we know is not

r • -i coin. We must plant our argument upon a solid, immov-
*'»lc foundation, and not upon what we avow is illogical and

i*^i>ablo of proof. Mr. Watson has no right to commence his

^ument by taking for granted the existence of God unless he

Wievea it to be a necessary truth, or a logical deduction from

* J«<-e*sary truth. He cannot assume that truth on the author-

•'•> of revelation, because, as yet, the truth of revelation is

' Vr 'liscussion, and is itself in abeyance. In discussing the

" fcndcnces," the Bible itself is put upon its trial, and no doc-
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trine contained in and grounded upon the Bible can be assumed

as true, or become part of the proof, unless that truth can be

antecedently demonstrated by some independent line of proof
,

or is itself an axiomatic truth.

III. If we owe the knowledge of the existence of God to

revelation alone, then to the overwhelming masses of the

human race, now and in all past ages, their knowledge of God
has rested entirely on TRADITION.

Human reason cannot demonstrate the existence of God.

Man had no motives and no disposition to inquire after God

;

there was not anything in his nature or his circumstances to

prompt him to investigation. Philosophy could never have

proved that nature " is not an eternal succession of causes and

effects." Mankind could not have "demonstrated to them-

selves that the great collection of bodies which we call the

world had one Creator." " Certain it is that the argument a

posteriori does not of itself confirm all these conclusions, and

the argument a priori is not so satisfactory as to leave no

rational doubt, as to its conclusions."—P. 274. Natural theism

is, therefore, impossible.

If, then, the facts of the universe and the intuitions of the

human mind have not been the basis of this belief, on what

foundation has the universal faith of humanity rested ? Has it

had any foundation at all, or has it, like the almost universal

bolief in omens, specters, and oracles, been baseless as the fabric

of a vision ?

The answer of Mr. Watson is, that to the masses of humanity

this belief in an invisible Supreme Power has rested solely on

tradition. The existence of God was revealed to the first

human pair, and by successive manifestations to the heads of

the primitive families of men ;
" from them the tradition was

transmitted to their descendants and universally diffused

through the ancient world." Among the Jews it was pre-

served by continued visible manifestations of Jehovah; but

among the rest of mankind it was corrupted, and, in some

cases, entirely lost, as among the Hottentots of Africa and the

aborigines of New South Wales.

The only medium by which this great truth, which is the

basis of all law, government, and social order, the foundation

of all morality and religion, could possibly become known to
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•he tnafses of mankind, is tradition. The ultimate foundation

g which the faith of universal humanity has rested, with the

exception of the Israelites, and the favored few to whom the

<i,*j»el has come, has been and still is uncertain, precarious,

tad easily corrupted TRADITION !

To our mind this seems incredible. The human mind needs

iHc idea of God to satisfy its deep moral necessities and har-

monize its powers. Society needs it as a foundation for law

i.n«i government, and as the ground and source of social order

;

without it these cannot be or be conserved. Intellectual creat-

• reahip, social order, human progress, are inconceivable and

impossible without the idea of God. That the knowledge of

M fundamental a truth should, to the masses of mankind, rest

in tradition^ is incredible. Is there no known and accessible

God to the outlying millions of our race who, in consequence

uf their birth and education, over which they had no control,

lave had no access to revelation, and among whom the dim

fhadowy rays of an ancient tradition have long ago expired?

What of the Fijian, who for thousands of years has dwelt alone

in his isolate island home ? Is not he a natural theist 2* Was
:'. impossible to God that his name should be so written on his

,:~v.'it universe and his perfections so narrowed on the human
»"«1 that his Icing should be apparent? Could not he, whose
" offspring " all men are, and " who is not far from any one of

Inem ;" he who has made of one blood all the nations, and
determined beforehand the times in which they should live,

and tire bounds of their habitations, that they might seek the

lard ;"f could not he have put into their hearts some deep-
lt"»U'd longing, some intuitive conviction, some a priori truth

*bich should lead them "to feel after God and find him?"
w a humbly believe he could and has done so, else how can they
*• u

without excuse?" Nay, does not Paul affirm " that which
T^ay be known of God is manifested in their hearts"—the law
w conscience being one of God's revelations—"God having
••own it to them ; for his eternal power and Godhead, though
l,

y be invisible, yet are seen ever since the creation, being
^^trstood by his works"—God's revelation in nature; they
"^e, therefore, no excuse.:}:

* Soo "Fiji and the Fijian3," p. 169. f Acts xvii, 26-28.

t Homans i, 19, 20.
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IV. We will endeavor to show that human reason can demon-
strate from the facts of the universe and the intuitions of the
mind that God exists, and consequently that " our knowledge of
the existence of God is" not 'derived from revelation alone."
Let it be distinctly borne in mind that the real question now

before us is not how the idea of a God first became known, or
now first becomes known to man ? Whether our knowledge
of God, as a part of our personal history, may have been
obtained from the Eible, or tradition, or an instinctive belief,
or from Schleiermacher's "religious consciousness," would not
alter the conditions of the argument. We will admit that the
first positive knowledge of God attained by the human race
was received in a supernatural way by personal appearances
and communications. The question we are now to discuss is,

Can man attain to the knowledge of God's existence in any
other way? Can he, from the light of nature, develop a proof
which shall be logical, conclusive, and self-sufiicient ? We are
not to inquire whether man in his early history was devoid of
any knowledge of God, and, after ages of rational inquiry,
made the sublime discovery that there is a God just in the
same way as he reached the discovery that the earth is a
sphere and not a parallelogram, and that it revolves around
the sun, not the sun around it. Nor are we to inquire whether
any man, or tribe of men, reached this truth independently of
any traditional suggestions. Nor yet whether mankind could
rise to that degree of civilization and mental culture which
shall place human reason in fair conditions to pursue the neces-
sary investigations without the aid of revelation. These cer-

tainly are points which are raised and discussed by Mr. Wat-
son

;
but they are irrelevant to the main issue, as to the com-

petency of human reason, from the facts of the universe and
the intuition of the mind, to demonstrate the existence of God.

^

Instead, then, of our knowledge of God resting upon revela-
tion alone, we regard the idea of God as a phenomenon of the
universal human intelligence. It is in all minds in which rea-

son is in any considerable degree developed, and is there as a

necessary truth. " The idea of God, the belief in God, may
be justly represented as native to man. We are led to it by
the circumstances in which we are placed calling into energy
mental principles which are natural to all. ifan does not
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require to go in search of it ; it comes to him. lie has only to

U» waiting for it, and disposed to receive it, and it will press

oiH.n him from all quarters ; it springs up spontaneously, as a

\ hut from its germ ; it will well up from the depths of his

*>ul ; it will shine upon him from the works of nature as light

from the sun."*

Wo do not, with Dr. Hickok, assert " that the idea of God is

u primary intuition of pure reason," and " that we must go out

of the Cosmos" in order to find God, (Rational Cosmology.)

Wc regard it as a necessary deduction from the facts of the

universe and the primary intuitions of the mind—a logical

deduction from the self-evident truths given in sense, conscious-

Rota, and reason.

As the vital aud rudimental germ of the oak is contained in

she acorn—as it is quickened and excited to activity by the

external conditions of moisture, light, and heat, and is fully

developed under the fixed and determinative laws of vegetative

life— so the germ of the idea of God is present in every human
mind as the intuitions of pure reason, (psychology;) these

intuitions are excited into energy by our experimental and his-

toric knowledge of the facts and laws of the universe, (phe-

nomenology;) and these facts and intuitions are developed

into scientific form by the necessary laws of the intellect,

(S'OMOLOGY 01* LOGIC.)

The theistic argument is, therefore, necessarily composed of

wth experimental and a 'priori elements. But the intuitional

<* priori element is the logical basis, the only foundation of the

* posteriori demonstration.f The facts of the universe alone

eoold never prove to us the existence of God if the reason, in

*»ew of these facts, did not enounce certain necessary and uni-

versal truths which are their logical exponents and their ade-

quate explanation. Of what use can it be to point to the

oeweless flux and change of the phenomena of the universe as

* proof of the existence of a First Cause, unless we take

•ecoont of the affirmation by the human intelligence of the

airersal and necessary truth that " every change, every event,

•oust have a cause," and that there is a sufficient reason why

J

itcCosh, "Intuitions of the Mind," p. 427.
t «r. Watson says that revelation supplies the bases upon which the most con-

,a^-r.g argument are built.—P. 21.

^ovutii Series, Vol. XIV.—13
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events take place as they do and not otherwise. There would
be no logical force in pointing to the tacts of order and special

adaptation in the universe to prove the existence of an Intelli-

gent Creator had not the necessary intuitions of the mind
enounced the universal truth " that facts of order, having a

commencement in time, prove mind." There is no logical con-

clusiveness in the assertion of Paley, " that experience teaches

us that a designer must be a person," because, as Hume
remarks, " our experience " is narrowed down to a mere point,

and cannot be " a rule for a universe ;" but there is an infini-

tude of force in that universal truth affirmed by the reason

"that intelligence, self-consciousness, and self-determination

necessarily constitute personality." Hence it is solely because

Mr. Watson degrades the reason—the faculty which appre-

hends eternal, necessary, universal truth—and undervalues and

disregards its a priori intuitions, that he is unable to appre-

hend and feel the logical conclusiveness of the a posteriori

demonstration of a God.

"We will now, with the reader's indulgence, attempt an
analysis of the helief in God, as developed in the human intel-

ligence, and which, we flatter ourselves, will be found a logical

and scientific presentation.

Should our attempt be pronounced a failure, we shall con

sole ourselves after the manner of Cousin, by remembering
that "there are different proofs of the existence of God. The
consoling result of my studies is that these different proofs are

all more or less strict in form, but that all of them have a

depth of truth which must only be disengaged and put in clear

light to give them incontestible authority.
p
Everything leads

to God ; there is no bad way of arriving at him ; but we may
go to him by different ways.*

We cannot, however, divest ourselves of the conviction that

there is a natural order in which the belief in a God is devel-

oped in the intelligence, and it is the office of natural theology

to render an account of and justify that belief, to point out

how it originates in the human mind, and bring the whole

matter into the light of scientific truth. That order we believe

to be, first, the known; secondly, the implied; thirdly, the

deduced.

* "History of Modern Thilosophj," vol. ii, p. 418.
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* T.ai known

i

H* implied " w -

ft* rspcRSTAN'DiNG, or notion-forming power, gives, as the necessary "concepts"
*

of Uio facts of the universe,
'

1. Phenomena. Qualities, material and mental.

2. Events transpiring in time, having beginning, succession,

and end.

3. Existences in space, which are contingent, dependent, finite.

4. Facts of Order having a commencement in time.

5. Special ends, or final causes, why specific organisms and

adjustments are made—an end proposed, and & choice and

adjustment of means to secure that end.

6. Retributive Issues ; " particular final causes of pleasure and

pain."

—

Butler.

tVc ejuson gives, as the necessary antecedents of the primitive cognitions of the

ssr-'Jorstauding,

1. The idea of Substance, or reality, as ground of all pheno-

mena.
2. The idea of Cause, or substance having power to produce

change.

3. The idea of Being per se—being self-existent, unconditioned,

infinite, the first cause of all finite, dependent existence.

4. The idea of Mind, or Intelligence, as the source of order.

5. The idea of Personality as the ground of intelligent purpose

and spontaneous volition—"a designer must be a per'

son."—Palet.
6. The idea of Rigid and Wrong as the source and rule of

final causes of pleasure and pain.

Tbl JUDGMENT, or logical faculty, gives, as the necessary relation between these

understanding conceptions and these ideas of pure reason, the following axioms

:

1. All phenomena implies substance or reality.

2. Every event must have an efficient cause.

3. There must be something prior to finite, dependent, change-

ful existence, which is self-existent, underived, eternal

—

bl deduced" 5 J
Being perse.

_ _

4. Facts of order, having a commencement in time, imply

mind as their source and exponent.

5. Intelligent purpose and voluntary choice imply personality.

6. Itight and wrong, terminating in retributive issues of pleas-

ure or pain, imply a moral government.

MMclcsiok.—A necessary deduction from the facts of the universe and the

penary intuitions of the mind gives as the ground of all existence: 1st, a real

**-0(k'; 2d, an efficient cause; 3d, an infinite First Cause; 4th, an intelligent

ow*a
; 5th, a personal cause ; 6th, a moral governor—A god.

I n each of the above propositions we have an understanding
l****ption—"a form" under which the mind necessarily con-
' y « v « Die facts of external and internal perception; we have
* <- J wi idea ofpure reason—an implied or implicit belief, aris-

% i [>ontaneously in the human mind in presence of the under-

going conception ; and, lastly, we have an analytic judg-

***£—the affirmation of a necessary and universal relation

•

r,X'n the two, the predicate being involved in the very
' :i of the subject.
Uur space will not admit of more than a brief and yet Wei

**$* tuggestive notice of each proposition.
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1. Allphenomena or qualities imply substance or real Icing.

Here we have, 1st, a contingent element of thought; 2d, a

necessary element of thought ; and, 3d, an a priori intuition

of the necessary and universal relation between the two.

The senses perceive only qualities :
" I feel resistance, I see

color, I am sensible of odor; but I cannot conceive of these

qualities without the idea of a substance which is extended and

solid, colored and odorous."- Qualities, as such, distinct from

substance, are as incognizable and inconceivable as substance

distinct from qualities. The consciousness perceives sensation,

thought, volition ; but it is impossible to conceive of these qual-

ities without a real being which thinks, feels, and wills. We
also remeinbcr mental states, of which we were conscious in

years that are past ; these varying states we refer to the same

subject—the ego of consciousness. This is done universally.

"Under its influence we hold ourselves and other men as bound

to fulfill contracts and engagements made years ago. The
righteous are rewarded and the wicked are punished for actions

long 6ince performed."f All this is grounded upon the neces-

sary belief that the subject of all the varied mental states, and

the performer of the varied actions, is the same being. And,

finally, the understanding recognizes in the universe, as an

effect, the appearances of order, intelligent purpose, and voli-

tion ; and we cannot conceive of these only as attributes of a

real being. If the world be a reality, if mind be a reality, and

if these are effects, then their cause must be a real being—God

is a reality.

2. Every event or change must have an adequate cause.

When an event is presented to the understanding—when a

new substance is produced, or a change takes place in an

already existing one—we at once conceive of it as an effect,

and the reason intuitively affirms that it has a cause. Even

if the event be one of which we have no previous knowledge,

if it be entirely new, the mind affirms that it must have a

cause with just as much confidence as of the most familiar

sequences in nature. This judgment is universal and neces-

sary. It is affirmed by the child and by the savage as by the

man and the philosopher. In early infancy this principle of

intuitive logic is developed ; the child not only manifests a

* Cousin. f Mahan.
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native tendency to demand a cause for every event, but also an

Ineradicable faith in this "principle of causality;" and as he

advances in years he finds this native conviction is confirmed

bt till the facts of the universe. Observation, experience, and

reflection all confirm this principle; but its foundation is a

peccssary law of thought and of things.

We cannot conceive of a thing beginning to he without a

r»u*c. "There is for us no act without an agent, no event

without a cause, no change without power, adequacy, aptness

to produce a change."* A law of our intelligence renders it

Impossible. The faintest effort to believe otherwise cannot be

made without contradicting and revolting our reason. So con-

clusive is this intuitive logic that no increase of proof can

make it clearer, and no argument can make it stronger than

when first apprehended.

'''Causation also implies power." "When an effect is pre-

icnted to the mind we not only feel that it implies an antece-

dent, but also a substance having poicer—a substance adequate

to the production of the result. When the needle deflects

fit being brought into proximity with the magnet, we are

*j;re there is a property in the magnet by virtue of which

the needle moves. When we see the wheels of an engine in

motion we say the cause of motion is the expansive power of

water under the action of fire. When the hand is raised, or

the body is moved, we have a distinct and immediate con-

«::ousnes8 ofpower in causation.

From the consideration of second and ph}Tsical causes we are

carried forward to the idea of an intelligent cause—A rational
•TILL—collocating and arrangine; the forces of nature so as to11. °
yield specific and harmonious results. When the needle is

Ooveo?under the influence of the magnet we have at once the

action of an agent also who brought them into proximity.

" hen we see the engine move, we pass in our minds from the

*beela and piston-rod to the steam, and onward to the intelli-

>v/x>; which so arranged all the parts of the machine as to

•"'lire motion. When the arm is moved we instantly think,

** merely of the action of muscles and nerves, but of mind
''•'"minting and predetermining the act. And on contcm-

\
-Ming the universe, with its endless events and changes, we

* Cousin.
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are naturally and necessarily carried forward from the idea of

mere laws, powers, and properties to an intelligence which

determined the dispositions, collocations, and arrangements of

material forces so as to yield harmonious results. " Causation,

therefore, implies mind." " The savage or childish apprehen-

sion of nature, as animated in its different movements by vol-

untary agents like ourselves, is the expression of the rational

necessity, which knows no satisfaction till, driven forward, it

rests in the idea of one all-pervading power as ultimate

CAUSE."*

3. There must he something prior to finite, contingent,

dependent existence, which is self-existent, unchangeable, and

eternal:

. The universe—which is but the sum of all contingent phe-

nomena—presents innumerable existences which are finite,

changeable, and dependent. They have all had a commence-

ment in TIME, they are all limited and conditioned in space,

and they are all in a state of ceaseless flux and change. Now

that which exists under time and space conditions, that which

is changeful and contingent, cannot be self-existent and

infinite.

There must he an ultimate reason why the facts of the uni-

verse are as they are and not othei^wise. That reason cannot

be in the universe itself. All its materials and all its condi-

tions present us only effects.! Everything in the globe has,

in the language of the geologist, the appearance of being a

manufactured "article. The grain of sand is now something

which before it was not, and once it did not exist at all
;
and

every element exists, not by any necessity of nature in se, but

by some cause or reason out of and beyond and independent

of itself. "The globe itself was once a molten mass of liquid

fire. There was not one spore, or monad, or atom of lite

through all its dark domains. Creation from its center to it*

circumference was a creation of dead, inorganic matter.'':}

The history of the globe, as written in fossil hieroglyphs on

tables of stone, teaches us that there have been many success

ive and independent creations. If, then, the universe present:

* Tullock.

t This is admitted by Hume, "tho world is a singular effect."

X Hugh Miller.
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«,* only effects, we are compelled by the "law of rationis suffi-

0mtu " to look for an absolute cause of all phenomena out of

\hc universe. There must be something prior to finite exist-

cacc which we call being per se—something which is self-

exktent, underived, eternal.

The idea of the infinite is given in the human intelligence

M (lie necessary correlative of the idea of the finite.* " Think

5

:' wpace—we see it stretching out beyond our world, beyond

oar system, beyond the limits of creation, and every bound we
',.\ lo it only carries us to the unbounded beyond. Think of

time— all the limits of duration do but suggest the illimitable

eternity. Think of dependent existence—and we sink lower

fetid lower from one stage of dependence to another, till we
re»t alone on the independent, the absolute. Think of finite.

Iting—what is it but an endless paradox, without infinite

bung 3 Think oi cause—what does it end in but the causa

Mvtarum, the spring and source of all being ?"f

4. Facts of order^ having a commencement in time, jn*ove

mind.

The universe presents innumerable facts of order. McCosh
bfti forcibly exhibited the proof that a principle of order
jvrvades the universe.^: There is an order in respect of num-
ber, of time, of color,"and of form running through the mineral,

Vegetable, and animal kingdoms. This is seen in homotypes
* Tul homologies of animal structures, the morphological forms
of vegetable life, the definite proportions of chemistry, the

* However divergent and conflicting the systems of philosophers, they have all

*r«d iQ affirming that the belief in the infinite is natural and necessary to the
-" "^n mind. Locke admits that "the mind has a necessary conviction of an

'«'•'' Hamilton says: "The very consciousness of our inability to conceive
**«.U hut the relative and the finite inspires us with a belief in the existence of

* '-filing which is unconditioned beyond the sphere of comprehensible reality."

— t -iiiosojihic Diss., p. 15. And Mansel writes: "We know that unless we admit
• ' fii'tonce of the infinite the existence of the finite is inexplicable and contra-

'"^•"—"Limits," etc., p. 127. Thus they all teach that a belief in the infinito

* Mccttory
; but they render no account of the logical grounds of their belief. In

1 * ' 'VfU'ms it is a belief without a foundation.

' •*> question in dispute between Hamilton and Cousin is not whether the belief

*« infinite ought to be entertained, for on this they arc agreed, (see Metaphysics, •

!'• CS1
;) but it is, "Is a philosophy of tho unconditioned, tho infinite.

J

"Vttrel] Mod. Phil.," App., p. 739.

'"Typical Forms and Special Ends in Creation."
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geometrical figures of crystals, and the forms, distances, and

motions of the heavenly bodies. "Every person who has

watched the springing of the grain, the budding of the flower,

or surveyed his own frame, or studied the motions of the orbs

of heaven, has been impressed with the idea of a reigning

ORDER.

All this order addresses itself to intelligence, and harmo-

nizes with the laws of the human intellect. Had there been no

mind in the created universe this order would never have been

perceived. It is mind which observes relations, notes resem-

blances, and classifies objects; this is the foundation of all

science. The ideal of all harmony and beauty is inherent in

mind or it could not recognize itself in the external world.

Hence the sublime creations of art, music, sculpture, and

painting. The love of order reveals itself in all the works of

man ; in his implements, his buildings, his ships, his stores.

Mind universally manifests itself in order. And in the pres-

ence of facts of order, whenever or wherever presented to the

mind, we are constrained by a law of our intelligence to affirm

that they are and only can be the result of mind.

The order which now pervades the universe is not eternal.

That it had a beginning is the uniform testimony of geology.

Reason affirms that mind is the only valid interpretation of

order. And the universal and necessary judgment is that

"facts of order, having a commencement in time, prove mind."

5. Intelligent purpose and voluntary choice imply a personal

agent.

The universe presents innumerable special ends, final

CAUSES, or reasons why certain arrangements and collocations

are made. There is manifestly, 1st, an end contemplated;

2d, a selection and adjustment of means in order to that end

;

and, 3d, a voluntary forth-putting of creative energy to secure

that end. For example, here is an arrangement of valves in

the veins of the human body. AVc ask, Wherefore this arrange-

ment? The answer is, In order to secure the circulation of the

blood. This, then, is the final cause, or "reason why" the

' valves are inserted in the veins. Here is an end proposed,

here is an adaptation of means to an end, and here is power,

efficiency to secure the end. In other.words, here are purpose,

contrivance, and volition. The multiplication of examples of
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- rpocial ends " is needless ; the inductive sciences are all based

on this doctrine of " final causes."*

Now, where there is intelligent purpose, choice, adaptation,

rHieicncy, there must be & personal agent. " Self-consciousness

Riid pelt-determination are the two moments of person ality."f

There can be no intelligence without self-consciousness; in all

knowledge of objects we must know them as distinct from our-

•elves, and ourselves as distinct from them. The recognition

of the ego of consciousness is one essential ground of person-

ality. And in order to intelligent purpose, there must not

only be the knowledge of self as knowing, but also as willing.

The adaptation of means to ends demands not merely that the

uid is contemplated and sought, but there must be the capacity

of spontaneously originating action ; and volition can only be

possible to a self-conscious personal agent. Here, in the power

of self-determination, is found the other essential condition of

personality. The universe, as an effect, reveals intelligent pur-

poee and voluntary choice; its cause must, therefore, be a

PERSON.

6. Happiness and misery resulting, as retributive conse-

•piaices of virtue and vice, imply a moral governor.

On contemplating the acts of a voluntary agent we imme-
diately apprehend them as having a moral quality. The mind
intuitively apprehends them as right or wrong, and sponta-

neously approves or condemns them.

This distinction in the moral quality of actions is felt to be

'•''dependent of the mind which perceives it and of any mutable

condition of things. Good and evil, right and wrong, are

immutable. The distinction between them must, be the same
everywhere, at all times, and to all beings—to God, to angels,

*od to men. It is as impossible to conceive that there are

intelligences to whom falsehood can appear a virtue and justice

* vice, as that there are intelligences to whom two and two
equal five, or to whom the properties of the triangle can be
«»ore or less than they are to us.

Accompanying this perception of the immutable distinction

Natural history has a principle on which to reason; it ia that of tho condi-

j*j
M c *" things commonly called ' final causes.' "

—

Cuvier. His own application

* «" principle in Comparative Anatomy and Paleontology is a striking illustration.

\ Mullcr. See this fully exhibited in "Christian Doctrine of Sin," vol. ii, p. 79.
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between virtue and vice, we have the consciousness of its being

our DUTY to avoid the one and perform the other. We feel

upon us an obligation which is imperative. We have also

an abiding conviction that moral good is rewardabU, and that

vice merits punishment. And, finally, we have a conscious

apprehension of a future retribution.

These moral intuitions are confirmed by our experience of

the course and constitution of nature. The actions which, by

the conscience, are pronounced right, and as such approved,

are found to be productive of happiness ; and the actions

which are by the same faculty pronounced to be wrong, and

condemned, are found to be productive of misery. " In the

natural course of events vice, as such, is punished, and virtue,

as such, is rewarded."*

"As the manifold appearances of design and final causes in

the constitution of the world prove it to be the work of an

intelligent mind, so the final causes of pleasure and pain dis-

tributed among voluntary agents as consequences of moral

conduct, prove that men are under moral government."t The

felt presence of a Lawgiver and a Judge within us testifies to

the existence of a Lawgiver and Judge who is over us. The

universal consciousness of our race, as revealed in history,

clearly shows that the phenomenon of conscience has always

been associated in their minds with the idea of a power above

us, so that when their minds were filled with guilty appre-

hensions, they had recourse to sacrifices, and penances, and

prayers.

If man has duties, by whom are they imposed? If he has a

sense of obligation, by what authority is he obliged ? If man

has duties and obligations then he has also responsibilities. To

whom is he responsible? Certainly not to himself alone, for

then duty and interest or pleasure would be the same. ISTor to

mere conventions of human opinions or human governments

alone, for he feels that there is an authority back of and above

all human opinions and human governments, from whence

their power is derived, and that there is a higher law, above

all human laws. That higher law is the law of God; that

authority is the authority of the Eternal, the great fountain

* Bp. Butler. See his immortal chapter on "The Moral Government of God."

f Butler.
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nr.'l archetype of all law, all right, all justice, and all moral

order. So that the felt presence of conscience not only testi-

fies to a power above man, but to the existence of a personal

moral governor. The moral law is not only the expression of

& Supreme Will, but a will essentially moral and righteous.

7'hc very conception of duty not only involves us in the idea

of a person who imposes it, but of a being who has a supreme

n-gard for and an infinite love of the right and the good and

the true.

"Wc are thus led, as we believe, by the facts of the universe

&:h1 the intuitions of the mind to affirm a real Being, who is

the efficient cause of all finite being—a Being who is self-exist-

ent and infinite—an intelligent Being, a self-conscious person-

til ity, and a righteous Governor and Lord.

The remark of Mr. "Watson, " that the inspired penmen do

not prove but assume the existence of God," has now to us a

peculiar force and appropriateness. They assume it as a doc-

trine patent to reason, as determined on rational grounds, and

demonstrable as a necessary truth.

The science of natural theology is recognized by the master-

mind of Paul: "That which may be known of God is mani-

fested in their hearts; God himself having shown it unto

them, for his eternal power and Godhead, though they be

invisible, yet are they seen ever since the world was made,

being understood oy his works, that they [the Gentile world]

wight have no excuse."*

* Eomans i, 19, 20. Conybeare and Howson's translation.
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Aet. II.—CHINA AS A MISSION FIELD.

Life Among the Chinese : With Characteristic Sketches and Inci-

dents of Missionary Operations and Prospects in China. By
Rev. R. S. Maclay, M. A., thirteen years a Missionary to China

from the Methodist Episcopal Church. New York : Carlton &
Porter. 1860.

The China Mission. Embracing a History of the various Missions

of all Denominations among the Chinese. With Biographical

Sketches of Deceased Missionaries. By Rev. William Dean,

D.D., twenty years a Missionary to China. New York : Sheldon

& Co. 1859.

We have before us two books, products of the modern mission-

ary movement in China. They are valuable contributions, both

to our stock of information respecting China and the Chinese,

and also to our missionary literature. The past twenty years

have furnished us with many works on China, mostly from the

pens of missionaries, such as " The Chinese," by Dr. Medhurst

;

" The Middle Kingdom," by Dr. S. W. Williams ; " Travels in

the Chinese Empire," by M. Hue ;
" The Superstitions of the

Chinese," by Mr. Culbertson, and many others ; and the grow-

ing interest in this great Oriental empire has secured for all of

them, we doubt not, a remunerative circulation. We welcome
all these valuable books : they serve to awaken and perpetuate

the interest of Christendom in this vast pagan empire, and as

so man}' contributions to the yet unwritten history of China,

and as so many helps to the solution of the
s
numerous unsolved

problems presented by this remarkable people.

The many topics of interest connected with the Chinese are

not yet exhausted, and there is still room for the two admirable

books at the head of our article. They are from the pens of

competent observers, both having been residents for many years

among the people of whom they write. While treating of

many subjects of great interest and importance, they are still

more especially devoted to the great missionary interests of

China. Both of them arc truly multum in parvo. Dr. Dean
presents us, in a very short compass, the outlines of Chinese

history, the manners, customs, institutions, and government of
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tV Chinese people ; and then directs his labors to the history

of China missions, from the first efforts of the early Syrian

Christians to the missions of the present day. In this part of

his work the author has given us, in as short a compass as

possible, and in a pleasing and instructive style, a valuable

rlsume 'of missionary labors in China. It will well repay

perosal, and furnishes the best collection of statistics and dates

wo have yet seen, and constitutes a valuable record of lacts for

the future history of Chinese evangelization. In the third part

of his work Dr. Dean has given us brief memorials of the fallen

missionaries of China, This is a long and melancholy list,

which we read over with tender sadness, as we realize how

many valuable lives of the sons and daughters of the Church

have already been paid as the price of China's redemption.

Bnt what are they all to the one precious life given for the

ransom of all ! But there is joy in our sadness as we see these

noble men and women finish their course with triumph, none

regretting for a moment the great sacrifice they w^ere making,

none counting their lives dear unto them if they might share a

[•art in the great work of evangelizing China. We thank the

author for these precious memorials, and for gathering together

in a single volume so many examples of Christian devotion,

and furnishing to the world so many beautiful examples of the

highest forms of Christian character and of Christian heroism.

In "Life among the Chinese" Mr. Maclay has gathered

together a vast amount of just such facts as we all wish^ to

know with regard to China and the Chinese. Like the "China

Minion," its primary object is the missionary interest; but, in

a-Mition, the author has consented to answer nearly all the

questions that are so commonly presented to the returned mis-

sionary. To all who feel an interest in the Chinese, and the

missions among them, and who have many questions which

Iboy would like to present the missionary about the people

among whom he lives, and the work in which he is engaged,

*e would heartily recommend this book. In style and in

material it is a book adapted to the busy age in which we live,

•"••nveying, in a pleasing manner and short space, just the facts

*a wish to know. To the student of Chinese affairs, who
v'^hos exact and extensive details, we would of course recom-

mend other works, such as " The Middle Kingdom," by Dr.
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Williams, or "China and the Chinese," by Sir John Davis;

but for the general reader, and especially for the Christian

reader, this is the very book.

But our purpose here is not a minute review of these two

excellent books, but to gather from them the materials for our

article on " China as a Mission Field." The vast empire of

China presents to all readers subjects of great interest. To the

philosopher it offers the remarkable history of its people, their

peculiar character, their attainments in knowledge and the arts

of civilization, and the principles of their peculiar and unique

language. To the statesman it presents its singular govern-

ment, peculiar laws, strange policy, vast population, and

remarkable institutions. To the merchant, its vast wealth and

resources, and its peculiar facilities for a great and profitable

trade. But, above all, we think China presents its imperative

claims to the interest of the Christian philanthropist, who here

finds before him an immense population, in one of the most

salubrious and fertile portions of the globe, under a system

of government and in the midst of institutions displaying

evidences of unusual strength of mind, yet involved in the

deepest ignorance with regard to the most important truths,

carried away by a vain and worthless philosophy, given up to

crimes of the most forbidding character, and the victims of

a wretched system of idolatry. He will soon discover the

elements of progression in the mental character of this people,

who only need the light of Christianity to dispel the supersti-

tious systems which now enchain them, and to exalt them to a

position high in the scale of human enlightenment.

It is to this aspect of China and its multitudes we wish to

call attention. China, we think, presents to the Christian

Church the most important and promising mission field now
open to missionary labor, and we propose to illustrate this

statement by considering,

I. Its magnitude and, population.

The Chinese, or, as it may more properly be called, the

Tartar Chinese Empire, is of vast extent, occupying a position

on the globe nearly opposite our own country. It comprises

China Proper, Chinese Tartary, Thibet, and a few other depend-

ent territories, all thickly populated, and under the dominion
of the Tartar emperor. It covers an area of five and a half
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millions of 6quare miles, extending over some thirty-live degrees

i f liitilude and about seventy degrees of longitude, "from the

Ifeloor Mountains on the west, to the sea of Jeddo on the east

;

I from the great Altay Mountains on the north, to the Gulf

. ( Tonquin and the Himalaya Mountains on the south. It

. uses about two thousand miles of sea-eoast, affording some

.

!'

the finest harbors of the world. Nearly one half of its

Mttthcrn frontier touches on the great empire of British India;

it* northern and western boundaries are formed almost entirely

b? the Asiatic possessions of Russia ; a few days' sail to the

southward lies the vast continent of Australia ; while eastward,

serosa the Pacific, and within some ten days of its coast by

fteam navigation, it faces the western coast of the United

Mates."

China Proper contains an area of one and a half millions of

fquare miles, lying between the twenty-first and forty-first

degrees of north latitude, and extending over about twenty

degrees of longitude. The country, in extreme length from

I rlli to south, is about twelve hundred geographical miles,

being a little less than this in its extent from east to west, the

whole surface being divided into eighteen provinces. No
oonntry in the world of the same magnitude can be considered
'> the whole as more favored in point of climate. Like most
countries situated on the eastern side of a great continent, it

; resents those excesses of temperature, both of heat and cold,

M opposite seasons of the year, which its situation, with regard
to latitude, would not lead us to expect. The temperature is

wwer than in corresponding latitudes on our own continent.
'•v<"n at Canton, the southern extremity of the empire, in lati-

tude 21° K., much below the latitude of New Orleans, the
^prcury seldom rises to 100°, and during the nights of Janu-

**J it often falls below the freezing point. There is, however,
^n*iderable similarity between the climate of China Proper
*<1 that of our own country in corresponding latitudes, and
rt learn from the French missionaries that the products of
jwthern China and Tartary have a striking resemblance to

**e of the east coast of North America. Notwithstanding
e apparent extremes of heat and cold, the climate must

'•iorally be characterized as highly salubrious—a circum-
inw, no doubt, arising in great measure from the extensive
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system of cultivation and drainage which is prevalent in the

country.

On this vast area we find a correspondingly immense popu-

lation. Much labor, and that too for many years, has been

devoted to a solution of the problem of Chinese population,

and the result has been decidedly in favor of the popular

opinion of its vastness. Formerly the question was one of

speculation, when the learned of Europe and America would

sit in their own apartments and reason largely on the possi-

bility and probability of the Chinese territory containing an

immense population, and decide according to their several

hypotheses and partialities. Now, however, we have more

than probability to guide us. We have the evidence of men
who have long resided in the country, and a number of esti-

mates taken by the natives themselves, and published by

authority of the emperor. To show what dependence can be

placed on the Chinese reports, we may observe that the census

of the whole empire is taken annually by imperial authority.

This is done with the view of enabling the ruling powers to

ascertain the state of the country, in order that they may
apportion the due amount of government offices and police

force to each district, and make suitable provision for the

necessities of the people in case of famine. This census is pub-

lished in a MTork by the authority of the emperer, and occurs

under the item of revenue ; and as this work has been issued

at different periods, it affords an excellent criterion by which

to judge of the population through successive years. "In

China," says Mr. Maclay, " the people themselves furnish the

data for the census returns of the government; and as the

government avails itself of these statistics of population in

levying conscriptions for military service and in demanding

subsidies to replenish its exhausted exchequer, there is every-

thing to induce the Chinese to understate rather than overstate

the amount of their population."

The population of China, according to the latest and most

reliable information on this subject, amounts to four hundred

millions. It is difficult to form an adequate conception of such

a mass of human beings. Comparing it with the populations

of other portions of the earth's surface, we find that it exceeds

the combined population of Europe, Africa, and the entire con-
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tincnt of America. It constitutes, in fact, more than one third

of the human race. Says the Rev. M. S. Culbertson, while

rriting on this topic:

The mind cannot grasp the real import of so vast a number.
four hundred millions I What does it mean ? Count it. Night
rtntl day, without rest, or food, or steep, you continue the weary
«ork; yet eleven days have passed before you have counted the
first million, and more than as many years before the end of the
tedious task can be reached.

Mr. Maclay exclaims

:

Four hundred millions ! Who are they ? Our brethren ; bone
of our bone, flesh of our flesh. What are they? Heathen,
athwart -whose gloomy night of error no ray of light ever shines

;

isolators, bowing down to senseless images, the workmanship of
their own hands. What are they ? Men, created by God ; fallen,

ruined, helpless; victims, morally, of a foul and relentless malady;
finking into guilt and woe unutterable; immortals, objects of the
divine compassion, subjects of Christ's mediation, into the mys-
teries of whose redemption angels desire to look, and for whose
eternal salvation all heavenly intelligences are moved with a pro-
found and ceaseless solicitude.—P. 19.

Dr. Medhurst says

:

One third of the human race and one half of the heathen world,
held by one tie and bound by one spell, one million of whom are
erery month dropping into eternity untaught, unsanctilied, and,
*•• far as we know, unsaved. How distressing to think that this
Bit ion has been for ages in its present demoralized and degraded
""xlition, with no light beaming on the people but that derived
from atheism and polytheism, with now and then an obscure ray
from a questionable form of Christianity. To see the demon oif

darkness reigning in one soul is painful; but to see him rampant
j»*er a whole nation, and that nation constituting a third of the
''Wiian race, is beyond measure distressing, and might well induce
^* to exclaim, " Oh that my head were waters, and mine eyes a
fountain of tears, that I might weep day and night for the slain of
tfco daughter of my people?'

II. The relations and resources of China.
The relations of China to the civilized world have greatly

twanged within the present century. For centuries she was a
«*»«! wog. Early travelers visited her only to return deceived
""'•'l hoodwinked, to publish to the world the most wild arid

"-'•"avagant stories of the boundless wealth, lavish magnifi-
"Wce, and wonderful civilization of the Chinese. She was a
Fourth Skries, Vol. XIV.—14
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land of dreams—a fairy land—where enthusiastic travelers

found every wonderful thing their imagination had conceived.

Foreign governments, on successive occasions, were outwitted

by her ingenious and unscrupulous diplomatists, and China was

still, until within the past fifty years, a land unknown, pursu-

ing an exclusive policy, and living in isolation from the rest of

the world. But all this is changed. She has been visited by

travelers and missionaries who have remained long enough

to become accurately acquainted with her institutions and

resources; and the indomitable perseverance of modern com-

merce, and the unanswerable arguments of foreign navies, have

forced open her long-closed ports, and now China is open to the

commerce and intercourse of the world. Says Mr. Maelay,

"Life among the Chinese," p. 352:

The days of China's fancied omnipotence are numbered. No
dash of the vermilion pencil can now confine "outside barbarians"

to their frozen latitudes in the "Northwestern ocean," and with-

hold from them the luxuries and " civilizing influences" of the

"Middle Kingdom." No more flaming dispatches will be for-

warded to Pekin by bombastic governors or vaporing generals,

delighting the imperial heart with poetical descriptions of "the

blowing up of foreign ships," "the annihilation of foreign armies,''

"driving foreigners into the sea," "foreigners humbly supplicntiiu;

the imperial clemency," and similar forms of speech. China is no

longer isolated ; no longer the Ultima Thule of nations. The
religion, civilization, and commerce of modern times have all

passed " the pillars of Hercules ;" and henceforth, in the broad

East also, are to develop themvast resources. It matters little who
may now, or hereafter, till the throne of China ; the programme of

his foreign policy is marked out for him by a power whose influ-

ence he cannot eliminate, whose utterances* he may not disregard.

During the past twenty years the influence of western governments
has steadily and rapidly advanced in China. It requires no pro-

phetic vision to foresee the changes which the introduction of this

element will soon produce in the affairs of this vast empire.

And yet, after further acquaintance and more extended inter-

course, China still appeal's a country of vast resources, and capa-

ble of assuming the most interesting and important relations

toward the other nations of the world. The internal resources

of China are almost boundless; the treasures of the mineral.

animal, cereal, and vegetable kingdoms have been lavished upon

her with profuse liberality. Gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, iron,

coal, gypsum, limestone, the ruby, diamond, amethyst, garnet,
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« -j.nl, agate, and other stones, abound. Chinese authors assert

t!t.it there are between four and five hundred mountains in the

empire which produce copper, and that there are upward of

three thousand that produce iron. Gold and silver mines
afH-mnd, but the policy of the government discourages their

bring worked. The mines of the province of Kwei-chow
•apply all the mercury used for the manufacture of verrnilion

;

«nd there are mines producing lead, tin, and calamine scattered

fc!I over the country. Coal was used very early in China as

foci ; it is mentioned by Du Halde as " black stones dug out
< f the mountains, which stones burn when kindled, and are
nted by many persons in preference to wood, of which there is

Abundance." It is found in the north and in the south, and
probably might be had in nearly every province in the empire.
Lc Compte assures us that there is not any country better sup-

;
lied with coal, and he particularizes the provinces of Shan-si,

Slien-si, and Pi-chi-li. Its vast products in the vegetable king-
dom are of the most important and valuable kinds, as rhubarb,
rinnanjon, camphor, bamboo, tea, etc.

But in all other respects China is a country of great interest
in its foreign relations—in the vast sweep of its territory, in
lae countless multitudes of its population, in its vast agricul-
laral products, in its enterprising and industrious people,
wready skilled in all the arts of trade and commerce, and in
to actual wealth, though far below the fabulous reports of
««y travelers. It is to be the gfeat mart of Oriental trade,
pfwentrag to the modern merchant and manufacturer his most
l*wnismg market

; and doubly interesting at this period, when,
.• U»e invention of machinery, goods are manufactured far more
w»n sufficient for all the civilized tribes of Europe and America,
1 -<'J when a new market for manufactures has become a serious
ftmcem to those who have already exceeded the necessities of
*sghboring nations, and who are compelled to look out for
Purchasers in new and untried fields of commerce.
To our own country China presents peculiar relations, des-
'I to become annually more interesting and important.

- our neighbor on the west, as is Europe on the east. In
progress of navigation and commerce, doubtless our own

i
-

ntry 1S
*? become the great thoroughfare of eastern trade.

!,a
>
too, is a friendly neighbor. Our trade commenced with
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her in 1784, and has continued to expand quietly and rapidly

to the present time. We have never incurred her displeasure

;

our trade has not been forced upon her ; our navy has not deso-

lated her coast; our intercourse has been peaceful and diplo-

matic; our "flowery flag" has been to her the emblem of

justice and peace, and more of her citizens have emigrated to

our country than perhaps to any other country of the -world.

]STor are the Chinese as averse as is generally supposed to

assuming these foreign relations and entering into foreign com-

merce. There has been abundant cause furnished by foreign

nations why the Chinese government should hesitate to admit

the foreigner, and should look with jealousy and suspicion on

this intercourse so long coveted and so earnestly sought for by

foreign nations. Many of these influences are now passing

away ; and much of this jealousy and hesitancy, most of which

had its origin in the suspicions of the Tartar government

—

itself now waning—has disappeared, and the Chinese arc

returning to their more ancient policy, that of more cordial

intercourse with foreign nations.

III. Chinese character and status.

The Chinese character, though marred by many disagreeable

elements, and containing many blemishes, and presenting some

of the most abominable vices known among men, yet is char-

acterized by many elements which give encouragement to mis-

sionary labor. This subject has been very flippantly treated

by many travelers, whose aim seems to have been to make

readable books by enlivening them with grotesque and absurd

earicatures of the Chinese people, and as a result, we find a

very false estimate of the Chinese character current among

foreigners. We like Mr. Maclay's treatment of this subject.

He says,, page 121

:

Public opinion throughout Christendom underrates, we think,

the intellectual capacity of the Chinese. What we have already

written in the course of this work indicates for them no mean posi-

tion, intellectually, in the great family of man. Instead of predi-

cating stupidity of the Chinese because of certain apparent incon-

gruities and absurdities in their character, or because of the few

unworthy representatives of the Chinese race who find their way
to western countries, it would be more judicious to reserve judg-

ment on the subject till we obtained more full and accurate knowl-
edge of their character. It is- entirely probable that a more intimate
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acquaintance with them and the difficulties through which they

\ A to force their way, would excite our cordial sympathy and

*J miration. It is certainly highly creditable to them that, as a

nation they can point to a history and character such as are pre-

tested by their authentic records and by the patent facts of their

* t\ iliy-ation ; and if, under all the disadvantages, and against the

fearful odds with which hitherto they have struggled, they have

been able to accomplish so much, what may we not expect from

U em when the light of the Gospel shall shine upon them, and shall

lead them forth into the joyous freedom of the sons of God.

The Chinese mind is eminently quick, shrewd, and practical.

It has an intuitive logic of rare vigor and certainty. Admit

the premises in the argument of a Chinese, and his conclusion

i- generally inevitable. In their processes of ratiocination the

defect is usually in the premises. Owing to their meager

knowledge of many subjects, they frequently assume things to

I b true which are not true, and hence the logical structure they

r*ar on such a basis topples and falls the moment you point out

the error. As business men they are remarkably energetic,

efficient, and adroit. The foreign merchant, whether European

W American, who goes to China for business purposes, finds it

necessary to avail himself of all the helps and safeguards which

his own judgment or the principles of trade suggest in order to

5 rotect himself; and it not unfrequently happens that after all

liu precautionary efforts he is overreached by his unscrupulous

competitors. The Yankee must rise early in the morning and
keep wide awake all day if he expects to get to windward of a

Chinaman before nightfall.

If any one would receive direct answers to the questions,

"Are the Chinese capable of appreciating the doctrines of the

Hjblef" "Can the Chinese be converted?" we would refer

tun to the sixteenth and seventeenth chapters of Mr. Maelay's

*ork, in which he gives a number of touching and instructive

Incidents in the lives of Chinese converts. Here we find the

•nbjects as tender and susceptible of religious impressions,

** constant and faithful in the discharge of Christian duties,

* J!<
1 as ready to do and to suffer for Christ, as in any country,

'' in any age of the Christian Church. Some of these inci-

' '% as that of "Father Hu," and of "the orphan boy," and
" the painter," we confess touched our heart, and we felt

N»*l of a truth the religion of our blessed Lord is made for all
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times and all circumstances—in a word, is made for the human
heart wherever it is found.

In considering the relation of the Chinese character to the
reception of Christianity in its hopeful aspects, we would here
call especial attention to the second chapter of Mr. Maclay's
work, " On the Ancient Religious Faith of the Chinese." In
this chapter we are glad to find the author so well arguing and
so boldly adopting an opinion that we long felt to be true:

namely, that the unique character and singular civilization of the

Chinese cannot be a product of the religions now existing among
them, but is due, to a great extent, to an undercurrent of ancient
truth, flowing down through the life of the nation from the
sacred records and early traditions, and to institutions drawn
from sacred sources and always existing among them.
On this point we quote from the work, chap, ii, p. 34

:

Any one who carefully analyzes the character of the Chinese
must notice its unique and, in some respects, apparently anomalous
traits. This character is manifestly the product of forces, some
of which at least are now extinct, the result of influences, some
of which are now inoperative. Confucianism, Rationalism, or
Buddhism, acting either singly or conjointly, could never produce
such a character. Rationalism and Buddhism are palpably incom-
petent to perform such a work ; and with regard to Confucianism,
its influence in this direction is due quite as much to those ancient
principles which underlie and antedate it as to the ethical and
political maxims which Confucius has deduced from them. Con-
ceding to the three religious systems of China all the influence in
the formation of the national character which can fairly be claimed
for them, there still remain mental and moral traits for which these
systems indicate no adequate cause, or furnish no satisfactory
explanation. It is, Ave think, to what might be called the ancient
religious faith of the Chinese that we must look for the true type
of their character.

^
Much has been written with reference' to

ancient Chinese civilization
;
and modern infidelity, with its accus-

tomed avidity and recklessness, seized upon it as an argument
against the Bible. "The Bible," said they, "is not essential to
human progress: man can civilize himself. There is in man an
innate power, by virtue of which he rises from barbarism to refine-

ment;'" and to substantiate the truth of these positions they referred
to China. "There," said they, " is a vast people who have grown
up from barbarism to civilization without any contact with or influ-

ence from the teachings of the Bible." Without wishing to deny
or undervalue the just claims of ancient Chinese civilization, we do
deny most unequivocally the statement that it has been obtained
mdependently of "any contact with or influence from the teachings
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at ihe Bible." We assert that all the elements of progress and

rve*ervatism which have given to Chinese civilization its high

rhamcter and position have been drawn directly or indirectly from

the primitive teachings of the Bible.

.W instances of these conservative elements, and we would

: . ! 1 also of elements adapting the Chinese character to the

rweption of Christian truth, Mr. Maelay mentions their tradi-

>nary account of the creation, their sublime conceptions and

nobie predicates of Shangti, their supreme deity, tlie universal

edition of an unwritten "Heavenly Law" as the highest

rfandard of right and wrong, their traditions of a Sabbath or

KTcnth day, their iilial piety, and the marriage institution, so

nearly conformed to the patriarchal and Mosaic institution of

the Bible. We find, then, already in the Chinese character a

.'-iratum of sacred truth and an undercurrent of ennobling

a';<l conservative influence.

We by no means look upon the Chinese character as soft and

(4iant, readily yielding to influences brought to bear upon it,

ur as presenting an easy conquest even to the sublime truths

'•( the Gospel; but we do look upon it as presenting sub-

rtantial elements which, when brought under the influence of

• '.c Gospel, will furnish a race of strong, active, and faithful

Christians. Perhaps there is no nation on the globe which

requires so much patient faith and perseverance in the mission-

•ly as China. The Chinese mind is peculiar. It is neither

wilightcned nor barbarous; it is neither learned nor ignorant;

ii is proud and vain, preoccupied with elements of learning and
1 pinions of morality peculiar and common to the nation. The
( hinese heart is peculiar ; it is neither that callous yet empty
wd craving heart of the untutored savage, exhibiting to the

BUteionary the existence of a religious want within which he

fan easily address; nor that soft and yielding heart which

*ould be consistent with their high pretensions to intelligence.

Indeed, like their intellect, it is full—it is preoccupied with the

religions institutions peculiar to their country, and it is as diffi-

cult to reach and move their hearts as to reach and modify the

"idiar bent of their minds; and, consecpiently, as difficult to

:.ii.-irr-o and change their moral and religious institutions as
' : change the time-honored elements of their national educa-
'*'

Jl1 ftr*d the long-established institutions of their government.
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It requires no great power of observation to determine the real

position of the Chinese mind with regard to religion. It is

that stage of fullness and self-satisfaction which we find ever to

be characteristic of a certain class of individuals in enlightened

and Christian countries, in which the religious want which God

has wisely and kindly preserved in the heart of man is fully

occupied by human speculations, thus leaving but little or no

room in the heart for the introduction of divine truth, and con-

sequently resulting in infidelity. The Chinese mind occupies

the same position, and has about reached the same result—infi-

delity ;
but it is pagan infidelity, leaving the heart and intellect

yet untried by the truths of the Gospel. Hence we agree with

Mr. Maclay, in drawing from this very character and this very

attitude of the Chinese mind encouragement to hope for great

future results. It is, so to speak, a character worthy of our

labors : the Chinaman is a foeman worthy of the Christian 8

steel ; and when vanquished, as he surely will be, he will be a

noble champion of the Kedeemer's cause.

We had intended to offer here some excellent thoughts from

the work of Mr. Maclay, exhibiting the present hopeful atti-

tude of the Chinese mind and nation with respect to the intro-

duction of Christianity, but we must refer the reader to his

work, p. 343. 7.77
IV The great work ofpreparation already accomplished.

At length China is opened. After many years of effort and

patient waiting, of diplomacy and prayers, of faith and blood-

shed at length the Chinese government has acceded to the rea-

sonable demands of foreign nations, and in the recent treaties

of Tientsin has placed an empire at the door of Christendom

and invited the Church to enter in and possess it. lhis is a

great conquest, and the consummation of a vast and difficult

work of preparation. The results reached by this conquest ot

the Chinese government are thus summed up by Mr. Macla) .

1 There stands the imperial declaration that Christianity is

good, thaiVindicates the
1

principles of virtue, that it promote

good order and peace among men, teaching them to do to others

as they would have others do to them.
.

•2. there is the imperial authorization^»
every-Chinese

empire to follow the dictates of his own judgment with regard

embracing Christianity. . , , , , . m,;,^<e
3. There stands recorded the imperial pledge that no Unine.
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invert to Christianity shall be subjected to any persecution for
11* faith.

4. There js the imperial authorization to every discreet foreigner,
rbcthcr missionary or merchant, under the passport system, to
rater the interior of the country either for trade or the preaching
..;* the Gospel.

5. And there stands the solemn revocation, by imperial author-
ity, of all those persecuting edicts which in the past have been ful-

minated against Christianity, native Christians, and foreign mis-
liottarics.—Pp. 341, 342.

Such is the present auspicious attitude of the Chinese gov-
ernment with regard to the important questions before us. The
change is truly wonderful, and we incline to believe it will be
permanent If we may rely on the promises of the sacred
Scriptures, if we may repose any confidence in the obvious
indications of Providence, God is about to achieve a great

-ult in the evangelization of China. The time has now come
*iicn China can no longer remain closed up and dissevered
from the nations of the earth. The wants of the world require
tint she must come fortli and take her stand in the great family
• t nations. The designs of God with reference to the world
*rc now so far developed that the exclusive policy of this nation
wast be broken up ; that four hundred millions of human beings
w tins empire must be set free ; that this great nation must be
• rvsted from the grasp of paganism ; that this third part of the
wman race, which has so long lain dormant, separated, uncared
•

r
- must be enlightened and Christianized, and must come

**ii to enact its part in the history of the world. She has
wen reserved for this; she has been kept back for this display

f great triumph of Christianity, for an exhibition in these
Uer days of the might and majesty of the Gospel.' Her hour
cuinc. There can be no retrogression. Progress is inevita-

j*£
and we believe that China is now thrown open fairly,

Vi Mid, we hope, finally, to Christianity and foreign inter-

^

« « great preparatory work has already been accomplished
!1II!l

- The history of modern missionary effort in this
Mrjr usually dates from the arrival of Dr. Morrison at Can-

1807; but the labors of missionaries in Chinese terri-

j

•'
r '

:il ly only commenced in 1830, under the auspices of the
*«can Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions. Dr.
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Morrison arrived at Canton in 1S07, but so bitter was the Hos-

tility of the Chinese government that it was impossible for

him to prosecute his labors as a missionary. To maintain any

footing at all in China he was compelled to accept the office of

translator to the East India Company in China, and, to hi-

great grief and disappointment, he was never permitted t<>

engage publicly in the work of preaching the Gospel to the

Chinese. The utmost he was able to accomplish in this direc-

tion was a regular private service, in his own apartments, with

his servants and a few others. Thus providentially shut up t< i

the retirement of his study, he devoted his time and energies

to the preparation of his celebrated dictionary of the Chinese

language, to the translation of the Bible into Chinese, and to

the prosecution of such labors as might aid in forwarding the

great cause so dear to his heart.

During the interim between Dr. Morrison's arrival in China

and 1830, all Protestant efforts for the conversion of the Chi-

nese were carried on at stations among the islands of the Ma-

layan Archipelago, whither the Chinese had emigrated. The

most important of these stations were at Malacca, Batavia.

Penang, Rhio, Borneo, and Singapore, where the Chinese had

colonized in large numbers. These missions were instituted in

1815 by the Rev. William Milne, D. D., who, under the aus-

pices of the London Missionary Society, established a mission

to the Chinese at Malacca, the best position the Protestant

Churches could then obtain. Dr. Medhurst, in 1837, gives the

following summary of the labors of these extra-Chinese mis-

sionaries :

Since the commencement of their missions they have translated

the Holy Scriptures, and printed 2,000 complete Bibles in two

sizes, 10,000 Testaments, and 30,000 separate books, and upward

of half a million of tracts in Chinese, besides 4,000 Testament <

and 150,000 tracts in the language of the Malayan Archipelago*

making about 20,000,000 of printed pages. About 10,000 scholar-

have passed through the mission schools, nearly one hundred per-

sons have been baptized, and several native preachers have boon

raised up, one of whom has proclaimed the Gospel to his country-

. men, and endured persecution for Jesus' sake.

Shortly after the close of the war between China and Eng-

land (1S43) these missions were transferred to China. The

first Protestant mission to the Chinese, on the territory ot
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Hunt, was commenced at Canton, in 1830, by the Rev. E. C.

nridgcinan, D.D. The government of China, however, con-

tinued its hostility to the Christian religion; and so persist-

ently did it trammel and thwart the mission in all its plans

I
•: aggressive action, that it was not till 1841: the mission was

fairly established. During the period from 18-11: to the pres-

. t lime Protestant missions have been established and carried

forward at Hong Kong and the five open ports of China. The

satire number of Protestant missionaries to the Chinese is two

hundred and thirteen, of whom sixty-nine retired from the

rurk, thirty-two labored only in the Archipelago, twenty-one

labored partly in the Archipelago, partly in China. At present

ire are one hundred and ten Protestant missionaries to the

t'iiiuese, either in China, or absent, expecting soon to return

1 > their field of labor. Thirty-nine have died in connection

teith the work. Some landed among the heathen only to lay

down their lives where they expected to labor; others lived

'
i . twenty, thirty, and one reached forty years of service.

The total amount of labor gives an average of a little more
than seven years to each.

When we think of this small number of men, equal only to

the two hundred and fourteen radicals in their language, and
toe time of each, amounting, on an average, to a single week

' years, and contrast with this the entire Bible translated in

•m different versions, commentaries on the Scriptures written,

grammars and dictionaries of the language and various dialects

r**pared, tracts printed, converts made, native preachers em-

I
• yed, Christian schools organized, churches built, and an
agression made on the multitudes of the Chinese, the doc-
'•

; '<^> of the Gospel recognized by the people and tolerated by
* government, the barriers broken down, and the empire
'

: "'1 to Christian enterprise, we may well exclaim, "What
*Ui God wrought?" There are now about twenty Chinese
torches, comprising nearly two thousand members. Of these

t" niapa one hundred are trained evangelists, engaged in preach-
-' the Gospel to their countrymen. The work has spread
'••nil the limits of the open ports. In spite of government

ltion and the restrictions of the former treaties, the Gos-
•

'"'•'-- sounded out into the regions beyond, and some of the
•*t nourishing Churches are in the country towns and villages.
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Y. Conclusion.

Such is the "great and effectual door" that God, by his

providence, lias opened to Christendom, such the field that

now awaits cultivation at the hand of the Church. It is a

field of vast extent, presenting many promising circumstances

and hopeful indications, yet not without its discouragements
and difficulties—a field promising a good harvest in return

for the labor bestowed upon it, yet requiring much faithful

and patient toil before this harvest can be expected. The diffi-

culties of giviiig the Gospel to the Chinese are found in their

ignorance, superstition, and opposition to all that is moral and
pure, and just and good. They hold on to their idols with an

easy hand, but they cling to their sins with all their heart.

They are ignorant of the technicalities of Christianity, and
even of the common terms by which its first principles are

expressed. Their language must be used with new significa-

tions to express even the ideas of faith, repentance, and godli-

ness. Their social habits and civil institutions are all opposed
to the introduction of Christianity among them. Their lan-

guage, its difficult pronunciation, intonation, aspirates, and

gutturals, its numerous dialects and multiplied symbols, slow

process of writing, severe tax to the memory, and its ambigu-
ous constructions, all combine to render it a work of protracted

toil, and a serious obstacle to usefulness.

Mr. Maclay says

:

It is important that we recognize the greatness of the work to

be done in China if we would have our efforts for its accomplish-
ment wisely directed and efficiently sustained. Let the Church,
then, bear in mind that it now seeks to change the religious faith

and crush the religious institutions of one third of the human
race ; that it proposes to strike down before their eyes the objects

endeared to them by a thousand associations ; that it hastens to

tear from their hearts the hopes and aspirations which their

depraved natures and corrupt faith have ever nourished and
shielded ; that it wages a war of extermination against idolatry,

not sparing even that most insidious and attractive"form of it cm-
bodied in ancestral worship ; that it introduces to them a religion*

system of which they are almost totally ignorant, and the~fii"-

plicity and purity of whose doctrines mustnecessarily excite the

sternest opposition from their previously formed habits and their

depraved natures; and that these doctrines are preached to them
by^foreigners, with whom, in consequence of a, difficult language

they cannot fully sympathize:
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iWim nrc some of the circumstances winch suggest to the Church
•!.<• work before her in China is of no ordinary magnitude

1*1 difficulty.—P. 155.

[Jut it matters not though the obstacles were multiplied a

Mid fold, and increased to a still more formidable magni-

\ -the pledge is sure, for the promise is divine, and the

tr»r«i] of Christ and the triumph of the cross are just as cer-

UJu in China as if we could really see the empire Christianized,

hmJ churches reared, and Christian institutions established, and

lie chaotic masses of heathenism moulded into social order,

kiotestic happiness, and personal morality and holiness. The
«kty of the Church is to move forward, gathering strength

nd hope from the numerous encouragements that now every-

rberc present themselves, and looking through all obstacles

nd diuiculties to the coming final triumph.

Art. III.—INDUCING CAUSE OF SALVATION

Cf>I>"8 OWNERSHIP OF MAN HIS REASON FOR SAVING HIM.

m tax wise intelligence operates with reference to some final

»d. Between every such action and that end there must be a
***- or supposed connection. Does he build a house, or culti-'
v -•' the soil, or co-operate in some social enterprise? The
• '
w end is not the house, the harvest, the social movement,

•at the convenience, comfort, happiness to which they stand
•led, in his mind, as means are related to ends. Means, as

***** possess no inherent value; but ends are, or are supposed
' be, valuable. And as the end of intelligent action is happi-
** nnd as there is nothing ulterior to happiness which can be
•r'-cd to possess inherent value, happiness is that end of

i;:wnt action, beyond which it is impossible that there
• W be any other.

wngence never produces a result for the purpose of
yiag it. If it be objected that intelligence often origin-
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ates an expedient, such as the erection of a first rude tenement,

or the scaffold for the construction of a second, iutended for

permanent use, and that thepro tempore erections are produced

for the purpose of being destroyed ; we answer, that the cabin

and the scaffold are not produced for the purpose of being

destroyed, but they are both produced and destroyed out of

respect to the final purpose—the convenience, comfort, happi-

ness of the proprietor—to which they sustain a necessary,

though temporary, relation. Intelligence, therefore, produces

nothing for purposes of destruction.

Further : intelligence, when endowed with the right of prop-

erty in an object of value, must, from the very nature of that

relation, be inspired with a feeling of interest in it. This result

is so uniform that our language, by a natural metonomy, accus-

toms us to hear that A has a large interest in land, and that B"s

interest is in such or such stocks, or other securities.

Still further : as interest is the natural result of the proprie-

tary relation to an object of value, and as interest, in this con-

nection, is but another name for the concern which is felt to be

due to the object, it follows that the consciousness of property

in a valuable object is naturally attended with a feeling of care,

in the mind of the proprietor, that the object shall not be lost,

but conserved with reference to the end to which it is adapted

;

that is, his own happiness, or, which is the same thing, that of

such other party as his love of justice or benevolence may
indicate.

If these remarks, and especially the last, hold with reference

to the lower grounds of ownership, such as thos'e by inheritance

or purchase, they must be perceived to do so with a still closer

application when the right of property stands on the ground

of the invention or labor by which the object has been pro-

duced. For while, in the other case, the relation of the owner
is a,foster relation, in this it partakes of the paternal character,

inspiring the regard which a father feels for his own offspring.

By so much the more, then, will he guard it against defeasance,

and by so much the less will he be tolerant of any attempt at

its alienation.

To apply these principles to God's proprietorship of man.

As the Infinite Intelligence, his every ah extra operation must

have respect to some final and, consequently, valuable end.
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the only end at once final and valuable is happiness. Infinite

Intelligence cannot operate, out of himself, with reference to his

.,*n happiness, which, being absolute and wholly from himself,

w incapable of being increased, or otherwise affected, by any

Eternal consideration whatever. His ab extra operations,

therefore, must relate to the happiness of creatures, and, as far

a our earth is the theater of those operations, they must relate

primarily to man. Between his happiness and every divine

movement by which he is affected, therefore, there must be a

rrol, not a supposed connection, for such a being supposes

: >thing.

U earth created ? Is it made the theater of vegetable and

nimal life? Is Eden planted, and does it own a human pres-

< nee ? Is man redeemed \ Is his present habitation dissolved ?

U it replaced by a new 'earth and heaven? Verily; but the

end, the final purpose, is not the earth, the vegetable, the ani-

mal, the man, the Eden, the redemption, the dissolution, the

rwtoration, but the happy man. This final purpose omitted,

and creation, providence, and redemption were not less a jargon

than that which rose among the artisans on the plains of Shinar.

Tha purpose confessed, and we see the connection which must

kave existed in the Divine mind between it and his creative and

i Iniinistrative expedients, and that it was such as befitted the

relation of means to the highest possible end. Therefore, as

ibat highest possible end was man's happiness, and as there is

- 'tiling ulterior to that object which can be supposed to possess

inherent value, man's happiness is that valuable end of divinely

Jradligent action, beyond which it is impossible that there

tboold be any other.

As man's happiness is the final result at which Divine Intelli-

Fvnec aims, and as a final result leaves nothing beyond it as

tim object of future and conflicting action, the supposition that

••* happiness can be lost sight of from respect to some other

n»ttlt would, even if not an impossibility, be utterly unworthy
' the Divine Intelligence; for human intelligence, as we have

**"»>, never connects the contrary purposes of producing and

-'-truying an object at the same time. So that, as man's hap-

• - ia a final purpose, God, as the author of that purpose,

' «»not have connected with it the cross purpose of its abro-

gation.
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If it be objected that, according to the teachings of the

Bible, the happiness of individual men is destroyed, and that

to suppose it to be so from regard to man's happiness is an

absurdity, we reply, that it is no more absurd than the supposi-

tion of consistency between the sacrifice of happiness in the

individually criminal of our civil society and the ultimate well-

being of that same society. The objected destruction of hap-

piness being morally and efficiently due, not to any original

divine purpose or agency, but to the subject whose perverted

action a moral government could not restrain, is no otherwise

connected with the divine administration than, falling out

under it, justice, which charges itself with the protection of

the general interest, obliges the moral Governor to make such

an exhibition of the evil result of such perverted action as will

most effectually aid his administration, and, at the same time,

expel the evil agent from the society of those who are entitled

to protection from his dangerous presence. In the only sense,

then, in which such destruction is not due to his own act, it is

not only admitted, but demanded, by the ultima ratio, the well-

being of man.

Every divine act, then, in as far as it has man for its object,

must, so far as we know or can intelligibly conceive, be only

explicable on the ground of its relation to the aforesaid final

end. For instance, while we know that divine action has

adapted man to that end, how can we intelligibly conceive of

that adaptation, or of the action producing it, as otherwise

intended than with reference to that end ?

But man is an object of divine property. God owns and

claims him. The property relation, as we have seen, is natu-

rally attended by a sense of interest in the object—a feeling of

care for its conservation with respect to whatever ultimate pur-

pose, of importance to its proprietor, it may have been adapted.

Man, by a divine constitution, is adapted to happiness as a final

end. That end is of so much consequence to his Proprietor

that it contains the only reason for having given him such a

constitution, as well as for the vast outlay of preparing, through

cycles of ages, his terrestrial habitation. How should it be

otherwise, then, than that He who holds and claims the right

of property in such an object should feel an interest in it, a

care, a fixed concern that the final purpose, in view of which
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jhU relation was originated, be not contravened by any adverse

Were it, indeed, supposable that this proprietary relation

J id regard to some purpose personal to and terminable in the

Dcitr, then, that purpose realized, all interest in man, all care

(4 bid further conservation, would cease. But this we have

Ken to be impossible. Any just conclusion, therefore, from

'- natural adaptation, including especially his property

.-.. ".a ion to his Maker and the active interest naturally growing

oat of that relation, must be that which refers him to happiness

H the ultimate end of his being.

What greatly aids the above conclusion is the nature of the

r. -a*[derations on which this proprietary claim reposes. "What

ire they! Not priority of possession. True, he is the oldest

j«*>«^sor; but his right rests not there. Is it upon inherit-

- :<• 1 To what ancestral Deity and to what law of descent is

ibe Claimant, in tins case, indebted for the property in question ?

Or is it his in virtue of a gift from the potentate of some

jhboring or far-off wrorld? Where on the map of heaven is

' •• j>lace of that world, or what is t]ie name of that other

potentate who divides with our Jehovah the empire of the

-••-: verse?

What, then, are the true grounds on which God asserts his

right of property in man? They are two, and two words

ttprosa them—Creation, Redemption. In the most original

aning of the term, God is the author of his entire being;
*-- 1 in a high and altogether unique sense, he is also the author
•' !:* redemption, ransom, purchase.

Gut for the present, inasmuch as it is our aim to show that

*** inducing cause of man's salvation is due to that original

"nation by which he became the property of his Maker, and,

LftMtauch as redemption is the first great process in the matter

« tliat salvation, it behooves us to establish, not only that the
*rf«aZ salvation consequent on redemption, but that redemp-

*' s^/, issues from the influence arising from that original

Nation.

«, man being redeemed, God is admitted to be favorably

•!**ed toward his actual salvation, and, the known conditions
•' - present, that he will actually save him, we ask, Whence

^redemption itself? Is God disposed to save man in conse-
*ocirra Series, Vol. XIV.—15
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quence of it ? Or was the redemption itself consequent upon
a pre-existing disposition in the mind of God to save him?
The hitter, most indubitably. Christ's death abated the legal

obstacle to man's salvation. He was under that malediction

of the law which devoted him to death. Christ's death was
vicarious; that is, for governmental effect, it took the place

of, and was a satisfaction for, the death of the transgressor.

Hence its illustrious Sufferer is said to have become a curse

for us, to have redeemed us from the curse of the law, to have

redeemed us unto God, and to have given his life a ransom
for us.

But so far was all this from being the cause, it was simply

the consequence of his Father's benignity to man; "For God
so loved the world that he gave his only-begotten Son, that

whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have ever-

lasting life." In his rectoral or public relation he was obliged,

from respect to justice and the public interests which justice

guarded, to condemn when man became a transgressor ; while,

at the same time, personally, or, so to speak, in his private

character, he had never ceased to desiderate for his unhappy
offspring that everlasting beatitude for which he had originally

designed him. And he desired that final good for him because

he loved him.

The love of God to our lapsed race, then, does not issue from

redemption; but redemption, with life eternal in its train, flows

from the love of God. A reckless son is guilty of death. ' His

judge is also his father. In the former character, as he can

know no other claim than of the justice which merges the indi-

vidual in the general interest, he dooms this son to die. I"

the latter character, because a father's love is strong within

him, he retires to consult with himself whether by any expe-

dient the public weal and the life of his son can be preserved

together. It is found. So far is it from lessening the respect

due to law that it rather enhances it ; while, at the same time,

by removing the legal obstacle to that result, it at once restore?

the son to his loving father, and reconciles the culprit to his

offended judge. This case explains,

1. The private and public relations of father and judge

which exist between the Deity and sinning man.
2. It shows how the Deity, acting in this latter character,
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v m bound to do what the history of his administration dis-

mm as a fact, namely, to place the violator of his law under

sfcnlict of the life he had forfeited; and that, while acting

•.., he was at liberty, in the former character, to feel

what the same record testifies, so much love toward his

Itv offspring as pursued him through all the mazes of his

kf»«Ucy, till it was unvailed in the gift of his all-atoning

rv:i. And,

S. It elucidates, if need he, the true connection between

-, •.-rial intervention and that active regard of God for the

vnial happiness of our sinning humanity, out of which that

•
Si nrcntion issued as an effect from its efficient cause.

This efficient cause had respect to a correspondingj?7ia£ cause,

' ••*? is, a reason out of regard to which it operated. That reason

t final cause our Saviour denominates " everlasting life." The
* "-nil subordinate causes by which the efficient and final causes

'!*->(«tion stand connected, may be indicated thus : Believers

e eternal life. That life is the final cause. They have that

because they are in Christ. They are in him, because they
• ; •• ve<l in him. They believed in him, because of the gracious

! eence procured for them by Christ's death. He died, because

« ranie to die. He came to die, because God sent him—gave

> So that end. And finally—for we are now at the efficient

**—God gave him to that end, because it was his will to

'• *.

*'*• vund this efficient cause it is impossible that there should be
.' ' tier ; that is, any other efficient cause producing this. The

***on is, that efficiency—that which physically causes a thing

""—is the exclusive prerogative of the will itself. Its action,

'"'fore, cannot possibly be due to any other than its own effi-

""-' «gency. But while forbidden to look behind the Divine
J fur an y efficient cause, reason and the sacred records are

« cognizant of certain mental conditions as necessarily pre-

y^**8 •** action. "We know them under the name of motives.
'* cannot efficiently cause the mind's action; but inasmuch

"'t'tion of mind is, from its very nature, determined in

.' rooral reasons, and as those reasons are what we mean
'mud's motives, it can no more act in their absence

Jt can net as an intelligent agent, and without reason, at
***** time;
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By accommodation we sometimes, in reference to these

mental conditions, speak of a moral cause, a motive cause,

an inducing cause ; and it is on that ground that we have

employed this last term in designating the object of this

discourse.

To proceed. Having indicated the moral nasi between the

final and efficient causes of human redemption, in which the

latter cause appears identified with divine volition, we are pro-

pared for the next question. Since the above train of subor-

dinate causes, having their issue in man's eternal beatitude,

received its first motion from the action of God ?

s will, by the

influence of what inducing cause was it that that action was

excited ? He willed the gift of his Son. In view of what ade-

quate reason was it? Happily, the short but all concluding

reason is with us :
" God so loved the world."

But here it is asked, and be it with reverence : Since it was

the Divine will, deriving its motive from love, which efficiently

caused redemption, what was the moral cause of the love which

supplied that motive? Had it such a cause? Infinite

Intelligence could only have loved for reason, and it must have

been adequate. What was it?

To this it has been answered, " He loved because he would.
^

Nay. Will is the attribute of physical energy ; whereas love is

a moral quality, or a condition of the mind, which, instead of

depending on the will, owes its existence to qualities which the

mind perceives in the object to which it stands related. The

two ideas, therefore, can exist in no such relation to each other

as that of cause and effect. The mind cannot love, any more

than it can hate, desire, or pity, because it wills to do so
;
or

more properly, it is impossible it should will to do so, for the

reason that it is contrary to the laws of mind to will a known

impossibility. The will of God, therefore, cannot have been

the cause of his love to a fallen world ; but, conversely, his love

ean have been the moral cause which influenced his will-

Ilore: the possible was the actual order. He did not love

because he willed; but he willed because he loved.

He loved, for what reason ? " His own glory " is often made

the response to this interrogative. AYhat, then, is the Divi" 1
'

* "Ho hath loved, ho bath loved us, because he would love."— Old Method-

Hymn.
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t rv ? Speaking absolutely, the Scriptures represent it as per-

in» to tlie Divine nature " before the world was." All was

mity then. This glory is, therefore, eternal. Still, as there

•j» »n intelligible sense in which, where all are coeval, one

Jr,*ino perfection depends upon another, as omniscience on

• pretence, and beatitude on goodness; and as, in morals as

«ril «* in physics, glory, depends on the object whence it ema-

l kit* ; so the glory of God, in the sense now understood, must

;.. constituted by, and dependent on, all his other perfections

—

I
- r combined effulgence affecting him in a manner analagous

In that in which we are affected by the most resplendent objects

the world of matter or of mind.

N»>\v, though this unoriginated glory of God is that effect of

«J! Lis physical and moral perfections by which he is mani-

tcd to himself as an object worthy of his own satisfaction,

•. as the perfections are of his own essence, the satisfaction

3 excite must not only have himself for its object, but, as

IM jHi-rfections are infinite, the satisfaction is also infinite.

Exhibiting itself under these conditions, it is submitted that

• unoriginated glory of the Divine Being cannot have been
tie consideration which excited that love which moved him to

il the mission of a Saviour to our race. For, being object-

- It and subjectively infinite, to suppose anything desirable

" iu account were a contradiction. Human redemption,

iWefore, as it could not have been desiderated, so neither

' •-'! it have been willed, with reference to that object.

Bot there is another glory of God adapted to our finite per-
'**!-« ions—the effect of his operations in creation and govern-

***t Is this, then, the object which offers the conditions for

wucing the love that redeemed us—the honorable estimation

« *hich his character would be held among finite intelligences

- i 'ii^mience of human redemption?
i be Divine Being was bound to perform no act which should
;-a:r the just respect which was due to him as the Creator

•
'
s"vereign of the universe. On the other hand, in develop-

- ^ ^'hcrne of government over intelligent, beings, not only
' '"..rat perfections but the success of such a scheme itself

•'
5 demand that his administrative action should tend to

1 l 'ini
;
in their estimation, with the highest possible vener-

*•« Hence the redemptive process must not only possess
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the above negative, but tills positive, recommendation ; it must

enhance his rectoral reputation.

But as government is set up—just government—not for the

benefit of the governor but the governed; and as the divine

government, from the absolute beatitude of its Author, could

have been inaugurated from no respect to his own advantage,

and, consequently, could have looked to no other ultimate end

than the well-being of his subjects; and as the reputation,

honor, glory of the Divine Governor stands related to the suc-

cess of his administration as means to that same end, it is sub-

mitted that it was not, could not have constituted, the object

out of respect to which his favorable regards were turned upon

his revolted subjects. It could not without confounding our

clearest distinctions between means and ends, by making the

latter subservient to the former, instead of the former to the

latter.

In parting with this latter supposition, it is conclusive of its

inadmissibility, as well as that of its kindred predecessor, to

remark that the Scriptures, instead of adopting, set it aside in

favor of another and the only object involving a natural apti-

tude for inducing the result in question—the love determinative

of redemption. Listen to their testimony by Him who, coming

out from God, was intimately conversant with the history of

his mind on this subject. " God so loved "—what object ? Was
it the eternal glory with which absolute perfection invested

him? Or was it the gloria in cxcelsis which was to break on

the ear of the Bethlehemitish shepherds—the worship, honor,

glory, power, and blessing with which myriads of seraphs and

redeemed spirits were to render the temporal and eternal ages

vocal? Were these, or cither of them, so desiderated by

the self-sufficient and ever-blessed God as to excite the love

which delivered up to death his only Son? !No; neither,

nor both ; but, hear him, earth and heaven ! " God so loved

the world."

The world, then, the aggregate of its lapsed intelligences

being the object in question, it results, from principles before

noticed, that this object, in order to its excitement of love in

the Divine mind, must have been perceived to possess eoiue

quality adapted to induce that result. For, certainly, if, »'•'

hating, pitying, or desiring, the mind must perceive some hate-
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•'•!, pitiable, or desirable quality in the object, in loving it must

.- MUtdly indispensable that it perceive some lovable quality;

lurvj that quality, it cannot be too carefully noticed, must be

perceived to be in the object of the affection in question, and

I in some other object. Any theory that seeks to evade this

ii 100 absurd to merit confutation.

What was it in man, then, which induced such love in the

tternal Deity as determined him to the gift of his only-begot-

• •; Son?

I

I

was not the moral image of his Maker, consisting in
*•* righteousness and true holiness." Neither in whole nor in

;
in, nor in any vestige of any part, was that image perceiva-

ble in man when God so loved him.

Does misery—the deep misery of the object—supply a com-

;
Vte answer to the question ? Many, not excepting theolo-

~, assume this. Accordingly our Saviour is often made the

wbject of some such paraphrase as " God so loved the world,"

W'A the love of pity.

Before criticising this notion of the subject let us concede
' truth it embodies, and then point out its deficiency as a

' rnjilete answer to the question.

1 ir.-t, and briefly: the truth it contains is, that suffering in

- object, actual and prospective, did, from its natural adapta-
l :», excite the divine commiseration, and that this commis-
«*tion, within its legitimate sphere, was operative as a motive-
isoaence in determining the divine volition. But,

Secondly
: mere pity to a suffering object supplies no suffi-

w»t reason for its relief. Of course we speak of it, not as a
1 g of unintelligent instinct, but as the affection of an intel-

-
l 'ual nature. As such, the action of the will follows it or not,

•wording as what we call moral fitness recommends such
u'iiun, or otherwise. Thus : we pity, but, because the condi-

*
; of moral fitness is absent, we do not will the relief of such

'String as is necessary either to the destruction of noxious
umals, or of such as are requisite for our sustenance. Or

•'<-' pertinently : though pity is spontaneous in every humane
* !11 at the sight of suffering in the malefactor, yet what

! minded man, the penal exhibition admitted as a social

JJ

"->ty, allows himself, without other and better reason, to
**a iu prevention?
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But even where moral fitness allows the will to act in favor

of the object, mere pity exhausts itself in the simple termina-

tion of its suffering. This is its extent—no more. If, passing

that point, then, the affective and volitive faculties concur in

the bestowal of positive good, and especially if, as in the case

before us, that good includes unspeakable and endless beatitude,

it must be upon the objective perception of some higher quality

than simple Buffering. Consequently, as the perception of that

higher quality must induce a corresponding mental state, that

state must be different from mere pity. " That whosoever

believeth in him should not perish." Pity in the Deity might

have moved him to this extent ; but simply as pity, unless we

take the word under the loosest and most confused significa-

tion, it could extend no further. But "God so loved the

world,'- not only "that whosoever believeth in him should not

perish, but "—mark the infinity of opposing import—" but

have everlasting life.''''

When, therefore, " God so loved the world," it was in a sense

comprehensive of more than mere pity; and, consequently, he

was induced to do so upon the perception of more than mere

suffering in the object. The conclusion, you perceive, is inev-

itable, then, that the suffering of the object, either actual or

prospective, has no title to be taken as a satisfactory answer to

the question. Having seen that neither Divine volition, nor the

Divine glory, in either of its acceptations, nor yet the Divine

commiseration, was naturally adapted to induce the love in

question, and that it could not have been due to the moral

image of the Creator in the object, for the reason of its utter

absence, allow us, before attempting a more direct solution, to

remark, generally, upon the assumption that, if not from the

above, the Divine regard must have been induced by other and

unknown considerations/bmVyw to the object. It is this refer-

ence of the Divine regard to some foreign consideration, as the

source of its inducing influence, upon which are submitted the

following observations.

Though one being may bestow a material benefit on another

from respect to some consideration foreign to the immediate

object of the benefit
;
yet, as in that case the foreign considera-

tion is the true object of the respect which induces the benefit,

he could not be said to have bestowed it out of respect to the
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object of the benefit. Thus: the third Edward bestowed a

material benefit on the burghers of Calais. It was love that

cored him; but love to whom? Not the burghers, but the

. oecn. She was the object of the lave, they of the "benefit.

Accordingly, -the history does not mislead us by saying that the

liutf m loved the royal hostages, but that he so loved the royal

.v tuort. God redeems the world. Love moves him. But love

to whom ? He so loved the WORLD.
Bat may not his love to man have been first possibly induced

by nunc foreign object % We answer : However possible it is,

** in the case just referred to, to confer a material benefit on

one object out of the love which is felt for another; yet, from

the nature of things, it is not possible for the mind to love

licariously—to feel love for one object merely because it loves

mother. It cannot feel love to A simply because B is amiable,

any more than it can feel hate or pity to C because it perceives

hateful or pitiable qualities in D. To affirm, therefore, that a

pren object is the object of either of these mental states, and

v> deny that it either does, or is supposed to, possess any quality

r condition naturally adapted to induce that state, is to affirm

*:*<] deny the same proposition.

Enough. He who loves an object must do it upon the

perception of some corresponding quality or condition in

iU object itself. But when man was fallen God loved him.

He, therefore, loved him upon the perception of correlated

'.tsulitics— qualities not foreign, but appurtenant, to the

'jeet.

What were they? This will best appear by adverting to

••''- = original constitution and relations : what was subtracted

«wn the value of those properties by sin; and, consequently,

*»at remained of that value afterward.

* irst, then, and briefly, of the primeval man, constitutionally

M»d relationally considered. The being who received this gen-

'*"*c designation was a compound of matter and mind. Out of

« former was elaborated that structure which, with its vari-

'-*- faculties, was adapted for bringing its inmate into commu-
' »t«on with the external objects by which it was to find itself

-''• -muled. The latter was essential spirit, furnished with
'
'" rs of understanding, of willing and nilling, together with

•* ulties of emotion—hope, fear, grief, joy, love, hatred, and
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whatever else is capable of moving the mind from a state of

tranquillity or rest. This spirit was the result of immedi-

ate, divine inspiration; for while as yet the receptive form

was only man by favor of anticipation, his Maker breathed

into his nostrils the breath of "lives"—animal, intellect-

ual, and spiritual life all being kindled by the same high

afflatus.

As God is no less the author of matter than of mind, it fol-

lows that the material constituent of man's nature claimed,

though by a less direct mode of derivation, the same divine

paternity. Especially was this claim predicable of that con-

stituent, after having been rendered worthy, in point of

mechanical adaptation and exquisiteness of external finish, to

supply at once the apparatus and residence of the soul

—

worthy the distinction of the soul's companionship through the

cycle of its being—worthy of consecration to the honor, of

becoming an endless shrine of the Divinity. Not man's soul

only, but his body also, both as to material and workmanship,

disdains all honor less than that of a divine original. While

sanctifying the Operator let us beware of profaning his opera-

tion. The work is worthy of the Workman.
These two elements, matter and spirit, were of man's essence:

and hence we say they were essential constituents of his nature.

Now, as the essentiality or essence of a thing is that on which

its existence depends, so that, if taken away, it ceases to exist,

it is obvious to infer that the moral character of the primitive-

man, or the qualities constituting that character, were not

essential elements of his being, inasmuch as he survived the

total loss both of the one and the other.

As constituting that character the Scriptures recognize know-

ledge, together with righteousness and tnie holiness. Holiness

regards the state and exercise of the aftections, whose office it

is to furnish motive-influence to the willing faculty. Right-

eousness respects the exercise of that .all-controlling faculty

itself. Knowledge is to be understood, not of the faculty of

knowing, generally, because, in that sense, being one of tin-

essential faculties, it was insusceptible of loss and recovery:

whereas, the knowledge in question was susceptible of both.

What is intended, then, is not the natural faculty itself, but the

rectitude of its exercise, in the reception and retention of that
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divine truth by which alone the will was to be guided as to the

tine of its own safe and proper action. Such was man's orig-

inal constitution.

Of his relations, the oldest was to God, as his Creator, Father,

s,r.<J Judge. As creation confers the highest possible right of

ownership, man's first and highest relation to his Creator was

liut of property, in a sense the most strict and absolute. The

. tterest of such a being in such an object—absolutely his own,

tttd made on purpose to love him—must be a loving, paternal

interest. Hence he was his Father, not merely as he was his

Creator, but as having a father's interest in him.

As a moral being, man not only naturally owed obedience to

hi.-i Creator, but his own true interest, for which the Creator

was bound to provide, imposed the necessity of holding him to

that obedience by an appropriate economy of motives, to say

nothing of the necessity consequent upon his connection with

u scheme of government embracing other intelligences. Hence
the ultimate necessity that he who was man's Creator and
Father should also be his Judge.

•Secondly : by the arrangement of his physical organism, as

villi as by the declared purpose of his Author, man was related

t>» a posterity, the heirs of his high capability both of intelli-

i\nec and felicity, which was to coextend with time and with
ibe habitable spaces of the globe.

Thirdly: his vice-regal relation to supreme Sovereignty, on
the one hand, connected him with the trust of empire over

earth and all the creatures on the other, together with the

"gut of revenue which Art was to levy on the stores and forces

oi nature—land, and air, and ocean ; fire, and wind, and water,

*nu watery vapor ; together with the offering of such condi-

tions to sunlight and the lightning as should drop pictures
f^m the fingers of the one, and send thought across the globe
o« the wing of the other.

Fourthly: the will of his Creator, expressed in his passional
*«<] intellectual adaptation, invested this glorious creature with
*»--<ationship to a destinv of endless beatitude in the enjoyment
,f Jus favor.

**)** fourth relation, as also the third, the second, and indeed
* big relations, together with all the natural and moral con-

^tucnts of his being, all issued on the ground of that oldest
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relation, by which, as the property of God, man was justly and

absolutely subject to his disposal.'

Before permitting our minds to decide the question as to the

value of such a being, two observations are due, in place of the

volumes which could but leave the vast idea imperfectly

developed.

The first is, that this being, the end, so far as the record

speaks, of all preceding creations, after having been ideally

revolved in the Triune Mind—must we not say eternally?

—

was rendered actual as the likeness of his great original. And
it must be added, that this assimilation, besides including his

moral qualities, was equally, and indeed primarily, compre-

hensive of those natural characteristics which were essential to

his being, as his moral qualities were not, and without which,

as we have seen, his moral qualities themselves could not have

existed. In a word, the image in which he was created had

for its original the natural as well as the moral perfections of

the Creator, especially his spirituality, with the powers of

understanding and elective freedom. And that it was no

blurred resemblance, has this attestation : its Author declared it

superlative ; not good, but " very good." This notion of the

divine image in man, so interwoven with the teachings of both

the Testaments, is naturally suggestive of our

Second observation. The point to which it refers us is, how
far this last notice, with others of kindred character, bears on

the question of man's relation, in point of dignity, to the

other orders of finite intelligences. Do his powers of genera-

lization, his faculty of perceiving moral distinctions, his collo-

cation with immortality, his investiture with the image and

delegated sovereignty of his Maker—do these prerogatives,

while setting him immeasurably above the highest beings of

his own sphere, also leave him as far below the lowest beings

of the superior spheres? Current consent affirms just this.

It places him midway between brute inferiority and angelic

excellence.

That the Scriptures, the only medium of knowledge on this

subject, directly teach this wide disparity, is not pretended.

Bo they teach it by consequence? How? By telling us that

all the angelic servants of God above are the servants of his

servants below ? But wherein does inspiration teach it? Not
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by Baying more of the celestial orders than that they -were

created in God's own image and likeness. And as it is certain

it does not say even as much, it leaves a presumption, not only

not favorable to man's naturally vast inferiority to angels, but

of the converse, that he was more nearly assimilated to his

Original than any other finite intelligence.

By what other consequence is this inferiority apparent—such

inferiority of human nature to the angelic as is the measure of

human superiority to brutal natures—this midway location

between the one and the other %

Be it that angel, archangel, cherubim, seraphim, thrones,

dominions, principalities, and powers are names of office in the

celestial hierarchies, and that they stand not for empty but

substantial honors. Yet who shall say either that these dis-

tinctions were original, or that they were not won by ages of

trying service in inferior positions? Or who shall certify us

that, first or last, so much as a single planet was ever made for

all, much less for one, of these numerous orders, and rendered

subject to their authority ? But a whole world—the labor of

ftge5

—

Was made and furnished expressly for man ; and the hour

which beheld his birth ushered him into its possession, and

beheld him intrusted with its delegated empire.

That, in some extrinsic matters, angels are temporarily supe-

rior to man is not disputed ; but it is denied that they are so

by original constitution, and to the extent of the common

assumption. To the accidental grounds of this assumed pre-

cedence we should refer the supposition of incorporeity, were it

not that it is a supposition purely, and incapable of being made

£ood by either scriptural or philosophic induction ;
and were it

not, also, that, if made good, the inference of advantage, rather

than its opposite, were not quite unquestionable.

The favorable accidents by Which they are known to be dis-

tinguished are,

The option of visibility or invisibility to man
;

Freedom and celerity of locomotion through space

;

Immortality; and

Access to the Divine presence.

From the Scriptures (Luke xx, 3G) we learn, however, that

these distinctions are temporary ; that in the resurrection even

the fallen sons of Adam will share their enjoyment. It results,
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therefore, that the archetypal man, who is known even in his

tutelage to have been indued with some of these prerogatives,

was constituted heir of the whole.

The same meaning is deducible from another text, yielding

large access of force to our argument. The text is Psalm viii, 5,

and it teaches not that man's elevation above the beasts that

perish is the measure of his distance below the intelligences

next above him :
" Thou madest him a Utile lower than the

angels." But this, though the language of our translation,

both of the Psalm and of Hebrews ii, 7, where it is quoted and

accommodated to the Messiah, fails of giving the force either

of the Scptuagint or the original Hebrew. For the former,

which the apostle follows verbatim, means—and to this effect

MeKmght is concurred with by the best Greek critics as far as

known—" Thou madest him for a little while less than the

angels."

But while even our defective English version advances man
to an equal rank with angels, bating but an inconsiderable

difference, and the Greek carries him a step nearer, by showing,

as we had learned from our Saviour in Luke, that, after only a

little time, the earth-born and heaven-born sons of God are to

stand together in his presence, the co-equals of each other in

all perfections ; with what excited interest do we turn our ear

from these faint echoes to the accents of the Psalmist himself,

as uttered in his own Hebrew vernacular. Without inquiring

how the word angeloi came into the text of the Seventy, you

will perceive that the corresponding Hebrew, malekey, is not in

the text at all. But man, as if a lower object were unworthy

of him, is only compared with God. Va tichaserhu me at

melohim: "Thou hast lessened him for a little time from

God," or, "Thou hast made him less than God for a little

time."

Taking the two translations, English and Greek, together,

and collating both with the Hebrew, man is seen to ascend in

the scale of created dignity,

1. From the equidistant position in which our argument

found him, to a grade " a little lower," and but a little lower,

" than the angels."

2. This subordinate condition is declared to be temporary

;

" for a little"—only a little " while."
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8. Jn?piration, whose eye had swept the wide circle of cre-

ated excellence in quest of an object suited to illustrate its idea

of man's true dignity, fixes on the Infinite. He made man less

than himself. "Thou madest him"—not the generic man

merely, the Adam of the Hebrew context, (see the context,)
'

but the " son of Adam," his descendants generally—" Thou

madest liim less than Elohim ;" only less than he " for a little

time." That time elapsed, and then—what? An apotheosis?

Startling thought ! But you see the state of the text. Make

vour own comment.*

Such was man. Such is the son of man. And if, as inspi-

ration assures us, his Maker "set his heart upon him," was it

for some foreign or a personal reason ? Was it not for a worthi-

ness with which he himself had invested him ?

But sin detracted from the original sum of that worthi-

ness. By what amount? By every element of his moral

excellence. Alas ! man lost, by the " one offense," the moral

constituent of the Divine image, and in this respect the loss

was total.

And what, let us now inquire, was his corresponding loss in

the matter of relations, and particularly in that of his forestated

first and oldest relation to Him who made him ? This relation,

•v premised, was threefold, respecting its adorable object as

Creator, Father, and Judge.

1. Creatorship having stamped the subject as property, it

need not be argued that sin neither destroyed nor impaired

that relation. As man had been, so he was, is, and shall be

the absolute property of his Maker. When that relation ceases

»nan himself will have ceased to be.

* When a learned and judicious friend, to whom the manuscript of this article

*w submitted, intimated that to construe the Elohim of Psalm viii, 5, literally,

vouUl scarcely be thought admissible of sober defense, we hesitated. Such a

dtfenae, however, has since appeared in this Review, October, 18C0. It is from
'•'•' pen of Rev. Stephen Vail, D. D., and entitled "Exposition of the Eighth

rulm." "Thou hast made him to want a little of God," is Dr. Tail's rendering.

TV- variation involves nothing at all material to the interest of our argument.
*w main object of the learned professor is to prove "that the Elohim of tho

*-»iraist, as commonly understood of angels, is utterly without philological found-

'•*»; that the Psalm "teaches the doctrine, that in dignity, as first created, he
-'] was superior to the angels, and next in order to the Divine Being." This

' * jas undoubtedly accomplished. Tho scholarly exposition is worthy the careful
* !,ciiUon of every theological student.
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2. Belated as to a divine Father, he was an object of com-

placcntial regard, not only for inherent excellence, and rela-

tional value to a vast and costly scheme of creation and govern-

ment, but because, as heretofore explained, it naturally results

from the property relation that the proprietor feels an interest

in the object, a care for it which renders him intolerant of

every adverse claim. And it was further explained, that when
property in an object stands on the ground of invention, pro-

duction, or, as in the present case, of the strict and proper cre-

ation of a moral intelligence, bearing a natural and moral

resemblance to the Creator, then the feeling of interest may be

expected to take on the paternal character. Man, therefore,

was beloved of God, both for what he was and for what he was

to him.

But did not man cease to be beloved of God in consequence

of sin ? He did not. His moral character was, indeed, destroyed,

and to that extent he ceased to be favorably regarded. But the

essential man, the ground-work of the Divine image, and itself

the primary and a large portion of that image, still remained.

And because this primary and undestroyed portion of his image

was made up of excellences which were original in his own
character, and because, being derived from himself, they were

his own property,

"He looked, and loved his image there."

Sin, therefore, did not lose for man his relation to God as a

loving father ;
" for God so loved him." He so loved him as

only the gift of his Son could adequately express. And as he,

in the divine purpose, was " the Lamb slain from the foundation

of the world," and as that purpose was the offspring of th.e love

in question, it follows that the latter was not less ancient, nor

less fixed and changeless, than the former.

3. The memory of this fact—the love of the paternal Deity

as antedating and surviving his apostacy—is entitled to accom-

pany and control any just estimate of what was lost on the

Bcore of the third branch of his general relations ; that which

refers him to the administration of divine law.

Held simply by this branch of the general relations, his

offense, having forfeited everlasting life, had left him to perish

without remedy. And why was he not held by this single rela-
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tion, mid left to perish ? Because lie was also the subject of

pother, an older, a dearer, a stronger relation. God, who was

bit Judge, was also his Father, and he loved him, not irrespect-

ively of, but notwithstanding, his having sinned.

The judicial relation resulted from his governmental orpublic

character. The paternal was his natural, or what we have ven-

tured to denominate his private character. And we have seen

bow it is, when the two characters unite in the same person,

that, while as judge he can only act as the representative of

justice by denouncing penalty to the delinquent, he is not only

frxT as a father to love his child, but equally free to call to his

*ul any available expedient for fulfilling the purposes of good

government, and saviug the beloved object, at the same time.

But, apart from the illustration, there are i\\Qfacts. Man was

divinely doomed to jperish ; while at the same time—the very

fame—he was so beloved that his ransom had been decided on

ft£cs before, and all to the end " that he should not perish, but

have everlasting life."

On the whole, then—and it is submitted that the solution

lir-s in the above distinction of natural and official relations

—

though judicially condemned, man's transgression did not lose

him cither the passive regard of his heavenly Father, or the

benefit of its active intervention, restoring him to official

favor.

As to his other relations, our reduced limits, as well as a

reduced necessity, must excuse any other than the most general

reference. And it shall be by a single remark, in concluding

ow estimate of the loss realized by sin, to the relational inter-

ns of our humanity. It is this : while man's constitutional

Character remained intact, in which was included so large a

f*rt of the divine image, and while that image continued to

*°gage the divine complacency, it were unreasonable to suppose

Worthing materially disastrous to any of his other most valuable

relations or interests.

The damage sustained by his defection, therefore, may be
' : |'l>rehended in these two particulars: the loss of original
*

f

Knteonsness, and the consequent loss of official favor—the
r of his moral Governor and Judge.

•»ut vast as were these reverses—and the reign of disorder
* r*'l death which followed in their train can only cease in the
Pockth Seriks, Vol. XIV.—16
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throes of our dissolving world—vast as they were, there still

remained enough of excellence in the essential constituents of

man's nature, and in his relations to ancient and endless pur-

poses, to justify, not a faint regard, but the great love where-

with his Author is known to have loved him.

Here, then, in the consideration of these original relations,

and especially in the undefaced expression of the divine image,

made up, as it was, of excellences original in the Creator

himself, we have the inducing cause of his unchanged com-

placency.

Involved in these high considerations was another, which,

from its importance, merits our distinct attention. It refers,

not to any power in the delinquent of raising himself, but to

liis susceptibility of heing raised to the high sphere of moral

excellence from which he had fallen. And more : it was a sus-

ceptibility of fulfilling the original prophecy, not only of his

earthly greatness, but of his endless advancement in beatitude,

as well as in wisdom, and power, and glory.

When to all this we recall—for it has been noticed before

—

the connection he held with the joint and immense schemes of

creation and providence, embracing myriads of other beings

like himself, and germinally included in him, who can but feel

that, in loving him, and to the extent of accounting him

worthy—not morally, but constitutionally and relationally

worthy—of redemption by his Son, the infinite Father .acted

in sight of reasons which approved themselves not less to his

all-perfect wisdom than to his unoriginated and unbounded

goodness.

Does the sculptor, because of an accidental defacement, hurl

his statue from its pedestal, and grind it into dust, when a touch

would restore the lost expression ? Would the mechanician,

especially if supposed to have fulfilled the philosophic condi-

tion of rendering his chronometer capable of reproducing a

similar marvel, and so on and on, would he place it under his

heel, rather than restore a broken dial-plate, a balance-wheel, or

even the mainspring of his costly workmanship? Or would

the merchant be likely, by reason of a partial plunder, or a

partial wreck, or the springing of a leak, either of which lua

resources would enable him to replace or repair, would he leave

his argosy to go down with all its treasures; or, patient of the
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lose, or repairing the damage, hold her upon her course till the
wealth with which he had freighted her were discharged in the
emporium of her destination ?

And was not the chef oVamvre of infinite skill, the bearer of
God's natural image, and fraught with relations and capabilities

high as the life of heaven, and far-reaching as eternity—was not
he infinitely and justly dearer to him than the most expressive
marble to the sculptor, or the marvelous chronometer to its

inventor, or the ship to its owner ?

Be it that God's regard for his property in man was lessened
i-y the full amount of the value detracted from it by its contact
with moral evil ; was it not his property still? And was it not
Mixed of value enough to induce a continued, though it was
indeed a diminished regard? And was not that regard an
adequate motive for maintaining the primary purpose for
which man had been ushered upon the theater of divine mani-
festation ? especially if we keep In mind that that primary pur-
pose regarded him, even apart from his inherent worth, as the
central object to which the mundane creation and the plan of
jt* providential government were alike related ? for the carry-
ing forward of that purpose in his absence had been the
dramatic absurdity of leaving out the only part which could
Rive interest and significance to the whole.

If, then, neither the artist, the mechanician, the merchant
destroys, or suffers the loss of, his valuable property for a repar-
ole defect; if the statue regains its lost expression, the watch
iti moving power, and the merchant vessel is guided to its

^tmed mart,

"Bearing the wealth of Ormus or of Ind," :

wall not God's injured image be also re-expressed in the human
*J0l ? Shall not rectified affection resupply the motive power
of holy action ? And shall not the damaged vessel—its helm
wU m His hand who freighted it with merchandise befitting
»«mart of heaven, and a celestial influence refilling the canvas

• |ta affections—shall it not sail away from the scene of its

Jfpient disaster, till, its voyage ended, its wealth of life and
»« shall be unfolded in the light of the great metropolis of

tairt"^**
5
* ° r

'
l° chailSe the allllsion

,
slia11 a sinning yet

Godlike humanity be dropped from its crowning position in
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that majestic arch of divine purposes which spans the two

eternities? For, being the final object of those purposes, and

it being impossible for a purpose to exist without an object, the

displacement of the one had been the disruption of the other.

Being now near the pause of our present argument, it may

be proper to notify the reader of what, for want of space, must

be deferred to a more opportune occasion. Such occasion may

be taken to notice how the relation of ownership to such an

object, which explains the first great process in human salva-

tion, is equally explanatory of the actual deliverance of the

individual from sin and its consequences. To the explication

of that subject we should wish to append a notice of such

objections to the present view of a great question as may be

reasonably anticipated, together with some important infer-

ences, including a practical application of the whole subject,
^

For the same reason—the ^extent of present discussion—it

must mainly rest witli the reader to collect the various topic*

of the foregoing argument. Our limits will only allow a sug-

gestion of the following

:

The final cause of man's being was his own final weZZ-being.

The ideal of such a being, with his known appointments, him-

self the sole exponent of~every creative and rectoral movement

on the sub-celestial theater, must have been a conception

worthy its Author's complacential regard. And when that

ideal was realized it could not have been less, but must have

been even more so, as real is superior to ideal existence, and as

the constitutional and moral properties claiming that regard

were transplantations, by God's own hand, of corresponding

excellences in his own nature.

It follows, then, that while his regard must have been less-

ened by the value of the lost moral properties, it must also

have remained unabated by the amount of value in the remain-

ing constitutional properties. And this unimpaired constitu-

tional value, let it be carefully remembered, was indefinitely

enhanced, in the divine estimation, as well on account of h>*

natural interest in it as an object of property, as by reason of

its connection, and the indispensableness of its connection, with

the whole scheme of Divine self-manifestation ;
a scheme reach-

ing back to the past,, and forth to the future, eternity. By rea-

son, therefore^ of tliis connection al indispensableness, as wed
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m vi\ account of divinely implanted excellence, involving the

Jcftjrness of property interest in the object itself, its moral lapse

tvu/</ not—we know it did not—reduce it below the loving

h .vird of its Creator.

Lapsed man, therefore, was worthy of being loved, not indeed

(or any moral quality, but for the above-stated constitutional

tvl relational reasons, including susceptibility of being raised

t.» even more than all his forfeited excellence and bliss. And,

M worthy of being loved, he was worthy of being redeemed

;

ind nil for reasons flowing, as we have seen, from the Creator's

t'STi original munificence..

A nd here we must ask the reader to keep in mind, what has

been shown before, that the consideration which induces love

can no otherwise exist than in, or as pertaining to, the object

ibelf; and that, consequently, God's love to fallen man—the

! wro which moved him to will and effectuate the redeeming

j-jveess—must have had respect, not to any foreign considera-

tions, but to qualities and relations perceived in, and pertaining

t", the being himself. And we have seen, as well what those

•j ualitiea and relations were, as their natural adequacy to induce

lite known result.

Now, as man, with all his essential and relative properties

and capabilities, was the original and absolute property of God,
*«'i<] as the paternal interest which such a being must naturally

feci in such an object was his interest, and issued from the same
original relation, it follows, in the meaning of our incipient

announcement, that God's ownership of man was the inducing
cjvh of man's redemption—and consequent salvation—by our
l^rd and Saviour Jesus Christ. " For God so loved the world
wot he gave his only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in

«»ia should not perish, but have everlasting life." To him be
pory in the highest, forever and ever.
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Art. IV.—ARCHIBALD ALEXANDER.

s.m'itThe Life of Archibald Alexander, D.D., LL.D., First Profe

in the Theological Seminary at Princeton, N. J. By James W.

Alexander, D.D. 12mo., pp. 562. Philadelphia : Presbyterian

Board of Publication.

Every good minister of the Gospel is the property of the whole

Church of God. His piety, his learning and ability, not only

secure for himself the respect and confidence of those around

him, but commend the Gospel which he preaches, and all who

espouse it, to the minds and hearts of the entire community.

Each evangelical Church, in the laud, each Christian society in

a city or a town, stands stronger in the popular estimation,

secures a more respectful hearing, has more weight and influ-

ence upon the popular mind, because of the presence of the

others ; and not only every able minister, but every man and

woman who lives a holy life is a voucher for all who profess

" like precious faith." A review of the life of Archibald Alex-

ander, of Princeton, has an appropriate place in a Methodist

publication, because more than curiosity prompts us, as a de-

nomination, to inquire into the success of other Churches and

other ministers of the Gospel, and examine the instrumentalities

wherewith that success has been achieved. \

Archibald Alexander was born near Lexington, Rockbridge

County, Va.
3
April 17, 1772, and was the third of a family of

nine children. His grandfather emigrated from Ireland in the

year 1737, and on both his father's and his mother's side Dr. Alex-

ander was a descendant of the Scotch-Irish, or of ancestors who

long ago emigrated from Scotland to Ireland, bearing with

them, and transmitting to their children, their characteristic

industry, thrift, and Calvinistic faith. A century ago the

great valley of Virginia was still comparatively a new country,

and amid its wild scenes and adventures young Alexander

spent his youth. He learned to hunt, and fish, and swim, and

recognize at incredible distances the bells of his father's cattle

when they were lost in the mountain forests. His early educa-

tional advantages were defective. It was the fashion of

England in those days to export her criminals to her western
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colonies, and on their arrival put tliem up at auction as servants

for the term of years named in the sentence of the court winch

convicted them. Virginia received her full share of them, and,

lodgm" from the conduct of certain of her citizens in the pres-

ent rebellion, their descendants not only exist, but are worthy

of their lineage. Archibald's father, in a trading expedition to

Baltimore, saw several of these convicts for sale, and having

wln(j spare funds on hand, bought the lot, and took them home

to the valley. On his arrival he examined his " property," to

tee what his purchase was worth; and finding that one of them,

* boy of nineteen years, possessed a smattering of books, con-

cluded to make him the schoolmaster of the settlement. Vndcr

the auspices of this hopeful guide, young Alexander entered

the flowery paths of knowledge. The Westminister Catechisms,

the Shorter and the Larger, formed an important part of his

early accpiisitions. At the age of ten years he was told by his

father that « learning was to be his estate." The Kev. William

Graham, a graduate of Princeton College, had opened an acad-

emy, which he named Liberty Hall, and which, in after years,

became Washington College. Archibald was placed under

the tuition of Mr. Graham, and remained in his school nearly

leven years, acquiring some Latin and great skill in cards.

In his seventeenth year he left school, and engaged as tutor

in the family of General Posey, a resident of what was then

• ailed the Wilderness, a few miles west of Predericsburgh.

Tims far he was not religious, nor even awakened to any sense

"f danger. He received on one occasion deep impressions

from the sermon of a " traveling preacher ;" but he records that

on hearing his parents speak slightingly of the sermon his con-

rictions instantly vanished. At the age of seventeen his ideas

of religion were exceedingly imperfect, and are thus described

l»y himself: "My only notion of religion was that it consisted

in becoming better. I had never heard of any conversion

among the Presbyterians."—P. 32. The process by which ho

Waa aroused to a sense of his lost condition, and led into the

I'ath of peace, is so curiously illustrative of the times, as well

M the individual, that we deem it not inappropriate to trace it

hriefly in these pages, especially in view of the fact that we

design to devote most of the space allotted us to the earlier

h'rtion of the life of Dr. Alexander.
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In the family of General Posey was an aged Christian lady,

a member of the Baptist Church, who often spoke to him on
the subject of religion, and persuaded him to read to her in

religious authors, of which her favorite was John Flavel. On
one occasion she related to him her experience in regard to a

change of heart, closing with the pithy remark :
" Xow I know-

all this must appear utter nonsense to you who have experi-

enced nothing of the kind." His residence in the Wilderness

brought him into contact with examples of professed infidelity,

as well as of piety, and the evil influence was felt. He began
to question, and reason, and, in a degree, doubt ; but one day,

in searching among some books which had been sent him
from home, he found a coarsely printed pamphlet, entitled

"Internal Evidences of the Christian Religion. By Soame
Jenyns, Esq." He sat down at once to read, and before he
laid it down was so thoroughly convinced of the truth of the

Bible that the very room in which lie was "seemed to be

illuminated."

His inquiries now assumed a new form, and he began to ask

himself, What is this new Urth of which some speak? He
thus confesses his perplexity :

" It seemed to be in the Bible,

but I thought there must be some method of explaining it

away ; for among the Presbyterians I had never heard of any
one who had experienced the new birth, nor could I recollect

ever to have heard it mentioned."—P. 101. It is a curious

fact that there is no explanation of regeneration, or the new
birth, in the Presbyterian Confession of Faith, nor in the West-
minster Catechisms. He continued to read, and began to pray

in secret places. Under the guidance of Flavel he began to

get some idea of the nature of regeneration, and a little book-

called " Jenks on Justification by Faith," showed him, more
clearly than it had ever before been in his view, the way of life.

lie began to hope at times that he had already experienced the

spiritual change; but his seasons of peace and joy were tran-

sient, and his experience was anything but satisfactory to him-

self. In regard to this period of doubt and inquiry he says:
u To John Flavel I certainly owe more than to any uninspired

author."

• At the close of the year he returned home to Rockbridge,
with the design of pursuing his studies. He found his elde:>t
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»fcler pecking an interest in Christ, and his religious impressions

were deepened. A rumor- reached the settlement that an ex-

traordinary revival was in progress on the other side of the

Hluo Ridge, and the news awakened great interest among the

icople. His teacher, the B.ev. Mr. Graham, was invited to

rUit the place, and assist in preaching to the crowds who
(locked to hear the word. He took with him several of his

j.ii|»ils, among whom was young Alexander. A multitude

came together from various quarters, far and near, and the

travelers from "Rockbridge were much impressed by seeing a

Urge number of young converts from another settlement, fifty

or sixty miles distant, coming on horseback through the forests,

ringing hymns as they rode. Several ministers were present

.-.I the meeting, among whom the leading men were Mr. Gra-

!:am and Dr. John B. Smith, the brother of Dr. Samuel Stan-

Iwpe Smith, President of Princeton College. Listening to the

(tangent sermons, and exhortations, and fervent prayers of the

occasion, Alexander became more and more interested and
moved. lie imagined that a personal conversation with Dr.

Smith would scatter his doubts, and finally obtained an inter-

view. But having stated his experience, his occasional hopes
•<! enjoyments, followed by a'relapse into sin, he was informed
w a very peremptory way that "these exercises were not of the

BUture of true religion, as that always destroys the dominion and
power of sin." Then occurred that strange error of conscious-
!*>^ not unknown in the present day. He was in great dis-

UfcH because he had no feeling of sorrow for his sins; he
"rolled on the ground in anguish of spirit, bewailing his insen-

ll.ility."

The company of ministers passed on from place to place,

" »«ding meetings as they went, and sometimes spending several

**JF8 in a neighborhood when the prospect of good was unusually
•ooouraging. On one occasion, having retired into a wood for

J.'ayer, Alexander was "suddenly visited with such a melting
°< heart as he never had before or since," which gave him a

«*eet composure of spirit," but after all " left no permanent
inge in his condition." A few days afterward he came to

" *Pparently calm and deliberate conclusion that he "should
l!! 'l.V be. lost forever," inasmuch as he had found himself,

be iancied, incapable of that degree of conviction for sin
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which is necessary to salvation. A minister with whom lie

had no acquaintance singled him out, and on hearing; the result

of his reasonings, and upon what they were based, showed him

the mistakes into which he had fallen. On being assured that

no particular degree of conviction is necessary, beyond the con-

scious need of a Saviour, he at once began to trust in Christ.

and entertain from that instant a "joyful hope." That same

day, it would seem, lie was called upon to pray in a public

meeting, and complied, " being delivered from the fear of

man." The next morning after this event they set out fur

Iiockbridge, singing revival hymns as they rode along.

They were accompanied home by several of the ministers who

had been engaged in the good work on the other side of the

mountain, and the new converts deemed a revival in Lexington

a certainty. A great congregation gathered to hear from Mr.

Graham and his companions an account of what they had seen

and heard in Bedford and Prince Edward, and the assembly

was deeply moved by the recital. Many of the young people

were soon numbered among the inquirers. Some of the older

ones, however, who had never heard of a revival before,

doubted ; and an uncle of Alexander's came to their house

armed with a volume of Locke's Essays, with a leaf turned.

down at the chapter on enthusiasm. The word of the Lord

prevailed in spite of opposition, and many souls were truly

converted. In the midst of these happy scenes young Alex-

ander was suddenly prostrated again by the idea that his

repentant sorrows had never been deep enough to render them

efficacious. Determining to give himself to incessant prayer

till cither death or success came, the next morning he took his

Bible, and walked several miles into the forest, and under n

projecting rock, in a dark ravine, he began the mighty content.

He read and prayed, and prayed and read, till his strength was

utterly exhausted, and only sank deeper in darkness and despair.

He was sorely tempted at one time to give up the struggle, but

concluded to offer a final prayer, to utter one more cry for

mercy. He did so, and deliverance came. " The whole plan

of grace appeared as clear as day," and he was filled with " a

joy unspeakable and full of glory." When the first tumult " !

his emotions had subsided he opened his Bible again, and read

the eighteenth and nineteenth chapters of John, and the sacred
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t*;ro appeared to be illuminated with heavenly light. Drawing

writing materials from his pocket, he penned a solemn cove-

nant to be the Lord's forever, and there, alone under the rock,

* solemnly signed it, as in the presence of God."—P. 71.

And yet not a week elapsed before the conflict was as fierce,

r!k1 the cloud as dense as ever. Still, shortly after this, in the

iutumn of 17S9, when he was in the eighteenth year of his age,

;.,• made a profession of his faith, and united with the Presby-

terian Church. In after life he looked back at this period of

tj.iritual strife, and regarded much of his distress as the result

of misapprehension. He says

:

" Now, at the age of seventy-seven, I am of opinion that my
regeneration took place while I resided at General Posey's, in the

j car 1788."—P. 72.

As an explanation of this last remark, it is proper for us to say

that Dr. Alexander's theory of the order of the several parts

of the experience which lies at the beginning of a true relig-

ious life, varies widely from the Methodistic view. In the Wes-

K-van theology the process is this : first comes conviction of sin,

in which the soul, aided by the Spirit of God, sees and feels its

Ruilt and danger, and, yielding to the divine influence, anx-

iously inquires, What must I do to be saved? Then comes

Jaitb, an act by which the soul, still graciously assisted, relin-

quishes every other trust, and relies alone on the mercy of God
and the atonement of our Lord Jesus Christ for salvation. In

i'f;ut hour come pardon, and generally, if not invariably, a degree

of peace, and in the self-same hour comes regeneration, the new
birth, the renewal of the soul in the divine image, the com-

'"licement of a recreating process, which, in its completion,

lit* man for the inheritance of the saints in light.

ftut in Dr. Alexander's theory regeneration is the very bcgiit-

r' ,t!£ of the process, and precedes not only faith, but even

vpentance. His mode of reasoning upon the subject may be

••en in the following brief extracts

:

.

4
' The spirit operates on the dead soul, communicating the prin-

opie of life. The word holds up to the view of the regenerated
*>ul the evil of sin, which leads to repentance." " How can light
' •.'"'' into a blind mind without some previous operation on that
"•'"d?" "It is true that all pious exercises are produced by a
4l, w of the truth, but this view of the truth is the effect of regen-
""lon, not the cause."—Life, pp. 74, 121.
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"It is usually taken for granted that the convictions experienced
"are prior to regeneration. But it would be very difficult to prove
from Scripture, or from the nature of the case, that such a prepara-

tory work is necessary. Suppose an individual to be, in somo
certain moment, regenerated; such a soul would begin to see with
new eyes, and his own sins would be among the things first viewed
in a new light."

—

Religions Experience, p. 29.

Dr. Alexander held, however, that the unregenerate may
experience remorse, terror, what the world calls " conviction of

sin ;" " but," he adds, " there is nothing in this kind of convic-

tion which has any tendency to change the heart or make it

better. Some, indeed, have maintained, with some show of

reason, that under mere legal conviction the sinner grows worse

and worse."

—

Rel. Exp., p. 31.

In reading these passages it is a very natural inference that

Dr. Alexander uses the term regeneration in some lower sense

than is usual among evangelical Christians ; but examination

makes it clear that he employs it as designating a sure mark of

the true child of God. It must be confessed, that however this

doctrine may differ from Wesleyan modes of setting forth the

process of salvation, it is a stone which fits very neatly into the

Calvinistic edifice.

It is no part of our present design to discuss controverted

points, or we might be tempted to ask a question or two. If, as

the Confession of Faith declares, " this effectual call is of God's

free and special grace alone," man being " altogether passive

therein," and if they who are "effectually called" shall "cer-

tainly persevere therein to the end, and be eternally saved,"

where is the justice of holding a sinner accountable for the loss

of his own soul % To say that the sinner cannot take one step

that tends to life till he has undergone, being " altogether pas-

sive therein," a spiritual change which renders his salvation a

certainty, is to take the sinner's destiny wholly out of his own

hands and advocate practical fatalism. And how coolly the

advocates of this theory assume that God has not the power to

make repentance at all possible without making salvation ab-

solutely certain ! To prove that regeneration, in which man i-4

"altogether passive," and which, nevertheless, is an infallible

pledge of eternal salvation, must of necessity precede even the

beginnings of true conviction, he asks :
" How can light shine

into a blind mind without some previous operation on that
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mind?" But it seems to us that the Mosaic account of the

v reation suggests a far more difficult problem : How can a soul,

created holy, perfect, in the image of God, be at the same time

capable of sin ? If divine wisdom can make a being perfectly

boly, and yet, in the freedom of its own will, capable of sinning,

purely divine grace can so aid an unholy being that it shall be

capable of hearing the divine call to repentance, and of begin-

ning truly to seek the Lord, and yet retain its true freedom of

choice, and be, in the eye of strictest reason and justice, account-

able for its action, and able to decide the momentous question

of life and death. Moreover, if the theory be true and scrip-

tural, that regeneration precedes repentance and faith, then

either pardon precedes faith, or souls are regenerated and

become true children of God before they are forgiven. And
if regeneration, which, according to the Calvinistic theory, is

an infallible pledge of eternal salvation, must in all cases pre-

cede the exercise of faith, we confess that we cannot see very

clearly how faith is the condition of salvation. In fact, from

this one feature we may infer every element of the most rigid,

remorseless partialism
;
just as the skillful naturalist, from the

ahape of a single tooth, infers the talons, the lithe frame, the

prowling habit and bloodthirsty nature of the beast of prey.

It makes little difference at what point in the process of salva-

tion yon in theory locate the new birth, if the title of the elect

to eternal life is just as good before their natural birth as it is

fcfter their spiritual regeneration.

Mr. Alexander's attention was now seriously turned to the

ministry, and with this in view he resumed his studies, under the

tuition of Mr. Graham, in company with five or six other young
Juen, who were converted in the great revival. He began to ex-

wvise his gifts, or, in Methodistic phrase, " exhort " at religious

meetings, sometimes speaking with ease and fluency, sometimes

wffering the torture of a failure. " It was, however, in such

exercises as these," remarks his biographer, " that he laid the

foundation for that habit of extraordinary extemporaneous dis-

course which Mras his grand peculiarity as a preacher and a

tcm-her."

Ue was licensed in October, 1791, at a meeting of the Pres-

O'tcry held in "Winchester, and immediately began to preach
^waaional sermons, though at times "overwhelmed with an
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awful feeling of responsibility and unfitness for the sacred

office." He was now nineteen and a half years of age, his

stature small, and "his whole appearance strikingly boyish,"

so that strangers took him to be three or four years younger.

On the second occasion of his preaching after his licensure the

wind blew away the " skeleton" of his sermon, and he resolved

on the spot, to u take no more paper into the pulpit," a resolu-

tion which he kept for twenty years, with the single exception

of the sermon which he preached at his own ordination. His

youthful efforts, thus extemporaneous and free, were flowing,

imaginative, and impassioned, and, from the first, attracted

great attention. One of his early friends, speaking of Mr.

Alexander's preaching at this time, compared him to a " young

horse of high blood, led out into a spacious pasture, exercising

every muscle, and careering in every direction with extravagant

delight." In reference to the manner in which he began his

ministry, the biographer quotes with approbation the following

significant remarks of the Rev. Dr. Hall

:

It deserves to be noted by all ministers and candidates, that one
of the chief external means by which Dr. Alexander attained what
are often called his inimitable excellences as a preacher, was his

spending several years after licensure and ordination in itinerant

missionary service, preaching in the humblest and most destitute

places, often in the open air, and adapting his language and man-
ner to minds that needed the plainest kind of instruction. It will

be a good day for the ministry and the Church when the performance
of a term of such itinerant service shall be exacted as part of the

trials of every probationer before ordination.—P. 119.

This we take to be an emphatic indorsement of the old

Methodist mode of training young ministers for their high voca-

tion. It is a little curious to find that the only course which it

was in the power of our Church in the beginning to take is, in

these latter days, regarded by others as the highest wisdom.

Part of the itinerant missionary service alluded to was per-

formed on horseback, in Eastern Virginia, along the line of

North Carolina, and occupied some six months. He then

accepted, in conjunction with the Ivev. Mr. Lacy, a call to a

veritable circuit, on which there were six preaching places

scattered over a territory sixty miles long and thirty miles wide.

They traveled in true itinerant style, on horseback, with their

books and clothes in saddle-bags. Tin's circuit was soon divided,
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Mr. Alexander taking for his share of it two Churches bearing

': t suggestive names of Briery and Cub Creek, when lie was

*V..tined in 1794, and installed the next year. Having labored

, r« assiduously for about two years he was elected President

:' Hampden Sidney College, an institution which had, in the

iwmty-four years of its existence, attained the position of a

tractable academy only, and at this particular date seemed

tu be in danger of dying for lack of patronage. Here he applied

bttuficlf with energy and perseverance to the management of

:!:«< institution, spending his Sabbaths in preaching to two

regular congregations, besides irregular ministerial labors in

flit- surrounding country, and devoting all the time that the

n boo] and the Churches left him to an omnivorous course of

wiing and study. He succeeded well in each of his triad of

irocations.

In 1S01 Mr. Alexander resigned both the presidency of the

*'U-l«ling college and the charge of the Churches. He had
"Vi-rtaxed his physical strength and wished to recruit it, and,

reover, was desirous of making a journey through New Jer-

wr, New York, and New England, and becoming acquainted

*itli various ministers of note. The fifty pages which the
'• ^ni^her devotes to this journey are, in some respects, the

: "<^t interesting portion of the volume, as they set forth a vivid

i'i'-ture of the times, the state of the country, the manners and
ihe men of the day, with the various questions in theology which
loen tunned the staple of polemics. Having been chosen by
'•" presbytery a delegate to the General Assembly of the Pres-

byterian Church, which was to meet in Philadelphia in the

-th of May, he again brought out his itinerant equipments,

packed his saddle-bags for the long journey, and set forth in the

*J le of a true cavalier. On his way to Philadelphia he stopped
• > a few days in Louisa County, to pay a visit to Dr. James
* Mdel, one of the most noted Presbyterian ministers in the

*?*te. At one period of his life Dr. Waddel lost his eyesight,
" !i l did not regain it for several years : and it was of him that

^

>rt wrote his famous description of the Blind Preacher in the
v-idi Spy. In the General Assembly Mr. Alexander found

'"ii<e ot the most eminent men of the times: Dr. Jonathan
Wwards, Drs. Green, Woodhull, M'Knight, and others. Only
"""!) teen presbyteries were represented, and there were but
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three delegates from the Southern states. The Synod of Vir-

ginia reported that they had employed six missionaries to labor

in the newly settled regions west of the Alleghany Mountains,

and that good results had followed.

Mr. Alexander was appointed a delegate to the Congrega-

tional General Association of Connecticut, and, once more

mounting his horse, proceeded in a leisurely manner on his

journey northward. The first day's ride brought him to Tren-

ton, K*. J., and the next to Princeton, the place where lie was

destined to spend nearly forty years of his life. Here he

renewed his acquaintance with Dr. Samuel Stanhope Smith,

who, as he often remarked many years afterward, " was the

most elegant gentleman he ever saw." " The beauty of his

countenance, the clear and vivid complexion, the symmetry of

his form, and the exquisite finish of his dress, were such as to

strike the beholder at first sight." The clerical style of dress

at that time was, sooth to say, a little imposing : large wigs and

cocked hats were almost Usually worn, and those who ministered to

city congregations generally wore powder. At Danbury, Conn.,

he chronicles the fact that lie saw there still in use the pillions

on which the women rode to church behind their husbands and

fathers. They arrived at Litchfield on the day when the Gen-

eral Association met. lie remarks thus upon the sights which

he saw :
" The appearance of the old country clergymen was to

me novel and grotesque. They came into town on horseback

or in chaises, wearing cocked hats, and sometimes with queues

dangling down the back. The opening sermon was preached

by Dr. Perkins, of Hartford. The ministers all met at the

house of the pastor, Mr. Huntington ; and the first thing was

a distribution of long pipes and papers of tobacco, so that the

room was soon filled with smoke." The Association seemed to

have but little business ; no set speeches were made, and the

session was short. Mr. Alexander again mounted his horse

and continued his tour, visiting the noted ministers of the

various localities, everywhere admiring the unaffected hospi-

tality of jSTew England, and recording his observations. Just

at this time the Churches seem to have been most restless

and unsettled ; every minister whom he met was ready to

throw down the glove for theologic combat ; and every layman

had a psalm, or a doctrine, or a tongue, or a revelation, or an
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interpretation. To differ from others was deemed the laudable

murk of an independent thinker ; and men set up their private

-rxvds with as much self-gratulation as parvenus set up their

rivate carriages. The Independent theory of Church govern-

.
. -Hi relieved each pastor and congregation from all disciplin-

ary accountability to their fellows ; no official life could be lost

in the arena, and the champion of the weakest novelty knew
•;;:»! even in defeat no more serious penalty awaited him than

to be braiued with a syllogism, or unhorsed with a quotation

from the original Greek.

( hie question which was then mightily exercising Xew Eng-

land theologians was: "Is God the efficient author of sin?"

l)r. Hopkins, Dr. Emmons, and others were understood to hold

t!,t< affirmative; while another party, of whom Drs. Nathan

Str.-ng and Timothy Dwight were the leaders, denied it. Con-

iruvcrsy was also rife on the questions, Whether a supposed

uillingness to be damned should be deemed a valuable sign of

electing grace; and whether the use of means of grace by the

m rc-generate ought to be recommended or denounced. All

- Dg his route he found the Hopkinsian controversy in full

•jiration, and every minister whom he met seemed to consider

!l }<-rfectly well-bred to ask his views of the points debated, and
t » state his own with all freedom.

At Franklin, Mass., Mr. Alexander spent some days with

Dr. Emmons, one of the ablest of the followers of Dr. Hopkins,

*~<I learned to respect the man and the Christian, though he dis-

• laimed all affinity for his peculiar creed. As he approached Bos-

• •:» he found that his horse and equipments began to attract no
•lie attention; the spectacle of a clerical-looking gentleman,.

*.ih valise, overcoat, and saddle-bags, mounted on a reformed
» ugmia racehorse, being an unprecedented one in those high

-uuudes. "When he entered the city the loungers at the various

k greeted him with such a concentrated stare, that he
t ^K-d one public house after another without the courage to
'*•

I' till he found that he had gone entirely through the town,
*&<1 was passing over the bridge to Cambridge. The theologi-
w celebrities of the place roused his astonishment full as much

:

•- saddle-bags and Virginia racer did that of the natives.

* Wcount of the state of opinion may well excite wonder at
•:t' present hour

:

y^KTu Series, Vol. XIV.—17
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There was as yet no public line of demarkation among the clergy.

One might learn with ease what each man believed, or rather did

not believe, for few positive opinions were expressed by the liberal

party. Dr. Kirkland Avas said to be a Socinian, as was Mr. To]>-

ham, and Dr. Howard an Ariau. Dr. Eklcy had professed to be

an Edwardean ; but he came out, after my visit, a" high Arian.

Mr. Eliot was au Arian, Mr. Emerson a Unitarian of some sort,

and Dr. Lathrop a Umversalist. Dr. Freeman, one of the iirsi

Mho departed from orthodoxy, was the lowest of all, a mere
humanitarian. He still used the book of Common Prayer, altered

so as to suit his opinions. Dr. Morse was considered a rigid Trini-

tarian. Dr. Harris was reckoned a low Arminian, and became a

thorough Unitarian.—P. 23G.

After spending a week or ten days among the novel scenes

and motley theologies of Boston, he once more took saddle.

At Ipswich be made the acquaintance of Dr. Dana the elder,

who had just been engaged in a controversy in regard to the

means of grace, he and Dr. Tappan of Cambridge having been

arrayed against Drs. Emmons and Spring. At Rowley he

preached, and was followed home from the church by two of

his hearers, one of whom was a deacon, that he might decide

for them a metaphysical question over which they had been

disputing for some time. The question duly propounded was

this :
" Is there anything in the mind besides exercises V Hav-

ing never heard of the " Exercise Scheme," he was at a loss to

know what was the precise point of the controversy ; but a

cautious question or two brought the belligerents into noisy

collision, and by causing them to expend their logic upon each

other, forgetful of their umpire, saved him the trouble of giving

an opinion. At Ipswich' he found eight Congregational

Churches, with their pastors, no two of wjiom agreed in doc-

trine, besides a Society of Freewill Baptists, who differed from

the whole theological octave.

In passing from Massachusetts over the mountains of New
Hampshire, he had an interview with the father of Daniel

Webster. The old gentleman informed him that he had a so"

in college at Dartmouth, and talked in a way which made it

" easy to see that he was proud of him." lie afterward met

young Daniel at Hanover, and, on commencement-day, heard

him pronounce an oration, not on law or politics, but on tho

recent discoveries made in the science of chemistry. In the

Church or on the highway, in the study or the parlor, at bed
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rshI board, Mr. Alexander encountered controversy. On one
occasion lie overtook two ministers, total strangers to him, who
were journeying in an old style gig. The strangers offered

Ideological battle, and the contest became so animated that
one of them volunteered to give Mr. Alexander his seat in the
chaise and ride the saddle-horse, that the disputants might
engage at close quarters. The offer was accepted, and so
absorbed did the disputants become in the debate that several
times they were nearly upset among the rocks.

At Shelburne he found a revival in progress, and was per-
suaded by the pastor of the church, the Rev. Mr. Packard, to
rvmain and labor among the people for two weeks. One thing
Hi the conduct of those who were professedly awakened gave
him great surprise

:
" They sat still, and believed it improper to

pray, or use any means except hearing, until they received the
gift of a new heart." He "preached as usual," exhorting
inquirers to read and pray, and labored with great acceptance,
«> that often the church would not hold the crowds that came
to hear him. It may be remarked here that Mr. Alexander
leached much throughout the whole tour, and that his ser-
tnons were everywhere received with great favor. Dr. Sprague,
»0 the third volume of his Annals, published in 1S58, remarks
Uiat "there are still persons living in New England who will
•peak m rapture of the wonderful effect which his eloquence
r-roduced upon them."
Turning once more in the direction of home, he proceeded

« Ins leisure down the valley of the Connecticut, passed
Utfough New York city, Newark, and Elizabethtown, remain-
»S a day or two in each place of interest, and preaching every

•
v

'bath. At Princeton he attended the commencement exer-
"

_

ol the New Jersey College, and saw gathered there many
' >e leading men of his own denomination, lay and clerical,

_

lie state. The trustees, after a hasty consultation on the
**ge, conferred on Mr. Alexander the degree of Master of Arts,

a-,

"" 1>r^ching a Sabbath or two in Philadelphia and Balti-

f
*^ he hastened to Hopewell, the residence of Dr. Waddell,

J?
^ daughter, Janetta, he was soon afterward united in

1!T!;ige.

•ndw*

1

*
p
d0d

*
t0U

.

r °f great interest and Profit t0 m
-
Alex~

(r
- Even to his old age lie never gretf weary of talk-
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ing of it, finding in its well-remembered incidents a never-

failing fund of amusement and instruction for himself and

others.

Mr. Alexander now resumed the charge of the college and

his two congregations, and for five years more, or from the

thirtieth to the thirty-fifth year of his age, devoted himself

assiduously to his multiplied duties as president, teacher, and

pastor, besides pushing on, with all zeal and energy, the work

of personal improvement. In the opinion of his biographer,

he was now at the zenith of his power as a preacher. Cer-

tainly his reputation in his own state was very high, and he

was steadily winning his way to a place among the leading

minds of his denomination. Having received a call to Phila-

delphia, he resigned his presidency and his pastoral charge, and

in April, 1807, was installed pastor of the Pine-street Presby-

terian Church of that city. This same year he was elected

Moderator of the General Assembly, which event, not of much
significance in itself, was honorable to a man of thirty-five

years, and had an important bearing upon his whole future

life. Because he was Moderator in 1807, custom made it his

duty to preach the annual sermon before the General Assem-

bly in 1808. On that occasion he chose for his subject the

Church and the Ministry, and treated at considerable length

the question of preparation for the ministry, advocating the

establishment of some kind of a theological school. At that

time the custom was for the candidate for the ministry, after

completing his academical course, to pursue the subject of

theology under the direction of some settled minister, who

directed his- studies, criticized his juvenile sermons, and in-

ducted him into the regular modes of pastoral duty. A sen-

tence or two from the sermon will show the position which

he took

:

The first tiling here which deserves our attention is the intro-

duction of suitable men into the ministry. If you would have a

well-disciplined army you must begin by appointing good offi-

cers. ... In my opinion we shall not have a regular and sufficient

supply of well-qualified ministers of the Gospel until every Pres-

bytery, or at least every Synod, shall have under its direction :i

seminary established for the single purpose of educating youth for

the ministry, in which the course of education from its commence-
ment shall be directed to this object.—Page 297.
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Dr. Ashbel Green, then pastor of a church in Philadelphia,

iod afterward President of Princeton College, held the same

views; and the conviction of their correctness was gaining

ground. In 1809 the Assembly took action in the case, and

in 1812 the plans were matured and the first professor elected

tv (lie Assembly. The biographer quotes the following descrip-

tion of the election :

It was unanimously resolved to spend some time in prayer pre-
viously to the election, and that not a single remark should be
made by any member in reference to any candidate before or after

the balloting. Silently and prayerfully these guardians of the
Church began to prepare their votes. They felt the solemnity of
the occasion, the importance of their trust. Not a word was
rooken, not a whisper heard as the teller passed around to collect
the result. The votes were counted, the result declared, and the
K°v* Dr. Alexander was pronounced elected. A venerable elder
of the church in Philadelphia, of which Dr. Alexander was pastor,
•irose to speak, but his feelings choked utterance. How could he
part with his beloved pastor? His tears flowed till he sat down
tn silence. . . . The Rev. Mr. Flinn [the Moderator] called on the
Itev. Dr. Woodhull, of Monmouth, to follow in prayer. He
•Inclined. Two others were called on, and they declined", remark-
ing that it was the Moderators duty. He then addressed the
''''ime of grace in such a manner, in such a strain of elevated
wvotion that the members of the Assembly all remarked that he
•"-fined almost inspired. Weeping and sobbing were heard through-

.

»«t the house.—Page 310.

Dr. Alexander was inaugurated into his new office on the
12th of August, 1812.

It was an occasion of great solemnity and feeling. The older
j« misters, especially those to whom the direction was intrusted,
*'Ked with parental yearnings on the infant seminary, and none
•we more ready to hail with thankfulness and hope the approach
* 1 new means for training the ministry than those excellent men,
•no lamented the scantiness of their own early opportunities.

Urns Dr. Alexander, in the meridian of his strength, was
pUcod in the most responsible position, in the highest post of

^

"nstian honor, to which the respect and confidence of his
wtthren could exalt him. This year, 1812, was the middle
^' ;ir oi his life. lie was now forty years of age, and thence-
rward his ]ii*e was destined to flow on in a calm and even
•am. For forty years, lacking a few months, he was senior

NWeeaor in the seminary, faithfully and laboriously, with heart
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and mind and strength, performing the duties whereunto he

deemed himself called. His influence among his brethren

grew wider and deeper as his mind gathered its stores of

knowledge and experience ; and with increasing years, public-

respect ripened into veneration. That he should be regarded

as well-nigh infallible by the youth under his care is but

natural ; that the community in which he lived should hold

him in great respect was also natural. But far outside of these

narrow boimds his name had weight ; and in the highest coun-

cils of his Church he was eminent as an adviser in doubtful

junctures, and as a safe guide in difficult enterprises.

In the main business of his after life he prospered. The

seminary, which began in 1812 with nine students, numbered

fifty in attendance in ten years, and at the time of his death

had nearly three times that number. Under his administration

large and commodious buildings were erected, a fine library

was collected, ample funds were raised and permanently

invested, and all the appliances necessary to the accomplish-

ment of a great educational work were gathered.

At rather a later period of his life than is common in the

literary world, Dr. Alexander came before the public as an

author. His first volume, entitled "A Brief Outline of the

Evidences of the Christian Religion," was published in the year

1825, when he had already attained the age of fifty-three years

;

and was followed by a volume on the " Canon of the Old and

New Testaments," (1825,) a hymn book, (1831,) "The History

of the Log College," (1S45,) "The History of African Coloni-

zation," (1816,) " The History of the Israelitish Nation," (1852,)

"Outlines of Moral Science," (1852,) a volume of Sermons, and

another on Religious Experience, together with a large number

of sermons, addresses, and review articles on miscellaneous

subjects.

In these labors of the pen, added to those which pertained to

his regular official duties, with occasional sermons preached for

his ministerial brethren in the neighboring towns and cities, the

last forty years of his life glided away with the occurrence ot

few events such as arrest the attention of general readers. The

biographer, therefore, bestows but half as much space upon

this period as upon the earlier part of the life which he traces.

Dr. Alexander attained what may be called, in the full sense
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,.f the words, a good old age. He retained his powers of mind

imi of body well to the very last. At the age of seventy-five he

»&« more fleshy, more cheerful, and " enjoyed the sense of health

more than in his years of prime." "His love of children, of

family chat, of visits from friends, of psalmody, and of the

daily journals was undiminished," and "even in natural things

hii iast days were his best days." His letters show that he was

continually meditating on his departure, and yet entering into

no mental or moral shadow of death. As evinced in his public

minist rations, as well as his family worship, his piety became

wore deep and fervent, and yet remained as cheerful and buoy-

ant as ever. He still labored on industriously with voice and

|*n, lecturing before the students in the seminary, preaching

fa his ministerial brethren, and all the while intent on doing

;>h»1, being fully persuaded that for an old man to "retire," as

il i, called, is to court imbecility.

Bat the inevitable, inexorable event came at last. In the

quinary chapel, on the 7th of September, 1851, he preached

the last sermon of a ministry of sixty years, and on the follow-

'•z Sabbath, at a sacramental service in the First Presbyterian

Church of Princeton, delivered his last public address. The

•4!uc day in which he attended this latter service he became

indisposed
; nature yielded to a painless and yet rapid process

'<( decay; and, like a piece of machinery from which the

motive power has been detached, "the weary wheels of life"

bekened in their revolutions, and on the 22d of the next

»onth "stood still." His last moments were serene, and at

times full of holy joy. It is said that he remarked to a friend

*ho called to see him during his illness, that "all his theology

m*l narrowed down to this: Christ Jesus came into the world

t» Kive sinners."

In closing our review of this admirable volume of biography,

; t does not enter into our plan to set forth any extended criti-

cal climate of the native powers of mind, the literary aequisi-

liotw of Dr. Alexander, or the general character and extent of

••' influence in his own denomination and in the community.

idence, derived from many sources, testifies to his ability as

"her, especially during the period immediately preceding

* removal from Virginia. As a writer, he was simple, clear.

•wresting, aud instructive, without aiming at elaborate literary
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finish. For the office of an instructor of youth, in which ho
spent more than a half century of his life, his clearness of

thought, fullness of information, simplicity of language, and

habits of unwearied application, give him peculiar fitness.

His keen observation, retentive memory, and solid judgment
made him a wise counselor and an invaluable friend. As a

thinker, his habits of teaching were calculated to make him
clear, full, and accurate, rather than creative aiid original.

Cautious and conservative in a high degree, he sometimes

in his public ministrations failed, we think, to act up to the

measure of his responsibility. In the temperance discussion,

for instance, his name was seldom mentioned, except as a city

of refuge for those who, instead of engaging zealously in the

unwelcome labor of reformation, contented themselves with

finding fault with the measures which were adopted, and the

men, who were honest, if not wise, in the good work ; and to

his influence we attribute much of the apparent coldness and

indifference which many of the leading men of his denomina-

tion have evinced on the subject. How far his extreme seden-

tary habits, during the latter part of his life, by keeping hirii

away from the sight of the evils of intemperance, may account

for this, we essay not to determine. As a theologian, he was

rigid and uncompromising, and, as his theory of regeneration

indicates, a thorough Calvinist, holding that none are "re-

deemed by Christ, effectually called, justified, adopted, sancti-

fied, and saved, but the elect only."

As a minister of the Presbyterian Church, he was strongly

attached to her doctrine and order, and abundant in labors to

increase her strength and success. This loyalty and zeal we

deem Christian virtues worthy of universal emulation. At the

same time so prone are men to err that even our highest and

most unselfish affections need watching. It is natural to infer.

from the laws of mind, that fifty years spent in explaining and

enforcing the same peculiar doctrinal propositions must deepen

the impression of their truth and importance, and create in tin'

teacher a tendency, of which he may not be fully conscious, to

grade the intellect, piety, and learning of other men higher or

lower, in proportion to the readiness with which they receive,

and the tenacity with which they hold, those peculiar tenets.

There is danger that the teacher who has anrued both sides of
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the *ame controversy so many times before his admiring pupils,

inci never once failed to make his own side achieve a triumph-

ant victory, shall come at last to speak of his opponents with

a subdued air of conscious^ superiority, and the humility of the

Christian be somewhat alloyed with human vanity and pride.

There are traces of this feeling in almost all the religious publi-

cations of the Alexander family, sometimes cropping out in an

.-l.joctionable way, not very well calculated to " keep the unity

of the Spirit in the bond of peace." It is very probable that

the assumption of superiority by the adherents of one organiza-

tion is offensive to others, because it is a direct attack upon

their Church pride. Of all labors of love, there are few to

which men apply .themselves more willingly than to the culti-

vation of the grace of humility in other people. Making char-

itable allowance for human weakness, we nevertheless deem it

not out of place to make the remark, in regard to the general

abject, that it may be doubted whether it is right to cultivate

this ideal sense of superiority as an element of denominational

rtrength. The policy of teaching youth always to elevate their

beads slightly when they speak of those who differ from them
ia opinion, may have the effect to make them hold the more
trongly to their own circle, and work the harder for it; still

iho motive and the result, the cause and the effect, are of the

flceh rather than of the Spirit.

In regard to the literary execution of the volume before us,

the tribute of a gifted son to the memory of a gifted father, we
r*n but say, in emphatic terms, that we deem it one of the very
host modern contributions to the biographical department of

W literature, and worthy to be studied as a model ,by all who
contemplate writing memoirs either of themselves or of

«>thers.
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Aet. V.—THE PROPHETS AND THEIR PROPHECIES.

Die JProphcten und Hire Weissagungcn. Von A.Tholuck. Gotha:

Friedrich A. Perthes.

The unbidden thoughts of a serious, thinking man are of

priceless value. The late Dr. J. ~W. Alexander, in his Thought*

on Preaching, speaks glowingly of them, and says of himself

that those sermons which "came to him" were his best. He
advises every young man to note down these random flashes.

lest when he wishes to recall them he may find them to have

tied from his memory. It is of such scintillations that the little

volume before us seems to have been made. Its author has

spent his life in the study and elucidation of the word of God

;

and now, as he draws near the close of his career, he appears to

look over his scrap-book, and culling out the best of his thoughts

on that much neglected but equally abused subject of prophecy,

he strings them loosely together and sends them out to tile

world. Faithful among the many faithless, he has never once

laid down the sword of scriptural defense ; and when the re-

generation day of Germany comes it will be found that his

efforts for a revival of pure and evangelical Christianity have

not only been heroic but well aimed and most successful. It

our Methodism has made rapid strides in the birth-land of the'

Reformation, to Tholuck and a few like him be the honor of

having made straight the path.

Divination.

Every heathen nation in ancient or modern times has had

some faith in a lower or higher form of prophecy. The augurcs

and haruspices of the Romans were a class of diviners who

founded their predictions on a purely natural basis. Hut the

fidvreig and TrpocpTjrai of the Greeks belonged to a superior cla^i

since they claimed to have derived their knowledge of tin"

future from Deity himself. The Church fathers maintained that

everything amon-x the heathen which had the appearance of »

supernatural prediction was either outright forgery or the direct

work of the devil, even should it be a testimony in favor 01

Christian truth. This wholesale rejection of heathen divma-
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ika however, cannot be justified by a more intimate acquaint-

%Xkce with it. Notwithstanding the abuse of divination by the

priests, and the people whom they deluded, we shall find that

ibe more we investigate the subject the more firmly we will

Ut convinced that there was some reality at the bottom of it.

We of this day imagine that magnetism and somnambulism

tr* now themes simply because these are new terms, and we

I rns have paid special attention to them. But let us not

be to deceived ; they are much older than ourselves, and, in

fet-t, were the foundation of the whole system of ancient divina-

:. -a. This view affords a natural interpretation to the oracular

responses on w^hich the heathen mind laid so much stress. "We

have been accustomed to think them, without exception, the

Uuh of gross and studied deception. Not so. In many cases

we would acknowledge this, but in many others we find them

totally inexplicable by any natural methods, and are forced to

the conclusion that these predictions, which time proved to be

neal, were the veritable production of an artificially excited and

ercrheated brain. Some of the best minds of antiquity believed

(bat there was in man an innate power of divination. Plu-

Larcli certainly meant nothing else than this when he said,

" that as the mind has the power of remembering the past, so

•» it also capable of divining the future."

That the divinations of ancient heathenism were intimately

connected with somnambulism is a fact for which there is

Abundant evidence. Women were chosen for priestesses in the

temples of Delphi, Dodoua, Didyme, and other places ; and
Modems relates that the priestess in the temple of Delphi
*M placed on a tripod directly over a fissure in the ground
lhat &he might inhale the gas that issued from it. The Pythian

Kiestess chewed the narcotic laurel, and the prophets in Ilysia

MW Klaros were in the habit of drinking intoxicating water,

*•* those in Argos were accustomed to drink the blood of the

Deiuns which they offered in sacrifice. These means were
••ployed to give an artificial excitement to the mind, and,

according to the laws of our nature, it is not to be wondered
M that oracular responses proved often to be true predictions.

iJ'e soothsayers mentioned so frequently in the Old Testa-

^•'|'t belong to the same class with these heathen diviners,

"•audi (viii
} 19) speaks of those wrho have "familiar spirits,
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and wizards that peep and that mutter.'''' What else could he

mean than men in a state of wild ecstasy? And in what

other way can we dispose of the predictions of Balaam? But

let us not be thought to elevate the divination of an intoxicated

mind to a level with the prophecies of Scripture. There is a

gulf between them which sunders them as far apart as heaven

is from earth.

Exterior History of Scripture Prophecy.

Prophecies are mentioned early in biblical history, as far

back, indeed, as patriarchal times. We find Noah prophesying

an unhappy future for Canaan and his descendants, and a pros-

perous one for his two remaining sons. But Moses was the

first real prophet. True, in the first four books of the Penta-

teuch he does not bear the usual prophetic name, K'tta
;
but we

learn in Numbers xii, 6, 7, that he is even more than a prophet,

since God speaks to him " mouth to mouth, even apparently,

and not in dark speeches." Without doubt he is here shown

to us as the appointed prophet for the organization, guidance,

purification, and triumph of the theocracy. When he passed

away Joshua, " a man in whom was the Spirit," took his place.

Then came the Judges, the last of whom, Samuel, was spe-

cially called by God himself to be a prophet. From his time

the prophets constituted a distinct class and a continuous suc-

cession. (Acts iii, 2-i.)

In order to afford some spiritual counterpoise to the newly

established royalty in Israel, Samuel founded several Schools

of the Prophets for the awakening and cultivation of religious

life in those young men who not only became possessors of the

true prophetic fire, but were the chosen watchmen over the

theocracy. There were schools for this purpose at Gilgah

Jericho, Bethel, and Rama, this last presided over by Samuel

himself. Hieronymus drew a parallel between these institution?

and the early monastic cloisters ; but the resemblance is very

faint. The nearest approach to an analogy furnished anywhere

in history is found in the Pythagorean Societies, between which

and the prophetic schools there are some striking points of re-

semblance. But our modern theological seminaries bear the

same relation to the Christian Church of the present day that

those schools did to the theocracy of Israel. As to how the
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«wung prophets lived we know but very little. Some of them

*cn> married, (2 Kings iv, 1 ;) they dwelt together, ate at a

ratnraon table, and attended to their own wants, (2 Kings

i , 33 • vi, 1.) We learn from 1 Samuel x, 5, that they sang and

I

(uiilicsied with the accompaniment of instrumental music

;

m fact, music was one of their important studies. Besides,

crtcry student was required to study carefully the prophecies

i ( all his predecessors. It was in the time of Elias and Elisha

**
:it these schools were most numerous and in the flower of their

Mwperity. But we must not suppose, in speaking of schools

:' the prophets, that every prophet had to attend one of them.

On the contrary, the most distinguished prophets were called

directly to their high work from their secular pursuit. Amos
iu called by the word of God from following a herd, (Amos

tti, \i ;) and Elijah cast his mantle on Elisha when the latter

- plowing in the field, (1 Kings xix, 19.) Such special

mild us these were exceptional, and were no doubt made also

*•> individual students at the schools.

The Sphere of Prophetic Activity.

The practical influence of the prophets was not limited to

lite kingdoms of Judah and Israel, but was extended even

Uyond Palestine. Naaman sought the miraculous aid of the

prophet; and even Benhadad, when he learned about the

• underfill works of the man of God, offered him costly presents
' * his blessing. In times of persecution we find the prophets

dwelling in the deserts and mountain caves; but in peaceful

ntsons we meet them not only in, the schools devoted to their

• Her, but at the courts of kings. They appear in the public

pact's of Jerusalem, and in the courts and halls of the temple.

flw question occurs to us, How could the prophets support

'•-•'- msdves, since they left their secular pursuit when called to

'•' ir loftier duties? Some of them were of the priesthood, as

Nathan, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Zechariah, and they enjoyed
l> emoluments of their priestly office. Elisha had his own
••»• in Samaria, (2 Kings v, &;) and Jeremiah bought the

"•' piece of land where he had been born. But the prophets

'•n- rewarded for their labors by gifts from the people, and
*"* greater ones from the kings. Their dress, if not ascetic,

** exceedingly coarse and plain. Instead of linen clothes they
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wore the skins of sheep and goats, which gave rise to their

appellation of "hairy men."

The divine word called these men to be prophets, and thev

were not merely the publicly recognized "men of God,"

"messengers of God," to stand before the assembled multi-

tudes as preachers of righteousness
; but their duty was also to

come privately into the presence of the great and mighty, and

reprove them for their sins, as Gad and Nathan before David,

and Elias before Ahab. Well might kings tremble in the

presence of men who spoke with such authority. How the

robed and sceptered monarchs wept and cringed before these

humble prophets, who accused them of sin, and fearlessly pro-

nounced God's impending judgments upon them ! These men
were the statesmen of their times. We read the great orations

of Demosthenes and Cicero, and think them statesmen. Eur

far greater, and purer ones too, were the prophets of God.

Their knowledge and management of political questions prove

them to have been masters of statesmanship and diplomacy.

They were patriots too. Nowhere will we find warmer hearts

for native land than they had. Their country was the theme

of many bright hopes and endless pleasant memories. It was

the home which God had given them, and it is not surprising

that their tears flowed freely whenever it suffered.

The first great power with which the two kingdoms of

Judah and Israel had to deal was Assyria. But the Assyrians

had not yet crossed the Euphrates, and Jeroboam II. was still

reigning in Israel when Amos declared that the rod of Assyria

should afflict them, and the. king be led an exile into an

unclean land. Some years before the overthrow of Samaria

Micah said :
" What is the transgression of Jacob ? is it not

Samaria ? and what are the high places of Judah ? are they not

Jerusalem \ Therefore I will make Samaria as a heap of the

field, and as plantings of a vineyard; and I will pour down the

stones thereof into the valley, and I will discover the founda-

tions thereof." What a terrific rebuke did Isaiah administer

to his people for invoking the aid of Egypt ! And he did it

too in opposition to the powerful party in Jerusalem who

favored it. "Woe to them that go down to Egypt for help!

and stay on horses, and trust in chariots, because they arc

many ; and in horsemen, because they are very strong ;
hut
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I

look not unto the Holy One of Israel, neither seek the

LflitL" Help from Ethiopia is declined, and when the cmbas-

n.ior is already on his journey with the declinature, Isaiah

him, "The nations shall rush like the rushing of many
<. Hen : but God shall rebuke them, and they shall flee far off,

i ..'. shall be chased as the chaff of the mountains before the

wind, and like a rolling thing before the whirlwind. And
' tutld at eventid-e trouble, and before the morning he is not.

P.ils is the portion of them that spoil us, and the lot of them
,'. rob us." In due time Sennacherib appears before Jeru-

talrta with his army of two hundred thousand men. He sends

> blasphemous letter to King Hezekiah :
" Let not thy God

m whom thou trustest deceive thee, saying, Jerusalem shall

« •; l»e given into the hand of the king of Assyria. Behold,

ll >'.! hast heard what the kings of Assyria have done to all

!-. by destroying them utterly; and shalt thou be deliv-

rfwll" Then the king went into the temple, and, spread-

ing the documents before the Lord, prayed fervently. The
*';*\ver to his prayer, as communicated by Isaiah, was :

" The
king of Assyria shall not come into this city, nor shoot an

wrow there, nor come before it with shields, nor cast a bank
• ' '"''i-t it." And what the prophet so confidently predicted

r*me literally to pass. Then the angel of the Lord went forth,

fc-'i smote one hundred and eighty-five thousand men in the

A Syrian army.

But equally remarkable are the prophecies concerning the
l aaldeang. The prophet pointed out this people as a great

power, and also the Babylonian captivity, one hundred and
: 'y years before either event took place. Isaiah (chap, xxxix)

V-viks of an embassy from the Babylonian king, Merodach-
ntladan, to Hezekiah, who was sick. Beyond question the

•j'^t, of the embassy was to gain acquaintance with the

***lth and power of the king of Judah, and when the king
• I Isaiah that he had shown the embassadors all his treas-

; -^, the prophet saw in the twinkling of an eye the evil con-
' Voices to which such a silly act would lead. Without a

^'•nt's hesitation he replied: "Behold, the days come that
- ; that is in thine house, and that which thy fathers have laid

" i!
' ntore until this day, shall be carried to Babylon; nothing

*U be left. And of thy sons that shall issue from thee,
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which thou shalt beget, shall they take away, and they shall

be eunuchs in the palace of the king of Babylon." How very

selfish was the king's rejoinder. How like the sentiment of n

recent President of the United States, who saw the fearful

storm in the horizon under which we are now suffering!

" Good is the word of the Lord which thou hast spoken." He
said, moreover, " For there shall he peace and truth in my
days." As to the verification of Isaiah's utterance we need

make no reference. The Babylonian captivity, with all its

sorrows, was the unmistakable sequel.

"When we look at these proofs of a divinely inspired pro-

phetic mind how small appear the meager utterances which

some of God's servants spoke as predictions. Sometimes they

proved true ; but they were vague, and where one turned out

to be real prophecy a hundred have come to naught. The

great Italian reformer of the fifteenth century was one of the

most remarkable men of any age. Savonarola hurled his

prophetic thunders at the proud House of the Medicis, and

declared to Lorenzo, who had given the order to have the

enthusiast punished, " You shall pay dearly for this deed, for

God will punish you and yours in return for it." Lorenzo is

subsequently seized with a fearful fever, and sends for Savona-

rola. But the preacher, drawing his prophecy from divine

predictions, tells him, " A storm shall come like that which

Elijah saw from the top of Carmel, and it shall shake the

mountains. Some one shall come down over the Alps like

Cyrus of a bygone age." A few years later, in the year 1404.

Charles VIII., of France, came down with a terrible army,

and for some time the whole city of Florence was in his pos-

session. There was something of the prophetic too in Huss's

dying utterance: " You have slain a goose, but after a hundred

years an eagle will take my place." A century after the

flames went out around the charred body of John Huss, Lu-

ther was nailing his ninety-five theses on the door of the

Schlosskirche at "Wittenburgh.

But such predictions as these are unworthy the name ol

prophecy. True prophecy is light from God, the inspiration

of the Most High. And the seer of Olden time did not merely

behold the future in the outline, but saw history before him

in its concrete and clearly defined forms. They were thus ol
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*v<. fame character with the predictions of Christ. Undoubt-

r.[!v ho referred distinctly to the manner of his death when

\c uid: " If any man will come after me let him deny himself

\-.\ take up his cross and follow me." How exact was his

, tew of the destruction of Jerusalem when he beheld the trench

i?*»ut her walls and the flames of her burning houses ! How
*ril ho foresaw the denial of Peter and the treachery of Judas !

I H the game character, we maintain, were the views which the

• fojihets had of Christ himself. They clearly foretold his

liable walk, his sufferings, his violent death, and even the

** parting of his garments," and his " burial with the rich."

Hot of those glowing Messianic prophecies we shall speak

Boro fully hereafter.

Predictions of Names, Numbers, and Small Events.

The seers of Scripture, we have said, had very distinct

Hews of future events. In proof of this we adduce their pre-

tions of proper names and dates. We find, Isaiah xliv, 28 :

" Tiiat saith of Cyrus, He is my shepherd, and shall perform
*'! my pleasure: even saying to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be

•

:

!t ; and to the temple, Thy foundation shall be laid." We
*'-' read, Isaiah xlv, 1: " Thus saith the Lord to his anointed,
' • Cyrus, whose right hand I have holden, to subdue nations

« --re him ; and I will loose the loins of kings, to open before

1 the two leaved gates, and the gates shall not be shut."

And these words were declared many years before the little

Hv Agradates became the general, King Cyrus. What but
• ** Spirit of God could induce the " man of God " to give long

Tchand the proper name of an unborn king, as in 1 Kings

j

!l
» -: "And he cried against the altar in the word of the

k*d, and said, O altar, altar! thus saith the Lord; Behold, a
•'••I ?hall be bom unto the house of David, Josiah hj name ;

lv
' opon thee shall he offer the priests of the high places that

' ni incense upon thee, and men's bones shall be burnt upon

•

'TOmiah prophesied in the fourth year of the reign of Jehoi-
"n that Jndah and all the small surrounding nations were

' "nquered, and led away into a seventy years' exile. He
*! *° positive of the fact that he expressed it by the striking
*" l,n-n Series, Vol. XIV.—IS
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fio-ure of a yoke fastened on his neck, and he even distributed

these symbols of subjection to the embassadors from Edom,

Moab, Amnion, Tyre, and Sidon, and told each of them to

bear one home to his king. This was a prophecy stronger

than words themselves ; but when the captivity occurred, and

the exiles were striving "to sing the Lord's song in a strange

land," Jeremiah would not leave them comfortless. He ad-

dressed a letter to them, and assured them that after seventy

years the Lord would again be gracious unto them. " After

seventy years be accomplished at Babylon, I will visit you,

and perform my word toward you, in causing you to return to

this place." (Jeremiah xxix, 10.)

We will only make a single reference to the dates contained

in Isaiah vii, 16; viii, 4. The faithless Ahaz, instead of putting

his trust in the Lord, was seeking an alliance with the power-

ful kingdom of Assyria. Therefore Isaiah declares, "For

before the child shall know to refuse the evil and choose the

wood, the land that thou abhorrest shall be forsaken of both

her kings." He then speaks even more emphatically: "For

before the child shall have knowledge to cry, My father, and

my mother, the riches of Damascus and the spoil of Samaria

shall be taken away before the king of Assyria." In the latter

case the prophet fixed the time when Damascus was afterward

conquered, and in the former he predicted the delivery of the

wealth of Damascus and the booty of Samaria into the hands

of the king of Assyria.

But we will not continue to verify these prophetic utter-

ances concerning the great nations of those days. "We are

rejoiced to find Dr. Tholuck dealing with the fascinating sub-

ject in such an enthusiastic and evangelical spirit. It is what

we would expect from him, but, alas ! not from the vast majority

of his countrymen. We of the American Church are accus-

tomed to accept all prophecy as from God and not from man

;

and in case of doubt as to the fulfillment of any predictions, we

have imputed our difficulties to our own lack of perception,

and not to any defect in the canon itself. We have said,

"God is his own interpreter,"

and thus we have left the undecided question. But the long-

prevalent criticism of Germany has been in the habit of assau-
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lag the prophetic writings. Indeed, a denial of their high

claims, as "given by inspiration of God," was one of the initia-

tive steps toward the century-night of rationalistic supremacy.

Even now some of the most evangelical instructors in the

theological schools accept the predictions of the Old Testa-

ment with many grains of salt. But in theology, as elsewhere,

unscrupulous enemies must be driven back inch by inch. So

let it be with the neologists, until all the old landmarks of

faith are restored. When the annunciations of the prophets

are again accepted with reverence and implicit credence it

may well be the signal-hour for a jubilee from the Oder to the

Rhine, and from the Baltic to the Adriatic.

Unfulfilled Prophecies.

It is a cardinal principle in hermeneutics that unfulfilled

prophecy does not in every case admit of a literal interpreta-

tion. "While it is the character of our western languages to

express thought abstractly, oriental tongues deal in the specific

«.vi concrete. Ignorance of this fact has been the source of

endless errors. The literal interpretation of Christ's instruc-

tion of his disciples, (Matthew x, 10,) "Nor scrip for your

; >urney, neither two coats, neither shoes, nor yet staves," has

•u'inated the whole system of begging monks. Might not

Dr. Tholuck account for the great fabric of the papacy itself

f,'i the same principle ? Talk one moment with the Romanist
-• <iUcstion of the claims of the Holy See and how soon does
t reply, "And I say also unto thee that thou art Peter, and
•pon this rock will I build my church ; and the gates of hell
1 '*« not prevail against it. And I will give unto thee the

*y* of the kingdom : and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth
1 «l be bound in heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt loose on
•»«h shall be loosed in heaven."
Many of the promises and threats of the law must be con-

|

tawd with special reference to the picturesque expression of
" jangnage in which we first find them. A general fact is

•-"iitied by some particular incident which would naturally

'

; "1 «pon its consummation. The conquest of a city is fore-

;
1,v speaking of the slain in the streets, the fire in the

1 " f
", the clattering of chariots, and the neighing of horses,

' °* "Which one would expect in the sacking of a great city.
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(See Jeremiah xiii, 15 ; xlix, 26 ; xlviii, 45 ; xlvii, 3 ; 1, 30
;

Ezekiel xxvi, 11.) A destroyed city is represented as a heap

of ruins, and they occupied by the wild beasts of the desert,

(Isaiah xiii, 19-24 ; xxxiv, 14 ; Jeremiah 1, 3, 39 ; Zephaniah

iij 12-15.) Look, too, at those vivid scenes of word-painting

in Amos vi, 8-10 ; Isaiah xxxiv, 4, 9 ; Ezekiel xxxii, 7, 8, 50

;

Jeremiah iv, 29 ; Joel iii, 4. Many of these details may have

taken place ; but if the critic can prove beyond a doubt that

any of these details were wanting, he has no right to force the

conclusion that the prophecy was, therefore, fallible. If Jer-

emiah xlix, 36, says, " I will scatter them [the Elamites] toward

all those winds ; and there shall be no nation whither the out-

casts of Elam shall not come," shall I conclude that his proph-

ecy amounted to nothing if I am convinced that not a single

Elamite can be found among the Esquimaux or Caffres ? If

Christ, when he wept over Jerusalem, said, " They shall not

leave in thee one stone upon another," must I infer that his

word failed if I am told that one stone was actually found

lying on another, and that Titus .really left the western side

of the wall and the three towers still standing? Not at all.

Neither is the inspired character of prophecy to be doubted

for a moment if many of the verbal prophetic details arc

wanting in the present condition of Babylon, Nineveh, and

Edom. But we must be careful how far we go in determining

as hyperbole the rhetorical figures, ornatus poeticus, of the

prophets. "We are fully safe in this conclusion : no one of tht'

events predicted would le out ofplace. The clashing of char-

iots, the satyr and screech-owl lurking among the ruins, and

the fisherman spreading his nets upon them would all be very

natural accompaniments of the destruction and desolation ot

a doomed mart.

A question that has often puzzled the biblical student is the

seeming withdrawal of explicit prophetic threats. Hicflii

declares (iii, 12) that the fate of Jerusalem shall be equally

desolate with Samaria :
" Therefore shall Zion for your sake be

plowed as a field, and Jerusalem shall become heaps, an-|

the mountain of the house as the high places of the forest.

This seems positive enough ; but Jeremiah says (xxvi, 19) t"a

because Hezekiah repented the Lord did not fulfill his threat.

Elijah threatened Ahab with God's severe judgment; but when
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that king repented " the word of the Lord came to Elijah the

TUhbite, Baying, Seest thou how Ahab humbleth himself before

no f because he humbleth himself before me, I will not bring

iho evil in his days : but in his son's days I will bring the evil

upon his house." (1 Kings xxi, 29.) The prophet Jonah was

iartrocted to declare to the Ninevites the destruction of their

great city in the space of forty days. His words were, "Yet

forty days and Nineveh shall be overthrown;" but after the

repentance of the people we read, (Jonah iii, 10,) "And God
I4W their works, that they turned from their evil way ; and

God repented of the evil that he had said that he would do

tmto them: and he did it not." But these and many other

hOunces of the same class prove to us the wondrous mercy
'•f God, in being so willing to listen to the prayer of penitence

even while his rod of wrath is suspended. The prophet saw
what would actually occur unless speedy reformation should

take place, and that reformation was God's matter, not his.

When the seer declared impending judgments they were

inevitably sure to follow if the subject of them, whether a

nation or an individual, did not make the deepest repentance.

When Jonah proclaimed to Nineveh that it should be destroyed

in forty days, destruction would have come as effectually as to

the eities of the plain if that guilty metropolis had not "hmn-
Ued n itself. The secret of the last hour of mercy was resting

JJ
» tlic divine bosom ; and Christ, in declaring the coming des-

olation of Jerusalem, begins his prophetic utterance by saying,

i't her case, that it had passed, and destruction must ensue.

H hat fearful words were those in which he tells that city that

•he has stepped beyond the bounds of hope !
" If thou hadst

anown
}
even thou, at least in this thy day the things which

belong unto thy peace! but now they are hid from thine

ejrea."

The Messianic Prophecies—Their Form.

" is against this class of prophetic writings that a ruthless
*-'"* irreverent criticism has made the most violent attacks.

And not because the Messianic predictions are least defensible,
u

* the reverse, and therefore the more important to the Chris-

r*n seheme. All other arguments failing the rationalist, he
-** *it last come to the conclusion that if any predictions con-
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cerning Clirist have been verified they were purely accidental

—

a subterfuge which almost shuts out an answer altogether.

And then he brings in to his support some of those Sybilline

prophecies, a remarkable specimen of which are the following

lines:

With five loaves and a fish from the sea

He mil fill at the same time five hundred men in the wilderness;

Ar.d putting all the fragments together

He will fiU twelve baskets—and these the hope of the world.

At last he will fall into godless and unfaithful hands;

Some will strike the God with unholy arms,

And spit their corrupt saliva at him,

And whip his holy back with a scourge.

And when lie is lashed he will be silent, and no one will know
Who he is, whose son he is, and why he came to speak to mortals;

And he will wear a crown of thorns—and evermore

Shall the wreaths of the righteous spring from his coronet of thorns.

There was something strangely prophetic in these utter-

ances, as there was of Seneca's prediction of the discovery of

America ; but we have no right to infer that all prophecy is

of purely human origin because these were. A thousand

counterfeits cannot nullify one reality. Untold numbers of

divinations failed to be fulfilled, and it would be wonderful if

some of the vast multitude had not been verified by subse-

quent events.

The Messianic prophecies present an all-pervading and mag-

nificent typology. Indeed, this form of speech is conspicuous

in many of the writings of the ancient seers ; but when they

speak of Christ their thoughts seem to come with such insuf-

ferable brightness that language cowers, and figures themselves

are but weak pictures of the inspiring scene before the pro-

phetic mind. And in this respect the language of the Kevr

Testament harmonizes with that of the Old. Christ is repre-

sented in Luke i, 32, as sitting on the throne of his father

David ; in Matthew xxv, 31, as reigning over the kingdompre-

paredfor hisfollowersfrom thefoundation of the world /
and

his disciples of every age described in 1 Peter ii, 9, as a chosen

generation, a royal priesthood ; in Galatians vi, 10, Romans

ix, 8, as the spiritual Israel ; while in the entire Epistle to the

Hebrews Christ is declared to be the Prophet, Jligh Priest,

and sacrifice for the sins of the world. This typology bios-
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i«'iu3 out in the great prophecy of John's Revelation. The Son

,.f man is the King of kings on earth ; he has called his disci-

ples to he kings and priests; he is the warrior who marches

ihrongh the world with a sharp sword and an iron rod ; and

tren in heaven we behold with the revelator " the ark of his

testament" and "the tabernacle of the testimony." In the

(treat conflagration of earthly things the Xew Jerusalem will

*pj>car as the bride of Christ ; and the destruction of Babylon,

ike center of earthly ambition, represents spiritually, irvev-

hariKwg, the doom of a corrupt Church, while idolatrous Jeru-

salem is spiritually called Sodom and Egypt. (Revelation

xi, 8.)

The prophetic views were bright pictures. Sometimes we
enjoy a single view taken from the great horizon ; but in other

cases we are shown a succession of them which almost over-

comes our imagination. Now we behold Christ as the future

• •tiering of the world; then, with a sudden transition, we see

him sitting as our High Priest, " who ever liveth to make inter-

fusion for us." Now we behold him with Isaiah (lx, 20) as

the Light-giver of heaven, when the days of mourning shall

btve ended. Then we are told in a wondrous way of the holi-

Beaa of heaven, "when there shall be upon the bells of the

borscs holiness unto the Lord ; and the pots in the Lord's

house shall be like the bowls before the altar. Yea, every pot
>n Jerusalem and in Judah shall be holiness unto the Lord of

hosts: and all they that sacrifice shall come and take of them,
"'"1 seethe therein : and in that day there shall be no more the

t'nnaanite in the house of the Lord of hosts."

The Person of Christ.

Some would have us believe that Christ was not to come as

* jvrson, but only as an idea; thus placing the Messianic

J ruphecies beside the ideal republic of Plato and the -oXi-eia
*

! Zeno. But if we confess credence in such a meager view
> tins we might as well renounce the predictions of the Mes-
' ^i altogether. Others would induce us to believe that not
'

'

:ly is one Messiah promised, but many besides him. The
''I'tanee of this absurdity would be equally fatal to our

: ^rincs of truth, while the use of them by the enemies of
"^piration only proves to us how untenable and forlorn their
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views are. They make long theories and extended discussions

and very plausible natural interpretations of other parts of the

prophetic record, but just as soon as they consider the predic-

tions of the Messiah they betray a conscious lack of confidence

in their position. Christ appears prominently before us as

servant, the servant of God for the good of his people. How
glowing are the words in which Isaiah (lxi, 1-4) describes his

own commission, but which Christ subsequently applied liter-

ally to himself when he arose in the synagogue one day to

read the Scriptures ! And this was the keynote to the whole

mission of Christ. When he came it was "in the form of a

servant," and his entire conduct was service to the cause ho

had espoused. Most kings have come differently from him,

and when they made royal pretensions they demanded the

service of others instead of rendering it to them. When he

went down to the baptism of John he insisted on the Baptist's

administering the rite to him ; and instead of making the dis-

ciples wash his feet, in token of their inferiority, he washed

theirs, in testimony of the service he was rendering them and

all mankind. Deep words were those he said after the per-

formance of that menial office :
" Verily, verily, I say unto

you, the servant is not greater than his lord ; neither he that

is sent greater than he that sent him."

The prophetic views which God presented to David of the

stability of his kingdom were remarkable. Abraham was

promised an innumerable progeny, and David an everlasting

successor. Glorious, indeed, was the old monarch's view of

an enduring throne—not a temporal, but a spiritual one :
" He

hath made with me an everlasting covenant, ordered in all

things and sure." Well might he in an earlier day tune his harp

to the praises of God as he looked off into the distant future.

I will sing of the mercies of the Lord forever

:

With my mouth will I make known thy faithfulness to all generations.

For I have said, Merey shall be built up forever

:

Thy faithfulness shalt thou establish in the very heavens.

I have made a covenant with my chosen. I have sworn unto David my servant,

Thy seed will I establish forever,

And build up thy throne to all generations. Selah.

Nathan's declaration from God to David was :
" And thine

house and thy kingdom shall be established forever before
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ibee : thy throne shall be established forever." Isaiah (xi, 1)

declares, " There shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse,

and a branch shall grow out of his roots." And farther on in

hU prophecy he says, (lv, 3, 4 :) "I will make an everlasting

covenant with you, even the sure mercies of David. Behold,

1 have given him a witness of the people, a leader and com-

mander to the people." Jeremiah points a race of exiles to a

great hope when he says, (xxxiii, 15,) " the Branch of righte-

ousness shall grow up to David ; and he shall execute judg-

ment and righteousness in the land." And long afterward

Paul confirmed these predictions before the people of Antioch,

(Acts xiii, 34,) when he showed how the resurrection of Christ

was the means by which the throne of David should be perpet-

uated forever. Christ was henceforth the monarch of a regen-

« rated dynasty.

In many of the prophetic announcements concerning- Christ,

j^rticularly after the exile, he is spoken of as the Angel of the

Lard. In this light he answers the undeniable view of having

previously appeared as an Angel, or the Angel. The promise of

I guide to the wandering people in the desert was, " Behold, I

lend an angel before thee, to keep thee in the way, and to bring

Ujee into the place which I have prepared." God had vast
-• signs in manifesting his power in the form of an angel, per-

k*i* to make his agency more palpable to human understand-

»?»?. But it is not a little remarkable that Christ should be
}•.*«)].liesied to come as an angel to those very people among
•horn the angel of the covenant had ministered many cen-

turies before. How can we arrive at any other conclusion than
' *U the one who had thus appeared and the one who v)as

fromised to appear vjere identical? The cotemporaries of the

prophets lelieved it, and how much easier is it for us to see it.

a he name by which the angel was designated proves his
^ivmity, rrirn tjaia, My name is in him. Isaiah lxiii, 9:

•
; • 6<> he was their Saviour. In all their affliction he was

•aucted, and the angel of his presence saved them : in his love
ad W his pity he redeemed them; and he bare them and

>n'"d them all the days of old." Zeehariah describes this

Pel of the Lord as the leader and watchman of his people.
'" prophet is in the myrtle grove, (Zeehariah i, 8,) which is

»« symbol of a chosen people. In Zeehariah ii, 8 this angel
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speaks as the Lord of Hosts, Jeliovah himself: "After tin-

glory he hath sent me unto the nations which spoiled you : for
he that toucheth you toucheth the apple of his eye." And he
talks as God when he continues, (Zechariah xii, 10,) "And
I will pour upon the house of David, and upon the house of
Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and of supplications; and they
shall look upon me whom they have pierced, and they shall
mourn for him as one mourneth for his only son, and shall be
in bitterness for him as one that is in bitterness for his first

born." Why the prophets spoke of Christ as the angel of the

Lord, the root out of dry ground, and in other mysterious
representations, instead of plainly and unmistakably, it is not
our province to discuss. Perhaps one of their reasons was the
same that Christ had when he used to speak to his auditors in

parables and " dark sayings."

The Wor7c of the Messiah.

The three orders which connected the people of Israel with
God were those of the Prophet, Priest, and King. In some
passages we find them all - mentioned in conjunction, for

example, Jeremiah ii, 2G : "As the thief is ashamed when he is

found, so is the house of Israel ashamed ; they, their kings, their

princes, their priests, and their prophets." "This mediation vi

the prophetic class was through the Instructing Word; that of

the priesthood through the Expiatory Peed; and that of the

kingly order through the Final Conquest.

The Instructing Word. When we look at Israel, as that

people appeared before the time of Christ, we find that to them
alone were committed the oracles of God. All other nations

were excluded from participation in the rich mercy of God's
revealed will. And, to all natural appearance, this was the

sealed doom of the whole Gentile world. But far above this

hopelessness the voice of the ancient seer was heard, declaring
that the day would come when the knowledge of the Lord wouhl
be universally diffused, just as the waters cover the great deep.
The prophets declared that the excluded nations would !»-•

brought into as intimate relations with God as Israel herself was.

Xone of their predictions are clearer and freer from misap-
prehension than these. But the question is, How was the world
to be brought into these relations? What great event was to
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lukt place that would effect it? What great Teacher would
xlcrv be to instruct these long-lost nations ? Isaiah tells us of

U* Light-bearer when he says, (Isaiah lix, 6,) "I will also

I
vo thee for a light to the Gentiles, that thou mayest be my

Miration unto the end of the earth." When the same prophet
predicted the appearance of the offspring of David he added,
-:... it shall the Gentiles seek." Ezekiel represented the
Church of the future as a lofty mountain; and Isaiah more
emphatically says, (ii, 2,) "And it shall come to pass in the
Uti days that the mountain of the Lord's house shall be estab-

; died in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above
the bills; and all nations shall flow unto it." What a picture
rwe before his mind on another occasion when he exclaimed,
u

'1 iic isles shall wait upon me, and on mine arm shall they
trust." Christ is the prophesied one through whom all these
distant parts of the earth are to be made one. He is the Word
which is to be for the healing of the nations.

r

i lie Expiatory Deed. The consciousness of the distance of
»an from Deity has led all people to the idea of an offering

'

! a priest. Prayer is the gift of the heart to God, and an
offering is the outward expression of prayer. But this ap-

I
wach to God is through the medium of a priest. Now the

i ."phets, proceeding upon these things so evident in their
Uuie, showed that there would appear a priest " once for all."
" I have blotted out, as a thick cloud, thy transgressions, and
w a^cloud thy sins; return unto me, for I have redeemed
U»e.

'
Igaiah xliv, 22. " In that day there shall be a fountain

opened in the house of David for sin and uncleanness."
ttchariah xiii, 1. "Then will I sprinkle clean water upon
yo« and ye shall be clean: from all your filthiness, and from
wl your idols, will I cleanse you." Ezekiel xxxvi, 25. But
' clearly still does Jeremiah (xxiii, 6) reveal the expiatory

jbaracter of Christ: "In his days Judah shall be saved, and" r
"-1 shall die safely; and this is his name whereby he shall be

wiled, The Lord our Kighteousness." But Christ was
• to bring an offering, nor to offer a sacrifice; the prophets
* are he was to become himself the offering for the sins of
*orli 1^ Zechariah xii, 10 and xiii, 7, we find Christ pre-
«« as the offering for sin; and the whole of the fifty-third
P«» of Isaiah may be taken as the description, above all
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others in the Old Testament, of his sacrificial and substitu-

tional atonement. But these proofs need not be multiplied.

Any one who confesses that a Messiah is prophesied must also

acknowledge that his character is clearly defined.

The Final Conquest. Christ, being declared a future king,

he is finally to be the great conqueror. David saw his victo-

ries when he said, (2 Samuel xxiii, 4,) " And he shall be as the

light of the morning when the sun riseth, even a morning

without clouds
;
as the tender grass springing out of the earth

by clear shining after rain." But he is to appear first as king

to his own people. "Rejoice greatly, O daughter of Zion;

shout, O daughter of Jerusalem : behold, thy king cometh unto

thee : he is just, and having salvation ; lowly, and riding upon

an ass, and upon a colt, the foal of an ass." Zechariah ix, 9.

Thus much as king; but Zechariah, in the very next verse,

shows that the king is conqueror also :
" And I will cut off

the chariot from Ephraim, and the horse from Jerusalem, and

the battle bow shall be cut off: and he shall speak peace unto

the heathen : and his dominion shall be from sea even to sea,

and from the river even to the ends of the earth."

These three characters of Christ—Prophet, Priest, and King

—were brought out by the prophets in the clearest light. The

Jewish mind understood them in a great measure, and so

decided were their conceptions of the Messianic utterances

that they have formed a definite idea of how Christ should

appear. But in this they were mistaken, having taken many
predictions far too literally. The Jews were disappointed

because Christ did not seem to fulfill their previous views of

his incarnation. But with our knowledge of his life, death,

and ascension, we cannot but confess that in every respect, save

the universal diffusion of his Gospel, which is yet in the future,

the Messianic prophecies have been verified. The accounts

given of Christ by the evangelists bear internal evidence of

indubitable truth ; but they are only the noonday lessons con-

cerning Him of whom the prophets spoke about in the mid-

night of centuries agone. Isaiah was the first evangelist, and

he was true to his mission ; but he was only one of the galaxy

of prophets " who desired to see those things which ye see, and

have not seen them ; and to hear those things which ye hear,

and have not heard them." Yes, it was to Christ that
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«. rophecy tended. He was the burning center on which was

red the gaze of those inspired seers of God. The poet

Hayes is right:
"The gift

Of prophecy was lost ; proof beyond

A doubt, that every oraclo of old

To the same center tended, and that all

The promises to God's selected race

Through every age, received the stamp of truth

In the appearance of the blessed Seed."

Art. VI.—the effects of the fall upon tile
CREATION.

In years past the prevailing opinion of theologians was that

nil the disasters, disorders, abortions, and imperfections of

nature were consequences of man's sin and fall. The discov-

eries of modern science have raised a doubt about this opinion,

and led to an inquiry into the proofs upon which it is founded.

The devotees of science—all who ground their belief more
i;jK>n the revelations of nature than the word of God—have

taken positive ground against this belief; and, thinking that

tf»ey have found the means to prove that one of the dogmas of

theology is false, one of the teachings of the Bible untrue,

they would gladly conclude that the whole of it is founded in

error. Others, who admit the evidence of both nature and
revelation, and who believe in the harmony and truth of both,

h-'ive looked for means to reconcile the apparent disagreement,
*nu have asked themselves and the world if the opinion which
t*M been entertained upon this subject is really taught in the
Hible, and if it is a necessary understanding of the language
o! Scripture.

Dr. Bushnell, jealous of orthodox theology and of the opin-
totu of the fathers upon this subject, has come forward, in his

-^ ul are and the Supernatural," with a new theory, in which he
i

;,,
!

," ics to maintain the ancient belief and yet admit all the

i
r""is and inferences of modem science. He admits that dis-

orders and imperfections in nature existed before man was
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created, and that animals lived and devoured each other, and

that thorns and thistles grew upon the earth before Adam
sinned ; hut he still holds that they were consequences of sin.

He says they were anticipatory consequences of man's sin, or

else results consequent upon the sin of other beings who lived

and fell before man was created. In endeavoring to maintain

this position I think he has greatly weakened his general argu-

ment. By this, and by assuming the position that Adam was

under a condition privative which rendered it almost necessary

for him to sin, he has made two vulnerable points in his other-

wise impregnable fortress.

"We will first consider the scriptural proofs upon which the

opinion of the fathers rests. In the. curse pronounced upon

Adam for his disobedience we find these words :
" Cursed is the

ground for thy sake." Now this teaches us nothing definite.

How this curse affected the ground, what should be the conse-

quences of this curse upon the ground, how its effects should

be manifested, we arc not told. "Whatever opinions we may

entertain in regard to this must be only conjecture. Again

:

" Thorns and thistles shall it bring forth unto thee." From

this it has generally been inferred that thorns and thistles. did

not grow before the fall. But is this a necessary conclusion?

When God made a covenant with Noah he said :
" I do set

my bow in the cloud, and it shall be for a token of a covenant

between me and the earth. And it shall come to pass when I

bring a cloud over the earth, that the bow shall be seen in the

cloud." Now are we to understand from this that no rainbow

was ever seen until after the flood ? I know of no comment-

ator who thus explains this passage. The laws of refraction

were instituted when light was created. Through all the pre-

vious ages of earth whenever a transparent prism was formea

of a liquid or solid, the direct rays of light which passed

through it were decomposed, and the rainbow colors appeared.

"We are to understand from this passage, then, not that the

rainbow appeared then for the first time, but that henceforth it

should be the sign of God's covenant with the world that the

human race should never again be destroyed by water. ^°

thorns and thistles shall the earth bring forth unto thee, kot

that no thorns or thistles had before grown—none may have

grown in that particular part of the earth where God had
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•\\v<\ up a garden dwelling-place for man; they had never

ret disturbed the peace or happiness of man—but henceforth

ihey shall spring up in the soil that thou shalt cultivate, and

perplex and annoy thee, a constant memorial of thy disobedi-

ence and fall. The record of the rocks shows that plants with

than) thorny protuberances grew and perished before man was

created.

The only other passage of Scripture which is quoted as proof

opon this subject is Eomans viii, 22: "For Ave know that the

whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until

now." Dr. Adam Clarke, who wrote his Commentary before

this question was brought prominently before the public mind,

n hen he had no theory to favor, says that the words " whole

• nation" in this passage mean the Gentile world—all people

outside of the Jewish nation. And this appears very reasona-

ble from the language that follows it. And not only they, but

we, who have the first-fruits of the Spirit, we, the Jewish

nation, groan within ourselves, waiting for the redemption. If

wo understand this groaning to apply to the physical world, we

i-iii-t believe that the redemption also extends to the physical

world, and that Christ's death is to correct all the disorders and

imperfections of nature.

Tims we see that the opinion that the disorders and imper-

fections of nature are the effect of sin has little scriptural

foundation. Indeed, it is not the positive and direct teachings

"f Scripture which have made this opinion so prevalent in the

Christian Church. It has grown out of the endless search after

tlic origin of evil. Divines could trace the origin of moral evil

t'> superhuman diabolical agency ; and then, in order to vindi-

cate the character of God against the charge of imperfection in

i*is works, they thought they must in some way connect the ex-

igence of physical evil with this break in his moral government.
l {ut we are not called upon to vindicate the character of God
«om the charge of imperfection in his works. He has created

things relatively imperfect. Every physical thing which has

kUen under the observation of man infinite wisdom might
Rwko hotter. The highest model of a tiling that the loftiest

' on*an mind could conceive would still be relatively imperfect.

"°d in his first creation of a thing places it low down in the

-de of perfection, and then advances it by slow and gradual
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progress upward, upward, step by step, toward the sublime
ideals of his own infinite nature. Look not on a half-finished

machine and say it is imperfect. If infidelity points to earth
and says, " See the imperfect work of your infinite God;' I

answer, Wait till earth's progressive creation is complete, and
then find its imperfection if you can.

And now what does Christianity lose by giving up this

opinion? We have to change our understanding of two or
three passages of Scripture. This science has before compelled
theologians to do. The Copernican system of astronomy com-
pelled them to change their interpretation of those passages

which speak of commanding the sun and moon to stand still.

Science has compelled many to change their understanding of

Moses's account of creation. By changing our interpretation

of the passages which have a bearing upon our present subject

we do no violence to the language, nor do we loosen the sta-

bility nor lighten the weight of scriptural authority. We do
not give up any of the essential doctrines of Christianity. It

is not necessary to prove that the physical world has suffered

by sin, to convince man that he is a fallen being, and needs a

supernatural redemption and regeneration. It is far more diffi-

cult to prove the former than the latter.

What matter if we cannot prove that tempests, whirlwinds,
and earthquakes are the consequences of sin ? We can prove
that the whirlwinds ofJiuman passion are. If we cannot prove
that sin lias cast its blight over all the material universe and
stirred the commotions of groaning nature, we can prove that

it has cast its blight over human character and human history,

polluted the deep fountains of the human soul, and plunged
the human race into a vortex of hurrying, steaming, chaotic

ruin, from which nothing but the Almighty can deliver it. And
that is what man needs to know, needs to be made to believe.

What care I whether sin has caused a thistle to grow on the

earth or not ; what care I whether sin has kindled a fire in

some far-oif mountain of the earth or not, when I know it has

kindled the fires of hell in my own bosom! What care I

whether sin has caused one animal to harm another or not,

when I know it has fitted up for my unrepentant soul a cavern
of morningless despair, and prepared for me an endless wail

of woe 1
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\Ko think Dr. Bushnell's theory does not better the argument.

That these evils are consequences of the sins of beings who

lived and fell before man was created is a mere supposition,

without any proof to sustain it, except the ajyriori assumption

ih.it whatever is wrong in nature must be the effect of sin.

That they are anticipatory consequences of man's sin seems to

k- a far-fetched theory, grounded on the same apriori assump-

tion. Consequences are generally understood to be facts which

follow after, as effects follow cause. If we say that these dis-

orders of nature which transpired during the development of

the pre-adamite earth are the effect of man's sin, we have the

t fleet preceding the cause thousands, perhaps millions, of years.

But Dr. Bushnell does not speak of them as immediate effects,

bat rather, it would seem, that he regards man's sin as a reason.

operating in the Divine mind long before the sin was actually

committed, inducing him to cause these disorders, convulsions,

ui*d abortions to be. Then we do not think they can properly

bo (.-ailed consequences. Xor does the figure by which he illus-

trates his theory make them any more clearly consequences.

lie eays when men found a state they erect a prison in antici-

pation of the commission of crime. Then if, in the future his-

tory of that state, A should commit a theft, that prison would

! * a consequence of A's theft. AVe cannot see it so. That prison

i* a provision made for the punishment of crime in the contin-

gency of its commission. It is no doubt true that God has

adapted the earth to man in his condition and nature ; and as

!.•-• knew that man would sin and fall and become disobedient,

••'' no doubt adapted the earth to man's fallen condition and
B*ture. He may have designed these evils to teach man his

authority, his power, his severity in the punishment of sin, and
b operate as a course of discipline to train man to a higher life.

Designed them, we say, not as a principal and fundamental
feign, but as collateral and incidental. If God had created
K*ch an earth as this, with the same necessary laws of matter
•tthout ever designing to create man, the same disasters and
<*-^>rders would have occurred. They are all the necessary

',,:"
r "

ts °f tnc essential laws of matter which God has ordained.
!|

"•»> he created matter he instituted laws to govern it, nut to

* •>t>h mailj but t0 g0vern imitter.
]t is true he has not created matter and ordained its laws,

Fourth Series, Vol. XIV.—19
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and then withdrawn entirely from all supervision and control

over them. He presides over and superintends the universe

he has made, and he may and does at any time operate upon

those laws, giving them direction for the accomplishment of

special purposes, for the building of a mountain, the elevation

of a continent, the chastisement of man, the burying of ;i

Pompeii, the burning of a Sodom, or the drowning of a wicked

world. These are tiie ends for which he uses these agents, but

not the purposes for which he created them.

When he created the elements of matter he instituted the

laws of chemical affinity. At the same time he ordained that

chemical combination, the condensation of gases into den.-cr

gases or liquids, and the condensation of gases and liquids

into solids, should produce a great evolution of caloric, should

produce a great amount of heat. Xow we cannot say that, in

the establishment of these laws, he had no eye to man's good

or ill. They have an intimate relation to man's happiness and

suffering in this world ; but the good he derives from them i*

far greater than the evil that he suffers. Indeed, without them

we know not how the human race could exist. Every family

on earth uses these laws daily to warm their bodies or to cook

their food, or both. As these laws produce far more good than

evil to man we cannot say they are consequences of his sin.

It may be replied that it is not the natural and good producing

action of these laws which we consider the results of sin, but

their disordered and disastrous action. But what are called

disorders and disasters are but their natural action. It is prob-

able that God created matter in its elementary and gaseou?

form. These elements coming together selected and combined

according to the pre-established laws of chemical affinity, and

formed all the material compounds of earth. In this combina-

tion, the condensation of these gases into solids, a degree oi

heat was produced which melted all minerals and rocks, all the

solid matter. What a catastrophe is this, that the earth should

be so heated that it would require millions of years for it to

cool sufficiently to be a suitable abode for man ! And yet with-

out the law by which this heat is produced what would man

be, and how could he exist I

These laws were busy combining, decomposing, and reconi-

billing matter through all the period of earth's embryonic state,
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ftting it for the uses of its after history—fitting it to be the

(better of human birth, human happiness and achievement,

Umnn purity, human apostasy and redemption. But all this

time it was a world of disorder and disaster. As the differ-

ent Fubstances floating in this liquid mass came in contact

.!<v< impositions, explosions, new combinations would continu-

-llv bo occurring, keeping the whole mass in commotion, a boil-

ing, rolling, hissing, thundering world of liquid fire, emblem

nrful of God's eternal wrath. And yet there was no human

king there to stand in awe, no criminal to be scourged, no

kpostate race to be chastised or disciplined. Who will say that

J\ these disorders and convulsions were consequences of sin?

These chemical laws are still in force, and while they are the

wmrce of incalculable good to man, they are also the cause of

ifoaster: buildings burned; cities laid in ashes; the accumu-

I Hod wealth of ages, monuments of human industry and power,

* anished in smoke ; vessels burned, and thousands of human
- ings buried low in the depths of ocean; fields of battle red

*» itli the blood of the slain. In the producing of some of these

(\ «1 has given direction to these laws for the accomplishment

of ipecial purposes. But, as Dr. Bushnell very justly says,

*a is a supernatural power, and he may operate upon the

bra of matter, giving them direction. Some of these disasters

ksve been brought about by man in the accomplishment of

Wcrnal purposes, in conflict with God and man.

Again, God at the birth of matter instituted the law of

* mansion by heat. We have no reason to suppose that there

*« any change in this after the first creation of matter. And
' *e can place any reliance upon the revelations of geology,

ran was the agent by which mountains were raised, continents

' vated above the overflowing waters ; and this is the means,
'*>, by which the primal earth, as well as the present, was
Watered by rains during all the ages of vegetation prior to

-an. This same law, operating since human history began,
•nflo it is indispensable to human accommodation and exist-
1 ~"\ causes the disasters of explosion, sweeps the ocean with

^pests, desolates the land with tornadoes, and shakes the

•fi'huions of the hills with earthquakes. And these are the

J**J disorders and disasters whicli Mr. Fletcher and others
'"'<-• presented as proofs of the fall of man. But who that
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looks at the physical law according to which these are pro-

duced, who that reads and believes the revelations of nature,

and sees the number and magnitude of the uses secured by tin's

law during the formative period of earth's history, can believe

that winds began to blow and the earth began to heave from

its internal fires after Adam sinned, and in consequence of that

act? Or who can believe that this law or its disorders were

anticipatory consequences of human disobedience?

But there is one physical law of which no one can question

its priority to man—the law of gravity. It must have been

coeval with the birth of matter. Without it the material uni-

verse would have been a medley of universal chaos and confu-

sion. It was necessary ,to form matter into worlds, to hold

worlds in their orbits, and to retain systems in their sphere.-.

"Without it earth and all its inhabitants would be as though

they were not ; and yet it is the cause of great calamities to

man. Every one that falls, crushed by his own weight ; even-

Lawrence mill disaster, falling bridges, plunging cars, the hor-

rors of the avalanche, these are the evidence of its ruinous

power. But it enters into almost every other hind of disaster.

The ocean tempest would be nothing if there was no gravity

to sink its victims*. Earthquakes would be nothing if there

was no gravity to pull down the tottering walls, and to bring

to the earth the streams of lava and clouds of ashes that bun-

cities- in their living tombs. And during all the pre-Adamic

period of earth, gravity was active, causing, in a frequency and

magnitude unknown to human observation, those very event-

which we now call its disasters. And shall we say that this

law or its accidents are the effects of sin % or that those which

occurred before man were the anticipatory consequences of

Adam's sin ?

Thus we see that what are called the disorders of nature result

from, the natural operation of the necessary laws of matter,

and not from the fact that sin is, or that sin would ever be.

The same laws of matter govern other worlds uninhabited bv

intelligent beings. The moon is not inhabited. Its volcanoes

have poured forth their streams of lava and clouds of ashes to

bury no ruined city or sinful population
; and dissevered rocks,

from mountain summits, roll down to its dark caverns to startle

and warn and punish no revolted race.
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It is true that these catastrophes, occurring on earth, teach

men the terrible power of that God against whom they are in

rwolt. And these imperfections teach us that God does not at

&nt create every thing perfect, but that he creates matter,

rv.ablishes laws to govern it which, in their operation, or he,

bj their agency, is improving, perfecting, completing the work
of creation. He does not create ends, but means. And he is

dcvct in haste to attain the end. There is no occasion in the

work of a whole eternity for precipitancy or haste. They teach

Bi jtlso that God in Ms works, and in the establishment of his

Uwb, looks at the final end to be accomplished, and not always
»: the individual and isolated events which may occur here or
there in their operation. They are all at work bringing about
the perfection of the new heaven and the new earth; but in
their operation individual departures from perfect beauty and
Urmony may occur. So is it with the human race. Man is

aot now in his most perfect, but in his formatory and proba-
' 'nary state. The end is the elevation and perfection in char-
*:U'r and happiness of as many of the race as ne can induce to
cept of his refining offices, his provisions of mercy and the

ademption he has provided for them. In the working out of
Sail end individual instances of a departure from the greatest
Kcsent good, inequalities in the bestowment of the blessings
'{ Providence and in the enjoyment of happiness, may occur,
to be righted and compensated when the final end shall be
UUined. The history of these natural laws teaches us that
v !iat is designed for our good, and indispensable to our exist-
ence, may work our hurt; and that the laws of God and the
!
-''-'visions of providence effect our weal or woe according tom manner we use them. So is it with the provisions of grace.

j

'"' message of glad tidings may become a proclamation of
borror to us. As the law of the evolution of caloric by chem-
*»1 combination may be an agent to warm and save our bodies

to consume us, according to the manner we use it, so the
•• J

j

of the only-begotten Son may raise us to heaven or sink us

ijf
1
'* according as we accept or reject him.

|

'"'abortions of nature resemble the unsuccessful attempts of

t
;

urj" laws to produce perfect things. If, during the ages of

^ 1're-adamite earth, a bird dropped a seed into the crevice
'
a r°ck: where there was little moisture and no soil, it germi-
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nated, sprang up, and tried to form a plant ; but no sooner had

the sun risen upon it, with a burning heat, than it withered

and died. Or if, in the terrible convulsions of nature, a conti-

nent sunk below the level of surrounding waters, dragging

down with it its forests of trees, its half grown fruit, its flowers

and germs, its races of adult animals, its young of every specie*,

its embryos and eggs, a multitude of abortions and failures

occurred. But who can connect these with Adam's sin as

effects, or as anticipatory consequences ? They all occurred as

incidental results of the operation of natural laws directed to

the final end.

If, during the progressive creation of earth, an intelligent

being from some other world had made several successive visits

to earth, with intervals of perhaps several thousands of years,

he would have found, on his first visit, a world of fire ; on his

second, a world of bare and heated rock ; on his third, a world

of water; on his fourth, a world partly covered with water and

part land, a little elevated above the water, covered with enor-

mous weeds and monstrous reptiles. On his first, second, and

third visits, if he had known no more of the works and ways

of God than the boasting philosophers of earth, he would have

said :
" What a useless world ! For what could God create

such a world? It is good for nothing in creation!" On his

fourth visit he would have said :
" "What an imperfect world

;

fit for nothing but reptiles?" During all these visits he would

have seen the yet unstable crust, of the earth heaved, tossed, torn

by internal fires ; the yet liquid interior pouring out through

fissures in torrents of devastation ; he would have seen the dis-

asters of explosion and gravity and tempest ; he would have

heard the groans of earthquake and the thunders of electricity

almost continuous, and in a magnitude and power beyond the

conception of the present inhabitants of earth.

After another period of uncounted years he concludes to

visit the earth again. He now finds that portions of it, after

having been admirably prepared by the distribution of a vari-

ety of soils and minerals, have been elevated high above the

water, and are covered with advanced vegetation and a higher

order of animal life. He says: "This world is greatly im-

proved. It is now suited to be the home of intelligent but not

yet perfect beings. This world is still imperfect. There is a
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!*r^cr portion of it covered with water than is necessary for

Um uses of its inhabitants. Here are forests blooming in fra-

grance and beauty, but there I see a portion of them has been

iwcpt down by a tornado. I see there are portions of this

world on which no rain ever falls, and over that large tract the

r, Intjs play with the sands of the desert, where no animal or

u'-retnble life can be. I see that other portions of it are bare

rock, on which nothing can live. Heat is so unequally distrib-

uted that that is an imperfection. Nearly one fourth of the

^arfuce enjoys so little heat that its eternally ice-bound surface

ii u Jmost useless to life and being. The laws of matter are still

working their occasional disasters. This is still an imperfect

*urld, adapted to an advanced but not a perfect race of

beings."

But as he continues his flight of inspection around the earth

be chances to spy a spot more lovely than the rest. He pauses,

iJid gazes with admiration and wonder. He sees nothing

wrong there. The perfection of beauty sits upon the land-

* ape. Flowers fill the air with the aroma of paradise. Fruits

in luxuriant abundance and variety burden the soil. No dis-

"piers or disasters of nature are permitted to invade this sane-

irj of repose. No ravenous beasts disturb these shades of

roocence. No noxious plants grow among its fruits and
Bowers. All is harmony and adaptation as the home of inno-

eence and perfection. Entranced with the view, he gazes

*^>g; and, finally, he discovers, issuing from a thicket of

towers and fruits, two beings, hand in hand, robed in the

glory of innocence and purity and perfection. He joins his

""vice with the morning stars in their hymn of rejoicing. Now
M K'cs them in personal converse with Deity. He listens—he
ware the condition of their trial, the test of their obedience,

Hw thus he soliloquizes

:

''Immortal innocents, you are beings endowed with intelli-

pnee aud conscience, and, as such, you are capable of holiness,

' 'alienee, virtue. The possession of these capabilities involves

Uwir opposites. No being that is not capable of sin is capable

holiness. All the intelligent beings in the universe of God
Ti

- <:tpable of uncaused and self-directed conduct. They are

i
i!,lc of obedience, and, therefore, of disobedience, as they

- v:n?olves decide. So are you. And as I look upon you in
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your inexperienced and untried youth, I tremble at your pros-

pective fate; for I see that the earth, outside of your garden
home, is unsuited to such perfect beings as you are. From thus

I infer that He who created you knows that you will fail in

your trial and fall, and become sinful and imperfect—such
beings as are only adapted to the present period of earth's pro-

gressive history." Not wishing to witness the tragic scene he
returns to his distant home.

Such was their fate. Such is man ; such is earth. Earth is

now the temporary and imperfect abode of an imperfect race.

Eartli is also the assorting-place of human souls. God gave his

only-begotten Son, that whosoever of this fallen race would
believe in' him should not perish, but have everlasting life.

The same condition of salvation which was presented to Adam
—choice, voluntary obedience, or voluntary disobedience—is pre-

sented to a redeemed world. Choose, accept or reject. Accept,
and be delivered from all the consequences of the fall, restored

to holiness and heaven; reject, and make your fall eternal.

And now we look in expectation that when earth undergoes
its next great revolution and renovation, purified by tire,

we shall see evolved from its ashes a perfected world, freed

from all the disorders and imperfections of the present, a uni-

versal garden of Eden, suited for a higher order of beings than
now inhabit it, suited perhaps to be "the dwelling-place of the

restored and holy portion of the human race.

In this account of the progressive advancement of eartli we
have not designed to countenance the development theory, or

the spontaneous evolution of animal life; but we have main-
tained that God saw fit thus to create a world and thus to

advance it to perfection, and at each successive period he has,

by direct creative power, brought into being animals suited to

its stage of advancement. And all this time he has had in

view the preparation of earth for man, whom he designed to

create when it should be in a suitable condition for him.
AYe come now to consider the effect of the fall upon brutes.

There is no passage of Scripture which has a bearing upon
this point. The false position that whatever a perfect G<>d

creates must be perfect, and the belief that whatever of suffer-

ing exists in the world must be the consequences of sin, have

led to the belief that animals suffered equally with man in the
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ad amities of the fall. If this be so they must be included in

C.,} -redemption. Christ came to undo what sin had done, and

-..!.. iv what was lost in the fall. As far as the fall extends the

- Oemption extends. Then a provision has been made for

rules of which they can have no knowledge, of the conditions

A which they can have no conception, and we must found

-.:*•!! this belief for them a future paradise.

It may be thought that the fact that they were brought

U fore Adam that he might name them is proof that they were

tJ en pacific and harmless. The fact that they were brought

till Xoah into the ark is greater proof that they were then so.

M wo have to suppose divine interposition to restrain their dis-

positions in the latter case, we may with equal propriety sup-

• *c the same in the former instance.

Those who believe that brutes experienced the calamities of

fall, suppose that before that event they did not possess

Uwse dispositions which now lead them to harm each other

i endanger the life of man ; that they did not eat animal
' "\\ that they did not prey upon each other; that they did
'•'< die.

\\ e cannot see how the sin of man should change the nature

other beings. It is easy to sec how Adam's sin and his con-

"•'Y^ut changed relation to God, and changed condition, should
•t his own nature, and how, by the laws of procreation, his

uren should inherit his changed nature ; but man may be
ged from a saint to a demon, or from a demon to an angel,

'
' »t Mill have no effect upon the nature of other beings,

" »j't they be his offspring, or those who are influenced by
' instruction or example. No change, then, could have

**«tfted us an effect of man's sin. If there was any change
•

rnost have been produced by the direct creative power of
' li

- It is not easy to see why God should, because one of

• 'features had violated his law, arbitrarily and uncondition-

y change the nature of all the creatures with which he had
"••j-Ied earth. AVe can see no motive that could influence the

r*° rm'nd to such a procedure. There would be no just de-
'''} for it, and no good end to be attained by it. It could

n
' part of the curse pronounced upon man that they should

>' him and put him in fear and peril. Though this might
'"'t for their depredations upon the human family, it will

• .».
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not account for the far greater consequence of what is supposed

to be their evil nature, their preying upon each other.

Let it not be said that this argument will disprove the suffer-

ino-s of the posterity of Adam for his sin. Adam's posterity

are innocent of Ms sin. We can trace the moral changes

which took place in Adam's mind to his sin and subsequent

condition, as effects. We have discovered it to be an indispu-

table fact that like begets like; that the father transmits to hi,

posterity his own nature in all its features and characteristics.

It is easy to see the design and beneficial effects to fallen man

of the physical evils imposed upon him; to see that labor to

fallen and corrupt beings is a blessing, that the ills of his expe-

rience here are a necessary course of discipline to fit him for a

future life, the best and only means of securing to free and

intelligent agents future and eternal happiness ; and there ia

no injustice in God imposing upon man the less evil as the

only means of saving him from the greater and securing to

him eternal good. But no such reasons can be assigned for the

suffering of brutes.

Let us see what changes this would involve. The natural

appetite of the carnivorous animals must have been changed.

The form of their teeth must have been changed. They have

no teeth adapted to the purposes of cropping and masticatini:

vegetable food. They have no grinders with which to break it

up. They cannot use their jaws in that rotary or grinding

motion common and necessary to herbivorous animals.
r

l ne

form and muscular power of their mouth must have been

changed. Their digestive powers must have been changed.

Many of them cannot digest unprepared vegetable food. Their

mental instincts and dispositions must have been changed.

These changes—a change in nature, disposition, habits, anil

form—would destroy the identity of the animal. Take away

from the lion all the peculiarities in disposition and form wind

seem designed to fit him for the purposes of prey, and you

might as well call him a hog as a lion. Such a change would

be a new creation. Then all the carnivorous animals were

created after man fell.

The whole animal kingdom is perfectly adapted to the designs

of God respecting each. He gave them their instincts. I 1 '

arranged their form, and endowed them with their power*.
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Hi ^ivo the beasts of prey their strength, their agility, their

irth, their long, sharp teeth. He gave the birds of prey their

iu and sharp, hooked beaks. He gave the shark its sharp

',. its power of rapid motion and blood-thirsty scent. All

t&n for the express purpose that these might seize and feed

c ;».»n other animals which he designed for their prey. He gave

vein keen sight and scent and art to hunt. He taught them
•

. uso artifice, to decoy, hide, lay in wait. Everything in

> .-. ir dispositions, habits, instincts, form, powers, is perfectly

• Upted and designed for the purpose of prey. He gave to the

...ruudcrs of night their superior powers of vision with little

. Jit. He taught the spider to spin his web, the ant-lion to pre-

|
Hts his pit, the crocodile to set his fly-trap. And has he done

all this because Adam sinned? On the other hand, he has

*-i;ij>ted the objects of prey to their purposes and destiny. He
u made them timid, slender, usually rapid, that they may not

m t<>o easily taken ; and if they are not rapid he usually com-
pensates their want of agility with additional means of defense,

m tiie shell of the tortoise, the quills of the porcupine, or the

..justing odors of some other animals. He teaches them to

• *ly, to conceal themselves, burrow, and scent the danger
"-~, as though they had an instinctive apprehension of their

• i and destiny. All this that they may not fall a too easy,
|*ey to the sports of their destroyers.

('oil has made provision for the preservation of the equilib-
'• uu of the animal kingdom, and compensated the more fre-

•jtsent death of the objects of prey by giving to them greater
• eondity. Half a dozen sheep begin to live to one wolf, fifty

minea pigs to one ferret, a hundred flies to one spider. The
P-'Wer of increase in animals seems to be greater and greater
' proportion to their smallness, their defenselessness, and their

• *'''% to destruction.

*«ra objection to this view is the apparent cruelty and
•' *undnesa on the part of God thus to make one part of his

stares to be the prey of others. If it would be unkindness
""•d to make it so originally, it was no less unkind for him
:

(

Vlke it so after man had fallen ; as it could be so then only
' /-making, and that without any fault of theirs. But we

»t is not unkindness. If animals live, unless they are
""aortal they must die. When they have fulfilled the pur-
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poses of tlieir being, we know not that it is any more cruel that

they should die by the teeth of another animal than by disease,

or accident, or old age. They live, enjoy life, fulfill the end

of their being, and die ; and if they have contributed to the

sustenance of some other animal they accomplish a purpose

that they would not otherwise, and live not in vain. There

would be as much propriety in saying that the winds that dash

them, the flames that consume them, the waters that drown

them, the frosts that freeze them are engines of God's cruelty

to brutes as to say that the instinct of prey is. "We know not

that it is more unkind that part of the food of animals should

be endowed with life than that it all should be vegetable.

Indeed, we suppose it is greater goodness, for the number and

variety of animals is far greater than it could be if all ate only

vegetable diet. The earth will sustain a thousand animals now

where it could only one if animals ate no animals. The ocean

bed, with its continents waste of vegetation, with only here

and there a shoal of sea-weed, could not support one in a mill-

ion of its present inhabitants if they fed not on each other.

If, then, there be joy in life—if existence is a blessing—the

sum total of animal happiness is multiplied a hundred fold by

the present order of things. If it be cruelty to take animal

Mile for food, man should never again take the life of any living

thing for his sustenance. But God clothed the first pair in the

skins of beasts ; he has given man permission, yea, commanded

him, to slay and eat certain animals for food. So has he, with

a voice no less direct and unequivocal, commanded the spider

to slay and eat the fly ; and so with all other animals to whieli

he has given the instincts of prey.

But what would be the consequence if animals ate only veg-

etables? The number of animals would of course greatly

increase, and soon every vestige of vegetation would be

devoured, and earth would be as the blighted heath or desert

waste; and then the whole animal kingdom would perish,

except the few fortunate ones that had stored away enough to

last till vegetation should again grow. If no animals devoured

animals, with their present rapidity of propagation the lesser

animals would soon overrun the earth. Each bird of the flock

that frequents your garden in summer devours a thousand

insects. If they devoured none, the air would be thick and
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iv darkened by the clouds of insects. Birds are scarce,

mmI insects destroy the fruits of your labors; birds return, and

- . gather your abundant harvest. Thus has God adapted all

iSurfl to preserve an equilibrium, to prevent excess and ruin,

i 5 nil to work the general good, and especially the good of man.

Is' no animals ate animals, but each one of the rapidly increas-

.- »nimal kingdom was left to die by other means, and lie and
•* t, the earth would soon be covered with carrion, and, like a

.mcl-housc or dissecting-room, the whole atmosphere would
*-• heavy with pestilence and the foul vapors of death. The

>n in the air would then destroy the excess of animal life

;

hat it would not be the greater prevailing over the less, as now,

it the higher order of animals would fall victims to the lower.

Han and the more delicate of the brute creation would sink in

<rsal ruin ; while the worm, the beetle, the raven, the buz-

tu i, and the hyena would be sovereigns of a blighted world.

The present order of nature is arranged with the greatest

pattible economy in the consumption of organized matter.

'. noriranized matter can support nothing but the very lowest

i- r of animal existence. The vegetable kingdom lies between

Kaorganized earth and animal existence. It is the laboratory
1 -re dead matter is manufactured into organic form, fitted

r the sustenance of animal structures. After it is thus pre-

• 1—as the vegetable manufactory can prepare but a limited
ua..tunt—it is made to go the farthest and accomplish the most

•5 passing through and contributing to the sustenance of a
*»asession of individual existences. Matter after it is once
'.'•vtnzcd may travel on for ages before it returns to its mother

" "rtu. Thus matter is revolving in organization, nutrition,

facaj, and reorganization in an endless circuit. And that

' •* of it should be unused, God has made something to feed

• n every form of organized matter. The most bitter herb,

* most pungent, the most poisonous, each has its admiring
*»U-rg

; and there is no animal living that has not its class of
r ^'"mds waiting to eat him when he dies, whether he die by

' r violence or by the hand of others, or by disease or old

I hus has God adapted his works for the preservation of
1 Manee in the vegetable and animal kingdoms and among
different orders of animals ; and any change, such as the

f<
**tu>n of animal eating, would throw confusion, disorder,
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excess, and ruin through the whole machinery of creation unless

there were an entire and universal change and readjustment of

the whole.

"What would be the result if all animals were immortal, a? it

is supposed by the opposite of this question they were before

the fall? "We have dwelt too long on the previous question to

elaborate this. One illustration will be sufficient. A cloud of

locusts darkens the horizon, and spreads over the sky so as

almost to exclude the light of the sun. They settle upon the

earth and sweep over the land, leaving a whole state desolate

with their ravages. A local famine supervenes. The only

hope of man is that winter will soon come and put an end to

their destructive progress and their life. But no, they are

immortal. In the spring, multiplied a hundred fold, they

recommence their work of devastation. Still living on, year

after year, each successive year they spread wider and wider

over states, nations, continents, earth. And not these alone.

but each rapidly increasing insect, reptile, beast, in endless life,

in endless increase, would overspread the earth. How long

would man retain dominion ? How long would flowers bloom i

How long would fruits of paradise appear ? How long would

nature live ? -

We have presented these considerations upon this subject to

show that there are other reasons besides the inferences of

geology which inight lead us to suppose that brutes did not

suffer a change in disposition and habits as a consequence of

the fall of man, and that, therefore, geology does not call upon

us to admit an opinion otherwise unreasonable.

It is well known that fossil remains of animals have been

discovered in the rocks and ancient strata of the earth, ami

that many of these have all the distinguishing characteristic*

of the carnivorous animals of the present day. From the fact

that many of these animals are unlike any that are now found

upon the earth ; from the fact that among them are found no

fossil remains of man ;
from the fact that they are found i»

rocks unlike any that are now forming on the earth : from the

fact that they are covered by a thickness of strata wnicn,

according to the present rate of formation, millions of years

must have been required to form ; from the fact that they are

found in lands which have been several successive times beds
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4 ocean and gardens of vegetation; from these and other rea-

. these fossils are supposed to be the remains of animals that

,,-.1 and perished before man was created.

K<>r these reasons, and others which the limits of this article

: *1 us to omit, we are satisfied that brutes were not affected

rectty in nature, disposition, habits, life, or death by the fall

4 man. As we have before intimated, there may have been

rarenous beasts in that particular part of earth where God
v ! prepared a home for perfect man any more than they are

•--• found in the thickly populated districts of our country.

S\» lion may have lurked beneath its shades, or roared amid its

<4ody; but over whatever hills he did roam, he roamed in

«r*rch of prey. No vulture may have disturbed the retreat of

-<• warblers that sung their chorus of welcome to new-born
sm, but whenever and wherever he took his repast his table

m spread with something that had been living.

As they did not fall in the fall, so we do not expect they will
' f restored in the restoration. "We regard those passages which

• --a of the leopard and the lamb, and the lion eating straw

** the 6x, figures representing the peaceful spirit that shall pre-

' ul in human society rather than a description of any change
*nJcb is literally to take place in the nature of^mimals.

Art. VII.—PERIODICAL LITERATURE.

• 21 most perfect criterion for estimating the intelligence and
"* of a nation is the extent and character of its periodical

•tatore. Books may be numerous and possess a high order
*ent, and yet the great mass of the people be sunk into an

' * of ignorance and superstition the most profound, provided
1,8 «>c left, amid the general chaos, a cultivated and intel-

1*1 circle. Such works are expected to endure, and be
••'*"*' as eagerly, and with as much profit, by future genera-

(

K
;i-s by that which produced them. But periodicals are
* soon as issued, and cast aside, perhaps, never again to
" ' n up; and their preservation is of so little importance
fcfter a few weeks or months they can only be found in
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those great depositories for every literature, whether valuable

or worthless, the public libraries of our large cities. Honthlii

«

and quarterlies, published in pamphlet form, are the oniv

exceptions to this rule, and even they are but carelessly pre-

Berved by four fifths of their readers.

Periodicals were originally divided into two classes, organs

of news and organs of opinions, the former being the more

numerous ; but nearly all of our modern publications are of a

mixed character, giving a summary of the current transac-

tions of the day, and at the same time advocating certain

theories, either in politics or religion, thereby filling a doubK-

mission.

To Italy belongs the honor of conceiving the idea of publi.-lt-

ing the news of the day to the masses of the people ; but the

method employed was of rather a clumsy character, and only

adapted to towns or large villages. In 1563 the republic of

Yenice was engaged in an important and bloody contest with

Solyman II., and, as the war bore a religious aspect, it absorbed

the entire attention of the Venetians, and their anxiety to learn

the details of the struggle was so great that reading-rooms were

established, and men employed to write a summary of all thai

transpired and read it to the public. The price of admission

into these rooms was a gazetta, a coin no longer in use, and

from this, it is believed, that the term gazette has been derived,

although it must be admitted that the etymology of the word

is somewhat uncertain. These papers were published monthly,

and files of the Gazette, in manuscript, for over sixty years, are

still preserved in the Magliabeechm Library at Florence. The

jealousy of the Venetian government would not permit the

publishers to print them, lest matters be secretly circulated of

an incendiary or inflammatory character, and all that was

written was made subject to the severest scrutiny on the part

of the government. Outside of Venice the circulation and

reading, even ofmanuscripts, was prohibited, at the suggestion 01

Pope Gregory XIII., who appears clearly to have foreseen the

consequences to despotism and bigotry of the spread of general

intelligence.

During the reign of Queen Elizabeth, of England, occasional

publications, entitled " Xewes from Spaine," etc., made their

appearance ; but no regular periodicals were published till May,
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\92L the story of the existence of the "Mercurie," previous to

•.,.*• jH.riod, having been clearly disproved by facts, which it is

Mttcccesary to enumerate, but which are entirely satisfactory

u *11 who have investigated the subject. .This paper, which
' made its appearance on the 23d of the month, was entitled,

* The Weekly ISfewes from Italy, Germany, etc. London :

iViated by J. D. for Nicholas Bourne and Thos. Archer.''

*
. i . eding numbers had also attached to them the name of

Sohaniel Butter, who had rendered himself celebrated by a

mber of occasional publications of a new character during

ten or twelve preceding years. These papers, and some

eCaeri of a similar character, made their appearance within

treaty years ; but they chiefly confined their narrations to foreign

i • ire, as the jealousy of the Crown was so great that the pub-

taere well knew that to discuss home politics would bring
- d the vengeance of the ruling powers. The first publica-

ua of the proceedings in Parliament was made in 1691, when
* * eekly paper, entitled " Diurnal Occurrences ; or, the Heads
fleveral proceedings in both Houses of Parliament," was estab-

Uived ; and soon afterward fifteen or twenty more periodicals,

Jly published at intervals of a week, were started, and, for

first time, they became organs of public opinion as well as
:

> * i , thereby inaugurating the mixed features of journalism

* conspicuous in modern times. The tone of these papers was
m tho lowest order, and the editors did little else than use
twin invective, which they called argument,, and which, in
taat era of revolution, was well adapted to the tastes of the

r* pie, and served to urge them on in their career of madness
A was sendinsr hundreds of innocent men, on either side,

- u»e prison and the scaffold. Among the editors of ability

» figured at that time was the celebrated Nedham, who
'*-*nged from a democrat to a loyalist, and back to a democrat.
Ha as much facility as politicians of the present day, always
Tying with him his virulence, which he manifested in the bit-

*l satire. His last paper, which was violently Presbyterian
M

"* S,lli-Carlist, was entitled the " Intelligencer," the first num-
1 *'hich was published in 1G55, and which, in conjunction

- Knottier journal, laid the foundation for the present " Lon-
** Gazette.*

°on ntterward the newspapers began to discuss, with more
^ouutu Sekles, Vol. XIV.—20
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freedom, domestic affairs, and to give a better summary of

home news, and this gave rise to numerous expedients, on the

part of the government, to rid themselves of an institution which

promised to be troublesome. But the people had been so long

in the habit of reading papers that it was deemed inexpedient

to attempt their complete suppression, and therefore, imme-

diately after the restoration, Roger L'Estrange was given a

monopoly of the right to publish all matters which the govern-

ment should adjudge suitable for the public, with power to

6eize and suppress all unlicensed books and papers. As the

"Intelligencer" had become firmly established, he was given

charge of that journal . In his salutatory he declares that, " Sup-

posing the press in order, the people in their right wits, and news

or no news to be the question, a public mercenary should never

have my vote, because I think it makes the public too familiar

with the actions and counsels of their superiors, too pragmatical

and censorious, and gives them not only an itch, but a kind of

colorable right and license to be meddling with the government."

Then, speaking of the perverted appetites of the people for

news, he adds: "So that, upon the main, I perceive the

thing requisite, and (for aught I can see yet) once a week

may do the business, for I intend to utter my news by weight.

not by measure." But this attempted monopoly was a failure,

and periodicals multiplied despite the vigilance of L'Estrange,

and in 1G65 he abandoned the enterprise. His paper, how-

ever, was continued and made a semi-weekly, and has been

published of uniform size for more than two centuries, having

taken the title of "London Gazette" in 1666.

The first daily newspaper, the " London Courant," made itt

appearance in 1703, and as all efforts to suppress the publica-

tion of news by requiring a license had failed, in 1712 a duty

of a halfpenny was levied on all papers of a half sheet, and a

penny on all of the whole size; and it was believed by this

that the publishers would raise the prices so as to prevent the

further sale of papers, and in a number of instances these hope-

proved but too true. The "Examiner," the "Observer," and

the "Spectator" were crushed beneath the weight; even the

genius of such men as Swift and Addison was unable to rescue

them. But these papers were intended only for the select few ;

and while they perished those of a more popular character, but
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of a decidedly lower tone, flourished as before, and the duties

wore consequently increased, until they reached iburpence per

somber without regard to size.

Jjtit these efforts to hamper the press began to grow unpopu-

lar early in the present century, and by exertions of Lord

Campbell and other liberals many of the restrictions which had

formerly weighed heavily upon the publishers were taken off.

Among these reforms we may mention the repeal of the prin-

ciple that "the greater the truth the greater the libel," and

the admission of the evidence of the correctness of a charge in

& prosecution for libel. In 1833 the duty on advertisements,

which had been eighty-four cents for each, without regard to

'< ogth, in England and Scotland, and sixty cents in Ireland, was

reduced to thirty-six cents in the former countries, and twenty-

tWin the latter; and twenty years afterward, in 1853, the tax

*M abolished altogether. In 1S36 the stamp duty on all papers

w«w reduced to two cents, and in 1855 it was taken off entirely.*

Before the stamp duty was removed there were none but

btgh-priced papers in England, the lowest amount charged per
t umber being eight cents, and the highest twelve. But, as

might be expected, the tax had no sooner disappeared than
cheap publications everywhere sprung up, as if by magic, to

awnpete for public favor, and already more than seventy are

i^ued in London alone, forty of which are sold for a penny
^b, or the same that is charged in this country for first-class

papers; and ten at a halfpenny, or one cent, making them
osthin the reach of all. There are, however, no halfpenny jour-
s-*u* outside of London. In the southern and eastern counties,

<^t of one hundred and twenty-nine papers, eighty are cheap
^«i forty-nine high-priced, eleven of the former having belonged
'<<* the latter category prior to the abolition of the stamp duty.
'-'• the western counties there are fifty-three cheap and thirty-

^ne high-priced papers. In the eight counties embraced in the
iford circuit, the number of both classes is precisely the same

** m the western part ; and in the six central counties there are

Daring the year ending January 6, 1830, the duties on newspapers and ad-
***r:ent3 in the United Kingdom, not counting shillings and penoo, were as

• •

:

Papers. AdTertuemecta.

England £43S,667 £136,052
Scotland 42,301 17,592
Ireland 28,578 14,985
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seventy-seven papers, including fifty-four low-priced publica-

tions. In York and Lancaster there are two hundred and

four journals, of which only twelve are sold at the higher ratc>.

In Scotland there are seventy-five cheap papers, ofwhich forty-

three are published at a penny, and the remainder at three

halfpence and twopence. In Ireland the number of cheap

journals is thirty, and in the Channel Islands eleven. To
show the increase of British newspapers, since they were first

systematically established, we subjoin the following table

:

1789. 1790. 1821. 1884. 1861.
In England 50 60 135 138 460
" Ireland.. 8 27 31 32 122
" Scotland. 3 27 56 56 139
" Channel Islanda 6 6 13

Total 61 114 228 232 734

It will be seen from what has already been said, that the

term "cheap" in Great Britain has entirely a different signifi-

cation, when applied to newspapers, from what it has in this

country. A paper which is sold at four cents would be regarded

as extremely dear by Americans. The "London Times," the

leading journal, not only of England, but of all Europe, is sold

at ten cents per number, although no larger than either of the

three leading papers in New York, and not their superior in

anything.

The French were a little behind their island rivals as to the

time of establishing a periodical press, although their enter-

prises, being more directly subject to the influence of the gov-

ernment, because of the difference in the constitutions of the

two countries, were on a far more limited scale both as to

number and character. The first French periodical, the

" Mercure Francois," was commenced in Paris in 1605, and

continued its existence for forty years ; but it never assumed

the character of a newspaper, but was devoted exclusively to

historical compilations. The first real journal, the Gazette, waa

issued by Theophrastes Eenaudot, in 1631, and it continued,

under the title of "Gazette des Eecuils" and "Gazette de France/

till 1789. It was usually issued weekly, but occasionally, wheu

the public demands required it, it was published semi-weekly,

and even daily. It contained a number of advertisements, n

feature generally ignored by French periodicals at the present-

day. Toward the latter end of the seventeenth century, at the
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tafUnoe of Mademoiselle de Longueville, a scurrilous sheet

mu published at Paris for fifteen years by a man named Loret,

*.'A was of the same character with numerous papers printed

tu wcret in the large cities of this country, but the circulation

<{ which is prohibited under heavy penalties.

In 1672 a Parisian printer issued the first number of the
u Mercure Galant," which under this title, and that of " Nou-

reau Mercure" and "Mercure de France," was continued till

IS 15. It was a purely literary periodical, and during eras of

.•j, existence it was conducted by some of the ablest men in

Fnmce. Another paper, managed with great ability, called

?hc " Journal Etroyer," closed its existence in 1763.

The "Moniteur," which, through all the changes to which
the government has been subject, has continued to be the

ffidal organ, was commenced in 1760. Its stock is always

i i!d by outgoing, and purchased by incoming ministers, and
bence the frequent changes in its political tone. Its articles

*cquire all their significance from the fact that they speak the

MQtiments of the ruling powers, and indicate their action. But
like all official papers, it is neglected by the people, and its

circulation never exceeds 3,000, about half of which is gratu-

itous among persons holding places under the government.
The " Journal de Paris, ou Poste du Soir," was the first

ircnch daily, and was issued, as its name indicates, in the
•Tening. It was soon followed by others, and some time pre-

vious to the revolution the "Moniteur," which had before been

J tsblished weekly, was issued daily.

PariB is the center of periodical literature, as it is the center
« f everything else which is French ; but notwithstanding this

U»ere are numerous well-conducted and well-patronized jour-

nals at Bordeaux, Lyons, Orleans, and indeed in all the provin-
r~*l cities of France ; and many of these have much more than
k local influence. Among these we may mention the " Sema-
I We de Marseille" and the " Journal de Havre."

Ihe total number of periodicals, issued at intervals not
ttoeeding three months, is about 1,400, of which 1,100 are

•-•"oted exclusively to science, arts, literature, or particular
•^Jca or professions, and are not required either to give secu-

*7 or to pay stamp taxes. The three hundred political

P*pers are all required to give security for the payment of any
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fine which maybe assessed against them; the amount for dailiw

and tri-weeklies being fixed at 50,000 francs, and that for all

others at 30,000. Their proprietors are likewise required to

pay a stamp tax of six centimes per number (a trifle over one

cent) for all papers printed in Paris and Versailles, and hah*

that sum for those published in other departments.

The legislation of France, in reference to the freedom of the

press, has had, as might be expected, a great influence upon

the periodical literature of the country. During revolutionarv

eras the widest liberty was permitted, and doctrines the most

pernicious, which were well adapted to the spirit of the people,

were spread broadcast, and their effects are familiar to every

student of history. These outbursts were generally succeeded

by the strictest censorship, which would become so intolerable

that it would be followed by. another revolution. The pres?,

however, under recent regulations is made nearly or quite free,

and as the change was effected gradually, and in consequence

of a better education of the people, of course a healthier public

sentiment will ensue, and it is to be hoped that French jour-

nalism will be elevated to a position it has never before occupied.

The first newspaper published in the United States was issued

in Boston on the 25th of September, 1690, and although it

contained very little else than current news, it created a pro-

found sensation among the staid old Puritans of the colony of

Massachusetts, and the legislature declared its publication to be

a violation of the laws, and that it contained many " reflections

of a very high nature." The publisher became frightened at the

magnitude of his own innovation, and never issued a second num-

ber. The paper is still in existence in the state paper office in

London, and is a small sheet of four pages, with one of them

blank. Benjamin Harris was the publisher, and Richard

Prince the printer. A London Gazette, containing an account

of a battle with the French, was reprinted at New York the

same year by order of Governor Fletcher.

The first regular newspaper published in the colonies was the

" Boston News Letter," which made its appearance on the 24th

day of April, 1701, and wa3 a half sheet, eight by twelve inches?,

and contained two columns on each page, and was published

and edited by John Campbell, a Scotch bookseller, and post-

master of Boston. The paper continued long after Campbell

»
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kftth, being issued weekly till 1776. On the 21st of December,

I ; 10, was published the first number of the " Boston Gazette,"

IB | on the following day was commenced the "American "Weekly

Hi rvury," printed by "William Bradford, of Philadelphia.

Bat the most notable newspaper enterprise of the day was

.: of the Franklins, James and Benjamin. On the 18th day

• August, 1721, the former commenced publishing the "New
I pland Courant," which, unlike all its predecessors, assumed

•.. .ii^cuss, with freedom and independence, all matter^, polit-

ical, E-ocial, and religious, and the result was that the editor

toon became involved in a contest with the Puritan clergy, led

c*n by Rev. Increase Mather, on the subject of vaccination, the

virtues of which had been denied by the Courant, and the con-

fluence was that James Franklin's paper was suppressed,

less he would agree to submit all articles written to the sec-

rxUry of the province. This he refused to do, but avoided the

order by publishing the paper in the name of his brother Ben-

umb, then a lad of sixteen, but who had already given proofs

of his powers by having written most of the articles which had

been regarded as offensive. It was in the publication of this

little 6heet that the greatest of American philosopher com-

menced Ins public career.

The first regular newspaper published in New York was the
" Gazette," and was commenced on the 16th of October, 1725,

by William Bradford, the pioneer of Philadelphia periodicals,

^ already stated. The first newspaper in Yirginia was the
" Gazette," a popular name in those days, which was com-
menced at Williamsburgh in 1736, by William Park. During
u*c first half of the eighteenth century periodical literature did

•** flourish much in the colonies for several obvious reasons.

* octal facilities were very limited, the political transactions of
'^o colonies unimportant, and the people were generally too

\"'->r to pay for such a luxury as a weekly summary of the

&ews. Iii 1751 there were but nine newspapers in all the col-

' -tics, four of which were published in Boston, two in 'New
* ,irk, two in Philadelphia, and one in Yirginia, all of. which
* s-re weekly. About this time colonial politics began to assume

'
importance never hitherto attached to them, on account of

w fflorts of Dr. Franklin and others to form a union, and
•°*Bae of the fear that it was the intention of the mother country
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to exorcise arbitrary powers over the people whenever an
opportunity occurred. In the mean time the transportation of
the mails became more safe, and routes were extended, and the
colonists grew more wealthy. The result upon newspapers wai
very marked and decided, and in 1775 there were thirty-seven
papers published within the limits of the United States one of
which, the « Philadelphia Advertiser," was issued semi-weekly
The first daily paper in the United States was the «Phila-

adclphia Advertiser," changed from a semi-weekly in 1784 and
which continued its existence till 1837. To show the increase
of periodicals in the United States, we have prepared the follow-
ing table from authentic documents :
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The result of the last census Las not been made public, but

it is believed that the number of periodicals in the United

States will exceed three thousand. The increase in circulation,

however, has been much more rapid than the increase of peri-

odicals themselves. The immense cost of publishing a first-

rhtss metropolitan newspaper, since the invention of the tele-

graph, has prevented the rapid augmentation of the number of

laity journals; while the quickness with which reliable informa-

tion is imparted by those which have capital, added to the

general spread of intelligence, has, in most instances, quadrupled

the number of readers. The following comparison of the circu-

lation of the daily papers of some of our principal cities in 1850

and in 1861 is not far from correct

:

1850. 1861.

New York 100,000 400,000

Philadelphia 40,000 150,000

Cincinnati 20,000 100,000

In all of the other cities of the Union the increase has

teen proportionately large. In 1775 the entire circulation

of all the periodicals in the United States was 50,000; in

1810, 22,220,000; in 1S28, 68,117,000; in 18-10, 195,838,000;

in 1S50, 42G,409,000; in 1861, 1,000,000,000. This latter

number is at least twice as great as that of all the rest of

the world combined, which must be a source of pride to

&!1 Americans, and which goes far to make good the assertion

'>iut ours is the most enlightened nation on the face of the
f ^rth ; especially as our journals exceed those of other coun-

tries in enterprise and character, as will be shown in a subse-

quent article.

The "New York Commercial Advertiser" was commenced
!?> 1797, and is the oldest New York daily now in existence.

The "Evening Post" was begun in 1801, and has numbered
among its contributors many of the ablest men in the country,
Wq has always maintained a high literary and political tone.

« is at present conducted by William Cullen Bryant, whose
s*eet poetrv has been read and admired by all. He assumed
^'itrol of the Post in 1820. The New York " Sun," the first

penny paper, was begun in 1S33 by Benjamin H. Day, and
*** a small sheet about ten inches square ; but it is now a fair

«*cd paper, and has reached a circulation of over 60,000. The
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"Herald" was commenced in 1S35 by its present proprietor as

a penny paper, but its price was soon afterward raised to two

cents. The "Tribune" was first issued by Horace Greeley in

1841, and the " Times" in 1S50 by II. J. Raymond. In 1860

the " World " was started, which has since swallowed up the

old " Courier and Inquirer."

The first paper published west of the Alleghanies was the

"Pittsburgh Gazette." On the ISth of August, 1787, the

" Kentucky Gazette " was first published in Lexington, B!y., by

John and Fielding Bradford, which continued in existence

more than half a century. It was printed on a large wooden

Ramage press, still in existence, and used for the publication of

the " Nicholsville Democrat." It is quite a curiosity in its

way. The Paris (Ivy.) " Citizen " was started soon afterward,

and is still continued.

The first paper published in Cincinnati was the " Centinel

of the Northwest Territory," and was commenced on the 9th

of November, 1793, by William Maxwell. Although nom-

inally a weekly paper, it appeared with great irregularity, on

account of the absence of a supply of paper. In 1795 the

" "Western Spy " was issued by S. Freeman & Son ; and on the

4th of December, 180-1, John W. Browne published the first

number of " Liberty Hall," afterward merged in the " Cincin-

nati Gazette," which is still the leading paper of Ohio. The

daily was begun in 1S23, and afterward attained unusual influ-

ence under the control of Charles Hammond. There are now

in Cincinnati five English and three German dailies, the com-

bined circulation of which amounts to over 100,000. Soon

after the acquisition of Louisiana by the United States news-

papers were started in New Orleans, and a few years afterward

in Natchez and St. Louis. The pioneer paper in Tennessee

was the " Knoxville Gazette," which was commenced in 1793

by R. Roulstone.

In no city in the Union is the mercantile community so liberal

as in St. Louis, and the result is that the papers published there

are larger and better supported than in any other place of the

same number of inhabitants. The "Republican" has been in

existence more than fifty years, and is the largest paper in the

West. The "Democrat" represents the liberal sentiment oi

the Mississippi Valley, and through its influence Missouri has
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been well-nigh revolutionized on the slavery question. It

acquired its first reputation during the Kansas troubles, by

condemning in unmeasured terms the outrages of the pro-

ilavery party, and its course has since been such as to increase

tJ»o confidence reposed in it during the early part of its

career.

Several German papers were published in Pennsylvania

before the Revolution, but they were not well supported.

Within the last quarter of a century, however, the great

increase of Germans has created such a demand for periodicals

in their own language that scarcely a town of 10,000 inhabit-

ants exists but has at least one weekly German paper, and our

Urge cities have several dailies each, many of which have a

Urge circulation and a wide influence. There are likewise

several German illustrated papers, with extended patronage.

In New Orleans and New York there are daily French

journals of influence ; the " Courier des Etats Unis," of the

latter city, having been a favorite with the Franco- Americans

until it sold itself to the southern traitors. It, however, has

recently changed hands, and bids fair to regain its former

position and influence. In Louisiana a number of papers

are published, half in English and half in French, to meet

the demands of the Creole population. There are also printed,

chiefly in Wisconsin and Michigan, Dutch, Swedish, and Nor-

wegian journals, and a small Croatian weekly is printed in

St. Louis.

There are a number of journals in both the French and

English languages in British America, and likewise in the

" est Indies. In the Spanish American republics newspapers
fcre not numerous, although each has two or three ; and in Chili

there are twenty-four, Mexico thirty, and New Grenada forty-

tight. This deficiency in journals is a natural result of the

'gnorance of the people, and the unstable condition of the gov-

ernments, so that publishers can neither be assured of a liberal

support nor of proper protection.

The first regular journal in Germany was the " Frankforter

'^rpostamptsZeitung," which still maintains an obscure exist-

* Bee as a daily. The " Hainburgiche Correspondent" was first

wsned in 1714, and before the French Kevolution was almost
lae only German paper which derived its information from
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original sources, the country papers being generally reprints of
this, with the news somewhat condensed. At the close of the
last century the "Allgemeine Zeitung," with correspondent

«

in all parts of the world, was commenced, and has met with
fair, but not brilliant success, its daily circulation reaching
perhaps, 8,000. The « Vossische Zeitung," of Berlin, has the
largest patronage of any daily in Germany, amounting to per-
haps 16,000 copies. The "Yolks Zeitung" and "Kolnische
Zeitung," both of liberal or democratic politics, sell about
15,000 daily. The circulation of the other papers is very
limited. J

The Revolution of 1848 gave a great impetus to periodical
literature, and the number of papers soon reached 1,400; but
this number has diminished, and in the monarchical and des-
potic states their character has been greatly changed. The
strict censorship exercised by the greater portion of the local
governments over the press has had a decided influence on the
character of German journals, and until it is removed they
cannot hope to attain to the influence of the English or Amer-
ican papers. Each writer is compelled to write over his own
signature, or a fictitious one authorized by the authorities, and
kept on record

; and he is subjected to vexatious suits or sum-
mary punishments if he criticises any political personage or
measure too freely.

In Russia, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Spain, and Portugal
there are a number of papers, but censorship is so strict that
they are of the most inferior type, principally valuable for the
publication of ofiicial bulletins, and do not deserve any partic-
ular notice. The same remark would apply to Italy, with the
exception of Sardinia, previous to the late revolution; but since
that period a large number of papers, competing for the public
favor, have been issued. Since the accession of Victor Emanuel
censorship has been abolished, and political and religious mat-
ters are discussed without reserve. Among the leading papers
are the "Gazetta del Popolo," the "Opinione " and the "Italia
del Popolo."

A large number of journals in the English and Hindoo lan-

guages are now published in British India ; and in China a

paper under the title of "King Chan," or " Pekin Gazette,"
has been published by the government for the purpose of pro-



\
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mulcting official edicts, and which is distributed by couriers

to all the officers of the empire. English journals are likewise

published at Canton, Singapore, and other towns, but they are

a! I of recent origin.

A French newspaper was established in Constantinople in

1705, but it existed but a short period. In 1825 Alexandre

Blacquo began the publication of the " Spectateur d'Orient,"

fvt Smyrna. Other papers in Turkish, French, and English fol-

lowed in different parts of the empire; but the principal ones

BOW in existence in the Turkish capital are the " Journal

do Constantinople," in French, and the " Djeridei Havodis,"

in the native tongue. At Smyrna there are thirty daily

papers in the Armenian, English, French, German, and

Italian languages, the majority in the first. Journals in

& portion or all of these tongues are in existence in Alex-

andria, Cairo, and Beyrout. These are all of very modern
origin.

The independence of Greece was succeeded by the simul-

taneous publication of a number of journals in modern Greek,

their center being the famous city of Athens. The number of

papers in the entire kingdom now exceeds one hundred, and
they maintain a high tone, and will do much to revive litera-

ture in that land, so long associated with the names of the ablest

philosophers and historians, and sweetest poets of the ancient

world.

In all of the Pacific islands, colonized by or under the pro-

tection of the English and French, there are local journals ; but
their influence is not great, and none of them deserves special

mention.

The following table, compiled from authentic sources, is

H-ry nearly a correct statement of the number of periodicals of
k 'i descriptions now in existence

:

j-'eited States 3,200 Sweden & Norway. 113 Portugal 12

J/
41500 1,400 England and Wales. 488 Greece 110

Pnwtsia 632 Ireland Ill Denmark 39

JT**
W* "J3 Scotland 112 Russia 63

J^
ony 183 Asia, (ox. of Turkey) 300 Mexico 30

—.'-: Ger'n States. 580 Africa 40 Central America. .

.

3
;' teeriand...

'furkoy.

I"! Holland 168 Now Grenada 48

150 Belgium 86 Equador 3

130 Spain 60 Venezuela 3
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Guiana 6 Chili 24 British America .

Brazil 32 Bolivia 2 Places not named
Paraguay 2 Peru 27

Uruguay. 4 Spanish "W. 1 10 Total

Buenos Ayres 10 British " 16

[April,

ico

100

3,512

London is the center of British, Paris of French, and New-

York of American daily journals, and in the first named there is

no provincial opposition ofconsequence ; indeed,we might almost

6ay that the " Times " had the whole field to itself, its circula-

tion heing 51,000, while that of all other dailies in the United

Kingdom does not exceed 26,000. The three leading dailies of

Paris are the " Presse," the " Siecle," and the " Constitutionnel,"

which circulated 41,000, 36,000, and 26,000 respectively. None
of their competitors, either metropolitan or provincial, have

more than 10,000 subscribers. These exhibits are not flatter-

ing when we compare them with those of our New York city

papers, the "Herald," the "Tribune," the "Times," and the

" Sun," which circulate respectively 80,000, 60,000, 50,000, and

65,000 copies; and in the mean time it must be recollected that

we have numerous provincial dailies, distributing from 30,000

to 45,000 each.

Aet. vm.—foreign religious intelligence.

GREAT BRITAIN".

The Protestant Churches.—The
controversy respecting the " Essays and
Reviews " still engrosses the attention

of the Established Church. The pro-

ceedings against two of the essayists,

Dr. Williams and Rev. Mr. Wilson, have
commenced, and have rekindled the gen-

eral interest in the entire controversy.
The pleadings in the case of Dr. Will-

iams were opened January 19, and the

defense took the ground that many of
the criminated views of the author on
tho inspiration of the Scriptures were
only reported by him as opinions of
Baron Bunsen, while those professed as
his own did not trespass on tho liberty
of thought allowed to clergymen of

the Established Church. Tho Rev. Mr.

Wilson, the author of the essay entitled,

"Seances Historiques de Geneve—Tho

National Church," has been proceeded

against also, in the Court of Arches, by

the Rev. James Fendall, tho charges re-

ferring to the origin of the human race,

tho doubt thrown upon the narrative of

the tempter, of the speaking of Balaam's

ass, and other wonders of tho Old Test-

ament. The ablest among the essayists,

Professor Jowett, of Oxford, has receiv-

ed from a number of friends, among
whom are the Marquis of Lansdowne,
Earl Russell, tho Earl of Carlisle, Earl

Granville, Sir Cornwall Lewis, and

Canon Stanley, a present of £2,000. Mr.

Goodwin, tho author of the sixth essay

on Mosaic Cosmogony, has undertaken
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ft* editorship of the Literary Gazette.
:

s s -^-rous replies to the essays are still

urning. Among the most import-

i,-; ' Plications of the kind are two vol-

0t, which may be regarded as the

Mufcstoea of the two other great

,. .;.. U of tho Established Church, the

Erufcelicol and tho H'igh Church, tho

.
..- (High Church) being entitled "Re-

...--« to tho Essays and Reviews," with

. ptfece by the Bishop of Oxford; the
-'

r, "Aids to Faith," prepared by Dr.

JVxbkhi, Bishop of Gloucester and Bris-

•, «*, and Dr. M'Caul, Dr. Mansel, Rev.

1". Cook; Dr. Rawlinson, Dr. Browne,
n! Dr.Ellieott

The Church of England is rapidly ad-

H&dng toward a recovery- of self-gov-

nHBCOt. In the Convocation of Canter-

larjr, which met again on February 11,

t*<l was most numerously attended,

actions of great importance have been
*rr.cd. In the Upper House, the

i ihop of Oxford presented a petition in

ttmt of the resumption of synodical

sctioo through the queen's dominions,and
noted tliat the subject bo referred to a

fv^mittee. Tlie motion, which was sec-

• b I 1 by the Bishop of Chichester, was
sotnimously adopted after the Arch-
btahop of Canterbury, and the Bishops
rflondon, Salisbury, and Winchester, had
rtprcBsed their high sense of the services,
v

! h had been rendered to the Church
f7 Mr. Hoare, the originator and presi-

ittt of the Society for the Restoration
rf tho Convocations. On motion of the
t' 'hop of Oxford, it was also resolved to

?"i -est the Archbishop of Canterbury to
«
'irx-?s to the Archbishop of York an

•nest desire that measures might be
•tTised by R-hich both provinces might
Kf together harmoniously, and with con-
c -;to;h deliberation, especially with re-
rtrd to the action which had been taken
Preference to the twenty-ninth canon.
' * bishop of Lincoln presented a peti-
u « Irom a large number of clergymen
«ri bs diocese, praying that measures

J

%ht bo adopted for a more extended
"7 "Rcncy in the Church, and, on his
t>.<jon, a committee was appointed to
«*« the subject into consideration. In
u* Episcopal Church of Scotland a
rmt activity is displayed in furthering

object of the Endowment Associa-
6,Q8. which held on January 11 its first
tottoal meeting. The Duke of Buccleuch
•••^i'led the chair, and the principal
V-^trs were the chairman the Earl of
uodiDgton, the Bishops of St. Andrews

and Moray, and Mr. Gladstone, the

Chancellor of the Exchequer. The
Bishop of Moray stated that there were
congregations in his dioceso which did

not contribute more than £11 a year to

tho support of their minister. The
Chancellor of tho Exchequer took tho

statements of the Bishop of Moray as a

text for a sharp lecture to tho laity of

tho Episcopal Church of Scotland, who
were suffering such a state of things to

exist, yet was hopeful that the Associa-

tion woidd go on prospering. The
Endowment Association has already

been the means of greatly improving the

condition of most of the lower clergy.

A sum of £40,000, yieldiug £500 ayear,

has been raised, and from thirty to forty

congregations are already in the way of

obtaining endowments. . %

The cause of foreign missions is highly

prosperous. The Free Church of Scot-

land is on the point of resuming her

operations in India with new vigor.

She has recently sent out two new mis-

sionaries, and four more will soon follow.

The missionary societies will find in

India an influential ally in the Christian

Vernacular Education Society, which
during the past years has efficiently stim-

ulated the zeal of the native teachers by
establishing competitive prize examina-

tions throughout many parts of the

country, and which now intends to take

charge of two training colleges. In

China, Dr. Lockhart has arrived in Pekin,

and feels confident that he can soon

establish a Protestant mission in the

Chinese capital and Protestant missiona-

ries, mostly from England and America,

are now traversing the country in all di-

rections
;
yet England has to mourn tho

loss of one of the veteran missionaries in

the Chinese empire, Dr. .JBridgman, who
died after having spent, thirty-two years

in missionary labors. The contributions

in aid of the home aud foreign misionary

operations of the United Presbyterian

Church, during the year 1S61, have con-

siderably exceeded any former period,

notwithstanding the depressed state of

trade and commerce throughout tho

country. The Foreign Mission Com-
mittee'of the Free Church of Scotland,

following up one of tho suggestions

mado at the recent Coufc-renee of Mis-

sions, have arranged for a series of lec-

tures on the subject of missions, to bo

delivered to the students of the Free

Church Colleges.

The strength and prospority of the
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"Wesleyan body are remarkably indicated

by the report of the "Chapel Com-
mittee," according to which, in the last

seven years, about £400,000 of debts on
chapels have been paid off. Last year

the amount expended on the reduction

of debt was £44,849, and for new build-

ings £97,334, making a total of £142,183.

The statistics furnished in the Congre-

gational Year-Book give the following ap-

proximate results for the year 1861:

Churches in England, 1,G00 ; Wales, G3G

;

Scotland. 101 ; Ireland, 30; Colonies. 208

;

Islands of the British Seas, 14. Total,

2.5S9. This is exclusive of smaller

gatherings held in rooms and small

chapels.—An important meeting of the

English Presbyterians and United Pres-

byterians in London has been hold in

London, to promote the cause of union.

It is thought that these bodies will soon

unite, and thus give to Prcsbyterianism

a more prominent position in England.

In Scotland the Free Church has lost

one of her leading men, Dr. Cunningham,
who took an active part in the first or-

ganization of the Church.—The Baptist

Handbook, for 1862, reports for England,

Wales, and Ireland, 2,014 churches,

142,879 members, an increase over the

preceding year of 14,334, and 1,493 sta-

tions.—The Unitarians, who have long

been on the decline in Great Britain, have
made an attempt to revive their associa-

tion in Scotland, and have held, to this

end, their first meeting in Glasgow.

The Roman Catholic Church.—The
"Catholic Directory" of England gives

this year a complete list of lloman
Catholic peers, baronets, and members
of parliament The number of peers is

twenty-two, among whom is one duke,
(Norfolk,) five earls, (Newburgh, Eingall,

Kenmare, Orford, Dunraven,) three vis-

counts, and thirteen barons. Nine are

peers of England, four peers of the

United Kingdom, two peers of Scotland,

and seven peers of Ireland. There are

besides some heirs-apparent of Protestant

peerages. There are forty-three Roman
Catholic baronets, and thirty-one Roman
Catholic members of the House of Com-
mons, of whom thirty sit for Irish, and
one (Lord Howard) for English con-

stituencies. There has been a small

increase in the number of peors, but a

decrease in that of members of the House
of Commons, where the Roman Catholics
a few years ego numbered thirty-seven.
England had, in 18G1, 1,215 priests, 824

churches, chapels, and stations, 50 com-
munities of men, 153 convents, and 10

colleges; Scotland 173 priests, l?i
churches, chapels, and stations, 9 con-

vents, and 2 colleges. The increase ic

the last three years is, of bishops aud
priests, 1G6; of churches, chapels, and
stations, 93; of communities of men, 16;
of convents, 52; of colleges, 1.

The Mormons.—The Mormons are

still active in England, and, if any re-

liance can be put on their reports, are

still laboring with some success. They
held on January 1, in Birmingham, a

"General Council of the European
Authorities of the Church of Je3us Christ

of Latter-Day Saints," at which reports

were given of the present condition and
future prospects of Mormonism through-

out the British Isles, and in some parts

of the Continent of Europe. There were
present three of the twelve apostles, two
of the nephews of Joseph Smith the pro-

phet, with a number of bishops, high

priests, and Seventies, many of whom
had traveled through more than one con-

tinent propagating their faith. Their Con-

ferences of England and Scotland re-

ported progress; but the Irish Mission

had been attended with unfavorable re-

sults.

GERMANY.
The Protestant Churches.—The re-

sult of the triennial elections for the

Prussian House of Representatives,

which took place on November 19, is

another heavy blow to the system of

State Churchism. The politico-religious

party known as Feudal (ultra-conserva-

tive) party, which comprises the high

aristocracy and high Lutheran and Ro-

manizing element in the State Church, has

suffered a defeat exceeding all expecta-

tions, as it will count only eighteen

members among three hundred and forty-

one. The immense majority of the dep-

uties will be willing to vote for measures
restoring to the national Church a larger

share of Church government. The de-

cided Progressives, (Democrat,) who are

about eighty in number, and form the

second largest party in the House, will

generally favor the entire separation be-

tween Church and State. In the Grand
Duchy of Baden the elections for local

Church councils have resulted over-

whelmingly in favor of the friends of the

now Church constitution, which has ?o

considerably reduced the influence of
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• (Millar government in religious mat-

.,!.,! prepared the way for the full

, irp< ndenoe of the Church. The oppo-

',, to •which, unfortunately, a very
• portion of the clergymen of the

.-•iieal school belong, have not

i b single candidate in any of the

.
i -,-<.- towns. A great progress in the

direction has been made in the free

i of Hamburg, where, by a new con-

i . lion, the Church is complete!*' sep-

i from the State. Hitherto the

rch had been more subordinate to

!>Ulte than in any other state. The
Mate, ns chief magistrates, were ruling

- , n. The twenty-three parish minis-

met once a month to deliberate, but

DO power beyond offering sugges-

S ri to the magistracy. The new con-

« •. ttion leaves the Church to take care

If, and will be a great boon, as soon

m & majority of the clergy shall be of the

I stamp. At present the representa-

iMof a negative theology in the college
*»' j^risli ministers number two to one,

vA in a population of nearly two hun-
I thousand there are only about seven
uud regular Church-goers; but for

- -ral years nationalism in Hamburg
I »fcown unmistakable signs of decline,

' I the soverauce of the connection be-
y u Church and State will undoubt-

*
J result in strengthening the evangeli-

•• element.

la Austria Protestantism is still stead-
* ;rr.^ressing. During the past year the

' ''.rim government has called three
' ttguished scholars of German uni-

'

'

• lies, Dr. Lipsius of Leipsic, Prof.

, _;•• of Marburg, and Professor Yogel
« -'•.ua, to chairs of the Protestant
'"•vlty cf Theology at Vienna, which
'• *. tt

i
length, bids fair to be raised to a

•
_"* itli the other German universities.

|

facility has applied to the College
f

iTxiTcssora of the University to be
~'>ralcd with the University, and to

-i all its rights, from which it has
-

1
to been excluded. It is understood

-' one or two of the four faculties will
' ** -rtho admission; but the Faculty of

'-'- Theology is reported by a paper
' ' nna tu have resolved that, in case of
* '^corporation of the Protestant Fac-" the Professors of Catholic The-

"-d resign. The Faculty of Cath-
n.t«logy itself would be" declared
•W. Any professors who might
: an appointment in it would be
Anniented, uo c^ii^te for the

' :ry would be ordained who has

Fourth Series, Vol. XIV.-

studied theology at the Vienna Univer-
sity, and no degree of D. P. conferred by it

would be acknowledged. The threats are

little heeded, for if executed they would
only hurt the ultramontane party itself.

Next to the organization of an able

Faculty of Protestant Theology, the per-

manent establishment of Protestant
churches and schools on the soil of the

intolerant Tyrol is an event of the great-

est importance in the history of Austrian
Protestantism. On December 20 a Gen-
eral Assembly of all the Protestants of

Vorarlberg (the northwestern district of
the Tyrol) was held for raising the means
of erecting a church and schools at Bre-
geuz. Thirty thousand florins have
already been collected, and the committee-

feel confident that, inclusive of the con-
tributions expected from England, Ger-
many, and Switzerland, they can' raise

sixty thousand florins more, the sum
required for the projected buildings. A
Presbytery was to be soon elected, and
a branch society of the Gustavns Adol-
phus Association to be organized—ait

immense progress in a country which, in

point of intolerance, has hitherto not been
exceeded cveu by Spain and by Pome-
itself.

The Baptist missionaries in Germany
give very painful descriptions of perse-

cutions in different parts of Protestant

Germany, especially in the States of

Saxony, Hanover, Brunswick, and Meck-
lenburg Strelitz. Some cases are fully

as bad as the treatment of the Protest-

ants in Spain. One missionary, for ex-

ample, writes from Brunswick that, while
holding a Church-meeting, he was all on
a sudden arrested and carried off to a
lonely cell, where he was treated like

common crimininals, and remained for

four daj-s without seeing a living crea-

ture ; then he was passed from prison ta

prison until he crossed the frontier and
reached his home. Notwithstanding this

continuance of persecution their cause is

progressing, and their membership has
largely increased during the past year.

Among the organs of the Lutheran

Church quite a controversy has sprung
up on the question whether it would be

advisable to unite with the Roman
Catholics for forming one great conserva-

tive party. Some leading men of the

I
High or New Lutheran Party had held,

I in September, 1800, a conference with,

some Catholic priests and laymen at Er-

furt to initiate the union scheme, and
I
had even gone so far as to issue a strong

-21
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declaration against the abolition of the

temporal power of the pope. The Roman
Catholic members were, ofcourse, anxious

to see this union consummated, and issued

an invitation for a second conference in

the latter mouths of 1S61. The original

participants had not enough courage to

accept it; yet one High Lutheran theolo-

gian at least, Dr. Vilmar of Marburg,
has expressed his entire concurrence

with the resolutious of the conference

of Erfurt Several Old Lutheran papers
have charged him, as well as the Yolks-

blaft, an organ of the Prussian Lutherans,

and several other papers, with Romaniz-
ing tendencies; the charge has been re-

plied to, and the controversy springing

out of this discussion has widened the

breach between the High Church, or Ro-
manizing Lutherans, on the ono hand,

and the Old Lutherans, who are unflinch-

ing opponents of Rome, on the other.

Thecomas Catholic Church.—The
advantages which the Church of Rome
seemed, after years of hard struggling,

to have secured in a number of German
states by means of special Concordats,

have now all been swept away. In the

kingdom of Wurtemberg, even the First

Chamber, consisting mostly of the high

aristocracy, have voted for the rejection

of the Concordat; and the principle may
now be regarded as generally adopted,

that the relation of the Roman Catholic

Church to the State must be regulated,

not by negotiation with Rome, but direct

legislation. Austria is the only state in

which the Concordat is nominally still in

force ; but, in fact, it has become a dead
letter, and it is announced that it will

be soon revised with the consent of the

Pope. Nowhere seems the ultramontaue
party to be so well organized as in

Prussia, where they form a political

party, and now count in the Second
Chamber some seventy members. Being
in point of numerical strength the third

party in the Second Chamber, (the Con-
stitutional ranking first, and the Progres-

sive second,) they offered to the Constitu-

tional party their votes for the election of

the president of the Cliamber if the first

vice-president were to bo taken out of

their midst; but when only the second
vice-presidentship was offered to them
by the Constitutional party, they pre-

ferred to cast their votes for the two can-
didates of their most decided opponents,
the Progressives, without securing cither
of the vice-presideucies.

FRANCE.

The Protestant Churches.—W
mentioned in a former number that t! o
Rationalistic party in the Reformed
State Church, which for some time ha.<

been losiug ground, had formed a new
society, called the Liberal Protest;.!.'.

Union, which was to rally, if possible,

the scattered forces, and to secure, ia

particular, the election of RationalirM
into the presbyteries. In January t

: -

renewal of the Presbyterial Council to- k

place; both parties, "the Orthodox an-J

the Rationalist, had made great prepara-

tions for it, and the result was a total

defeat of the the Rationalists. Tho
Presbyterial Council of Paris is comp. •-. i

of twelve members, six of whom are re-

newed every three years. In 1S5G 500
electors took part in the vote; in 1 859
only 400. This year the aggregate vote-

was about 1,500. The six retiring mem-
bers of the Council being eligible ; r

re-election, the Orthodox party" determ-

ined to re-elect them all. The Rational-

ists asked only that the last three

should be displaced ; but their candidate*

obtained no more than from 450 to 4'j'3

votes, while the candidates of the On!..-

dox party had from 1,043 to 1,072. 1 .-

Lkn, of Paris, the organ of the Libcrd

Union, now finds consolation in the belt' f

that "the relative strength of the two

parties at Paris is still, notwithstandii :

ten years of Orthodox dominion, what
is was of old."

The progress of Protestantism is »
undeniable that it is even admitted by tLfl

Society of St. Frauds de Sales, an infla-

tion expressly founded for the purpose

of counteracting the influence of Protest-

antism. A recent number of the Bulle-

tin of the Society shows that the Prot-

estant schools of Paris contain more

than 5,200 scholars, of whom the author

calculates 3,000 must be children
•'

Roman Catholic parents. These staii*-

tics have suggested to Rev. F. Monod
an article in the Archives du Christx i »-

tame, contrasting the condition "
French Protestantism at the present

time with what it was fifty years ago.

Dr. Monod shows that in 1807 then)

were in Paris three pastors of the B "

formed Church and two places of worsh.j •

in each of which there was one sen: <j

every Sunday. The Lutherans had i
•

yet any regular pastor. Now there

forty-eight pastors of different deni i

nations, thirty-one places of worshipi
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T d :r. three sermons weekly, (forty-nine

I flench, twelve in German, twenty-

.*jio English,) of which fifty-nine are

na PundaySj and twenty-four on week
&»r evenings. The first Sunday-school

« u opened at Paris on September 22,

| ;!J with from fifteen to twenty schol-

«.'i , liow there are from twenty-five to

BUrtj of these schools, with a number
•• • b tare estimated at from 2,500 to

} : 10. In the territory now belonging

lp Kranoe there were in 1807 227 Re-
J e-;:x«l and 224 Lutheran ministers, to-

f
-7 ibrf 451. According to the " Protest-
«-*. Year-Book of 18G1," the present

t -2j.bor>: are, of the Reformed Church,
<-'-J pjiytors; of the Lutheran Church,
«-}; total, 1,058 pastors. The first re-

gion journal was established in 1818,

tflo there are now twenty-one such
• eraalfl published, not including the
i -rah religious journals which come
Kaa Switzerland, Belgium, and else-

•tatt.

ITALY.

Ti:r. Pkotestaxt Churches.—While
' toostof the newly annexed districts,

«* as Lombardy, the Romagna, the
» -* bes, and the Neapolitan provinces,
•'•* Protestants continue to enjoy re-
-«'•'; toleration, Tuscany stands in a
• '••.'•-• abnormal state, as the severe
Iwof Leopold I., enacted in 1S49 and
• *'?. ire still in force. The priests and
N**e prosecutors have found out thatW h-.\-8 affecting the press can be
•M use of against the Protestants,
e

•* * number of suits have consequently
"••Instituted. Gavazzi is under trial
'- t- 'fvnee for an attack against the re-

rf the state, because he denounced
r -»-'ion to the priesthood. Signor
^"7i o student of the Waldensian
*^"y> and Del Buono, a colporteur

'' '•> inland of Elba, have been brought
"wb (he tribunal in that island, the
;«* *x having written, and the other
l
,f MTiag sold, a controversial pamphlet.* cue has been transferred to the
.-•?.o Court of Lucca, and the Pro-
« of law in tne rjniversitv of Pisa,

u
.'.'.'.^

as "Pplied to to be counsel for the
j*> of Gregory, declined, because as

i

»w now stands the judges cannot

• «J*^*
Fcntcnce of condemnation,

^olves five years' imprison-
There is a similar case in the

v. • . ,

of Iyt'(?norn against Signor Ri-
•-. Uie Depository of the Religious

Book Society, and the printer, for having
printed a reply to a pamphlet by Padre
Roraolo di Pistoja, and for having this

reply posted on the walls of the city.

Notwithstanding these partial and
temporary impediments to the preaching
of the Gospel, the progress of Italy in a
religious point of view has been very
great. The "Waldensian Seminary, now-
located at Florence, is attended this

year by four ex-priests, who give fair

promise. Another institution for the
training of evangelists lias been opened
at Genoa under the direction of Dr. De
Sanctis and Professor Mazzarella. A
new weekly religious journal has been
started at Turin, with the title, Ckiesa
Libera in Libero State, (A Free Church
in a Free State.) It is edited by Signor
Manina, a priest and very respectable
man. who has succeeded Dr. CamUlieri,
at Florence, in the attempt to open an
Anglican Italian Church there. Finding it

unsuccessful, he returned to Turin, and is

now become editor of this journal. Mr.
Bruce, the Agent of the British and For-
eign Bible Society in Italy, estimates the
number of Bibles and Testaments sold

during 18G1 at about 30,000 copies.

He has about thirty colporteurs em-
ployed in various parts of Italy. The
National Bible Society of Scotland has
at present sixteen colporteurs employed.
The sale of religious and controversial

books and pamphlets, to which the
Scotch ministers in Tuscany have di-

rected special attention, has been very
large, and many new works are on hand
for publication during the coming year.

A work of special importance for Italy

is announced by Dr. De Sanctis, being a
weekly serial in the shape of dialogues,

which will probably extend over two or

three years, and will form a complete
course of religious instruction. In order
that this and other important works may
be carried on with moro rapidity and
economy than has hitherto been possible,

arrangements have been made to have
the Claudiana printing press, which be-

longs to the Waldensian Church, removed
to Florence, and set up in the Palazzo,

lately bought for the Waldensian Theo-
logical College. The Loudon Tract So-

ciety has given a grant of £500 to the

Scotch ministers for their printing opera-

tions, and in order to extend this import-

ant field of missionary work a society

has been formed, of which Dr. Revel has
been appointed president, to be called

the Italian Evangelical Publication So-
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ciety. The Geneva Italian Committee
has again brought out this year the

almanac Amico di' Casa, compiled by Dr.

De Sanctis, which has been so success-

ful in years past. Last year 40,000 were
published, this year S0,000, and there was
a fair prospect of the whole edition being
exhausted.

The Roman Catholic Church.—The
pope has summoned all the bishops of

the Roman Catholic Church throughout
the world, who can conveniently leave

their sees, to be present at a grand as-

sembly, to be held in Rome in May next.

The circular states, as the cause of the

invitation, that the holy father wishes as

many bishops as possible to bo present
at the canonisation of twenty-three
Franciscan monks, who some centuries

ago suffered martyrdom in Japan ; but the

Roman Catholic papers themselves do
not believe that the circular speaks the
plain truth, and expect that the pope
will call on the assembly to pronounce,
in the name of the entire Roman Cath-
olic Church, upon the necessity of the

temporal power of the pope. The gov-
ernment of France has, on that account,

intimated its design to forbid the French
bishops to take part in the Roman
assembly.

Although at present but little is

heard of any progress of Romanism
among the Eastern Churches, and even
the much-boasted-of Bulgarian move-
ment, which, according to Roman Cath-
olic papers, either had resulted, or soon
would result,, in, the union of a population
of four millions with the Church of Rome,
seems to be entirely at an end ; the pope
is determined to pursue the proselytizing

plans with unrelenting vigor. To this end
a special congregation has been establish-

ed, including theologians of Italy, France,
and Germany, which is to occupy itself

exclusively with the affairs of the East-
ern Churches.

A number of Roman Catholic priests

have come out during the past six

months in pamphlet in favor of abolish-

ing the temporal power of the pope.
They already seem to form a consid-
erable party, which has several period-
icals under its control. The most
important and influential organ of the
party will be the new bi-monthly journal
called the Mediaiore, and edited" by Pas-
eaglia, who has been appointed professor
at the University of Turin. It proposes

to reconcile pope and king, civil and
religious interests in Italy.

SPAIN.

Protestantism.—Spain is reviving

her bloody legislation of former ojjps.

Matamoros and Alhamra, the two im-

prisoned Protestants, have been sen-

tenced to seven years of the galleys, and
another, Irogo, to four years. They had
been previously tried and acquitted for

alleged political offenses, so that the

present sentences are solely for reading

the word of God. The Journal da
Debate, of Paris, has the following inter-

esting article on the subject, which gives

some additional information on the Prot-

estants of Spain:

" Ve have called attention to the per-

secutions suffered by the few Spaniards
who profess the Protestant religion.

One of them, Mr. Manuel Matamoros,
convicted of having sold Spanish Bibles,

has been condemned to the galleys for

seven years. He is not the only victim

of the intolerant principles inscribed in

the Spanish code. From information

which he himself has addressed to the

Clamor Publico eight persons are still hi

prison at Malaga on account of their

religion, seven at Seville, three at Gra-

nada, and many others have also been

arrested at Barcelona, Cordova, and

Jaen. Some of these are women, and

one is a girl of only seventeen years of

age. From Malaga, Granada, and Se-

ville about fifty fathers of families have

been compelled to emigrate to escape

the rigors of the law, and have left their

wives and children in a state of destitu-

tion. The Spanish authorities feel all

the odium of these persecutions, and

endeavor to divide public opinion by

representing the persons arrested or con-

demned as guilty of conspiracy against

the state, and by giving a political color

to those- absurd acts of violence which

are an outrage on reason and humanity.

But they adduce no fact to support

these allegations. The truth is, thai

the polico have seized all the papers of

Matamoros and his fellow-sufferers, and

yet not a single document has been

published to prove anything against

them. Mr. Matamoros is nothing but a

sincere believer; the only faction he

serves, at the peril of the galleys, i*

the Gospel; the only party he consents

to follow, at the risk of liberty and life,

is Jesus Christ."
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SCANDINAVIA.

Ti'.r. Protestant Chukches.—The Ra-

u<-:;a!tstic controversy has begun to agi-

utc also the State Church of Sweden.

In IbCO a clergyman of the name of

lUllin, in the diocese of Strengniis, laid

e> statement before the Cousistorium, in

which he denied, and attempted to dis-

prove, the doctrine of the Saviour's di-

* laity, the atonement, and other kindred

srulhs. The Cousistorium drew up and
placed in his hands a distinct and able

answer to his paper; and having in the

ii.van time suspended him from the exer-

riie of his ministerial functions, gave him
a period of three months to reconsider

big opinions. At the close of this inter-

\ il of grace he was summoned before

the Cousistorium, and having intimated
that he adhered to the opinions which he
' ad formerly avowed, he was deposed
from his office. The case has been
largely discussed throughout the country,
and a large class of secular newspapers
have raised the cry of persecution, and
denounced the sentence as an interference
•ith freedom of thought, and a prohibition
of free theological inquiry. This is not
Ihoonlyopen displayofRationalism which
at present interests the Swedish Church.
A Mr. Ljunberg, one ofthe higher teachers
•'•: Gothenburg, and a member of the
Oonsistorinm, had in the course of last
•* .aimer read a paper in defense of Ra-
tionalism before the Literary and Scien-
tific Society of that city. This has led
'" a lively discussion, in which the bishop
• the diocese has taken the most prom-
r "snt part, answering and exposing Mr.
I- I arguments. It is quite well under-
stood that there is a much greater amount
'-: Rationalism diffused throughout the

country than had been formerly imagined.

It is said to prevail among the members
of the medical profession, and to have a
great hold on the more educated classes.

Also among the clergy it has still a num-
ber of representatives. A Mr. Ignell, one
of the ministers of Stockholm, has for

many years been a zealous disseminator
of Rationalistic publications; and a min-
ister in the north, celebrated for his

critical scholarship, is well known to be
a Rationalist of the most advanced school.

A periodical, conducted by the leading

members of the High Church party, looks

with some alarm on such cases of Ra-
tionalism. "Every one," it says^ "must
see that it is impossible for the Church
to continue to be governed or served by
persons who publicly declare that to be
a lie which the Church holds to be the

truth. If such a state of things continue,

before long a great and important eccle-

siastical crisis is before us. Either those

who now reject the Lutheran doctrine

must see the dishonesty of their position

aud go out of the Church, seeking with
their advanced views to form a Church
such as the enlightenment of the times

demand, and such as their allies, the

Friends of Light in Germany, have already

sketched, or if this is not the case, but,

on the side of the rulers and judges, the

office-bearers of the Church are tolerated

in their denial of the Church's doctrines,

and all attempts to subject them to cen-

sure are hindered, the crisis will appear

in a much more serious disruption. "We
have then infallibly to expect the samo
spectacle which Scotland witnessed about

twenty years ago, namely, that the Na-
tional Church shall be deserted by a
great multitude of her most faithful min-

isters and friends."

Art. IX.—FOREIGN LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

ENGLAND.

Observations on the attempted Applica-
r-'W Pantheistic Principles to the TheoryI Historic Criticism of the Gospel is a
\
'' ••'- of a work by the late Dr. Mill,
Hebrew Professor at Cambridge, aud is
' '-:mod one of the most valuable publi-
' »Uons of the quarter. It is a collection
« micles first published by the learned
*-thor in a periodical. It is said to be

one of the publications of the century,

devoted to high theology, which is des-

tined to live. Its interest is increased

by the fact that it refutes by anticipation

much of the reasoning and many of iho

assumptions of tho " Essays and Re-
views."

A volume entitled Jehovah the Re-

deemer : the Scriptural Interpretation of

the Divine Name Jehovah, by Thomas
Tyler, M.A. Mr. Tyler claims that the
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theory of "a Mr. M'Whorter " in Amer-
ica, in regard to the divino name, was
plagiarized from an article of his in the
Journal of Sacred Literature. By a res-
toration ofthe true vowel points the divine
name becomes Yahveh ; the future tense
of the Hebrew verb of existence signi-
fies lie will be. It thus becomes a pro-
phetic name, indicating the future exist-
ence of "God manifest in the flesh."
The theory, as presented by Mr.
M'Whorter in this country, was not
favorably received by the majority of
scholars; but the Journal of Sacred" Lit-
erature thinks that Mr. Tyler " has made
out a good case."

The veteran Egyptologist, Mr. Samuel
Sharpe, has published Egyptian Hiero-
glyphics: being an attempt to explain their
Nature, Origin, and Meaning. It serves
an excellent introduction to the knowl-
edge of hieroglyphics. Mr. Sharpe
maintains that the long catalogues of
kings, which stretch the chronology of
Egypt so far back of the Mosaic chro-
nology of creation, are largely parallel
pedigrees of cotemporary sovereigns of
different kingdoms. He holds that no
catalogue reaches back further than the
ago of Abraham.

GERMANY.
We receive from Germany several

valuable additions to the literature on
nationalism. Of Tholuek's History of
the Time preceding the rise of Rational-
ism, (Vorgeschichte des Ralionaliwius

)

Berlin, 1861,) the first part of the
second volume, treating of the re-
ligious life in the seventeenth century-
has appeared. The object of the work "is

to trace the germs of Rationalism in an
age which was yet directly opposed to
it, and to show how it could spring from
the strictest orthodoxy. Both the Lu-
theran and the German Reformed
Churches are embraced in the narrative,
which draws an interesting picture of the
constitution, doctrines, government, and
discipline of the German Churches and
of the religious and civil life of the
people. A thorough treatise on Ration-
alism itself may be found in the work of
Professor Auberlen, of Basel, on Divine
Revelation. (See Meth. Quar. Rev., 1861,
p- 677.) The author considers a thorough
discussion of the character of Rationalism,
and a refutation of its fundamental er-
rors, as necessary for reaching his object,
an apology of divine revelation. To this
end he gives us threo elaborate chapters

:

I. On the Great Spiritual Contest in tl
-

Christian World; II. On Ancient !':'•.

estantism and Rationalism
; and, III V

the Overthrow of Rationalism.' A V '.

league ofAuberlen. ProfessorRiggenba< ;

has published a treatise on " Modern H
tionalism," (Der heutige Rational,

un,.".\

Basel, 1SG1,) especially in Switzerland
the substance of which was read beforo
the Evangelical Alliance at Geneva. A
brief, yet comprehensive survey of all

the phases of Rationalism from 'its fin.!

rise to the present day, has been given
by Prof. Wuttke in a late number of tlio

Evangelical Church Gazette of Hen*.
stenberg.

Tho new work of A. Sprenger on tlio

Life and Doctrines of Mohammed, (D<u
Leben und die Lehre des Mohammed,
Berlin, 1861.) which is mostly derived
from sources not made use of before.
will, when completed, undoubtedly rai k

among the standard works on the Litera-
ture of Mohammedanism. The author,
by birth a Tyrolcse, is known as one ol

the best German Orientalists, and was
for twelve years the president of Mo-
hammedan schools in India, where he ha-!

rare facilities for acquainting himself will i

the treasures of Mohammedan literature.
The work is to be completed in three or
four volumes, tho first of which, the only
one which has as yet appeared, contains
seven chapters on the religious move-
ments in Arabia before Mohammed; on
the youth of the prophet, on hysterics,
visions, and Arabic Paganism; on the
public appearance of Mohammed, and his

conversions from A. D. 612 to 611:
legends of divino judgment; and, finally,

Mohammed's threatening announcement
of temporal punishments.
A new and comprehensive treatise of

all the mystic phenomena in human
nature has been published by Max Perty.
{Die mystischen Erscheinungen der mensch
lichen Natur. Leipsic, 1S61.) Theauthor
lays down three fundamental principles:
1. That there are agencies, and phenom-
ena caused by them, and partly perceiv-
able by tho senses, which do not follow
tho natural and psychological laws as

yet known to us, but laws of a higher
order. Such agencies, and phenomena
have been often designated with tho col-

lective name Magic. 2. Numerous phe-

nomena, which former ages ascribe
I to deities, demons, etc., have been ] ;

•

duced by men. 3. All men are endowed
with some magic power, which the autLu"

I
calls "geodemonic."
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!>r. Will has published a collection of

i3 tbd documents relating to the contro-

, wi of the Greek and Latin Churches

b U;o eleventh century. {Xbta et Scripta

;,» </< controversiis Ecdeske Greece et

liilina t-:culo undecimo compos-ita extant.

lUrburg, 1861.) All the documents
:. teen in number) had appeared in

I

- ?.t before, with one exception, but they

•vre scattered in different and partly

r-.rv works, and for theological scholars

I it therefore a great convenience to 1

t;vo them now collected in one form,

la an Introduction. (Prolegomena.) ex-

tending over forty-eight pages, Mr. Will

pivM a historical survey of tjje contro-

versies of the two Churches from the

Kwnd ceutury until 105-1.

Of the collective work, Lives and
Select Writings of the Lathers and
Founders of the Reformed Church, vol. vi

i s 1 \ol. ix, part ii, have been published.
'. • sixth volume contains the Life and
I • Select Writings of Beza, by Professor

lleppo; and the second part of vol. ix
*. « Lives ofJoachim Vadian and Ambrose
Usurer, by I)r. PresseL in Tubingen, and
U Bertr.ld Raller, by Pestalozzi. The
entire collection will soon be concluded
I j the appearance of the second volume

' Lh • Life of Calvin, by Stahelin.

Among the exegetical publications of
last three months we notice the first

i tume of a new Commentary of Ewald
-. the Gospels and Epistles of John, (Jo-

Imnriache Schri/ten. vol. i. Gottingen,
IW1;) the last (fourth) volume of the
Commentary of Hupeld to the Psalms;
i new work on the Tabernacle, by Neu-
E"-'iu

; and the second volume of a work,
1

v Trufcssor Wieseler, on the Epistle to
IS* Hebrews.
The second number of the "Studien

""•' Kritiken" contains an article, by
nvfessor Auberlen, of Basel, on the
"Kachatological Discourse of Christ,
Matthew xxiv, 25," being mainly a re-
"• *• of a recent work on the subject by
<-'-tner, (I)ie Eschatologische Rede Jesu
'"W^i". Stuttg., I860.) An Essay, by
umaptch, on the Resuscitation ofLazarus,
l» concluded in this number. Dr. Coster
r*<-s some interesting illustrations of
•' rt language of the Bible from the classic

n of tireece and Rome. Professor
'• rhagen, in a review of Dr. Heuke's

"' ' k ' n Calixtus. gives a brief history of
«t years of this great theologian.

:
• Richm, of Heidelberg, gives an ex-

tended review of the late Dr. Week's
Production to the Old Testament. Ho

calls the author one of the few biblical

scholars of our times who know how
to unite faith in the divine revelation of

the Old and Xew Testaments with entire

freedom and impartiality of historic-

critical and exegetical investigation.

The " Zeitschrifi fur BistariscJie Then-

logie" is a quarterly journal, entirely de-

voted, as its title indicates, to ques-
tions of historical theology. It is the

organ of the Historic-Theological Society
of Leipzic, and is now edited by Prof.

Xiedner, of Berlin. The second number
contains a valuable essay, by A. Bogen,
on the attempts mode in the seventeenth
century for effecting a reunion between
the Protestants and Rome, and has spe-

cial interest at a time when Romanizing
tendencies are again spreading in several

Protestant communions. Another article

treats in full of Bernard of Clairvaux's

Views of Christian Life. The "Miscel-
laneous" Department contains a letter

from Mosheim, and a document relating

to the expulsion of the Protestants from
Salzburg in 1782.

The " Zeitschrift fur WissensckaJUiche
Theohgic," edited by Professor Hilgen-
feld, ofJenn, is a continuation ofthe organ
of the Tubingen school, and is now the

only representative of Rationalism among
the German quarterlies. The cover con-
tains a complete list of the contributors,

among whom are the following: Dr. Baur,

of Tubingen, (died December 2, 1SG0;)

Professor Ilitzig. ofHeidelberg; Professor

Lipsius, of Vienna; Professor Volkmar,
of Zurich; Professor Zeller, of Marburg;
Prof. Ruckert, of Jena; Prof. Schleiden,

the celebrated botanist. The first num-
ber of this year contains a review, by Dr.

Hilgenfeld, of the recent Critical Litera-

ture of Germany on the Xew Testament,

the conclusion of an article by Volkmar
on the Catholic Lettersand the Book of

Henoch, and of another by Egli on the

Septuagint. The relation of Luther to

j

the Confession of Augsburg is discussed

by Dr. Prank, of Jena, with reference to

• a recent work of Dr. Calinich, (Luther

i und des Augsburger Confession. Leipzic,

i 1861.) Dr. JCalinich thinks that the

|
Confession was mainly the work of

! Luther, and that Melancthon's influence

|
was mostly limited to the style. The
reviewer, on the other hand, tries to show

! that the moderate language with regard

to Catholicism, and the reduction of the

l
denominational differences to a minimum,
point to the contrary inference.

I The " Theologisch'e Quariahdirift (The-
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ological Quarterly) has deservedly won
the reputation of being the ablest scien-

tific journal of Roman Catholic theology.

Neither in Italy, France, England, or any
other country has the Church a journal

that can compare with it. Once it had
among its contributors men like Mohler,

Hirscher, and Drey, and among its pres-

ent editors Dr. Hefele and Dr. Kuhn are

respected as scholars, also by Protestant

theologians. From time to time it still

contains articles of great value; but, on
the whole, it wields no longer that influ-

ence which it possessed at the time of

Mohler. The tirst number of 18G2 con-

tains articles on "Nature and Grace," a

subject which has of late again called

forth a great deal of controversy in the

Church of Rome, by Professor Sclunid;

another archaeological one, by Meckel,

on some old liturgical documents ; and a
third, on the Religious Condition of Ger-
many before the Reformation, by Dr.

Grone, a young author, who attempted
some years ago to whitewash the famous
seller of indulgences, Tetzel. Extended
notices are given of the work of the late

Dr. Gfrorer on Pope Gregory VII. and
his Age (seven volumes, concluded in

1SG1 ;) of Dr. Greith's work on the Mys-
tic Writers on the Order of Dominicans;
and also a review of the (Protestant)

Introduction to the Old Testament, by
the late Professor Block, of Bonn. The
reviewer calls the author a "deserved
veteran upon the held of biblical science,"

and his book "a work based on thorough
studies, and really promoting the science."

The establishment of a Protestant
journal, devoted to ecclesiastical law,

had led to the enlargement of a Roman
Catholic paper of the same kind, (Archiu

far Katholisch.es Kirch>:nrtchQ which was
established in 1 SOT, and is now edited

by Professor Moy, of the University of

Innsbruck, and Professor Vering of

Heidelberg. It counts among its con-

tributors professors of the Universities

ofMunich, Vienna, Bonn, Tubingen, Pres-

lau, Prague, and other eminent jurists

-and statesmen. The journal brings, be-

sides other matter, editorials on tho itn-
j

portant questions respecting the relation

between Church and State, and an ab-

stract of the proceedings of parliaments
and legislatures on such questions. In

j

its present arrangement it contains valu-
j

able material for tho current religious i

history of the age.

Frofessor Hagenbach, of Basel, has
published another volume of his popular

|

lectures on the History of the Christian

Church, embracing the time from tho
thirteenth century to the end of the iif-

teenth,
(
Yorlesungcn iiber die Kirclur.-

gesckichte des Hittdalters. Vol. 2. Leipsios,

1S61.) This volume completes the

course of lectures on Church history,

which the author commenced about
thirty years ago, with the history of the

Reformation of the sixteenth century,

and whicfj now extends to the end of

the eighteenth century. As the several

volumes were published at great inter-

vals, and not in chronological order,

there are, as the author himself says,

some incongruities in them ; but this de-

ficiency he proposes to remedy by fus-

ing all the separate and independent
volumes into one work, to which a

Church history of the nineteenth cen-

tury will be added, thus forming a com-
plete popular Church history from tho

beginning of the Church to the present

day.

The controversy on the " Brothers of

the Rough House " (see Methodist Quar-

terly Review, January, 1S62, p. IGOj is

being continued. The venerable Dr.

Wichern, the founder of the institution.

lias himself undertaken its defense in a

little work called ''The Rough House:
its Children and Brethren." (Das Eauhe
Hans, seine Kinder und Briider. Ham-
burgh, 1SG1.) It gives complete and
official information on the organization

of the association, and conclusively shows
up the ignorance and malice of its assail-

ants. On the other hand, a new pam-
phlet against the association has been

published by Dr. J. Duboc, (Die Propa-

ganda des Heathen Ilauses und das Johan-

nes Stift zu Berlin. Leipsic, 18G2,)

which attacks the spirit of the German
Home Missionarj' Society, and of evan-

gelical Protestantism in general.

Vie learn from a biographical notice

of the late Professor Baur, of Tubingen,
in the Preussische Jahrhiicher, (October,

18G1,) that besides the posthumous work
on the Church History of the Middle
Ages, (see Methodist Quarterlv Review,
Jan., 18G2, p. 158,)avolumeoftheC!uireh
History of tho Nineteenth Century may
be expected from the manuscripts of tho

learned author, and perhaps still another

on the time from the sixteenth century

to the nineteenth, thus constituting, with

tho former works of the author, a com-

plete course of historical works extend-

ing over the eutire history of tho Chris-

tian Church.
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Two important works have been re-

CMtiy published, bearing on the history
H the rietists. The one contains " Con-
tributions to the History of Hermann
i rancke, inclusive of the Correspondence
between Francke and Spener, (Bei&rage
-..' Gaciuehte II. Francke's. Halle. 1S61,)
( r G. Kramer, the Director of the Or-
phan House at Halle, one of the noble
institutions which immortalize the name
of II. Francke. These contributions
ron<i---t oC manuscripts recently found in
Ifao library of the Orphan House, and
contain, among other matter, an account
by Francke of "The Beginning and
Progress of his Conversion;" a chrono-
i peal summary of the principal events
in Francke's life, also written by himself,
sad the correspondence between Francke
«u'J Spener, which fills the larger portion
of the volume, about three hundred
pvvs. The second work is a series of

lures on "Johann Winckler, and the
Ojureh of Hamburgh at his time,"
i\Un!;lcr unci die Hamburgische Kirch?
n diner Zeit. Hamburgh, 1861,) by
Vt. Geffcken. Winckier was one of the
Intimate friends of Spener, and a staunch
advocate of the "Collegia Pietatis,"
Ifrnyer Meetings:) he is at the same
|
me one of the greatest men whom the

Lutheran Church of Hamburgh has pro-
coced.

By far the most important work of re-
•ot Roman Catholic literature is an
Elaborate treatise of the distinguished
"'"tonan, Professor Dollinger, on "Pope
•JW Popedom, Church and Churches."
II has grown out of the two lectures
•wen the author held last year on the
™>POfal power of the pope, and which
Wated so great an excitement, as it was

"" "ratood that the greatest historian of

;
• Roman Catholic Church, for such

"«• IMhnger undoubtedly is, had comew« m favor of abolishing the temporal
£j*w- An account of the lectures was
;;• P>PMd to the papers of Paris, and
_

•« there was transmitted by the same
*»7 to Italy, and created in both eoun-«* a deep sensation. Dr. Dollinger

J

'^na ^'d at once the impression that
***** a ti enemy of the pope's temporal
> e

Jj

as erroneous, and announced
.'•• l oe would publish his views in a

,

elaborate form, with the two oricr-
- lectures as an appendix. This

;
™>8ehe has fulfilled by the publica-

»V, |V" above ™mk which has
' My been translated into French and~.-v~-. UW JII5UBJ IUU

•
u

. and will soon appear iu an En-

glish translation. The author still is, as
he has always been, a staunch advocate
of the ecclesiastical claims of his Church,
and takes unnecessary pains in strength-
ening this reputation by a violent denun-
ciation of the leaders of the national
movement in Italy; but while his book-
has been reviewed by papers of all
shades of religious belief, no party is
more dissatisfied with it than the ultra-
montane, for he makes uncommonly
large concessions as to the deficiencies
of his Church, and again, at least, inti-
mates that, in case of another political
organization of the states, the abolition
of the temporal power might be no^t
only harmless, but even a blessing for
the Church.
Another distinguished Roman Catho-

lic writer of Germany, and colleague of
Dollinger at the University of Munich,
Professor Frohschammer, has commenced
the publication of a periodical devoted
exclusively to philosophy, and entitled
"Athenaeum." Professor Frohscham-
mer, though still a young man, has al-
ready won a high reputation as an ablo
and profound writer on philosophical
subjects. Nearly all his works, espe-
cially tiie pamphlet in which he recently
pleaded for the libertv of science, (see
Methodist Quarterly Review, October,
1S61, p. C7T.) have been placed on the
Roman index; but the author, we be-
lieve, has thus far refused to recant.
He has passed from the theological fac-
ulty of the University of Munich to the
philosophical, in which he is less incom-
moded by the inquisitorial superintend-
ence of the Church authorities. The pe-
riodical which Professor Frohschammer
has just begun to edit is the first of its

kind iu Catholic Germany, while Prot-
estant Germany has already four,
namely, Zeitschrift far Philosophic, by
Dr. Fichte; Zeitschrift fur exacts Philo-
sophie. by Dr. Allihn ; Der Gedanke, by
Dr. Michelet; and Psyche, by Dr.
Nook.

Another professor of the same Univer-
sity of Munich, (which owes its great
prosperity to the liberal policy of the
present king,) Dr. Carl Prantl, has iu the
course of publication a "History of
Logics in Western Europe," which is

called by the most competent critics one
of the very best works on the history of
philosophy. The second volume, which
has recently appeared, (Geschichle der
Logik in Abendlande. Leipsic, 1861.)
treats of the works of the Latin
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writers from the seventh until tho thir-

teenth century, and of the Byzantine

and Arabic literature. The author does

not belong anion? the admirers of the

civilization of the Middle Apes. He can
find no true philosophy in that age

;

none of its writers, according to his

opinion, developed original thought;

but their work consisted ouly in an ex-

ternal raking together,and in translating

the matter which presented itself to

them. Neither Anselm nor Abelard are

regarded by him as the deep and inde-

pendent thinkers which they are gen-

erally represented. Tho important cou-

troversy on the significance of the uni-

versal, which pervades the entire Mid-
dle Ages, has found in the work of Pro-

fessor Prantl for the first time a devel-

opment which fully elucidates its causes

and motives, and follows it in all its

stages, turns, and ramificatious. which
are too manifold to be exhausted by the

common appellations of Nominalism,
Kealism, and Conceptualise.

If from the number of books published

on a particular subject an inference may
be drawn as to the number of persons

feeling an interest in it, the singular philo-

sophical system of Schopenhauer, which
we brietly delineated in the last number
of the Methodist Quarterly Review, is

still being extensively studied. In addi-

tion to the works named in our former
notice, two new ones have made their

appearance during the last three months,
namely, Nagel's " Remarks on Schopen-
hauer's Philosophical System :

' The
"WorldasWill and Representation, '"(Beni-

erkungen uber Schopenhauer's System.
Bremen, 1861,) and G winner, "S.Schopen-
hauer, as seen in Personal Intercourse,"

{Schopenhauer aus personlichem Umgange
dargcsteUt. Leipsic, 1SG1.)

The philosophical literature of Ger-
many is, as usual, very rich ; but wo
have only room to mention the titles of

a few other important works.
Loewe " On the Philosophy of Fiehte

and its Relation to Kant and Spinoza,"

{Die Philosophic Fichtes. Stuttgardt,

1S61 ;) Mager, on "Materialism and
Spiritualism," (Zur Verstandigung uber

Materialismus und Spiritualismus. Gies-

sen, 1861 ;) a translation of the Spanish
work of Palmes on " Fuudamoutal Phi-

losophy," Lehrbuch der Elements far Phi-
losophic. Regensburgh, 1861, 2d ed. ;)

another work on fundamental philosophy
by Chalybaeus, Professor at tho Univer-
sity of Kiel, and a well-known writer

on philosophical subjects, (Fundammfa
Philosophic. Kiel, 1S61 ;) an attempt t..

bring on what the author calls a " Recon-
ciliation between Theism and Pantheism,"

by Buhler, [Theocrisis. Berlin, 1801.)

FRANCE.

In the article on the Critical Theolojrj

in France, in the number of January
1 of the Revue des Deux Mondes, Charles

de Remusat gives an account of a new
school of French Protestantism, which,

though it has an independent ori^iu

and some particularities of its own,

occupies, with regard to Christian doc-

trines, about the same position as the

Tubingen school in Germany and tlie

authors of the " Essays and Reviews " in

England. The works which Mr. Remusat
reviews, and which he designates as the

most important of the school, are: 3ft-

langesde Critique Religieuse, par E. Sclicr-

er; Essays de Critique Religieuse, par A.

Reville ; Sermons, par T. Colani ; Histoirt

de la Theologie Chretienne, par E. Reuss.

Though not a theologian he has mastered

his subject, and states the principal

features of the school and of each of tin'

above-named four works with great pre-

cision. He commends all the four works

for their scientific value. He thinks that

the Critical School has a mission to per-

form, and expresses a wish to see it be-

come more widely known. But as to the

results of their theology he pronounces it

a failure. The radical distinction made

by the theologians of the Critical School

between subjective faith, which they pre-

tend to preserve, and even to strengthen,

within themselves,aud theological science,

which claims the right to discuss and to

deny all the facts of the biblical history,

and all the doctrines of tho Christian

Churches, he declares inadmissible.

Faith, M. Remusat says, rests on and

presupposes external and historical fact-:

If these objective facts are destroyed,

faith has no longer any foundation. R
will be an effect without a causo ; in its

essence it will be nothing. Tho Critical

Theology has therefore, in his opinion.

a very difficult task before it; it tmi^t

re-establish a bond between the sub-

jective and the objective. It must find

in Christianity or in religion a minivw
that is above critical investigation; for

tho great question to solve for the Criti-

cal School of Theology is not what the

Christians feci, but what is Christianity '•'

Tho tenor of M. Remusat's article
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throughout is very objective, almost

»,. I deal. He does not express a convic-

l :i tliat no such scheme as the Critical

retool proposes to itself has a chance to

I greed; but, as an eclectic philosopher.

cronnes himself to speak of proba-

U!:ti<-s. And among the " probabihties "

vhich ho affirms is, that it will never be

;• -<il)k> to explain away the supernatural

t'<:ncnt in the evangelical history. He
teems inclined to look upon it as an im-

pregnable fortress; but, as already stated

Ufore, he does not speak as one of its

defenders.

The learned editor of the Revue Chre-

Iwwiu, E. de Pressense, has published

f.\o more volumes of his Church History

Of the first three centuries, describing the

j'Tvat struggle of Christianity against

Paganism : The era of the Martyrs and the

Apologists, (Hist&ire des trois premiers
tittles de TEglise Chretienne. Second
Scries, La grande lutte du Christianisme

amfrt le Paganisme. Les Martyrs el les

Apoiogistes. 2 vols. Paris, 1861.) The
ii.-ht two volumes of Pressense have been
'•ticrally pronounced to be one of the
r-o.itest historical works that have been
ever produced by French Protestantism.

Professor Colani has published another
fotume of Sermons, (Quaire Sermons
I'r'-rJtts a Kbnes. Strasburg, 1SG1.) Co-
unt is one of the leaders of the Critical

School of Theology in France, and since
I 950 is the editor ofits organ,RevuedeThe-
tbgie et de Philasoph ie Ch retienne. Cha rles

de Remusat, in the above-mentioned arti-

cle in the Revue des Deux Mondes, on the
Critical Theology of France, says of the
"orks of Colani: "His sermons have
produced an immense sensation in Stras-
wrg. Three volumes have been pub-
u*bed, and all Christian denominations,
i think, might profit by them. It is

easy, in my opinion, to find in him the
first requisite of a preacher, the power
to make us examine our own hearts.

The human heart has few secrets for

Mr. Colani. He traces with great truth

all that cotemporary events and the

manners and ideas of the age have
made of the sinful soul. 1 do not believe

that any one has known better than he
to apply to the new state of society

the ethics of the Gospel, and to show
how the precepts and the examples of

the sacred book are applicable to senti-

ments and wants which at first may ap-

pear to be so far from it. He is not the

enemy of his times; he shares all the

aspirations of modern societies which
seem to be innocent or praiseworthy;

his severity bears no resemblance to ill

humor, and his rigor is no misanthropy."

The great talent displayed in all the

works of Colani is recognized by all

his critics, yet the influence of the Ra-
tionalistic school, of which ho is tho

head, is on the decline.

Among other recent theological and
philosophical publications of France are

:

Nicolas, Etudes Critiques sur la Bible,

(Ancien Testament.) The author is Pro-

fessor at the Theological Faculty of

Montauban. and belongs also to the Ra-

tionalistic school.

Esteoule, (also Protestant.) Essai sur

Vautorite de I'Ancien Testament.

Daurignac, Histoire de St. Francois

d'Assise.

Foucher de Careil, Leibnitz, la Philoso-

phie juive et la Cabale. Leibnitic Obser-

vations, ad Rabbi Mosis Maimonidis

librum qui inscribitur,
li Doctor Perplexo-

nun." In Latin and in French. The
author is also at present editing the first

complete edition of the works of Leibnitz.

Vera, Le Hegelianisms et la Philosophic.

Aet. X.— SYNOPSIS OF THE QUARTERLIES, AND OTHERS OF

THE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

American Quarterly Reviews.

American Theological Review, January, 1862.—1. The Theological
Bystem of Emmons. 2. The Ante-Nicene Trinitarianism. 3. Memorial
°»" the American Hoard. 4. The Two Schools of Philosophy. 5. Gar-
diner Spring, D. D., and the Brick Church, N. Y. G. The Beauty of
Holiness.

A-MuiiiCAx Quarterly Church Review, January, 18G2—1. The Ante-
Xiceue Doctrine of the Trinity. 2. The American Board of Foreign
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Missions and the Oriental Churches. 3. The Provincial Synod of the

Province of Canada. 4. Early Annals of the American Church. 5. Mot-

ley's History of the Dutch Republic. G. Chrystal's Modes of Baptism.

7. Bishop Bowman. 8. The Two Regenerations.

Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review, January, 18G2.—1. God
and Revelation. 2. Memoirs of Philip de Mornay. 3. The Human
Body as related to Sanctification. 4. Bilderdijk. 5. Are there too

many Ministers ? 6. England and America.

Evangelical Review, January, 18G2.—1. Slavery among the Ancient
Hebrews. 2. Remarks on Matthew vi, 25-34. 3. Reminiscences of

deceased Lutheran Ministers. 4. Isaac blessing Jacob. 5. John Gott-

lieb Fiehte. G. A Call to the Christian Ministry. 7. Exposition on
Romans viii, 33-30. 8. Dissensions among Christians. 9. Hymn from
the German.

New Englander, January, 18G2.—1. Chrysostom, the Pulpit Orator of

the Fourth Century. 2. The Lake Region in Central Africa, South of

the Equator. 3. How to accommodate a Worshiper. 4. Review of AY.

H. Dixon's "Personal History of Lord Bacon." 5. Adequacy of the

Constitution. G. The Justice of God as a Theme for the Preacher.

7. The Claims of the Higher Seminaries of Learning on the Liberality

of the Wealthy. 8. Our Unity as a Nation. 9. ""The Wars of the

Lord." 10. Catalogue of the Boston Public Library. 11. Hautefeuilk
on some recent Questions of International Law.

Presbyterian Quarterly Review, January, 1862.—1. The Permanent
in Christianity. 2. The Progressive Tendency in Knowledge. 3. The
Holy Spirit. 4. John Bunyan, the Prose Poet. 5. The War for the

Union. 6. The Okavango River.

Univeksalist Quarterly and General Review, January, 1SG2.

—

1. The Ulster Revival. 2. The Gospel and the Soul. 3. The Prc-

existence of Christ. 4. The Old and the New. 5. The Divine Power
in Salvation. 6. The Hope of Salvation a Working Principle. 7. Olm-
sted's Cotton Kingdom.

BinLioinECA Sacra and Biblical Repository, January, 1862.—1. Christ

Preaching to the Spirits in Prison. 2. Saalschuts on Hebrew Servitude.
3. The Tubingen Historical School. 4. Life of Erasmus. 5. Close Com-
munion. 6. The Imprecatory Psalms viewed in the Light of the South-
ern Rebellion. 7. Remarks on Renderings of the Common Version, (in

the Epistle to the Galatians.)

The Bibliotheca Sacra has, during its entire existence, sustained

the highest rank for profound biblical and theological scholarship

and ability of any periodical in England or America. In the

hands of its present editors, Professor Park and Principal Taylor,

it amply sustains its reputation. With the commencement of the

present year it assumes a new position, which entitles it to a new
consideration by all the evangelical denominations of our country.

Though in the hands of gentlemen of a particular denomination, it

disavows the character of a "sectarian" or "partisan" periodical.

Its editors have t^en, and intend to be, liberal in admitting such articles as they
do not, in all respects, indorse. They insert able essays from different evangel-
ical schools. They are not to be held responsible for any statement which doi-3

not appear under their own names. •
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Thor intend to insert a series of articles unfolding the distinctive principles

^ \op\ed by different theological parties and socts, and exhibiting the peculiarities

rf meaning which the parties and sects attach to the terras they use. In order

tl at these articles may be, aud may be esteemed, authentic and authoritative, each

; -so will be -written by a representative member of the sect or party whose tenets

in described. It is' believed that such a series of articles will tend to prevent

Ki'io fruitless discussion ; for a large part of our theological controversies is occu-

t..i*i with the charge and the proof that the controversialists are misunderstood,

ind therefore misrepresented. It is a waste of time to refute what our opponents

A > not believe, and it causes a loss of charity to accuse them of maintaining what

tbcv do not mean to maintain, and what they think that they utterly reject.—P. o.

This is very catholic ground ; and we have no doubt, from the

well-known character of the two Christian gentlemen who are its

responsible editors, that their programme will be faithfully and

honorably carried out.

English Reviews.

Hkitish and Foreign Evangelical Review, January, 1862.—1. New
England Theology : the Edwardean Period. 2. Evangelism of the

Eighteenth Century. 3. The Old Testament in the New. 4. That

which may be Known of God—Mansel, Maurice, Young, and Calder-

wood. 5. "The later Religious History of Scotland. 6. The Protestant

Church in Hungary. 7. Discussions in France on the Supernatural.

8. The Moral Aspects of the Present Struggle in America. 9. Dr.

Hickok's New and revised Edition of Rational Psychology. 10. The

Pauline Doctrine of the Righteousness of Faith. 11. The late Principal

Cunningham.

PuiTisn Quarterly Review, January, 1S62 —1. Anno 1G62—Revision
of the Liturgy. 2. Miss Knight's Autobiography. 3. Memoirs of De

Tocqueville.
D
"4. Goldwin Smith on Ireland. 5. The Fourfold Biog-

raphy. 6. The Works of Charles Dickens. 7. Facts about Railways.

8. History of Mormonism. 9. The Free Churches of England.

Christian Remembrancer, January, 1862.—1. The Position and Pros-

pets of the Church in Scotland". 2. Church Histories—Bright and

Robertson. 3. Father Felix and his Conferences at Notrc-Dame.

4. The Education Commission and the Revised Code. 5. The Codex

Zacvnthius. 6. Dr. Pusey's Commentary on the Minor Prophets.

i. Memorials of Mr. Sortain. 8. Social Creeds among our Novelists.

0. Two Years of Church Progress.

fcwMJURGH Review, January, 1862.—1. Life and "Writings of William

Puterson. 2. Sewell's Ordeal of Free Labor. 3. Max Midler on the

Science of Lan<ma«-e. 4. Military Defense of the Colonies. 5. Felix

Mcndelssohn's Letters. 6. Wrecks, Life-boats, and Light-houses

7. Burton's City of the Saints. 8. May's Constitutional History of

Enpland, (1760-1860.) 9. The Lady of- La Garaye. 10. Belligerents

and Neutrals.

JocnxAi. ok Sacred Literattire and Biblical Record, January, 1862.

—1. The Mines and Metals of Antiquitv, with Special Reference to the

Bible. 2. The Gospel of St. Matthew. 3. The Early Life of Bossuet.

L Critical Remarks on Isaiah xviii, 1, 2. 5. Hindu Philosophy and

Indian Missions. 6. Exegesis of Difficult Texts. 7. Remarks on the

I'apnl Canon Law. 8. On the Divine Nature. 9. Hupfeld on Modern

Thcosophic Theology. 10. The Position and Meaning of the Apoca-
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lypse. 11. Arioch and Belshazzar. 12. Recollections, Early and Late,

of Joshua "Watson.

London Quarterly Review, January, 1862.—1. Railway Control.

2. Autobiography of Miss Cornelia Knight. 3. Popular Education—
The New Code. 4. Iceland—and the Change of Faith. 5. The Re-

vival of Spain. 6. The late Prince Consort. 7. Lord Castlereagh.

8. The American Crisis.

National Review, January, 18C2.—1. Medieval English Literature-

Chaucer. 2. Lucius Cornelius Sulla. 3. The Italian Clergy and the

Pope. 4. The Question of Law between the Bishop of Sarum and Mr.

Williams. 5. Bengal Planters and Ryots. 6. Mr. Charles Readc's

Novels : the Cloister and the Hearth. 7. Ecclesiastes. 8. Mr. Martin's

Catullus. 9. Lady Mary Wortley Montague. 10. The Province and
Methods of Historical Study. 11. Peace or War with America ?

North British Review, February, 1862.—1. The "Writings of John
Ruskin. 2. The House of Savoy. 3. Our Single Women. 4. Sir

William Lockhart of Lee. 5. Peasants and Poets of Austria and Scot-

land. 6. Guizot and the Papacy. 7. Sanitary Improvement in the

Army—Lord Herbert. 8. Recent Progress of Photographic Art.

9. Mr. Martin's Catullus. 10. The American Republic: Resurrection

through Dissolution.

"Westminster Review, January, 1862.—1. Law in and for India. 2. The
Dramatic Poetry of Oehlenschlager. 3. The Religious Heresies of the

Working Classes. 4. Income-Tax Reform. 5. Admiral Sir Charles

Napier. 6. On Translating Homer. 7. Popular Education in Russia,

8. The American Belligerents : Rights of Neutrals. 9. The Late Prince

Consort. 10. Cotemporary Literature.

Aet. XI.—QUARTERLY BOOK-TABLE.

Religion, Theology, and Biblical Literature.

A Text-Book of the History of Doctrines. By Dr. K. R. Hagenbach, Pro-

fessor of Theology in the University of Basle. The Edinburgh Transla-

tion of C. W. Been revised, with large Additions from the fourth

German edition and other sources. By Henry B. Smith, D.D., Pro-

fessor in the Union Theological Seminary of the
3

City of New York.
Volume II. 8vo., pp. 558. New York : Sheldon & Co. Boston : Gould
& Lincoln. 1802.

An adequate mapping of the entire doctrinal history of the Church,

upon a full survey of the extended past, truly comprehensive of the

entire, and yet accurate in the details, is a great achievement, which

it required German research to accomplish. The best scholarship

of the English and American theological world is proud to be able

worthily to appropriate and improve the results of that research.

For completeness, conciseness, and lucid order, the work of Hagen-

bach is without a competitor. Every American minister, inclined

to master the field of Christian theology, will find it an aid unlike

anything else in our language.
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The history of Christian theology is divided into Five General

periods. The first, or post-apostolic, is the period of evidential

itrfeitses, or, as the technical term is, with an unfortunate ambi-

enttv in our language, Apologetics ; during which Christianity

i #rforined the task of asserting her own existence and nature as

• '-,<> «olc true religion, against Paganism and Judaism. This work

accomplished, next came the age of Polemics, in which the strife

became internal, from the fact that the Church found herself

obliged to enter into such an analysis of her doctrines as would

rouble her to meet the cross-examinations of the inquisitive mind

* f man with adequate answers. Through this transition period

die attained an age of Systematic Theology. John of Damascus,

a doctor of the Greek Church, is memorable as the author of

the first complete symmetrical body of divinity. In accordance

irith the milder theology of the Eastern Church on the sub-

ject of predestination, John of Damascus taught, wc "xavra fiev

cpoymtam 6 Cede, ov ndvra 6e rrpoop^e/, ngoyivcjatcei yap ra e<p'

igiiv, ov TtQooyi&L 6e avrd. The influence of Augustine not only

ll the expositor of the doctrine of original sin, but as the advo-

cate of a fatalistic predestination, pervaded the Western Church.

An organic politico-ecclesiastical unity under the Roman see was

tvilected by a sort of general doctrinal unity, as the result of the

discussions of former doctors and the decisions of councils. Yet

the schoolmen, exerting their great intellectual powers with deep

intensity upon the questions then open within the existing narrow

limits of human knowledge, allowed themselves a considerable

fan^e of free discussion, and some of the master minds of the age

bat doubtfully hovered upon the boundary lines of orthodoxy

*n<\ heresy. The rise of the human mind above the level of

ehurchly morality, the incoming of new sources of knowledge,

»«<! the invention of printing, inaugurated the age of the Reforma-

*''•»". The first Reformers commenced theologically as Augustin-

iuis; but (as in the Methodism of a later age) a division soon com-

menced between the Melancthonian or Lutheran and the Calvinistic

t"-

Reformed (so-called) theologies. From the Reformed body an

unexpected secession subsequently took place under Arminius ;
and

the cause of a liberal yet evangelical theology was for a while by

iV-m maintained with eminent ability and learning. Still the suc-

<<^*ors of that eminent doctor did so decline toward Pelagianism

5r 'd Rationalism, that the very name of Arminianism has, until

r«ry lately, among Calvinistic writers and preachers, been made

*• appellation of doctrines which Arminius would have promptly

ejected. The fifth and last period, extending from 1720 to the
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present lime, is the age of Criticism, of the struggle between faith

and science, and the effort after reconciliation. Under the scrutiny

of free unshrinking thought, aided by the facts of science, theology

is revising herself, eliminating those errors, however nearly cen-

tral, which are unable to stand the test of demonstrative exam-

ination, striving to bring her statements into accordance at once

with the affirmations of Scripture, the deductions of science, ami

the intuitions of the human soul, without any surrender of her

permanent truths and immortal hopes. It will at once be seen

what an interesting and important field of thought is opened

before us in these volumes.

The position of the author, as well- as of his editor and reviser,

is Augustinian. Of this he makes no secret. Doubtless, many

turns o^ expression would have been different, and some different

proportions of the respective parts would have resulted, had he

occupied a different standpoint. But no one will doubt his inten-

tional historical fairness.

The additions by Dr. Smith greatly enhance the value of the

work. His extended sketch of American theology is a good

beginning ; why will he not prosecute it to a completion in an

extended volume by itself? That his present sketch is complete

mostly in the department of Calvinistic theology is, of course, to

be expected, both as that forms much the largest proportion ot

American discussion, and as Dr. Smith is, doubtless there, as yet,

most at home. It is scarcely correct to say (p. 440) that Dr. Fisk

"criticising New Haven views was replied to by Fitch." Dr.

Fisk knew nothing about " New Haven views " until Dr. Fitch

" replied to " him in a review of a sermon of his, preached some

time before, being one of the most compact arguments against

general Calvinism extant. When Dr. Fitch did reply to him, Dr.

Fisk rejoined that his opponent was upon the point in discussion

"an Arminian."

A point of much value in the volumes before us is the immense

number of references to the best authorities, which enable the

reader to test the accuracy of the author's statements, and serve

as a guide to the researches of the inquirer in every branch of

Christian doctrine.

Commentary on the Epistles to the Seven Churches in Asia. Revelation
ii, hi. By RicnAnn Chknevtx TitExcn, D.D., Dean of Westminster.
12mo., pp. 312. New York : Charles Scribner. 1801.

To a minister of the Gospel especially, as no book is so important

as the Bible, so, next to the Bible, none are so valuable as those

which aid in penetrating the depths of the divine word. During
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•he last thirty years the best mind of Christendom has been

brought to bear upon the exposition of the sacred text. He who
st this late day is still repeating the old saw, that " commentators

rxplain the clear and slur the difficult," is evidently talking in a

very pound Rip Van Winkle sleep, blissfully unaware of the

progress of things arouud him. There is no difficult text in the

word of God that has not been analyzed with intensest power, and

upon which any mind who is competent to understand what a

difficulty is, will not find in some commentary the best of human
powers exerted in its direct solution.

Kqually absurd is the doctrine that a preacher must preserve

his own mental independence in expounding Scripture by avoiding

the consultation of the expositions of others. By the same rule

we should avoid works of theology to preserve our theological inde-

pendence, avoid a Moral Science to preserve our ethical independ-

ence, and avoid newspapers to preserve ouf political independence.

^kVe should keep everybody else's thoughts out of our brain, and re-

«rve its capacious vacuity for home-born notion. As Leigh Hunt
lells us, your only independent man is the man who has not a shil-

ling, so your truly original man must be one who has never acquired

m idea. Our view of a safe originality, especially in exposition

-
!" Scripture, is, the originality of the man who knows what opin-

ions the best minds have proposed, and yet proceeds to present

i solution still clearer and more conclusive. How have we been
nokeued by the self-complacent crotchets of men who bring forth,

*tth an air of fresh revelation, interpretations of Scripture which
*«iy well-informed biblical student will tell them should never see

"ke light, or have long since gone to the shades. Such men have,

Weed, an electric appreciation of their own inventive capabilities,

rat their hearers will be very apt to feel a torpedo consciousness

^ f their self-complacent shallowness.

There are commentaries, too, at the present day, plenty of them,
' st are awakening, stimulant, and full of seed-thoughts. There
ir° *uggestive commentaries. As Falstaff was not only witty
'

• "-elf, but made other folks witty, so these commentators are
* ,l only original themselves, but make the thoughtful reader
' *">;rinal. Their master-touches lift some valve from the sacred

•*tti disclosing a whole sermon, a wnole volume of sermons, at a
I stice, all your own, your own by right of discovery. There are

•'"('ntaries which are comprehensive in character and spirit.

|

»* few of our ministry learn to grasp the whole of an epistle of
* u

* in its unity, tracing the fine veins of thought, gathering the
' j«t relations, and comprehending its symmetry ! How few
'ociera Series, Vol. XIV.—22
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have a clear, connected conception of our Lord's entire evangel-
ical history ! To how many is a Scripture book mentally chopped
into chapters and verses, of which a single verse will be under-
stood and expounded as an isolated aphorism, with an interpre-

tation totally different from its true meaning in its connection.
One of the most analytical as well as awakening and suggestive

of commentators is Dean Trench. His works upon the Miracles
and upon the Parables are properly extended commentaries. Xo
one can read them without feeling their earnest eloquence, their

aflluent learning, their evangelical spirit. Upon the wonderful
opening chapters of the Apocalypse he will be found an expositor
worthy an attentive audience. Much will be left unexplained by
any human powers. But he furnishes an abundance of rich illus-

tration, new to most readers, upon the sacred text.

Historical fixtures on t7ie Life of our Lord Jesus Christ: being the Hulsenn
Lectures for the Year 1859. With Notes, Critical, Historical, and Ex-
planatory. By C. J. Ellicott, B.D., Professor of Divinity, King's Col-
lege, London, late Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, author of

. " Critical and Grammatical Commentaries on St. Paul's Epistles." 12mo.,
pp. 382. Boston

: Gould <fc Lincoln. New York : Sheldon & Co. Cin-
cinnati : George S. Blanchard. 1SG2.

Professor Ellicott has in the volume before us furnished a valuable
contribution to biblical and Christian literature. His work i<

written in the spirit of profound reverence for the sacred word
and deep faith in the Divinity of the Redeemer. He takes prompt
issue not only with the mythicism of a Strauss, but also with the
readiness to admit the reality of contradictions in the Gospel his-

tory, so objectionable in Alvord. His style is earnest and some-
times eloquent. Still, we should have preferred an animated his-

torical narrative instead of what might almost be called a perpetual
declamation. His notes are remarkable as a model of condensation
in stating the results of a very thorough research in both the text

and the facts of the sacred history. His work has, therefore,
peculiar excellences both as a biography and as a commentary.

It is of great importance for a Christian minister to acquire, and
possess within his mind a clear and complete view of the entire

history, so far as furnished by the evangelists, of the life and min-
istry of the Lord Jesus. A mental map, too, he should possess of

the country and scenes in which our Saviour lived and labored.
As far as possible the entire image should be complete, every inci-

dent falling into its proper place. Unless we except the life of

Jesus contained in Milman's History of Christianity, we know no
aid for the attainment of this object, in the compass of our language,
preferable to the volume before us.
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,4 Commentary on Ecclesiastes. By Moses Stuart, late Professor of Sacred

literature in the Theological Seminary at Andover. Edited and revised

bj R I). C. Robbies, Professor in Middlebury College. 12mo., pp. 364.

Andover : Warren F. Draper. Boston: Gould & Lincoln. New York :

John Wiley. Philadelphia : Smith, English, & Co. 1862.

This volume is a reprint, in larger size and handsomer style,

under the revision of Professor Robbins, of a work published

ia 1851 by John Wiley. It is a most valuable contribution

fur elucidating one of the most difficult books of the Old Testa-

ment canon. Says the learned author, with a unique simplicity:

" In the earlier part of my professional labors here I under-

took to lecture on Ecclesiastes. But at that time I could not

tttisfy myself, for I could not then obtain either competent or

niisfactory aid. I therefore soon abandoned the attempt, telling

my pupils my reason for so doing, that I could not lecture on a
look which I felt that J did not understand." A fuller mastery

of the Hebrew language, and ample aid obtained from German
jonrces, subsequently enabled him to form more satisfactory

opinions of the general scope and real doctrines of the book.

There have been plenty of pulpit lectures upon Ecclesiastes, and

nolated texts are often made the themes of pulpit performances; but

if may Avell be doubted how far any well-grounded views of the

book as a whole have heretofore been clearly entertained by the

;:Teat body of our theological and biblical scholars. It is a favorite

point with skeptics in their attacks upon the Old-Testament canon.

The last number of the National Review contains an article assum-
ing to prove it to be a piece of Epicurean philosophy based upon
lie denial of the immortality of the soul. The Christian student

*iU find in Professor Stuart's work a frank and thorough dis-

cission of its difficulties in the face of the strongest things that

German or English skepticism has to offer. An examination of
tJie method of the book, a detailed criticism of the Hebrew, inter

*J>ersed with an occasional excursus, and a new translation of
very verse, constitute the features of the work. It would have
'iilargcd the value much more than the size of the book had a

complete translation been placed at the end, with proper para-

graphing and titles.

«*« Epitths of St. Peter and St. Jude. Preached and Explained by Mak-
JTO Luther, Wittemberg, 1523-4. Translated, with Preface and Notes,

"J E. II. Gili/ett. 12mo., pp. 336. New York : Anson D. F. Randolph.
• !r

- GiUett, in a well-written preface, tells us that this exposition
tac never before appeared in English, and that it is translated from

j

•" German of Luther's own first edition, a copy of which was by
TO found " among the dusty old piles of pamphlets stored away
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upon the upper shelves of the Union Theological Library." It

was a true antique, and therefore a novelty and a prize. His

translation bears intrinsic traits of fidelity to the peculiar original.

Lather's stout German soul is still living in its pages. His pene-

trative power, his earnest downrightness, his hard blows at the

pope and the devil, and his earnest piety, are all here. A gleam

or two of his predestinariauism, with a blow at free-will almost

as hearty as he levels at the tiara, does not diminish the piquancy

of the style. It well repays perusal.

A Commentary, Critical and Grammatical, on St. PaxiTs Epistle to the Ephe-

sians. With a revised Translation. By CnAKLEs J. Ellicott, B.D.,

Professor of Divinity, King's College, London, and late Fellow of St.

John's College, Cambridge. 8vo., pp. 190. Andover: Warren P.

Draper. Boston : Gould & Lincoln. New York : John Wiley. Phila-

delphia : Smith, English, & Co. 1862.

So extensive is now the work of commentary, so has the mass of

materials increased in the last half century, that Professor Ellicott

moves for a division of labor. To others he leaves the field of the

theological, and to others still the practical and the popular. His

task is the critical and grammatical analysis of the original text.

This is a department of the first importance, since it underlies all

the others. A true interpretation, whether dogmatical or prac-

tical, must rest upon the exact construction of the words and

sentences. It is, then, in this primary stratum, basing all the

rest, that Professor Ellicott delves, seldom casting an outlook

over the wide range of theological results which is likely to

overlie the whole. The result of this concentration of labor is a

singular perfection of the product. There is not by any means

wanting a rich enthusiasm or a visible enjoyment in what to many
would seem a very arid field of mental occupation. To no com-

mentary can the biblical student, who is like-minded with the

author, look for a more profoundly analytical discussion of the

inspired word in the light of the best philological and grammatical

science. Such works are a rich addition to our biblical apparatus.

The Bool: of Psalms, in Hebrew and English. Arranged in Parallelisms.

Pp. 194. Andover: Warren F. Draper. 1862.

This beautifully printed work will be very popular with biblical

scholars. It is unfortunate that our American scholarship is so

imperfect as to need a translation to accompany the text. Yet

we can comfort ourselves that this defect is not confined to na

alone. The English popularity of a similar work among Bagstcr'a

publications shows the like state of things abroad. This volume

has the Hebrew text and that of our received translation in
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parallel columns. It is portable, and to one who has become

measurably acquainted with the original it must be a valuable

vide mecum. We trust that all our Hebraist brethren, of what-

ever degree of proficiency in this holy tongue, will possess them-

selves of this volume and make its acquaintance. h.

^radical Christianity. A Treatise specially designed for Young Men.
By John S. C. Abbott, Author of " Life of Napoleon." 24mo., pp. 302.

New York : Harper & Brothers. 1862.

When Abbott is good he is excellent. In his "Xapoleon" he was
neither ; in this book he is both.

,^_» _
History, Biography, a?id Topography.

The History of th-e Religious Movement of the Eighteenth Century, called

Methodism, considered in its different Denominational Forms and its

Relations to British and American Protestantism. By Abel Stevens,
LL.D. Volume III. From the Death of "Wesley to the Centenary Jubi-

lee of Methodism. 12mo., pp. 524. New York: Carlton & Porter.

London : Alexander Heylin.

The present volume closes Dr. Stevens's account of English Meth-

odism, at the close of its first century. To some, the absence of

the two grand characters of Wesley and Whitefield, and of the

air of novelty belonging to the founding of a movement and a

cause, will render the interest inferior to that of the former

volumes. To others, the events being less known, and the char-

acters as yet less historic, this first presentation in a connected

view, will give the volume an interest specially its own.

At the death of Wesley there was a sudden change from a

spontaneous monarchy to a sort of democracy that wonderfully

looked like anarchy, and seemed to threaten disintegration. The
crisis concentrated the moral forces of the Methodist body. But
it was no doubt the powerful religions life which constituted the

conservating and organizing power. Thehour does not always bring

the man; but this hour did develop and furnish the men. The

working of a great Providence was scarcely more marked in the

adaptation of the instruments for the founding than for this con-

tinuation of the movement. These first sons of the first founders

proved amply competent to maintain, adorn, and extend their

heritage. And nothing is more striking than the dramatic

variety and fitness for their part of the individual characters of

this 6econd generation. There was first Watson, the systematic

theologian, surpassing all his predecessors, and as yet without

* successor; there was Bunting, the statesmanly "pilot that

leathered the storm;" there was Clarke, the peerless among
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English general commentators ; there was Newton, the prince of

preachers ; and far into this age extend the labors of Coke, the

world-wide missionary evangelist. Under the labors of such men

Wesleyan Methodism stands out from the diverging and vanishing

branches of Calvinistic and Church Methodism so called, vindicated,

energized, extending, triumphing ; overcoming its difficulties, and

flinging out its projects with a bold and boundless expansion.

A striking feature of the entire movement is its joyousnesa.

The true Methodist, the entire Methodist body, is jubilant with

the thought that it has found a prize which is enriched by the

privilege of impartation, and all the more enjoyable from the

increasing multitude of its participants. In a large amount of

modem evangelism we recognize a stern, solemn, not happy

spirit, partaking less of the dispensation of Jesus than of John

the Baptist. But the whole tone of the history as given by Dr.

Stevens is rich and exultant. It reads like the Acts of the Apos-

tles just after the day of Pentecost.

Surely every denomination of evangelical Protestantism ought

to acknowledge in Dr. Stevens's work a spirit of graceful catho-

licity. Perhaps he would have been more true to his subject,

though less apparently liberal, had he much more explicitly shown

how largely the practical and successful working of Methodism

proper is the result of its actual theology. There is a large

number of well-read ministers who imagine that Methodism has

pretty much no doctrines at all. They give our founders and our

body credit for a congeries of religious notions, and many of them

would, we suppose, be surprised to learn that a consistent, sym-

metrical system of theology, strikingly accordant with the in-

tuitions of the human soul, and dictated to us by the most

obvious meaning of Scripture, forms, in our own estimate, a

large share of our power to win sinners to .Christ, to maintain

the unity of our faith, and to spread the Gospel over the world.

In one more volume Dr. Stevens purposes to embrace the his-

tory of American Methodism. He best knows the amount of the

extant materials ; but to us this seems too narrow a compass for

the magnitude of the subject. We trust, too, that he will treat

points which have been made partisan questions in no partisan

spirit. When completed it will then be a monumental work.

So long as we arc a people it will be a standard history for the

period it covers. We do not hope, we can scarce ask, anything

better. The amplest thanks of the Church are due to the talented

author, and our earnest wish is that a copy should be possessed

and read by every family within our wide-spread pastorate.
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Politics, Law, a7\d General IforaU.

fh* Cotton Kingdom : a Traveler's Observations on Cotton and Slavery in

the American Slave States. Based upon three former Volumes of Jour-

neys and Investigations by the same Author. By Frederick Law
Olmsted. In two volumes. 12mo., pp. 376, 404. New York : Mason

Brothers. London: Sampson Low, Son, & Co. 1861.

In regard to Southern institutions and general aspects, both in

Europe and America, Mr. Olmsted is a classic. Though a North-

eoer both by birth aud spirit, he surveys Southern scenes with an

intentional historic fairness, and whatever antislavery leanings he

exhibits are simply the result of accumulated facts. His course

lies through the Atlantic and Gulf states, including Texas. In his

progress he records his wayside notes, not so much taking broad

views of things in general as narrating incidents, describing scenes,

and rehearsing characteristic dialogues. The South is thus made

fur the time being to show and speak for herself. But in the

closing part of his work Mr. Olmsted deals extensively in com-

prehensive statistics and broad generalizations bearing upon the

great questions of the day in regard to our Southern institutions

:md our national destiny.

The aspects presented are not pleasing, and the prospect for the

future not cheering. Mr. Olmsted does not lead us much into the

renters of that refinement and high-breeding to which Southern

institutions are said to be so conducive, but we are permitted to

lake broad views of the masses of the population. Nothing is

more cheerless than the aspects here presented. We are melan-

choly at the thought that this is our country. We rejoice, doubt-

less, with the great body of the North at the prospect of the

restoration of our old nationality. We have the patriotic impulse

that declares that not a star shall be erased from our banner.

And yet, with this book in our hand, how can we ignore the fact

that we are emphatically two peoples. In institutions, in temper-

ament, in virtues, in vices, in industry, in principles, moral and

political, how intense the contrast! Never did two peoples, so

radically opposite, ever maintain a free united history. And when

we think of the reckless character of the Southern soul, how big

it is with the elements of evil omen, we almost shudder at the

thought that ours should again be a united destiny. We dread

the thought of the restoration of Southern planters to our national

Congress. We like not the idea that the votes of such men, or of

Weh a section, should decide our national destiny. Unless the old!

South can rapidly die out, aud a new South be soon created, there

>rc elements enough of destruction in a reunion to wreck the-
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entire ship of state. We are not encouraged greatly by the

present demeanor of slaveholding unionists. Men who can talk

like the Garrett Davises, Saulsburys, and Carlisles, are no desirable

acquisition to our halls of legislation. We all remember how long

the presence of secession Congressmen at the commencement of

the rebellion paralyzed the arm of the administration. The return

of slaveholders in force into Congress with the undiminished

impudence of " plantation manners," sustained by the revival of

the old proslavery party, may re-establish the ascendancy of the

old despotism, the feud between freedom and slavery may still he

protracted, and rebellion and dissolution may return upon us in

even a more fatal form.

Yet we trust, at the worst, something will have been gained by
this great struggle to the side of freedom. The slave-trade can,

we think, never be restored ; and slavery, in consequence, has not

the material for wide expansion. The balance between the free

and slave states must preponderate more and more for freedom,

and slavery without expansion must die. But we trust that

Providence is in too great a hurry to await this process of slow

decline.

The South itself should be Northernized. The best English

authority has stated, long since, that the Southern monopoly of

the cotton market could be maintained by no other means than

the introduction of millions of free laborers into the fields, at

present occupied or unoccupied, of the cotton states. Could a

Southern emigration from the North take the place of the West-

ern, could the lands of the South be raised in price by the incom-

ing of a free population, could a diversity of industries be intro-

duced, then might a homogeneity of our nation be created by the

creation of a new South. Our nation would then be one. A
material prosperity would be created in the .South hitherto un-

known in her history.

We are aware that it is often said that free white labor cannot

exist in the cotton fields. This, with many other fallacies, is dis-

sipated by the statements of Mr. Olmsted and the authorities

by him quoted

:

There are grounds for doubting tho common opinion that the negroes at the

South puffer less from local causes of disease than whites. They may be less sub-

ject to epidemic and infectious diseases, and yet be more liable to other fatal dis-

orders, due to such influences, than whites. Tho worst climate for unacclinuUol
whites of any town in the United States is that of Charleston. (This, together

with the whole of the rice coast, is clearly exceptional in respect of salubrity for

whites.) It happens fortunately that the most trustworthy and completo vital

statistics of the South are thoso of Charleston. Dr. Nott, commenting upon these,

says that the average mortality, during six years, has been, of blacks alone, one
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a fffty-four; of whites alone, one in fifty-eight. "This mortality," he adds, "is

Mffeapfl not an unfair test, as the population during the last six years has been
'

:•:'.: rbcd by emigration, and acclimated in greater proportion than at any

Hvvioua period." If the comparison had been made between native negroes and

., or acclimated whites aloue, it would doubtless show the climate to be still

r*tn unfavorable to negroes.

I quote the testimony of a Mississippi statisticiau:

"Hie cotton-planters, deserting the rolling land, are fast pouring in upon the

'•wop. 1 Indeed, the impression of the sickliness of the South generally has

t«r»-n rapidly losing ground [that is, among the whites of the South] for some
t^ath back, and that blessing [health] is now sought with as much confidence on

l
- twamp lands of the Yazoo and the Mississippi as among the hills and plains

of Carolina and Virginia."

—

De Boiu's '• Resources," vol. ii, p. 43.

l>r. Barton says:
•' In another place I have shown that the direct temperature of the sun is not

t*ar so great in the South (during the summer) as it is at the North. I shall

ro.-ur to this hereafter. In fact, the climate is much more endurable, all the year

round, with our refreshing breezes, and particularly in some of the more elevated

rwtfl of it, or within one hundred miles of the coast, both in and out of doors, at

Uw South than at the North, which shows most conspicuously the folly of the

•aau&l summer migrations, to pursue an imaginary mildness of temperature, which
U left at home."—Vol. ii, pp. 258-2G0.

Mr. Olmsted lias an important chapter on the question of cotton

Ripply, from the conclusion of which we make an extract:

The simple truth is, that even if we view, in the brightest light of Fourth of
Joljr patriotism, the character of the whites of the cotton-producing region and
lk« condition of the slaves, we cannot help seeing that, commercially speaking,
toy are but in a very small port a civilized people. Undoubtedly a large number
*( merchants have had, at times, a profitable business in supplying civilized luxu-
ry aud conveniences to the South. The same is true of Mexico, of Turkey, of
prpt, and of Russia. Silk, cloth, and calico, shoes, gloves, and gold watches,

* are sold in some quantity in California before its golden coffers were forcibly
peoed teu years ago. The Southern supply to commerce and the Southern

fecund of commerce is no more what it should be, comparing the resources of
k« South with those of other lands occupied by an active civilized community,
tea is that of any half-civilized community, than was that of California. Give• South a people moderately close settled, moderately well-informed, moderately
•bilious, and moderately industrious, somewhat approaching that of Ohio, for
U*uce, and what a business it would have I Twenty double-track railroads

' -> the Gulf to the lakes, and twenty lines of ocean steamers, would not suffi-

'y*l\r meet its requirements. "Who doubts, let him study the present business
tJMo, and ask upon what, in the natural resources of Ohio, or its position,

"-'-'•I, forty years ago, a prediction of its present wealth and business have been
ttftde, of ks present supply and its present demand have been made, which would
r-
"»;«are in value with the commercial resources and advantages of position pos-

*<3«-J to-day by any one of the Western cotton states.—Vol. ii, pp. 270, 271.

Nor is there any need of an amalgamation of whites and blacks
«* these ends

:

There is no physical obstacle in the way of our country's supplying ten bales
J*tton where it now does one. All that is necessary for this purpose is to

• I to the cotton-producing region an adequate number of laborers, either black
ute, or both. No amalgamation, no association on equality, no violent dis-

• n of present relations is necessary. It is not even requisite that both black
•_
*«Ue should work iu the cotton fields. It is necessary that there should bo
objects of industry, more varied enterprises, more general intelligence among

pt'Ople, and especially that they should become, or should desire to become,
"»w, more comfortable, than they are.—VoL ii, pp. 2G9, 270.
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Mr. Olmsted's discussions on the moral and religious aspects of

slavery as a system, on slavery as a provision for a lower class, on

the condition and character of the privileged classes of the South,

and on the danger of the South, are of great value. By his show-

ing, the standing boasts of Southern hospitality and Southern hi<di

breeding are somewhat humbug. Southern hospitality, according

to his view, consists in the custom, in sections where hotels do not

prevail, of entertaining travelers overnight in private houses and

taking pay for it. Southern high breeding he illustrates by the

following paragraph

:

There is one other characteristic of the Southerner, which is far more decidr-d

than the difference of climate merely would warrant, and which is to be attributed

not only to the absence of the ordinary restraints and means of discipline of more
compact communities in his education, but unquestionably also to the readiness

and safety with which, by reason of slavery, certain passions and impulses may
be indulged. Every white Southerner is a person of importance ; must be treated

with deference. Every wish of the Southerner is imperative; every belief un-

doubted ; every hate, vengeance ; every love, fiery. Hence, for instance, tho

scandalous fiend-like street fights of the South. If a young man feels offended

with another, he does not incline to a ring and a fair stand-up set-to, like a young
Englishman; he will not attempt to overcome his opponent by logic; he will not

be content to vituperate, or to cast ridicule upon him; he is impelled straightway
to strike him down with the readiest deadly weapon at hand, with as little cere-

mony and pretense of fair combat as the loose organization of the people against

violence will allow. He seems crazy for blood. Intensity of personal pride

—

pride in anything a man has, or which connects itself with him, is more commonly
evident. Hence, intense local pride and prejudice; hence intense partisanship;

hence rashness and over-confidence; hence visionary ambition; hence assurance
in debate; hence assurance in society. As self-appreciation is, equally with def-

erence, a part of what we call good breeding, and as the expression of deference is

much more easily reduced to a matter of manners and forms, in the commonphico
intercourse of society, than self-appreciation, this characteristic quality of the

Southerner needs to be borne in mind in considering the port and manners he

commonly has, and judging from them of the effects of slavery.—Vol. ii, pp-

326, 327.

The True Story of the Barons of the South; or, the Rationale of the Amer-
ican Conflict. By E. W. Keykolds. 12nio., pp. 240. Boston: Walk-
er, Wise, & Co. 18G2.

The title of this book has a romantic sound, but its contents are

as much superior to romance as truth is ever stranger and grander

than fiction. It traces with a clear and steady hand the fir?t

incorporation of the contradiction of freedom and slavery in our

national system ; the development and culmination of the antag-

onism until the great rebellion of 1861, and the great danger that

the power of slavery may even survive this struggle, to result in

more protracted dissension and moi"e complete ruin hereafter.

Emancipation is held out as God's great ultimatum to our nation.

To a very few things we might except in the details of its most

instructive narrative of the past. But as a review of this phase
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cf our national history it is intensely interesting and profoundly

.:. '.ruetive. No reviewer of the train of tacts he details can doubt

ih.il an oligarchy hostile to republican principles has ever existed

;: our nation; no true-hearted freeman can doubt that the sole

condition to our future peace and freedom is the entire abolition,

immediate or gradual, both of the principle and the institution of

despotism.

If this be not done, thoroughly and fundamentally, no conquer-

ing a peace or overthrow of the rebellion will bring us perma-
nent welfare. The Southern oligarchs, even if compelled to ground
their arras, will simply understand that they are forced to return

;.» the repudiated task of governing us like despots. They will

never dream but that they are coerced into being our permanent
lords and masters. They will submit to resume the bluster, the

menace, and the iron rod, never dreaming that they could fill an-
other place in the united whole. The error of our fathers who
bequeathed to us this Avar will be worse than repeated by us

gainst our children. All the past and all the future cry out to

the present to do this work thoroughly and forever.

The following extract illustrates the early and permanent exist-

ence of the despotic principle from which the rebellion of 18C1 has
iprung:

That principle had already become so potent, m the days of the Revolution, that
Bft'-ith Carolina had been induced only by laborious efforts to adopt the Declaration

I Independence, and had not been restrained, in the struggle that ensued, from
knddring her submission to the British crown. The same "principle had beeu so

dominant in the Southern mind, in the days of the Constitutional Convention,
U«t Mr. Rutledge, of South Carolina, had said, while opposing a tax on the im-
portation of slaves: "The true question at present is, whether Southern States

Wl or shall not be parties to the Union." And Mr. Pinckney had followed with
1 • odious sentiment that South Carolina would never receive the Constitution if
•• prohibited the slave-trade.
As far back as March, 1776, John Adams had declared—writing to General

''•'•3: "All our misfortunes arise from a single source, the resistance of the
SovOfrn colonies to republican government." And he adds, that "popular prin-
ciples and axioms are abhorrent to the inclinations of the barons of the South."

''acts have come to light during only the past year which conclusively show
-it the idea of dismembering the Union had been for a long time the settled pur-
pose of the Southern leaders, and that, too, without respect to the conduct of the
wtli, the alleged grievances being only pretexts to cover this all-pervading

i* -'<7 of rebellion, aud gloss the odious atrocity of treason.

^
jn a confidential letter written by Jackson in 1833, and only recently made
"\ no says, in allusion to the Nullification movement: "The tarifi' was only

we'pretext, and disunion and a Southern Confederacy the real object. The
XT PRETEXT WILL BE THE NEGRO OR SLAVERY QUESTION."
'to Statement of Jackson -is most emphatically confirmed by the confessions

J*jj*
'" tho rebel convention of South Carolina. Mr. Packer reminds his fellow-

It 1

°rS
.

t,iat "secession is no spasmodic effort that has come suddenly upon us.

''m™ r

n £raclually culminating for a long series of years." Mr. Inglis said:

Hi °K *
°a haVe tad tllia sub

Jcct uud°r consideration for the last twenty years."

i
" c,t* wdently declared: "I have been engaged in this movement over since
stored political life." Mr. Rhett confessed i

« It is nothing produced by Mr.
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Lincoln's election or the non-execution of the Fugitive Slave Law. It is a matur
which has been gathering head for thirty years."

The real ground of Southern discontent, the true spring of the movement f r

dissolution, has been candidly admitted by Dr. Smythe, of Charleston: "It is doi

the election of a republican president nor the non-execution of the Fugitive Slave

Law. The real difficulty lies far back of these things. It consists in the atheist!
,

red republican doctrine of the Declaration of Independence; and until this it

trampled under foot there can be no peace."—Pp. 157-159.

Very interesting are the chapters entitled, " The Plot of Aaron

Burr" and "The Image of a Southern Empire," in which arc

touched the singular intimations of a wide-spread collusion in the

South with that nefarious plot and the subsequent corresponding

events.

The Habeas Corpus and Martial Law. By Robert L. Breck. Prepared

for the Danville Quarterly Review, December, 1801. Cincinnati

:

Kichard H. Collins. 1862.

Mr. Breck appears to he one of the numerous set of gentlemen

who, under a professed solicitude for the preservation of the Con-

stitution, are furnishing the most effective aid to its destroyers.

He may be as loyal as he professes, but he cannot but know that

his entire utterances are very pleasing to traitors. The loyal part

of the nation is very well aware that if our government has in

any case overstepped the limits of the Constitution it has been to

preserve the Constitution in the midst of a most, stupendous

assault upon it? existence. Rome, in moments of exigency, at

the most palmy period of its republican freedom, gave to a tem-

porary dictator summary power to guard the commonwealth from

detriment, well knowing that extraordinary expedients in revolu-

tionary crises are no precedent for ordinary action. The nation

knows, too, that the action of the government, inspired by no

desire for arbitrary power, has been even more moderate than the

demands of public feeling. No wise and loyal man could think

it otherwise than at least very ill-timed to hamper the honest

action of the government against wholesale treason by outcries

like Mr. Breck's at temporary summary necessities. It is credit-

able to the wisdom and fidelity to the Constitution of the con-

ductors of the Danville Quarterly, that they excluded Mr. Breck's

document from their pages.

The Uprising of a Great People. The United States in 1SG1. To which

is added, a Word of Peace on the Difference between England and the

United States. From the French of Count Agenor de Gabparjn. By
Mary L. Booth. New American edition. 12mo., pp. 298. New York

:

Charles Scribner. 18G2.

Count Gasparin has a right to be jubilant, in this "new edition

of his work, at the "prophetic" character of its contents. Its
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• ••.vision was the foresight of a noble soul in sympathy with the

U-*l impulses of the age. The events still transpiring may call

t rth newer and newer editions. We earnestly recommend his

»..rk to the widest circulation. The chapter on the "Coexistence

. f the, two Races after Emancipation," presents the true solution

of a question difficult only from a bigotry founded in ignoble

Msumptions.

-«•

Educational.

Yayhaw1
* Practical Book-Keeping : embracing Single and Double Entry,

Commercial Calculations, and Morals of Business. By Ika Mayftew,
A.M., Author of " Means and Ends of Universal Education/' 12ruo.,

pp.224. Boston : Chase, Nichols, & Hill. 1861.

This neat manual has attained its sixtieth edition, a fact that suf-

ficiently attests its popular acceptance and standard character. It

!"-ars marks of the peculiar powers of the author's mind in eluci-

dating with great clearness a complex subject. Its practical

directness and simplicity are such that an eminent teacher perti-

ncntly says: "My pupils like the book." The introduction of

topics relating to commercial morality is original and important.

A high commercial integrity is one of the most important desid-

erata of a free people.

Belles Lettres and 'Classical.

t.-ngx in many Keys. By Oliver Wendell Holmes. Pp. 308. Boston

:

Ticknor & Fields.

Hie muse of Dr. Holmes begins to exhibit the signs of middle
*pe. For poetry, which is the inner life of the soul, like the body,

which is its outermost expression, has, like the soul itself, its seasons

of infancy, youth, and maturity. The marks of juvenility in Dr.

'b'lmes are gone, those of maturity arc come. His first poems over-

ran with fun. A slight touch of the youthful and poetic disease

°nove, and a gush or two of patriotism, as in his ringing lyric on
14 Old Ironsides," were nearly all that kept his mirthfulness from

overwhelming every page. Later issues showed that he was no
k>nj>er playing with his wit, but was making it tell upon social

errors and follies, whether of speech, manner, dress, "or e'en

devotion." His "Urania" is an admirable specimen of a satire

°n society. This collection, begun with "The Atlantic," gives

proof of a still farther advance in his powers, and especially in the
* r-fvicc to which they are put. It abounds in keen hits at real
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defects. Nowhere is the mere logician so completely hoisted with

his owu petard as in "The Wonderful One-horse Shay;" nowhere
is the pretense of resignation to our fate, provided the fate is a

luxurious one, been more happily ridiculed than in the poem
entitled " Contentment." " Latter-day Warnings " is a brilliant but

almost irreverent satire on the Dr. Cummings school; and "The
Ode by his Latin Tutor" an 'equally' effective joke at "classic"

composition. " The Sweet Little Man " is an exquisite thrust at

those who, in the present crisis, seek to enlist in the home guard,

which is only to leave its domestic quarters "in case of invasion
;"'

and "Do Sauty" is a merry laugh at the dying struggles of the

Atlantic cable.

His patriotic odes, which have sprung to life since the war upon

our liberties and nationality begun, are full of the fieriest fever of

devotion. They are the only lyrics that the hour has brought

forth except that most solemn and most truthful ode of Whittier's,

rejected by our military leaders, but accepted by the people.

These songs of Holmes, from the first, written in that hour of

uttermost debasement, the Buchanan fast, to the last, in the

last number of " The Atlantic," are full of hope, courage, fervor,

and duty. The war literature of the world, from Pindar to

Campbell, has produced nothing superior to "The Army Hymn,"

"Under the Washington Elm," or "Union and Liberty." They

arc indeed " the blood-red blossom of war with a heart of fire."

But Dr. Holmes's muse essays also the serious and even the

religious. It has " experienced religion ;" though none of those

blessed and divine emotions pulse through these experiences that

Methodists understand and enjoy by that phrase of their own

creation. He dwells on the love of God, but never sees that

expression of it which a Christian first beholds, and in Avhich he

beholds all the lesser light of his goodness. " God so loved the

world that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth

in him might not perish but have everlasting life," is the epitome

of the Bible and of Christianity, but it finds no place in these

devotional songs. He professes religion, but it is a rcliyio thai

seeks to rebind the soul to God without any of the "new ami

living ties" of the divine Sacrifice and Saviour. Hence his poem*

are not Christian hymns, for Christianity without Christ is fir

worse than " Hamlet" without Hamlet. And that is only a Christ,

as false as any that appeared of old, or that do to-day, who is not

the Divine, Buffering, atoning, redeeming Saviour of sinners, the

Christ of Christianity, of Scripture, of God. Yet he utters some

of the truths of natural religion with point and fervor. His great
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,J, feet is, that he socks to make these the highest and the only

truths, while their sole power is that of a physician at a deathbed;

ihey unfold the disease, but can offer no remedies.

Considering these hymns in the obscure light of natural relig-

ion, which is immeasurable darkness beside the light of grace aud
f.iih, they have some beauty and utility. Infinitely below Watts
ind Wesley, they yet sing of some of the basal principles of relig-

ious truth. The sacredness of the body is unintentionally but
finely set forth against all anti or pseudo-resurrectionists in the
poem entitled, "The Living Temple." "The Two Streams"
admirably describes the cardinal doctrine of the decisive char-

acter of our present state, of the dependence of this decisiveness

oa our will, and of the everlasting separation between those who
here and now voluntarily bring themselves into communion with
God, and those who here and now voluntarily separate them-
selves from him. We quote these lines as a specimen of the
felicity and force of his style

:

Behold the rocky wall
That down its sloping sides

Pours the swift rain drops, blending, as they fall,

In rushing river tides!

Ton stream, whose sources run,
Turned by a pebble's edge,

Is Athabasca, rolling toward the sun
Through the cleft mountain ledge.

The slender rill had strayed,
But for the slanting stone,

To evening's ocean, with the tangled braid
Of foam-flicked Oregon.

So from the heights of will

Life's parting stream descends,
And, as a moment turns its slender rill,

Each widening torrent bends

From the same cradle's side,

From the same mother's knee,
One to long darkness and the frozen tide,

One to the peaceful sea.

It will be noticed here that there is no hint of the freedom of
">e will any more than of the gracious co-operations of the Spirit
01 God. Modern Unitarianism is rapidly becoming more of a
fatalism than the oldest Calvinism. Were this poem informed
*»th the great truths of the unconditional liberty of this will,
aiid

I

of the abundant aids afforded to it through the atonement
Christ, whereby it need never go astray, it would beautifully

xpress the whole truth of man's opportunity and responsibility.
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We hope that as this volume exhibits a marked improvement on

its predecessors in the fact of its religious exercitations, its suc-

cessor will show that he has not only, as now, struck those depths

of our being where the springs of natural religion rise, but he has

pierced to the deeper sources of the divine, true, and eternal relig-

ion, the true Pierian spring, the exhaustless fountain of living

waters. h.

The Drama of Secession; or, Scenes from American History. By W. II.

Barnes, A.M. 24rno., pp. GO. Indianapolis : Merrill & Co. 1862.

This is an ingenious production, done up in a neat external style,

indited by one of our "Western contributors, presenting the most

remarkable phase of our American history in a dramatic form. The

dramatis persona3 are the states of the American Union, or its lead-

ing statesmen. By this poetic machinery the movements of the

events in the history of slavery of more than half a century are

synoptically presented in about as many pages. After the fare-

well address of Washington, Missouri seeks and, by proslavery

compromise, obtains admission, nullification rises and subsides,

California and Kansas, amid various vicissitudes, are admitted,

and the rebellion is inaugurated. The denouement is, that the

movement is crushed, some of its leaders die of lead, but Floyd,

exceptionally, by the hempen method. The question, What shall

be done with the negro ? is answered by concentrating his race

in South Carolina. The poetry of the drama does not claim a

high order of inspiration; some critics would object to the com-

mingling of men and states as associate persons. But the end is

attained. A somewhat effective grouping of the events of our

history in its proslavery phases is produced.

Lessons in Life: a Series of Familiar Essays. By Timothy Titcomb
Fifth edition. 12nio., pp. 844. New York: Charles Scribner. 1SG1.

Mr. Titcomb is perennial, a genuine evergreen. The freshness oi'

his style is as yet unfaded, the fund of his philosophy is unex-

hausted. His lessons of life abound in practical wisdom, aided by

a sufficiency of imagination to win an ample audience, and a bril-

liancy of occasional wit that gives his teachings point and perma-

nent impression. He says some things we do not believe, and

advises some things we cannot accept. But the popularity of his

works is, on the whole, creditable to his genius and the public

taste.
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Art. I.—THE "ESSAYS AND REVIEWS."

K*<a>j3 and Hevieics. Seventh edition. 8vo., pp. 433. London:

Longman, Green, Longmans & Roberts. 1861.

decent Inquiries in Theology, by eminent English Churchmen;

being "Essays and Reviews." Fourth American from the second

London edition. Edited,\vith an Introduction, by Rev. Frederick
II. Hedge, D.D. 12mo.,pp. 4S0. Boston: Walker, Wise, tfc Co.

" INQUIRIES in theology,"—the phrase indicates an anxiety for the

lution of religions difficulties. And what are these inqui-

1 They are such as these :
" Is the Bible the work of God

•r man?" "Are its historic narratives fact, fiction, or alle-

P '-7, or a blending of the three ?" " AVould Scripture lose any
I its essential religious value to the world, if all its history,

-ronology, biography, in fine, all its statements concerning

physical, should be rejected?" "Would it not gain
"' --ly, in spiritual power and efficiency, upon -this advanced

* enlightened age, if we could feel entirely relieved from all

"gationa to exercise faith in its physical statements ?" " Can
' •' be called the author of the Bible, in any other sense than
" *as the author of the dialogues of Plato, and the plays of

1'Ofire?" "Was a miracle ever wrought? indeed, is such
' :i

,-: possible?" "Has not man invented the religions of the
"in aa lie has invented its steam-engines and printing-presses?"

And who are these inquirers? English Churchmen, clergy-

Fourth Series, Vol. XIV.—23
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men, some of them, and some professors and teachers in well-

known Christian institutions; and the American editor, to

whom we owe the characteristic title on which we comment,

is a Christian minister in the suburbs of Boston. Certainly,

if men who have not jet settled such questions as these arc to

be called Christians, it cannot be in the same- sense that the

"disciples were called Christians first at Antioch." We d .

not complain just now of attacks on Orthodoxy, on the Thirty-

nine Articles, and the Xicene Creed; but why, gentlemen,

will you quarrel with the English Dictionary? When men

use a word,, especially professional writers, we hare a right

to demand that they shall use the word in the sense set down

in the dictionaries, especially if all the dictionaries agree.

What is the use of language if every man is to change tic

meaning of words according to his whim? Xow the word

Christianity has, in all literature, a definite signification; it i

applied to a professedly supernatural system of religion.

Whether this profession can be made out or not is another

matter; but for a man to call himself "Christian" who i-

"inquiring" whether any supernatural system of religion :

possible, is simply to sail under false colors, whether igno

rantly, carelessly, or designedly we must decide by the cir-

cumstances. But, in the present instance, Christian charity

bids us hope that this is the instinctive clinging of the moral

nature to the name, even after it has been robbed of the spirit

;

as Adam cast a longing look back to the gate from which h -

sin had driven him into exile ; as we fondly hang over the col

face from which the light of love has fled.

These inquiries are not all stated here in the direct style tl:.'

we have used in repeating them. Most of them are rath- r

intimated than expressed. To one accustomed to the fran :

utterances of American Parkerism, most of these essays set::'.

strangely timid. Dr. Hedge promises us, in his Introducti"-

that we shall find here "breadth and freedom of view, an

earnest spirit of inquiry, 'and resolute criticism;" but tl

authors themselves, in their brief prefatory note, express tn

hope that the volume will "illustrate the advantage derival'

to the cause of religious and moral truth, from a free handling

in a becoming spirit, of subjects peculiarly liable to suffer 1

7

the repetition of conventional language and traditional mod' •
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of treatment." This sentence, so labored and clumsy, so 'care-

ful ly guarded and carefully indefinite, is all that -they directly,

give us to show their common sentiment and spirit. And as

we read on, we find in most of these essays a dainty reserve, a

cautious wordiness, a smothering of the thought in remote

suggestions and circumlocutory intimations that betrays a

fear of some kind ; whether it comes from a dissatisfied intellect

or a dissatisfied conscience we do not decide; we hope from

both. It would hardly be charitable to suggest that there may
l-o mingled with these the more carnal fear of the loss of

livings and professorships, did not the manner of its reception

and defense across the water bear out the suggestion. It is

evident enough that neither these authors nor their friends

over dreamed of such a storm of unwelcome notoriety as has

lifted up these essayists and reviewers before the world. The
i. nights who rush to their defense, and who, we may fairly

appose, speak for them, beg that we will not imagine them to

!-<> ambitious for the martyr-crown of the reformer. It is the

wicked Westminster, they tell us, that has done all the mis-

chief by its shout of welcome. These scholarly men want to

!«:id a quiet life ; they had no idea of being bandied about in

cheap editions among the million ; they wrote for the learned,

•I'd not for the ignobile vulgas, and so on.

Now we confess that we have not the least admiration for

M author who winds round and round his heresy in spirals of

intimation, or sends us chasing after his error through a dozen

pages of insinuation, and even then leaves us to infer what he

really believes. Instead of finding here what the American
1 ditor promises us, "breadth and freedom of -view," and
" resolute criticism," we find oftentimes not merely a cowardly

tuition in the avowal of real belief, or attempted belief, but a

'^honorable evasion of the inevitable conclusions from their

°wn premises, a shrinking from legitimate logical consequences,

liny begin to build, and drop their tools in alarm ; while they,

'' their friends for them, beg that we will not think that they

ever intended to finish.

It is unnecessary to say that this characteristic makes the

"ook far more mischievous, just as well-covered pitfalls and

carefully masked batteries are the most dangerous. This

criticism does not apply equally to all the authors. The
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review of Bnnsen is outspoken, being mainly a bald state-

ment of Bunsen's characteristic conclusions and learned eccen-

tricities. The Edinburgh critic, who breaks a lance in behalf
of these cowering knights, reproaches this author with inex-

cusable rashness, in that he has gathered up the inferences

which Bnnsen reached after a lifetime of learned toil, and
attempted "to pitchfork them into the face of the British

public." * Professor Powell, now, alas! gone where tho

natural is swallowed up in the supernatural forever, contrib-

uted the essay on the " Evidences of Christianity," which fairly

avows the impossibility of miracles.

But there are radically important presumptions, presuppo-

sitions essentially unchristian, nowhere distinctly and cate-

gorically stated and defended, but pervading every essay and

every sentence, forming the very atmosphere in which these

and swarms of kindred errors always breed spontaneously.

Here is the virus of the book. The mischief is not in new
facts presented, for there is little or none of this ; not in n

fresh grouping of old facts, not in new doctrines, or in new or

clearer statements of old doctrines; but in the views of God's

government, man's nature and relations to God, which under-

lie the whole, and which, when admitted, not only legitimate

these conclusions, but a thousand other and more startling

conclusions, which would not only sweep away the Christian

Church and the Christian Scriptures, but leave man an outcast

orphan in the universe, without religion, without God, with-

out hope.

The whole battle with modern infidelity is a battle of pre-

suppositions^ moral or metaphysical. These are the artillery

of the combat; critical, historical, and scientific arguments are

but the small arms, pushed forward under their fire. For ex-

ample, Gesenius comments on Isaiah, presupposing that the

prophet never did nor could predict future events; Heng-
stenberg writes, presupposing that he both could and did.

Strauss writes the "Life of Jesus," presupposing that Christ's

supcrhumanity is unprovable, and impossible; Xeander writes,

presupposing that it is both possible and provable. These

seven essayists all write, presupposing that there never has

leen any supernatural influence in human history. Probably

* Edinburgh Review, April, 1S61.
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J.l would not admit this statement of their underlying

dogma, but this is the real key-note of the book. Now, if

these manifold errors are to be routed, of course this is the

joint of attack, this is the key of the position. But before

attending to this let us take a rapid glance over the volume.

Everybody that has read the book has remarked the great in-

. mality and diversity in its component Essays and Reviews,

ith in style and in grasp of the themes discussed. It would

be tedious and unprofitable, at this late day, to follow up the

track of each of these seven authors, examine each position,

beat down every difficulty, and impale every objection that is

here raised to what all the world calls Christianity. TVe rather

aim to direct attention to the general principles that pervade

the whole. The opening essay, however, being altogether the

i tost carefully written and highly finished production of the

ries, we notice more in detail. This is, substantially, a dis-

course delivered about a year before the volume appeared,

learning and culture appear on every page, rich suggestive

thoughts and wide generalizations form a graceful and seduc-

tive drapery for the mortal error coiled within. The human
race (Dr. Temple tells us) may be compared to a colossal man,
'•'o has passed through his prattling babyhood, his artless, do-

cile childhood, his ardent, sensitive youth, and is now rejoicing

in his ripened manhood. The successive generations' are his

uays; discoveries and inventions his works; creeds and doc-

trines, his thoughts. This is " no figme, but a comprehensive

fact." Childhood is trained by rules, youth by example, man-
hood by principles. So God gave man first the Law, then his

Sen, then the Spirit. The earliest commands were adapted

to the childhood of the race, and refer to bodily appetites and

uumal passions ; for example, the prohibition of murder and of

&c eating of blood. These* were given to all mankind before

|he dispersion ; but the great lessons of humanity were too man-
gold to be taught all at once, so the race was "broken up into

classes and sent to school." In Greece man learned the love

uJ the beautiful. Here specially the intellect was trained, so

that the logic and rhetoric of the race came from Greece. In

Rome man was taught the love of order, reverence for law. In
Ana tlio "spiritual imagination" was cultivated, so that to

Asiatic mysticism and contemplative musing we owe the doc-
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trines of the Trinity and of human immortality. In the He-

brew nation the conscience was cultivated, and there man was

taught to love the holy. There were two great results of the

Jewish discipline, "a settled national belief in the unity and

spirituality of God, and an acknowledgment of the paramount

importance of chastity in morals." (A more discriminating

generalization, we should say, would sum it up in the Divine

unity, spirituality, and purity, and from these flowed naturally

all the precepts of morality ever taught, chastity included.)

Moses treated the Hebrews as a child-nation, disciplined them

by precepts, some important and eternal, others trivial ami

transitory. The prophets are more spiritual, and appeal to the

moral sense; "sacrifices and ordinances recede, and moral duty

comes forward ;" and after the great lesson of the captivity the

Pharisees appear, who give more attention to the moral law

and to prayer. Probably prayer was offered with the Mosaic

sacrifices, " but it was not positively commanded. ... As a reg-

ular and necessary part of worship, it first appears in the later

Old Testament."* . . . Christ came in the world's youth; the race

was just fitted then to learn by example. Man had then, too,

all the flush and enthusiasm of youth ; he had not yet attained

the cool critical discrimination of these riper years. No man
can reproduce the glow of his youth ; its visions have fled for-

ever, yet he would not part with their memory ; they are an

inspiration to him in his ripest manhood. So the race in its

maturity looks back for inspiration to its youthful visions am!

glowing flush, in classic Greece, aspiring Eome, and in the early

Christian Church. Could Ave, however, return thither with

the ripened faculties and critical culture of the nineteenth cen-

tury, we could not see and feel as they did, and might wonder
how an ardent disciple could cry out, " Thou art the Christ, the

Son of the living God ;" but' the visions of early youth must not

be scanned too critically. Be content to catch the enthusiasm

of the early Church, and do nut seek after statements of doctrine

in these fragmentary Gospels and familiar apostolic epistles. . . •

Youth is also the period of hasty generalization. The man
revises and remodels, in the light of experience, these superficial

* But compare the ninetieth Psalm, "A prayer of Moses the man of God," David'^

Psalms everywhere, and Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the temple! Aui
still further back, Abraham and Jacob!
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theories of his early life. And (we are fairly left to infer) the

time lias come when the doctrinal theories of the early Church

wrv to be remodeled by the "free handling" of a "resolute

criticism." The true use of the Bible is to evoke the conscience,

not to override it, or to suffer it to exercise despotism over the

Pj.irit. Let not the historic statements and doctrinal theories of

the Bible fetter the free motion of the spirit, but read them in

this book precisely as you would in any other; take what will

feed the conscience and quicken the spiritual life, and leave the

rest All men have not advanced, it is true, where they can

<io this safely ; each must judge for himself how far he can go

without harm. If a man finds that bold and independent

thinking imperils his spiritual life, he must turn his thoughts

into a new channel. Conscience will tell us when we get be-

yond our depth ; but we must not forbid bolder and stronger

swimmers from plunging out where the waters are too deep for us.

We must also be tender of the consciences of others in speaking

what we think. If you should shake some men's confidence in

the real presence, or in the immaculate conception, you might

utterly destroy their religious faith. Do not disturb errors

where, by so doing, there is danger of ruining the souls that cher-

ish them. The author finally readies and enforces the conclu-

Bioii that toleration is the great lesson of the age. This is a

pretty fair synopsis of Dr. Temple's essay, though we have

omitted the side thoughts, and often taken the radius-vector of

direct statement, instead of sweeping around the spiral intima-

tion. Of course a skeleton synopsis gives no idea of the round-

ed elegance of the essay, for, artistically speaking, it is a beau-

tiful specimen of workmanship. All history is the quarry, and

the architect comes to it with his ideal temple already com-

plete in his own mind, and selects just the stones which will

realize his ideal. He thus builds a beautiful structure, no

doubt, admirable as a work of art if it claims to be no more.

fcnt if it is displayed before us to teach us the geology of

'he quarry we demur and protest. Yet this is just what the

author does.

In the first place an illustration proves nothing but the illus-

trator's opinion. Before this truism the whole structure melts

[ike frostwork, for this essay, or discourse, is simply an extended

illustration. This mode of writing furnishes astonishing facili-
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ties for suggesting opinions where a categorical statement would

be odious, for leading the reader all along the margin of the

precipice of error, and yet evading the responsibility of leading

him off, and these facilities the author has used to admiration.

But illustrating the antediluvian and patriarchal eras by baby-

hood, and proving Enoch, and ISToah, and Abraham to be babies,

are two very different things. Figuring the nineteenth century

as the age of the world's manhood may give our vanity a

delightful titillation ; but it is much easier, very much, than

proving Comtc to be a riper intellect than Plato and Parker;

and Xewman to be more spiritually minded than John and

Paul. Fancy-work must be kept out. of the sun and rain of

the actual world. The facts of history brush away this fabric

like gossamer.

The author scatters through his parable various undoubted

facts from history, sacred and profane
; but he leaves behind, on

the same pages, numberless other facts that ruin his hypothesis.

He makes the primitive man a naked savage, and dwells on the

brutish violence and sensuality of the first generations. Yet the

very record to which he appeals declares that this savage culti-

vated the ground, had the gift of language, and extensive knowl-

edge of the works of God—for this the giving of names fairly

implies—that he prayed, and acknowledged God as creator

and preserver ; that his son kept domesticated animals ; that he

himself saw his descendants separate iron and copper from their

ores, build cities, invent useful arts, and even instruments of

music. Instead of the besotted spiritual ignorance that the

author imagines, with its gross sensualism and fetish worship,

we read of men calling on the name of Jehovah, the self ex-

istent, and read the luminous line, "Enoch walked with God

and teas not, for God took. him ;" prayer, holiness, immortality.

Moses commanded unquestioning, unreasoning obedience, as

men do to their children, says Dr. Temple ; but we, who deal

with the adult race, must appeal to principles. How does any-

body know what Moses taught except from the Pentateuch (

And what do we read there * Why, that Moses always appealed

to the deepest and mightiest motives of human nature. " Be

ye holy for I am holy," sums up all the precepts and all the

motives
; and can the Head-master of Rugby go deeper into

principles than this ? Can he find, in all the literature that he
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inherits, principles of moral action more nourishing than these

with which Moses fed the infantile Israelites? When giving

hi* highest lessons to his most advanced pupils, can he do better

than to pick up sentences dropped by this old " Head-master "

in the world's infant school, such as, "God shall circumcise

thv heart," " Love the Lord thy God with all thy heart," " Love

thy neighbor as thyself?" When his classes get out of this

primer, will he be so kind as to let the world know ?

But the illustration breaks down from end to end when we
attempt to string on it the facts of history. For example, where

ie the propriety of assuming that our race was in the period of

youth eighteen or nineteen hundred years ago? Were the

vices of Caligula and Heliogabalus of the youthful or the senile

type? And the thinkers of that epoch, the writers and speak-

ers, do they betray this loose-jointed adolescence? Is Sallust so

florid and flighty ? Do our Grotcs and our Hallams smile at

the hasty generalizations and youthful exuberance of Tacitus,

find pat him on the head as a promising boy? Pliny and

Seneca, were they raw and sophomoric ? And our old friend

Uoratius Flaccus, is he then so very verdant ?

" Imbertis juvenis, tandem, custode remoto ?" We seem to

ecc the bard look up with a droll leer at the question, between

the sips of the old Falernian—and then Cicero—do these Tus-

culan disputations seem specially romantic and sentimental ?

lh'd Paul preach to gaping wonderers ready to gulp down
every new marvel ? Were not Epicureans and Stoics as keen

f»nd relentless thinkers as French materialists and German
transcendentalists ? Was not the Jewish Pharisee as astute

is the English Newmanite? Was the epistle to the Romans
written for boys ? Then why do these broad-shouldered men
H' reel and stagger under a single line or phrase ? Never was

there a finer specimen of Procrustean criticism, (to use the

nmeh hackneyed figure once more,) chopping ofi", and stretching

°«t facts to fit a theory, than this attempt to make out the

apostolic age an age of blind, heedless belief; for that is just

*hat all this rhetoric about youthful Hush and enthusiasm sig-

nifies. But why is the author so anxious to paint that age

thus? Simply to damage the authenticity of the New Testa-

ment history, to evaporate the facts of the Gospel narratives

into myth and legend. This he does not avow, but we legiti-
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rnately infer it, as he intimates that though all the alleged his-
toric facts of the I\

Tew Testament shouldVanish in the crucible
of criticism, yet all that is of real and permanent value for
man's spiritual culture will remain.
By a similar "free handling" of historic facts, the author

might prove the race to-day in its infancy or its dotage, just as
he should please. We have, doubtless, made great progress in
a thousand things; but does the mammoth press throw off
greater books than those which slowly trickled from the ancient
calamus? Does not the whole world to-day go to school to
Aristotle and Quintilian ? Who to-day could repair a broken
frieze from PJiidias's hand? or mend a broken string of Pin-
dar's lyre? What Bridgewater treatise has added one new
argument to Soerates's proof of the existence of God ? How
much farther can Reason, with all the telescopes that man ha<
invented, penetrate the great Unseen to-day, than when she
gazed from the Porch and theAcademy ? Which ofthese essayists
can foil the blows with which the ancient doubter of the Phiedo
stunned Socrates himself? Who of them could teach Paul to
wave aloft his chain like a scepter, or time again the harp which
a royal minstrel once swept on Mount Zion? And if there
be no loftier faith, no purer holiness to-day than in the days of
apostles and patriarchs, let those who would be teachers of faith
and holiness go back a little longer to the old school, and have
done with this babbling about the ripe maturity of this material-
istic age.

The third essay is mainly an attempt to show, that what is

called the argument from the external evidences is worthless.
All evidential reasoning in behalf of Christianity, says the
author, must be adapted to the age that 'is to be convinced

;

and he shows how often the argument has shifted from time to

time to meet the exigencies of different ages. This obvious
principle he applies by stating, that in view of the wide-spread
scepticism of our age on the subject of miracles, arguments thai

once might have been convincing are comparatively worthless
now. He tells us that the vast generalizations of modern
science, and, in fact, the whole spirit of the Baconian philosophy,
have educated the modern mind into such a conception of the
omnipresence of law that it recoils from all suspension of the
established order of the universe, such as miracles or prophecy
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wppose. But further, lie argues that the Paleyan argument,

from the external evidences, is not only unadapted to this age,

but intrinsically irrelevant. He tells us that " universal order

:uk1 constancy of causes is one of the primary laws of belief,"

the " very basis of the inductive philosophy," by which he

means that the very axioms of modern science assert the

impossibility of miracles. Yet the author thinks that it was

well enough for Christ and his apostles to appeal to miracles

and prophecy, for the arguments were adapted to that age

!

His objection to the external evidences arises from the general

principle, which he assumes as an axiom, that external facts,

which can appeal only to the reason, never can prove internal

truths, which appeal to the moral sense, such as are all the

essential truths of Christianity. He stringently separates the

province of reason from that of faith. All alleged facts of his-

tory, in tine, all physical facts, are to be judged of by the reason

alone, and Faith is not to intrude upon Reason in making up her

decision ; all spiritual and religious truths are to be examined

and judged by faith alone, unmolested by reason. It is, there-

fore, he goes on to argue, foolish and absurd to Uame men for

declining to believe any of the historical incidents, or alleged

physical facts of the Scripture, such as the accounts of the birth

of Christ, the incidents of his life, death, and resurrection ;
and,

of course, the Scripture accounts of the creation, deluge, etc.,

would come under the same head. These are physical facts, with

which the reason alone has to do ; and man is no more to be

commended for his belief, or condemned for his disbelief in

them, than (to quote his illustration) he is to be commended or

condemned for his belief in regard to Cesar's invasion of

Britain. "Christianity, as a religion, must be viewed apart

from its connection with physical things." In the same strain

the second essayist tells us, that the great service which Bunsen
has done for biblical truth is to have cut it loose from the

external evidences, though now that this is done, he significantly

admits, " a discrepance is likely to remain between our feelings

u: "l logical necessities." "We fully agree with him, that there

will long be a " discrepance " of this kind in the mind that

dmite this theory, and we add, a sadder "discrepance" between
the logical and spiritual necessities also. This is also the fun-

^l»'ental thought of the essayist who discusses the "Mosaic
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of Moses be true or false ; all we want of the Bible is its religion.

" Xo chronological element in revelation," is an aphorisoi

which the second essayist quotes as an utterance of eminent

wisdom. In other words, all the alleged physical facts of Scrip-

ture may be proved to be no facts ; all its astronomy, geography,

chronology, ethnology, history, and biography may be swept

away, yet the Bible will even then be as true and as valuable

to us as ever ! In fact, after this process of purification it will

be more valuable, because reason will then be delivered from

the bondage in which it groans to-day, and faith be directed to

legitimate objects ; for then religion will not be hampered by

scientific theories and genealogical tables. Man's moral

faculty will lay hold of what spiritual aliment there is in the

Bible, and receive the strength and quickening that Providence

designed. Let the moral sense, unfettered by the reason, ex-

amine the spiritual truths of the Bible, and leave the reason

unhampered to accept or reject all its statements concerning

physical things.

As this is a favorite position of these progressive religionists

let us examine it a little. But before doing so, we notice that

this anxious separation between truths discernible by the

reason, and those discernible by the moral sense, is also the

fundamental thought of the closing essayist, Professor Jowett,

who discusses the " Interpretation of Scripture." He tells us

that no facts of science or of history can confirm Scripture, or

conflict with it, when rightly interpreted. He laments that

for so long a time the Scripture has been interpreted on a

wrong theory, and so has been shorn of so much of its Divine-

power. In fact, he goes so far as to reckon among non-essen-

tials the mode of its origin. ~No matter how two interpreters

may differ as to the real author of Scripture, or the mode of it-

composition
; if they understand their business they will both

get the same meaning from the same page, for interpretation

is a matter of grammar and lexicon, and both use the same.

Now, to put the thought in another shape, to interpret

Scripture so as to get from it real religious benefit, we should

have such a theory of interpretation as will take in any

imaginable facts of science and history. AVhether earth

should prove to have been created six or sixty thousand years
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,--.., or never created; whether man is to have a resurrection

or not; whether he be immortal or not, (for these are certainly

incidents of human history,) would, on this theory, make no

difference whatever with the essential value and verity of the

Scripture when properly understood and interpreted. The

Scripture does not come to tell us '''physical facts" like these,

but to ''quicken the moral sense."

Kow, how much "moral quickening" would a plain man

receive from a teacher who came to him with a lie in his

right hand ? And would it make any difference whether his

reason or his moral sense detected the falsehood? or whether

!>->ih jointly did the work? No clear-headed man can believe

the wliole Scripture history to be fiction without also believing

that the Bible is full of lies. The Scripture authors perpet-

ually and solemnly assert external facts ; shake these facts and

you shake their moral character ; destroy the one and you

destroy the other. Prove that Christ never rose, and you

i learly prove John a liar, who declares that he saw him with

his eyes, handled him with his hands, ate with him on the

On.re of Tiberias; for as to the hypothesis that John imagined

nil this, it is simply idiotic. Prove that Moses originated the

laws of the Pentateuch, and you make him a liar when he said

to Israel, "Thus saith the Lord." With how much earnest-

Dess and fervor will a man go to the New Testament to have

bis moral nature quickened and invigorated who- has been

taught, and believes, that it is crowded with deliberate false-

hoods? Yet this is just the book to which these progressive

theologians send him* to get the grandest religious conceptions

vithin his reach ! They all glorify the Bible as the very fount-

ain-head of religious life

!

These writers admit that Christ and his apostles appealed to

miracles and prophecy as evidences of the truths that they pro--

claimed. Good arguments for that age, they tell us ;
but they

*2l not answer for ours. The people of that age expected

"signs and Wonders" from eminent religious teachers; but

tie "inductive philosophy" and the " vast generalizations of

modern science " have so enlightened our ago that we cannot

Dow u?e these arguments successfully. Now to say that the

first preachers of Christianity used illogical arguments is one

thing—this they might do ignorantly and innocently; but to
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say that they made false statements concerning matters of fact,

is another and totally different thing; for this they never could

have done innocently. For example, as they proclaimed even -

where, in almost every discourse and conversation, the resur-

rection of Christ, they knew by the evidence of the senses

whether it was fact or fiction ; and if fiction, then these men
used, not an illogical argument, but a falsehood, as their grand

lever for lifting men from the depths of sin to the heights ot

holiness. Did a sane man ever invent a more absurd hypotli

esis? Men loving truth enough to die for it, yet pouring forth

falsehoods at every breath. The purest morality, the holii -t

religion that the world has yet seen, our enemies being judge-,

disseminated and established by systematic falsification !

But, to go a little deeper, this attempt to rigidly separate the

decisions of the intellect from those of the moral sense i-

unphilosophical, untrue to human nature. It would seem

unnecessary to say, that this dividing up the mind into various

faculties and groups of faculties is in reality but a theoretical

fiction for the convenience of philosophers, just as imaginary

parallels and meridians are drawn for the convenience ot'

geographers. Man is a unit, not a loose bundle of independ-

ent faculties. One man arrives at a truth by a tedious pro-

cess of reasoning, another sees it in a flash of intuition, another

feels it in a throb of sensibility. Reason, conscience, and

desire interact upon each other, so that reason affects a man's

decision as to what is right, conscience affects his decision as

to what is true, and desire affects both. To say that this

ought not so to be is simply to say that man ought to be dif-

ferently constituted ; and if these essays are written for man

as he ought to be, and not as he is, we suggest that their con-

clusions are wholly illogical for the present human nature an 1

the present world. In mathematical reasonings no man can

doubt the conclusion reached, though desire plead against it

ever so strongly. jSTo man who can go through the demon-

stration can doubt the Pythagorean proposition, however

much he may wish to ; but it is not so with conclusions readied

by moral reasoning. One man's reason decides human slavery

to be* financially profitable ; another, from the same data, decide*

it to be ruinous ; one a national blessing, the other a national

curse; so one man's conscience decides that it is a tissue ol
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. V>minable crimes, and another a means of grace and channel

of salvation. Need such a truism be repeated, as that passion,

apatite, desire, becloud the sense of the true and right ?

M an's decision as to what is true affects his decision as to

what is right, and vice versa. Therefore it is that both Scrip-

ture and sound philosophy declare man to be responsible, to a

prcat extent, for his belief in spiritual things ; and Christ bid

his disciples declare "he that believeth shall be saved; he that

believeth not shall be damned."

Hence, then, for Professor Powell to demand, as lie does

here, that the decisions of the reason shall not affect the

decisions of the conscience, is to demand that man should be
differently constituted. To expect man's reason to reject the

i'liysical statements of Scripture, and yet his moral sense accept

the spiritual statements, is to expect what will never be seen

!i!l human nature is remodeled. And as to Professor Jowett's

use of this theory in his essay on " Interpretation," these writers

themselves furnish a ready-made illustration of its absurdity as

apt as we could desire. Professor Jowett tells us that inter-

pretation of Scripture is a matter of dry reason; the intellect

ulone has to do with it. Why, he asks, should not men agree

about the meaning of a i>age of John as of a page of Sophocles.?

Men can agree upon Sophocles; but Athanasian, Arian, and
•Socinian, each gets a different meaning from the same words
in John. Let, now, John be interpreted by the dry reason and
all will agree. Why, we ask in turn, do heirs at law ever

differ and litigate about the interpretation of a will? Is it

not a mere matter of grammar and dictionary? Why do

lawyers, statesmen, and nations differ about the interpretation

*-'! the text of a statute or treaty? Can their fierce controver-

sies be calmed by assuring them that all their strife is utter

folly and absurdity, since it is all a question of dry reason, with

which conscience and desire have nothing to do? Would it

n °t be well to recommend this grand panacea to Mr. Elihu

-'"rritt and the peace societies? But see these, writers refute

their own theory. Here are seven Churchmen who have

Ngned the Thirty-nine Articles—articles formed expressly to

exclude the identical opinions with which this book is full.

«ow docs it happen that, in the interpretation of the real

Weaning of these article.-, they differ so widely among them-
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solves, and differ toto calo from the men who framed themjThe author of the essay on the "National Church" fun, !

the most ludicrous illustration of this absurditv, for Z noonly « contmnally wondering what certain phases ofartices
;

mean, that are expressed in as lucid InghS a, ecould be written but gravely raises a doubt as to wl t ,preserved act of s ;,,n;ng the articles really signifies - Canthese gentlemen take some of their own medicine, or domsclvcs demonstrate what utter nonsense it is 'to prescsuch a medicine to anybody J
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i-..] lionce, when he does not acknowledge it, moral obliquity i3

.-. once assigned as the cause. The author proceeds to show

-.-. some have thus rested belief on Church authority, some on

;.:v^.<n ;
others again on the inward witness of the Spirit, and

till others declare truth to be its own witness; and, finally, he

l inks that whoever should attempt to show on what the Church

. jeneral now grounds its faith, would find that he had under-

• ,L<n a difficult task.

We fully admit the author's statement that the eighteenth

ritury did this good work ; it demonstrated the impossibility

f proving the supernatural by an appeal to the naked reason.
'.' was a great mistake to attempt to make Christian theology

i sact science, and the apologetic literature of that epoch is

ply tainted with this mistake. The cold blasts of the deism

f that period so refrigerated the Church that it shrunk behind

.

;

• wall of the external evidences for shelter. The divines of

-• period seem like distressed and bewildered mariners, who
- I their cargo into the sea, and strip off the very rigging to

«ave the ship
; with this difference, however, that the ship, thus

i'tied and dismantled, seems hardly worth saving. It was

"•nned by them that men can be brought to believe in Christ

in Cesar or Socrates; in the miracles of the Kew Testament

in any other historic facts ; and, finally, to assent to the truths

I Christianity as they assent to the theorems of geometry. Un-
• lief would thus be not wrong, but absurd. If our veterans of

it warfare had succeeded they wrould .have demonstrated

•- there is no virtue in Christian faith, and that the last words
( iirist on earth were most unjust words: "He that believeth

U he saved, he that believeth not shall be_ damned."

is one among the many instances where Christianity, had

«en but human, would have been smothered in the embraces
: its wannest friends. We experience the natural reaction

tn the Paleyan syllogism, in the ultra spiritualism of the
r'°"i Newmanite, and in these " Essays and Reviews." The
xiulum has swung from Huet of the seventeenth century,

bo offered the world a geometric demonstration of Ohristian-

• to Newman of the nineteenth, who asserts that reason has
'•in;.: whatever to do in proving the Gospel's claims upon

j

:i
- Both extremities of the arc are equally distant from the

unb-line of truth. But these essayists assume that there is
J "iimi Semes, Vol. XIV.—24
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no path between the exclusive use and the utter abnegation of

reason. They are very severe upon what they call the rational-

istic extreme, the resting Christianity too much on the external

evidences, and in this respect, amid all the mischief, tin y

may perhaps do some little good ; but they will unwittingly

do more good by demonstrating in themselves the folly and

absurdity of the spiritualistic extreme, the attempt to do with-

out reason altogether. And between these centrifugal and

centripetal ultraisms, theological opinion will at last find ir-

regular and orderly orbit-curve.

A word or two now in regard to the presupposition from

which this book and all its kindred set out. That presupposi-

tion may be concisely stated thus: "There is no supernatural

influence in human affairs." Prof. Powell's essay even strongly

intimates that there is no supernatural influence in the universe.

The whole drift of this literature assumes that there is no spir-

itual power behind and above nature that uses nature for wise

and holy ends. It does not deny God's existence, but denies

his direct influence in nature and the affairs of men. " Mirach •

are impossible,"' is its axiom. Let a man. open the Bible anil

undertake to interpret it whose mind is thoroughly impreg-

nated with this axiom, and it is easy to see that he will make

fearful havoc of its contents. He denies at the outset what the

Bible assumes on every page. We are to bear in mind that we

are treating now of a man who calls himself a Christian, who

believes the Bible to be the world's great spiritual light, and in

some sense a revelation from God. Now, to such a man, opening

on these records of miracles that are scattered from the Penta-

teuch to the Apocalypse, there are just two alternatives: tin

writers were grossly deceived, or were gross deceivers; and in

either case, how totally disqualified were they for the work to

which he believes they were called by an all-wise Providence .

Some choose one of these alternatives, some the other ; and some

vibrate between the two, according to the exigencies of the text

in hand. Think of a man sitting down to write annotations on

Cesar's Commentaries who had already fully made up his mil Kl

that Cesar never set foot in Gaul or Britain. Yet this is just the

procedure that these essayists recommend as eminently rational

and "progressive" in writing annotations on the New Testa-

ment history. Think of a man's picking up minute historic ••
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md critical objections to the alleged authorship of a book when

bu theory of interpretation assumes that the professed author

never could have written it, whether these objections existed or

pot! Yet it is thus, for example, that Gesenius comments on

Deuteronomy and Isaiah. The fact that the book of Deuteron-

omy predicts kings in Israel, is to him proof positive that its

mthor lived as late at least as the time of Saul; the fact that

Uaiah mentions Gyrus, perfectly satisfies him that at least a por-

tion of the book called Isaiah was written during or after the

reign of Cyrus ; the fact that the last twenty-five chapters pre-

dict or assume a deliverance from the Babylonish captivity,

makes it, with him, a critical axiom that they were written after

the return from Babylon, and so he labels them as the work of

the "Pseudo-Isaiah." And all this because to admit a real

prophecy would be to admit a miracle. And this binding crit-

icism hand and foot with such dogmatic presuppositions as these,

this taking a book which has been received for ages as the work
of one author, chopping it into fragments and scattering

'he mangled, disjointed limbs through half a dozen centuries at

the whim and caprice of a theory, is what Dr. Hedge here com-

tnends as "resolute criticism !"

Uut Dr. Pledge tells us, in his introduction, that " criticism,

glided by a true philosophy, is the key to revelation ;" and we
oow see clearly enough what this " true philosophy " is. It is

ihc philosophy that wholly denies the supernatural in human
"ffairs. And if this be so, what do we want of any key ? what

revelation is there to unlock? what intelligible meaning can

eattached to the word "revelation" in the light of this "true

philosophy?"

Both the moraland the intellectual faculties, in full health and
v^or, must be used in the discovery of religious truth. Reason
• s w necessary as faith, faith is as indispensable as reason.

Take, for instance, Luke's two narratives in the New Testa-

ru*nt Let reason read alone, and there are paradoxes or

ardities in .almost every paragraph ;
there are motives and

Purposes that it cannot penetrate ; there is a glow, a life that it

f
-*miot understand; above all, there is behind the whole a

power which it never discovers, and it is not wonderful if rea-

K"i, when spurning the aid of faith, pronounces the whole to

c B fable, a myth, or an imposition.
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But, on the other hand, let the aid of reason be spurned, and

all the truthfulness of the narratives to human history and to

human nature is lost to the reader. He reads of spiritual

truth, hut it is in the abstract ; it is cold, it does not quicken

and inspire. He sees truth bald and isolated, instead of being

blended into the history, habits, manners, and language of liv-

ing men, yea, into the very processes of nature. But let him

come to the page with intellectual and moral faculties both

alive, and he sees this same truth woven into the tissues of

human life, intertwined among the very laws of nature, by myr-

iads of subtle threads, that the toil of the critic, the historian, the

antiquary, and the naturalist is ever freshly unraveling to our

view. Who will rend out a fragment from a beautiful robe,

and offer it to us as more beautiful than the robe itself? But

let reason go forth with faith, and spiritual truth is no more

seen alone, but surrounded by a crowd of witnesses. The cruel

Herod, the dancing Herodias, the scornful Pilate, the bearded

Stoic, the sleek Epicurean, the shouting Ephesians, the savage

Lycaonians all stand forth as witnesses; yes, the very lilies of the

field, the birds of the air, the stones of the temple, the beasts

of the desert are witnesses. The earnest seeker spells out the

truth he seeks from straggling inscriptions on broken arches

and columns; he washes it from time-worn coins and medals; ifc

is reflected on him from the pages of heathen historians, and

from the edicts of heathen kings; it glances from the ruins of

the Acropolis; it flashes in the spray that flies from the prow of

the Alexandrian corn-ship, gliding "close by Crete;" it tinge3

every headland, gilds every isle of the glorious JEgean.

Faith is the right and reason the left wing of the soul, as

she goes flying through the universe to find her Father. Let

the right wing be crippled, and she veers around and falls upon

the frozen waste of rationalism ; let the left be broken, and she

plunges into the fiery floods of superstition ; but let each pinion

be strong and fleet, and she lifts herself sublimely from earth,

shuns the realms of ice and of fire on either hand, and soars

home to her Father's bosom.

In another article we propose to examine the literature that

has gathered around this volume, and glance again at the athe-

istic axiom which is simply expanded and illustrated in the

"Essays and Reviews."
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Anr. IL—THE UNIVERSITY OF OTHO AND EDUCA-
TION IN GREECE.

More than thirty years have elapsed since the independence

of Greece was secured by the combined arms of her patriotic

••oldiers arid of foreign sympathizers ; about forty years since

the struggle which led to this auspicious result was initiated.

This period, short as it is compared with the whole lifetime of

the nation, has witnessed an extraordinary change in the intel-

lectual culture of the portion of the Hellenic race that has been

subjected to the influence of the new economy. At the com-

mencement of the present century, and for the two decades suc-

ceeding, a state of deplorable ignorance prevailed not in Greece

:i!one, but on the islands, and wherever representatives of the

Greek race were established. "We need not for proofs of this

peruse the pages of Leake and other observing travelers, who
isited those regions less for the purpose of studying the char-

acter and manners of a degraded people than for that of mak-
ing themselves familiar with the works of art of which they

were the unappreciative possessors, and the sites of cities now
•'alien into ruin. Native writers, distinguished above their coun-

trymen by superior talents and thirst for erudition, have left us

the same testimony, with this difference, that their picture of

the mental and moral depression of the masses is more minutely
studied and darker in its leading traits. The clergy, the tradi-

tional conservators oflearning during the Middle Ages, had almost
'" a man lost all taste for literature. From the cloisters of the

monks came no report of diligent, though misapplied exertions.

J here were no more such students as those who, in the fifteenth

century, issued from their retreats to spread through western

Europe the knowledge of letters and the fine arts. The dem-
ons of the numerous monasteries perched on the sides of Mount
Athos, or "Hagion Oros," " the holy mountain," as it was more
commonly called, were scarcely less noted for their ignorance
u"d sloth than for the reputation of sanctity in which they were
''eld by the common people. While scientific explorers from
the West were examining and rifling their rich libraries of the
toost valuable of their manuscripts, the fat abbots felt no other
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solicitude than lest they might part with these useless treasures
for a sum too much below that which a little additional hag-
gling might have secured from the avidity of the mad Frank.
The secular clergy were equally ignorant IS

T
o learned com-

mentator comparable to Eustathius could be pointed out as

occupying an archiepiscopal see. The prelates of Constanti-
nople employed the advantages afforded to them by their supe-
rior station and revenues to dabble in politics, and, to do them
justice, no more skillful intriguers could be found in all the
Fanar.

Such being the dimness of the light issuing from the centers

of influence, the darkness enveloping the lower orders of the

population was appalling to the few who had reached such a

point of cultivation as to be able fully to appreciate it. Their
exertions for its removal were, we must admit, deserving of all

commendation. Schools had been established in many places,

although the lack of educated teachers too often compelled
parents to intrust their children to incompetent instructors,

such as Coraes was wont to deride and deplore in his works
addressed to his countrymen. Even with such poor instru-

ments, however, the work of enlightening the Greek mind was
steadily advancing year by year, and the aged were already

fond of contrasting the dawn, which greeted their dying eye.-,

with the thick darkness in which their childhood had been
passed. The amelioration was most apparent in the islands,

and those cities which, situated on the seaboard, were affected

by the liberalizing influences of commerce and an intercourse

with foreign nations. From their less sedentary population,

a larger number of young men had visited the West for pur-

poses of traffic, or had taken up their abode at the German,
French, and Italian universities, to qualify themselves for stations

of respectability and trust. These, on their return, in their per-

sonal intercourse, and even before their return, through their let-

ters, communicated such glowing descriptions of the superior

civilization of the great European nations as caused even those

who remained at home to desire to rival their intelligence and

power. Undoubtedly this had much to do with the cagerne-
with which the masses espoused the cause of Grecian independ-

ence, even when the burden of the Turkish administration was

not felt to be oppressive; for to the loss of freedom they attrib-
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ot( d their present degradation, and felt confidence that its

rveuvery would bring in its train a repetition of their days of

ii id glory. While this desire of intellectual progress was

;;i: kking itself felt among many of the more active and enter-

• rising, others became absorbed in the pursuit of wealth, for

whose acquisition unusual opportunities were afforded to the

unniereial communities of Chios, Hydra, Spetzia, Ipsara, and

.••her conveniently situated ports.

We will not say that all the dreams of the patriots, founded

ujwn the success of their struggle for independence, even those

relating to education and literary distinction, have been real-

ized. But it may be asserted, with strict conformity to truth,

i'i it of all their undertakings the measures of the Greeks to

ire the advantages of free and ample public instruction to

themselves and their children have proved by far the most suc-

sfol. While the brief attempt at self-government under

republican institutions was in no wise satisfactory, on account

of the turbulent spirit of faction manifesting itself in the people,

id the ambitious designs of the executive, and while the pres-

i Qt monarchy has secured respect neither at home or abroad,

those who have traced the development of the educational sys-

m of Greece cannot deny that it justly deserves the admira-

tion <-f the world.

During the first few years that succeeded the conclusion of

peace between Greece and Turkey all the efforts made to

•nstruet the youth were the result of voluntary exertions.

Among the first schools were those established by Eev. Jonas
King and Rev. John II. Hill at Athens, and Rev. Messrs. Leyburn

! Houston among the mountaineers of Maina. The results

•' ilic labors of these devoted missionaries were by no means
•^considerable, notwithstanding the hostility whieh the govern

-

• ut was not slow in evincing to all institutions whose object
'•*

''- even suspected to be the introduction of a purer form of
r,-

,

»!gion. As the means of instruction provided by the govern-
"'' Qt increased, the schools founded by individuals became less

•ndispensable to the literary development of the nation ; but the

unerican schools were not closed until, by the enforcement of a
•'• -illation making it obligatory upon the teachers to allow the
1 •*' chism of the Oriental Church to be made a text-book, the
" ry aim of their establishment was apparently frustrated.
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Not a few of the pupils of the American missionaries are. how-

ever, at this moment occupying stations of influence, while the

girls' school of Dr. Hill has continued to send out yearly a large

number of highly accomplished graduates.

The present educational system of the Hellenic kingdom
comprises a complete series of schools, commencing with those

in which the merest rudiments of knowledge are imparted, and

culminating in the university, which, framed on the model of

the great academies of Western Europe, is designed to furnish

the most thorough acquaintance with the arts and science-.

The superintendence of this extensive department is committed

to the Minister of Public Instruction, who holds a seat in the

king's cabinet, To his functions is very unwisely superadded

the management of the bureau of ecclesiastical relations, and

from this circumstance has arisen much of the bigotry which

has characterized the management of the inferior schools. On
the other hand the connection has not been effectual in giving a

more liberal tone to the clergy.

It may be remembered, that among the questions which

divided the Greek statesmen of the period immediately suc-

ceeding the independence of their country, was the selection

of a site for the future capital. JEgina, Corinth, and Athens

were prominent in the rivalry; and ISTanplia, with its strong

fortress, the Palamcde, put forth no slight claim to this distinc-

tion. Finally, the beautiful position of Athens, "the eye ot"

Greece," supported by the undying glory of its ancient history,

secured the prize, and the commercial advantages of Corinth

and its ports on either sea were disregarded. We must acknowl-

edge that no scholar would have been gratified by any other

decision, although, had the choice been left' to men of practical

views, we fear that the material importance of Corinth would

have outweighed all the • fame of the city of orators and

poets.

The removal of the capital from its temporary to its perma-

nent situation led at once to the concentration of the literary

men and of educational establishments at the same point. Until

this time the greatest facilities for the prosecution of study had

been found on the island of -Egina, where a gymnasium had

been for some time in existence. That faithful and patriotic

teacher, Neophytns Doukas, was among its most successful, as
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• was certainly among its most self-sacrificing instructors.

fho government determined at once to organize an academic

institute of the highest grade, which, in honor of the present

. ing of Greece, was named " the University of Otho." It was

believed that this establishment, attracting to itself not only the

: iv ttt distinguished of Greek scholars, but also many from

road, would in the course of time obviate the necessity of a

long and expensive sojourn in foreign lands, as well as furnish

% training more in accordance with the requirements of the

present condition of the country. In carrying this plan into

execution the projectors of the university resolved to follow and

tv produce, as far as practicable, the most successful of the sys-

tems prevailing in Europe. The German origin of the mon-
arch, as also of most of his constitutional advisers, induced them
w discard the "collegiate" system which has absorbed the
- university" proper at Oxford and Cambridge, and the detached

}<rufessional schools, which, scattered over France, constitute

but one university for the entire kingdom, and to adopt the

German plan, in which, while the various departments are dis-

i I from each other, and present a separate curriculum of

rtudy, they are combined in one local institution, governed by
•ingle council and- rector. A healthy situation at the base

f the lofty hill Lycabettus, which commands the Acropolis

from the north-east, was chosen for the purpose of erecting an
edifice sufficiently spacious to furnish lecture rooms for a large

' rp s °f professors, and halls for an extensive library, and the
' -"ions museums necessary for instruction and research.. The
umited resources at the command of the government long

delayed the completion of the building, of which for many
Hars but one wing was ready for occupation. This contained
BOt more than four or five lecture-rooms, in which over two
• mdred hours of instruction were weekly given by forty pro-

fessors, on the various subjects allotted to their chairs. One
rjngle hall, in which the numerous lectures of the school of

• •ii!o?ophy were chiefly delivered, was occupied uninterruptedly
luring the winter session from seven o'clock in the morning

: ''il eight in the evening. When the more distinguished and
Popular professors occupied the platform, it was an ordinary

Incurrence that three or four hundred persons were crowded in
lom ill-ventilated chamber. But since the whole building has
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been thrown open this serious inconvenience, so detrimental to

health, lias been obviated. In shape the university may }<

described as consisting of two parallel structures, united by :t

third, stretching from the middle of the first to the middle of

the second. That which faces the city is decorated with a wide

portico, built in imitation of the Erechtheum on the Athenian

Acropolis, and provided with short pillars resting on a wall,

which half incloses it. The two elegant Ionic columns that

grace the portal are monoliths of the resplendent white mar-

ble of Pentelicus, the rest of the walls being coated with

stucco, according to the fashion of the better class of houses at

Athens, where this mode of construction is admired and proves

durable.

The professors and students are classified according to the

subjects which they teach or study, and are embraced in the

four schools of Theology, Law, Medicine, and Philosophy ; but

the numbers of instructors and pupils in these different depart-

ments are very unequal. Philosophy, both from the multitude

of subjects it comprehends, as well as the great taste developed

for some of its divisions, for instance, philology, antiquities, the

art of inscriptions, history, chemistry, is by far the most fre-

quented, and the body of professors nearly equals the number

of those who oilieiate in the other three schools combined. The

greatest number of matriculated students is, however, to be

found in the departments of medicine and law, and theology

stands quite in the background. Of forty-six professors, there

were a year or two since twenty giving instruction in philoso-

phy, or, as we should term it, the department of science and let-

ters, twelve in medicine, eleven in law, and only three in the-

ology. It is more difficult to estimate ' with accuracy the

number of regular attendants upon the lectures, since the

records ofthe university take into the account only those students

who, intending to undergo, at the conclusion of a course of four

or five years' study, the rigid examination required of appli-

cants for degrees, have inscribed their names for that purpose

in the office of the secretary. Of these, during the year to

which we have made reference, there were 583, or 192 in med-

icine, 2G3 in law, 71 in philosophy, and only 28 in theology-*

Here it must be noticed that the majority of those inscribed in

* There were twenty-nine additional students in the special school of pharmacy.
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•'
• other departments attend one or more courses in philosophy.

The total number of matriculated students must be understood to

U' at present far in advance of this recapitulation. It is proba-

bly not below seven hundred. But besides these fyownrai, as

they are termed, there is a class of several hundred students

who, although in constant attendance, have no intention to pro-

tract their term of study beyond one or two years, and make a

selection of the branches which they prefer to pursue. "We

most still further notice a large and fluctuating class of persons,

laying no claim to the title of students—merchants, mechanics,

f >Uliers, and even day-laborers—who, in the vacant hours which
they can find in the midst or at the conclusion of their daily

toils, are wont to attend some course of more than ordinary

interest to them. It was thus that at five or six o'clock every

afternoon a crowded audience, partially composed of Athenians,

engaged in other avocations than those of the closet, coidd be

seen in the lecture-room of the late distinguished Professor

Manouses, listening to his eloquent and stirring portraiture of

the grand events of modern history. No stronger proof could
' e given of the thirst of the people for knowledge; none more
'juvincing of the great utility of a national institution so

entirely public in its character as to exclude none from its

benefits,

The body of professors, numbering at present over fifty in

fell the four faculties, consists of four grades of instructors.

About one half are of the highest grade, or ordinary professors;

the remainder belong to the classes of extraordinary, honorary,
&nd adjunct professors, differing from each other in rank and
emolument. Any graduate who has attained the degree of

"WoKrup, or doctor, can, by applying for permission, be admitted
to teach at such time and place as may be determined under
'

'" sanction of the university. His services are not remuner-
•'•

I unless, in consequence of his success in teaching, and his

•"' ptable deportment, he attracts the special notice of the

nuni&try of public instruction and religion, and is promoted to
"' tV of the lower grades in the professorial career. The ascent

to the more conspicuous and better paid professorships is slow,
:

'

:

'

1 tej or ought to be, the reward of distinguished scholarship

J*«
skill in communicating knowledge. Let it not, however,

* supposed that the Athenian professor has reached a position
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of great pecuniary worth. The government pays hirn only six

hundred dollars a year as salary, and there are no perquisites.

Yet it must be borne in mind that the expenses of living at

Athens, or in any part of Greece, are exceedingly small. Many

of the professors live with great simplicity, and occupy only it

room a two, in which they manage to surround themselves

with a host of books which the visitor finds much in his way

when he penetrates into their literary sanctum. Books of ref-

erence are rarely to be met with outside of the valuable library

of the university. Of the entire number of professors, there is

but one who is not a native born Greek, the distinguished

teacher of chemistry, Mr. Landerer, whose lectures, both from

the entertaining and practically important nature of their sub-

jects, and from the grace of their delivery, are among the most

frequented of all the courses. A foreigner by birth, Professor

Landerer is an adopted citizen of Greece; and, although his

pronunciation betrays his German origin, his command of the

language is so complete as to satisfy even the fastidious ears of

the Athenians. Formerly there was no small representation of

foreigners, and of Bavarians in particular, in the several facul-

ties. But the odium attaching to the retention of so many

aliens in the civil and military service of the state extended

also to the precincts of the university, and the revolution of lS4o

(or of the third of September, as it is commonly called) com-

pelled the king to dismiss his countrymen from the chairs oi

instruction, as well as from his cabinet and body-guard. The

education of the people, as well as their legislation and defense,

must henceforth be intrusted to those of the same race. Yet

no discrimination has, we believe, hitherto been made between

" free " and "enslaved " Greece. At least several of the present

professors arenatives of Turkey and the Ionian Islands. This is in

conformity with the intention of the government in founding the

institution, which was to be a means for the elevation of the

entire Greek nation, irrespective of geographical lines or local

prejudices. It has therefore happened on more than one occa-

sion that the number of matriculated students coming from

without the kingdom has exceeded that of those from within

its boundaries.

Of the professors as a body, it may be safely asserted that

they are not only learned and thorough in their departments oi
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.• -t ruction, but of liberal and enlightened sentiments, such as

..-. the natural and legitimate fruit of familiar acquaintance

.;i!i the religion, modes of thinking, and scientific advance-

ment of other lands. Not a few have added to the acquirement

. f a complete system of education at home the advantage of

i A\ in the more celebrated universities of Germany or the pro-

' »ional schools of France. All, we believe, without exception,

i masters of at least one or two of the languages of "Western

Europe. French, the universal language of polite society, is

understood and spoken by all who lay a claim to enter the

most intellectual circles of Athens, and German is found indis-

nsable for the satisfactory prosecution of the studies of accu-

,.;te scholarship. The importance of English is not sufficiently

•Yprcciated, and a smaller proportion of the professors are able

!u u
rain access to its rich literature. Upon the majority this

tercourse with foreign nations, and familiarity with their phi-

phy, while it has freed them of bigotry and superstition, has,

v.c fear, weakened the foundation of their religious convictions.

K-'ligion has ceased for them to be a motive power and a means
'!" individual moral improvement; if not secretly rejected, it

has degenerated into the mere bond of union, by whose means
'''

ir national existence has been conserved through the long

- of barbarism, and is still to be protected in the minds of

the ignorant. No open attacks, however, upon the truth of

Christianity, or upon the dogmas of the Oriental Church, are

i
ossible where the care of religion and education is intrusted to

• single ministry of government, and there are few avowed infi-

dels. Some of the professors even lean to views which we
id as evangelical, and stand up nobly, when occasion offers,

' •" the rights of private judgment, and of the profession of

religious tenets within the limits of mutual respect and

toleration.

Instruction is imparted in the University of Otho by lectures

'
T-"hisively, if we leave out of consideration a single exercise

'tended for the training of students who arc preparing to

"me teachers themselves. The mode of delivery varies,

' '"Ming to the character of the professor's elocution, from the
'•'•' and deliberate enunciation of Faparcgopoulos to the rapid

"-1 indistinct discourse of Asopios. Some of the lectures are

'- a highly finished composition, prepared with scrupulous care
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as to their diction as well as their arrangement; while others,

especially those which consist of comments npon classical

authors, are from their very subjects more colloquial in their

tone, and of less formal structure.

Notwithstanding this necessary diversity, these courses of lec-

tures, influencing so large a number of cultivated auditor-.

become an important clement in the gradual modification and

improvement which is taking place in the spoken language.

Through their means the ear of the Athenian student becomes

accustomed to words and to forms of speech which, from their

novelty, are unintelligible to the inhabitants of the province-.

But. these same innovations, or returns to ancient usage, are

carried by the graduates of the university, in the course of time,

to the most distant parts of the country, and the very currency

which they thus obtain opens the way for fresh alterations and

still greater improvement. In this manner the professors are

partly enabled, and partly compelled, to introduce very import-

ant modifications into the diction of their public discourse-

from year to year. There has been some danger, we must con-

fess, that the language would be unduly influenced by the nat-

uralization of idioms peculiar to the foreign tongues most famil-

iar to the modern Greeks, and thus depart from its natural

spirit. Yet the greater part of the changes have been the judi-

cious revival of obsolete phraseology, or the invention of orig-

inal expressions rendered necessary by the advance of the age.

The pedantry of attempting, as it were, to galvanize the dead

language of the men of twenty centuries ago, and give it a fac-

titious existence, is rarely witnessed. The best modern Greek

writers and scholars aim only at enriching their mother tongue.

and rendering it, if possible, worthy of the illustrious language

of which it is the offspring. Now and then, it is true, they

make the ancient Greek the vehicle of their thoughts; but it is

rather as a medium of communication with the learned of other

lands, or to practice their powers by a species of intellectual

feats of strength. As such we must view an ode presented by

the Senate of the University to the king and queen of Greece a

few months since on the occasion of the twenty-fifth annivers-

ary of their marriage, a copy of which, forwarded by the pry-

tanis, or president of the institution, lies before us. It was

composed by Professor Philippos Ioannou, a senator, and the
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President of the Athenian Archaeological Society. It is writ-

Urn in the meters of the eighth of Pindar's Olympic Odes, whose

.Eolo-Doric dialect is closely imitated throughout five strophes,

i u<] as many antistrophes and epodes. To gratify the curi-

i Ity of any who may be desirous of comparing this modem
imitation with the original of the Theban bard, we reprint the

introductory lines

:

'AypoTav klpnaq rrorl vd\iani koc Kddfiov TivXaig

2rv(p?MV opvooovra yfiova ~piv ~ore (pavri

ILykaoiv yog drftdKi icetr&Ofievav <p6plu^yy
, HnraiCTOV dvevpeiv,

Tav tXe)^oph'av avpatq vno,

Xeipc Titp d&tyea

Bporia, $015,1/' evvsTretv,

'Ads' it-a%juv [leXt].

The thoroughness of the instruction imparted in the Univers-

ity of Athens is guaranteed by the fine natural abilities and

•urate scholarship of the principal professors of the four fac-

ulties. Until recently the department of theology boasted of

two eminent scholars widely divergent in their views: Misael

ApostolideSj a vigorous writer, whose devotion to the party

which may be styled the " High Church," or Russian, has been

rewarded by his successive elevation to the bishopric of Patras,

»ad within the present year to the metropolitan throne of

Athens; and Theocletus Pharmakides, a far more exact and

impartial explorer in the wide domain of ecclesiastical history,

"f whose activity in promoting the independence of the Church
I Greece an account was given in a previous volume of this

Review.* Of the professors in the law department Mr. Pellikas

perhaps the most eminent both for extensive acquirements

1 --Kill in the exposition of principles. As a lawyer, he is infe-

;' to none of his many rivals, and he has distinguished him
*«lf more than once by his pleas in behalf of the principle of

^tigious freedom consecrated by the constitution of his country.

•"3 acknowledged pre-eminence has been evinced by his selec-

•H»n as prytani8j or president of the University, an office of
: "f which is filled by members taken from the different fac-

j

lM '

s in turn. His predecessor was Misael Apostolidcs, and
•* : * successor Philippos Ioannou, of the school of philosophy.

*In the number for October, 1857.
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The last named occupies the chair of ethics. One of his most
prominent colleagues is Professor Asopios, whose lectures on
the Greek classics are the most frequented of all those in the
department of philology. He has twice occupied the post of
prytanis, and his discourses pronounced on the occasion of his
assuming the office, as well as his more labored writing 0I1
syntax, and on the history and true character of Alexander the
Great, display an extraordinary familiarity not only with the
languages, but with the literature of other nations. The late
Professor Manouses, the historian, and Professor Papare^o-
poulos, lecturing on the same theme, may be mentioned^
among the more distinguished and popular instructors. Pro-
fessor Kangabes combines the qualities, rarely found associated
necessary for the dramatic poet and the successful archaeologist'
In the medical school Professor Olympics, honored many years
since with a complimentary degree by the university of this
city, has the reputation of remarkable ability in the pursuit of
his favorite branch.

Even a very limited acquaintance with the body of the stu-
dents will convince a stranger that there is to be found in their
midst the ordinary diversity of character and application.
lneir average age is very considerably in advance of that of the
majority of the students in our American colleges, while their
studies correspond very nearly to those which occupy the
attention of our professional students in the schools of theolo-v,
medicine, and law, or in the course of their private reading
liiere is consequently more manliness than is to be expected
Irom a younger age, and there is but little call for. the exercise of
discipline on the part of the government of the institution.
Ihe young men are even permitted to express their approba-
tion by clapping of hands; and not infrequently the utterance
of obnoxious political sentiments is the signal for a slight man-
ifestation of disapproval in the way of stamping or scraping of
the feet. In general, however, the utmost decorum prevails,
and the interest of the pupils is evinced by the full and minute
noteswhich they take. This laborious system, which is prosecuted
by some during as many as six or seven different lectures on the
same day, is unavoidable from the great lack of suitable text-
books m the Greek language. Almost all the important man-
uals in use are the productions of persons connected wirh the
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eaiversity, and it is a pleasing fact that the number is rapidly

rcasing from year to year. The students, finding no apart-

ments in the public edifice of the institution, and being furnish-

,-.i with no colleges where they can live together, are scattered

over the city. Few are possessed of any large pecuniary means,

&:>.d it is only by exercising great frugality that the majority

. accced in defraying their necessary expenses. A small room, ill-

furnished, and by no means orderly in the arrangement of its.

mty contents, is their home during the sessions of study, which

\ uerally extend from the month of October until that of June.-

1 heir meals the students procure in the restaurants and coffee

s, whose appearance is, even at the present time, not unlike

Uiat of similar establishments in Turkey.

The patriotism of private Greeks, at home and abroad, has

iven to connect with the university all those accessories

i

:

<'h are ordinarily combined with similar institutions in

Europe. The library has already attained a size which places

it in the first rank ; the number of volumes, we believe, is at

• •• present time between 100,000 and 125,000. It is ang

eated every year by the addition of several thousand new
The nucleus of a museum of natural history, and a

ill cabinet of antiquities, some of them belonging to the

lifval period, are also to be found in the university edifice.

V mtmismatical collection, now embracing about 8,000 coins,

' U intended to make the basis of a special museum which
•1 illustrate, by well-preserved specimens, the entire history

''recce, as also that of the principal other states of the
--' went world. A circular, requesting contributions of valuable

!:; from all parts of Europe and America, has been recently
'• l( ) a number of literary men in both hemispheres. Another

:

• more important foundation, auxiliary to the university, is

•J

of the astronomical observatory, built and fully equipped
' •'•'» instruments by the liberality of a single wealthy merchant

,'
::i!

P; in Austria. It crowns the summit of the former
""» of the Nymphs," and commands an extensive view of the
"n of Athens.
'» *' have devoted our attention hitherto exclusively to the

"'^'fy, or " jPancjnstemion" as it is termed. Our view of
*t institution will not be complete without a glance at the

.

'

: ">* grades of schools which constitute a preparation for it.
1 OORTH Semes, Vol. XIV.—25
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The gymnasia, corresponding in their character partly to our

high schools and partly to our colleges, stand next in order.

Here instruction is given not hy lectures, but by recitations, and

the attention of some of the most able and thorough teachers in

Greece is devoted to their management. It is the intention of

the government that there shall be at least one gymnasium in

the capital of each of the ten nomes, or provinces, into which the

kingdom is divided
; but as yet it has succeeded in establishing

only seven gymnasia, of which two are in the city of Athens;,

and the remainder at Xauplia, Patrre, and Tripolis, in Pelopon-

nesus, at Lamia, on the. borders of Turkey, and Hermopolis, on

the island of Syra. There were recently 1,124 scholars in the

gymnasia, taught by 50 professors. Their instructions do

not comprehend philosophy and the sciences in general; bill

the study of the ancient classics, and of the Greek language in

particular, is prosecuted as it is in most of our colleges.

Next come the Hellenic schools, 79 in number, with 155

teachers and assistants, and 5,3-12 scholars. And .to those

schools which arc supported by government are to be added

12 private schools of the same rank for boys, with 71S pup;!-.

and 10 girls' schools, with 900 pupils. Below these again an-
1

'•

demotic, or" common schools, in which the rudiments of

science are imparted; of these there should be one in en

deinus, or canton. They number 458, with 533 teachers, an

12,353 scholars of both sexes. The 32 private institution- •

the same grade comprehend 12 teachers and 2,8S0 scholars, h

some places there are primary, or reading schools, distinc!

from the demotic; they amount to 300 for the entire kin:.

dom, and contain about 10,000 children. From the Eep<»r"

of the Minister of Public Instruction and Religion, made in th

year 1S59, from which the foregoing statement is drawn, it

seen that there were at the commencement of that year 6H"->

pupils attending 901 institutions of learning, and taught I

}

over 1,200 teachers. The numbers are creditable and encour-

aging for a kingdom winch boasts little over a million inhal

ants, and which has so recently entered upon a course oi
.

tematic improvement. And it should not be forgotten th

besides the series of educational establishments of which men!

.

lias been made, there are several which, from their peculiar c

acter, cannot be enumerated among them. For instance, > :
:v
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[i provision made for the theological training of candidates for

i rdera, in four schools entirely distinct from the theological

department of the university, and one hundred and four pupils

were in attendance upon these. There are likewise agricultural,

military, and polytechnic colleges, some of which have met
•a ill i signal success.

Additional Note.—Since the foregoing article went* to press the Greek journals

.. brought us the intelligence of recent commotions, both in the university and
• •• gymnasium of Athens, in consequence of which the government has ordered

•', institutions to be temporarily closed. Intelligent Athenians deplore the neces-

• •.;.• of such a step, entailing upon many a student the loss of an entire year. The

c^'.urbonces seem to be connected with the formidable rebellion which has

Icon out in Nauplia among the soldiers quartered in that important town. Un-

ippily, we have little reason to anticipate any advantage either to the cause of

. : nation or religion from the success of a movement headed by ambitious and
• tod demagogues. The Bishop of Mantinea, who stands convicted by common

it of having taken an active part in it, of having sprinkled the conspirators

. consecrated water, and administered the oath to them, is a prelate must

led in his hostility to evangelical religion and its advocates. When, by the exer-

ts of the agent of the British and Foreign Bible Society, the sacred Scriptures

'. been distributed in the cells of the common prison of Tripolis, (Tripolitzn.) in

' Ha, a year since, it was this false pastor who tore from the hands of tho

graded convicts the pages of tho Word of life which solaced their solitude and cotn-

••' \ their troubled hearts. To such impiety he added hypocritical measures, in

r to secure all the copies of the Bible which might have been bought by tho

.• tsantry of his diocese. From such a source can come no remedy for the

• ° of a bad administration of government and a worse system of religious

'--iiiiing.

Art. III.—THE SONG OF SOLOMON.

TRANSLATED, ARRANGED, AND ANNOTATED.

Act (clay) I.

(Part) Scene I. (Chapter i, 2-4.)

• *c. Fifth day before marriage. Morning.
rrt*>xa. Shulammith, ("the bride elect,) her attendants, and charioteer; in the dis-

•' Solomon, attendants, and companion?.
• An eminence on the Way to the Palace, overlooking the company awaiting.

SnULAMMlTH.

* May he kiss mc with the kisses of his mouth. 1

I or better" are thy tokens of endearment than wine.

1
• !: ' t

- is, may our greetings be of the most affectionate and sincere character.

' Q iery. More exhilarating, intoxicating.
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3 For odor thy ointment is excellent.

Ointment poured forth is thy name

;

Therefore do the maidens love thee. 5

(To her charioteer.)

4 Move on,
1

LADIES AND ATTENDANTS, {to the charioteer.)

After thee we will hasten.
5

{Exeunt omnes.)

{Part) Scene II. (Chapter i, 4-8.)

Tjm:b Persons, and Place. A room in Solomon's Palace, (the Harern)-Shul&:u-

mith with tho Ladies of the Ilateui taking a survey of the apartment.

SHULAMMITH {to Ladies of JTarem.)

The king hath caused me to enter his chamber :

LADIES OF HABEM, {apostrophizing Solomon.)

Heartily will we rejoice and be glad in thee.'

We will remember thy tokens of endearment more than wine. 10

SHULAMMITH, (aside.)

Sincerely do they love thee.*
{To the Ladies.)

5 I am dark

—

LADIES, {interrupting.)

Yet beautiful.

SHULAMMITH, (not noticing or regarding the interruption.)

daughters of Jerusalem

!

As are the tents of Kedar,

As are these- curtains5 of Solomon.

G Ye will not look with delight upon me because I am swarthy;

Because the sun hath scorched me.

The eons of my mother were angry with me, they set me te

keeper of the vineyards.
,

My own vineyard, even my own I have not kept.

(Shepawes thoughtfully, and thin proceeds.)

1 Tell me, thou that lovest my soul,

Where thou feedest,

Where thou causest thy flocks to lie down at noon ?

1
Q. d. Draw mo onward, let me advance, drive on.

• Q.d Yes, proceed ; we will follow after the chariot.

• Sc " Solomon." * Query. Pveferring to and affirming lino 6.

• Query. The tapestry round'the walls of tho rooms, or the curtain3 of tho be*
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For why should I be as a vailed one,
1

Near the flocks of thy companions. 25

LADIES OF THE HAEEM.

» If thou dost not thyself know,

most beautiful among women

!

Go thou thyself in the tracks of the flocks,

Even feed thy kids near the tents of the shepherds.'

(Exeunt amnes.)

(Part) Scene III. (Chapter i, 9-16 ; Chapter ii, 1-6.)

T:¥i. Fifth day "before marriage. Evening.
J lack. Eoora, door open, showing green grass-plot sunonnded and enriched by
' itly and variegated flowers.

Peuonb. Shulaminith and Solomon, their respective attendants and. Ladies of
'.ha Unrein, all seated around near Shulaminith and Solomon.

SOLOMON.

J> To a superb steed' in the chariots of Pharaoh 30

Do I compare thee, my spouse.

10 Beautiful are thy cheeks with rows (of pearls.4
)

Thy neck with strings (of gems. 5
)

I ! Hands of gold will we make for thee,

"With studs of silver. «. 85

SIIULAMMITH, (aside.)

52 So long as that the king is in his divan6

My spikenard diffuses its odor.7

11 A bag of myrrh is my beloved to me,

Between my breasts shall it lie.

' Q d. Why like a harlot should I seek thee, etc. (Gen. xxxviii, 15.)

V- d. Assume the garb and occupation of a shepherdess, etc. It may ho liter-

•j understood as a direction to go (apparently on her own business, but really to)

'*< him in his accustomed place of business, etc., among the people. Kings are

B compared to shepherds, (noipeves,) and their subjects to flocks.

W here doubtless paragogic, points out superiority. Literally, "a mare."
" The golden diadem binding the forehead, and dropping from each extremity

*« polished temples a roleau of pearls, which, after traversing the cheeks, unite
""*' Uio chin," etc.—De Quincey, from Hartman, Toilette of a Hebrew Lady.

* ! >c Hebrew women wore necklaces composed of multiple rows of pearls or
V *' H,S stones, or coral and golden chains, which fell down to the girdle.—lb.,

J Bruya'a Travels.

(
[

' ''•
18, the company of persons seated around the room.

»m4 is, I rejoice and am soothed as in the midst of perfumes, or, "tho influ-

°* m7 attractions is increasingly great upon him."
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14 To me is my beloved a cluster of alhenna 40

In the vineyard of Engeddi.

SOLOMON. ,

15 Behold, thou art fair, my spouse

;

Behold, thou art fair ; thine eyes are doves

!

SnULAMMITII.

16 Behold, thou art nobly beautiful, my love, even a delight

!

Yea, more; our flower beds are vigorously putting forth their

leaves
;'

45

Our carved work is of cypress : {S7m pauses.)

{Eisin-g.)

1 I am a narcissus of the field,

A lily of the valley.
5

SOLOMON, {also r-iting.)

2 As the lily among thorns,

So is my consort among the daughters. 50

{He slowly retires.)

SHULAMMITH, (mvsing.)

3 As the citron-tree among the trees of the forest,

So is my beloved among the youths.

( To her Ladies.) {Exeunt Solomon and retinue.)

In its deep shade I desire that I may sit down,
And its fruit is sweet to my taste.

4 He hath brought me to his house of wine, 55

And his banner over me is love.
8

5 Refresh me with confections, 4

Revive me with citrons,

For 1 am faint with love. 5

6 "Would that his left arm were under my head, 60

And his right arm were embracing me.

{Exeunt omnes.)

1
Q. d. Aud that is not all, for thou hast caused these flowers to spring forth, and

these apartments to bo thus elegantly carved and decorated for me.
9

Q. d. I am unworthy of all this, and of thee. I am but as a simple, unpretend-

ing, humble flower from the open fields, a mere meadow flower.

' That is, his love like a banner waves over me—is tho cause of my submissive

delight and obedient homage.
4 Cakes of grapes or raisins.

»My love relaxes my powers ; tho strength of my affection produces faintness,

and overcomes me with delicious softness.
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Act (day) II.

(Part) Scene I. (Chapter ii, 7-16.)

Ttwr. Fourth day before marriage. Early morn.
, - >s a and Pj.ace. Shvulammitn in her chamber, the lattice clo3ed: Solomon with-

out (ia the court?) under the Palace •windows.

SOLOMON, {without.)

7 J adjure ye, ye daughters of Jerusalem, by the antelopes,

Or by the hinds of the field,

That ye awake not, that ye arouse not the beloved until that

she desire it.
1

SHULAMMITII, {starting to the window.)

S The voice of my beloved

;

65

Behold, he hath come V

Leaping upon the mountains,

Springing upon the hills :

9 My beloved is like a roe,

Or a young antelope. - 70

Behold him standing behind our wall,

Looking in at the windows
;

Glancing through the lattice.

10 My beloved addresses me, and says:

" Rise, my consort, my fair one, and come away, 75

I ! For, lo, the winter is over;

The rain hath passed by, hath ceased.

52 The flowers appear upon the earth,

The time of the singing of birds is come,

And the voice of the turtle is heard in our grounds; SO
53 The fig-tree ripens

8
its winter-green figs, 4

And the vines are in blossom ; they emit their fragrance.

Arise ; come, my consort, my fair one, come away
;

1 * My dove, in the clefts5 of the rock, in the secret places of

the precipices

Let me behold thy form,6 85

Let me hear thy voice,

For thy voice is sweet, and thy form is comely." •

1
Or, "until she herself pleases."

Literally, "this (one) hath come;" or perhaps, "Lo, here ho comes," etc.

Literally, "spices;" that is, fills with its sweet aromatic juice.

1 liat is, figs that have hung on the trees over winter.

Literally, "refuges," "asylums."

V- d. Thou art now hiding like a dove in the clefts of the rock, in the secret

wsses of a precipice; but show thyself now; lot me sec thee, etc.
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SHULAMMITII, {modestly declining, ashs as a favor.)

15 Catch for us the foxes,

The young foxes which destroy the vines,

Even our vines when in blossom. 90

1C My beloved is mine, and I am his ;'

Who delighteth1
in lilies.

IV Until that the clay breathes,

And the shadows lengthen,

Turn thou to the chase ; be thou (in agility) like the roc, S5

Or the young antelope upon the craggy mountains.*

(Exeunt omnes.)

(Part) Scene II. (Chapter iii, 1-4.)

Time. Fourth day before mnrrin^e. Late at night.
Persons a>d Place. Shulammith in her chamber laments the absence of Solomon, 1

who, since morning, Las not visited her.

SHULAMMITII, (sola.)

1 Upon my couch in the night

I may seek him whom my soul loveth.

I may seek him and not find him.

2 I will arise now and go round in the city; 100

In the streets and in the broad ways
Will 1 seek him whom my soul loveth.

(She pauses as in reflection.)

I might seek him and not find him.

(Another pause.)

3 The watchmen going their rounds in the city would find me.

(I might ask them,) " Saw ye him whom my soul loveth ?" 103

4 It might be little that I should pass from them4

Until I should find him whom my soul loveth.

I would lay hold upon him and not let him go,

Until that I had brought him to the house of my mother,

Even unto the chamber of her that conceived me. HO
(She retires to her conch.)

'Literally, "feedeth."

' That he may not feel too keenly her refusal, she covertly suggests tho even-

ing interview.

'Query. Was Solomon in tlio morning interview offended at her refusal t«

ccompany him, and hence his absence ? or had he been belated in tho chaso?

* That is, I might go but a littlo way from them before, etc.
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Act (day) HI.

(Part) Scene I. (Chapter iii, 5.)

TiiiK. Third day before marriage. Early morn.

J ri.ho* a>d Place. Solomon outside the Palace.

SOLOMON, (without.)

5 I adjure ye, O ye daughters of Jerusalem, by the antelopes,

Or by the hinds of the field,

That ye awake not, that ye arouse not the beloved until that she

desire it I . /

(Receiving no response, Solomon vntltdraws.)

(Part) Scene II. (Chapter iii, 6-11.)

Tjstk axd Place. Later in the forenoon. Shulammith looks from the window and
b«hold8 a palanquin approaching.

PXxmns. Shulammith and Ladies of the Harem.

SHULAMMITH.

G What1
is this ascending from the open country,

Like columns* of smoke 1 115

The smoking incense of myrrh and frankincense

From every (odoriferous) powder of the merchant.

LADIES OF HAREM.

* Lo ! it is his palanquin ; Solomon's own ;*

Sixty mighty men surround it,

Selected from among the heroes of Israel

;

120

8 Every one of them grasping a sword,

Expert in war ; each with his sword upon his thigh.

Each one without fear, even at night.

SHULAMMITH.
* A palanquin ?4

1 "Who," more literally; but the gender of MKt shows the reference to bo to the

' 1'iin, (fern.,) and ^12 (mas.,) is used doubtless as implying the person within

'- The vehicle wa3 one with which sho seems not to have been very familiar.

* ^.mstruction was perhaps peculiar, or it might bo indistinctly seen by reason of

" "we, I'no fumes of the incense, or the crowd of retainers around it.

' 1 conjecture rn~.*2"n to be hero for the absolute, not construct form, and would
'•**:.

'Lite, "Like columns is the smoke," etc.

"That is, Solomou'8 private palanquin, for his own special service. The ladies

r~i u ntsia.

Y"I~S is the name given it by Shulammith. I query now if this bo not a

Mae given it as well by the Canaanites or Phoenicians as by the Hebrews, while
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125

130

135

LADIES OF THE HAEEM.

Kino- Solomon made it for himself

Out of trees from Lebanon.

10 Its pillars hath he made 1 of silver ;

Its curtained canopy is of cloth of gold

;

Its seat is of purple
;

Its central floor is delightfully tessellated
3

From (the looms of) the daughters of Jerusalem.

SHULAMMITH.

11 Go forth ! Gaze, O daughters of Zion, at King Solomon,

At the diadem wherewith his mother crowned him

In the day of his espousals,

Even in the day of his heart's gladness.4

(The Ladies go to tale a view ofthepageant, {from the terrace,) Shulammith rem
v '

in$ at the window.)

(Part) Scene III. (Chapter iv, 1-8.)

Truv Late in the forenoon. Third day before marriage. . .„-._,

Kso-s S-nEivF. As Solomon draws nearer, Shulammith, m her desire tow»

the mo^e^ontn wittinply brinqs her person'moro into view her vail also b,.
;
.

S&nUv drawn aside, which, Solomon observing, causes a halt beneath the win

dov.', and thus praises her beauty

:

SOLOJION.

1 Behold, thou art beautiful, my consort; behold, thou art beau-

tiful!

Thine eyes are doves,

(Looking out) from behind thy vail
;

5

Thy hair is like a flock of goats,6

Which arc descending from Mount Gilead

;

140

r&O (v. US) is strictly Hebrew; hence Shulammith seems not at first to hi\'

understood what they meant. Q. d. And now as I see it more clearly I understand y
•

,

it is a palanquin, called in our tongue SK. The root of this latter word 13 verj

widely disseminated, both in the Semitic and Indo-Germanic families.

^uerv, Plated. ,

Jfl-PE^ "sides," (Ges. Lex.;) "sides and back," (Analyt. Lex.;) ava>.u .,..

(LXX :) "reclinatorium," (Vulg.) Yet I cannot but think that the cbih sprt i

over the wooden frame-work, and fulling in folds all around, is intended, the r
•

meaning "to spread," "to Strew," etc. What more magnificent than clotn ol 6
•

for this purpose, for canopy and curtains?

' That is, covered with checkered carpet, lovely in color and arrangement

• Or in (this) the day of his espousals. In (this) the day of his heart's gladnoa

• Query. "Locks," "tresses." The root means : 1. To braid
;

2. To cover.

• Wavy, with dark, glistening, curling tresses.
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2 Thy teeth are like a flock of sheep smoothly shorn,1

"Which—all of them—are paired,
2 and no one is bereft

;

3 Tiiy two lips are like a thread,

And thy mouth lovely;

Like cuttings of pomegranates are thy cheeks 145

Behind thy vail.

4 Thy neck is like the tower of David,

Built to support the armor
;

A thousand shields are suspended upon it,
3

All shields of mighty men
;

150

5 Thy two nipples are like twin fawns of the antelope,

Delighting themselves in lilies;

Until that the day breathes past,

And the shadows lengthen,

I shall betake myself to the mountains of myrrh, 155

And to the hill of frankincense.

{He pauses as in meditation.)

7 Thou art altogether beautiful, my consort,

And there is not a blemish in thee

!

8 that with me, from Lebanon, my spouse,

With me from Lebanon, thou wouldst come and look, 4 ICO

(Wouldst look*) from the top of Amana,

From the summit of Shenir and Ilermon,

From the lions' den,

And from the leopard mountains.
(Exeunt Solomon, and retinue. Exeunt omnes.)

(Part) Scene IV. (Chapter iv, 9-1 C; v, 1.)

Tike and Place. Third day before marriage. Evening ; apartment of Shulara-

mith.
Persons. Shulammith and Ladies of the Harem. Solomon and his retinue, or com-
panions,

SOLOMON.

Thou hast carried captive my heart,5 my sister spouse, 1C5

With one of thine eyes hast thou taken my heart,

' It is not difficult to see the appositeness of this figure. What can better

1 *r res3 the beauty and regularity of a good set of teeth than a distant view of a flock

of white sheep, as, close one after the other, they wind up a steep bank from the

'•ht where just washed, their healthy soundness being indicated by their non-

'- lavement—"pairs." a Literally, "twins."
1 That is, as trophies of conquest. 4 Or, " take a survey."

1
Literally, "thou hast hearted me;" that is, thou hast taken from mo my heart,

'
'

'1 upon my affections. Compare our idiom, " He barked tho tree;" that is, ho

— •l'ped the bark oft' the tree.
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"With a single strand of thy neck chain.
1

10 How pleasant arc thy tokens of endearment, my sister spouse,

How much more excellent thy tokens of endearment than

wine,

And the odor of thy unguents than all aromatics

!

170

1

1

Liquid myrrh do thy lips distill, my spouse

!

Honey and milk are under thy tongue

;

The odor of thy garments is like the fragrance of Lebanon

;

12 A garden inclosed"
2

is my sister spouse
;

.A fountain shut up—a fountain sealed. 175

13 Thy offshoots* form a garden of pomegranates,

With fruits most precioug.

Al-henna with spikenard.

14 Spikenard and saffron—calamus and cinnamon,

With all the trees of frankincense, 180

Myrrh and aloes

;

With all the best of the spices.

15 A fountain of gardens,

A well of living waters,

Which flows from Lebanon.* 185

16 Awake, O north wind! and come, O south breeze!

Breathe upon my garden, and let its spices flow out!

SnULAM?.£ITH.

My love shall enter his garden,

And shall eat his most precious fruit.

SOLOMON.

1 Should I enter my garden, my sister spouse, 190

I would pluck my myrrh with my balsam,

I would eat my honeycomb with my honey,

I would drink my wine with my milk.

(Then would I say,) "Eat, comrades!

Drink and be merry, beloved ones!" 195

(Exeunt omnes.)

1 Q. d. " Thy slightly-opened vail suffers only a part of thy fair countenance to

bo seen. Yet that small part, though hut a cheek or an eye, ravishes my heart;

yea, when the still smaller opening of thy vail suffers but a single link of thy n

lace to be seen, that single link partly inclosing thy beauteous neck fills mo with

rapture."

'Query. Thou art so inclosed in thy vail that thy delightful person is not

visible, etc.

* Literally, "sprouts;" Eng. vers., "plants."

* That is, pure and refreshing as a mountain spring or stream. •
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Act (day) IV.

(Part) Scene I. (Chapter v, 2-16, and vi, 1-3.)

7 re* ixn Place. Second day before marriage. Morning. Shulammith's chamber.
I uaoxa. Shulammith, Ladies, Attendants.

SHULAilMITH, (recounting her dream.)

9 I slept, but my heart was awake. 1

(Methought I lieard with, rapture)

The voice of my beloved, as knocking,' (he said :)

"Open unto me, my sister, my consort, my dove, my in-

nocent,

For my head is full of dew, 200

My forelocks are full of the dew-drops of night."

8 (I replied :)
" I have put off my garments,

LTow shall I clothe myself?

I have washed my feet, why should I soil them ?"

i My beloved withdrew his hand from the door-way, 3 205

And my bosom heaved with tender regret for him.

5 I myself arose to open to my beloved,

And my hands distilled niyrrh,

And the myrrh overflowed from my fingers

Upon the handles of the bolt. 210
6 I myself opened to my beloved;

But my beloved had turned away, had departed

;

My soul went forth to speak with him
;

4

I sought him, but found him not

;

I called him, but he auswered me not. 215

» The watchmen going their rounds in the city smote me,

wounded me,

Took my vail from upon me
;

Thus did the watchmen of the walls.

$ I adjure ye, O ye daughters of Jerusalem,

—

Would that ye would find my beloved

!

220

What will ye say to him ?
5

(Say to him) That I am faint with love.

That is, rny imagination was awake; affections and thought active; that is, I

ettued. With them the heart was the seat of the mind.
r,r

, "The voice of my beloved while he knocked," etc.

' Orally, "hole." Query, "key-hole." The idea is that he withdrew from the
" '< or perhaps ceased to try the latch.

|

0r
« "I went forth to speak to him."

V- d. " Do you ask what you shall say to him when you find him ? Bay," etc.
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LADIES.

9 What is thy beloved above another beloved.

Most beautiful among women !

That thou dost thus adjure us? 225

SHULAMMITH.

10 My beloved is dazzlingly fair and ruddy

;

Illustriously conspicuous among ten thousand

:

11 His head 1

is like pure gold,

His forelocks are like waving branches, 8

Black as a raven
; 230

12 His eyes are like doves by the rivers of waters,

Bathing* in milk,

Sitting by full streams;

13 His cheeks are as beds of spice,4

Beds of aromaties
; 235

His lips are as lilies,

Dropping down liquid myrrh

;

14 (Upon) his hands are rings of gold,

Set with gems of Tarshish
;

His body-vest is as of wrought ivory, 240

Covered with sapphires
;

15 His limbs are like columns of white marble,

Founded upon bases of pure gold;5

His appearance is like Lebanon,

Elegant as its cedars
;

245

10 His palate is sweets,

And his whole person is loveliness

;

This is my beloved
;
yea, this is my consort,

ye daughters of Jerusalem!

LADIES.

1 "Whither can thy beloved have gone, 250

O fairest among women?
Whither can thy beloved have turned?

(Tell us) that with thee Ave may seek him.

1 Query. His head-piece
;
that is, his helmet.

'That is, like pendulous, flexible boughs.

•Washing, laving themselves; the pupils surrounded by milky whiteness.
4 Perhaps the balsam plant.
6 Shoes embroidered with gold.
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SHULAMMITH.

'J My beloved may have descended to his garden,

To the beds of balsam plants, 255

To delight in his garden,

And to gather lilies.

3 I am my beloved's, and mine is my beloved,

Who delighteth in lilies.

{Exeunt.)

(Part) Scene II. (Chapter vi, 4-12, and vii, 1.)

. . Second day beforo marriage. Evening.
i »-.-..v3 and Place. Shulammith and Ladies. Solomon and attendant retinue.
Apartment of Shulamniith.

SOLOMON.

\ Thou art beautiful, my spouse, as Tirzah

;

260

Comely as Jerusalem,

Terrible as an army with banners! 1

.
r
> Turn away thine eyes from me,

For they overcome me;
Thy hair is* like a flock of goats,

2

.
265

Which are descending from Mount Gilead

;

6 Thy teeth are like a flock of sheep smoothly shorn,

Which are coming up from the washing-place,

Which, all of them, are paired,

And no one is bereft

;

270
< Like cuttings of pomegranates are thy cheeks,

Behind thy vail

;

" Sixty are they— the cmeens

—

And eighty are the concubines,

And the damsels innumerable

;

275

8 She only is my dove, my perfect

;

She, her mother's only one,
3

She, the delight of her parent.

The daughters of Jerusalem saw her,

The queens and the concubines, and they (thus) praised

her:* ' 280

Or, "Terrible as bannered ranks;" that is, formidable, conquering, victorious

•fvvery heart. Query. "Dazzling."
'See line 1?.9, etseq.
' laterally, "she alone (only) is to her mother;" that is, her mother's darling, not

' " ':•' daughter. (See lino :)CA.)

Extolled," or -they thus uttered her praises."
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10 ""Who is this that looketh forth as the morning,

Fair as the moon, brilliant
1
as the sun,

Terrible as (an army) with banners?"

11 To a garden of filberts I had descended, 3

To look at3 the verdure of the brookdale, 285

To see whether the vine had blossomed,

Whether the pomegranate flowered

;

12 Suddenly, unawares4

I placed myself

In the chariot of my generous people.- 290
{Shulammith rises, and turns to retire.)

COMPANIONS OF SOLOMON, (the S^i **p_ »)

1 Return, return, O Shulammith !

Return, return, and let us feast (our eyes) upon thee

!

LADIES.

How will ye feast (your eyes) upon Shulammith ?

COMPANIONS OF SOLOMON.

As upon the mazes5 of the heavenly host

!

{Exeunt)

Act (day) V.

{Part) Scene I. (Chapter vii, 2-6.)

Time. First day before marriage. Morning.
Pkbsoks and Pxj.ck. Shulannnith—Ladies of Harem. Shulammitli's nparttncDt.

LADIES.

2 How beautiful are thy feet 295
{Describing Shulammitli's dress.)

1 " Clear."

* Does he here answer the question, " "Where have you been?"
•Contemplate; (meditate upon.)

Literally,-" I knew not—my soul set me)—chariots of a S*H3 i«3>." This is a

very difficult passage. Gesenius renders it: "I knew not—my soul made

me a3 the chariots of a princely train," thus making i in 1»3 paragogic on const.

sing., a very dubious expedient. The meaning, I apprehend, to be this: that at the

remembrance cf her charms, while making the inspection referred to, sudden desire

so overwhelmed, him, that in a kind of dreamy and confused unconsciousness as to

the attractiveness and beauty of everything around him, almost unconscious of what

he did, be, under a sudden and vehement impulse, ascended the chariot, and with,

his generous (willing) retainers or companions hastened to the presenco of the

object of his absorbing affections. It might perhaps be rendered, "I knew not

(unconscious) my soul (vehement desire) made mo (sc. to hasten to thee more swiftly

than move) the chariots of my willing people, (retainers or companions.")

•Literally, "dances;" (root JJlfT, to whirl;) Eng., whirlings, intricacies, mazes.
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In those shoes,
1 generous daughter

;

Thy drawers 5
are (worked) like a necklace,

The work of an artist's hands
;

• Thy girdle
9
clasp is like a round goblet,

Which is full of wine
;

4 300

Thy body-vest is like a sheaf of wheat,

Bound round with lilies
;

; Thy two breasts are like two twin fawns, the twins of the

antelope

;

Thy nock is like a tower of ivory
;

Thine eyes like the pools of IJeshbon, 305

Near the gate of Bath-rabbim.

Thy nose is like the tower5 of Lebanon,

"Which looketh toward Damascus

;

Thy head is like to Carruel; 6

The tresses of thy head are as woven purple; 7 310

The king is fettered by the locks. 8

(Exeunt)

(Part) Scene II. (Chapter vii, 7-14, and viii, 1-3.)

• si:. Day before marriage. Evening.
toxs and Place. Solomon, Shulammitli, and respective attendants, in Shulain-

ttuth's apartment.

SOLOMON.
* How fair, yea, how sweet art thou,

My beloved, with delights

!

8 This thy stature resembles the palm-tree,

And thy breasts are like clusters of dates. 315
B I said :

" I -will ascend the palm,

I will lay hold upon its branches." •

And let now thy breasts be as clusters of the vine,

And the odor of thy breath9 as (the fragrance) of citrons.

' dippers that covered the entire foot are still to -bo seen on many of the princi-

•' ires on the monuments of Persepolis.
1

••••rally, "Thigh concealers."
' •' " buckle."

• 'tis, set with rubies.

•
•"

!7- Prom which the watchers (the eyes) look toward Damascus. May not
1 ver, refer to the buttress of the tower on the Damascus side?

• •' ia, rising liko that mountain iu shape, and rough with jewels as that
' •" is with protuberances.

Hie plaiting of thy head (hair) is like braids of purple."

wis," "tresses," or "braided hair"—fascinated, captivated thereby.

Uteraily, "Odor of thy nose," by mctonomy for "Odor of thy breath."
J ovrth Series, Vol. XIV.—26
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10 And let thy palate 1 be as excellent wine flowing straight to

my beloved, 320

Gently stealing o'er the lips of sleepers.

SHULAMMITH, (awfe.)

Ill am my beloved's,

And upon me is his desire."

12 Come, my beloved, let us go to the fields;

Let us pass the night in the hamlets
;

3 325

13 At early morn let us go to the vineyards

;

Let us examine whether the vine puts forth, or its blossoms

open,

Whether the pomegranates flower

;

There will I give my loves 4 to thee.

14 The mandrakes diffuse their odor, 330

And above our portals 5 all most delicious (fruits)

—

The new as well as the old—
For thee, my love, have I laid in store.

SHULAMMITH.

1 O that thou wert to me as a brother,

Sucking the breasts of my mother; 33>>

Should I find6 thee without 1 might kiss thee,7

Yet would they not contemn me.

* "Salutations, greetings, etc.," a metonymical expression. This most difficult pas-

sage (320 and 321) is variously rendered. Geseuius, " Thy palate is like sweet »""u*

flowing straight to my beloved; gently stealing o'er the lips of sleepers." Park

"As good wine causes the lips of those that sleep to mutter or murmur, (a?

dreams.") The LXX and Vulgate read tP3p*1, " teeth,
-

' instead of5*,:*3'% "sleet- -

We have given substantially the rendering of Gesenius, but would suggest ncv.'•

theless the following

:

"Let thy salutation be a_s excellent wine, Rowing on account of my love to the upright.

Moving tlie li;>s of sleepers :"

that is, let the kiss with which thou shalt salute mo be as cheering and exit-

ing as the excellent wine, which, on account of my regard for them. I give '•

upright; yea, let it bo such as would move even the lips of sleepers with d< I

or would move even the lips of sleepers to respond, so thrilling and hearty,

gentle be the touch of thy lips. (See also line 2 -10 as to " palate," and 330.)

2 That is, his affections are fixed upon me. s Or, " villages.

"

* ^TIl, tokens of endearment or affection,

*Or, "door?," '• gates." Query. In a store-room over the gate.

* Or, meet, ' Has this any bearing upon lino 320, etc.
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2 I might conduct tliee,

I might bring thee to the house of my mother (who) brought
me up

;

l

I might give thee to drink of spiced wine, 340
Of wine of the pomegranate.
(A*iJ<.) (She rim to retire.)

3 (Yea,) his left arm might be under my head,

And his right arm might embrace me.

(Exeunt)

Act (day) VI. '

(Part) Scene I. (Chapter viii, 4.)

7t«s. Marriage day—Early morning.
FtBfON akd Place. Solomon, without the Palace or Harem.

SOLOMON.

< I adjure ye, O ye daughters of Jerusalem

!

Why should ye awake, why should ye arouse 345

My beloved until she herself pleases?

(No one appearing Solomon icii7uiraie8.)

(Part) Scene II. (Chapter viii, 5-12.)

: '*c Later in the day. after the consummation of the marriage ceremonies.
» • >ns and Place. Ladies in the Palace—Solomon and Shulammith approaching
—Attendants in the distance.

LADIES,

•'• Who is this coming up from the open field,

Leaning2 upon her beloved ?

(Solomon and Shulammith continue to approach, cowoersinq- os/oUovib:)

SHULAMMITH.

Under the citron-tree' did I arouse thy (love
;)

There thy mother gave me thy pledge
;

350

There she that bore thee pledged thee (to me
;)

Query. "My nurse" or "teacher;" but better as we have given it. Attend-
'

' 'he gender, and supplying the pronominal subject, removes the difficulty in

' WOwL
Or, "supported by."

V H-ry. I [ad Solomon first accidentally seen Shulammith seated under a citron-

•tid thus his love been first aroused? Did this lead to an overture through

• a-mother. and a pledge on her part in behalf of the king ? (Compare 1 Kings
S H-25.)
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6 Place me as a seal upon thy heart,

As a seal upon thine arm

;

For fierce as death is love, 855

Unyielding as the grave is jealousy
;

Its flames are flames of fire, the fire of Jehovah. 1

7 Many -waters cannot avail to quench true love,

And rivers of water cannot wash it away.

If a man would give all the wealth of his house for (true)

love SCO

They would thoroughly despise it.

(She pauses.)

8 We have a younger sister,
8

And her breasts are immature.

What shall we do for our sister

In the day when inquiry is made for her ? 805

SOLOMON.

9 If she be a wall,'

We will build upon her a turret of silver ;*

And if she be a door, 5

We will surround her with boards of cedar.6

BHULAMMITH, {musing aside.)

10 I am a wall, 370

And my breasts like towers

;

Therefore was I in his eyes as a finder of peace
;

7

(Yet was I not without a dower of value, for)

11 Solomon hath a vineyard near Baal-IIamon,

He intrusted that vineyard to keepers

;

37$

A man brought for its fruits a thousand shekels of silver,

(And not less valuable than this is my dower, for)

1 Lightning.

•As if to turn aside the mind from the subject of jealousy Shulammith resur-Mi

the conversation, introducing as a subject what was naturally suggested by t i

own marriage.

s That is, if she be without protection, beauty, etc. Turrets were both for < m*-

ment and protection.

* That is, we will supply the lack of personal attractions by wealth.
6 That is, attractive ; an open way to pleasure, and (query) too easy of acces i

•That is, we will render her still more attractive by means of ornaments I
'

-'•

perfumes, not by means of this enlarged dower, and will surround her wit I

tociive and restraining influences.
Y Or, "prosperity;" that is, a^ one who would bring prosperity.
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! ] My vineyard, that which was personally mine own,

(Is worth 1

) a thousand, O Solomon, to thee,

Though two hundred belong to the keepers of its fruit. 380
{Enter companion* and retainers of Solomon equippedfor the chase.)

lLOMON, {catching the words " vineyard^ "fruits," etc., and seeing his associates

assembled and impatientfor the chase.)

! r. thou that dwellest in the gardens, 1

My associates are hearkening for thy voice ;'

Let me also hear it.

SHULAMMITH.

U Fly,* my love, and he thou like a roe, or a young antelope,

Upon the mountains of aromatics.
{Exeunt omnss.)

Art. IV.—ELIZABETH BARRETT BROWNING.

The early part of the present century gave to England and
'••'-• world two remarkable women, Charlotte Bronte and Eliza-

':h Barrett. The latter was horn in London in 1S09 ; the

ier in 1816 at Thornton, in Yorkshire. Elizabeth looked
1 it first upon the fog, smoke, and din of the metropolis ; Char-
»"ttc made her earliest acquaintance with the flowers and fields.

J "''ir other circumstances and their subsequent experiences

ere not less unlike. Elizabeth Barrett was reared, if not in

!:»uence, at least in circumstance? far removed from the pres-

" of want; and although some of her life was passed in the

'Btry, the greater part was spent in London, where, amid
•'' assiduities of her friends, she struggled with failing health

'< accomplished her extraordinary literary labors. Charlotte

•m the daughter of a Yorkshire curate, and her road lay

' '

'

r
.
" nets ;" that is, " its net profits arc," etc.

' 0* query, thou that dwellest in thought; that is, whose thoughts are occupied
"

' gardens, fruits, vineyards, etc.

Command," "permission,"—"to give the word 'to go."

»• ''• Away, then, I give the word—fly, show thy superiority, thy agility in
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through poverty and self-denial. By turns a charity scholar, a

teacher, a governess, and in all circumstances a sharer in the

lowly fortunes of her family, she, too, constantly wrought in

the fields of literature. But the two spirits were so akin that,

by however different paths, they could not fail to meet upon

the planes of fame. The comparison and contrast is instruct-

ive, as showing at once the power and weakness of merely

external circumstances. The last is indicated by the fact that

they both attained the highest rank hitherto among women,

while the first is shown by the different moulds into which their

minds have run. The temper and spirit is the same—the forms

are diverse. Elizabeth Barrett was the profounder student and

deeper thinker; Charlotte Bronte the closer' observer and more

accurate reflector. Consequently the poetess was more imagin-

ative and metaphysical ; the novelist more practical and descrip-

tive. The first, said what she thought and felt; the second

described what she saw and experienced. Elizabeth, though

by no means unobservant of nature, had comparatively few

opportunities to be conversant with what she was formed to

love. Charlotte was in constant contact with natural objects,

which she saw in a kind of phantasmagoria of strange human

experiences, and of which she preserved an accurately drawn

though sometimes wierdly-shaded outline. Of the two, Eliza-

beth loved pure nature most, as her poetic tendency evinces;

and the charming scraps of observation and feeling which her

works afford show what a garland would have adorned every

page if she had lived among lakes, forests, and fields. She

said

:

*

I dwell amid the city ever.

The great humanity which beats

Its life along the stony streets,

Like a strong and unsunned river

In a self-made course,

I sit and hearken while it rolls.

But she longed for another scene :

I am gone from the peopled town !

For now another sound, another vision

My soul's senses have.

O'er a hundred valleys deep,

Where the hills' green shadows sleep.*****
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I have traveled, I have found
The silent, lone, remembered ground.

Alas! that all development seems destined in this world to

].(• unsymraetrical. These 'women were gloriously enlarged

hpirituallj, but they were physically dwarfed, and by various

i] inabilities of heritage and circumstance were clogged while

they lived, and cut off in their prime. "Will the time ever

return—that " statelier Eden " again—when the advanced spirit

and the redeemed body shall be rematched in this world, to be

sweetest music to noblest words? If so, it will certainly be by

the cultivation of the nobler part, which, by the very law that

lies under the being of God—the devotement of the stronger to

the weaker—will lift up its earthly adjunct to sit with it on its

high places. A genuine spiritual growth in both or either sex

will lead to those physical reformations, without which such

lights as those of Elizabeth Barrett and Charlotte Bronte are

like flaming lamps in lanterns of tissue.

There can be no hesitation in assigning the rank of these

two women in advance of their sex. Hannah More belonged

to a past century. But were she now living she would form no

exception; while Harriet Martineau, Mrs. Ilemans, Miss Mit-

furdj Mrs. Jameson, and even the highly endowed author of

Adam Bede, must be acknowledged, notwithstanding their vari-

ous powers, to occupy a lower rank. For maturity of thought,

breadth of observation, acuteness of perception, inductive

rtrength, and that insight and grasp of mind which gives the

Utmost availability to love of truth, and without, which these

qualities are but latent forces. Elizabeth Barrett and Charlotte

I'fonte are peerless both in old and modern times. The evi-

dence of superiority in the spiritual realm, so far as that realm

- "pen to us, is not to be found in fitful flashes of the mind,

!,li t in a continuous and increasing light. This is true, there-

fore, of genius ; and the test establishes the superiority of these

'•'iiiried spirits. There are moderate minds that preserve their

* level through life, and in writing many books, if they do
: - Mt rise above it, neither do they sink much below. But there

'sr '• no other examples within our knowledge of literary women
! ", starting from so high a point as that of cither Miss Bar-

: *tt or Miss Bronte, have not only fully sustained their flight,
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but, when they departed, soared out of sight instead of sinking

earthward, and left us to wonder at what they would have

attained could the physical mechanism have sustained its spir-

itual incumbent.

It is not our purpose to pursue the comparison of these beau-

tiful souls. Our present duty is with the life and genius of

Elizabeth Barrett, wife of Robert Crowning. And, first, as to

her life.

The materials for her biography are almost as meager as for

that of Shakspeare. A few facts and dates, an occasional note or

reminiscence, are all that we have. She began to write when '

but ten years old, and soon after for the periodicals
;
published

a book of poems, "An Essay on Mind" and others, when

about seventeen; "Prometheus Bound" followed when she was

in her twenty-third year, and "The Seraphim" in her twenty-

eighth. These publications were accompanied by numerous

other pieces, some of which, as "Isabel's Child," are worth}

of her maturer genius. The "Essay on Mind" and "Prome-

theus Bound" she subsequently withdrew from the booksellers

shelves, and they are 'now to be found with difficulty. Although

remarkable as the work of early youth, their withdrawal is not

to be regretted. A new translation of "Prometheus Bound*'

better satisfied her maturer critical taste, and now appears in

all the editions of her works. About the year 1S3S, when

twenty-seven years old, her health, always extremely delicate.

was suddenly endangered by the bursting of a blood-vessel.

Her life, indeed, hung by the frailest thread, and her condition

was rendered trebly critical by a stunning domestic affliction.

This was the loss of her brother, who was drowned while, visit-

ing her in Devonshire, where she had been painfully conveyed

for the benefit of her health. She returned to London goon

after and kept her chamber for years. It was in this seclusion

and in these circumstances of disability and suffering that site

made those remarkable, attainments in classical study which so

enlarged and strengthened her mind and enriched her subse-

quent writings. She became an expert in several languages,

especially Hebrew, Greek, and German ; and contributed a scrie<

of learned and appreciative articles on the early Christian poets

to the "Athenaeum." The first full edition of her poems was

published in 1814, the second in 1850; the first part of "Casa
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Guidi Windows" in 1848, and the second in 1851; and

-Aurora Leigh," her most famous and characteristic work, in

1856. Her marriage with Robert Browning took place in

1S4C, just as the leaves were falling; her only son was born in

i>U» ; and she died at Florence, where she had lived with her

husband most of the fifteen years of their united life, on the

10th of June, 1861.

It' Elizabeth Barrett Browning had been a little less endowed
with self-reliance, and had cultivated a somewhat lower stand-

ard of love and duty, the world would have been full enough

of the rumor of her feelings and doings. Moderate minds,

with inordinate expectations and self-appreciation, generally

contrive to make an abundant clatter. Selfish and sentimental

hearts, handling tenderly their own diseased conditions, and
calling the world to witness how sore they are, and how unap-

preciated, attract a wide attention and absorb a large sympa-

thy. They live for themselves, they do all things to be seen of

men, and, verily, they have their reward. But it is otherwise

with heroic spirits. They live and work for others, and chal-

lenge no observation. Their reward is not of the present time

or sphere. Who would have it otherwise? At any rate, in the

constitution of the universe it cannot be otherwise. It is a

common cause of lamentation that the great benefactors of

humanity rarely enjoy the fruit of their self-denials. Is this

true? Is God unfaithful to forget them and their labor of

love? Is the applause of the multitude their reward? Nay,
verily ; they arc not so to be put off. They have worked for

higher wages, and a righteous retributer will not give them
''their good things in this world." This world is a nursery of

children, who fret at discipline and' cry for things that are hurt-

ful
; they are not grateful when their desires are thwarted, and

&ey cannot discern kindness in the rod or cure in the cup of

bitterness. Those who flatter neither the world-children nor

themselves are content, in virtue of the greatness that inspires.

them, to wait for the maturer gratitude of those for whom they

Shored. They look down from heaven and get the incense of

tHeir fame when time, that never repudiates a true word or

*<»rk, has set its seal upon what they did, and the children of

those who neglected or derided them hang grateful garlands on
^eir monuments.
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Mrs. Browning was not in pursuit of fame. She aimed to

realize the aspirations of her soul. Xhere was never a purer,

tenderer, or more loving heart. She saw through the husks of

tilings with a glance. She felt that she lived, in common with

the race, on the surface, and that there were unfathomed depths

of life and obligation beneath. Or, to change the figure, she

felt. that upon this hollow-sounding crust we stand with leaden-

loaded feet, and that an infinite azure spreads away above us

in which we might forever expatiate. Having such love and

such insight, she could neither trifle with herself nor flatter

others. Life had no worth except for what it might produce.

She lived in. eternity. Spiritualities were all about her, and as

she came closer to them the " vesture of decay" became thinner

until it scarcely could be said to "close her in." So, when she

died, it was as when one drops the night-dress to be robed for

the day. To an. eye so ethereal as hers men and women were

little seen in their flesh and blood, and their avocations and

relations were only important as they bore upon spiritual

growth and destiny. Gain was nothing, truth everything.

Fame was too frail a bubble even for a plaything, but honesty

and "a conscience void of offense" were "better than life.'
1

Meanness, oppression, and lust, though backed by imperial

power and wealth, were simply hateful and devilish; but faith

and charity, though lowly as violets, were lovely, heavenly, and

eternal. With these views, and an irrepressible upward long-

ing and striving for worthy attainment and culture, there wa-s

no chance for that kind of fame which springs from popularity

and cumbers the world with worthless biographies. It never

occurred to Elizabeth Barrett to measure her value or to be

careful of her fame. She was not engaged conserving her rep-

utation, or manufacturing or saving materials for volumes of

"table-talk." Like Shakspeare, of whom, among all women,

she was the intellectual counterpart, she abode alone, noise-

.lessly revolving in the upper sphere, unobserved of the earth

bound busy-bodies who make biography.

Her marriage confirmed this heroic heedlessness of approba

tion. It was the reward of her faith in love, and of her loyalty

to her unfound husband, to obtain a perfect union; and as phe

would uncomplainingly have adjourned her heart's longing to

the compensations of Heaven if she had remained unmated
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here, so, being satisfied with love, she left the fact unheralded

in her writings by those protestations in which the deep-sighted

bcq little more than excuses for. the superficiality of affection.

The more Elizabeth Barrett's soul expanded in the sunlight of

love the more sacred became her inner life; and while she

abounded in charity, and gathered from her serenity a strength

di.-proportioned to her physical weakness, there was less and

less for the curious world to mark in her external life. Such

n love and such a union as that of liobert and Elizabeth

Browning is the rarest and most sacred experience in the

world. "We approach it reverently
;

yet it is so beautiful

and suggestive, that one of the most valuable lessons of her

life would be lost if we passed it wholly by. In remarking

briefly upon it, and in recalling circumstances of more or

h ss publicity, we take occasion to insert a fact or two not

generally known, and somewhat contradictory of the received

impression, but derived from members of the immediate family

of the poet.

Although not directly relevant, it may be of interest to advert,

first, to the death of Miss Barrett's brother. It occurred, as before

stated, in Devonshire, and about four years before the acquaint-

ance of Robert Browning with his future wife. "While Elizabeth

was slowly gathering health in the country, and gaining a new
life from the congenial influences of nature, her brother, whom
fche loved, came down to see her. In the intervals of his visits

to her sick room he entered with great zest, and probably little

'kill, into the rural amusements likely to attract a city youth.

One day he went boating with an acquaintance, but returned

Qot. The day passed, and the night, and another day, until

the fear deepened into certainty that both were drowned. The
t*>at came to shore empty, but all search was for a long time

unsuccessful. Elizabeth was overwhelmed. Her slight frame

*as inadequate at its best to answer the requirements of her

mind and heart ; but now, depleted and exhausted, it could not

war its part, and she came near insanity. She blamed herself

Utterly as the. cause of his death ; for she said that, if she had
&ot bcx-n in the world she would not have been sick, and if she

,:i*d not been sick he would not have come to Devonshire and
•' ; his life through love of her. Who has not heard a woman
* accuse herself! Indulging such reproaches, Elizabeth spent
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hours, and even days, at the window which looked toward the

lake, and nothing but the judicious enforcement of her family

saved her mind from wreck. • They took her back to London,

and by various appliances diverted her until her soul rose

superior to its despair, and she applied herself to study. Never

was mental work done under greater disadvantages, and her

example stands as a perpetual reproach and encouragement.

Never was the sustaining power of a subjective will more sig-

nally shown. She was soon, however, to have external aid,

and her exhausted vitality to be fed from a lamp that had oil

to spare. It may be added, what she never knew, that her

brother's body was found several weeks after his disappearance,

but so disfigured as to be recognized only by its clothing. Her

friends feared to make the fact known at first, and it never

came to be mentioned to her.

Truth requires, also, the contradiction of the pretty story that

obtains, as to the first acquaintance of Robert Browning with his

future wife. It runs that the poet, charmed—as he well might

be, and in fact was—with the aptitude of her compliment, when

she referred to his book, "Bells and Pomegranates," in the

couplet,

* Or from Browning some "Pomegranate," which, if cut deep down the middle,

Showed a heart within blood-tinctured, of a veined humanity,

called upon her, and being shown, by a blundering servant,

into her sick room, came out her lover. In her father's house,

guarded by every possible solicitude, no such intrusion into her

chamber could possibly have occurred. The facts are these

:

A relative of Miss Barrett, who knew Browning, directed his

attention to the couplet, and stating that the writer was a

retiring girl and an invalid, and would probably be gratified

by knowing that her admiration fur the poet was appreciated,

asked him to write her a note of acknowledgment. Any one

who lias made the acquaintance of Mrs. Browning, through her

writings, will see at once how far the author of "Aurora heigh

would be from any complicity with this well-meant hint, or

from the sudden abandonment of her affections even to such

a kingly soul as Robert Browning. The poet readily promised

to write the note, but neglected and forgot it until again

reminded; when he called at Mr. Barrett's house in person,
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and with the usual ceremony in such cases, received an intro-

duction to tlie lady. The call was repeated, by invitation;

mutual liking ripened into love, and they -were married two

years after.

Robert Browning was physically the very opposite of the

woman with whom his soul was perfectly in unison, with whom
be lived so happily a little more than fifteen years, and from

whom he is now separated only by a film of time and space,

hi course of time a child was born to them in Florence—only

one, as is so often the limit of the issue of such a perfect

union—and, as is equally characteristic, of exceeding beauty.

The passers-by Casa Guidi windows called Mrs. Browning
' the mother of the lovely child." To this child she several

times refers in terms of peculiar tenderness and beauty:

I hold
Thy small head in my hands,—with its grapelets of gold
Growing bright through my fingers.

And again

:

The sun strikes, through the windows, up the floor

:

Stand out in it, my own young Florentine,

Not two years old, and let me see thee more !

It grows along thy amber curls, to shine

Brighter than elsewhere. Now, look straight before,

And fix thy brave blue English eyes on mine,
And from thy soul which fronts the future so,

With unabashed and unabated gaze,

Teach mo to hope for, what the angels know,
When they smile clear as thou dost. Down God's ways,
With just alighted feet between the snow
And snow drops, where a little lamb may graze,

Thou hast no fear, my lamb, about the road,

Albeit in our vainglory we assume
That, less than we have, thou hast learned of God.
Stand out, my blue-eyed prophet !—thou, to whom
The earliest world-daylight that ever flowed,
Through Casa Guidi windows, chanced to come

!

Now shake the glittering nimbus of thy hair,

And be God's witness ...
However, whatever was due to spiritual affinity and to phys-

1<*1 adaptation—doubtless the proportions were perfect—Mrs.

''•"owning gathered both mental and bodily strength from her
:, '>uriage. She loved her husband and suited him; and never
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was a mother tenderer of a crippled child than he of his wife.

The highest strains of her muse rewarded him, and attested her
grateful use of her increased powers. She wrought well with
the things that were another's, and God gave her the things

that were her own. She knows now, while her bereaved hus-

band can hardly realize the truth of it, how slight a barrier

separates them from the full fruition of a united immortality.

One has said of her, "First out of sorrow and then out of love

—those two unfathomable wells—this woman drew the fullness

and richness of her life."

"We are not disappointed in her death. It was almost with-

out warning. A slight illness—not as severe as many that she
survived—was its only precursor. A little before she died,

while held in her husband's arms, she exclaimed, "How
beautiful!" Doubtless her spirit was already in heavenly
visions. IJer husband left her, briefly, and when he returned
the servant met him on the threshold, saying, in the soft

tongue of Italy, " The beautiful spirit has flown." And so

he was left alone. But let us hope that he had not so long
consorted with one whose life was so much in the spirit-world

to ibcl that death could divide them. There is a link that

unites the two; and there is a glittering path by which Aic

went up that he can surely see, and which is kept open for

him.

In physical appearance Mrs. Browning was of the most
diminutive stature of womanhood, and proportionately slight.

Her face was pensive, but often lighted by a " smile like a

sunbeam." Her spiritual life was so high that suffering
left little trace upon her features, which were serene and
expressive. Her forehead was noble and open—full of royalty

and truth. Her cxe^. were large, tender, and heavily" and
darkly lashed. It was her habit to turn them slowly and
largely upon an object, upon which she then looked long and
fixedly. Her hair was long and profuse, falling, on either side,

"in a shower of curls."

Robert Browiifng is a man, though not of large stature, yet

of noble and symmetrical proportions. His face is open, clear

of eomplexion, bright-eyed, ruddy—" quite English " in all iU
features. The exuberance of life overflows in his glances,

speech, smd movements. His powers of endurance are gnat,
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mid his health such that action is a necessity and labor a

luxury.

Such were the twain, and so much for that beginning which

we call her life.

Let us glance at her genius and mission. We are not very

careful to criticise Mrs. Browning's style, since it is evident,

from its faultiness, that she valued grace of composition less

than clearness of expression. Her mind Mas impatient, and

would not always wait for forms. It also had the imperiousness

< if genius, and spurned restraint. This is not to be excused or

imitated; but we must take her as she is—and certainly, if we
are to decide between gilding and gold, we will choose the lat-

ter, though it come in nuggets from the mine. A high degree of

1
Taise must be awarded to the general purity and strength of her

style. It is never slight or flippant. Sometimes it is as Saxon

as the Ormulum. It indicates both an unusual acquaintance

with the English tongue and a tenacious grasp of the Greek

and German forms, with which her studies made her familiar.

This facility leads her to take liberties with language that are

not always in good taste. She uses pet words that we dislike

to meet so often, and which—as they are mostly obsolete or un-

usual—give her style a stiffness, and savor of affectation. Im-

perfect rhymes are also epiite frequent in her verses, and an

adjective is not seldom allowed to end a line, the qualified noun
l»'\!_rinning the next— a carelessness that seriously damages

rhythm. A great poet is certainly master of his art ; and if it

U claimed that the fineness of the art is nothing without the

'cad and heart to inspire the forms, it can be answered, at

I>-:tst, that the finer the quality of a thing the more perfect

should be its vehicle. It will be seen, therefore, that the great

^nils who have made the world their debtor and imitator, rather

than admirer, have been consummate artists. Mrs. Browning's

"icre style was to her genius as her physical powers and pro-

portions were to her soul—incapacious and incontinent. The

"iniilitude is deeper than it seems.

We should not, however, have made this cluster of related

faults the subject of more than a passing criticism, were it not

l«*t they, with another, which will be presently mentioned.

*"i*e from the radical intellectual misconception of the sphere
"'' her sex, which Mrs. Browning seemed to entertain. Per-
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haps it would be more accurate to say that she was impatient
of the natural limitations of that sphere. Her poetry is every-

where invaded by a certain nervous abruptness of interjected

phrases, which often dashes the tenderness or breaks the sim-

plicity of the finest passages. Taken entirely at random, the

following lines afford an example:

Go ! be sure of my love****** * *

Of my grief—(guess the length of the sword by the sheath's!)
By the silence of life, more pathetic than death's.

This habit gives a somewhat saucy air to many of Mrs. Brown-
ing's writings, especially when she treats of the supposed de-

preciation of her sex and its powers by the other; when it

results in a pertness of expression, which misrepresents the

author's heart as much as it mars and weakens her style. "Au-
rora Leigh " abounds in examples of the latter form. Close
observers have often seen in what is called a holdfor forward
deportment, especially in women, only the overaction of diffi-

dence. The fact furnishes a clue to the origin of the fault to

which we refer. Mis. Browning constantly assumes an under-
estimate by men of the powers of women, and unconsciously
seeks to leap into what she supposes to be a masculine style.

She would retort smartly, and exchange blows, as men do.

But it is the swagger of a woman in man's apparel, and serve?

no good purpose, except to show that the fair masqneradcr is

misclad. It did not turn Eosalind into a man to clap the "gal-

lant curtal-ax upon her thigh." With all her " bold and swash-
ing outride," when pressed to the ultimate tests of manhood,
she was fain to cry, "Dostthon think, though I am caparisoned
like a man, that I have a doublet and hose in my disposition P
Mrs. Browning confesses, too.

Most illogical,

Irrational nature of our womanhood,
That blushes one way, feels another way,
And prays, perhaps, 'another ! After all,'

We cannot be the equal of the male,
"Who rules his blood a little.

The whole controversy is conceded in the words "illogical,

i?rational nature of our womanhood." It is nature changeless
nature.
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We must look deeper than this fencing for evidences that a

woman's sphere may be the same as a man's, and these evi-

dences Mrs. Browning has not afforded any more than any

other of either sex. It will be at once perceived that the object

of our criticism is something more than a mere fault of style,

it leads us to what we will characterize as the triumphant fail-

ure of Mrs. Browning, in which she has done a real service to

both sexes by falling short of her aim. In this shortcoming

-lie has proved that the mightiest woman who ever wielded a

pen was a woman still—thank God! neither more nor less.

Had she proved herself a man what would have befallen us?

N<< less a misfortune than the lapse of humanity into barbarism.

With the loss of the counterbalancing heart of the race, the

overcharged head would burst into infinite meteoric fragments-

:•» wander through space.

-Mrs. Browning, as already said, was impatient of the natural

-jdicre of woman, and because she was capable of that impa-
tience, and because she could understand, thought that she

—

tid if she, her entire sex—might aspire above it, or be edu-

ated out of it. "We say above it for her sake and for woman's
ike ; because, to us, there can be no sphere above a woman's.

•' ison suggests that it is co-ordinate with man's; but to every

Inie man it seems, while harmoniously helpful of his own,
toinething higher and more heavenly, something by the con-

tact of which a better life, a nobler state, and a diviner charac-
'" r are accessible. Mrs. Browning, and souls like hers, derive

"»eir merely intellectual brilliancy from an unbalanced state

! mind. They mistake themselves and their longings. By
• !j!C mystery of pregnant nature they are burn more like men
'•••••n their fellows, even as some men are like women. The
txistence in their minds of an unusual appreciation of the

•uriga of masculine reason as distinguished from feminine feel-

'v% makes them think that they have something to do in the
' 'liliar work-place of man. But they surely are unmindful

'•> a woman could not mate a man if her heart had no point
: contact with his head—her intuition with his reason, her
"' with his wisdom. God has not made these qualities to

•'"i'lement each other, and so to make of every truly united
1,1 and woman a unified pair, but made the adaptation blun-

'

r-iiglv. They co-exist; the love understands the wisdom,
Foukth Series, Vol. XIV.—27
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and the wisdom feels the love; and there is no mistake in na-

ture, or encroachment in the practical relation. When we look

through such a life as Mrs. Browning's we are constrained to

Bay, as she said so well to the self-named George Sand:

Ah, vain denial! that revolted cry

Is sobbed in by a woman's voice forlorn;

—

Thy woman's hair, my sister, all unshorn,

Floats back disheveled strength in agony,

Disproving thy man's name : and while before

The world thou burnest in a poet-fire,

We see thy woman-heart beat evermore

Through the large flame.

With what a truly poetic intuition the " unshorn hair" of the

disguised woman is noticed, and its " disheveled strength."

How suggestive, too, the thought, that in it—the signal of

womanhood— lay the strength which the giantess would lose

could she be so deceived by some male Delilah as to shear ii,

with all it signified, away.

But "wisdom is justified of her children" in both sexes.

Mrs. Browning was thus impatient because her mind was over-

balanced. But she was royally true-hearted. This saved her,

and her influence, which is more than can be said of George

Sand. No noble soul was ever more careless of the persona!

consequences of the truth than Mrs. Browning. She never

played tricks with nature. She uttered what she felt, and as

she felt it, Consequently her writings, whether they are im-

patient, scornful, proud, playful, loving, humble, or whatever,

are always genuine and necessarily self- contradictory. If she

does not prove what she intended, she brings ont the truth by

simply following her own truthful intuitions, and that is bctt< r.

She is as incapable as any woman of an argument or a syllogism.

There is no logic or reasoning in " Aurora Leigh," or in any of

Iter works. There is much handling of the tools of the reasoned

indeed, but, as she says,

I justified

The measure he had taken of my height:

The thing was plain—he was not wrong a line

;

I played at art, made thrusts with a toy-sword,

Amused the men and maidens.

She "justified the measure" herself in her works. They re-

main, and especially ''Aurora Leigh," which comprises t<
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shades of licr faults and the glories of her genius, as a refu-

tation, that will not need to be repeated, of the notion that

woman is undeveloped man ; or of the more subtle and widely

entertained fallacy, that she is as much a reasoning as an

emotional being. Not to her dispraise is this said— ah! not

to her dispraise. For " God is love "— a being of infinite

impulses; and when we receive woman as the ineffable link

that unites our grosser reasoning nature to his immortal

intuitions, do we not honor her above the measure that we
give to man?

Tennyson's " Princess " and Elizabeth Browning's " Aurora

Leigh " ought to be bound together. They complete the circle,

and leave nothing to be said on the subject of a woman's proper

sphere. The man-poet gives us the objective, the woman-
poet the subjective stand-point. It would be an interesting,

and by no means a wasted task to compare the books, and

trace the lines of apparent contrast, but of conclusive con-

vergence. In them is shown, from opposite points of view,

the woman's heart, triumphant over every fiction and fallacy.

In the "Princess" the masculine mind directs the subject

like an argument, and bringing all the proofs to bear, gathei-s

them into a final knot that cannot be untied. In " Aurora
J.cigU" the writer disports her unconscious nature on every

page; and though she comes out inevitably a won woman
and a happy wife, ties a thousand knots in her skein as she

goes, every one of which was enough for the purpose and the

proof.

Turning from this discussion to Mrs. Browning's writings,

Wc find no further cause of criticism, but everywhere of admi-

ration and reverence. First, we cannot fail to be impressed by
the unexceptional tone of Christian faith and love, which over-

lies a natural substratum of angelic purity. It would almost
K-em as though the sanctified sufferer who made these utter-

ances could never have needed suffering for her sanctification.

* 1'^re is not one little forked ilame of sin apparent in any line

«iat she ever wrote. Everywhere it is the pure fire of truth

—

tlie clear light of love. "We praise God as we read for such an

^fusion of purity into nature, and for such a superinduction of

*-"ri>tian faith and feeling. An American critic lias said of
' Aurora Leigh :"' " Many of the incidents are improbable, some
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of them are of questionable propriety, and sometimes images

are presented, and expressions are used, which a severe taste

must condemn." Of Mrs. Browning's poetry, generally, the

same writer remarks :
" Her bold and uncompromising spirit

sometimes carries her beyond the limits of perfect good taste."

So far as this criticism relates to moral propriety, every one

who understands the poet and her writings must dissent.

Nothing " of questionable propriety " ever dropped from her

pen. In the purity of her soul, she dealt with nature and the

world. She always speaks plainly, and calls things by their

right names. A lie is not so vailed by cm-tains of dissimu-

lation in her verse that its blackness cannot be seen ; oppression

and murder are not made chivalrous and romantic ; lust on

luxurious or legalized couches is not rose-watered with conven-

tional aspersions. This is her very crown of white truth, and

so she says

:

The devil's most devilish when respectable.

The next quality that strikes us by its prominence and

strength is her unflinching independence. She will not accept

an alms, but will earn everything. Here, indeed, she might

have taken a hint from nature, who made her the representa-

tive of her sex for slightness, that neither she nor it were formed

for uncompromising iield-work. But her spirit would accept

no immunity, and so she says :

... if I fail . . . why, burn me up my straw
Like other false works. I'll not ask for grace

;

Your scorn is better.

Permeating every other quality and inspiring all, is a bound-

less charity. We prefer to use the Bible word, for, while love

is everywhere in Mrs. Browning's writings, sentimentalisrn is

nowhere. The latter—cruel counterfeit of all true feeling-

was as foreign from her character as the former was essential

to it, Consequently, her tone is always healthful, and has a

sturdiness indescribably attractive to every natural, ftill-grown

spirit,. How could Robert Browning, with his ruddy, strong

pudicity, help loving her? This heavenly charity took two

courses in her writings, the broad roadway of public life, and

the meandering paths through the fields and by the brooks. In
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the first she was the champion of every one that is oppressed
;

in the latter she is as tender as the gentlest maid that ever

plucked its flowers or blushed back their beauty. In the former

mood she wrote such a strain as this

:

Yea, I will not choose
Betwixt thy throne, Pope Pius, and the spot

Marked red forever spite of rains and dews,
Where two fell riddled by the Austrian's shot

—

The brothers Bandiera, who accuse,

With one same mother-voice and face (that what
They speak may be invincible) the sins

Of earth's tormentors before God, the just,

Until the unconscious thunderbolt begins
To looscti in his grasp.

"Was it the same pen, after telling of her " pet name," which
was

Uncadenced for the ear,

Unhonored by ancestral claim,

TJnsanctified by prayer and psalm

;

which would be read upon the leaves of none of her books

:

And afterward, when I am dead,

Will ne'er be graved, for sight or tread,

Across my funeral stone

;

that added the trembling deprecation:

This name, whoever chance to call,

Perhaps your smile may win.

Nay, do not smile ! mine eyelids fall

Over mine eyes, and feel withal

The sudden tears within.

Nay, do not smile ! I hear in it

That none of you can hear

!

The talk upon the window-seat,
The bird and wind that did repeat

Around our human cheer

!

1 robably the most charming love poetry in our language—to

a man's ear—is the little biography of Elizabeth Barrett's court-

unp by Robert Browning, which she has recorded in the son-
DcU, delicately vailed as " From the Portuguese." It is not
because they surrender so unreservedly the great proud heart
to love, saving

:
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... as a vanquished soldier yields his sword
To one who lifts him from the bloody earth,

Even so, behold, T at last record,

Here ends my strife.

Nor is it for any sentimentalism which, they contain that sips

like voluptuous wine. But it is for the grandeur of the conces-

sion and its manner ; for the magnifying which love has in it all

;

for the comprehending, in the avowal, of all the dignities of

womanhood, the sanctities of nature, the ends and aims of life,

and the prospects and hopes of eternity. In the early para-

graphs of this paper Shakspeare was mentioned, with the sug-

gestion that, of all women, Mrs. Browning was his counterpart.

A student of the unapproached poet cannot, fail to be frequently

reminded of his mighty tread while reading Mrs. Browning by

her lighter but majestic, footfall, and led, unconsciously, to pair

them in his fancy. "With the exception of a single passage,

which will be soon quoted, there are none of Mrs. Browning's

writings which more favor this suggestion than the " Portuguese

Sonnets." They are forty-four in number, and their surpassing

feminine strength and beauty fit them for companionship with

Shakspeare's mystic love musings. We content ourselves with

the transcription of three :

i.

I thought once how Theocritus had sung
Of the sweet years, the dear and wished-for years,
Who each in one a gracious hand appears

To bear a gift for mortals, old or young;
And, as I mused it in his antique tongue,

I saw, in gradual vision through my tears,

The sad, sweet years, the melancholy years,

Those of my own life, who by turns had flung
A shadow across me. Straightway I was 'ware,

So weeping, how a mystic shape did move
Behind me, and drew me backward by the hair;
And a voice said in mastery while I strove, ..."

"Guess now who holds thee?" "Death!" I said. But, there,

The silver answer rang, ..." Not Death, but Love."

v.

I lift my heavy heart up solemnly,

As once Electra her sepulchral urn,

And, looking in thine eyes, I overturn
The ashes at thy feet. Behold and see
What a great heap of grief lay hid in me,
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And how the red, wild sparkles dimly burn
Through the ashen grayness. If thy foot in scorn

Could tread them out to darkness utterly

It might be well, perhaps. But if, instead,

Thou wait beside me for the wind to blow
The gray dust up, . . . those laurels on thy head,

my beloved, will not shield thee so

That none of all the fires shall scorch and shred

The hair beneath. Stand farther off then ! Go.

XIV.

If thou must love me, let it bo for naught
Except for love's sake only. Do not say
"I love her for her smile, . . . her look, . . . her way

Of speaking gently, ... for a trick of thought
That falls in well with mine, and, certes, brought
A sense of pleasant ease on such a day"

—

For these things in themselves, beloved, may
Be changed, or changed for thee ; and love so wrought
May be unwrought so. Neither love me for

Thine own dear pity's wiping my cheeks dry.

A creature might forget to weep who bore
Thy comfort long, and lose thy love thereby.

But love me for love's sake, that evermore
Thou may'st love on through love's eternity.

Those who love the memory of Mrs. Browning may safely

rest her fame upon the " Portuguese Sonnets." She had the

highest and sweetest soul of her sex that was ever vocal to

the ears of the world ; and these particular utterances are

unmatched except by the sonnets of Shakspeare. Whatever
may be said of the ministries of suffering to the soul, it remains

certain that love only opens its deepest fountains. Suffering is

measurably an external appliance; is always resisted at first,

then submitted to, and at last adopted, and its fierce husbandry

allowed to work its "peaceable fruits." But love is from

within outwards, and from first to last is spontaneous and

imperious, subsidizing every power and faculty of the soul,

emotive, instinctive, and intellectual. Nothing less than this

13 love. Under its influence even a man, guarded as he is by

expediences, shows his best impulses and utters his best

thoughts. Much more a woman, who thereby enters first,

like a queen into her kingdom.
The influence of Robert Browning upon his wife is plainly

discernible in her later writings. Her entire being received an

impulse from his congenial and manly spirit. She wrought
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heroically alone ; but it is no depreciation of her powers to say

that they needed contact with the masculine element through

avenues of approach that Merc kindlier than criticism or admi-

ration. With her physical renewing—primarily essential—she

got accessions of hope and spiritual vigor. The grasp of her

mind was strengthened and its vision widened as her love

moulded itself upon his wisdom and appropriated its uses by the

inexplicable intuitions of nature. She could never have written

the magnificent paragraph which, at the risk of repetition

—

as, being the finest passage in her writings, it cannot fail to be

cited by every critic—we are about to quote, unless she had

been mated with such a soul as Robert Browning. It occurs

in the conclusion of " Aurora Leigh :"

I clung closer to his breast,

As sword that, after battle, clings to sheath

;

And, in that hurtle of united souls,

The mystic motions which, in common moods,
Are shut beyond our sense, broke in on us,

And as we sate we felt the old earth spin

;

And all the starry turbulence of worlds
Swing round us in their ancient circles, till

If that same golden moon were overhead,
Or if beneath our feet, Ave did not know.

Exquisite plagiarism ! And how sweetly the writer overlays

Shakspeare's deep foundations, and, building from her heart

thereon, interprets the starry harmonies

:

Look how the floor of heaven
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold;
There's not the smallest orb, which thou beholdest,
But in his motion like an an^el sings,

Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubmi:
Such harmony is in immortal souls;

But while tins muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it.

Love, born of God, the essential spark of Deity within us,

when it awakes awakes like a prophet, discerns the eternal har-

monies, discourses of the Invisible, and bears upward to its

source.
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Art. V—CARTHAGE AND HER REMAINS.

Carthage and her Remains ; being an Account of the Excavations

uik! Researches on the Site of the Phoenician Metropolis in Africa,

and other adjacent places. Conducted under the auspices of Her

Majesty's Government. By Dr. N. Davis, F. 11. G. S., etc.

With Illustrations. 8vo., pp. 504. New York : Harper <fc

Brothers. 1861.

On the fourth of January, 1859, while rambling over the ruins

..:' Carthage with the author of this volume, the youthful Prince

Alfred of England remarked, that what most impressed itself

on his mind while reading Yirgil was the part relating to

Carthage. He is not alone in his experience. JEneas and

l>!<!o, with their loves and varying fortunes, Juno and Venus,

with their schemes and rivalries, are a graceful group of mem-
ories gathered around the pillars of the infant empire, and are

s quickly recalled as are the victories of Hannibal, or the terri-

le chlenda est Carthago of the far-seeing and determined Cato.

I lie poet tells of stately towers displacing shepherd's huts, the

itadel of massive stones, the theater of deep foundations; but
<' is little we learn of Carthage from the historian.' It is prob-
••'•!<• that a Phoenician colony existed at Carthage for four cen-

turies prior to the arrival of Dido, by whom the city was em-
bellished and the government more systematically organized.

•' hen Rome had no political or commercial importance beyond
>"•<:• shores of the Tiber, and two centuries before she had a ship
•

! war afloat, Carthage could transport to Sicily, and put in the
: -"1, an army of three hundred thousand men. Her colonies
::

' die islands of the Mediterranean and Atlantic, in Spain and
Mntain, and her commerce upon every sea, proved her enter-

] "se and added to her power and wealth. She was a true

"knghter of that Tyre which furnished the architect of the
•''nple of Jehovah, and, in alliance with the Jewish monarch,
'' !'* iit sea a navy of Tarshish. She may have been, as Mr.
' avis conjectures with much plausibility, the Tarshish pri-

•

'

:11 'y intended in Scripture, whence were shipped to the har-
• rs of Palestine gold, silver, iron, tin, lead, ivory, apes, and

j* icocks, all of which were found in some of her possessions,
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or would inevitably flow thither as to a commercial center l>v

the operations of trade. It is certain that Tarshisk was a name

belonging to this portion of Africa ; the ancient name of Tunis,

situated only ten miles from Carthage, was Tarsis ; the oldest

mosque at Tunis is known as the " Tarshish mosque ;" a Punic

inscription found at Hora, in Sardinia, an island colonized from

Carthaginian Africa, asserts that "at Tarshish was the father

of Sardinia exiled." It is further conjectured that this nam.

was given by the first colonists as implying that they obtained

the territory by conquest ; that Dido substituted for it the name

of Carthage, as implying possession by treaty with the legiti-

mate proprietors; that when, by colonization and conquest,

there came to be several places known as Tarshish, the Tarshish

par excellence was in Africa, and identical with Ophir; and

that the route from Ezion-Geber into the Mediterranean by tin-

canal of Sesostris and the Xile, was better and more probable

than that by the Cape of Good Hope and the Straits of Gib-

raltar.

There can be no question respecting the artistic taste and

skill of this people. A^irgil testifies of the adornment of the

public works. These descendants of Canaan, the son of Ham,

had an extensive commerce and abundant wealth in the day*

of Phidias and Zeuxis. Victorious war then, as in more modern

times, claimed as spoils the precious possessions of conquered

cities; and so rich had Carthage become in works of art, that,

after Scipio had restored to the nations then in alliance with

Rome, the statues and paintings of which they had been plun-

dered, there was, as Appian informs us, " nothing to be seen

but statues, curiosities, and rare objects of an inestimabn

price."

Of the extent of her literature we are doomed to ignorant'.

Pliny speaks of her libraries, which the Eoman senate bestowt u

upon the petty kings of Africa. It ^svould seem that, with tht

fall of the city, the very language of Dido and Hannil •

perished. A few inscriptions on stones and coins have su J

vived the general wreck, but they were undecipherable cv«

by the learned until Scaliger discovered the key. A few Hi

in thePcenulus of Plautus, neither Latin nor Greek, and thouir*

by some critics to be no language at all, but a mere jargon
j

into the mouth of Ilanno the Carthaginian, were conjectun
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by him to be Punic. The testimony of the fathers of the

C Lurch and ancient grammarians, who speak of the resem-

blance of the Hebrew and Phoenician tongues, was found to be

true. Scaliger, Bochart, Gesenius, and other scholars succeeded

in the construction of the alphabet of the language; and now
\\ ! i atever inscriptions yet remain maybe read with tolerable

accuracy. It is only by making the Hebrew the key to their

rendering that any satisfactory results have been attained.

Many words, preserved by Greek and Latin authors as Phoe-

nician, are found to exactly correspond with the Hebrew ; and

of ninety-four words in a tablet recently discovered at Mar-

r eilles, seventy-four are in the Old Testament. In 1S37, Ge-

icnius published his Scriptural Lingua'que Phamicico Monu-
tncnta, in which are all the words of the language then known,

amounting in number to about one thousand, to which some

additions have since been made, but to what extent we are not

informed.

So complete was the destruction of Carthage that her precise

locality has been a subject of dispute, a few scattered and

shapeless pieces of masonry her principal remains, and her

name unknown to her present inhabitants. "We know but

little of her political system, her government, or her religion
;

<•'*' her social customs, her industry, the constitution of her

armies and her commerce, we have but a few scattered hints

;

fc^d it is chiefly by the achievements of her generals, and the

frars which resulted in her overthrow, that the world is aware
her existence. T\

r
e are glad, therefore, that Mr. Davis

'"-•varne sufficiently interested in the beautiful but unfortunate

:

' "ii to feel an awakened enthusiasm as he first stood upon
' •

'
site of the once famous city, which led to a study of Cartha-

pnian history and language, and finally to excavations "for
'' »'cs of the past," combined with some " digging into the minds
*°a characters " of the present dwellers upon the soil. Success-
'•' v»sits had satisfied him that the oft-repeated assertion of
to <h\s:ippearance of the very ruins of the capital was untrue,

J-"-''

that they were only hidden by accumulations of earth.

Waving obtained the desired permission of the Bey of Tunis,
r i"'cessfully applied to the Earl of Clarendon, then Secretary
otate for Foreign Affairs, for government aid in his projected

• u-rju-isu, intending to deposit in the British Museum whatever
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antiquities he might, find. The results are, in part, given in the

present narrative, constituting an interesting story of ancient

greatness and modern ruin, so pleasantly told and interspersed

with illustrations of Tunisian life that the reader is sorry to

reach its close.

The earlier excavations were made upon the plans of former

explorers, which he afterward found to he utterly unreliable.

The labor of from forty to fifty men for nearly three months

resulted in nothing of importance. Fragments of statues were

plenty, lying under the earth of ages, strangely cemented

together with the roughest stones in Roman ruins, or used for

brick in the miserable hovels of the present day ; but the most

persevering search never discovered two adjacent parts of the

same statue, lie never found a Carthaginian coin. Roman
destruction, Italian plundering, Tandal devastation, and Mos-

lem iconoclasm have each and all had a share in despoiling

even the ruins of this once magnificent city. Some lesson-,

however, valuable for future operations, were learned : that lie

must prepare a topography for himself; that ruins, a portion

of which are visible above ground, are ordinarily to be ascribed

to the later or Roman Carthage; and that the accumulation of

earth upon the old Phoenician ruins varies from ten to twenty

feet, depending partly on the facility of the drifting of the sand,

and partly on the height of the houses. The lower story alone

was of firmly cemented stone, the upper stories having what

Pliny calls formacean walls, "moulded rather than built, by

inclosing earth within a frame of boards constructed on either

•side." Such walls possess great durability, but, when decayed

or destroyed, they bury the lower wall in a heap of rubbish.

and in a few years appear to be a natural mound. It is no!

strange, therefore, that when it was proposed to rebuild Car-

thage, it was said that " the wolves had removed the marks

:

or that when it was rebuilt a hundred and one years after its

fall, it was a matter of dispute whether it was near or upon the

ancient site.

In attempting to construct a few outlines of the plan of the

city, he found that, notwithstanding their discrepancies, ancient

writers agreed that Carthage was built upon a peninsula, that

it covered the whole peninsula, and that it had a circumfri

ence of about twenty-four miles. The Cothon, or harbor, is tnc
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first point sought, and it must be found near the "neglected

..-, •!.•." Appian describes it as "two ports, disposed of in such

wanner that a ship might easily go from one to the other;

and yet there was but one entrance, through a passage sixty-

\ feet wide. The first was for merchants, where there were

numerous and divers sorts of quarters for the sailors; the other,

which was the inner port, was appropriated for men-of-war, and
:

:i the middle of it stood an island, which, as well as the port,

was surrounded with vast quays, containing receptacles and

rovcred shelter for two hundred and twenty ships, and above

them were storehouses and naval workshops. The fronts of

each place were supported by two Ionic marble columns, so

that the whole round, as well of the port and the island, repre-

• nted on both sides two magnificent galleries. Upon this

island stood the admiral's palace, from whence his orders

were issued by the sound of the trumpet, whence he published

his ordinances, and whence he had the oversight of all things."

Leaving the Goletta, the port of Tunis, a strip (taenia) of sand

xtends about three fourths of a mile to the peninsula. Thence

going toward the sea, between a mound of ruins supposed

to be the Forum, on the left, and the Krom, the residence of
''

minister of war, on the right, we come to what appear to

two large ponds, the further one having an island in the

enter. Here is the Cothon. The drifting sand has diminished
'- size since the days of its glory. There are traces of a modem
entrance from the south-east, but the old entrance is from the

nth-west, where remains of strong masonry are still seen.

Across this entrance are ruins of Scipio's mole. A canal one

' undrcd and seventy-five feet in length leads to the inner or

saval harbor; and the distance from the entrance to the circu-

island in the center is one hundred and twenty-five feet.

* lie island, where stood the admiral's palace, is four hundred
' d forty-six feet in diameter. Outside of the circular sheet of

rter, around the island, are traces of heavy masonry, probably
•'" remains of the receptacles of the. ships. Allowing a hnnd-

*'^ and twenty-five feet for their depth, gives, as the diameter

;
Uic naval harbor, nine hundred and fifty-eight feet, and two
•'-and nine hundred and sixty-eight feet as the extreme

'

'
~'h of both harbors from the entrance. The ruins on the

•urtace of the island are Roman; but it is an interesting fact,
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that a few years since some Arabs in digging here for stone

found one with a Punic inscription, bearing the name of "Han
nibal, the son of Mawarzah, the son of a devotee of Melcareth.''

which "may have belonged to the demolished admiral's palace,

used as a common stone in building a Roman edifice."

In the excavation?, Mr. Davis's usual plan was to put hi-;

men at work in the narrow trenches he had marked out, ami

then set off in search of new localities. The stone-searcher

were always ready to enter his abandoned works for the sake

of the walls he laid bars, and both they and the Arabs closely

watched all his movements, in the belief that, though his " talk

"

was of antiquities, his real object was treasure. Eiding one

day over the site of the temple of Astarte, he stopped to

examine a piece of wall, observing the trenches which ha.!

been made by the removal of stones for building, and endeavor-

ing to trace out something of a plan of the edifice. In tlm c;i-

also he was watched; but it was by the custodo of the French

chapel instead of the Arabs, who inferred from his lengthy

examination that some important discovery had been mad .

As he was passing the spot the next morning he found, to \\U

surprise, the custodo with two or three men digging at tl.

foot of that very piece of wall. Mr. Davis very naiv

remarks, "If ever, in the course of my life, I was actuated

a feeling of jealousy it was when I beheld the result of their

morning's labor. It was the most magnificent piece of mosni<'

I had ever seen, and measured about four feet by two and

half." Its rich color and exquisite design amazed him. Our

sympathies are, of course, with Mr. Davis, and we experiew -

a very sensible relief when he coolly informs us that t;
-

Frenchman, in attempting the removal of his mosaic, broke '.

in pieces. The custodo concluded that no more was to 1

•'

found. Not so Mr. Davis. Judging from the size of tl

design, and its abrupt termination at the wall, that the wall v

of later date than the pavement, and built through it, he

his men at work, and before evening uncovered a portion
'

magnificent mosaic, measuring fifteen feet by nine, and t*<

'

taming, besides its exquisite designs, a colossal female bust, •'

two full-length and robed priestesses.

In the darkness, which had already arrived, he retired din-

nerless and supperless to his cottage on the ruins, an -••
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ibrtfcrted hut which had the bad reputation of being haunted.

\\\ Karcma, the captain of his host, had received his orders

{.,? the morrow and retired. The witching hour of midnight

proached, when a gentle knocking at the door, and the

trance of the pale and agitated Ali, aroused the fear that his

mosaic was ruined. But a subject more important to the Arab

in all the mosaics in the world had brought him there. "By
the head of the prophet," said he, "what I am about to tell

rou is verily true." The gossips had whispered that his master

bad been seen in different places at the same time, and "to-

night," said Ali, "while some parties in the coffee-house were
• liking of the manner in which yon found the beautiful

t icturcs, one person remarked that he did not wonder at it,

»ince you had been seen flying in the air for several nights in

Mu-cession. I denied this statement, and as I know you are

ever guilty of a falsehood, I entreat you to tell me whether

i - u actually do fly in the air." Poor Ali got a burst of laughter

stead of the expected volley of abuse, and a satisfactory assur-

ice that none but heterodox Mohammedans would have

-rihed to a mere mortal an attribute which belonged to God
no; whereupon he vented his roused indignation in the exe-

' ttion characteristic of his race, "Cursed be the father of their

rtandfather, liars as they are!"

Satisfied that more of this pavement could be found, to the

lumay of Ali he persisted in removing the accumulations of

rth, mortar, and small stones, and was rewarded by a head
f Ceres, pronounced to be "the most magnificent of the kind

^existence," another priestess, and the corresponding designs.

!{ 'i these discoveries he was able to construct a ground-plan
the pavement of the temple. The freshness and brightness

' 'lie colors, the skill shown in the design, and "the perfec-

' of art exhibited in the light and shade of the figures,"

' 'ted the admiration of all who saw them. One of the busts

\v perhaps represent Dido, who was worshiped at Carthage
1 Roddesg ; the other is proved by the garlands of ears of corn

•
r'ung the head to be Ceres. Very likely a third corner

occupied by Anna, the sister of Dido, and the fourth
poserpine. Here we are earned back to the days of Punic

'•- f '- This is the lowest of three mosaic floors, the builders
l!lf

" upper ones being ismorant of the existence of those
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beneath. Mr. Ditson, an American, who saw them, describes

the upper mosaics as imbedded in a very hard cement about

an inch thick, which must be taken up with the figures one U
desirous of removing in a perfect state; whereas the lower one,

a piece of cloth having been glued upon its surface, can he

obtained without the cement, which is easily cut away. As

proving different eras of Carthage, these distinct pavements arc

important. In the northern portion of the city proper, near

the sea, (at Ko. 19 upon the ground-plan,) at a depth of four

feet, was found a pavement which, from the style of art and the

character of the Latin inscription upon it, seems to beloug to

the fourth century of our era. Three feet below it was another

pavement with a pattern only ; and six inches beneath that a

third was found, of an elongated geometrical design. Under-

neath the rubbish, upon those mosaics ascribed to a Punic

origin, a thin stratum of charcoal, or some other effect of tire,

is always clearly traced, proving the mode of the destruction

of the edifice. The costume of the priestesses npon this

pavement resembles the Hebrew rather than the Roman or

Byzantine.

Distinct traces of the wall surrounding the city proper are

seen near the sea, behiTid the villages of Dower-Eshutt and

Moalkah, and thence again to the sea. Remains of forts are

found near many of its angles. On the southern side, near the

Cotlion, is the "weak and neglected angle," which brings

before the mind those days of humiliation when the proud city

found no compassion. The Rome which had trembled before

her power had determined upon her fall. "We will not narrate

the causes and successive steps which a third time involved the

two nations in war, the proffered submission, the surrender ot

all munitions of war in hope of conciliation, the astounding

duplicity of her who had always sneered at Punic faith, the

decree that Carthage must be raxed and her people removed,

the consternation and despair, the frantic rage, the hearty

sacrifice which finally prepared for defense, or the alternation*

in the deadly strife. It will be enough to touch upon such

points in the final struggle as are illustrated in the work before

ns. The weak angle of which we speak, the least fortifier

portion of the defenses because deemed the strongest l>v

nature, was first attacked by both sea and land. Failing in ms
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assault, Censorinus filled up a portion of the Lake of Tunis,

giving sufficient space for two colossal rams and twelve tliou-

e&nd men to work tliem. They soon breached the wall ; but

the damage done by day was repaired by night, and finally, by

u vigorous sally, the machines were burned. The Romans

were in their turn assaulted by small vessels filled with burning

sulphur and pitch, destroying or injuring many of their ships.

The whole campaign was so disastrous that the Roman Senate

ik-iit a commission to inquire into the conduct of the war. The
ensuing one was no better, and the hopes and prospects of the

besieged brightened accordingly, until Scipio, who had already

several times saved the army from destruction, was, though

lacking five years of the legal age, made consul, and assigned

to Africa. He established his camp upon the isthmus, and pre-

pared for operations upon Megara, which lay outside of the city

proper. It (and not the Byrsa, as many assert) was defended

bj a line of triple fortifications forty-three feet in height. Its

towers rose four stories high, and furnished stalls underground

for three hundred elephants, and above for four thousand horses,

U»ides quarters for twenty-four thousand men, with the sub-

Mntence and stores necessary for several months. In a night

Itack the Romans made themselves masters of a kind of

''itcau, from the top of which they crossed to the wall by a

hastily constructed bridge, and then, leaping down, opened the

patea for Scipio with four thousand men. The Carthaginians

3ed to the Byrsa. Scipio's next care was to cut off the besieged
:; "'i) the main-land, so that provisions could be procured only
'.v sea. He then blocked up the harbor by a mole from the

*eak angle to the opposite point of land, nine hundred and
: 'rty feet long, twenty-four thick, and eighty high. Alarmed

'lie prospect of certain starvation, the Carthaginians imme-
*tcly commenced the construction of fresh ships and a new
»age from the inner harbor to the sea. To the surprise of

' Romans, from whose sight the lofty buildings around the

thon had concealed these preparations, a fleet of fifty galleys,

"owed by a number of other vessels, suddenly issued forth,

' !,1lgod in a harmless bravado before the face of the enemy,
" were wholly unprepared for a battle, and then safely

Horned to the harbor. Thus Carthage foolishly threw away
r last opportunity. Three days afterward an engagement
Fourth Series, Vol, XIV.—28
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lasted from morning till sunset without victory on either side,

when the Punic fleet retreated toward the harbor. Some of

the smaller vessels by accident jamming up the entrance, the

fight was at once renewed, and when it ceased most of the

Carthaginian ships were wrecked. This was the last naval

battle of Carthage.

The skill of both parties was employed in the long contesl

for possession of the quay adjoining the new entrance. It was

finally won by Scipio, and famine raged within the city thus

cut off from all supplies. The fleet made an unsuccessful

attack upon the Byrsa, which, though in some sense in the

"middle" of the city, must therefore have been near the sea.

An assault upon the gate of the merchant harbor was made at

the same time with success, and Lcelius entered that part of the

city called by Appian the Agora, or "great place," filling it

with his legions. Four thousand fresh troops, summoned to

join the consul on the ensuing morning, cared less for his orders

than for the plunder of the temple of Apollo, which stood near

the Agora, and in the route to the Byrsa. The distribution

among them of the gold on the statue of the god and tli

golden plates lining the temple satisfied their cupidity and

restored them to duty.

Three streets, with houses six stories high, gradually ascend)

from the Agora to the Byrsa. The Romans, undertaking

pass through them, were overwhelmed with missiles from the

roofs. They broke into the houses, forcing their way inch by

inch, from room to room, from story to story, from roof t" r

and by planks and beams from one side of the street to tl

other. Their route was marked by dead and dying within t.

houses, and in the streets by heaps either slain in the cor:

there or killed and tossed from the lofty roofs. Carthagini;

and Roman became so mingled that friend often fell by ;

hand of friend. When they reached the Byrsa the k '

behind them were set on fire. Old men, women, and chi

who had fled from the slaughter were driven from their lml

places by the flames only to afford fresh food for death.

six days lire and sword continued their awful work, audi

where the vilest passions, bridled by no restraint, seemed to

in the perpetration of fiendish horrors. On the seventh <
-.

deputation, bearing suppliant wreaths from the temple ol
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laphis, besought of Scipio the lives of all who would surrender.

Tlie prayer was granted to all except the nine hundred deserters.

Fifty thousand haggard wretches came forth and were placed

in safety. The deserters, excluded from mercy, together with

Asdrubal, his wife and children, retired to the temple of Escu-

lapius, and there defended themselves until, overcome by watch-

ing, fatigue, and hunger, they resolved to end their despair by
giving themselves and their last retreat to the flames. But
Asdrubal, with the same infamous spirit which led him into

rebellion, and dictated his base charge against his brother gen-

eral and usurpation of his office, now found his coward heart

shrinking from death with his companions in arms, and secretly

stole forth to beg the mercy of the consul. Scipio showed him
prostrate at his feet to the deserters, who reviled him for his

cowardice and double treachery and then set fire to their own
funeral pile. Thus great Carthage fell ; and the city was given

over to the pillage of the soldiers, excepting those who had

plundered the temple of Apollo, Scipio reserving for his triumph
the gold, silver, and other valuables found in the temples.

Various points of interest connected with, this narrative, and
not already sufficiently noticed, will be referred to as we pro-

ceed. Its facts are illustrated in the work by an extended

ground-plan.

The Roman -names of the three streets leading from the

Agora to the Byrsa have been preserved to us. The house

where Cyprian was confined, previous to his interrogation by
the pro-consul, is said to have stood in Saturn-street, between
^ onus and ^Esculapius streets

—

in vico dioitur Saturni inter

» cneream et Salutariam mansit. These names were, perhaps,

lucre translations from the Punic. A careful survey of evident

remains of lines of ruins produced in Mr. Davis's mind the con-

action, which was confirmed by his excavations, that Salutaria
r 'in near the sea wall quite direct to the citadel, on whose sum-
mit stood the temple of Escnlapius; that Vicus Saturni lay in
a gentle curve along the eastern slope of the hill of St. Louis,

*"C site of the French chapel, leaving the temple of Saturn
•hiding in solitary grandeur on the left; while Venerea took
'ta course with more of a curve along the western declivity of
!'•'- hill, through the district, of Astarte to the citadel. This
harmonizes with the religious division of the city.
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. While every writer has felt the importance of determining

the site ef the temple of JJscnlapius, probably nothing else

connected with these rums has given rise to so great diffemne

of opinion. It was the most thoroughly fortified point of the

B-Z the population around it was the most dense; rt stood

fIZ middle of the eity; it was attacked from the sea «m»l-

tanconsly with tho Cothon ; and it took Scipio, with h te one

mndred'and twenty thousand men, six days and mghts to

work his way through the three streets that led to thorn theZ These are the conditions to be met m deciding upon

tfl, ality. An evident misunderstanding of the language oi

Strabo who savs, " In the middle of the city was the Acropolis

which 'the can Byrsa" has led to erroneous conclusions, and

Mil of S . Louis, in particular, has been feed upon as Us

tc This hill may bo the "eminent place " from which Scuno

oterved the movements of his soldiers hut t could no have

been the Byrsa. Mr. Davis, understanding App.au as saying

tl the BjL was attacked from the sea, and Strabo as mean-

ing that it was in the middle of the city, as viewed from the

M verv easily believes the statement of Ado Tiennonsis, who

ays "At one side tho city and the Byrsa have the same wall,

overturn™., the sea." It must therefore he sought near he

s a and'i.. a north-east direction from the Cothon and tl

Agora. The locality assigned to it meets all <* T**"^
the case, gives an area of two and three fourths miles m eircum

fence which agrees with the statement of Scrvms, and affords

Imp.: 'space foAhe necessary edifices.
_

Upon its summits

are to search for the temple of ./Esculapius, or Ashmen. A car

Tel; is an area six hundred and thirteen feet by three hun-

red and forty, inclosed by a solid wal six feet thick,^and con

taining cisterns vast enough to supply a thousand men v

Zx during the dry months of the year. In the «*»£&
area are massive walls of a temple one hundred and e ghty

t by seventv-nine. Excavations show that the wall o

lower story to" the height of about twenty feet, is in good P«*

"''The wholefas has been remarked by» »«
;;

has the appearance of works of f«'"'\ £
K

ul "i"

Appian informs us that the temple stood upon «f,^.
times of peace, they ascended to it by sixty step, Mr 1

eays, "This edifice is built upon rocks, and the nuns
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rtaircase still exist, corresponding exactly with the front of the

oblong square shell of the temple, and the whole clearly shows

that it was intended for that edifice." The Adytum can be

traced at the western end, and "at the eastern, in the direc-

tion of the staircase, are the remains of a portico; but the

columns have disappeared." A single Punic inscription was

found here with the name Ashmon upon it.

At a little distance from these ruins are found portions of a

circular wall, which, from its form, has been supposed to belong

to a theater. Excavations here brought to light fragments of a

marble cross, and several terra cotta lamps bearing crosses and

other Christian symbols, evidently showing that here must

once have stood a Christian church. A few hundred yards

from this spot, and near the walls of the temple, are what the

Arabs call "the cisterns of the devil," eighteen in number,

each ninety-three feet long, nineteen and a half wide, and

seventeen deep, built with an arched roof, an arched gallery on

each side, and six circular chambers with cupolas, (one at each

angle and two in the center,) only one of which now remains.

Most of them still contain water, and with little expense could

be re.-tored. A subterranean aqueduct connects them with the

larger ones at AToalkah, of which only fourteen can now be

'•raced, each being about four hundred feet in length and twenty-

eight in width. They were filled with the sweet waters of

Zoghwaan, brought sixty miles by a massive aqueduct, three

J'"jrtlis of which could still be made serviceable by simply

< faring away the accumulated earth.

The city proper was divided into three religious districts.

1 bat bordering upon the sea was assigned to Ashmon, (yEscu-

lapiuB,) with minor deities. The middle district belonged to

•'auUlammon, (Saturn,) the sun, the supreme deity, whose
; ")]»le stood alone. In the third were the temples of Astarte,

f«nno,) and other divinities, representing the moon and stars,

i hese divisions harmonize with the three streets leading to the

•'.'"r-a, unci are fully identified by the excavations. The religion
1 ? bo Carthaginians was, at bottom, the same with that of the

•"r country to which the people of Israel were so prone.
'•'-• Canaanites of Africa, as well as those of Syria, had their

-'J
places and their sacred groves. The votive tablets found

** arthage throws some light upon their worship. Respecting
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them, Mr. Davis says :
" The name of one deity is invariably

found on all, and that is Baal-IIammon ; while that of the pro-

tecting deity of the devotee, as well as his own name, generally

comes after. The names of the gods thus placed in secondary

position, and, in all probability, as a kind of intercessors, are

Melcareth, Ashtaroth, Ashman, etc. There are instances where

tablets are dedicated to Baal-Hammon exclusively, without men-

tion being made of any other deity; while out of upward of a

hundred inscriptions that I have dug up, there is not one so

dedicated to the other divinities." One is thus rendered

:

TO THE GODDESS TO TAKATH THE COUNTENANCE OP BAAL [FEM.]
;

TO THE LORD TO BAAL-HAMMON, A MAN VOWED,

EVEN ARSHAMBAN, A VOTARY OF ASTARTE AND A FILIAL

DEVOTEE OF ASHMON : AS THOU HEAREST THE SUPPLICATION, DO

THOU BLESS !

Baal-Hammon was the sun-god, to whom, says Sanchoniatho,

men " stretched forth their hands ; for him they thought the

only god and lord of heaven." In him is comprised Jupiter,

Saturn, Apollo, (Sol,) and Mars, and he is the cruel Molech of

Scripture. His worship extended from Babylon to Britain
;

and even at the present day, in Ireland and Wales, Bel-tein is

observed by running through fires made upon the hill tops.

The Israelites were forbidden to serve him, but "they built

the high places of Baal, to cause their sons and their daughters

to pass through the lire unto Molech." Jer. xxxii, 35. Mr.

Davis has found the site of his temple at Carthage. Deeper

digging than other explorers had thought necessary uncov-

ered remains of a temple of circular construction, proved by

itself to have belonged to Saturn. In the center is a circle

twenty-nine feet in diameter. Around this, in the order men-

tioned, are twelve "pilasters," standing four and a half feeU

apart, and each ten feet thick ; a gallery sixteen feet wide

;

another circle of twelve pilasters standing further apart, each

four feet thick ; a gallery of eighteen feet; twelve pilasters six

feet thick; a gallery of twenty feet; and, surrounding this.

another series of pilasters twelve feet in thickness, (not now so

complete as the others,) making the building two hundred feel

in diameter from outside to outside. The four series may rep-

resent the four weeks in the month; the twelve pilasters the
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twelve months in the year ; the circle the period of the earth's

annual revolution. The ground-plan of the building strongly

resembles the sun in the center of our system, and his broadly

diverging rays. These Roman ruins are supposed to be on the

site of the original temple, traces of which are discovered in

the existing masonry. The only relic recovered here was a

piece of mosaic in the first gallery. But in the center, fifteen

feet deeper than previous excavations had been made, was

found " a thick layer of burnt earth mixed with bones." Be-

neath this was the natural rock. Here, doubtless, stood the

brazen image of the terrible Baal, and these are the remains

of his human victims. This temple was held in special rever-

ence, and was the depository of the most important and valua-

ble documents ; but it is especially memorable for its human
sacrifices. Ko efforts of friends or foes could stop the practice,

own after the rebuilding of the city, and as late as the time of

Tertullian. A Punic inscription, found in the vicinity of the

temple—"the gem of Punic epigraphy hitherto discovered,"

and known, by the formation of the characters, to belong to

h\?. Carthage— shows it to have been an injunction of their

religion. A portion of it reads thus: "The immolation of man
is ordered by precepts, and there exists likewise a rule respect-

ing annual victims. To the priest is to be presented the man
to be immolated to God, completely fortified, and in an oppor-

tune time."

Tanath is identified with Aphrodite Tana'is of Babylon, and
with Diana—not the huntress, but the oriental Artemis, Diana
01 the Ephesians. Her worship appears to have been intro-

duced into Africa by the Persians who followed Hercules

hither, and to have become so fully established that the first

Phoenician settlers found her name given to one of the towns
upon the coast. It was easy to adore the old divinity under
the new name, and when they had become masters of the coun-
try> to give her proper place to Astarte without abolishing the

worship of Tanath.

Astarte, daughter of the gods and epieen of heaven, is the

Ashtaroth of Scripture, whose corrupt worship was so fre-

quently joined with that of Baal, and identical with Venus,
,!u "». and Ceres. It will be remembered that the first discov-
1

• »ea were in the district of Astarte, in a chapel of minor deities.
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No remains of the chief temple are found except votive tablets
;

but it. is easy to believe Virgil's gorgeous description of the

temple in a grove in the midst of the city, donis opulentum ct

numine Diva'. The excavations brought nothing to light

showing that the impure rites practiced in her honor in the

East were known at Carthage, but we cannot conclude with

Mr. Davis that the religion of Syria was so transformed in its

emigration to Africa as to approach to even a tolerable purity.

A chamber within the Astarte district, when cleared of its rub-

bish, disclosed a beautiful Roman mosaic in the Punic style,

exhibiting a hunting scene. The costume of the huntsmen, the

trappings of the horses, the animals of the country, and the

apparatus of the chase, furnish a picture answering to Virgil's

description of the hunt given in honor of the Trojan guests.

May this have been a chapel of Diana ? In this district, a little

south of Moalkah, are the prostrate ruins of the amphitheater,

which as late as the twelfth century retained marked evidences

of its former splendor. A little further south are traces of the

circus, about ten thousand feet in length, nearly as large as the

Roman circus Maximus, which accommodated two hundred

and fifty thousand persons.

Evidence of distinct epochs of Carthage is found in the sepul-

chers of the dead. Burial is more ancient than burning, and

burial at the house of the departed of an earlier date than in

localities specially devoted to the purpose. One Roman tomb,

resembling a white marble sarcophagus, was opened, where the

two practices were combined—the body being first deposited

within it and then burned. It contained charred wood and

human bones. At another place Roman graves were found, and,

ten feet below them, tombs attached to private houses, to which

must be assigned a date prior to any collision with Rome, and

also to the time of Darius Ilystaspes, who bound the Cartha-

ginians by treaty " to bum the bodies of the dead rather than

bury them in the earth." This illustrates the tact, that Asdru-

bal, when accused of treason in the second Punic war, having

learned that his destruction was inevitable, took poison, and

"retired into the sepulcher of his father," whence he was

dragged and slain.

Investigations upon Jebd Khawi, "the empty mountain.

proved it to be the place of the catacombs, embracing a cir-
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cuniference of about four miles. Here was the public burial-

place of Punic Carthage. Here are the round holes in the

ruck, to collect water for the refreshment of the soul hovering

over the sepultured body. The entrance is through a narrow
ball into a chamber, in whose walls are niches about two feet

wniare and six feet deep. A low and narrow passage leads into

another chamber, and thence into another, and so on through

a labyrinth of rooms varying only in size and number of niches.

If ever occupied, they are now empty. Has man or the hyena
been the despoiler ? At length a chamber is entered apparently

destitute of niches; but upon examination their proper place

is found, and the print of the hand that closed them distinctly

Hcen. A coffee-colored skeleton lies within, ready to crumble
to dust at a touch. The important facts developed are the ex-

istence and extent of the catacombs, their Punic origin, and
their subsequent use by Christians.

We cannot follow Mr. Davis in his journeys and investiga-

tions in the surrounding country, further than for a moment to

inquire with him for the landing-place of Virgil's hero. Full
of the conviction that the poet undertook to describe scenery
actually existing in the vicinity of Carthage, rather than some
foreign or imaginary localities, he sets out upon his search.
With all respect for the opinions of Shaw and Sir Grcnville
Temple, and all confidence in Trojan muscle, he cannot, never-
theless, believe in the power of even the swift Achates to travel
on foot the sixty miles between Cape Bon and Cartilage thrice
ma single day. It is easier for him to suppose that the pious
-Kneas entered the little bay west of Cape Camart, where it is

literally true that,

Hinc atquo hinc vaste rupes, geniinique minantur
In ccelum scopuli

;
quorum sub vertice late

iEquora tuta silent. Ma. I, 162.

Only a few hundred yards distant is " a cave with pendant
c»*ffs; sweet waters within and seats of living rock." Cape
' amart affords a point where the hero surveying saw "no ship
,n Bight." Even now " groves black with frowning shade " are
around, and may then have furnished the venison with which
"they banished hunger by feasting." The first indistinct view
of the city is from Jebel Jtfiawi, the hill of the catacombs.
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The goddess-mother directs him on his way, "and now they

ascend the hill which most overhangs the city, and from above

looks toward the opposite towers." Sidy Bosaid, this over-

hanging hill, the highest point npon the peninsula, and three

hundred and ninety-three feet above the sea, was only hall' ;>.

mile from the city wall, and twice that distance from the Byrsa

;

and from its summit could be seen the stately towers, the gate^,

the theater's deep foundations, and the eager Tyrians.

Aet. VI.—recent confirmations of the
SCRIPTURE RECORD.

Discoveries among the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon ; being

the Result of a Second Expedition undertaken for the Trustee.--

of the British Museum. By Austen H. Layaed, M. P. New
York : Harper & Brothers.

The Mo)iumcnts of Egypt ; or, Egypt a Witness for the Bible.

By Fkaxcis L. IIawkes, LL.D. New York : Geo. P. Putnam.

Ttie Historical Evidences of the Truth of the Scrijrture Record ;

stated anew, with special reference to the Doubts and Diseovcm-

of Modern Times. By George Rawlinson, M. A. Boston

:

Gould & Lincoln.

Le Bible et Modcme Science. Maecel D. Seeees in Bibliotheque

Universelle do Geneve, No. 106.

Egypt, Nineveh, Babylon—these names have been for year?

most significantly suggestive of death—of death in its widest

grasp and completest triumph. Yet these nations are not dead.

Never did they live to so grand a purpose as now. The mys-

terious figures and angles of their exliumed slabs are worth

more than the finest chiseling of the features of any god.

They help to authenticate God's revelation. They reaffirm

God's authority. They remove the shrouding vail of antiquity..

Antiquity greatly affects credibility. Credibility decreases

by geometrical ratio as antiquity increases by arithmetical. A

thousand corroborative incidents have passed into oblivion. A

multitude of side lights have gone out. And the intensity ot the

central light itself is inversely as the square of the distance.
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Hence objections are raised against the Scriptures which could

-...; have been seriously proposed at the time of their writing.

Respect for what is ancient merely because it is ancient is

Dot a distinguishing characteristic of this age. And with good

reason. The utilities of to-day find little assistance, the phi-

]...-<>phy of to-day finds much that is puerile, the science of today

ranch of stupidity and error in the pretended knowledge of the

earlier ages. Even the scholar, on whose estimate antiquity

U dependent for respect and credence, finds the father of his-

tory the father of many absurdities and lies. And so whatever

U ancient is suspected. Add to this that Christianity makes

the greatest possible demands both for reverence and obedi-

i ace, and contains so much that is not only incomprehensible

to the mind, but opposed to the desires of man, and it becomes

evident that its book is not only subject to criticism, but pro-

vokes it.

Hence students of the myths of ancient literature turned to

that literature most ancient of all with minds prepared to find

at least allegories if not fables in Moses as well as Ovid, Isaiah

1 1 the Sybil. The Old Testament quickly yielded to criteria

no modern history could endure. Parts of the ISTew soon fol-

lowed, and then the whole, till we were left to console our-

Kilves only with a " God-man eternally incarnate, not an indi-

vidual but an idea."

To this dire exigency of man God was not indifferent. He
did not leave man to be driven back to the unutterably sweet

test and peace found in his word by the absurdities, contradic-

tions, and mysteries into which he had plunged himself. No !

R"l»en the human mind lay panting and shuddering from its

fruitless struggles after light, he added fresh fuel to the beacon
' I in's holy word. 'He made its light penetrate that outer dark-
''--•> where man had flung himself. He poured illumination on
''•''-• blind. Gathering up authentication from the very borders

W the chaos of the primal earth, from the graves of perished

empires, from the present monuments of cursed peoples, from
--<• stars in their courses and the strata of the earth, he declares,

i am God, and beside me there is none other." To render
his word authoritative and powerful he has treasured evidences

°» its truth in the very bowels of the earth through decades of

centuries, and now brings them forth, not only when man
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desperately needs them, but -when they can be copied, pictured,

printed, and preserved above ground, rendering no further

authentication needful for all time.

Let us follow the lines of confirmation, which naturally divide

themselves into three—Historical, Incidental, and Scientific.

Two of the authors from whom we draw most of our mate-

rials have long been favorites with the public. They need no

criticism, either favorable or adverse. They wrote in a spirit

more devoted to truth than theory, and a public, sympathizing

in the conclusions reached, has accorded them unusual honor.

The record of discoveries made since their writing is found in

the third author mentioned, and is scattered over the whole

range of scientific publication and periodical literature.

One cannot but confess that a Divine Providence directed the

exhuming as well as the preserving of these monuments. For

who coulel expect to find in isolated pictures, commemorating

single events of single reigns, facts authenticating the history of

a despised and distant nation with which they came in contact

but little in the course of a long and momentous national his-

tory? "Who could expect to find monuments of an exodus so

deeply humiliating and so unprecedentedly disastrous re-

corded and preserved by the very sufferers themselves? True,

there arc none designed to be such ; but such there are, and

providentially left when all was designed to be obliterated.

Just as De Wette was getting hard at work on his Introduc-
-r '1

tion to the Old Testament the expedition of Napoleon set sa I

for Egypt. Just as he was poring incredulously over the exodus

of the Jews, Bouchard unearthed the Eosetta stone; the key

to the locked mysteries of Egyptian lore was being fitted into

the wards. When his work was falling from the press, Cham-

pollion le Jeune was reading to the savans of'Paris the outlines

of his future works on Egypt. "When the zodiacs of Dendera

and Esneh were declared by M. Gore to be at least eleven thou-

sand years older than the period assigned by biblical chronology

for the existence of man, he had just become able to read tlic

name of Augustus Cesar upon one and of Antonius upon tl

other. Thus these zodiacs, which, "like birds of the night,

says Osborn, "hovering over or perching upon the uncuut i

remains of ancient superstition, filled the air with dismal tore-

bodings of the downfall of Christianity," were proved to w
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. older than the Christian era. Just as Strauss reached the

nith of his fame as an alchemist, transmuting facts to myths,

.• >] ! to dross, Lavard was preparing for a grander fame, earned

•. turning his pretended myths to facts, dross to gold.

HISTORICAL.

For the reason mentioned, the direct historical confirmations
•" Scripture in Egypt are few but decisive, the incidental

ibuudant.

Brick-making.—Eosellini found in the tomb of Eoschere a

|
icture of the Hebrews in their bondage :

" Of the laborers

wine are employed in transporting clay in vessels, some in

Intermingling it with the straw, others in taking the bricks out

ft* the form and placing them in rows, still others with a' piece of

rood on their backs and ropes on each side carrying away the
' ricks already burned or dried. Their dissimilarity to the

. ryptians appears at the first view; the complexion, physi-

gnomy, and beard permit us not to be mistaken in supposing

thcin to be Hebrews; . . . the physiognomy is unmistakably

Jewish."* In this conclusion agree Eosellini, Hengstenberg,

>rn, and Kitto.

Shishak.—In the twelfth chapter of Second Chronicles we
•
"•*• the history of the invasion of Shishak king of Egypt.

oboam is humiliated and made repentant by the warning
•' Shemaiah the prophet. The Lord declared that they should

made prisoners of Shishak, who came and "took all" the

1
• HMires of the house of the Lord, and the king's treasures,

reducing the kingdom to the level of a conquered province.

{ -'lampollion landed one day about sunset to glance at the

iw of Kamak. In a large hall was a picture of a triumph.
j: i the midst, of sixty-three prisoners, each representing a con-

:
' 'red city, nation, or tribe, he saw one inscribed "king of the

intry of Judah." The picture was executed by the order of
v

'-;~hak, and stands, a sculptured record of the invasion and

•''j"gation of Judah, recorded in Chronicles. In the same
.-tun- vrere the name of Beth-horon, Megiddo, Hahanaim,
w "i some others, towns which Shishak captured while invading
Ju'lea.

Death ofPharaoh.—Bragsh has lately identified the Pharaoh

* "Egypt and its Monuments," pp. 180, 182.
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,

of the exodus •with Thothmes II. of the monuments.* Thoth

mes III. was a great conqueror, and placed magnificent inscrip

tions concerning liimself upon the monuments of Kama!:.

These records fix the date of his accession to the throne.

Astronomically determined, it is found to have been May 5,

1515, and "with the sunset of the preceding day would com-

mence the twelfth day of the second lunar month, countii

from the equinox." Now, assuming this to have been the day

of the demise of the preceding monarch, it is identical with

the day of the submersion of the exodic Pharaoh in the Red

.
Sea. For Moses says that from the overthrow to the arrival at

Elim was " three days," that is, wx&rjfiepa, measured from sun.-. t

to sunset This would make them arrive at Elim on the four-

teenth, and leave there on the fifteenth. Just so it is said by

Moses :
" They took their journey from Elim ... on the fifteen

'

'.

day of the second ?nonth."-[

In the remains of Assyria direct historical verification of the

Scripture record is very abundant, and the evidence of the

highest possible order. The events of the reign of each kins;

whose annals have been discovered are minutely described. In

some cases of foreign conquest daily, events are particular!

noted. Of the main figures in every picture commemorating

victory are the "scribes of the host" (2 Kings xxv, 19) taking

an exact account of every article of spoil.

" Ful the king of Assyria came up against the land ; and

Menahem gave Ful a thousand talents of silver, that his hand

might be with him to confirm the kingdom in his hand."

2 Kings xv, 10. This term, Ful, seems to be an abbreviation,

or half a name. The Septuagint has it Fhaloch. Almost the

* We record tiiis professed discovery of the future Egyptologer, well aware '•'• ;

it puts a different king on the throne at the time from any one hitherto supp

to occupy it. It has been supposed. by Wilkinson, without any ground for al

lute certainty, that Pthahmen was king of Egypt at the time of the ex

Bunsen thinks it was Menephthath. Osborn, as will be seen hereafter, infers

favor of Sethos II. of the nineteenth dynasty, while Brugsh carries it back I

'

second king of the eighteenth dynasty. Should the supposed discovery prove t-

real, it will be heartily welcomed ns a fixed point in the confusion of the t :

history. For while the order of succession of many kings is clear, aud the appn i

imate length of their regnal periods discovered, points synchronous with other I

tory greatly need to be ascertained. See the subject treated externa in the Bn

Quarterly Review, October, 18G0.

t Methodist Quarterly Review, 1861, p. 155.
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only record of the Assyrian king, Phal-lukba, is that he took

tribute of Samaria, Menahem's capital city.

Tiglath Pileser came at the invitation of Ahaz, and not

only chastised Pekah, but "took Damascus and slew Eezin."

2 Kings xvi, f-9. The Lord preserved an Assyrian fragment,

just large enough to say, that Tiglath Pileser defeated Eezin,

look Damascus, and received tribute of the king of Samaria.

The successor of Tiglath Pileser, according to the Bible,

«>eins to be Shalmaneser. He came up against Hoshea twice,

^2 Kings xvii, 3-5,) the last time laying siege to Samaria for

three years. The mutilated inscriptions of this king contain

the name of Hoshea, king of Samaria, and that city is recorded

to have been taken in the first year of the reign of his successor,

S argon.

The only thing the Scripture mentions of Sargon is, that by
:. ; > general, Tartan, he took Ashdod. (Isa. xx, 1.) His inscriptions

say that he " made war in southern Syria, and took Ashdod."
" The king of^Assyria shall lead away the Egyptians prison-

er.-, and the Ethiopians captives, young and old, naked and

barefoot." Isa. xx, 4.

The inscriptions say Sargon did this very thing.

" The king of Assyria did carry away Israel into Assyria,

and put them in Halah, and in Habor, by the river Gozan, and
in ihe cities of the Medes." 2 Kings xviii, 11. The Scripture

Bays, the siege was began by Shalmaneser ; the monuments
declare that it was finished by Sargon, and that he was the

Bret • Assyrian king who subdued Medea, and also that he
f< -muled cities there, and filled them with colonists from other

parts of his dominions.

The probable successor of Sargon, judging from Scripture, is

Sennacherib. This is proved true.

" Sennacherib king of Assyria come up against all the fenced
cities of Judah, and took them. And Hezekiah king of Judah
sent to the king ofAssyria toLachish, saying, I have offended;
return from me: that which thou puttest on me will I bear.

And the king of Assyria appointed unto Hezekiah king of
Jwdah three hundred talents of silver and thirty talents of
gold." 2 Kings xviii, 13,14.
One bright August morning, in 1851, an inscription was

unearthed at Kouyunjik that had been made by the order of
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Sennacherib himself, of which the following is a part :
" And

because Ilezekiah, king of Judah, would not submit to my
yoke, I came up against him, and by force of arms, and the

might of my power, I took forty-six of his strongfenced cities;

and of the smaller towns that were scattered about, I took and.

plundered a countless number. And from these places I took

and carried off as spoil two hundred thousand one hundred and

fifty people, old and young, male and female; together with

horses and mares, asses and camels, oxen and sheep a countless

multitude. And Ilezekiah himself I shut up in Jerusalem, his

capital city, like a bird in a cage, building towers round the

city to hem him in, and raising banks of earth against the

gates so as to prevent his escape. . . . Then upon this

Ilezekiah. there fell the fear of the power of my arms, and he

sent out to me the chief and the elders of Jerusalem with

thirty talents of gold, eight hundred talents of silver, and divers

treasures, a rich and immense booty."

—

Hist. Ec, p. 120.

The amount of gold in each is exactly the tame, but in the

amount of silver there is a slight discrepancy, caused probably

by the king of Nineveh adding in the spoil, while Hezekiah

only mentions the tribute finally agreed upon.

One of the finest Assyrian sculptures bears this inscription :

" Sennacherib, the mighty king, king of the country of Assyria,

sitting on the throne of judgment before the city of Lachish, I

give permission for its slaughter."

The disaster to Sennacherib's army, and his own death a few

years after, are not alluded to, for human nature has an old

habit of failing to record its failings.

Scripture declares that Esar-Haddon was the successor of

Sennacherib. So do the monuments. Manasseh was successor

of Hezekiah. Who, then, but Esar-Haddon's captains could

take " Manasseh among the thorns, bind him with fetters, and

carry him to Babylon:!" 2 Chron. xxxiii, 11. Esar-Haddon's

inscriptions mention "Manasseh king of Judah" as among his

tributaries. AVhy carry to Babylon? Singularly enough, he

alone of all the Assyrian kings was king of Babylon, and occa-

sionally held court there. Had the expression occurred during

the reign of any other king it would have presented an insur-

mountable difficulty; occurring here, it presents a testimony of

marvelous accuracy.
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Hero scriptural allusions to Assyria come to an end, and with

good reason, for Assyria itself comes to an end. Babylon

becomes the great conquering power, and takes its place.

The recovered inscriptions of Babylon are far less numerous

than those of Nineveh. They were far less durable, being

mostly put upon plaster, with which the rooms were evidently

finished, while those of Nineveh were cut upon stone. But

even this circumstance incidentally confirms a Scripture state-

ment, which could hardly have been true if made of Nineveh,

namely: "In the same hour came forth fingers of a man's

band, and wrote over against the candlestick upon the plaster

of the wall of the king's palace." Dan. v, 5.

But if the remaining monuments of Babylon are few, it has

one of the highest importance. The Behistun tablet has been
•-

• the Cuneatic writing what the Rosetta stone was to the

hieroglyphic. This vast record of the exploits of Darius, on a

natural tablet seventeen hundred feet high, cut three hundred

fi < t from the ground, in the Persian, Median, and Babylonian

languages, gives the key to the whole. Without God's making
'

i ] 'reserving this, it were in vain that Assyrian inscriptions

bad been preserved. But this takes away the doubts men
therwise would cast upon the correctness of the interpretations.

INCIDENTAL COKROBOKATION.

This brings us to a kind of corroborative testimony no less

reliable than the preceding, and far more abundant. The only

difficulty, in such an article as this, is in rejecting what we
•''• no room to recount. Volumes of this kind of testimony

^e been accumulating since the Bible was finished—indeed,

umost since it began; and volumes are yearly added. It
'' wds upon almost every page of oriental literature; it springs
'-> by the wayside of the eastern world ; it looks out of the

***< rns of Egypt, from the mountains and plains of Palestine,
' ! " the huts of the poor, from the scpulchers of kings. Dust
-baken from records decades of centuries old, and they declare

Earth beneath is full of it; the heaven above pictures it,

• • the air between whispers it. The wind drinks up the
•"'

'

r -s of the Mediterranean, and pours them on the Holy Land,
l-4 we gee the truth of, "When ye see a cloud rise out of the
Poubth Series, Vol. XIV.—29
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west, straightway ye pay, there cometh a shower, and so it is."

It passes over the burning sands of Arabia, making evident.

"When the south wind blows, ye say, there will be heat, and

it cometh to pass." Luke xii, 55, 56. It slips from ice-clad

mountains to declare "cold cometh out of the north." Job

xxxv ii, 9.

Singularly enough, one very important substantiation of the

record has come to pass in a way doubly incidental. It does

not unravel perplexities; it grasps another's sword and cuts

them. Manetho the Sybennite, and Berosus the Chaldean,

confirming Scripture in many ways, have been greatly dis-

credited; and Ctesias, contradicting the Scripture, has been held

up as a marvel of accuracy by those desirous of establishing

theories adverse to Christianity. But the monuments confirm

Manetho and Berosns, and disprove Ctesias. Thus, incidentally,

incidental testimony is confirmed, thus confirming the record.

Egypt is first brought to notice in Scripture by Abraham's

visit. The following tacts are implied in the narrative of the

twelfth chapter of Genesis : Egypt was a powerful and civilized

nation; its kings known by the title of Pharaoh; domestic

servitude existed there; abundance of- food was accessible:

Sarah was fair, and used no vail. All of which is abundantly

confirmed by the hundreds of pictures of daily life, which give

a clearer insight into the manners and customs of Egypt than

all the volumes ever written of America give of ours.

In reference to Joseph, it is evident that the Egyptian-

bought slaves; that Pharaoh had a body "guard," which ol

course had a "captain." "Overseers" abound in all pictures <!

labor. "Butlers" and '"'bakers" are found carrying " basket

-

on their heads." It was appropriate for Joseph to "shave him-

self" before going into the presence of Pharaoh, for all honor-

able Egyptians are represented without beards. "Treasuru'-

of grain" are yet pictured, with a scribe sitting, and over hi-

head written, "The writer or registrar of bushels." "Josep"

gathered corn as the sand of the sea, very much, until he /-.'

number'wig." Long "famines" are recorded as occurring ;

'

Egypt. "Joseph's brethren sat before him." While m«"

oriental nations recline, the -Egyptians sat at their mea.?

"Wagons" are seen in the earlier representations. Goshen

situated as the Bible declares. Embalming was practice*
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Tlie bricks of the period contain straw. These and many
other items are patent to the most superficial observer.*

Still clearer evidence is apparent on closer observation.

One king existed in Egypt that built more monuments, by

hundreds, in his single reign, than all the other one hundred

:ind forty-nine kings did in two thousand years. "Whatever

i
.: most costly and grand is his. Xo other king has his name

on works in twenty different places ; whereas there are not,

probably, twenty places, among all the hundreds of the ruins

of Egypt, where his name is not. Foreigners and prisoners of

war only labored on such works. But this king made few

wars and took no prisoners. AVho should this be but he that

dealt subtilely with the children of Israel, and reduced that

nation of three or four millions to slavery % A king soon after

him never slept in the tomb he had prepared. And his name
became so hateful to Egyptians, on account of calamity, that

it is almost everywhere violently erased. The. tomb of his

"firsirbom son" was finished by the succeeding monarch—

a

circumstance almost unprecedented in Egyptian history, and

<-ue that goes far to show that it was this very ki first-born " of

him that never slept in his tomb that died in the plague. Even
tlw finishing of this tomb and others shows a most singular

fact. Just at this point the constructive and decorative arts of

Egypt underwent a sudden and grievous deterioration. This

could be produced in one or botli of two ways: by artisans

k uving with the Israelites, or by the desertion of Egypt by the

*'hole mass of population on account of such unheard-of calam-
ities. \Ve learn from Josephus (against Apion i, 2G) that the

king succeeding the exodic Pharaoh did flee southward into

Ethiopia, together with the whole population of Egypt.

\

Pharaoh Necho, Pharaoh Hophra, and Tirhakah, king of

Ethiopia, mentioned in Scripture, are all proved to be real per-
K|nages by their cartouches found on monuments. Indeed,

Jaere are no less than eighty-four Canaanitish names found
r
' the Bible recorded on the monuments of Abou-simbol,

Tbebcs, etc.

Of. Hawkes u-rites one hundred and fifty pages illustrating theso and other

tental corroborations in a most interesting manner.
T See the subject of this paragraph treated in an exceedingly interesting mon-

-

" Yh, by W. Osborn, in "The Journal of Sacred Literature," July, 1860.
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Hoshea, king of Israel, made a treaty with So, king of

Egypt, who, at the same time, threw off his tributary relation

to the king of Assyria, and thus incurred his wrath. (2 Kings

xvii, 4.) Amid the dust of royal archives in the Palace of

Kouyunjik was found an impression of both the seals of this

Egyptian So and the Assyrian monarch, once probably attached

to a treaty that followed So's defeat.*

, This triangular incident, that pertains to Egypt, Assyria, and

the Bible, appropriately marks the transition from Egyptian

confirmations to Assyrian.

The separate existence of the two kingdoms of Judah and

Israel is very early acknowledged. One of the first Assyrian

kings mentions Jehu, the descendant of Omri, as a tributary.

On the same monument, is mention made of Hazacl, whom
Elijah was commanded to anoint king of Syria. (1 Kings

xix, 15.)

The power and greatness of Ben-hadad, king of Damascus, is

recorded at length ; his coming against Samaria with confed-

erate "kings," "horses," "chariots," and " a great multitude."

This greatness, this vast abundance of munitions, the confed-

eracy of kings, under this Ben-hadad, is circumstantially con-

firmed in the cuneiform annals of an Assyrian king.

Places spoken of in Scripture, of whose locality and exist-

ence modern research finds no trace, have their reality and true

locality established by native geographers. The names of

about, sixty scriptural towns, countries, kings, etc., are found

in their proper order in Assyrian inscriptions.

Of nothing in ancient, history can there be clearer proof than

of the Jews being at Babylon. Every brick declares th-it

Nebuchadnezzar built that city. Perhaps one inscription oi

his has reference to that judicial infliction of insanity upon

him :
" Four years (?) . . . the seat of my kingdom in the city

. . . which did not rejoice my heart. In all my dominions i

did not build a high place of power. The precious riches oi

my kingdom I did not lay up. In Babylon buildings for

myself and the honor of my kingdom I did not lay out. Id

the worship of Merodach, my lord, the joy of my heart (?)
» !1

Babylon, the city of his sovereignty and the seat of my empire,

I did not sing his praises, (?) I did not furnish his altars, nor

Layard's "Nineveh aiid Babylon," pp. 156-159.
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did I clear out the canals." There is not in the whole range

of cuueatic literature another instance of a man's putting on

record his own inaction.'- Xebuchadnezzar's piety, the length

of his reign, the influence of the Chaldeans, the use of images

nf gold, are not stated more clearly by Daniel than by the

inscriptions.

But Babylon confirms something of far more importance

than historical allusions. It shows the truth of prophecy.

Isaiah prophetically declared, (Isa. xxi, 9,) " Babylon is fallen,

is fallen; and all the graven images of her gods he hath

broken unto the ground." Xo obelisks lift themselves up
defiantly as in older Egypt and Assyria. No graven images

are brought thence for the museums of new nations. Mere
rubbish takes the place of grandeur. Xerxes' overturning cor-

roborates Isaiah's foreseeing. In the fifth century the canals

became, choked, and Babylon became a marsh, filled with.

"pools of water," as Isaiah had declared one hundred and
seventy-five years before. Soon after the river changed its

course, and in the seventh century, according to foretelling

Jeremiah, it became " a desolation, a dry land, and a wilder-

ness; a land wherein no man dwelleth." Jer. 1, 43.

These are a few of the manyf recent voices by which the

fcry "stones cry out" for God's word. "The stone cries out

of the wall, and a beam out of the timber answers it." " This

neap is a witness, and this pillar a witness." Let us see how
"the heavens declare the glory of God, and the firmament
fchoweth his handiwork." *

SCIENTIFIC.

Dr. Hitchcock and a few others hold that the Bitle has not

anticipated any scientific discoveries. But the ground of this

' nclusion is not fact but propriety. • Because the Bible usually

^"-aks of natural phenomena, according to optical truth, he
QOems that it never ought to speak according to physical truth.

' or if wc admit that one modern discovery can be found in

we Bible, bow can we vindicate that book in the numerous
cases where it speaks of natural phenomena in accordance with
u»e monstrously absurd notions which prevailed among those
to whom it was originally addressed? If it describes the

* Seo "Historical Evidences," p. 352. \ Ibid., pp. 339-344.
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science of the nineteenth century in one instance why not iu

all ?"* To this it will be sufficient to reply that the Annuaire

of the French Bureau of Navigation, and other works of the

highest scientific character, speak of science in the nineteenth

century, notwithstanding they use the monstrously absurd terms

of sunrise and sunset, and to investigate the facts in the case.

As an assistant in this investigation, the brief article of Serres

will be found valuable for the state of scientific discovery at

the time of its writing. But many of the most important and

convincing attestations of science have been educed since that

time.

He writes with the grace and attractiveness of D'Aubigne,

and with his enthusiasm also, which occasionally leads both a

shade beyond truthful coloring, though each of them is among

the most fair-minded of men. Some of his interpretations are

the least trifle strained, some rather fanciful. Omitting such

statements, we shall cull those deemed truthful and clear, add-

ing such others as seem necessary to complete the portraiture.

"All human discoveries seem to be made only for the pur-

pose of confirming more strongly the truths which come from on

high, and are contained in the sacred writings." These words

of Herschel have been getting a deeper and wider meaning by

each discovery of man.

The opening chapter of Genesis contains, in a few master

strokes, the main points of the history of the unmeasured ages

of the pre-Adamic earth. Matter was created without form

and void, slowly gathered into worlds, incandescent, covered

with water. Mountains were reared, seas established, vegeta-

tion begun. Orbits of the planets arranged, animals intro-

duced, and the whole crowned by the creation of man. All

this has science confirmed. The meaning of that record baa

just been elucidated. Genesis is the book of God's notes of his

own work for man ;
the discoveries of science the comment.

We cannot make this agreement of the original record and

the comment clearer than by transcribing from a writerf emi-

nently learned and distinguished (rarest honor of authors) for »

knowledge of God's record, both in the book and nature, the

following

:

* "Religious Truth Illustrated from Sciouce," p. 6G.

+ J. W. Dawson, LL.D., auther of Archaia.
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PABAXLELISH OF THE SCKIPTUBAJi COSMOGOXT, WITH THK
NOMICAL AND GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE EAKTH.

BIBLICAL EONS.

Ibe beginning.

First day. Earth mantled by the vapor-

ous deep—Production of light.

PERIODS DEDUCED KROlf SCIENTIFIC CON-
SIDERATIONS.

Creation of matter.

Condensation of planetary bodies from a

nebulous mass—Hypothesis of origin-

al incandescence.

Second day. Earth covered by the waters Primitive universal ocean, and establish-

—Formation of the atmosphere. ment of atmospheric equilibrium.

Third day. Emergence of dry land-

Introduction of vegetation.

Fourth day. Completion of the arrange-

ments of the solar svstem.

Fifth day. Invertebrates and fishes, after-

ward great reptiles and birds, created.

Elevation of the land which furnished

the materials of the azoic rocks—Azoic
period of geology.

Metamorphism of azoic rocks and dis-

turbances preceding the Cambrian
period—Dominion of existing causes
begins.

Paleozoic period— Reign of invertebra-

tes and fishes— Mesozoic period—
Eeign of reptiles.

Sixth day. Introduction of mammals— Tertian' period—Reign of mammals

—

Creation of man and Edenic group of Post tertiary—Existing mammals and
nnimals. man.

Seventli day. Cessation of the work of Period of human history.

creation—Fall and redemption of man.

Eighth day. New heavens and earth to

succeed the human epoch—The rest

(Sabbath) that remains to the people
of God.*

This distinction between the creation of matter and its sub-

sequent arrangement cannot be clearer in language than it is

in the J3ible, cannot be more evident by monuments than it is

in the very structure of the earth.

Through all the ages of ignorance, that looked upon the

earth as a plain, supported on various feeble expedients, and
walled round with impenetrable darkness, the Bible was saying,

"He hangeth the earth upon nothing ;" " lie set a circle upon
the face of the deep;" " He sitteth upon the sphere [Gesenius]

"f the earth;*' and lie that "filleth all in all" "coverest him-
self with light as with a garment." All of which science, with
't* leebler voice and less eloquent tongue, repeats.

Heb. iv, 9 ; 2 Pet. iii, 13.
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A distinction between the primal light of incandescence and

the final light by the sun has never been broached by any

ancient writer save those inspired. The truth of the Bible,

which in this regard formerly caused many a sneer against its

supposed confusion of ideas, now inspires respect and reverence

in every learned and honest man.

The world waited till the time of Torricelli to learn that the

air had weight. It thrust itself against men for ages, over-

turned their works, drove their ships ; but no man took the

hint, or thought that xociglit was necessary to give momentum.

The discovery only confirmed God's statement, that " He gave

to the air its [miscftkdE] weight." Job xxviii, 25.

Discoveries in the department of meteorology by one whose

name lately honored every page, now a disgrace to any, have

been the delight and wonder of our age. The varying high-

ways of the air have been traced. Ships spread their wings in

certain breezes, short voyages and large profits follow. Har-

bors and coasts are forewarned of coming storm. The path of

each rising mist is marked as it travels through the upper spaces,

till it hurls itself to earth in rain. "We are told why Sahara is

desert, and are shown the American plains dry, because the

coast range has pressed all the water from the spongy clouds.

Our great storms do not move right on, but are continent-wide

whirlwinds, traveling in the majesty of their power. But has

one general principle been discovered not contained in these

words? "The wind goeth toward the south, and turneth about

unto the north. It whirleth about continually; and the wind

returneth again according to his circuits, [that is, established

routes.] All the rivers run into the sea, yet the sea is not

full. Unto the place from whence the rivers come thither

they return again." Eccl. i, G, 7. He that can read these

passages and declare that no modern discovery has been an-

ticipated by the Bible, must be struggling for consistency with

previous declarations. Vast forces, equal in one year to the

labor of all the inhabitants of the earth for two hundred thou-

sand years, are concerned in uplifting and carrying the rain.

Consistent with this truth are the allusions of the Bible. It w

represented as the immediate work of Him who is almighty.

Mark how the uplifting of mountains and the consequent gath-

ering of waters is portrayed :
" Thou coveredst it [the earth] with
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the deep as with a garment: the waters stood above the rnount-

kjus. At thy rebuke they fled; at the voice of thy thunder

thev hasted away. The mountains ascend, the valleys descend

unto the place which thou hast founded for them." Psalm civ,

$-& Numerous allusions in Job, Proverbs, and the prophets,

BO less than minute description, show the presence and inspira-

tion of that Intelligence that was before the mountains were

brought forth. The shells and marine delris of the Andes and

Himalayas vrrre recently regarded as evidences of a deluge;

now, as proof that these very heights were once " covered with

ihe deep as with a garment."

How exactly has that order in which the Scripture enumer-

ates the introduction of tender grass, herb, tree, moving creature

that hath life in water, bird, great reptiles, beast of the earth,

v.ule, man, been confirmed by the reading of the tombstones

of those ages.

Serres insists that the Newtonian theory of the vibratory

nature of light is acknowledged, if not taught, in the Bible,

lie quotes passages which he imagines (that is the word) con-

matory of the statement. The German translation of Luther

';uors his idea more than the English of King James; but he

:nits the propel1 consideration of the only passage which is

1 ated on this scientific truth. Discoveries of science have
• sown some of the supposed poetical figures of the Bible to be

nake<3 facts: for example, commentators gravely tell us that
" morning stars " mean angels in the passage, " When the morn-
ing stars sang together." Job xxxviii, 7. Does not science

teach the deeper and clearer truth that stars do sing? Poets

*ho cull their brightest gems from the Golcouda of God's word
Uvo often alluded to it

:

And wheresoever, in his rich creation,

Sweet music breathes, in wave or bird or soul

;

'Tis but the faint and far reverberation

Of that grand tune to which the planets roll.

Shakspeare, by a seeming inspiration, says

:

There's not the smallest orb that thou beholdest,

But in his motion like an angel sings;

Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubim,
Such harmony is in immortal souls:

But while this muddy vesture of decay
Both grossly close it in we cannot hear it.
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Let science now show that this is a fact. Musical tones are

made by vibrations of air. High tones by many vibrations in

a given time, low tones by few. The lowest tone the human
ear can distinguish is made by 16.5 vibrations per second. If

they be less, the ear detects each vibration. The eye sees a

circle of light made by whirling a single point of fire at the

rate of ten times a second. So the ear takes a constant sound

by the repetition of single sounds 16.5 times a second. Tones

run up the scale, or are increased in pitch by the increase of

vibration. "When sixteen thousand vibrations a second have

been reached, the shrill high tone dies out in silence. Let it

not be supposed that sound dies out at that point; but that
'•' while this muddy vesture of decay doth grossly close us in we
cannot hear it." Some ears can hear longer than others.

Now observe, light is caused by vibrations as well as sound.

These vibrations, different for each color of light, have been

made evident to the eye, have been counted : two rays of light

falling on the same spot have been made to produce darkness,

as two sources of sound can be made to produce silence. These

vibrations must sing. Take off " this muddy vesture of decay/'

quicken spiritual sense, and divine harmony, star born, is heard

pouring through the universe. Every world creates eddies

every cloud softens, every sun according to its color pours into

the grand tide of song. " The Lord rejoices in his works." Not

only did the stars sing in the morning, but they are continually

Singing as they shine,

The hand that made us is divine.

The Bible speaks of space as illimitable—never regards the

heavenly bodies as animate—never falls into the error of the

old astronomers in regard to the number of stars. Hipparchus

puts that number at one thousand and twenty-two, Ptolemy

one thousand and twenty-six ; but the Bible regards them as

the sand which is by the sea-shore, innumerable. It is God's

high prerogative alone to tell the "number of the stars."

Allusion is distinctly made to the grandest relation existing

among the stars. The greatest discovery of the mind of man

is unquestionably that the Pleiades are the center of the revolv-

ing systems of the worlds. It reduces the sun to a planet, the

planets to satellites, and the whole solar system to a xery nu*
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ntito and secondary affair. But it inexpressibly enlarges man's

thought, and magnifies the power of God. God convinced Job

of weakness by asking if he could control the influence of the

Pleiades, that reach thirty-four million times the distance from

us to the sun, and exert absolute control over that body, which

" rejoices as a strong man to run a race." And not only that

body, but "innumerable" others. Overwhelming question!

No wonder Job was humbled. It is the idea of the sun's

motion in space, and not a supposed motion round the earth,

that God means when he says, " His going forth is from the end

of the heaven, and his circuit unto the ends of it." Psalm xix, 6.

The aberrations of speculative philosophy, founded on insuf-

ficient data, concerning the original unity or variety of man,

have nearly come to a close. The Bible declaration is being

adopted. Science is teaching universal brotherhood.* One
original language, and that not developed from half-uttered

grunts, is seen to be the true conclusion. " If we were to be

guided by the- mere intersection pf linguistic paths, and inde-

pendently of all reference to the scriptural record, we should

^till be led to fix on the plains of Shinar as the focus from

which the various lines had radiated." Such is the testimony

of Sir H. Bawlinson.t The recent origin of man is proved

—

Confucius confuted. Closes confirmed.

One point more. iS'ot in the past, but present and future.

There is no fact more clearly established than that the center

of the earth is a molten mass, that rocks can melt ; that a vol-

cano is not the result of a burning Enceledus heaving in agony,

hut a chimney of the central fire. " Out of the earth cometh
bread, but at the same time underneath it turns itself as fire."

Job xxviii, 5. " The hills melted like wax at the presence of the

Lord." Psalm xcvii, 5. The very " elements shall melt with

fervent heat." 2 Peter iii, 12.

besides these special points of confirmation, we believe the

poneral significance of science favors the teaching of the Bible.

ow few real geologists are infidel ? " The undevout astrono-

mer is mad." Lieut. Lynch says (^Narrative, p. 253) his party

began the exploration of the Dead Sea indifferent and skepti-

tut
' ; closed it with a profound and universal conviction of the

In this agrc-o Blumeubach, Hallcr, Cuvicr, Dr. Pritcliard, and Max Mullor.

t Journal of Royal Arctic Society, vol. xv, part 2, pago 232.
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truth of the Scripture record. It is the flippant philosopher in

his study, not the explorer of earth or space, with a reputation

to achieve rather than phenomena to observe, fascinated with

his own conceptions, rather than awed by the marvelous works

of God, that disbelieves the Record. The deductions of chem-

istry and botany render belief in a resurrection easy, and a

new heaven and earth a demonstrated possibility. All states

of motion and of rest declare the universal law of gravitation,

and so every deduction of all science unites to establish this

great truth—there is a God : such a God as the Scripture

delineates, as far as it delineates at all, and certainly incompre-

hensible beyond. Bridgewater Treatises are feeble and short

expressions of that man's idea of God who has intelligently

looked into heaven, earth, self. One immortal work on "Anal-

ogy" has been written, but it only gathers a few among the

many hints whereby God's works declare God.

He that passes over this vast field of evidence can but feel,

at the close of the review, that, important as it is, the character

and standing of the Bible must not be made dependent on it.

It is not on its value as a history, or a system of chronology,

that its claims are based. Did every record of every dead and

living nation unitedly declare its perfect historical accuracy, it

would not be priceless to man did it not have a moral and

divine character. This moral and divine character must be

substantiated in ways other than by coincidence with pro-

fane authors. It stops in the sphere of Herodotus, if its evi-

dence stops there, and mankind stops there too. Still this

evidence is necessary. Men reasonably demand of a book

claiming perfection a perfect chain of evidence. This kind

takes captive the master-minds in the various departments of

science, and leads them on to its higher meaning. That a book

could -originate in rude ages,, and hold its place of power as the

sovereign arbitrator of the highest thought among the nio-t

cultivated intellects of the most cultivated age, always con-

tributing more to that cultivation of intellect than everything

else, is an authentication of its divineness most recent and

potent. Though the Bible be established as truthful history,

though its claim to antecedent infallible knowledge be sup-

ported, yet its promises of divine indwelling and personal

advantage must be vindicated by its author and itself alone.
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Recent confirmations are not wanting hero. ISTot in dead and

buried Nineveh, but in living hearts are they found; not in the

limits of an ancient city, but in millions of new-born souls in

every waking land.

The order of these unfolding confirmations seems providen-

tial. Geology received its right direction from Werner, near

the close of the eighteenth century. Thereby the opening

chapter of Genesis wa« elucidated. The land that Abraham

visited, where Joseph dwelt, and whence the Israelites went out,

next yielded its treasures ; thus Israel's servitude and provi-

dential exodus were confirmed ; Assyria and Babylon, in proper

order, added their important confirmations to the after periods

v{ the Old Testament, science and fulfilled prophecy mean-

while filling up what history left blank. Then, crowning

the whole, came that world-wide Pentecost of 1857, that,

spreading through every language and nation and tongue

under heaven, sets its seal of divine authentication on the

lopernatural declarations and personal promises of the New.
Unutterable peace and a conscious spiritual presence are certify-

ing to millions of hearts that God is true, and the Bible his

word. The questions of the future are questions of degrees,

and not of systems; for the Word of God "standcth sure."

Art. VIL—ANNALS OF THE AMEKICAN METHODIST
riTLPIT.

Annals of the American Mctliodist Pulpit ; or, Commemorative
Notices of Distinguished Clergymen of the Methodist Denomi-
nation in the United States, from its Commencement to the close

of the year 1855. With an Historical Introduction. By Will-
iam 13. Spuague, D. D. 8vo., pp. 846. New York: Kobert
Carter & Brothers.

Bk. SniAGUE's commemorative volumes are well received.

1 bey are not only intrinsically excellent, but admirably adapted
both to supply a deeply-felt public want and to minister to the

edification of the American Churches. The volume now before
08 is the seventh in the series. Of the preceding, volumes first

&,'d second are devoted to Trinitarian Congregational Clergy-
men

; third and fourth to Presbyterian ; fifth to Episcopalian

;
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and sixth to Baptist. These have already been appropriately

noticed in this Review, (see vol. xii, fourth series, p. 458,) and

are barely mentioned here that the reader may have a connected

view of Dr. Sprague's learned and lovely labors. The whole

has, so far as we are capable of judging, been executed with as

little partiality, or sectarian bias, as could be either expected or

desired. In regard to the seventh volume we can speak posi-

tively, both because we have examined it more thoroughly than

either of the preceding, and because we think we know some-

what intimately the men of whom it speaks. We say, then,

that, here our satisfaction is complete. In this regard the author

could hardly have done better even had he been a-Methodist.

He has evidently aimed at the utmost impartiality, and if he

lias not succeeded we arc incapable of detecting the failure.

That Dr. Sprague is a man of a large, generous, catholic,

spirit, there can be no reasonable doubt.' For proof we need

not go beyond the pages of the book under review ; and yet we

can hardly repress our inclination to refer to his able and ex-

cellent sermon, commemorative of the late Judge M'Lean, of

the United States Supreme Court, with whom he seems to have

been on terms of special friendship for several years. And we

are the more inclined to enrich our pages with a quotation from

this admirable discourse, as it gives so just a view of the true

basis of evangelical catholicity :

Is there not something in this beautiful character [that ofJudge
M'Lean] that is fitted to enlarge the circle of our Christian sym-

pathies % We do well always when we cling to God's reveal''!

truth, especially those truths which cluster more immediately
about the cross of Christ. So also we do well when we maintain,

and, if need be, defend our own mature and well-established views

on less important subjects—views that maybe regarded as strictly

denominational. But all of this is strictly consistent with the

largest Christian Catholicism ;. with opening "the arms of our fellow-

ship to all who furnish evidence of loving our Lord Jesus Christ in

sincerity. But is there not a disposition, on the part of many goo<l

men, to urge their own shibboleth as the practical recogni'ti"" ol

discipleshij) ; and even though there may be a general admission

that members of other eomninnions than our own may be true

Christians, yet is there not too often an unworthy reserve in pronYr-

ing to them our expressions of Christian courtesy and affection;

and do wc not sometimes practically consent that a wall of parti-

tion should remain between us and them, satisfying ourselves with

the reflection that we have not helped to build it? Judge M'Lean
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was, during his whole religious life, a Methodist; but a Christian

of nobler type, or one who was more at home in heavenly places

than he, you would have to search for a long time before you
would find him. And among his brethren whom he has left ber
hind, as well as among those who range themselves under still

different denominational banners, are many who, like him, are fer-

vent lovers of the Saviour, and earnest and skillful laborers in his

cause. May our Lord Jesus, the reigning mediator, unite the dif-

ferent branches,of his family in closer bonds of love, and dispose
them to a wider and more efficient co-operation!—P. 30.

Any Methodist who does not cordially respond to these senti-

ments is not worthy the name, and should at once seek an ec-

clesiastical home elsewhere. He is in the wrong fold—if,

indeed, he belong to the " flock " of the heavenly Shepherd at

all. There is some excuse for bigotry found in those who have
been reared and educated in some other religious communities,

'but none at all for this imamiable quality when found in those

who have been trained and fostered in the Methodist Episcopal

Church. Her doctrine and her discipline are adapted to pro-

duce, and should produce, a very different fruit.

Social changes are generally effected by a gradual process,

and hence, while going on, are scarcely appreciated. It is only

by comparing the present with a somewhat remote past that we
are enabled to see the change that has actually taken place.

Those who have but recently stepped upon the walls of Zion

can hardly imagine how differently Christian bodies now stand

with respect to each other from what they did fifty years since.

To one who compares the facts of that day with facts of the

present, this seems like scarcely the same world. The change,

too, is a most blessed one. The watchmen are beginning to

Bee eye to eye. If written creeds remain substantially the

^ame, the utterances of the pulpit are converging to a most de-

lightful harmony. Step into any evangelical church, and hear

the chosen minister, and one will be ready to say, This is just

like what I am accustomed to hear in the sanctuary where I

ordinarily worship. The practical difference is inconsiderable.

Even the nomenclature both of the pulpit and the altar is be-

coming wonderfully similar. "We were struck with this on
reading the very interesting account of the recent conversion
ot the youthful commander-in-chief of our armies, as it appeared
u» the religious periodicals a few months since. Ilis pastor,
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whom he consulted in reference to his personal salvation, soon

after his appointment to the command of the army on the Po-

tomac, not only gave him just such instruction as a Methodist

minister would have given him, but, inviting him to kneel be-

fore the Lord, knelt and prayed most earnestly with and for

him.

At the close of this prayer General M'Clellan remained upon
his knees, evidently under deep emotion, and Dr. Thompson con-

tinued also kneeling, till, after about two minutes passed thus in

silence, Dr. T. laid his hand upon the general's shoulder and said,

" M'Clellan, pray for yourself." Thus encouraged, the young
soldier began, in almost smothered tones, to pour out his soul to

God ; and when he rose there was a glow of spiritual life in his

Countenance.

The whole scene must have been exceedingly beautiful

;

though we refer to it here simply to show how evangelical

Christians are approximating each other in their modes and

measures, as well as in their homiletic instructions. Forty or

fifty years since such a transaction would have been regarded,

probably; by a large portion of our Calvinistic Churches, as a

dangerous practical heresy. "We ourselves, at a more recent

date, heard just such things denounced from the pulpit as

adapted to lead souls to ruin. Setting unconverted men to

praying and seeking was scarcely less exceptionable than set-

ting them to cursing and swearing ! It was not only a profane

invasion of the divine " sovereignty," but was exactly calculated

to engender and nurture "false hopes." But so things are not

seen now. The simple teachings of the sacred text are being

followed with little regard to the teachings of an earth-born

philosophy. Evangelical Calvinists and evangelical Arminians,

when their hearts are fused by a divine charity, find little diili-

culty in toiling together, even in the same harness.

But the vvolume now before us itself supplies the most perti-

nent illustration. Such a book, half a century since, even had

the materials then existed, could not have been produced.

There was nobody to write it. A candid and truthful judg-

ment in respect to Methodist preachers, outside of the societies

they served, woidd have been an anomaly. Nor should the

prejudice of that day be condemned too severely. Those who

cherished it had little opportunity to know these "itinerating

interlopers." What common fame said of them would justify
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the most rigid and exclusive disfellowship. They were reported

to be heretical in sentiment, and anything but pious and exem-

plary in conduct. To receive them, or bid them God-speed,

would, therefore, have been quite generally considered a palpa-

ble breach of Scripture precept. Hence early Methodist

preachers were, to an extent which would now seem absolutely

incredible, regarded and treated as the tilth and affseonrrog of

all things. And now, strange to say, one of our most distin-

guished Presbyterian ministers and accomplished American

writers gives the same men an honorable position in his clerical

gallery ! Verily, truth is mighty, and does prevail

!

And our author is just as able in execution as he is catholic

in conception. The work is, throughout, that of a master-

hand. Dr. Sprague has laid under contribution the pens of at

lia-t one hundred and fifty ready writers,—divines, civilians,

professors,—but still leaves his own classic impress upon every

j art of the performance. And yet no invidious alterations are

made. The greater portion of the contributors are Methodist

preachers themselves, who are permitted to furnish, without

material modification, these portraitures of their sainted breth-

ren. If, therefore, they are not truthful, the fault belongs to

there rather than to the author of these annals. But we be-

eve they are truthful. A more accurate picture could hardly

Uj expected from the hand of erring mortals. And it is cer-

• unly a high gratification to know that justice has at length
-

• n done to those noble men who were once so great a bless-

'•z to the world, even though they may now be far above the

reach alike of human praise and human censure.

1 he author's plan was to notice the more prominent deceased
• thodist ministers, in all branches of the Methodist family,.

•ho nourished between 1700 and 1S40. The number of his

jects is one hundred and eighty-one ; and though he may have
'lased some names which were well worthy of a place in his

•'•
: :,;ds, yet all will admit that he has generally not only found

• right characters, but the right men to delineate them. And
• -• certainly fortunate that the work was undertaken when it

*«\ for had it been delayed only a few years longer, many of
•*• who have so essentially aided in the execution of it, and

"0 alone could do so, would have been silent in the grave with
' ofwhom they speak.

Fourth Skries, Vol. XIV.—30
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It is a remarkable fact, that a very large proportion of the early

Methodist preachers originated in Maryland and Virginia, and

not a few at those very places where civil war is now raging.

William Waters, the first itinerant raised up in America, was

born in Baltimore, and buried by the side of his wife at the

Falls Church, Fairfax county, Ya. Philip Gatch, Freeborn

Garrettson, John Hagerty, Kelson Eeed, Joseph Everett, Philip

Bruce, Peter Moriarty, Jesse Lee, William Phoebus, Wilson Lee,

Isaac Smith, Ezekiel Cooper, Hope Hull, Daniel Asbury, Bar-

nabas M'Henry, Bishop M'Kendree, George Roberts, Stephen

G. Koszel, John Kobler, Daniel Hitt, Bishop George, George

Pickering, Shadrach Bostwick, Tobias Gibson, Lawrence

M'Combs, Solomon Sharp, John Sale, Thomas F. Sargent—in

a word, till about 1795, nearly every Methodist preacher that

was raised up in this country came from Maryland and Vir-

ginia, particularly Eastern Virginia. But from that time for-

ward the glory of providing men for the Church has been

almost equally divided among the different parts of our Zion.

It is also worthy of special remark, that the M. E. Church is

chiefly indebted to these very men for her strong and decided

antislnvery views. Some of them were bora slaveholders; but

they could neither hope fur salvation themselves, nor expect t->

.be received by others as ministers of the Lord Jesus, till they

had practically repudiated " the great evil." Kor were they

silent on the subject. In public and in private they lifted up

their voice against this " sum of all villainies." The old Balti-

more Conference, in the days of her pristine purity, spake on'.

in no measured terms on the heinous sin of slaveholding. Alas,

that her sons should, like the Jews of old, "garnish the tomb

of their fathers," while they uphold those very wrongs which

those fathers so sternly rebuked ! This sad defection was not,

of course, the product of a day. The change was, doubtless,

effected by slow and, to themselves, imperceptible degrees. It

was not till a comparatively recent date that pro-slavery senti-

ments were avowed in our Church judicatories. At first, how-

ever, little more than a mere sensitiveness on the subject was

evinced. It was still admitted to be a great evil; but then

brethren from the jSTorth must not touch it, because, forsooth,

they could not understand it. "Leave it to us," said they,

"and we will take care of it." The writer remembers well
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when, for the first time, pro-slavery tenets were not only ex-

pressed but avowed on the floor of the General Conference.

The speakers were the Eev. Samuel Dunwoody, of the South

Carolina Conference, and the Rev. Thomas Crowder of the

Virginia, both of whom are appropriately noticed in the volume

under review. They said, distinctly and emphatically, that

Mr. "Wesley was mistaken, and that the system of slaveholding,

as it existed in this country, was quite consistent as well with

the Bible as with humanity. The avowal seemed perfectly

astounding to everybody. Even slaveholders themselves were

evidently quite abashed to see the matter placed on such a foot-

ing ; especially in the presence of Northerners, who they knew
had been told that slavery was regarded by the South as " a

heavy burden and grievous to be borne." ~Eo reply was made,

as we supposed at the time, out of sheer pity to those who
seemed so much mortified. In a little over one decade, how-

ever, the position of Messrs. Dunwoody and Crowder became
the general position of the South ! The first great consequence

was the division of the M. E. Church, and the second the

attempt to dissolve the civil compact, and the consequent civil

war ; for we regard these as the complex result of the change

at the South on the subject of slavery. Is it wonderful, then,

that the retributive providence, of God should cause the horrors

of the present conflict to center just where the defection began

—

just were there was once so much light, followed by so much
chosen darkness \ Still, it is painful to know that the din of

war /<?>• slavery is now heard over the very graves of those who
once bore so faithful a testimony againstf it

Of the whole one hundred and eighty-one ministers of whom
Dr. Sprague in this volume speaks, probably not half a dozen

had ever received what is technically called a theological edu-

cation. Nor was the proportion of classically educated men
much larger. We mean to say, that with respect to either the-

ology or the classics they had received little or no public train-

ing. A few of them had had all the help in that way that

could be reasonably desired; but this was not the case with the

Kroat majority. Some began their public career with little

more than the simplest elements of an English education, and
)"et not unfrequently distinguished themselves fur profound
scholarship before they left the walls of Zion. Amid all their
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travels, and toils, and sufferings they found time for mental

improvement, delving into science and letters with a zeal and a

success which should command the admiration of the world.

"We have space for only a few examples.

Of the Eev. James Russell the Eev. Dr. "Wightman says:

At about his sixteenth year he became pious, felt himself called

to the ministry, and realized the mighty impulse, intellectual as

well as moral, which a true experience of religion confers. His

iirst application for license to exhort was rejected on the ground of

the want of qualification, and the privilege was granted very reluct-

antly on a subsequent application. Similar difficulties awaited him
when he applied for license to preach and admission into the trav-

eling connection.

!Nor does this seem wonderful when we are told "he was

scarcely able to read or spell when he began to ride the

circuit." And yet of this same man Dr. Olin remarks:

His rhetoric as well as his logic was that of common-sense and
common life. For both he was much indebted to books. Read-
ing had disciplined his mind and purified his taste; but it had left

no other vestiges upon his public performances. The rich treas-

ures which he gathered from various quarters were all subjected

to the crucible. He gave them no currency till they were recoined

and acknowledged the impress of his own intellectual sovereignty.

. . . What has been said of Mr. Russell's language is equally appli-

cable to his illustrations. He abounded in metaphors, and no man
ever made a better use of them. Their object was always to

enforce and illustrate his sentiments, never to bedizen them with

finery. Nothing could exceed the efficiency or the simplicity of

his rhetorical machinery. His manner was to conduct his hearers

into the midst of scene^ with which they were daily conversant,

and then to point out the analogy which existed between the point

he would establish and the objects before them. His comparisons
were derived not only from rural and pastoral scenes, whence the

poets gather their flowers, but from all the common arts of life,

from the processes and utensils of the kitchen, and the employ-

ments of housewifery and husbandry. The aptness and force ol

his metaphors always atoned for their occasional meanness ; and it

was apparent to all that they Merc dictated by a shrewd acquaint-

ance with the human heart. Their effect upon a congregation was

often like that of successive shocks of electricity. I once heard

hira preach upon the opening of the books at the final judgment,

when he presented the record of human iniquity in a light so clear

and overwhelming that the thousands who were listening to buu

started back and turned pale, as if the appalling vision had burst

actually upon their view.—Pp. 411, 412.
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Though Martin Ruter, D.D., never enjoyed the advantages

of anything more than a common-school education, he became

m\ excellent scholar; being well acquainted with the Latin,

(J reck, Hebrew, and French languages, besides a proficient in

history and various branches of science.

John Broadhead had slender opportunities in early life to

acquire even a common English education, but finally became

a man of much mental polish, not only distinguishing himself

in the ministry but in the councils of the nation.

The Rev. F. C. Holliday says of the Rev. Allen Wiley :

Though his early advantages for education had been very lim-

ited, and though he was burdened with the cares of a growing
family, in a new country, with very few books and little means of

increasing their number, he acquired a large stock of useful inform-

ation, and became quite an accomplished scholar. . . . He usually

rose at four in the morning, and, for a number of years, was in the

daily habit of reading portions of the Holy Scriptures, both of the

Old and New Testament, in the original languages.—P. 573.

Of the Eev. Joseph A. "Waterman Dr. Luther D. Water-

man says:

His opportunities for early education were circumscribed; but
:ss his desire for knowledge was nothing less than a passion, it

"'Ncreame the most adverse circumstances, . . . [so that he finally]

became a thorough physician, a well-stored student at law; familiar

with natural science and ecclesiastical history ; a noted biblical

scholar; a good Latin, Greek, and Hebrew scholar, with consid-

erable knowledge of several of the modern languages ; and well

acquainted with the various systems of philosophy and religion.

His grand aim seemed to be to make all his knowledge subservi-

ent as fir as possible to the better understanding of the Bible.

—

J 'p- 207, 208.

The Rev. Henry B. Bascom, D. D., never went to school

after he was twelve, years old, and" yet became one of the most

distinguished orators of the nation, was elected Chaplain to

Congress, President of Madison College, and died Bishop of

the M. E. Church, South.

All the education ever received by the Rev. Asa Siiinn

previously to his becoming a member of the M. E. Church
was from a sailor, and yet he became a man of very consider-

able, learning, and one of the most acute and powerful meta-

physical writers in the nation.
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These may be extreme cases, but they serve well to illustrate

a striking fact. Down to within the last twenty-five years

Methodist preachers had not, as a general thing, the advantages

of an early education. This is more especially true of those

who were raised up in the Southern and Western States. At
the North and East, where schools were much more generally

established, the masses were better educated, so that very few

called from this portion of the Church to the ministry entered

upon the work with so small a quantum of human learning.

Still, large numbers of them began with little mental training,

either literary or theological. They were, as Mr. Wesley would

say, "thrust" out to call sinners to repentance, to hunt up the

lost sheep of the house of Israel. But then they did not,

whatever may be alleged to the contrary, "despise" learning.

Their chief leaders, many of them at least, were men of edu-

cation. Wesley himself had solemnly admonished all his fol-

lowers to give themselves to reading, and had given to the

ministry especially the most specific advice as to the manner in

which their studies might be successfully prosecuted. And
they did study. Books were scarce, but they gathered up

every little scrap of literature, especially theological literature,

upon which they could lay their hands. Tims they were all

the time adding to their stores of knowledge, making not only

books but the occurrences of daily life tributary to their mental

development. Hence, in theology, nearly all of them were

highly respectable ; while in letters and philosophy not a few

achieved a most splendid scholarship.

But then the same method of training for the ministry could

not now be depended upon. Not only individual character

but society itself has undergone such changes that a different

instrumentality must be brought to bear upon it in order to

secure the results proposed by the religion of the Cross. "\\ <3

want all the piety in the ministry now we ever had, but wc

want more learning to begin with than was needful for the time

of which we speak. Large circuits, where a limited range of

pulpit topics would suffice for the novitiate, have mostly ceased

to exist among us, so that our young men must, not unfro-

quently, go at once to the pastorate of responsible charge •

Hence some sort of previous training seems indispensable. * !

will be well, however, if wc do not run into the opposite
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extreme, exacting in every case too much of the candidate.

The door should, we think, always be left open for men to

enter the ministry without passing the curriculum of cither

theological schools or collegiate institutions. For the Church

to bind herself to any one mode of training would be to deprive

herself of some of the most effective talent, to be found among

her members. She should insist upon an elevated standard,

but leave all possible ways open for reaching that standard.

Thus we shall not only avoid the error of some other religious

communities, but keep up a needed elasticity in our ministry,

as well as maintain something of the animus of our fathers.

Any system of ministerial education that fails to do the latter

must be radically defective. We must keep up the spirit, the

life, the power of early Methodism, or our true practical effi-

ciency, our power to move the masses, will be gone.

But however great their early disadvantages, no men have

ever been more distinguished for popular eloquence than the

ministers of the M. E. Church. They have almost everywhere

carried " the common people " with them ; and especially

when they have had anything like a fair chance to open their

mission among them. Though to neither philosophical pro-

fundity nor rhetorical niceties could large numbers of them
make any pretensions whatever, yet, in shrewd acquaintance

with human nature, in accurate knowledge of the plan of sal-

vation, in glowing zeal, in broad philanthropy, in ready wit,

iu a word, in whatever qualities that go to make up the real

power of the pulpit among the masses, they have had no supe-

riors in any age or in any division of the Church.

Judge M'Lean, whose classic pen has tilled many pages

of this profoundly interesting volume, says of Bishop M'Ken-
i>kee :

He was iu the highest sense an eloquent man. With great sim-

plicity and grace of delivery he united a force and beauty of illus-

tration that approached nearer to the Sermon on the Mount than
1 ever heard from any one else. A child could understand him,
Mid at the same time he commanded the proibundest attention of
the learned. "What he said was always so appropriate to his sub-
ject, and Avas uttered with so much ease and grace, that every
"carer was ready to conclude that he could himself say the same
tiling. And yet no one could imitate his manner, could imitate
the persuasiveness and beautiful simplicity with which he set forth
the truths of the Gospel.
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. . . When roused by his subject his mind expanded, and seemed
to possess an inspiration almost without limit. His metaphor?,

when he indulged in them, were always chaste ; hut they came at

his bidding in their divinest forms. Heaven and earth and lull

were the instruments of his eloquence. On one occasion, when
preaching to thousands at a camp-meeting in Ohio, he was describ-

ing the miseries of the lost, a strain in which he seldom indulged

:

but so appalling was his description that the congregation rose

from their seats, with eyes fixed upon the preacher, and with a

ghastly paleness of countenance that betokened absolute conster-

nation. Observing the overwhelming effect, he paused for a

moment, and then in a loud but soothing tone of voice, thanked

God that his hearers were not in a world of woe, and a shout

instantly went up from the multitude which must have been heard

at a great distance. It was the involuntary shout of deliverance.

—

P. 111.

The following description of Bishop George, by Dr. Luckey,

will remind the reader of Christmas Evans's celebrated sermon

on the Triumph of Calvary. In melting pathos and in power

to move the passions of an assembly, however, if not in bold

and striking description, the advantage is certainly on the side

of the Methodist bishop.

The subject of the discourse was the conquest which Christ

achieved over sin and death. Pie announced his text: ""When He
ascended up on high He led captivity captive;" and, from the

moment he uttered it, had complete command of 'his audience.

The picture he drew of sin, and the desolations it has wrought,

was truly terrific. Like a mighty cataract, he rushed on with con-

stantly increasing impetuosity, till every nerve that had braced

itself to resist was unstrung, and his hearers seemed passively to

resign themselves to an influence which was too strong for them.

At a felicitous moment, when the feelings of his audience would

bear to be turned into a different channel, he exclaimed, in the lan-

guage of holy triumph, and in a manner peculiar to himself, "But
redemption smiled, and smiled a cure!'"

His train of thought was now changed, but the power of his

eloquence was not at all diminished. Sin had been personified a-

the tyrant monster, swaying his demon scepter over our race, and

death in his train, dragging the conquered millions to their dark

abode. A mightier than those was now introduced—the sinner s

Friend and the conqueror of death. He came to destroy the works

of the devil, and to deliver those who, through fear of death, were

all their lifetime subject to bondage. The risen and ascended

Saviour was represented as coming up from the empire of death,

having seized the tyrant upon his throne, and then as triumphantly

passing the portals' of heaven amid the acclamations of heaven s

shining hosts. The description was so vivid as to be almost over-
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whelming. The audience, which had just before seemed like a terror-

Btricken multitude, almost within the very grasp of the destroyer,

now exhibited countenances relumed with returning smiles. The

whole assembly was actually in a commotion.—P. 19.

Of the, Rev. William Eylakd it is said that the Hon, Will-

iam Pinkney, himself one of the first orators of the age, after

hearing him again and again, did not hesitate to prononnce him

the greatest pulpit orator lie had ever heard. (P. 393.)

Here follows Bishop Morris's estimate of three preachers of

olden times. He says :

Among the most celebrated preachers of the Great West, fifty-

five years ago, were William Beauchamp, Samuel Parker, and

David Young, each of whom excelled in his own way. Beau-

champ was the most instructive, Parker the most practical and

persuasive, and Young the most overpowering. It was my good
fortune, when young in the ministry, to hear them all. Under the

preaching of Beauchamp, light seemed to break on the most

bewildered understanding; under that of Parker, multitudes of

people melted like snow before an April sun ; while under the min-

istry of Young, I knew whole assemblies electrified as suddenly

and as sensibly as if coming in contact with a galvanic battery. I

have, myself, under some of his powerful appeals, felt the cold

tremors" passing over me, and the hair on my head apparently

standing on end. On camp-meeting occasions, where the sur-

roundings were unusually exciting, it has sometimes happened that

vast numbers of persons have simultaneously sprung from their

seats and rushed up as near to the pulpit as they could, apparently

unconscious of having changed positions. His force was not in

imagination or declamation, but in properly combining and earn-

estly presenting the truths of God's word; and the impressions

thus made were generally enduring.—P. 403.

Judge M'Lean touches the last portraiture as follows

:

Mr. Young, by the diligent culture of his powers, came finally

to take rank among the most eminent of our preachers. He had
,L
r n-at precision of thought and expression ; and whatever his sub-

ject might be, he treated it so luminously that no attentive and
docile hearer could fail to comprehend his meaning. There were a

simplicity and naturalness of manner, which rendered his preaching

exceedingly popular with the masses. And when his soul becomes
stirred, as it sometimes did, from its lowest depths, he would enchain

an audience beyond almost any of his cotemporaries.—P. ioi.

The Rev. Lewis Pease, of the New York Conference, was

distinguished for his power in the pulpit. The Rev. J. B.

Wakeley says:
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Ho always preached well, "but it took a great occasion to bring
out Ins full strength. At quarterly meetings, or camp-meetings,
he was very apt to appear as the master-spirit. I recall particu-

larly an instance of his overwhelming power, at a camp-meeting at

Hinsdale, N. Y., in the fall of 1835. He preached twice on the

occasion, and in each case moved and swayed the multitude as the

wind does the wheat in summer. The text of his first discourse

was highly charged with terror ; it was the Sth verse of the seventy-

fifth Psalm: "For in the hand of the Lord there is a cup, and the

wine is red ; it is full of mixture ; and he poureth out of the same

:

but the dregs thereof, all the wicked of the earth shall wring them
out, and drink them." For more than two hours there was a vast

sea of up-turned faces, gazing at him, in breathless silence, as he de-

livered one of the most alarming sermons I ever heard. It seemed
as if the preacher was actually standing between heaven and hell,

with the songs of the redeemed and the wailings of the lost belli

vibrating on his ears, and throwing his whole soul into an effort to

secure the salvation of his hearers. When he came to the closing

part of his text—" all the wicked of the earth shall wring them out,

and drink them "—lie laid great emphasis on the words, " wring
them out ;" and he suited his gesture to the words, as if he were
wringing something, " and drink them,"—that is, drink the dregs

of the cup of Divine wrath. The description, throughout, was so

unutterably terrific, that it seems as if every wicked man in the as-

sembly must have been horror-struck.—P. 448.

Bishop Capers was one of the most fluent and persuasive

preachers of the age. There was always a peculiar charm about

his voice, words, and manner; an ease and naturalness that

never failed to interest those who listened to him. This opu-

lence of sweet sounds, and of tender, ready, and appropriate

words, was the most distinguishing characteristic of his public

speaking. Occasionally, however, he arose to the highest

moods of impassioned eloquence. The Rev. Dr. Wightinan

says:

The most memorable instance of this occurred in 1822, at a

camp-meeting in Putnam county, Ga. Dr. Lovick Pierce had

preached an able sermon, and Mr. Capers closed the service of the

hour with an exhortation. In this he seemed to drive in the

chariot of the earthquake, his steeds the storm-clouds. The world

of woe, at his bidding, uncovered its horrors ; and its despair-riven

victims incarnated, so to speak, and voiced, passed in awful pro-

cession before the audience, crying, "TVoe, woe, woe!" The very

heavens seemed to send back, in reverberating crashes, the terntu'

woes. The effect Avas awful beyond description. Some ot the

listeners afterward declared that the impression made upon them

at the time was, that the preacher was more than a mere ni i«-
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Judge Shorter, who was present with Judge Harris, and heard the

address, staled to a friend, a few days after, that those " •woes"

had heen ringing in Ins ears ever since, and that lie heard them
day and night, asleep or awake. At the close, Dr. Capers called

on the congregation to unite in solemn prayer, and the vast crowd,

as one man, dropped upon the ground, and the voice of weeping
and intercession smote the heavens. It Avas supposed that not less

than a thousand persons were convicted of sin as the result of the

meeting, and a revival of religion ensued which swept everything

before it.—P. 462.

The Rev. Joseph Frye, of the Baltimore Conference, often

preached with surprising effect. The Rev. Alfred Griffith,

who furnishes a sketch of him for these Annals, says

:

I cannot forbear here to relate an incident, illustrative of his re-

markable emotional power, of which I myself was a witness. It

occurred in the Foundry Church in "Washington, while the Balti-

more Conference wab in session, and during the administration of

Gen. Jackson. Joseph Frye was the preacher, and the general

one of the audience. The discourse was founded on the incident

in the evangelical history touching the Syro-Phenician woman. He
threw himself into his subject—itself one of great beauty and ten-

derness—with such deep feeling and mighty power, that the effect

was quite irresistible. The President sat so near me that I was
able to watch the movements of his great and susceptible heart as

the preacher advance'!, and it really seemed as if the old man]

s

spirit was stirred to its lowest depths. The tears ran down his

face like a river ; and indeed, in this respect, he only showed him-

self like almost everybody around him. "When the service was
closed, he moved up toward the altar with his usual air of dignity

and earnestness, and requested an introduction to the preacher.

Mr. Frye stepped down to receive the hand of the illustrious chief

magistrate; but the general, instead of merely giving him his

hand, threw his arms around his neck, and, in no measured terms
of gratitude and admiration, thanked him for his excellent dis-

course.—P. 472.

The Rev. F. C. Holliday says of the Rev. John Strange :

There were times when his audience were held spell-bound by
Ms eloquence, and sometimes they were raised en masse from their

"eats. As he possessed warm sympathies and a brilliant imagina-
tion, many of his sermons were highly descriptive, lie could

f
ransport his hearers one moment to the third heavens, and make

J

ls bright glories present and real to them, and the next could
hear them Way to the world of woe, and freeze their blood with
images of terror. He often employed metaphorical representations
*ith wonderful effect. Once, when preaching on the love of God,
he compared it to an ocean. "Let as,*' said he, " try to sound
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this ocean with a line ;" and, .while pantomimically letting down
his line, he became deeply excited, and cried ont at the top of his

shrill voice, "More line! more line!" The effect was at once to

enrapture and convulse the entire congregation in a large encamp-

ment.—P. 505.

Judge M'Lean's supplementary testimony is equally strong

and striking

:

Mr. Strange had a countenance indicative of high intelligence.

His voice and manner were peculiarly attractive. He spoke with

great ease and fluency, and, when under excitemeut, his voice be-

came piercing and tremulous. At times, he would seem to have

power of utterance almost superhuman. This did not result so

much from the volume of his voice as its shrillness and peculiar

modulation. It would seem to float upon the excited feelings of

his auditory, thus producing an effect to which nothing I ever

heard furnished any approach to a parallel.—P. 511.

The Hon. Grant Goodrich, Judge of the Superior Court,

Illinois, says of the Rev. P. E. Borix, of the Illinois Con-

ference :

He was one of the handsomest men I ever saw. Great intellect-

ual power was blended with a singular beauty of feature and ex-

pression. His eyes were blue, large and lustrous, and, when he

was animated, they seemed the medium through which his soul

was not only beaming, but actually blazing forth. When his fea-

tures were in repose, there was a sweet sadness on his free that

won all hearts. His voice was like the music of running waters

when he sought to persuade, there was a deep, plaintive earnest-

ness in its tones, which was well-nigh resistless ; and when he

uttered the language of warning or denunciation, it seemed, by an

indescribable power, to pierce to the inmost soul. Men of more

intellectual polish and profounder thought I have often heard, but

never one so effectively eloquent—one who possessed such perfect

control of the will and heart as Mr. Borin. His own heart seemed

a fountain of tenderest sympathy, and he made his hearers feci

that their salvation lay upon it as a crushing agonizing weight.

P. Y85.

Of the eloquence of Coke, and Fisk, and Olin, and Summer-

field, and Cookman, and many others, these Annals speak in

sriowins terms: but we have not space to reproduce what 1-

said of them, nor is it necessary. Their singular power in iu

pulpit is already too well known to the Christian public t<

need further elucidation.

To the essential catholicity of its subjects, the book before us

bears the most ample testimony. What, however, is said o
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one of them by the Rev. "William Thatcher, may be regarded

:t : a tolerably fair indice to the whole

:

Dr. Coke held the distinctive principles of his denomination

with great firmness, and was always ready to defend them on suit-

ablc occasions; but he was far from being a lover of controversy,

or from contracting the circle of his Christian regards and sympa-
thies so as to exclude any who appeared to love our Lord Jesus

Christ in sincerity. He believed that his own system embodied
the truth in the purest form, and therefore he preferred it to any
Other system; but he believed there were excellent Christians in

all oilier evangelical communions, and therefore he could look with
complacency and thankfulness upon their prosperity.—P. 140.

Many of these men, especially those of the earlier day, suf-

fered persecution. Details are, however, out of the question.

A single instance is all we can at present give. In 1780 the

Rev. Freeborn Garrettson, then laboring in Maryland, was
H-iV.cd by a company of wicked men, who took hini before a

magistrate, by whom he was sentenced to jail. While they

were on their way with him thither, the night being very dark,

a sudden and mysterious flash of lightning so affrighted them
that they forsook him, and left him to his liberty. His biogra-

pher says

:

On the Sunday after these circumstances occurred, however, as
he was engaged in a religious service, he was actually seized by a
company of about twenty persons, one of whom jn-esented a pistol

to his breast. After this frightful and furious onslaught he was
hurried away to prison, where he had a dirty floor for his bed, his

saddlebags for a pillow, and a cold east wind blew directly upon
I'iin. But his friends in and out of the country (Dorchester) soon
rallied in his behalf; and, at length, through the influence of Mr.
Asbury with the governor of Maryland, he was set at libertv.—
P. 59.

Persecution, in forms generally less gross to be sure, was
almost common to the preachers of that day. They expected
J t about as much as they expected their daily bread. Gibes

and groans, and aniens, and derisive songs, were to them mere
nmttcrs of course. Nor were such things, to men of refinement

and gentlemanly feeling, by any means a mere trifle. Though
divinely sustained and comforted, they often felt them most
acutely, while they bore them most heroically.

Of the toils and deprivations of these good men our author
gives a tolerable idea, so far at least as such things can be de-
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scribed. In the present greatly changed state of the country,

and the improved condition of society, however, it is very diffi-

cult, if not absolutely impossible, to appreciate fully what our

fathers did and suffered. And those labors were performed,

and these sufferings endured, so far as earth is concerned,

almost literally without consideration. Only think of a man
doing the work of the Vermont District for a whole year,—as

Bishop Hedding did, some fifty years since, when presiding

elder,—suffering hunger, cold, nakedness, persecution, for the

sum of sixteen dollars ! And his lot was probably no worse than

that of at least one half the itinerants of that day. Never, till

the lives of the just are seen in the light of the final judgment,

will it be known, or can it be known, what has been done and

suffered to give a free Gospel to these United States.

It is not wonderful that such men, as Mr. Wesley said of the

Methodists of his day, " died well." They were always peaceful

and happy, and often triumphant, on approaching " the dark

valley." Of the Rev. Stephen G. Eoszel it is said :
" His last

days were marked with great serenity, and the closing scene

was like the glorious going down of the sun." John Broad-

head's " departure was peaceful and triumphant." Of Peter

Vannest it is said, "The language of praise and thanksgiving

was continually upon his lips, until death's seal was placed

upon them." When dying far away from home, Elijah 11.

Sabin exclaimed, " how sweet is the love of God in the

midst of affliction! O, brethren, come magnify the Lord witli

me, and let us exalt Ids name together! I'll praise him while

he lends me breath."- The death-bed scene of Elijah Hcddsr:^

" seemed illuminated by the glories of an immortal life." " I' 1

a state of calm and joyful hope " Michael Coate "passed away

to his heavenly rest." William Keith " rendered his dying

testimony to the sustaining power of the truths which he had

preached, and requested that his absent friends might be in-

formed that he died trusting in that Saviour to whom he had

devoted himself." Near his final hour Smith Arnold said:

"I expect soon to drink the pure water of life in my Father a

kingdom." Jacob Grubcr said :
" To-morrow I shall spend my

first Sabbath in heaven." Christopher Frye "was perfectly

self-possessed; conversed with his friends with the utmost cah

ness in respect to his approaching end, and not the scinbhim*
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of a shadow rested upon his future and eternal prospects."

Lewis Pease " died in perfect peace." Joseph A. Merrill

u passed away as gently as an infant falls asleep." Those who
flood around the dying bed of Coles Carpenter heard him

whisper, "Glory, glory, glory!" until the silence of death en-

sued. As William Ross " approached the grave he was full

of peace and joy." Melville 13. Cox died in Western Africa,

" looking upward, and faintly calling to his adorable Redeemer,
4 Conic, come !'

" John Slade died " strong in faith, giving

glory to God." Lyttleton Fowler, when dying, looked around

and said :
" O what a glorious sight ! I have seen the angelic

hosts, the happy faces of just men made perfect." The whole

dying scene with Abner Chase " was indescribably glorious."

A single instance will show the state of readiness to meet the

final Judge in which those good men habitually lived. The
Hon. Thomas Scott, after giving a high character of Valentine

Cook, as it respects both learning and piety, says

:

During the frightful convulsions of nature that occurred in the
vicinity of New Madrid, on the Mississippi river, in the winter of
1811-12, the whole country was thrown into commotion. Mr.
Cook, being at the time at home, was suddenly aroused from his

slumbers at midnight, and finding his bed and house rocking and
staggering, and supposing the end of all things had come, sprang
from his bed and made for the door. Mrs. Cook, in great agita-

tion, exclaimed, " 0, Mr. Cook, wait for me, wait for me !" " No,
my dear," said he, " when the Lord Jesus comes I'll wait for
nobody."

Such is a faint picture of the men by whose agency the

Methodist Episcopal Church and her several offshoots were
planted in North America. Who will deny that they are

worthy alike of profound veneration and of grateful remem-
brance ? Posterity should come and say over their tombs, as

Pericles did over the bodies of his deceased fellow-soldiers, "You
•'ire like the divinities above us

;
you are no longer with us

;
you

are known only by the benefits you have conferred." If, how-
ever, glorified saints are at all observant of what takes place on
earth, or are in the least affected by what is done in the Church
Militant, the most grateful offering we can make to their mem-
" r.v K to follow them as they followed Christ. Noble was their

sample on earth, and great is their reward in heaven. In
their day they turned many to righteousness; and now shine
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as the brightness of the firmament, and will continue to do so as

the stars, for ever and ever. And if their sons walk by the

same rule, and mind the same thing, they will share the same
glorious destiny.

We have barely room to add, that not only the Methodist

community, but the whole Christian public are under high

obligations to Dr. Sprague for this uncommonly meritorious

volume. Everybody may be profited by knowing more of the

men of whom it so appropriately speaks. Good people, who
have long cherished an honest prejudice against these " itiner-

ants," will feel especially thankful for the means of forming a

juster opinion concerning them. Those who are more imme-

diately interested will, of course, procure and read a book of

such intrinsic and abiding value. It has really all the fascina-

tion of the most taking novel, and all the inappreciable worth

of truth itself; so that it is equally adapted to please and to

profit. 2xo one who reads it will ever get weary of its pages.

Abt. VIIL—EXEGESIS ON 1 CORINTHIANS vii, 20-24.

This passage, which has been so often surrendered by critical

scholars to the support of slavery, simply teaches the plain

duty of contentment. Contenting one's self is restraining his

lawful desires within the limits of actual possession. If to a

man God allots poverty, under its pinchings he ought to be

contented. But would the command, "Let every man abide

in the same calling wherein he was called," have prohibited an

indigent member of the Corinthian Church from embracing

a providential opening for the improvement of his temporal

condition? If the command, "Let every man abide in the

same calling," etc., would not have allowed a slave to embrace

proffered freedom, then the same command would not have

allowed any Corinthian tent-maker to embrace an easier and

more lucrative employment if to him any such were offered.

Could a man of Paul's common sense say, Art thou called,

being a tent-maker ? Care not for it ; but if thou mayest be
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lomcthing Letter, still prefer tent-making. This is another

instance of that fatuous tendency of the human mind honestly

lo apply to slavery, or to any popular vice, a principle which,

when applied to other subjects, seems so absurd as to be

laughable.

In verse 20 the apostle teaches that Christianity was not

designed to interfere in a 'violent way with the established

relations of society, but that the orders, arrangements, em-

ployments, and positions of civil society should be as little

J.;.-turbed as possible, consistent with the truth and with the

spiritual interests of the world. Fanaticism might say, if a

menial laborer be " translated into the kingdom of God's dear

S ui," and thus become a child of God and an heir of glory,

he should at once be taken out of his inferior and placed in a

laperior position among men. Such an idea would be as

fatal to the interests of Christianity as to the peace and

plans of society. But while Paul teaches the important

thought that Christianity does not aim precipitately to break

up the relations of society, he also teaches that no employment,

I uwever degrading; no position, however humble, need inter-

fcre with the real interest and true dignity of human nature.

He teaches, do not fret at evils, nor chafe at wrongs which,

for purposes known only to himself, God does not see fit to

rwuova Under the general command in verse 20, on the

duty of contentment, he specifies a class of persons most
likely of all others to be discontented. As discontent is a state

< mind so unfavorable to piety, he would especially put on

their guard those who were most exposed to such a temptation.

He exhorts the slave to be contented under the wrongs of

slavery, unless Providence should open the way for him sinlessly

'" obtain his freedom.

Hie great difficulty at which commentators have stumbled

Q the rendering of this passage has been with the el ml, as

ugh it signified even if, and could have no other significa-

nt But Dr. Pobinson, in his Lexicon of the New Testament,
"> f«>r his first definition of el. «aJ, if also. Dr. Charles

tt renders el nal if also, and translates the passage, "if

• ' thou art able to become a freed man." Olshauscn renders
'• "if thou canst also obtain bodily freedom, in addition to

) w spiritual freedom, do it rather." Put Paul himself uses

Fourth Sekies, Vol. XIV.—31
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in many other places el nai in the sense of {/* afoo. For ex-

ample, 2 Corinthians xi, 15, Satan transformed himself into an

angel of light, therefore it is no great thing (el ml) if also his

ministers be transformed. The sense of the passage then is,

Art thou called, being a slave, care not for it; but if thou

mayest be free, if, in addition to your spiritual freedom, you

can also obtain your bodily freedom, do it rather. The verb

Xpaopai, which in our translation is rendered " use it," is defined

by Dr. Robinson, " to use and to make use of." The meaning

of " making use of" a thing is to profit by that thing. The apos-

tle uses xpaof
jtal in the sense of profiting by, or taking advant-

age of; for example, 1 Corinthians ix, 11, 15 :
" Ifwe have sown

unto you spiritual things, is it a great thing if we shall reap your

carnal things ? But {exprjoapeOa) we have not used this power :

but we suffer all things, lest we should hinder the gospel of

Christ." They which preach the gospel should live by the

gospel, but I have used (exPrlaal
11

l
v) none of these things. lie

did not profit by, he did not avail himself of the privilege-

to which he was justly entitled. It is in this sense he uses

•Xpr\aajt in the passage before use But if also thou mayest h

free take advantage of it. After xP~lGal some learned men

would supply dovAem, others would insert eXevOepia; but to

understand either word would be not only needless, but i.l "

unnatural. But if also thou mayest be free take advant-

age of being made free. Being made free is the object «•!

XPUaai.

In verse 21 the apostle groups two commands, • and in

verse 22 he enforces those two commands by two appropr'a'''

motives. The first command is to be contented in nnavoidal .-

slavery. The second command is to embrace liberty if it

could be obtained without violence. The motive for content-

ment is, that a slave, who is'a Christian, is the Lord's freeman.

Christ has redeemed him, the Holy Spirit has regenerat'*!

him, and soon he will be "in the presence of the angela i I

God." Such considerations should reconcile him to, and sus-

tain him under any temporary hardships and injustice. Tl^

second command he enforces by the consideration that '
•

Christian who is a freeman is the servant of Christ.

Though the Christian slave does serve Christ with his Sju'nt,

he is compelled to serve, his owner with his body. But
'
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freeman who is a Christian can serve Christ with his Spirit,

likewise also with his body. And the fact that he can render

Christ effective service through his personal liberty, is the

weighty consideration why the Christian slave should embrace

proffered freedom. The body of the slave is nnder the control

of his master, who at any time may be cruel and unjust ; but

the Christian freeman is the servant of a divine Master, who
can never require any duty in conflict with his true interests.

A freeman escapes all the woes of a state of slavery, which

Dr. Channing pronounced to be "every vice heightened by
every meanness." If to each command the apostle had annexed

its appropriate motive, the passage would have read as fol-

lows : Art thou called, being a servant, care not for it. ; for he

that is called in the Lord, being a servant, is the Lord's freeman.

But if also thou mayest be free, take advantage of it ; for he

that is called, being free, is Christ's servant. But in lieu of

enforcing each command by its appropriate motive, he first

groups the two commands and then presents the two motives

to secure obedience. An illustration might put the sense of

the passage in a clear light : Art thou called, being an ignorant

man? care not for it; but if also thou mayest be learned take

advantage of it ; for he that is called in the Lord, being an

ignorant man, knoweth God, (the knowledge of whom is

the best of all knowledge ;) likewise also, he that is called,

being a learned man, can serve Christ with his learning, as

well as with his spirit ; or, to change the order : Art thou

failed, being an ignorant man ? care not for it ; for he that is

called in the Lord, being an ignorant man, knoweth God, (whom
to know is eternal life.) But if also thou mayest be learned

tAke advantage of it ; for he that is called, being a learned

man, can serve Christ with his spirit, likewise also with his

learning. The motive for the ignorant Christian to be con-

tented, under unavoidable ignorance, is the fact that he has

the knowledge of salvation. The motive for obedience to the

command to take advantage of being learned, if providence

opened the way to learning, is the fact that the Christian, who
is also a learned man, can render important, service to Jesus

Christ with his learning.

All the commentators I have examined declare that the

second clause of verse 22 expresses a consideration which was"
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intended to soothe the slave, and reconcile him to a state of

bondage. He that is called, being free, is the servant of

Christ. But what is there in the fact that all Christians are

the servants of Christ, which is calculated to soothe a man in

a state of involuntary servitude ? Is there any possible analogy

between slavery and the service of the Redeemer ? The service

of Christ is ennobling, and variously and indescribably blessed.

The more perfectly any one seiwes Jesus Christ the more per-

fect and glorious his character, and the more ample his usefulness

and fathomless his joy. The most abject slavery and obedience

to the Son of God is the loftiest liberty ; his most inexorable re-

straints the most rapturous and out-bounding freedom. What
is there in such a service analogous to slavery? what is there

in such a service calculated to reconcile a man to the craunch-

ings of a system which Dr. Buslmell declares to be essentially

barbarous ? How can the fact that all Christians submit to the

restraints which hold the immortal soul in blessedness, as it rolls

along and up forever on the curve of moral 'excellence, soothe

a man robbed of his manhood? how can it reconcile him to

wrongs omnipresent to all his being, interests, and hopes?

Such a statement from the lips of the unlearned would seem

simply nonsense. But to regard the second clause of verse 22

as a motive for embracing proffered freedom affords most

excellent sense. The idea of SovXoq, in the clause, " he that is

called, being free, is the (JouAoc of Christ," must be the same as

the idea of 8ovXoq in the clause, " he that is called in the Lord,

being a <5o£Aoc, is the Lord's freeman." In both clauses dovXog

must refer to an identical thing. But dovkoq, in the clause,

"he that is called in the Lord, being a dovXog, is the Lord's

freeman," manifestly means bodily service. The Christian

slave gives to his master the service of his body, while to his

Saviour he renders the service of his spirit. The word rfouAoc,

therefore, in the clause, " he that is called, being free, is the

douP.oc," can have no meaning but bodily service. That bodily

service which the slave renders his master, the Christian freeman

renders his Redeemer. The Christian freeman serves Christ

with his spirit because he is a Christian, and he serves him with

his body because he is the " dovXoc of Christ," The slave and

freeman both render Christ spiritual service ; but the Christian

freeman gives to his Saviour the bodilv service which the
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Christian slave is coerced to give to his master. The idea

which "<5/W«c" qualifies is bodily service, and the sense is

that the Christian freeman serves Christ with his spirit, like-

wise also with his body. This pre-eminent advantage renders
imperative the commands to embrace freedom, if it could be
obtained without violence and sin.

All the commentators I have seen fail to see the meaning of
the twenty-third verse. They consider it an address to freemen

;

they regard it as an exhortation " not to submit to human opin-
ions," " not to bow to needless customs," " not to sell themselves
into slavery," "not to entangle themselves in the anxieties to
be free." But such interpretations destroy the continuity of
the apostle's thoughts. It is much more natural to consider it

as a continuation of his address to slaves. Paul very well knew
how oppression stupefies the conscience of the oppressor, and
robs the oppressed of all his manly qualities. He knew how
soon slavery took the spirit out of a man, and embruted him
down to a mindless, willess, rightless chattel. Having just urged
contentment upon those slaves who might be chafing under the
wrongs of slavery, he now turns to those whom oppression had
sunk down beyond the point of torment, down to indifference
even at the loss of the rights and the dignities that inhere in
human nature

; such he exhorts by the most solemn considera-
tion not willingly to be the slaves of men. By the most sacred
of all considerations he would arouse consciences stupefied by
inhumanity

: Ye are bought with a price, be ye not the servants
ot men. But many of the commentators reply that the apostle
does not use the verb to be in this passage. "He does not say,
Be ye not the slaves of men ; but he says, Become not the
slaves of men. From this fact they infer that the apostle, .in

verse 23, addresses freemen and not slaves. But if, in ad-
dressing slaves, he had used the verb to be, «\u\ toQc," Be ye
mt the^ slaves of men, it would have been in direct conflict
Vith his command in the 21st verse. It would have urged
slaves not to remain in slavery, but to chafe at the restraints of
bondage. Having commanded them to submit quietly to un-
avoidable slavery, he could not exhort them to take their
uberty at all hazards. If ho had used the verb to be, he would
,1Rve taught them to throw off the yoke of slavery, and to do it
violently if necessary. Such a command would have authorized
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unjustifiable insurrection. Such a command could have had

no other signification. The lynx-eye of the oppressor would

have seen its force. He would have made it the ground of

persecuting the apostle and opposing the religion he was

introducing. If freedom had depended absolutely on the

simple will of the slave, then, doubtless, the verb to be would

have been used by the apostle. But as freedom depended on

the will of the master and the arrangings of divine providence,

he could not use that verb without doing wrong, harm, and

producing violence, lie commands the slave to profit by

liberty, if sinlessly it could be obtained, because in a state of

freedom he could serve Christ likewise also with his body.

Now, if liberty is proffered you, liberty with you is optional

;

and if liberty is optional, then in the order of thought you are

free, and from that point do not consent to become again a

slave. Do not choose, from any consideration of ease, of habit,

of freedom from care, to become a bondman; do not allow

any unmanly or groveling tendencies, or any fear to go forth

relying upon your own resources, to incline you to remain in

slavery. On no consideration consent to be a slave if thou

mayest be free ;
" for you are not your own, you are bought

with a price." Let every Christian escape, if possible, u

state which Edmund Burke declared "is so improper, so

degrading, so ruinous to the feelings and capacities of human
nature that it ought not to be suffered to exist." Let him break

away from an institution which Franklin declared " as an atro-

cious debasement of human nature," and which Baron Hum-
boldt affirms is opposed to all the principles of morality. But if

the fact that in verse 23 he uses the verb "yiveode" is proof that

the apostle does not here address slaves, then 'the fact that he

uses ytveaOe when he says, " Be not children in understand-

ing," is proof that he does not address children in under-

standing. But if those whom he addresses are not children in

understanding, why does he say in the same breath to the

same persons, Be perfect in understanding? Evidently he

addresses those whom he regards as children in understanding,

and commands them, Be not children in understanding, ko

in the passage before us the apostle addresses slaves, and com-

mands them with tlie divine authority of inspiration to graaP

at liberty, if in any way it could be obtained without sinning
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against God. .Now, while tlie above interpretation is natural,

simple, consistent, in violation of no principles of grammar,

philosophy, theology, or common sense, it is in direct opposi-

tion to very many of our ablest critics.

Akt. IX.—FOEEIGN RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

PEOTESTANTISM.
GREAT BRITAIN.

THE ASSITEBSAEIES.—The great re-

ligious societies of England, as was to

1".' expected, have suffered, as well as

theso of America, from the distress which
is caused in both hemispheres by the

continuance of our civil war. Yet sev-

eral of them, as the British and Foreign
bible Society, could report an increase

of their receipts, and all a vigorous

prosecution of their operations. For
some time it was feared that the bi-cen-

ienary agitation might lead to a rupture
between evangelical Churchmen and
Dissenters, and to a withdrawal of the

former from the religious societies in

which hitherto both have been frater-

nally united. Several lecturers of the

Nonconformists having charged the

evangelical clergy of the Established
Church with dishonesty for remaining
in a Church, part of whose liturgy they
desire to be altered, the Rev. Dr. Miller,

of Birmingham, retired from the local

committee of the Bible Society. The
apprehension that his example might be
extensively followed was dispelled by
the meeting of the British and Foreign
Bible Society, which was, as usual, pre-

sided over by the Earl of Shaftesbury,
and participated in by a number of
bishops, who emphatically declared their

continuing adhesion to the catholic plat-

form of this great national society of
Protestant England.

The Episcopal Cnrr.cn.—The efforts

made for fully restoring to the Estab-
lished Church of England the right of
Rynodical action and self-government
continue to be successful. In the Con-
vocation of Canterbury on motion of the
Bishop of Oxford, the" House of Bishops
unanimously- resolved to request the
President of the House (the Archbishop
of Canterbury) to address to the Arch-

bishop of York an earnest desire that

measures be devised by which both

provinces might act together harmoni-
ously and with concurrent deliberations,

especially with regard to the action

which had been taken in reference to

the change of one (the 20th) of the

canons. A petition in favor of the

convocation resuming synodical action

through the Queen's dominions was,

also on motion of the Bishop of Oxford,

unanimously referred to a special com-
mittee. Still more important were the

resolutions of the Convocation of York,
which met on March IS. The Lower
House adopted a resolution, not only

asking for harmonious action of the two
convocations, but for a union of the

two convocations into one body. '; m>

that, without prejudice to the occasional

assembling of provincial synods, the

general convocation of the clergy of

the Church of England, which now con-

sists of two provincial assemblies, may
meet together as one national synod."

From the discussion it was evident that,

in contemplating the convocation of a

national synod, the Irish Church was by
I no means forgotten, and that even a

closer union of the colonial Churches
with that of England has been taken

into consideration. Important resolu-

tions relative to the reorganization of

the Established Church have also been

passed by the English Church Union, an

influential association of lli.udi Church-

men. They demand that the highest

court of appeal in ecclesiastical matters

should be the Upper House of Convo-

cation, with the understanding that tho

bishops exercise the power of calling to

their assistance as assessors theologians

and laymen learned in the law; and.

with regard to any bill on ecclesiastical

subjects in Parliament, that, previous to

the introduction into the legislature of

any bill for the amendment of ecelesias-

I tieal discipline, both the English and
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Irish Convocations ought to have the
opportunity of fully discussing the scope
and details, seeing that the priests of the
Church in England are not represented
in Parliament.

The Scottish Episcopal Church is fol-

lowing the example of the Episcopal
Church of England and Ireland, and
making strenuous efforts for reviving
the synodieal constitution. On July 8
a General Synod is to meet for the first

time since 1838. It is expected that the
communion-service of the Church, which
is generally regarded as being of Rom-
ish proclivity, will be modified, aud that
thus the way will be prepared for a final

union of the Episcopal Church in all the
three kingdoms. The High Churchmen
of England and Scotland are, however,
falling out on this question. Eor many
the very charge of Romish proclivities i

is a reason to wish the liturgy to remain
as it is; while, on the other hand. Mr.
Cheyne. a clergyman of the Scottish
Episcopal Church, who some years ago !

was tried on the charge of having Ro-
j

manizing views, has declared in "favor
of the change.

In Parliament the advocates of the
political prerogatives of the Established
Church have again succeeded in reject-

ing the Church Rate Abolition Bill,

though only by one majority. The friends
of a separation of Church and State find,

however, some consolation in the fact
that this time four more votes were cast
for the bill than last year.

FRANCE.
Thk AxyrVERSARiES.—French Prot-

estantism, if we may judge from the an-
niversaries of the present year, con-
tinues to be in a prosperous condition.
Notwithstanding the distress prevailing
in the manufacturing districts, many of
the societies have had an increase in I

their receipts, and extended their opera-
tion?. Tims the Missionary Society has
been able to reinforce its prosperous

|

mission in South Africa, and to open a
new mission in the important French
colony of Senegambia, in western Africa,

whose governor is a Protestant. The
missionaries of the parish have received

(hiring the past year into the Church
145 adults, and they are now preparing
500 more. The receipts amounted to

161,348 francs. One of the most re-
|

markable addresses was again made by
;

M. Guizot, who this year spoke at the

meeting of the Protestant Bible Society.
\

He avoided all allusion to his paradox
political opinions, by which he gave last
year so great offense to the Protestant
world, and made an admirable speech
on the Inspiration of the Bible, which is

highly commended by the entire Protest-
ant press, and has even been republished
by the leading political papers. The son
of Guizot, who has already won among
scholars a fine reputation by several
works of great merit, also took an act-
ive part in the proceedings, and pre-
sented the annual report." Besides the
Protestant Bible Society, two other soci-
eties, the French and Foreign and the
British and Foreign Bible Societies, are
zealously laboring on behalf of the
spreading of the Bible. The latter
society disposed again of the largest
number of copies, 013,000;) and has,
since it commenced its operations in

France, circulated in all nearly 5,000,000
copies.

Like the Bible Society, the Tract So-
ciety was also addressed by an eminent
French scholar, Professor Rosseeuw St.

Hilaire. He is a convert from the Ro-
man Catholic Church, and ranks, like

Guizot, among the best historians of
France. He spoke on the immoral
character of the popular literature which
is circulating among the working-men,
a subject which well deserves the Great-
est attention of the Christian philan-
thropist. He recommended to the Chris-
tian associations an earnest study of the
proper means for obviating an evil that
is fraught with so great dan-er for

society.

The three Home Missionary Societies

—the Evangelical Society, the Centra!
Protestant Society of Evangelization,
and the Evangelical Society of Geneva
in Switzerland—were all able to report

progress. Xew congregations continue
to spring up in Catholic districts, and
take root in spite of severe persecution.
The reopening of the Protestant schools

in the department of the Haute Vienne,
which have been so long closed, was
this year an occasion for special joy and

gratitude.

The Ratio.wu.istic Controversy in'

the Lutheran Church.—A great agi-

tation has recently sprung up in tlio

Lutheran Church of France on account

of the appointment of Mr. Colani, one
of the leading men of the Rationalistic,

or, as it is commonly called in France,

the Critical School of Theology, at iho
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Lutheran Theological Seminary of Stras-

borjr. The Lutheran Consistory of

(arte, which consists of ministers and

hymen, regarded it its duty to address

lothe Directory of Strasbnrg (the high-

est board of the Church) a letter, in

which the appointment of a professor

who is known to reject all the principal

doctrines contained in the Confession of

Augsburg is declared to be a wrong in-

dicted upon the Church. The Directory

of Strasburg consists mostly of men
who approve the views of the new pro-

s', ssor, and. as the Church has no self-

government, it is not likely that any

measure for the removal of Mr. Colani

will be taken. The controversy has,

therefore, to be entirely fought by the

orthodox party on literary ground; and
;«•, the orthodox party have no organ of

their own in the French language, they

must appeal to the Church in pamphlets,
i if these quite a number have been pub-

lished. The first one was by Mr. Hose-
tuann, a Lutheran clergyman of Parts, in

a letter addressed to Mr. Colani, {Un
MA a propos cle Vapptl adresse d Mr.
Cokmi par la Semmaire Protestant de

St asbourg.) Mr. Hosemacn insists that

all clergymen who cannot honestly sub-

i :ribo to the Confession of Augsburg
should leave the Church. To tiiis Mr.
C lani and several of his friends replied,

claiming the liberty of free investigation
•'•• a fundamental right of every Protest-

it, and charging Mr. Hosemann with
misquoting the writings of Colani. A
brief survey of the entire controversy
I as been given in a pamphlet by Mr.
Meyer, the President of the Consistory
of Paris, (Simple Expose du Debat.)
C lani and his school go far beyond the
'

: inions expressed by the English Es-
< and Reviews. There is another
nalistic party, of which Pastor

h blois is a well-known representative,
*ho go still further and openly confess
' •• views entertained in the eighteenth

I n-y by the Deists. They, of course,

jympathize in this question with Colani.

•(•position to these Rationalistic
"!-> there is an evangelical party
''

: i sympathizes with the United
• mgelical Churches of Germany, and

•
"•• has of late made some progress

- the able, leadership of Rev. Mr.
: -"<t, and an old Lutheran party, with

• 'he High-Church proclivities which
• iterize this party in Germany,
"bora of all schools begin at length

• that it will not bo possible to keep

these discordant elements together much
longer. The orthodox party in particu-

lar are desirous to have the right of self-

government restored to the Church,

very confident that a direct appeal to

the Churches would soon lead to a with-

drawal or expulsion of the Rationalistic

element.

GERMANY.
State and Church.—The elections

for a new House of Representatives in

Prussia have resulted in favor of the

party of progress, which, among all the

political parties of the country, is most
favorable to the self-government of the

Protestant Church. The Ministry of

Public Worship had addressed a circu-

lar to all the clergymen of the Estab-

lished Church and to all the superin-

tendents of public schools, calling on
them to use their influence against the

election of candidates of the progressive

party, and a large portion, especially

among the High-Church party, acted in

accordance with this request. The con-

servative party, which adheres to the

theory of a theocratic state, and is an
implacable enemy to the establishment

of religions toleration, will again, as in

the last House of Representatives, con-

trol no more than about a dozen mem-
bers. It may be expected that in the

new house a motion that the full right

of self-government may be restored to

the Evangelical Church will be made
and carried. The "Catholic'' party,

which counted in the last House of

Representatives about fifty members,
has suffered a considerable loss at the

recent election. A circular of the bish-

ops, urging on their people the duty of

electing conservative Catholics, had been
of no avail.

Protestantism n» Bohemia.—The
Protestant periodical literature of Aus-

tria has received a valuable addition by

the establishment at Prague of a journal

in the Bohemian or Cechic language, en-

titled Huss, an Evangelical and Xational

Journal. It is edited by Rev. Weneel

Schubert, a clergyman of the Helvetic

Confession, (the name given in Austria

to the Reformed Church.) and. as its

title indicate--, it will try to revive

among the Bohemians tho remembrance

of the glorious age when their ancestors,

under the leadership of men like Huss,

were the foremost champions of relig-

ious reformation. The new paper, there-
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fore, fully sympathizes with tlie national I

movement which is now i>orvading auc^

uniting all the Slavic tribes of Austria,

and especially the Bohemians or Ceehi.

It calls on the Bohemian Protestants to

separate from the Lutheran and Calvin-

istic Churches, as they are ecclesiastical

organizations of foreign not Dative or-

igin, and to form themselves into a

'United Evangelical Church of Bohe-

mia," on the basis of the confessions of

faith of 1535 and 1575. Such a move-

ment would be undoubtedly of the ut-

most importance, as the masses of the

Cechic people (who, notwithstanding the

continued oppression of the Austrian

government) still form fully two thirds

of tho total population, begin to be

aware of the simultaneous prosperity

and decline in Bohemia of the Cechic

nationality and of evangelical Christian-

ity. In fact a reformatory movement
has already hopefully begun. An agent

of the Protestant Association of the

Rhine Provinces of Prussia, who spent

last year several months in the German
and Slavonian provinces of Austria for

the purpose of obtaining reliable in-

formation on the condition of Austrian

Protestantism, makes the most encour-

aging statement respecting this point.

He says: '"The Evangelical Church is

popular with the Bohemian people.

Catholics often travel many miles in or-

der to be present at the religious wor-

ship of the Protestants. Bibles and
devotional books are bought in large

numbers. The aversion to the Roman
priests is greater in Bohemia than in

any other part o'f Austria. Jn a single

village 12-A Catholics were received in

1SC0 into the Evangelical Church. The
people were unwilling to pay the Peter-

pence or to sign addresses to the pope.

Hussite reminiscences still survive; and

the names of Huss, Jerome, Ziska, etc.,

have an electric influence on every Bo-

hemian. Public opinion everywhere ex-

presses itself in favor of the evangelical

Church. The political press also shows

much sympathy with Protestantism.

The total number of Protestants in Bo-

hemia amounts to 87,000 souls, of whom
31,000 are Lutherans and 50,000 Re-

formed. Nearly all the congregations

in Northern Bohemia, which are in close

contact with Germany, are Lutherans;

while the majority of those speaking

the Bohemian language belong to tho

Helvetic or Reformed Confession. In

Northern Bohemia Rationalistic views

have spread to some extent ; while in tho

south, where the influence of Germain-

is little felt, the clergy adhere strictly

to biblical theology, and the peoplo
would never tolerate a Rationalistic s.-r-

mon. In this part of Bohemia little was
known of the Protestant Churches of

Germany; only of the Gustavus Ad-
olphus Society the people had heard.

Some of the congregations have already

been assisted by this society in buildi:./

new churches and schools; but as tii"

salaries of the ministers and teachers

are too small, there is an increasing wan*,

of both, and many, both clergymen and

school-teachers, express a desire to re-

ceive fixed salaries from the% state. .

ITALY.
Protestantism in Naples—Cresi—

Albarella.—It is a remarkable circum-

stance that Naples, which before 1S5?

granted to Protestants the least tolera-

tion, is now the most promising field of

the evangelical mission. A history of

the Protestant movements in the soutii

of Italy is given in the report of tho

Naples Evangelization Aid Society,which

was founded in the winter of 1SG1 by

members of various Protestant com-

munions. It has raised and disbursed

about £400. The Marquis Cresi, who

presides over a meeting of Italian Chris-

tians, and superintends the colporteurs

of several societies in the towns and pn >v-

inees, is highly esteemed, as well as !:•-

assistant, Signor Cerioni, an ex-priest,

who was ruan.y years ago received into

the Christian 'Church at Malta by tho

Bishop of Gibraltar. The female school

begun in the fisherman's quarter, tlw

Mergellina, by Signor Cresi and i' - .

Russian Countess Steinbock, and tauu'M

by Miss Sprenger of the German Prot-

estant school, -has fifty scholars. In a 1-

dition to two Calabrian priests, Ualva

and Gioja, who have since been study-

ing in Florence and Genoa, the socii

has been applied to by a large nunilx r

of priests, who were desirous of leaviatj

the Roman Church if they could <

rind an opportunity to earn a livelihood

Four priests have actually left t.iru

Church. The evangelical school I

boys begun by the society, though un-

der tho ban of the clergy, has a,

scholars in attendance. Two ablet

ers have been employed, and Mr

carlot, tho Scotch minister at Kaj

superintends tho religious instruct!' >

the children. An evening school ^
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adults has boon attended by forty work-

man, who not only learn to read the

New Testament, but give evidence that

1 1,#. v lay to heart its teachings. In the

course of the last year Cresi has circu-

lated 2,100 Bibles and 2,700 NewTesta-
ments. His celebration of divine serv-

ice was, toward the close of last year,

regularly attended by sixty or seventy

persons. He proceeds with great cau-

tion, excludes politics from the pulpit,

nnd with all evangelical decision shows
iu his polemical discourses agaiust the

Roman Catholic Church no offensive

want of moderation. It ha3 been an-

nounced that Signor Cresi was about to

publish a confession of faith which will

substantially agree with that of the "Wal-

d^nses, tliough he does not belong to

the communion.
A still more efficient laborer in the

Protestant cause is Signor Albarella, an
advocate in Naples, who has devoted
himself gratuitously to the work of

evangelization in that city. For a time
ho was either president or a leading sup-

porter of the Society of Operatives, and
the political element often entered
largely into his harangues. But later

ho withdrew from these societies and
devoted himself wholly to the work of

evangelization. The friends of theTevan-
getical work in Naples are in much dis-

miss because Albarella has been re-

cently appointed by the Minister of
Grace and Justice to the post of Sub-
Hccuratore R?gio in Campo Basso, quite
»t the .extremity of the peninsula.

SCANDINAVIA.
Progress of the Baptists.—The

I^iptists are rapidly increasing in Swe-
den, although the intolerant legislation
baa only been partly repealed, and still

I uta many legal obstacles to the spread
or every denomination of dissenters.
At the end of the year 1SG1 they
counted 150 churches, with 4,865 mem-
oers, and 891 children in Sunday-
icbools. During the year G30 persons
•we added to the Churches by baptism.
nicy have now perfected their organi-
sation, having at the last triennial con-
' '• oce, held at Stockholm from June
-3 to Juno 28, 1861, divided their

t

burelies into seven associations: Norr-
10 '' Dala, Gotland, Stockholm, Nc-rike,

•"'••^and, and Skien. With each of

\

•• e*c associations a missionary society
' >nnected, and a number of colport-

»urs and missionaries are supported by

' tliem ; besides there is also a colport-

i eur school, commenced in 1856. The

j

Churches, although still young and

;
feeble, and greatly in need of aid for sup-

i
porting a greater number of home mis-

|
sionaries, have already commenced to

! contribute for the foreign missions of

I
the American Baptists in Burmab.

In Norway the first Baptist Churches
were organized a few years ago by Mr.
llymker, a colporteur of the American
Baptist Publication Society, at Pors-

grund and Laurvig. A third Church
was organized in 1861 at Skien. Nu-
merous additions to these new congre-

gations are expected from the remnants
of a sect of Lutheran seceders, founded
in 1S56 by a clergyman of the Lutherau
State Church by the name of Summers.
This sect favored the introduction of the

baptism of adults, though not absolutely

rejecting infant baptism. The founder
returned in 1S60, together with some
of his followers, to the State Church, but
many other members are inclined to

join the Baptists.

RUSSIA.

Home axd Foreign" Missions.—The
Church Aid Society of the Lutheran
Church, which was founded in 1859, has

recently published its second annual re-

port. Though still in its infancy, this

society has already done good service in

the cause of evangelical Christianity.

The central committee has its seat in

St. Petersburg!!, and among its members
are some of the highest officers of the

Russian empire. Besides there are

twenty district committees, which again

embrace numerous branch committees.

The annual report gives a frightful pic-

ture of the spiritual destitution of the

Lutherans in some of the provinces.

The parish of Novgorod extends over a

territory larger than the aggregate area

of Sweden and Norway; "it has 2,08:5

members and 2 schools. In the '•gov-

ernment" (province) of Vladimir 1,132

manufactories employ SO.000 working-

men, a majority of whom are Luther-

ans; yet there was not one Lutheran

congregation until 1S59. It has,- how-
ever, made good progress since. The

i congregation has subscribed 900 rubles

I annually for the salary of the pastor,

< and 2.000 rubles for the erection of a

I

church and parsonage. To the territory

of the district committee of Moscow be-

\
longs also West Siberia, with only two

i parishes, Tomsk and Tobolsk. Both can
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only be maintained by aid from abroad.

The parish of Tobolsk has a Lutheran
population of 329 souls, among whom
are 1CS exiles, and is without a school.

The parish of Tomsk, with a territory

equal to the aggregate area of England
and France, has a population of 1G3
souls, and its pastor has applied to the

committee for the means that will enable
him to visit all the members of his con-

gregation once a year. Still worse is

the condition of the Lutherans in East
Siberia, a country equaling in extent
five sixths of Europe. It has only one
Lutheran parish at Irkutsk, with a Lu-
theran population of 10SG souls, scat-

tered through all parts of this immense
territory. To see all his parishioners

the pastor had to travel in one year
60,000 versts, (ono verst is equal to

about two thirds of an English mile.)

The district committee of the Church Aid
Society at Irkutzk consists of six mem-
bers—all Germans. Only a minority of

the Lutherans in East Siberia are free

men; by far the larger portion are exiles,

who are again divided into two classes,

those who have to work in the mines
and are employed for gold-washing, and
those who obtain permission to settle.

The wants of the second class were for

the first time attended to in 1857, when
a German clergyman commenced to

unite them into colonies. Of all the
Lutherans who had previously been
sent to Russia no trace has been left.

At present about 500 settlers have been
collected into three colonies, one Finn-
ish, one of Letts and Germans, and one
of Esthonians. Altogether the receipts

of the Church Aid Society amounted in

]8C0 to 13,287 rubles, and in 1861 (until

July) to 24.980 rubles. The society be-

gins to awaken a general interest among
the Russian Lutherans, and has undoubt-
edly a great mission to fulfill. The in-

terest in the foreign missionary cause is

likewise greatly on the increase. "We
have given an account of it on another
page in an extract from a Russian quar-

terly. (See Synopsis of Foreign Quar-
terlies.)

The Protestant Churches i.v St.

Petersbckgh.—TheProtestant Churches
in St. Petersburgh are divided into fif-

teen congregations, with about 41,000
communicants. Eleven of them are Lu-
theran, one English, ono Dutch, one
German Reformed, one French Re-
formed. Of the Lutheran congrega-

tions one is Swedisli, ono Finnish, one

Esthonian and German, one Lettish, the
others German. Every Sunday there

is preaching in the German, Swedish,
Finnish, English, French, Esthouian. and
Lettish languages, and occasionally in

the Russian and Polish. There are" but
few paupers among the Protestants, and
the collections made for the sick and tho

poor are admirable.

The Lutheran Church in Finland.—
Finland is a part of the Russian empire,

but politically as well as ecclesiastically

in no connection with the other prov-

inces. Of the inhabitants only 36,062
belong to the orthodox Greek" Church;
all the others, 1,G88,131, are Lutherans,
who have an archbishop at Abo and two
bishops at Lorga and Kuopio. Four
years ago a missionary society was
founded in Finland, for which, as the re-

port of 1861 shows, a sincere sympathy
begins to bo manifested. In the year

1861 the society sent 2,000 sih-er rubles

to the mission in Lcipzic. and as much
to Pastor Harms of the Hermannsburg
Mission, and still there were 10,000 sil-

ver rubles remaining, which the society

is now applying to the preparation a;: I

sending forth of a missionary. As Fin-

land has, as yet, not any mission school,

or any mission field of its own in heathen

lands, it was resolved to employ the

money fur the present in the service of

another mission. The mission of Goss-

ners Missionary Society (of Berlin, Prus-

sia) among the Coolies at Xagpur, in

India, has been selected for this purpose.

In the beginning of 1861 2,000 rubles

were sent to this German society to aid

in sending out another missionary; be-

sides, Finland promised that if a station

in the same neighborhood could be given

to it within three years it wotdd support

the station and two missionaries. In

the mean time two Finnish youths havo

offered themselves as missionaries, and

last autumn went to Germany to bo

educated. A preparatory school 1— »

also been instituted iu Helsingfors. mid

several have already offered thcmselvi 3

j

for mission work. In order to enter

j
into more intimate relation and corre-

j
spondence with other missionary insutu-,

'' tions, the committee has proposed to '-

• secretary to visit, at its cost, several :

eign countries. Of the society's peri
-

icals, 2,250 copies in Swedish and '-'
:

in Finnish were circulated durinq •

year. New books on missions have »U »

I been published in editions of four or tiro

I thousand copies.
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ROMAN CATHOLICISM.
FRANCE.

Bpibit of the Roman Church.—
One of the most daring attempts to re-

vive the bloody traditions of the Ro-

man Church has been recently made in

a circular of the Archbishop of Toulouse,

colling upon the people of his diocese to

celebrate in a pompous stylo the restor-

ation of Roman 'Catholicism in the city

of Toulouse in 1562. This restoration

was effected by the massacre of four

thousand Protestants, when, after a con-

test of six days between Roman Cath-

olics and Protestants, the latter con-

cluded a capitulation, according to which
their lives were to be spared. The im

| cate Pope Tins IX. has convoked the

|
bishops of the Roman Catholic world to

|

assemble at Rome. They have been
officially invited to take part in the

|
canonization of twenty-three Japanese

j

martyrs, who were put to death about

two hundred years ago for refusing to

I apostatize from Christianity. But even
1 Roman. papers indicate that this invita-

tion is merely a pretext, and that in reality

i the presence of the bishops is wanted in
1

order to give the more weight to some
!
papal declaration respecting the tem-

! poral power of the pope. The behest

of the pope has, however, been duly

i obeyed in all the countries of the world,
i and the assemblage is expected to be

|
very numerous. From the United States

pression produced by the publication has the Archbishops of .New \ ork ami Cm-

been profound, and has once more clearly
cmnati, the bishops ot Brooklyn, Albany,

shown' that even in Roman Catholic Buffalo Boston, Newark Dubuque, Chi-

eountries the principle of religious toler- %&> ^' Tan Milwaukee, Cleveland.

otion has taken deep root. All the lead- I

Phuadelplua Pittsburgh, and probably

ing dailies of Paris! both of the liberal
' °?l

\
er3

>
W1

J
b* P^sent Of the French

party and of the government, agreed in
bishops about one half (o6) have de-

blaming, in the very strongest terms, I

<* arcd *?* intention to proceed to

this outrage on public opinion. Hardly'
| ?

ome
.
although the French government

have two or three of the Josnrnenl mrtv
! },as requested them not to go. From

have two or three of the Jesuitical party

dared to make a timid apology on behalf
of the archbishop, while Roman Catholic

Spain the departure of two cardinal;

and twenty bishops is announced. All

:ans in other" countries have openly \

tho Bavarian bishops will be there, ex-

censured him. The official organ of the «pt f, ffho 1S bhnd\ * r0™ Russia

three bishops arc expected, whose ex-

penses their government has volunteered

to pay. All the other countries, inclu-

sive even of "Western Asia, will send a

large contingent. It is expected that

about four hundred bishops in all may
attend.

Little doubt can be entertained that

the bishops almost unanimously will

<rive their consent to any declaration,

however strong, which the pope may
see fit to propose. Ajnoog the lower

clergy it will be in no country met

with so much resistance as in Italy.

Especially in tho lower part of the penin-

sula a liberal association, called tho Mu-

!
tual Aid Society, is making great prog-

i ress. The membership of the society is

between four and live thousand, the great

majority of whom are priests. Among
l

the lay members are about forty depu-
' ties of the Neapolitan provinces. Only

I
the priests, however, are entitled to aid

|
from the funds; and it is by them that

the Culonna di Fuoco (-'Pillar of Fire")

is edited, printed, and circulated. This

I
bi-weekly paper and the society whose
organ it is, seek not only the removal of

French government published with re

gard to it the following note: "The gov-
ernment has decided that all processions
or outward ceremonies relative to the

celebration of the jubilee shall be pro-
hibited." So general and emphatic has
been the public dissatisfaction that the

archbishop has been himself compelled
to feud to the journals an explanatory
letter, in which he states that the object
of the jubilee is not to glorify the cx-
• esses committed in the religious con-
llict, but to bless God for having granted
to the Roman Catholics a victory which
preserved the city of Toulouse from be-

coming a kind of French Geneva. Ho
even pretends to be "tenderly united in
heart to his dissenting brethren." This
Weak attempt of justification, as was to
be expected, has utterly failed to make
M»y impression on the public mind. The
persecution of the Protestant-- in Spain
waves no doubt what the bishops would
<Jo if they had the power.

ITALY.

The Great Assembly of Bishops.-
for the second time during his pontifi- | the temporal power, but look also for-
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ward to the overthrow of the spiritual '

supremacy of tho pope, or, as they call
j

it, the "autocracy of the papacy." They
still cling to Rome as the center and to

the pope as the head of the Church; but
at the same time they plead in a memo-
rial addressed to the pope, and signed

by Bix hundred priests and four thou-

sand of the laity, for the removal or rec-

tification of indulgences, the confessional,

the superstitious worship of images and
relics, the introduction of lay influence

into the councils of the Church, and the

improved and liberal education of the

priests. The movement is headed by a

Bishop Caputo, who, in virtue of the

office of Chapkiin-geueral, which he held

under the Bourbons, has been able to open
all the royal chapels, such as San Fran-
cesco di Faolo, opposite the king's palace,

to the ablest preachers in the society.

In the north Passaglia remains the

center of the reformatory movement,
though he does not, however, go so far

as the Neapolitan Society, but as yet

aims only at the abolition of the tem-

poral power of the pope, hoping that tho

spiritual power in its present condition

will be vastly increased. In this sense

he intends to present a petition to tho

pope previous to the meeting of tiio

bishops in Rome, and hopes to obtain

for it the signatures of twenty thousand

priests.

Am-. X.—FOREIGN LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

ENGLAND.

Sir George Corn-swell Lewis, be-

Bides performing the arduous duties of]

Secretary of War, which he performs
;

with a very thorough energy, astonishes

her majesty's subjects by publishing

treatises whose depth and value would
seem to require the devotion of a man's
whole time to scholastic study. His
"Inquiry into the Credibility of Early

Roman History" is ranked among the

most notable achievements of English
scholarship. His " Historical Survey of
the Astronomy of the Ancients" is a
solid and learned work, the fruit of his

vacation hours. It begins with the

primitive astronomy of the Greeks and
Romans, which is that of Homer, as well

as that of Deacon Homespun, and every
other person who judges by obvious
sense without science. To the savage
and the rustic the world is " a circu-

lar plane, surmounted and bounded by
heaven, which was a solid vault or hem- I

isphere, with its cavity turned down-
ward. Sir George is utterly destructive

j

upon Bunsen and the whole group of i

Egyptological chronologists. His irr<_v-
'

erent words are : " Accordingly, the I

operations of Bunsen and the other
j

modern critics upon the ancient history
j

of Egypt rather resemble tho mauipula- !

tion of the balance-sheet of an insolvent

company by a dexterous accountant,
j

(who, by transfers of capital to income,
|

by the suppression or transposition of I

items, and by the alteration of bad into

good debts, can convert a deficiency into

a surplus,) than the conjectures of a

speculative historian, who undertakes to

transmute legend into history." And
again: •' Bunsen's work on Egypt is a

book of metamorphoses. By his me::.- !,

Agamemnon or Achilles might be identi-

fied with Alexander the ".Treat, Pomr.ev

might be identified with Cesar. I

Hannibal with Scipio. Such identifica-

tions as that of "William the Conqueror

with "William of Orange, or of St. Loti'n

with Louis XVI., would be so obviom

and natural as not to require formal

proof, and would be disposed of in a

parenthesis, if this mode of dealing with

evidence were transferred to modern

history.
1

' This is just enough, perhaps.

so far as the stupendous chronologies •

Bunsen are concerned. But Birch, Foole.

and Sharpe, belonging to a more modest

school, may seem to rescue Egyptol.'.'y

from the imputation of being pure r

ma nee.

Who was the St. George claimed by

England as her tutelar, with his cro s

upon her banner? Gibbon and others

identify him with an Arian Bishop i

Alexandria, who, in spite of his can •

zation, was a thorough villain, ratwt

than a saint. The point of identity I

been greatly debated. John Hogg, '•- '.

Honorary Foreign Secretary of thcR

Society of Literature, professes l"

settled the question by new documentary

evidence. In a pamphlet entitled, " •"}"
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ptementary Notes on St George the

Martyr," he says:

In the year 1S58 I was fortunately en-

abled, by careful examination of the

Greek inscription (No. 40) which Mr.
Cyril Graham had, m the previous sum-
mer, copied from a very ancient church

—

originally a heathen temple—at Ezra, in

Svr'm. to determine most satisfactorily

th»t Saint George had died before the
y.'nr A. D. 845, in which he is expressly
called a '• holy Martyr." Also, it is elea'r

that this date occurred during the life-

time ofthe otherGeorge—the Alexandrian
bishop—who survived for fifteen years
longer, namely, to A. D. 363; and" who
then, having expiated his vices and base
oinduet by assassination, could not, un-
dcr any consideration, be esteemed a
Martyr.
This confusion of identify is supposed,

and indeed with much probability, to
huve been purposely made by the Arians,
i:i order to raise the credit and repute of
their own bishop, George, whom they
ha 1 elected at Alexandria in the place of
Athanasius, and while he was in retire-

ment, at the expense of the fame and vir-

tues of George the Syrian martyr. From
the authorities detailed in my preceding
snd present papers, we find," on the one
hi i, /.that Sent George was born at Lydd,
«r Lydda, in Syria; that his parents, be-
ing m good circumstances, and Chris-
tians, nurtured him " in the fear of the
hord," as in fact we know that " all who
dwelt in Lydda" had ''turned to the
Lord," even as early as the year of Christ
M, alter St. Peter had come down to
them. That his parents took him when
young into Cappadocia, from whence he
went to Xicomedia, wnere the Emperor
Diocletian resided, and in whose army he
served as an officer. By the orders of
that emperor he, with a great many
more Christians, suffered cruel torments",
during, in all likelihood, the ninth per-
secution. That, according to the legends,
shortly before his death, he rescued, by
his prayers, the Empress Alexandra from
the depths of hell, and vanquished by his
prowess the ferocious Dragon, both being
merely fabulous, but excellent emblems
ol the true Christian's victory over hell,
and conquest of sin, or the Devil.
On the other hind, we learn that the

**«on I George was bom in a fuller's mill,
w cording to some, in Cappadocia, or, as
others state, in the neiifht'orinir district
r,

t Cilicim; that after certain disreputable
*«**« he, assuming " the profession of
Ananism," proceeded to Alexandria, in
ptypt, of which city he was chosen bUhop
»y the followers of that heretical sect;

")' }
n c°n s, quence of his vile conductn I intolerable exactions, the heathen

!' "pulace tliere murdered him, with his
l

'

v
i friends, the master of the mint, Dra-

wnUoB. and Count Diodorus.

Hence the confusion, whether design-
edly or erroneously^ may have arisen
from both Georges being reported to have
been from or in Cappadocia; from the
stories of the Empress Alexandra, of the
city of Alexandria, and from the slaugh-
ters of the beast Dragon, and of the man
Dracontius.

Stier's " The Words of the Angel*; or,

Their Visits to the Earth, and 'the Mes-

sages they Delivered," has been published

by Hamilton & Co., London. The trans-

lation is said to be clear, and the work
equal to Stier's reputation.

Clirist the Life of the World: Biblical

St'idies on John's Gospel, Chapters xi-

xxi, by Rudolph Besser, D. D., trans-

lated from the German by M. G. Hux-
table, is published by the Clarkes.

Alford, the Commentator, has pub-
lished a work entitled, The Old and New
Dispensa tions Compared.

Perhaps the most accomplished exe-

getieal scholar in England is Professor
Charles J. Ellicott, of Kings College,

London, author of the Life of Christ,

noticed in a former number of our Quar-
terly. A volume of his sermons, under
the title The Destiny of the Creature, has
been published in London, delivered by
him before the University of Cambridge,
in his capacity of select preacher, during
the month of March, 1858. They are
estimated very highly by English critics.

They discuss with great thoroughness,
with a full reference to modern science,

but a profound reverence for Scripture,

the great topics of man's creation, the
fall, human suffering, death, and resti-

tution. In the restitution he recognizes
no blotting out of the ineffable contra-

riety of good and of evil. In the nature
of man he recognizes body, soul, and
spirit, as three distinct elements of the

human constitution.

Calvin's Works are published by
Clarke, of Edinburgh, in fifty-one vol-

umes. Of these, three are his Institutes,

three are tracts, and forty-five are Com-
mentary.

The Religions before Christ; being on,

Introduction to the First Three CerJ.urics

of the Church, by Edmund de Pressense,

Pastor of the French Evangelical Church,

and Doctor of Divinity of tho University

of Breslau, translated by L. Corkran,

with a preface by the author, is pub-
lished by the Clarices, of Edinburgh.
This work is fully noticed in our Synop-
sis notice of the Revue Chre'tieune.
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GERMANY.
The increasing acquaintance of schol-

ars with the languages and literatures

of the East has already led and is still

leading to a considerable enlargement

of our knowledge of ancient Church his-

tory. Nearly every year furnishes sev-

eral publications opening new sources

of information. Among the recent works
of this kind is a translation of the Church
History of John, theMonophysite, Bishop 1

of Ephesus, by Schonfelder* The third

part of the Syriac original was published

by Cureton, in 1353, who, in a brief

introduction, spoke of the great import-

ance of this author, especially lor the

Church history of the East and the

Patriarchate of Constantinople. In 1856
a young Dutch scholar, Dr. Land, pub-
lished a treatise under the title, "John,
Bishop of Ephesus, the first Syriac

Church historian," (Johannes Bishop von
Ephesus,) in which he discussed the

general relations of Syriac literature,

and the productions of the .Syriac

Church historians in particular, the per-

son and history of Bishop John, his style

and treatment of Church history, and the

contents of his work. The promised
translation of Cureton having not yet
appeared. Schonfelder resolved to make
the work accessible to those who do
not read the Oriental languages, in a

German translation. He has added to

the translation a treatise of the Trithe-

ites, tracing tho history of the contro-

versy and the doctrine of this sect

An entirely new source of informa-

tion on the history of Manicheism has
been opened by the publication of an ex-

tract of an Arabic history of literature

("Fihrist") of Abu'lfaradj Mohammed
ben Ishak al-Warnik, edited, together

with a German translation, commentary,
and index, by Gustavus Fliigel.f The
history of Manicheism, tho most danger-

ous of all the sects of the third and
fourth centuries, and tho life of its au-

thor, Mani or Manes, aro still far from

being sufficiently elucidated, for there

are two greatly varying accounts of

them, the one found in Greek, the other

in Oriental writers. It is especially to

the latter class of writers that we must

* Schor.l'eMer, Die Ktreheit?e.scliichte des

Johaunes vun Ephesus. A us oem Byrisehen
ubersetzt Mit einer Abhanillung liber uio

Tritheiten. Svo., pp.311. Munched, ls62.

+ Mani, seine Lehre und Svinc Schriften. Kin
Beitrag zur Gesclilchte das Muaichuismus, etc.

Ton G. FlugeL Leii>zic, 1SC2.

look for new light on points still in-

volved in obscurity, as the literary dis-

coveries of the last years prove that a

considerable number of Arabic and Syr-

iac, and other Oriental works bearing on
the ancient history of the Church, have
hitherto been entirely unknown. Tho
work of Fliigel will, therefore, be hailed

by theologians as tho first installment <>f

new Eastern literature on the history of

Msfticheism, which we hope may soon

be followed by others.

David Frederick Strauss, who, several

years ago, announced his intention to

emit theological studies altogether, has

resumed his attacks upon Christianity

in a work on Reimarus, the author cf

the "Wolfenbuttel Fragments.* Reimarus
(born at Hamburg in 169-1, died in 17C8,

as Professor of Oriental Languages) was
one of the fathers of Rationalism, yet he

did not dare to publish himself his prin-

cipal work, which, in the manuscript

used by Strauss, bears the title, " An
Apology for Rational Worshipers of

God, written by . . . Hamburg, 1767."

It was imparted by him to his intimate

friends, and a few year3 later edited (in

an abridged form) by Lessing, who had

secured a copy, and represented them
as manuscripts belonging to the "Wolf-

enbuttel library, of which he had the

charge. The original manuscript is in

Hamburg, embracing two volume;, of

two thousand and forty-four pages. A
complete edition of it has never been

published, and also Strauss has not un-

dertaken to publish' one, as many of the

opinions of Reimarus are so absurd that

even the Rationalists are ashamed of

owning them. Strauss gives a brief

biography of Reimarus, and .then dis-

cusses the origin, the aim, the history,

and contents of his chief work.

The origin of Christmas, the customs

and (occasional) superstitions connected

with it, are the subject of a new book

of Paulus Cassel, a converted Jew and

prolific writer.f The author opposes

the opinion frequently advanced in mod-

ern times, that institutions and customs

like those of Christmas are only rem-

nants of paganism transplanted upon

Christian soil. His work is divided into

•Strauss, U.S. Eeimarus urn', seine Schutz-

sehrift fur ilio verniinftigon Verehrer Gottcs.

Lcipzic. 1SG3.
,

t Weihnachtcn, Ursprunge. Brauclie. u: »

Abeiirlaut.cn. Kin Beitrag sur Oeachiclite a«
ClirUliolu-n Kirche uuil des deutichen N o.koJ.

Berlin, 1SC1.
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three books. In the first, which bears

the heading, "Origin of the Festival,"

bo attempts to show that the birth of

Christ really coincides with our Christ-

mas, and that already the prophets of

the Old Covenant have pointed to the

Christinas night, (from December 24 to

25.) The second book, headed "Names
and Customs," gives a very full and in-

teresting description of the mode of cel-

ebrating Christmas; the solemnities in

the church, the Christmas-tree, the crib,

the Christmas-fire, Christmas presents,

etc. In the third book we find an ac-

count of a large number of superstitions

which have attached themselves to the

colobration of Christmas. An appendix
gives copious literary references.

The history of the patriarch Cyril

Lucaris, and his attempts to effect a
union between the Greek Church and
Protestantism, has not yet been treated

bo thoroughly as the important snb-
ject demands. The work of A. Pichler*
on 'The History of Protestantism in

the Eastern Church in the Seventeenth
Century; or, the Patriarch Cyril Lucaris
and his Times," is the first complete
monography on the Protestantizing Pa-
triarch, and his attempts at a reforma-
tion of his petrified Church. The au-
thor says that he has endeavored to
compare carefully all sources of inform-
ation, part of which have not been
made use of before. The Roman Cath-
olics have paid no atteution to the his-

tory of Cyril; the Calvinists, on the
other hand, are charged by the author
with having "transmitted their histori-
cal lies and adventurous distortions from
book to book, and from generation to

generation, more faithfully than a truth
of the Gospel." The work begins with

''')' characterizing the religious and
j

J-oiitieal condition of Europe and of the
\

' iiristian countries of the East, which i

ist he known in order to understand I

tho labors of Cyril. Cyril was born in
•• »2 upon Candia, studied at Venice and

!

)*dua, later visited Germany, especially
|

«ittemborg and Geneva, where he be-
acqnainted with the Protestant <

• ctrine, by the introduction of which
!

•- tried to improve the Greek Church.
About 1C01 he became Patriarch of

:

''•••i-mdrin; in 1612, vicegerent of the
|

'

*• • d Patriarch Neophvtus of Constan- ;

Uuople; in 1621, Patriarch of Constant!-
!

,
' '"'chltr, Ocscbielito des Protestantismus In '

J
' «Jrl..nulisclien Kirche in ITst. Jahrhun-*" L s ™-, PI-. 254. Munich, 1.-02.

*oueth Skuiks, Vol. XIV.—

3

nople. In consequence of his reforma-
tory exertions he was repeatedly exiled,

and on account of having taken part in

a translation of the New Testament into

modern Greek he was strangled in 1638.

The science of language has been un-
doubtedly making great progress since

the beginning of tho present century,

however much some of its foremost
champions may have deviated from the
firm ground of facts into the lofty region
of fanciful speculations. The relation

of the results of modern linguistic re-

searches to the biblical account of tho

original unit}' of the human language is,

therefore, a subject well worthy to en-

gage the deepest interest of the theolo-

gian. It has recently been treated of in

an elaborate work by Franz Kaulen,* a
young teacher of Roman Catholic the-

ology at the University of Bonn. "In
the history of human development,"
says the author, " there is after the first

sin no event of greater importance than
that of the great apostasy, which is des-

ignated by the confusion of language at

Babel and the subsequent separation of
the human family. The account in Gen-
esis forms the sum of all the knowl-
edge which the scieuce of language
must regard as the highest aim of its

investigations. Two, points are con-

tained in the catastrophe at Babel, the
original unity of language, and secondly,

tho ceasing of this unity, or the confu-

sion of language, and, connected with it,

the dispersion of the human family. Iu
order to vindicate the biblical account
from infidel negations, it must be shown,
with regard to both points, that they aro

not only not at variance with the results

of linguistics, but also that they are inte-

gral links in the chain of the entire de-

velopment within which God has pre-

pared the human race for redemption."

The author first investigates tho original

unity of language; he examines the in-

ferences drawn from the present multi-

plicity of languages, and argues that

science has not been able to show tho

original plurality of languages; and that,

therefore, the stand-point of faithful sub-

mission to the account of the Bible can-

not be shaken. In the second part ho
discusses the separation of the languages,

the relation of this occurrence to tho

other groat facts in the history of the

race and of Divine revelation. Tho

* Kaulen, Die SprachvtTHirruDt: zn Babel
Linguistlsch-theologische Untersociiunge.il ubor
Gen, xi, 1-9. Svo.,~t>p. 248. Muinz, lbfil.
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original sin. ho shows, planted the perm
of the diversity of languages, and the

completed apostasy from God. which
was manifested in the construction of

Babel, matured this germ into fruit He
then sums up the results of modern sci-

ence respecting the difference of lau-

guages, and finds in them nothing which
would in any way conflict with the ac-

count of the Bible.

In honor of the centenary commemo-
ration of the birthday of the German
philosopher. Johann Gottlieb Fichte,

several works have been published, the

most important of which is a second re-

vised and greatly enlarged edition of the

"Life and- Correspondence of Fichte,"*

by his son, Iramanuel Hermann Fichte,

I'rofessor of Philosophy at Tubingen.

It is a volume in some respects unique
in its kind, for there is hardly another

instance on record of both father and sou

having been equally distinguished in

philosophy as the two Fichtes. More,
therefore, than is the case in other biog-

raphies of celebrated men written by
their children, the younger Fichte was
the right man to give an account of the

life of his father.

Another work by Prof. J. H. Loewef
traces the philosophy of J. G. Fichte '"in

the aggregate results of its development
and in its relation to Kant and Spinoza."
The author disagrees with those who as-

sume between the first and the second
period in the life of Fichte a gap that

cannot be filled up. or, at least, (like

Krdmann.) an essential alteration of his

stand-point: - but he tries, on the con-
trary, to prove, as the younger Fichte
had done before him. that there is in the
philosophical writings of Fichte a steady
and continuous development of his orig-

inal principles, in an appendix he dis-

cusses Spinoza's idea of God and his-

tory.

FRANCE.
One of the most interesting books of

the season is a biographical sketch of

Father Lacordaire, by Count Montalem-
bert.:); Montalembert, the most gifted

historian of Monasticism, was in even-

respect well qualified to write the life of

* .1. G. Fichto's Lelwn nnd Liternrischer

r.rifi'wi-ctiw!. L.-iprc: Hrm-khaiis. Is.;-.

t Lwrc, Di* I'liilosfifihie l'i.ht.-'s nach >\rm

Gesamtiitors.-biiiNj iiiri-r Entwicklung und in

ii.resn V.-rh'iJtT.i^ zi Kant uiwl Spinoza. Tp.
3-.';<. Stuttgar.lt 1&62.

J Mur.ta'.-mNrt. le Com'e de. Le I\re La-

cordaire. I'uri-S 1SC2.

tho most celebrated monk of the nine-

teenth century, Father Lacordaire, with
whom he had been for many years
united in the bonds of the most intimate

friendship. Both commenced their pub-
lic career as pupils of Lamennais, but
both abandoned their master when
he refused to submit to the dictates of

the pope. Both gained, during the reign

of Louis Philippe, a great reputation as

orators, the one in the pulpit, the other

in the Chamber of Peers, and both were
listened to with admiration and applause

by audiences which were far from shar-

ing their sentiments. After the estab-

lishment of the republic in 1S48. both

were elected members of the Constituent.

Assembly, and. some years later, by tho

votes of the greatest scholars of France,

both obtained seats in the French Acad-

emy. Both, with a spirit of manly inde-

pendence, refused to support the des-

postic government of Louis Napoleon,

and were earnestly desirous to reconcile

Roman Catholicism with the spirit of

modern civilization. Both have, there-

fore, been again and again denounced
by the ultramontane press, such as the

Uidvers. Both were editors of the Cor-

respdndant, the ablest organ of the lib-

eral party among tho Roman Catholics

of France. The Protestant Revue Chrir

tienne, of Paris, calls the work of Mon-
talembert one of the most importaul

contributions to the history of our age,

and recommends to its readers not to

delay its reading.

Father Gratry is another leading man
of the same school to which Lacordaire

and Montalembert belong. He is by lar

the foremost representative of Christian

Philosophy now living in France, and

acknowledged as such by philosophical

writers of all schools. But while he

often writes on the abstrusest points <:

metaphysics, he not less rarely devote -

his pen to popular works, aiming at tl
•

re-establishment of faith anion.: ihc

masses of his countrymen. Of the lat-

ter class is his most recent work oa

Duty.* E. de Pressense, in a late num-

ber of the Revue Ckretienne, speaks very

highly of the talents and the Christbn

character of Father Gratry. He regard*

him as the best among tho orators w I

were chosen to fill the pulpits ol l»«*

Paris churches during the season

Lent. "Father Gratry,'' he Bays, •

* Gratrv, Lea Sources (seconde parllc) oa *

Premier le rtemter livrede Is Scienc* iln '

furis, 1862.
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v.ivs enters into a profound examina- !

lion of every question. We have heard i

him pay the most beautiful homage to
j

the vast labors of German theology, and I

bitterly regret the superficiality reign-

ing among us. Referring to an admira-

ble letter of Leibnitz, which has recently
j

been found, he has acknowledged that

epochs of transition have also a sunny-
side, that faith issues from them more

j

firmly established. Every heart was i

moved when the orator, at the close of

his discourse, exclaimed : ' Gentlemen,
search for truth and God will bless you.'

Such a course will make- Christians and
not bigots."

A third edition is published of the

Essays of Religious Philosophy, by
Emile Saisset.* The new edition has
been greatly enlarged. Among the
ideas developed in these essays some
have been contested, as the definition of

Pantheism, and the author's views on
the infinity of creation. Under the

heading Edaircissenu-.nts, if. Saisset has
added to his book three chapters, which
complete his thoughts ou the gravest
questions that can agitate the human
mind. M. Saisset has been long known
to the literary world as a talented writer
on philosophy and the religious condi-
tion of mankind, and is one of the prin-

cipal contributors ou this subject to the
Revue dts Deux Maudes.

The literary world in France is de-
lighted with the discovery of import-
ant documents respecting the life of
tho great Christian philosopher, Male-
brauehe.f Great curiosity was awak-
ened some twenty years ago by a report
that the manuscript of an old biography
of Malebranche, prepared by Father
Andre, whose interesting history has
been narrated by M. Cousin, had fallen

into bauds which were determined not
to give it to the public. Andre had
carefully collected a large number of let-

ters and other important documents,
which he was preparing for publication,
when his superiors compelled him to
give up this labor. Xo more than three
or four letters of Malebranche were
known; and he was believed to have
lived retired in his cell, desirous to be
forgotten by all. But now it is known

f*issct, Essais do rilL-oi hi« Re ideuse.
». -IiUod. 9 vote. Paris. 1$«3.

1 Blamiilgnon.rAbbe. e. A.. Ktndosnr Malo-
weiM^ <f«prcs des documents mannserits, .

a une c<<rri'?pon.!;inee ir.ildite. 1'aris,
ul
laftl.

that the illustrious Orntorinn, notwith-
standing his attachment to solitude, was
in literary communication with distin-

guished persons, such as Bossuet, Leib-

nitz. Prince Conde, etc. Cousin, in 1843,
(in his ''Introduction ir.ee (Euvrss PkUoso-
phiques du Pere Andre, p. 51,) gave vent
to the general indignation of the French
scholars at the withholding of documents
so important, and he threatened the un-
known possessor of these treasures with
the wrath of the entire literary world.
It seems that this challenge has not had
any result, and the natural curiosity of
the scholars have therefore been the
more gratified by a discovery of Abbe
Blampignon, who has found in the
library of Troyes considerable fragments
of the life of Malebranche by Andre, of
a considerable number of his letters,

preserved by Father Adry, the last

librarian of the Oratory, and a biograph-
ical work, prepared by Adry shortly

before the revolution, with the aid of
the memoirs of the Marquis d'AUemans,
of the Councilor Chauvin, and of Father
Lelong, all well known as particular

friends of Malebranche. M. Emile Sais-

set, on the basis of these discoveries,

gives in a late number of the Revue des

Dtux Mondes (April 1} an excellent ar-

ticle on Malebrauche, his struggles and
his character.

Abbe Migne.* the indefatigable editor

of the works of all the Greek and Latin
Fathers, and a number of dictionaries

of the several branches of theology,

lias commenced the publication of a very
extensive and comprehensive Index to

his Collection of the Latin Fathers. It

will comprise eight volumes.

Among other recent theological publi-

cations of France we notice the following:

Alfredy, De l'lnfjuence du R. P. La-

cordaire sur la generation octuelle.

Deliere, l'Abbe, Tableau d'uuo eglise

nationale d'apres un pope russe. (An
account of the country clergy of the

Russian Church, based on a work pub-

lished by a Russian priest at Leip/.ic.)

Martin, l'Abbe F., et l'Abbe Fleurin,

Histoire de M. Vuarin et du retablisse-

nient du Catholicisme a Geneve. 2 vols.

Deschamps, l'Abbe A., de la discipline

bouddhique, ses dcveloppements et ses

legendes. Etudes nouvelles pour servir

au.x. travaux de l'apologetique Clire-

tienne.

* Migne, Patrolodac Cursus Computus. T.
21S.
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Martin, La Morale chez les Chinois.

Ramiere. L'Egliso et la Civilisation

Modornc.
Ventura, CEuvres Posthumes, Confer-

ences, Sermons, Homilies.

RUSSIA.

From a foreign paper we get informa-

tion on a subject on which very little

lias been hitherto known—the theolog-

ical periodicals of the Russian Church.
From 1821 to 1S55 there were only

three religious journals in all Russia,

namely, The Christian Reader, a monthly
organ of the Ecclesiastical Academy of

St. Petersburg; The Sunday Reader, a
weekly review, established in lS.Ti, and
brought out at Kiel! by the Ecclesias-

tical Academy of that city: and The
Works of the Holy Fathers, a quarterly

review, established by a Russian theo-

logian of some celebrity. Philarct, Met-
ropolitan of Moscow. In 1855 a new
monthly review, called The Orthodox In-

ferfocMft»-,was founded at Kasan, with the

object of confuting the schismatics.

Since 1858 the Sacred Synod of St.

Petersburg has established, or else

sanctioned, the establishment of the fol-

lowing journals: The Spiritual Com-
panion, which serves as an official bul-

letin for the acts of the Sacred Synod
through the whole Russian Church

;

The Pilgrim, at St. Petersburg; The
Country Priest's Manual, at Kioff; The
Orthodox Review and The Use/id Reader
for the Soul's Health, at Moscow; The
labors of the. Ftclesiastical Academy, at

Kieff; The Diocesan Gazette, containing
all the official news, and treating on sub-
jects connected with religion, morality,

and ecclesiastical history; and, lastly,

The Spirit of the True Christian, a
monthly review, which was founded in

September, 18G1, by some of the priests

of St. Petersburg to supply simple ex-

positions of the truths of Christianity,

and to satisfy the religious wants of the

people.

According to a statement of M. Pe-
troff, a Russian archpriest established at

Geneva, the principal difference between
these journals is their official or non-
official character. The former class

always comprises two parts, one of
which is invariably consecrated to the

reproduction of the works of some one
of the fathers of the Church in the Rus-
sian language, and the other to cotem-
porary sermons, dissertations, or works
of theological erudition. The non-official

papers are of a more popular cast, and
all of them contain a bibliographical

department, reviewing recent theolog-

ical literature.

In a late number of the Revue des Deux
Mondes we find the following respecting

one of the periodicals published at Mos-
cow: "There has been published at Mos-
cow, for two years, a religious review

with semi-liberal tendencies, which pro-

poses nothing less than to spiritualize

the orthodoxy of the Russian Church,

which cherishes toleration and defends

the liberty of thinking. The editors of

this review, nearly all of whom are

priests, are initiated into the philosophi-

cal literature of Western Europe, and

they follow with attention the religious

questions which are now being discussed

in Germany, in England, in Trance, in

Italy."

Art. XI.—SYNOPSIS OF THE QUARTERLIES, AND OTHERS OF

THE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

American Quarterly Reviews.

American Theological Review, April, 18G2.—1. Modem Philosophy
Pantheistic. 2. Religious Instruction in Colleges. 3. Swedcnborg'a
Theory of the Divine-tinman. 4. The Homeric Doctrine of Sin. 5. Tin:

Perpetual Observance of the Sabbath. G. The Origin of Idolatry.

7. Passaglia, Guizot, and Dollinger on the Roman Question.

Brownsoj,t, 8 Quarterly Review, April, 1862.—1. The Church not a Des-

potism. 2. Essays on the Reformation. J}. State Rebellion; State Sui-

cide. 4. Emancipation and Colonization. 5. Wcningur's Protestantism

and Infidelity.
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OjriusTtAX Review, April, 18G2.—1. Growth and Relations of the Sciences.

2. The Chinese Coolie Trade. 3. The Righteous Dead between Death

und the Resurrection. 4. West Indian Missions. 5. Recent Ministerial

Biography. G. The Religious System of the Chinese Pretender.

Danville Review, March, 18G2.— 1. Reason and Faith ; or, the Right Use

of Reason with Regard to Revelation. 2. The Covenants of Scripture.

3. Imputation: Part III. Imputation and Original Sin. 4. Tbe Seces-

sion Conspiracy in Kentucky, and its Overthrow. 5. In Memoriam : A
Tribute to Rev. Stuart Robinson, and others. 6. Jurisprudence, Sacred

and Civil.

Evangelical Review, April. 1862.—1. Ministers of the Gospel in Time of

War. 2. John Godfrey Herder. 3. The Imperishableness of Chris-

tianity. 4. The Races of Men in French nistory. 5. Reminiscences of

Deceased Lutheran Ministers. 6. Luther's Works.

Fheewill Baptist Quarterly, April, 1862.— 1. The College as a Means
of Ministerial Education. 2. God a Hearer and Answerer of Prayer.

8. The War and Slavery. 4. Systematic Theology: its Relative. Posi-

tion in a Course of Study. 5. The Freewill Baptists for half a Century.

G. Peculiarities of English Law. 7. Posture in Prayer.

New Englaxder, April, 1862.—1. Review of Buckle's History of Civili-

zation. 2. Congress and the Territories. 3. Conscience as Contrasted

with the Discursive Reason. 4. The Test-Hour of Popular Liberty and
Republican Government. 5. Is the Doctrine of Annihilation Taught in

the Scriptures ? G. Review of " Spare Hours." 7. The Princeton Re-
view and Rev. Dr. Squier. 8. Goldwin Smith and the Bampton Lectures

for 1858. 9. Sketch of the Life of Professor William A. Larned.
1U. Noah's Prophecy :

" Cursed be Canaan."

PbebbytebulN Quarterly Review, April, 1SC2.— 1. Jeremy Taylor.

2. Preaching. 3. .Worship in Sanctuary Service. 4. Symbols of

Thought. 5. The Lost Ten Tribes. G. Some Thoughts about Pennsyl-
vania.

Uniyersalist Quarterly, April, 1862.— 9. A Review of the Reasons
Assigned for the Rebellion. 10. Hints of Immortality in the Moral
Mature of Man. 11. Free-will and Necessity. 12. St. Paul.

Biblical Repertory and Prlnceton Review, April, 1802.— 1. Remarks
on the Ethical Philosophy of the Chinese. 2. The Philosophy of the

Absolute. 3. The History and Theory of Revolutions. 4.. The Doc-
trine of Providence. 5. Bilderdijk. G. The Nature and Effects of
Money ; and of Credit as its Substitute.

We are reminded, by its republication in the British and Foreign

Evangelical Review, of our omission to notice an article in a former

number of the Princeton Review upon the Methodist volume of

Sprague's Annals of the American Pulpit. No more liberal or

Christianiy courteous notice of the past and present of our Church
do we remember to have perused in the periodical literature of any
iister denomination. Of course it takes its theological exceptions;

"nd that we like. We honor the spirit of free manly discussion in

theology, and are. hardly able to explain why differences of relig-

ious opinion are allowed by the great Head of the Church to exist,
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unless he menus that in religious, as most other truth, men's higher

faculties are to be developed by antitheses and collisions. And we
honor still more the spirit of magnanimity (so finely exhibited in

this article) that allows no speculation, or even practical differences,

to prevent our genially recognizing and heartily loving the traits

of excellence, the spirit of piety, or the zeal in good doing of an

opponent.

Bireiotheca Sacra and Biblical Repository, April, 1802.—1. Doc-
trines of Methodism. 2. English Etymology, as Adapted to Popular
Use: its Leading Facts and Principles. 3. Permanent Preaching for a

Permanent Pastorate. 4. Place and Value of Miracles in the Christian

System. 5. Humaneness of the Mosaic Code. 6. The Sacrament of the

Lord's Supper. 7. The Divine Decrees.

The article on the Doctrines of Methodism, by the editor of the

Methodist Quarterly Review, will, we trust, serve to remove many
misapprehensions in regard to our theology. It may reveal to many
excellent men, whose reading does not extend in an Arminian

direction, the fact that we have any theology at all. The subse-

quent article on Divine Decrees is self-evidently not written as a

reply. But we rejoice that it was inserted in the same number
in mercy to the terrors of those nervous gentlemen who (like the

editors of the New York Evangelist) have so little confidence in

the stability of their own Calvinism as to dread even a hearing of

the other side; and who might fear the upsetting of the boat by

so much heresy, without a counterweight upon the other side to

preserve its equilibrium. We have not the least fear that the pub-

lication of a full statement of "New England Divinity," by a New
England Calvinistic divine, in the Methodist Quarterly Review,

would call out one syllable of disapprobation from a single minis-

ter or member of the Methodist Episcopal Church. So much for

denominational liberality.

English JReviews.

Christian Remembrancer. April, 1862.—1. Thought in Italy: Giuseppe
Giusti. 2. Kabbalism. 3. Textual Criticism, Its Results and Prospects.

4. Mount Sion and the Temple. 5. A Strange Story. 6. Scots on the

Continent in the Early Middle Ages.

British and Foreign Evangelical Review, April, 1SG2.— 1. Anglican

Church Rationalism—present and past. 2. The Positive Philosophy.

3. Annals of the American Pulpit. 4. Bengel and his School. 5. The

Resurrection Body. 6. Suppression of Protestantism in Bohemia.

1. Schleiermachcr. 8. The Criticism of the New Testament. 9. Pro-

fessor Doedes on the so-called Modern Theology of Holland. 10. Welsh
Nonconformity.
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Edin-bcrgh Review, April, 1862.— 1. Jessie's Memoirs of Richard the

Third. 2. Centralization. 3. Guessard's Edition of the Carlovingian

Romances. 4. Recent Researches in Buddhism. 5. Modern Domestic

Service. 6. Mommson's Roman History. 7. Cotton Culture in India.

8. Sir A. Alison's Lives of Lord Castlereagh and Sir C. Stewart. 9. Pub-

lic Monuments. 10. David Gray. 11. Clerical Subscription.

London Quarterly Review, April, 1862.—1. Dorset. 2. Hymnology.

3. State and Prospects of Turkey. 4. Training of the Clergy. 5. Life

of Turner. 6. The Eastern Archipelago. 7. Stanhope's Life of Pitt.

8. The Merrimac and the Monitor.

Nobth British Review, May, 1862.—1. The Church of England—Re-
spondent. 2. Geological Changes in Scotland in Historic Times.

3. Recent Homeric Critics and Translators. 4. The Commemoration of

1602. 5. Early Poetry of England and of Scotland. 6. Present Move-

ments among the French Clergy. 7. Lunacy Legislation. 8. Sir G. C.

Lewis on the Astronomy of the Ancients. 9. Last Poems and other

"Works of Mrs. Browning. 10. Our Colonies.

"Westminster Review, April. 1862.—1. The Mythology of Polynesia.

2. Endowed Schools. 3. German Life during the last Two Centuries.

5. Cesar's Campaigns in Gaul. 6. The Lite of J. M. W. Turner. 7. The
Fathers of Greek Philosophy. 8. Portraits of My Acquaintances.

9. France and Xapoleon III. 10. Lord Stanley.

National Review, April, 1802.—1. Gcntz's Diary. 2. National Loans:

Mr. Chase's First Budget. 3. Music and Lyric Drama. 4. Marsh's Lec-

tures on the English Language. 5. The Grenvilles: a Chapter of Polit-

ical Historv. 6. The Morality of Political Economy. 7. Why arc

Women Redundant ? 8. The Court of Charles II. of Spain. 9. The
American War. 10. The Ignorance of Man.

The liberalistic National Review, the exponent of the Theodore

Parker and Martineau theology, has, m former clays, taken eminent

interest La the progress of antislaveryism in America. Its sympa-

thies have been high and warm for the advance and triumph of

freedom here. But when the rebellion broke out it took a sudden

leap from its propriety, and became as genuine a brawler for war

with the north as that Great Blunderer, (whilom "Great Thun-

derer,") the London Times itself. Our northern victories have lent

it sanity. Its convalescence is exhibited in the article ft" the present

number, making some approaches to common-sense under a reali-

zation of the fact that' freedom and civilization are to triumph

through the energy and wisdom of our national government and

people. Yet it has some speculations, in the, as yet, unsubdued

spirit of British impertinence, on English intervention in our affairs,

showing not the slightest expectation of the very prompt rebuff

to which their intermeddling wotdd be treated.

The following extract shows the English feeling as regards the

destruction of our nationality:

But however warmly Englishmen may be disposed to side with tlio South or

with the North, or however opposed they may bo to either or both, lew of them
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in their dispassionate moments will deny that, on the \yhole, so far as the m^ro
policy of self-interest is concerned, it is a general wish in Europe that the Union
Bhall not be restored. Nor is the feeling prompted, in England at least, merely by
the selfish desire to diminish the ascendency of an American democracy. It is

owing to more speculative causes, and among others not least to the conviction,

long prepared by the writings of thoughtful men, that, sooner or later, even inde-

pendently of slavery, the American Union must dissolve itself from sheer over-

growth. ... If Englishmen were polled, and questioned whether they thought

it in the nature of things, that a continent mamr times as large as Europe should

be tenanted by one undivided nation, the large majority would probably answer iu

the negative.

On this we remark, that it behooves the American people to

inquire whether that huge, ungainly mass called the British Empire

will not and ought not to crumble into ruins. It was formed by

violence and conquest ; it has been consolidated by despotism ; it

embraces the most heterogeneous materials, and is spread without

unity over the most distant parts of the globe. Americans, there-

fore, ought to speculate upon and vote for what will certainly hap-

pen—its dissolution. For, surely, if a republican people, geo-

graphically, olhnologically, linguistically, religiously, historically

one, are to disunite, simply in compliment to the points of the com-

pass, nations like India, Canada, Ireland, Jamaica, and Australia,

hostile or more or less varying on all these points, cannot do other-

wise than explode with tenfold violence. Let us, then, go for the

dissolution of the British Empire the first time another great

rebellion in Canada, India, or Ireland shall occur. Let us, then,

pick a quarrel with her, though in it we reverse all our own past

interpretations of law ; let us hasten to acknowledge the belliger-

ent rights of her rebels; let us set our press, daily, weekly, and

quarterly, into a howl of hostility; let our Congress threaten inter-

vention ; let our diplomacy hold a guardianship over her uncivil-

ized modes of warfare, and let us wait only the most favorable

moment to strike a decisive blow. For all this we have good

English precedent, if we are only unprincipled enough to follow it.

BiUTrsu Quaktkkt.y Review, April, 1802.— 1. Lives of the Engineers.

2. The Act of Uniformity. 3. The Keeent Revolution in the Papal

States. 4. Phases of London Life. 5. Congregational Psalmody.
6. Life of the Right Hon. William Pitt. 7. The West Indies. 8. Social

Life in Medieval England. 9. Aids to Faith.

The seventh article is a commendatory review of LTnderhiH
1

s recent

work on The West Indies. The writer was deputed by the Bap
tist Missionary Society to visit those islands and inquire into the

condition of the Churches. The most noticeable of his observ-

ations is the one on the effects of emancipation. He contradicts in

toto the sweeping statements of Trollope and others, and gives the

most, positive evidence of the immense advance that has been made
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in social position since the days of slavery. The positions taken

may bo summed up briefly as follows: If the morality of the negroes

be far from perfect, it is at least greatly improved. If concubinage

and fornication still exist to a lamentable extent, they are remnants

of the licentiousness which slavery fostered; and under the auspices

of freedom, and by the influence of religion, they arc being gradually

diminished, and considering the former condition of the negro, and

the disadvantages under which he labors, the progress which has

been made is a pleasing earnest of Avhat may be anticipated. Those

who a short time ago were a herd of slaves, without rights of any

kind, treated as the goods and the chattels of their masters, to

whom marriage and family ties were unknown, have, under the

most unfavorable circumstances, and Avithout receiving a helping

hand from any one except their religious teachers, taken the first

step toward becoming a people. Their social condition is all that,

under the circumstances, could have been anticipated. It is an

ample reward for the twenty millions with which England pur-

chased their freedom.

liONnoN Review, (Wesley ast,) April, 18G2.—1. Dr. Colenso on St. Paul's

Epistle to the Romans. 2. Modern Sacred Art in England. 3. Spectrum
Analysis. 4. Bushnell's Nature and the Supernatural. 5. High-Church
Literature for the People. G. Stephen Grellct, the Quaker Evangelist.

7. The Patriarch Nikon. 8. Dr. Jobson's Australia and the East. 9. The
Re-revised Code.

Bishop Butler somewhere gravely remarks, that there is reason to

believe that communities and nations have periods of insanity as

truly as individuals. From the peculiar phenomena exhibited by
the British mind since the commencement of the American rebellion,

we are inclined to suspect that the great metaphysician drew this

inference from personal observation of great national facts in his

own country, perhaps before his eyes.

That the people of England really desire the dissolution of our

nationality, under the influence of an unprincipled national rivalry,

we should not readily believe on the credit of their political diurn-

fcls ; but the almost unanimous concurrence of those organs of the

soberer thought of that nation, the quarterly periodicals, leaves, alas!

no doubt upon that question. The ignoble wish to sec a com-
petitor destroyed has been the leading motive of their conduct

'luring our great struggle.

Amid the storm of madness which has swept over that nation, we
are rejoiced to be able to say that the London Review has main-
tained a course of unswerving magnanimity. Honored is the name
f,f William Arthur in this country ; but far more honored it would
be were our people fully aware how noble has been his argument
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in this Quarterly in behalf of freedom and the North. His article

in a former number of this Review was an eloquent and sagacious

document, written in a spirit, of lofty Christian statesmanship,

which well would it have been had the Premier and Cabinet of

England beeu able to display.

. *-.

German Reviews.

Dokpater Zeitschrift eur Theologie ttnd Kieche. (Dorpat Journal
for Theology and the Church. Edited by the Professors of the Theo-
logical Faculty of Dorpat. First Number, 1862.)—1. Overlach, (Director

of St. Anns School at St. Petersburg.) The Theology of Lactance.

2. Carlblom, Excommunication and the Holy Scriptures. 3. Engelhard.
(Professor at Dorpat,) The Twenty-seventh Provincial Svnod of Livonia,

held at Wolmar from Aug. 16 to Aug. 22, 1861. 4. Hansen, The Meet-
ing of the Evangelical Alliance in Geneva and of the Catholic Associa-
tions at Munich, in September, 1861.

Jahrbccher fur Deutsche Theologie. (Year-books of German Theolo-

gy. First Number, 1862.)—1. The Pauline Doctrine of the Resurrection,

by KlOpper, Pritatdocent of Theology at the University of Greifswald.

2. On the Sinless Perfection of Jesus, by Professor Dorner, (now of Ber-

lin.) 3. Contributions to a History and an Examination of the Idea of

a Celestial Corporality, by Professor Hamberger, of Munich. 4. A Let-

ter from Prof. Rudolph Wagner, of Gottingen, on " Natural Science and
Theology." 5. Reviews of Recent Theological Literature.

In the second article the celebrated author of the history of the

doctrine of Christ develops the doctrine of the sinless perfection of

Christ, which, as he argues, in union with the modern evangelical

theology of Germany generally, will lead men more surely to a firm

belief in the divine character of Christ the Redeemer than the

proof derived from miracles, from the prophets, from the inspira-

tion of the Holy Scriptures, etc. This latter point, the significance

of the sinlessness of Christ for Christian apologetics, is fully dis-

cussed in the last part of the article. Dr. Dorner had originally

prepared his essay for a French periodical, the Revue Chretienne,

which, he says, will publish it in the course of the present year.

The Year-books of German Theology, which are now edited by

Dr. Liebner, formerly Professor of Theology of Leipzic, and now

Vice-President of the Supreme Consistory of the Kingdom of Sax-

ony, by Dr. Dorner of Berlin, Dr. Ehrenfeuchter of Gottingen, and

Drs. Palmer, Weizsacker, and Landerer of Tubingen, is the principal

organ of the theological school which is now in the ascendency at

most German universities. Until the beginning of the present year it

contained only treatises on important theological subjects; hence-

forth it will also review works of scientific theology. In this number

the literary department gives, on about seventy pages, extended

notices of nineteen theological works. This new feature will reconv
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mend the Year-books ofGerman Theology to theologians of foreign

countries, -who in no other volume will find so much of information

on the character and the results of modern German theology.

Tiieologische QrAKLALscmuFT. (Theological Quarterly. Second Num-
ber. 18(52.) 1. Victor II. as Pope and Begent of the German Empire, by
Dr. C.Will, Secretary of the Germanic Museum at Nuremberg. 2. The Re-
marks of St. Augustine on the Itala, by Dr. Beusch, Professor of Theology
at the University of Bonn. 3. Contributions to a History of the Method
of Preaching in the second half uf the Fifteenth Century, by Kerker.

The second article, by one of the ablest exegetical writers of the

Roman Catholic Church, defends that view of the Itala, according

to which it is not the name of a particular Latin translation of the

New Testament, besides which there were other independent trans-

lations, but rather one edition of the one old ante-Jeromian Latin

translation, besides which there were other editions of the same
translation. It discusses the subject with great clearness and
learning. The third article is an interesting contribution to the his-

tory of homiletics, from which we were surprised to learn how large

a number of sermons have been published during the Middle Ages.

ZEiTScuraFT fuer Historische Theologie. (Journal for Historical The-
ology. Third Number, 1S02.)— 1. Heinrich Niclaes and the House of
Love, by Dr. Nippold. 2. An Appendix to the History of Heinrich
Niclaes, or the Identity of Henry Jausen with lliel, by Dr. Nippold.
3. Do we possess a complete text of Jerome's work, De Yiris Ulustribus?
An Inquiry, by Dr. A. Ebrard. 4. Contributions to a History of the
Ministry of Woilner, by Dr. Sack. 5. The Publication and Sale of the
Works of Luther, by Dr. Burkhardt.

The article on Niclaes is the first complete monograph ever pub-

lished on this founder of one of the innumerable sects of the six-

teenth century. It is based on a thorough study of the subject,

for the author has made use of three manuscript works on Niclaes

and his sects, written by members of the sects, of fifty-one writings

of Niclaes, and often works written against him. In the common
manuals of Church history Niclaes and his mystical Antinomian sect

is not mentioned at all ; though he seems to have attracted during
lifetime sufficient attention to have a claim to a place in the list of
the antitrinitarian and Antinomian writers of the sixteenth century.

The article on the Ministry of Wollner sheds new light on one
of the most important periods in the ecclesiastical history of

Prussia. Wollner induced King Frederick William II. to publish
a religious edict, (July 9, 1778,) which, for the protection of the

Congregations, threatened every clergyman who should dare to

teach anything contrary to the symbols of his Church with the
severest punishments. To carry through this edict other royal
decrees ordered the introduction of u new catechetical text-book.
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(1790,) and prescribed a plan for the examination of all the eandi
dates for the ministry, (1791.) The Superior Consistory of Berlin
led m the general opposition of the people to these attempts and it
is this opposition of which the article of Sack gives, for the first time
full and reliable information, by publishing the correspondence and
transactions between Minister Woilner and the Superior Consistory

In the introduction to the last article we find some curious state-
ments respecting the number of German publications from 1480 to
1523.

.
From 1480 to 1517, the year when Luther made his first

public appearance, the average number of annual publications was
40; but from that year it rapidly rose. In 1518 there were pub-
lished 71 German works; 111 in 1519; 208 in 1520; and in 1523
the number rose to 498.
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Zimtsc urift fc/er Wissenschaftliche Theologie. (Journal for Scientific

Theology, edited by A. Hilgenfeld, Professor at Jena. Second Num-
ber, 1862.)— 1- Wilkina, (Minister of the Reformed Church at Vienna,
Austria,) Teresa de Jesus. A contribution to the History of Spanish
Mystics. 2. Hilgenfeld. The Books of Judith, Tobit, and Baruch, and
the Views of Hitzig and Volkmar on the Apocrypha of the Old Testa-
ment. 3. A. Buttmann, (Professor at Pottsdam, and son of the Greek
Grammarian.) A Reply to Dr. Steis, (respecting the signification of the
word iKelvoc in the Gospel of John.) 4. Hilgenfeld, The Book of
Enoch. 5. Volkmar, (Professor at Zurich,) on Rom. iv, 1.

The first article is a biographical sketch of great interest, and a

very valuable contribution to the history of the mystic literature

of Spain. The mm Teresa de Jesus is, according to the opinion

of all, the greatest of the Spanish mystic writers, whose number
is very large. Among her enthusiastic admirers were Fenelon, the

Jansenists of Port Royal, the celebrated Protestant theologian

Arndt, Bishop Sailer, and other celebrated men. Her works are

still being published in new editions. A new English translation

appeared at London in 1851 ; an Italian, at Milan, in 1 842 ; a German,
by Clarus, in 1851 ; an edition of the original at Barcelona in 1848.

{Obras de S. T., 9 vols.) A new edition, which promises to be the

best and completest of all, was commenced at Madrid in 1861,

{ErrUores de S. T. Anadidos y Ilhtstrados por V. de la Fuente,)

forming part of the JBiblioteca de autores Espanoles.

French Reviews.

Revue des Deux Monties.*—March 1.—3. De Mazarde, LcsFemmes dans
La Societe et dans la Literature. M'me de Sevigne', M'me de Stael,

M'me Swetchine. 4. Geffroy, L'Agitation Reformiste en Allcmagne.
8. De Lavergne, De Quelques Opinions extremes en economie politique.

March 15.—1. Dltont-White, L'Administration Locale en France et en
Anglcterre, (first article.) 3. Ruthery, Les Chants Populaire de lTtalie

Modcrne. 5. De Lavergne, Les Assemblers Provinciales en France
avant 1789, (fifth article.) 6. Taillantuer, La Suisse Chretienne at la

Philosophic du xviii Siecle. 7. Saint-Marc Girardin, De la Syrie au

Commencement de 18G2.

April 1.—1. Michel Cheyalier, l'Expedition Europeenne au Mexique.
3. Casimir Perier. La Jeunesse de Charlotte Corday. 5. Monteget, Des
Fees et de leur Literature en France. G. De Mazade, Histoire d'une ahnee

d'agitation en Poloiznc. 9. La Vie Europeenne a Khartoum et la Traite.

April l'i.—2. Saisset, Malebranche, seslutteset son caractere. 4. Michel
Chevalier, l'Expedition Europt-ennc au Mexique. 5. Forguys, Le Ro-
man Anglais Contemporain. 6. La Revolution et l'esprit de Libcrte.

May 1.—2.KLACZKO.La Deportation et laVie d'exil en Siberic. 4.Montegut,
Les Misdrables de M.Victor Hugo. 5.Casimir Perier, Le Budget del 863.

The article of Saint Rene Taillandier publishes a number of hitherto

unknown letters of Voltaire and Rousseau, bearing on the resist-

* We give from the list of the articles of this important Review those bearing
ou religious, historical, and geographical subjects.
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ance made by Christian Switzerland to the inroad of the philo-

sophical principles of Voltaire. The concluding remarks of Tail-

landicr on this conflict are of great interest, and show a deep insight

into the religious development of the eighteenth century.

. "Christian Switzerland," he says, "attached by Voltaire, could

not seriously suffer, and in many instances it has remained victo-

rious. Switzerland is Protestant and Germanic. Compare the

relations of the great Gerfiianic society to the spirit of Voltaire,

and you will sec that the dictator, at the very moment where he

seems to be sure of victory, suffered decisive defeats. Under

these northern kings, whom Voltaire rewarded with so brilliant

epistles, there were peoples which developed silently and main-

tained their rights. It has been for a long time erroneously

believed that Voltaire traversed Germany like a conquered land

;

that no protest made itself heard during his passage; that no poet,

no philosopher, no representative of German genius raised his voice

for the defense of the national traditions; yet Klopstock, in his Mes-

siad, in his odes, in his works on the German language; Lessing

in the " Dramaturgy of Hamburg ;" Mendelsohn on several pages

of his ethic works, openly attacked Voltaire at the moment when

he controlled the mind of Frederic.

The serenity of their language and the dignity of their objections

is no less remarkable than their attachment to their German tradi-

tions. Xo sign of anger, not the least bitterness. One perceives

that they have a liberalism of their own, and that, while profiting

by certain conquests of the French philosophy, they will keep their

liberalism intact. If the word " Voltaireau " denotes a destroyer

of prejudices, the German Voltaireans are grave and religious. It

might be even maintained that of all the enemies of Voltaire the

German Voltaireans are the most formidable, not by their blind and

fanatical hatred, bat by their moral superiority, and by their dis-

dain of impiety.

This tradition has maintained itself until our days. The most

liberal writers, and among them even the least religious minds,

such as Gervinus, Schlosser, Varnhagen Van Ense, do not conceal

their aversion to Voltaire. One must hear old Schlosser, in his

History of the Eighteenth Century, take Voltaire to task for his

constant raillery at everything that is an honor to the human race.

Gervinus expresses the same sentiments. When Varnhagen Van

Ense, in a recent publication, brings to light new documents on the

adventures vf Voltaire at Frankfort, the difference between a

French Voltairean and a Voltaireau of the German race is very

apparent. Finally, another son of the same tradition, Venedey,
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devoting an entire book to the relation of Voltaire to Frederic,

carries his severity toward the philosopher to injustice, so eager

he is to break the fatal alliance between liberalism and impiety.

They all seem to obey the counsel of M. Sainte-Ileuve. "Voltaire," .

says this ingenious critic, " is like those trees the fruit of which one

must know how to choose and to relish, but never go to sit down
beneath its shade." The German race has not remained sitting

beneath its shade. Philosophical Germany, like Christian Switzer-

land, has learned by instinct, long before the teaching of Tocque-

ville, "that religion is necessary for liberty."

It is certainly a hopeful sign of the times, that the great word

of Tocqueville

—

religion is ?iccessary for liberty—is from year to

year better understood by the friends of progress in Europe. The

democratic tendencies of the European nations are no longer guided

by the Voltariean principles of 170-3, but a hearty desire to found a

new society upon the two great principles—Religion and Liberty.

Revue Chrettejtne.—Janvier, 1803.—1. Fisch, La Vic Religieuse aux
Etats-Unis, (first article.) 2. Bersier, Sur le Dix-IIuitieme Siecle, (first

article.) 3. Lichtenbergee, Un Apologete Chretien au Siecle Dernier,

Matthias Claudius.

Fdiricr.—1. De Pkessexse, La Cn'se Ecelesiastequc au Sein du Protest-

antism Francais. 2. Germoxd, Le Vicissitudes do la Renommee de
Chateaubriand. 3. Fisch, La Vie Religieuse aux Etats-Unis.

Mars.—1. Secretan-, Du Progres en Religion, a l'occasion du livre de

M. Salvador (Paris, Rome et Jerusalem.) 2. Scieeffee, Un Prodica-

teur Catholique au Quinzieme Siecle. 3. De Guerle, Milton. Sa vie

et ses ceuvres. Le Paradis Perdu.

April.—1. Schaeffek, Un Predicateur Catholique au Quinzieme Siecle.

2. Frscn, La Vie Religieuse aux Etats-Unis. 3. Gurcy, Quelqucs Mots
sur la Musique. 4. Vellie:n n\r, Corneille, Racine, et Moliere.

The book of St. Salvador, a philosophic Jew, announces a religion

for the future, which Secretan concisely characterizes as " an alli-

ance between Moses and Voltaire." It is Mosaic in its assuming

to shape the institutions of the state and of society ; it is Voltairean

in its monotheistic rationalism. Secretan shows that it is conse-

quently no religion at all. The essence of a religion consists not in

arranging the specific relations between men and men, but between

man and God. An institute which organizes human relations is

politic, and socialistic; as such it may have value, but it is not a

religion. The wants of the human soul as a spirit, its aspirations

toward God, its relations to the divine law, are by it all ignored,

and man is still left destitute of the greatest of desiderata.

The Bulletin Bibliographique of this number contains an extended

notice, by Prof. Schmidt of Strasburg, of the great History of the

First Three Centuries of the Christian Church, by M. Edmond de
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Pressensu. This work is a defense of Christianity, by finding

proofs of divinity in its first establishment and rapid diffusion. It

traces its early triumphs through the three quarters of the globe,

commemorates its early apologists, and details its moral struggles

with learned skepticism, with the railleries of Lucian, the eclecti-

cism of Celsus, and the Neoplatonism of Porphyry. In this last

moral debate, with Neoplatonism Prcssense finds a striking parallel

with the contest at the present day between Christianity" and a

godless naturalism. " Prcssense," says Schmidt, " distinguishes

apologists into three schools of opinion touching the natural rela-

tions between Christianity and the soul," which he considers the
u essential problem of Christian apologetics," " having the first

mission as jnediati'ix between truth and the soul." The first

school recognizes " the profound affinity existing between the soul

and Christianity, making appeal to the aspirations of the heart

and the wants of the moral consciousness ; it seeks the testimony

of that affinity in the historical development of humanity, in the

manifestations of the religions and philosophies of antiquity. The
second school recognizes the natural instincts and aspirations of

the human soul, but finds no proof of affinity for Christianity

in the past, of which, on the contrary, it anathematizes alike the

gods and the philosophies. The third school repudiates any

germ divine in the human soul since the fall ; it expends all

its care in efforts to load down, to annihilate, to guide by dis-

gust and despair to a recourse to the Redeemer. To the first

school, which is largest, belong, in the East, Justin- Martyr, Atha-

nagoras, Clement of Alexandria, Origen; in the West, Hyppo-
lytus et Minutius Felix. To the second belong Theophilus of

Antioch, the author of the epistle to Diognetus, Cyprian, Tertullian.

To the third Arnobius, whose apologetic method is as inconsequent

as his polemic is destitute of dignity." (In this school might he

not have classed Augustine and his admirers generally?) "We
perfectly accord with the author when he rejects the necessity for

modern apologetics to adopt the second or third school as a model,

and condemn all ancient civilization as a work of the devil. We
believe, with Justin Martyr and the Alexandrian fathers, that the

soul, which is naturally Christian, has spoken in the religions and

the philosophies; that if their testimony has often been disguised

by impure myths and deplorable sophisms, it has not been destroyed;

that it is possible to disengage the errors which have overloaded it,

aud to rediscover, even in the moral desert of paganism, the traces

of the precursors of Christ which point the way."

This more ennobling view, as well as more endurable method of
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Christian defense, Pressense has illustrated at great length in his

introductory volume to his history, (about to be issued by the

Clarices in an English dress,) in which he has traced, with a mas-

tor hand, the ethnical preparations lbr Christ. There seems to us

assuredly room in our theological libraries for a thorough discus-

sion of this subject.

Art XII.—QUARTERLY BOOK -TABLE.

Religion, Theology, and Biblical Literature.

Discourses and Essays, by William G. P. SnEDD. 12rno., pp. 324. Ando-
ver: Warren F. Draper. Boston: Gould & Lincoln. New York : John
Wiley. 1862.

These Essays, by Prof. Shedd, (whose name now occurs for the first

time, we believe, upon the pages of our Quarterly,) are, every one

of them, a rich treat for the thinkers, the lovers of deep thought

:

of thought clothed in a strong, terse, stern, clear expression. They
are addresses before literary societies, or articles in Reviews.

Three of them are on a?sthetic subjects ; live of them are theo-

logical, or bear relation to theological science. The most attract-

ive to the thorough theological thinker are the last two, namely,

one on Original Sin, and the other on the Atonement. It must be

taken as no token of hostile animus that we deal most fully with

the one with which we least agree.

The Essay on Original Sin, (originally an article in the Christian

Review,) is, with due credit given, very much a summary of the

treatment of that subject in Midler's Doctrine of Sin. We wish

Dr. Shedd had clothed that whole work in his powerful English.

We may condense Dr. Shedd's condensation of Muller, so far as

our purposes are concerned, to the following points:— 1. Sin is not

po much an act as a " nature" or " state" and as such is guilty

and damnable. 2. This nature is " a product," namely, a product

of the human will, and depravity lies properly "in the will," and
consists in the state of free self-determining, permanent tendency,

or tending of the will in an evil direction. But, 3. The will is not

the mere volitional faculty, but is inclusive of the affections, emo-

tions, intellections ; the whole man himself viewed as determined

in unity to a given direction. 4. The origin of this tendency, as

Well as its specific volitions, is too deep for the recognition of con-

sciousness
; and, 5. Hence it is to be considered as taking its origin

in our unconscious sinning in Adam. In all this Dr. Shedd con-

ceives that he is reconciling the antithetic points, that sin is a nature
nnd is yet responsible/ and congratulates himself that thus the

Fourth Series, Vol. XIV.—33
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intuitions of the soul arc satisfied by our reinstatement on the old

grounds of the creeds and theologies at and succeeding the Ref-

ormation. We believe, on the contrary, that it is an advance back-

ward. Let us review the points.

No relief of the intuitional distress at a nature's being held as a

guilt can be derived from holding that nature to be a fixed, neces-

sitated, everflowing tendency of the will. To aid the relief by
such prefixes as "free" and "self-determined," is to cure a fatal

disease with medical talk. When will is so defined as to make
it include the entire structure of the soul, the advances made by
modern psychology arc ignored. We are, by a retrograde move-

ment, made to identify will not merely, like Edwards, with the

necessitated emotions and sensibilities ; but, like a still earlier and

cruder mental analysis, to petrify it into the necessitated intellec-

tions, and even into the impressions of external objects upon the

sensorium. All this brings us back upon the old and execrable

dogma that a necessitated nature is responsible ; that a being, a

race, a universe may be brought into existence in a condition of

fixed evil, and damned for being so. Upon that dogma all our

moral intuitions rise up and pronounce a reprobation, a sacred

curse. We treat it with no respect or ceremony. It is diabolical

dishonoring God and man, and has no fitting home this side of its

infernal birth-place.

Of what use is it for Dr. Shedd at this point to say, "Were this

nature created and put into man, as an intellectual nature or as a

particular temperament is put into him by the Creator of all

things, it would not be a responsible and guilty nature, nor would

man be a child of wrath ] But it does not thus originate. It has

its origin in the free and responsible use of that voluntary power

which God has created and placed in the human soul as its most cen-

tral, most mysterious, and most hazardous endowment. It is a self-

determined nature— that is, a nature originated in a will, and by

a will." The man with his actions is as truly moulded ; he receive-

as truly a necessitated, made nature from God as if he were runbj

a forger's hand, like molten metal in a matrice, to a statuary's model.

A necessitated motion is as irresponsible as a necessitated being.

A nature consisting of a fixed mode of action, is just as guiltless a<

a nature consisting of a fixed shape of substance. What boots i'

me, whether a superior being damns me for a necessitated doin2

or a necessitated being? Justice can just as readily hold me con-

demned for a necessary essence as for a necessary quality; and t"''

a necessary quality as for a necessary operation: for a necessary

operation is a property, and a property is but the essence manifest.
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God can as well necessitate me to be a certain thing, and then damn
mc for it, as necessitate me to do a certain thing and damn me for

it. For herein doing is being ; for doing is nothing but necessitated

changing states of necessitated being. Yonder metallic shrub,

shaped by the cunning hand of modern art, standing with its

stately stalk, lifts aloft a little wilderness of foliage and vines, most

light and airy to the eye ; but those clustering festoons and the

rigid stalk are, alas! alike

—

cast-iron/ So the stalk of a necessi-

tated nature, and the wildest wreathings of necessitated action,

are alike cast-iron— irresponsibly fatalistic. The actions and the

being are one inseparable piece, one being, one nature. And this

doing-being is created by God ; for it is necessitated by him into

existence, and to necessitate into existence is to create.

Nor herein does generation differ from creation. For God to

set into necessary succession a series of matrices, of fixed and by
him necessitated forms, regulated by him with necessitated modes,

and then to push a quantity of being through them, is as fixedly

to mould the last shape of the series of the forms of being as if he

had created it. No matter through how lengthened a series of

wombs I derive my being from the Maker's hand ; if no free, un-

necessitated, alternative will has intervened, I am as truly (so far

as responsibility is concerned) created as if I were first in the series-

And if my substance, qualities, and operations are all equally

necessitated, then they are all equally irresponsible.

This cast-iron necessitation is not softened by expressing its

quality under those fine old Arminian epithets that were invented

and appropriated to express non-necessity, and which still, to the

popular heart, have the ring of liberty, such as free, self-determin-

ing, and originating. It is a poor verbal solace which our fatalistic

brethren so artificially construct for themselves, this carefully pre-

defining all the terms of libertarianism into a fatalistic ineaning in

order to express their dogma in formula) that sound like freedom,

and so seem to accord with our intuitions. Before they are done

these gentlemen find that they have given our whole theological

vocabulary a double meaning. Theology becomes a duplicate

science. Its nomenclature is a system of double-entcndrcs. It has

a complete strabismus. Its leading phrases have an outside and
an inside meaning—outside Arminian, inside Calvinistic. The same

gentleman is giving, in the same terms, two hostile theologies.

He can, in the same words, preach Arminianism ad populum, and
lecture Augustinianism ad elerum.

Should the leading paleontologist of the age announce to the

world this proposition

—

The animal fossils of geology are nothing
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but plastic forms spontaneously produced by unconscious nature—
the world would wait in rapt attention to hear his proof. If, how-

ever, in his exposition, he should define plastic to mean "born in the

process of natural generation," and "forms" to mean "once living

animal bodies," and "unconscious nature" to mean "a formative

scheme in the hands of the living God," we think his proposition

would be pronounced a positive imposture. And now, when a

theologian announces, " A nature is sinful and guilty because it is

a product ; a product of the free, self-determining, self-originating

will," we should expect its amplification in a clear Arminian exposi-

tion. But when he conies to definition, and makes " will " signify the

entire stereotype fixed nature of the agent; and "free" to signify a

limitation to one sole course or state ; and " self-determining " to ex-

clude all power of alternative action, and to mean an energetic forth-

putting in a solely possible direction; and "sell-origination" to mean
neeessitative causation, we think he rivals the imposture of his pale-

ontological brother. To the paleontologist the hearers would say,

if you mean that the fossils are petrifactions of once living animals,

why not say so without a set of words defined out of their ordinary

sense. And to the theologian we would say, if you mean that a

nature is sinful and guilty because its whole fixed being, by neces-

sity, projects a series of necessitated volitions, why not say so?

Why must nature mean a series of volitions, will mean the entire

necessitated send, free mean circumscribed, self-eletemiming mean

limited to a solely possible terminus, and self-origination mean

automatic projection? In short, why, unless there be a settled

predisposition to self-deception, must a principle be clothed in lan-

guage that seems to express its contradictory ?

But Dr. Shedd (after Midler) maintains that this permanent cur-

rent of our will, inclusive of our whole soul as agent, which consti-

tutes our depraved "nature," resides and generally acts in a region

below the reach of consciousness, and yet is none the less guilty

and deserving the divine wrath. Men, as matter of fact, are per-

petually sinning, without knowing what they are about, and a

large share of moral effort is to be expended in bringing them to a

consciousness of sin. " How often the Christian finds himself

already in a train of thought or of feeling that is contrary to the

dhine law. Notice that he did not go into this train of thought

or feeling deliberately, and with a distinct consciousness of what

he was doing. The first he knows is, that he is already caught in

the process. Thought and feeling in this instance have been un-

consciously exercised in accordance with that central and abiding

determination of the will toward self of which we have spoken;
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in other words, the will has been unconsciously putting forth its

action, in and through the powers of thought and feeling, as the

Bcl£reproach and sense of guilt consequent upon such exercises of

the soul, are proof positive. The moment the Christian man
comes to distinct consciousness in regard to this action that has

been going on, ' without his thinking of it,' (as we say in common
parlance,) he acknowledges it as criminal action, responsible action,

action of the will. The fact that he was not thinking—that the

will was acting unconsciously—subtracts nothing from his sense

of guilt in the case." Dr. Shedd conceives this volitioning below

the reach of consciousness to be a curious, a surprising fact ; the

dark problem of its blended unconsciousness and irresponsibility

he feels, but does not attempt to solve. He unfolds its darkness

without a ray of light; he deepens the snarl but gives no clue.

The solution, we think, (overstretching the homeopathic maxim that

" like cures like,") is contained in the very cause of the difficulty,

" unconsciousness." For,

Not only are there unconscious volitions, but there is, in the same

sense of the word, an unconscious consciousness. All consciousness

is properly unconscious. If consciousness be, as Dr. Shedd uses

the word, an inspection of our own thoughts, then while we are

inspecting we are not inspecting our inspecting. Otherwise we
are involved in an infinite series of inspections of inspections. If

there be in that deep substratal region of the mind an unconscious,

or rather sub-conscious, series of volitions, there is also a sub-con-

scious consciousness of those volitions. Surely if the mind be

choosing, it is also perceiving the object of its choosing; it is cog-

nizing, comparing, preferring motives, motives ethical and non-

ethical, and the whole apparatus of free-agency is in motion. The

moral perceptions are as able to work sub-consciously as any other

faculties. The consciousness is truly enough also at work ;
only all

the movements are so intense and absorbing that the 'exterior

reeollective consciousness cannot recall and represent them.

This underlying region of thought needs more analysis than we
have room to give it. Dr. Shedd, as well as Muller, has, we think,

failed to explore or properly comprehend it. But we may add the

thought, that our moral nature is doubtless as truly in perpetual

action as any other of our perceptive powers. An ethical quality in

an object or combination is as readily perceived as any other quality,

and with the same sort ofconsciousness or unconsciousness ; and that

ethical quality may be accepted or rejected as a motive by the free

will .is any other quality, and so be as truly a matter of responsi-

bility as if the reeollective consciousness could subsequently call it
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up into the clearest light and most graphic form. Let the eye gaze

upon a variegated carpet, and perception may take in (unconsciously,

it may be called) every single hue; yet not one of them is singled

out, isolated, noticed, though every one be felt, and be capable,

each one, of being a motive of action. "When the Christian speci-

fied by Dr. Shedd "finds" himself "caught" in putting forth

wrong volitional action, did he first learn, after the conscious recog-

nition, that the volitions were wicked ? No. He knew it all the

while. He knew the wrong, and chose the wrong; both with an

equal consciousness, or unconsciousness, or sub-conscio\tsness.

In that same sphere of sub-consciousness a man may avoid sin as

well as accept it ; may apostatize from good or repent of evil ; may
indulge in crime, or walk the ways of righteousness. The thoughts

within that region are not necessarily infinitesimal or dim ; they

may be the most intense and absorbing thoughts of our lives, and

all the more unconscious because they leave no part of the mind

at leisure to perform its introspections.* The problem of their

responsibility, therefore, seems to us not so difficult of solution.

It is a nimble leap of logic that would infer that because .ve so

sin "unconsciously," therefore we may have sinned dormantly in

Adam's sin. Space excludes this discussion. Neither Midler nor

Shedd have, we fear, elucidated the enigma. Both are masterly

theologians, but they have not, perhaps, mastered that problem.

Aids to Faith : a Scries of Theological Essays. By Several Writers.

Being a Reply to " Essays and Reviews." Edited by William Thom-
son, D. P., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. 12me

, pp. 538.

New York: D. Appleton & Co. 1862.

To the credit of the Protestant Christianity of England it may be

said, that whenever a foeman has presented himself worthy of her

steel she has ever furnished champions ready for the onset and

competent for the victory. When the robust and hard-headed

Hobbes commenced his onslaught, the whole Church militant was

soon in arms, and countless were the combatants impatient to break

a lance. In the great deistical controversy of the last century, infi-

delity was fairly conquered in the field of argument, and the

remains of her defenders lie buried and undisturbed in the dust of

the old libraries. The new movement made by the seven sages of

* Do Quincey says, " Rightly it is said of utter, utter misery, that it 'cannot bo

remembered.' Itself as a rcmemberable thing is swallowed up in its own ^haos."

And he quotes from Coleridge's Remorse the lines,

"I stood in unimaginable tranco

An agony which cannot be remembered."
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the "Essays and Reviews" has aroused a tumult altogether dispro-

portionate to the intrinsic power of their performances. Respect-

able as are their talents, and extensive as is their erudition, it is

conceded by even their friends that they have contributed little or

I10 new thought to the skeptical side of the controversy; but so

had they collected the scattered elements of infidel objection float-

er i„ the literature of the day, so had they indorsed them with

responsible names, and so brought them within the pale of Church

authority that they furnished fall and fair occasion for a grand and

decisive issue. From all this evil a good results. Defenses of

Christian truth are called forth from the best Christian scholarship

and talent; the evidences of our holy religion are by compulsion

reduced to compact form and placed before the public eye. Truth

stands forth in her own clear light, and the monuments of her

triumph are asiain erected to stand forever.

The volume before us is a valuable contribution, and quite equal

to the occasion that calls it forth. We do not mean by this that

it refutes every formal argument of the "Essays and Reviews;

far less that it meets every innuendo, insinuation, and ominous hint

of terrible arguments for skepticism that could be produced, with

which the "Essays and Reviews" so plentifully abound; for single

intimations of this kind would often require pages to neutralize

But sufficient is furnished to show that skepticism is incompetent

to have all things her own way, and that Christianity need only ask

full elbow-room and fair play to clear any part of the field selected

for the contest. The clear and positive statement of our affirma-

tive argument is amply sufficient to show that the foundations of

our faith stand firm.

The nine essays of this valuable volume are not so much direct

replies to the "Essays and Reviews" as counter statements. In

some of them there are but subsidiary allusions to the writer

opposed. Of the eight writers four are comparatively wel known

bthis country, namely, Professor Hansel, Dr. M'Caul, Professor

Rawlinson, and Professor Ellicott. The essays of these gentlemen

are worthy their high reputation', and are perhaps the best ol the

seruj

Professor Mansel discusses the subject of miracles in opposition

to Baden Powell. The main point discussed is the imposMrty

of miracles, argued by Mr. Powell from the immutability of he

laws of nature, as demonstrated with ever-increasing force by the

developments of modern science. Mr. Hansel's reply is but an

expansion and enforcement of Palcy's remark, that the personality

of the Deity being granted, his power to change the laws that he
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has imposed must logically follow. This point the Professor illus-

trates by the analogy between the Divine and the human agent.

If man can interrupt the operations of nature's laws, much more

can God. This discussion is prefaced by an argument to show the

essential connection of miracles with Christianity, and the confirm-

ation derived by every individual miracle from its connection as a

part of a whole miraculous system. The whole essay is wrought

up to that high polish of style characteristic of Mr. Hansel as a

finished academician. It is our individual experience that the very

fluidity of Mr. Mansel's periods and paragraphs necessitates a

6trong effort of attention to grasp his current of thought.

Fitzgerald, Bishop of Cork, furnishes the review of the eviden-

tial phase of English theology of the seventeenth century. He
well evinces the value of the historical argument for Christianity,

and truly shows that, while the evidential writers too little appre-

ciated the other departments of Christian evidence, they were

amply successful upon the ground they selected. Early Methodism

receives but left-handed compliments from Fitzgerald. He is less

candid toward that great "movement" than usually is the infidel

Westminster Review. Dr. M'Caul furnishes two essays, namely,

upon Prophecy and upon the Mosaic Record of Creation. The

former is a truly valuable production. The latter, like all other

efforts at reconciliation between the Mosaic Record as a history

and the conclusions of geology, furnishes abundant proof of the

ingenuity of the authors, but no ease to the inmost mind of the

earnest thinker.

Professor Rawlinson furnishes a valuable essay on the Genuine-

ness and Authenticity of the Pentateuch. It is wonderful what

accumulations of evidence, increasing in fact with time, are gathered

around a book so ancient. Nothing but its miraculous narratives

induces a doubt that it is in truth all it claims to be, the most ven-

erable of histories.

Professor Edward Harold Browne furnishes the essay upon

Inspiration. With the exception of that upon the Mosaic Record

of Creation, we are least favorably impressed with this essay.

Dr. Thomson, Bishop of Gloucester, and editor of the volume,

furnishes an able argument, scriptural and patristical, upon the

doctrine of Vicarious Atonement. It furnishes a reply to Dr.

Garden's Essay on the Atonement in the "Tracts for Priests and

People." The force of the argument is more fully felt when the

two are read in connection.

Professor Ellicott furnishes an extended Essay upon Scripture

Interpretation. It is written in his earnest style. It is like every-
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is inthing from his pen, scholarly and thoroughly analytical. It

reply to Professor Jowett, who, on this occasion, has found his

jungle master.

Upon the whole this is a valuable volume, well worthy of wide

circulation, and quite necessary to every theologian deeply inter-

ested in the subject of Christian evidences.

The Supernatural in Relation to tlie Natural. By the Rev. Ja:mes M'Cosh,
LL. D., author of " The Method of the Divine Government," " Intuitions

of the Mind," etc. 12mo., pp. 3G9. New York: Robert Carter &
Brothers. 1862.

This volume, though complete in itself, is a part of an intended

whole. It is introductory to, or rather first installment of a work

to be entitled "The Method of the Divine Government, Super-

natural and Spiritual," a projected complement of Br. M'Cosh's

"Method of Divine Government, Physical and Moral."

The purpose of the present volume appears to be to show that

the natural and supernatural are not only two systems, but, com-

plementarily to each other, they are also one system. The author

first analyzes the natural, showing how man arrives at its uniform-

ity, what are its characteristics, the mental principles involved in

the connection of its uniformity, the precise limitations of the

natural, and arrives at the conclusion that the natural is a mani-

festation of the supernatural.

In his Second Part he describes the supernatural as so overly-

ing and operating upon the natural as that, while the natural law
is not destroyed, its immediate action is momentarily interrupted.

A miracle does not accord with the immutable uniformity of nature

;

it is the work of an agent outside the train of nature's sequences.

Here he meets the dogmatisms of Baden Powell, whose whole per-

formance consists of a dogged reiteration of the statement that

modern science is so completely demonstrating the uniformity of

natural sequences as to render the conception of a supernatural

interruption impossible. Dr. M'Cosh maintains that science cannot

demonstrate the absolutely uninterrupted uniformity of nature as

an experimental fact ; he denies that there is any difficulty in ascer-

taining that a given interruption is from a supernatural cause, or

that either intuition or induction affords any convincing disproof

of the possibility or demons! rability of a miracle.

In the Third Part Dr. M'Cosh, taking the word supernatural to

designate the system of revelation, shows that it is a system of

systems; that those systems are too elaborate and artistic to be

accidental, and spread too widely over human history to be fabri-
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cated. And, finally, he draws an extended analogy between the

natural system of systems and the supernatural system of systems,

tending to show that each requires the other, and that both bear

indications of coming from the same Divine author.

An appendix contains two interesting articles, namely, on Oxford

Philosophy, and on Bunsen and German Theology.

The volume takes its entire stand-point rather within the circle

of Christian assumptions. The work is thereby calculated to con-

firm the believer in his religion by showing the elaborate harmo-

nies of its truths. It presents a pleasing and convincing view of

the unity of nature and revelation blending into a consistent whole.

Dr. M'Cosh is not a concise or nervous writer. His style is

full, round, clear, and often exuberant. He abounds in illustra-

tions. He is suggestive, often original, and leads the reader to

many a pinnacle whence he may contemplate broad prospects over

the fields of thought. We rejoice in the popularity of his works

;

and the present, without being his best, is excellent.

Sermons by Jdbez Bunting, D. D. Vol. I. 8vo., pp. 472. New York : Carl-

ton & Porter. 1S62.

Dr. Bunting was perhaps the most eminent English Methodist of

his age, and exerted a wider influence than any other divine of his

time. He was rather the statesman, elaborating and executing the

measures of the Church, than the theologian, elucidating and

expounding her doctrines. In civil life he might have been prime

minister. In the world of 'letters he might have been pre-eminent.

But voluntarily consenting to forego most flattering prospects of

secular renown for the sake of Christ's kingdom, he harnessed him-

self for the public, and especially the missionary enterprises of tlic

Church. The eminence he enjoyed, the influence he wielded, the

honor always accorded him, had made us almost impatient to sec

his published works. Our anticipations are not realized by this

volume so far as what is commonly called pulpit eloquence is con-

cerned ; and yet upon consideration it is about what his character

ought to lead one to expect. It is in very agreeable harmony with

what we have already said of him.

The sermons are theologically of the conservative order, thor-

oughly Wesleyan of course, indulging in no bold, unsafe, or doubt-

ful speculations. Great thoughts are ponderously massed together,

apparently flowing slowly from his pen, not unfrequently labori-

ously expressed, each one nevertheless standing forth in clear light-

As we read them we turn to the portrait fronting the title-pnge,

and think of a mighty man, with his heavy tread upon the solid
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pavement, turning aside in no by-paths, indulging in no eccentric

notions of a better private road through the jungle and morass

than the old public and well-known highway. When he discusses

the great themes of the Gospel he is as the rapt seer beholding

glories unseen by mortal eye. Those preached on special occa-

sions were prepared in the ripe maturity of his manhood, and

show, especially the four missionary sermons, the greatness of his

powers. The odor of the closet is strong upon them. His full

skill was employed in their composition. If we may suppose that

the thoughts here expressed were, in their delivery, expanded or

outrun in the untrarameled and loftier conceptions of the moment,

we can perceive, the aid of the Divine Spirit, being always under-

stood, how the large congregations so attentively listening to his

words should sometimes be thrilled and almost overpowered.

Three of these discourses were stenographic-ally reported, and

thus only were preserved. They present the author in less of the

grand and masterly, but more of the pastoral character, and are

probably the best illustrations of his ordinary preaching.

We are well pleased with this reproduction of sermons which,

in their frequent repetitions, have greatly blessed the Church of

Christ, and hope the remainder of the series, when issued, will be

equally valuable. W.

Replies to " Fssai/s and Revieics." By the Rev. E. N. Gottlbtjkx, D. D.,

Rev. H. J. Rose, B. D., Rev. C. A. Heuetley, D. D., Rev. W. J. Ikons,

D. D., Rev. G. Rorison, M. A., Rev. A. W. Haddah, B. D., Rev. Chr.
Wordsworth, D. D. With a Preface by the Lord Bishop of Oxford.

And Letters from the Radeliffe Observer and the Reader in Geology in

the University of Oxford. 12mo., pp. 438. New York : D. Appleton & Co.

The Replies present less imposing names than the "Aids to Faith,"

but are hardly less inferior in talent and force of argument. As
the title indicates, the replies are more direct in their issue with

their respective opponents, giving completer analysis and more

specific refutation. The article on miracles treats the subject at

greater extent than Professor Hansel's essay, deals with Professor

Powell much more personally, and discusses the subject with a

more trenchant thoroughness. Doctor Pose handles Dr. Williams

somewhat severely, and performs the easy task with much skill of

exposing the unreliableness of the biblical labors of Cunsen, pre-

dicting, with little chance of failure, that the works of that gentle-

man will, twenty years hence, seldom be thought worthy of

mention. Professor Jowett undergoes, at the hand of Dr. Words-

worth, an abundance of sharp criticism, exposing his carelessness

nnd skepticism, and warning him, from the example of the German
rationalists, of possible dangerous results.
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To us by far the most valuable essay in the series is Mr. Tioii-

son's, on the " Creative "Week." It may be from prepossessions in

our own mind, arising from some inklings of the same theory, that

we arc disposed to favor his view ; but we frankly confess a

decided opinion that his essay presents, for the first time to the

Christian world, the true exposition of the first chapter of Genesis.

The rhythmical character of that passage, its stately style, its

parallelisms, its refrains, its unity within itself, all combine to show
that it is apoe??2. Analysis of its interior structure exhibits a most

artificial synthesis, founded upon well-known sacred numbers. It

is therefore a grand Symbolic Hymn of the Creation, composed per-

haps by Adam himself, and handed down to Moses through the

line of the patriarchal Church, to commemorate the great fact that

this world is the icork of a triune God. We no more believe that

it is a detail of the process of creation, as furnished by modern
science, than that the description of the New Jerusalem is a true

physical picture of the heavenly state. The Bible opens with a

primordial apocalypse, and closes with a terminal apocalypse.

And this parallel is curiously indicated by the fact that the same

symbolic numbers, in different combinations, prevail in both pas-

sages. The seven (3+4) of the creative record is paralleled by the

twelve (3X4) of the pictorial New Jerusalem.

Faith Treated in a Scries of Discourses, By James W. Alexander, D. D.
12mo., pp. 444. New York : Charles Scribner. 1862.

Dr. Alexander gloried in the fact that his preaching was doctrinal.

"There is," said he, "a species of religious teaching which affects

to disregard all doctrinal statement and distinction; you know
where to find it, but it belongs not to the children of the Reforma-
tion." Who was hit here his hearers doubtless knew if we do not.

But few preachers, we think, have better succeeded in making doc-

trinal statements clear, or in so stating them as to hold them in

perpetual pressure upon the conscience. His theory of faith, which

makes it nothing more than belief, is, we think, plainly erroneous

and embarrassing to his whole system.

Philosophy, Metaphysics, and General Science.

Lectures on the Science of Language : Delivered at the Royal Institution of

Great Britain in April, May, and June, 1S61. By Max Mvj.lek, M. A.,

Fellow of All Souls' College, Oxford. From the second London edition,

revised. 12mo., pp. 416. Is
T
e\v York : Charles Scribner. 18G2.

Comparative philology, glottology, the science of language, what-

ever the name by which it is called, is one of the scientific tri-
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umphs of the present century. The great philosophers of Greece

knew no more of the true genesis of the Greek language, its com-

parative structure, or of its etymology, than they did of the geol-

ogy of the Grecian soil. The etymologies left on record by Plato

and Aristotle, like the great mass of the etymologies of later ages,

•were laughable whimsies, worthy the satire of Dean Swift, and

uninspected by any scholar at the present time. When Leibnitz

first inaugurated the business of bringing all the accessible lan-

guages of the earth into comparison, side by side, (commencing

with as extended a polyglot of the Lord's Prayer as possible,) the

right path to a true science of language was opened, and the results

to etymology, ethnography, history, and mental science are beyond

all previous expectations rich. Since the time of Leibnitz, the

labors of the Schlegels, Grimm, Bopp, Humboldt, Pott, and others

have brought the materials into the form of a beautiful but still

unfinished science. The field of investigation is open for a whole

host of enthusiastic investigators.

The volume before us, by a distinguished master of the science,

is well calculated to initiate the beginner, to awaken his ambition

by a display of the richness of the field, and to point his route to

a successful prosecution. While its investigations and develop-

ments are profound and authoritative, its pages are so strewn with

interesting illustration that few inquisitive minds will willingly

close the volume before completing its perusal.

Max Midler's name indicates his German birth, but the idiomatic

ease of his English style would never betray him. His "History

of Ancient Sanscrit Literature" has received the highest approba-

tion of scholars in that department. His other publications in lin-

guistic and other branches indicate that his English professorship

is adorned with a German erudition.

Mr. Midler, with professional emphasis, finds the distinguishing

difference between man and brute to consist in the possession by

the former of language. He speaks slightingly of any broad sepa-

ration based upon moral or psychological differences. No doubt,

the possession of language produces a chasm as broad between

man and brute as physiologists find between the brain of the two

genera. And yet if we will but analyse the nature of the moral

facility of man we shall truly find that it distances him further from

brute nature, than any external characteristic whatever. Infinites-

imal gradations may as truly be traced from human language,

made up of arbitrary combinations of voluntarily selected vocables,

down, through the significant articulations of birds to the most

instinctive impulsive grunts of the most stupid beasts, as between
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the sentiment of eternal right and wrong in man, and that mere
dread of punishment which forms the highest apparent morale of
the most intelligent brutes.

Instinct may be simply a receptive capacity ; reason, a productive
energy. As the piano receives the impulses from the player, and
evolves the note, or succession of notes, in an order which 'it is
itself incapable of directing, so may instinct receive from the exter-
nal logos those, sensational impulses which constitute all the phe-
nomena of brute thought. The page receives the impressions of
the printer's type, with letters in due order to form the word,
which is spelled from without, namely, by the printer's intellect'
What the page is to the order of letters and words, that brute
sense is to the logical order of its sensations. It is receptive, not
productive or completely formative. Reason is a generative pro-
cess, instinct is a mechanical. In the reasoning mind the premise
produces the conclusion

; in the instinctive mind what is premise
and conclusion are impressed in logical sequence from without.
Hence reasoning requires personality, an energizing productive
self; instinct, requires but a susceptible sensorium, that can feel an
impression, without consciousness of any central ego. The brute,
therefore, may justly be viewed as but a temporary fragile frame-
work, uninhabited by any distinct or permanent personality. While
man is a being, a self, an author of logical thought, thought in
harmony with the order of the universe, an image of the Lo^os
that produced it.

<

Instinct and intuition may resemble each other in that both are
impersonal; their thoughts are given from the universal Logos.
But they differ in that the former are but given sensations, while
the latter are given "ideas? or conceptions of the pure Reason.
Inspiration differs from intuition, in that it is not normal but
special; and is given not from the Logos but from the Holy Spirit

;

and belongs not to the purely rational, or even to the naturally
ethical, but to the religious, the holy, the blessed.

A
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£ Mechanics Useful Arts, Natural Philosophy, Chemistry, Astronomy,

S l g}
; I";','

B°tW%M™*alogy, Meteorology, Geography, Antiq-
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C '

;

f- 1 1
N0tlS °n the Plo^res9 °i* Science during the

year 1861
;
a List of Recent Scientific Publications; Obituaries of Emi-

nent Scientific Men, etc. Edited by David A. Wells, A.M., author of
Principles of Natural Philosophy," "Principles of Chemistry," " Science

of Common Things, etc. 12mo., pp. 415. Boston: Gould & Lincoln.
We have repeatedly, we might say annually, expressed our high
opimon of the value of Mr. Wells's Annual, not merely to the
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man of science, but for every reader or tliinker who desires a

notation of the advancement of discoveries in science in a con-

densed form.

The topics of special interest during the past year have been

"Iron-plated Ships" and the "Antiquity of the Human Race."

The former subject is discussed at some length, although the latest

lessons administered to the world by the Monitor were too late for

insertion in the present volume. This fact does not, however,

diminish the interest of the recapitulation of a mass of antecedent

facts.

In Anthropology it would seem, from the items given by Mr.

Wells, that there is quite a leaning to some form of the develop-

ment theory, if not to Darwinism. We quote a specimen

:

The Lowest Race of Men.—At the last meeting of the British Association (1861)

Professor Owen stated that he regarded the natives of the Andaman Islands, in

the Indian Ocean, as probably the most primitive, or lowest in the scalo of civiliza-

tion, of the human race. Of low stature, (probably less than five feet on an aver-

age.) they are described by most observers as dinar/ negroes, but have none of the

distinctive characteristics of the African race. They have no tradition, and appar-

ently no notion of their origin ; are reported to have no notions of a Deity, of

spiritual beings, or of a future state. Both sexes go naked, without any sense of

shame, and indulge their sensual appetites in the simplest animal fashion. Entirely

destitute of clothing, utterly ignorant of agriculture, living in the most primitive

aud rudest form of habitations, their only care seems to be the supply of their

daily food. They are not. however, cannibals. Their implements are bows and
arrows, rude spears, and nets ; and finding that these suffice for the acquirement

of food, they have carried their inventive faculties no further.

Professor Owen here assumes the theory that barbarism is truly

the " primitive " state of man. But he also seems to assume that

there is a "lowest" limit to the human race, and that within that

limit there exists a specially human educability.

There are some speculations, read to the British Association by

Mr. Crawford, on the "Antiquity of Man from the Evidence of

Language," which, to a reader of Max Muller, will appear scarce

worthy of insertion in this volume. There is an extract from Mr.

Page's recent work, " The Past and Present Life of the Globe,"

contesting the anatomical proof, furnished by Agassiz and others,

that man is the obvious ultimate of the successive races of our

globe, which seems to us as little worthy a place. An abstract is

also given of a communication, recently read before the London
Gef(logical Society by M. E. Lartet, " On the Coexistence of Man
with certain Extinct Quadrupeds, proved by Fossil Bones from

various Pleistocene Deposits, bearing incisions made by sharp

instruments."

''The specimens referred to are: 1. Fragments of bones of Aurochs exhibiting

very deep incisions, made apparently by an instrument having a waved edge;
2. A jwrtiou of a skull of Megacerus Hibcrnicus, bearing significant marks of the
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mutilation and flaying of a recently slain animal. These were obtained from tho
lowest layer in the cutting of the Canal de l'Oureq. near Paris, and have been
figured by Cuvier in his Ossem. Foss. Molars of Elephas primigenius, found in the
same deposit, are figured by Cuvier, who states that they had not been rolled, but
had been deposited in an original and not a remanti deposit. 3. Among bones,

with incisions, from the sands of Abbeville, are a large antler of an extinct stag

(Cervus somenensis) and several horns of the common red deer. 4. Bones of
Rhinoceros tichorhinus from Menehecourt, near Abbeville, where flints worked by
human hands have been found. 5. Portions of hortis of Jfegaceros from the

British Isles. In reference to the remains of the gigantic deer, M. Lartet alludes to

tfie statement that stone implements have been found in the Isle of Man imbedded
with remains of the Megaceros, and that hatchet-marks have been seen on an oak
tree in a submerged forest of possibly still older date. 6. Fragments of bone,

collected by M. Delesse from a deposit near Paris, and exhibiting evidence of hav-
ing been sawn, not with a smooth metallic saw, but with such an instrument as
the flint knives or splinters, with a sharp chisel-edge, found at Abbeville, would
supply.

"

If, says the author, the presence of worked flints in the gravel and sands of the
valley of the Somme have established with certainty the existence of man at the
time when those very ancient deposits were formed, the traces of an intentional

operation on the bones of Rhinoceros, Aurochs, Megaceros, Cervus somenensis, etc.,

supply equally the inductive demonstration of the cotemporaneity of those species

with the human race. M. Lartet points out that the aurochs, though still exist-

ing, was cotemporaneous with the Elephas primigenius, and that" its remains
occur in preglacial deposits; and, indeed, that a great proportion of our living

mammifers have been cotemporaneous with E. primigenius and R. tichorhinus. the

first appearance of which in Western Europe must have been preceded by that of
several of our still existing quadrupeds.

The author also remarks that there is good evidence of changes of level having
occurred since man began to occupy Europe and the British Isle3, yet they have
not amounted to catastrophes so general as to affect the regular succession of

organized beings.

Lastly, M. Lartet announced that a flint hatchet and some flint knive3 had lately

been discovered, in company with remains of elephant, aurochs, horse, and a felino

animal, in the sands of the Parisian suburbs of Grenelle, by M. Gosse, of Geneva.

It will be seen that the conclusiveness of the proof of the antiq-

uity of man from the flints in the valley of the Somme is here

assumed. Mr. Wells lakes no notice of the thorough discussion

of this subject by H. D. R., published in Blackwood's Magazine.
" One of the many missing links between existing European races

and the highest cq>?s has recently been discovered in Germany."

So Mr. Wells tells us. It is a settled point then that, though the

links are lost, the chain is real. Man is but a developed ape. Mr.

Wells proceeds

:

The account of this interesting relic was published by Prof. D. SchaafThausen,
of Bruti, in Miller's Archiv, 1858, and has been translated and published, with

remarks, by Mr. George Busk, F. It. S., in the Natural History Review, No. 2. It

appears that in the early part of 1S57 a human skeleton was discovered in a lime-

stone cave in the Neanderthal, 7icar Uochdal, between Dusseldorf and Eberfeld.

"Tho uneven floor of the cave was covered to a thickness of four or live feet with

a deposit of mud, sparingly intermixed with rounded fragments of chert. In the

removing of this deposit the bones were discovered." The value of these remains

was not, of course, appreciated by tho workmen, and hence several parts of tho

skeleton were lost. Even the skull is not perfect. The peculiarity of the skull

consists in a remarkable prominence or projection of the superciliary region of tho

forehead. The enlargement in this part is so great that it can hardly be described
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m limited to the superciliary ridges. These ridges, which coalesce completely in

the middle, are so prominent that the frontal bone exhibits a considerable hollow
or depression above, or rather behind them, while a deep depression is also found
in the situation of the root of the nose. The forehead is narrow and low, though
the middle and hinder portions of the cranial arch are well developed. The other

bones which were procured along with the skull are characterized by their unusual
thickness, and the great development of all of the elevations and depressions for

the attachment of muscles. Professor Schaaff'hausen remarks:
"There is no reason whatever for regarding the unusual development of the

frontal sinuses in the remarkable skull from the Neanderthal as a pathological

deformity; it is. unquestionably, a typical race character, and is physiologically

connected with the uncommon thickness of the other bones of the skeleton, which
exceeds, by about one half, the usual proportions.'' Owing to the imperfection of

the skull, it is difficult to determine the facial angle correctly. Professor Schaaff'-

hausen estimates it at 56°; whereas Mr. Busk, who estimated the angle on a cast
of the skull, makes it from G4° to C7°. "The cranial capacity, compared with the
uncommon strength of the corporeal frame, would seem to indicate a small cere-

bral development." Both Professor Schaaff'hausen and his translator are struck
with the approach which the frontal boue of this skull presents to the cranial con-
formation of the chimpanzee and gorilla, in respect both to the enormous projec-

tion of the superciliary region and to the depressed forehead. Professor Schaaff'-
hausen sums up his conclusions as follows:

" First. That the extraordinary form of the skull was due to a natural conforma-
tion hitherto not known to exist, even in the most barbarous races.

"Secondly. That these remarkable human remains belonged to a period antece-
dent to the time of the Celts and Germans, and were, in all probability, derived
from one of the wild races of northwestern Europe, spoken of by Latin writers,
and which were encountered as autochthones by the German immigrants. And,

" Thirdly. That it was beyond doubt that these human relics were traceable to
a period at which the latest animals of the diluvian still existed; but that no proof
in support of this assumption, nor, consequently, of their so-termed fossil condition,
was afforded by the circumstances under which the bones were discovered."

Mr. Busk observes that these remains "were discovered under circumstances
which, though not altogether demonstrative of their real geological position, leave
no doubt of their enormous antiquity, and of the probability of their having
talouged to what has been termed the quaternary period. The conformation of the
cranium, moreover, in this instance is so remarkable as justly to excite the utmost
interest, approaching as it does in one respect that of some of the higher apes."
Although the skull above described exceeds all others yet known in approxima-

tion to that of apes, many skulls have been found which occupy a position between
this one and existing forms.

'• In a bone cavern in Brazil, Lieud discovered human crania mixed with the
bones of extinct animals, in which the forehead receded on a level with the face;
a formation which is also represented in ancient Mexican pictures. Iu the rocky
caverns of the Peruvian Andes. Casteluan discovered, under the same conditions,
human crania of a similar, strongly retrocedent, elongated form. . . .

" In the Transactions of the Imperial Russian Jlineralogical Society of the year
1842, an account was given, by Dr. S. Kutorga, of two human skulls from the
R"vernment of Minsk. . . . One of the skulls there figured presented a great simi-
larity with that found in the Neauderthal. ... A human skeleton, in a squatting
or almost kneeling posture, together with implements made of bone, a battle-ax of
stag's horn, two boar's tusks, which had been cut off, and three incisor teeth of a
tag, perforated at the root, were found near Place, in silicious sand, six feet below
the surface. A very high antiquity was assigned to this grave, as it was wholly
unprotected by any masonry, and afforded no trace of cix-mutiou having been prac-
ticed, nor any implements of stone, clay, or metal. Dr. Lisch, who had been
truck with the unusual prominence of the supra-orbital border, the wide root of
uie nose, and the strongly retrocedent frontal, accompanied the account of the find-
tog with this remark: 'The formation of the skull indicates a very remotely distant
period, at which men presented a much lower degree of development. Probably
Una K'rave belongs to the autochthonous population.'

"

Fourth Sjbkies, Vol. XIV.—34
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Accounts of many other primitive skulls are given in the very interesting paper

of Professor Schaaff'hausen, and, as he justly observes, afford "one of the most
striking proofs of the influenco of culture and civilization on the form of the human
ekull." The Abbe Frere, whoso collection of crania, belonging to the different cen-

turies of our epoch, is now placed in the Anthropological Museum of the Jardin de3

Plautes in Paris, came to the conclusion that in the most ancient crania the occip-

ital was the most, and the frontal region the least, developed; and that the

increase in the elevation of the latter marked the transition from barbarous to

civilized man.

If all this be so, then why are we not landed at just the solution

of the problem of the flint hatchets of Abbeville and the incisions

in pleistocene fossils, which was furnished by Dr. Dawson in his

Archaia, noticed in a former number of our Quarterly ; namely, the

suggestion that they may have been the work of former " anthro-

poid races ?"

History', Biography, and Topography.

Lectures on the History of the Eastern. Church, with an Introduction on the

Study of Ecclesiastical History. By Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, D.D.,
Ecgius Professor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Oxford,

and Canon of Christ Church. From the second London edition revised.

8vo., pp. 551. New York: Charles Scribncr. 1802.

Ecclesiastical history, esteemed by many thinkers an arid and most

unfruitful study, becomes a fascinating and most fertile topic in the

hands of such masters as Dean Milman and Canon Stanley. These

lectures cannot indeed compete with the History of Latin Christian-

ity in completeness and structural grandeur. They do not profess to

give a symmetrical view of the entire history of the Eastern Church

;

but, after delineating many of the striking features of his subject,

Dr. Stanley selects a few of the most prominent points and striking

events, and presents them with an eloquence, a power of descrip-

tion, a vividness of narration, and a masterly skill hi personal por-

traiture not inferior to the great historian of the Western Church.

There has been imputed to both these two eminent Chris-

tian scholars an undue latitudinarianism of religious belief. Wc
pretend not to know what screw is loose in Dr. Stanley's theolog-

ical system. The disciple and biographer of Dr. Arnold is not un-

likely to have some points of doubtful orthodoxy. But it is a

genial, cheery, loving, liberal Christianity, rather than a cold, sneer-

ing, skeptical liberalism, that overspreads his pages. He cheerfully

recognizes excellencies in every section of the Christian Church,

and feels an earnest Christian sympathy with all Christendom, as

the exhibition of a religion more or less imperfectly pervading the

whole body, and requiring a careful consideration of the various

conditions and characters of the peoples of different nations and

climes, in order to a true judgment. Even Mohammedanism he is
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inclined to view rather as a Christian heresy than as a false religion;

lie finds favorable parallelisms in its worship to the puritanism of

the West, and fearlessly specifies those virtues, the emulation of

which would improve our Christianity of the Occident. To many
this may seem the very ultraism of liberality; and yet he must

be held fundamentally a Christian in faith who unhesitatingly

maintains the great central doctrine of the Incarnation, as pro-

claimed in the Nicene Creed.

As an introduction to the work, Dr. Stanley inserts four eloquent

lectures, setting forth the value and great interest of ecclesiastical

history. The perusal of these we earnestly commend to every

liberal Christian scholar. The body of the work consists of twelve

lectures; the first and most important of these gives a geograph-

ical survey of the territories of the Eastern Church, its historic

epochs and general characteristics. Five lectures are devoted to

a history of the greatest ecclesiastic event of the early Eastern

Church, the Council of Nieaea. This history furnishes full scope

for Dr. Stanley's powers of picturing natural scenery and historic

events, of portraying great historical characters like Constantine,

Athanasius, and Arms, and luminous statement of theological ques-

tions. One lecture is devoted to Mohammedanism. The remain-

ing four lectures furnish a rapid history of the Russian Church,

including a notice of the remarkable reformatory Patriarch Nicon,

and closing with an account of Peter the Great.

There is, indeed, a manifold and striking interest as well as profit

in contemplating the history, doctrines, institxitions, and general

spirit of the Oriental Church. Within its limits is the probable

cradle of mankind, and, beyond doubt, the Ararat from which the

renewed race took its start. Within its boundaries Abraham
founded the chosen race, and Moses gave the law. There lies Pales-

tine, whose "sacred acres" were trodden by TTis holy feet. Let not

Rome boast the antiquity of her Christianity, or prefer her doubtful

claim to the primacy, or even to the presence of Peter; for the East

has in her Antioch a more ancient Christianity, a more primordial

primacy, and a more undoubted Peter. To this oriental mother of

us all the entire Western Church are but a great body of manifold

dissenters, and the pope is but an earlier protcstant, no better than

Luther. Augustine has not taught her the doctrine of original sin,

nor Calvin his deerdum horribile, nor Edwards his volitional fatal-

ism. And to most of our readers there will appear something

striking in the following remark :
" The revival of the national

Church of Greece contains many germs of hope for the future. A
continuous history of Greek theology, from its peculiarities in the
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Eastern Fathers of the third and fourth centuries, through the

schools of Constantinople, down to its last great effort in the revival

of letters in the "West, and its influence on the Cambridge Platonic

divines of the Church of England, and, through them, on John

"Wesley, in the eighteenth century, is still, I believe, a desideratum."

It is indeed a striking thought, that the youngest vigorous branch

of the Christian Church has derived its most characteristic the-

ology from the parent trunk.

As specimens of the work we note a few paragraphs.

Our obligations to the Eastern Church for the Greek Testament

:

It has been powerfully described [Prof. Goldwiu Smith's Lecture on the Study

of History] how, when the life of Europe would have been arrested under the

Latin hierarchy but for the intervention of some foreign element, "Greece arose

from the dead* with the New Testament in her hand." Most true. But Greece

and the Greek Testament were preserved for that great crisis by the Empire aud

Church of Constantinople. It may have been a tomb ; but in that stately tomb the

sacred light was kept burning till the moment came for it to kindle a new fire else-

where. To the Greek exiles from the fallen city of Constantine we owe the purest

and the most enduring elements of the Reformation, namely, the Xew Testament in

its original language, and the revival of Greek learning, which gave us critics and

commentators to unfold its meaning. Long after the effects of Luther's work shall

have been exhausted, the effects of Erasmus's work shall remain; and the work of

Erasmus, humanly speaking, could not have been achieved without the scholars of

Constantinople.

Freedom of the Eastern Church from persecution

:

Yet, if Eastern Christians have abdicated the glory of missionaries, they are ex-

empt from the curse of proselytism; and they have (with some mournful examples

to the contrary) been free from the still darker curse of persecution. A respectful

reverence for every manifestation of religious feeling has withheld them from vio-

lent attacks on the rights of conscience, and led them to extend a kindly patronage

to forms of faith most removed from their own. The gentle spirit of the Greek

Fathers has granted to the heroes and sages of heathen antiquity a place iu the

Divine favor, which was long denied in the West. Along the porticos of Eastern

churches are to be seen portrayed on the walls the figures of Homer, Solon, Thu-

cydides, Pythagoras, and Plato, as pioneers preparing the way for Christianity.

In the vast painting of the Last Judgment, which covers the west end of the chief

cathedral of Moscow, paradise is represented as divided and subdivided into many
departments and chambers, thus keeping before the minds, even of the humblest,

the great doctrine of the Gospel—which has often been tacitly dropped out of

Western religion
—''In my Father's house arc many mansions." No inquisition,

no St. Bartholomew's massacre, no Tittis Oates, has darkened the history of any ol

the nobler portions of Eastern Christendom. Iu Armenia, Henry Martyn's funeral

at Tokat is said to have received all the honors of an Arminiau archbishop. Iu

Russia, where the power and the will to persecute exist more strongly, though

prostlytism is forbidden, yet the worship not only of their own dissenters, but oi

Latins and Protestants, is protected as sacred. In the fair of Nijni-Novgorod, en

the confluence of the Volga and the Oka, the Mohammedan mosque and the Arme-

nian church stand side by side with the orthodox cathedral.

Priority of the Greek to the Roman Church:

The Greek Church reminds us of the timo when the tongue, not of Rome, but of

Greece, was the sacred language of Christendom. It was a striking remark ol th6

Emperor Xapoleon, that the introduction of Christianity itself was, in a certain

sense, the triumph of Greece over Rome; the last and most signal instance et
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Uv< maxim of Horace, "Gnecia capta forum victorem cepit." The early Roman
Church wari but a colony of Greek Christians, or Grecized Jews. The earliest

Fathers of the Western Church, Clemens, Iremeus, Hernias. Hippolytus, wrote in

Greek. The early popes were not Italians, but Greeks. The name of "Pope" is

i it Latin, but Greek—the common and now despised name of every pastor in the

Eastern Church.

The humblest peasant, who reads his Septuagint or Greek Testament in his own
mother tongue, on the hills of Boeotia, may proudly feel that he has an access to

the oricinal oracles of Divine truth, which pope and cardinal reach by a barbarous

ftii'l imperfect translation ; that he has a key of knowledge, %vhich in the West is

onlv to be found in the hands of the learned classes.

Tc-rt-Jl.-oh of Church History. By Dr. John Hexry.Kurtz, Professor of

Theology in the University of Dorpat, Author of a " Manual of Sacred
History," "The Bible and Astronomy,*' etc. Volume II. From the

Reformation to the Present Time. 12mo., pp. 454. Philadelphia

:

Lindsay «fc Blakiston, Smith, English, & Co. 18G2.

Dr. Kurtz is eminent among the leading theologians of the day

for originality of thought and vigor of style. To the old story of

lite Reformation he gives a freshness which renders it readable

anew. The "Germanic developments " of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries, brought down to the time of the formation

of Morrnondom, present some fields less trodden by the historian,

an<] Dr. Kurtz's pages give a very clear and comprehensive view

of the whole in a bold and living spirit. We like decisiveness of

thought and character even where we cannot agree with the

utterances it gives forth. Like Dr. Emmons, we "hate to be

vomethingish ;" and so we like Dr. Kurtz without conceding his

uniform accuracy in matters of fact or the uniform guardedness of

hia manner or spirit. In matters of fact we can hardly agree that

James Arminius "wandered into Pelagian paths."—P. 210. Xor
do we quite see the accuracy (same page) of the phrase " latitudi-

t>:irianisni, or, still icorse, deism." It is new to us that Dr. Thomas
Brown, author of the "Keligio Medici," was a deist. (P. 220.)

Nor does it seem to convoy an accurate shade of truth (same page)

U> eay simply that Dr. Samuel Clarke " was charged with Arian

fiows," since he was their bold and able advocate for years. It is

Dew to us that the Methodist Episcopal Church "are decided

Abolitionists, and excommunicate every slaveholder as an unbe-

liever." "Whenever the noble doctor comes within the reach of

"revivals," "new measures," and "Methodists," there is a free

''-inrr
|n hh? language which is epiite taking. The German does

!; "t seem to us always elegantly Anglicised. Note these two
luccessive sentences: "The German emigration to North America
began already in Peun's time. In 1742 there were already one
banilred thousand Germans in Pennsylvania."—P. 349. It is in a

perfectly friendly spirit that we say that these and other minute
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fly- specks should have disappeared under the revision of the able
translator. With such revision we doubt whether a more readable
compression of " Ecclesiastical History" could elsewhere be found.

A Text -Book oj'Church History. By Dr. Jonx C. L. Gieselek. Trans-
lated and edited by Henry B. Smith, Professor in Union Theolocncal
Seminary. New York. Vol. IV. A. D. 1517-1648. New York -Har-per & Brothers. 1802.

This final volume of Gieseler makes its appearance, for good and
sufficient causes, after a lengthy interval. So far as the translator's
work is concerned it bears the stamp of the most careful study
and criticism. It is indeed refreshing, after reading some of the
hastily prepared translations from the German in Clark's library,
to peruse such a masterpiece of rendering as is here presented to
us. The two great excellencies of Gieseler's history are, first, his
exposition of the doctrinal development in the period of the Refor-
mation to the Peace of Westphalia; and, secondly, his accurate
and unstinted citations from the original authorities. The Ameri-
can editor has given the notes, not in German, or in translations
from the German, but in condensed statements of the main points
in English.

r

From the Reformation to the present time constitutes the fourth
period of Church history. Its first division is from the Reforma-
tion to the Peace of Westphalia. Part first treats of the history
of the Reformation in Germany, Switzerland, England, and other
lands; part second discusses the internal history of the evangelical
churches, embracing the formation of the doctrinal system in the
evangelical churches, history of the external order and worship of
the evangelical churches, and the theological and religious culture
in the evangelical churches.

The English Reformation is sketched briefly, but so truthfully
that we haye not the slightest groimd of complaint. Gieseler has
evidently aimed at narrating the most facts with the fewest words.

_i_ n

Politics, Law, and General Morals.

^PloT^tlfT t
DiSS

°t ^Jmerimn Unions* British Aristocratic

^WiS-iTi* New Yo* : printed for the Author- J -

That the English aristocracy and nation have desired the dissolu-
tion of the American Union and the humbling of American power
we suppose is notorious, having been proclaimed by the leading
organs of British opinion. That the southern oligarchy looked to
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foreign intervention in the contest, and that both France and En-

gland, since its commencement, have proceeded as far as they dared

in encouraging the rebellion, and are thereby to a great degree

responsible for its protracted existence, with the sufferings it has

entailed upon their own population, is equally notorious. That the

foreign agents of the rebel government have freely offered to eman-

cipate their slaves to obtain that intervention is a further and very

important piece of notoriety. The rebel leaders, the representatives

of the southern oligarchy, thereby proclaim themselves " emancipa-

tionists" and " radical abolitionists." "With these notorieties before

the public mind, we are unable to see the need of the labors of B.

in peering into private conversations, and turning up old histories

to show that there is a collusion between the treason of the south

and some of the European interests. As to the proposition of his

title, however, that the attempt at dissolution is a British aristo-

cratic plot, we suppose all the world, save B., knows that nobody

was more taken by surprise, or in a completer state of unprepared-

ness, (unless we except the vaults of our "Western banks,) by that

event than the English nation, whether government, aristocracy,

or manufacturing interests.

To purchase foreign intervention the leaders of the southern

rebellion offered to emancipate their slaves. This is a most telling

fact, upon which the public attention has not fully rested. What
wonder that foreign antislavery men have looked with favor upon

the severance of slavery from the protection of the American Con-

stitution ! Cut the slave power from its connection with the mighty

north, say they, and we can easily give it a dispatching blow.

Nothing but the mighty armaments of the free states prevents

that consummation. The Union leaders in the Border States are

seen advocating the perpetuity of the Union as the best security

for their institution. At this point, then, we behold the free north

in the attitude of the great conservator of slavery. Europe is

against it; the slaveholding rebels give it up; but the national

power, influenced by the adhering but not loyal slaveholders,

maintains its existence with a mighty arm. Our free-born sons,

marching to the battle-field, are pouring forth their filial blood to

maintain that system whose treason is the cause of all our troubles.

They are fighting the battles of the essential enemy. Surely noth-

ing but a bold emancipation policy can relieve this anomaly'.*'

The true object of this rebellion is the establishment of a great

tropical slave empire. While there was a hope indeed of trans-

forming the Union from a Republic to a slave oligarchy, its bonds

would have been unbroken. "While there was a hope, bv filibuster,
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by Cuban purchase, by forcible obtrusion of slavery into -the terri-

tories, by Dred Scott decisions, to render the slave power supreme
over the whole, there was no inducement to strike the severing

blow. When these hopes went down, then rose the visions of

separation, independence, Mexican and South American conquest.

A great despotic oligarchy was to be based on slavery, warlike and
conquering in its temper, chivalrous and aspiring to a higher civili-

zation than the world has yet seen, purposing by means of cotton

to be masters of the situation, lords of the continent, and dictators

of the globe. These are the Arabesque entrancements which the

rude, realistic hand of Abraham Lincoln has demolished. An
aristocratic plot that rebellion is ; but its aristocracy lies this side

the ocean.

Periodical*,

The Continental Monthly—Devoted to Literature and National Policy.
Boston : J. R. Gilmore. New York : H. Dexter & Co., and Ross & Tousey.

We are gratified to learn, by announcement on its cover, that this

vigorous young periodical has passed its period of experiment, and
may be reckoned among our permanent " institutions." Its editor,

Mr. Leland, wields an able pen ; and among its contributors are

enumerated Bayard Taylor, Ilorace Greeley, Oakey Hall, and G.
P. Disosway. Its literary articles are excellent. Its views of public

affairs are bold and are expressed in language suited to the times,

and calculated to tell upon the public mind.
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Art. I.—THE TENDENCY OF SCIENTIFIC MEN TO
SKEPTICISM.

The fact that there is a growing tendency among scientific

men to skepticism with reference to the divine origin of the

Christian religion, the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures, and

even the immortality of the soul and the existence of God,

needs little proof. It is equally the lamentation of the believer

and the boast of the infidel. Not that Christianity lacks

among its defenders some of the proudest names on the roll of

science, in each of its departments ; not that the majority of

scientific men have avowed themselves to be skeptics ; not that

the well-settled and generally-accepted conclusions of natural

historians and philosophers are such as to convict the Bible of

falsehood ; not that the Bible has failed to derive abundant cor-

roboration of many of its truths from the discoveries of science.

"We are not called upon to make any such concessions to the

vaunting skeptic. But a few eminent devotees of science are

avowed infidels ; a multitude of youthful scholars are adopting

their opinions ; in learned volumes and able essays and reviews

in the quarterlies, as well as in popular books, magazines, and

newspapers, the i lea is industriously circulated, and with a

specious show of support, that science is necessarily hostile to

the claims of the Bible as an inspired volume ; and the doc-

trines of modern science show an increasing proclivity toward

positions seemingly antagonistic to those of the Bible on topics

Fourtu Series, Vol. XIV.—35
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common to both. !N"ot a branch of science can be named which

is not brought into service by modern skepticism, and by "writers

of marked ability. Geology is relied upon to contradict reve-

lation as to the age of the earth and the order in which its

vegetable and animal races were introduced. Astronomy is

called to testify against the statements of Scripture as to the
'

solar system and stellar universe, and to change into absurdity

the relative importance ascribed in the sacred writings to this

insignificant globe. Phrenology (but a pseudo-science at best)

assumes to limit or deny that free-agency of man implied in the

biblical doctrine of sin, probation, judgment, and retribution.

Ethnology gathers its physical and linguistic evidence of such

fundamental differences among the nations of the earth as will

confute the frequent assertion and universal implication of the

Bible as to the specific unity of the human race. Zoology

labors hard in devising ingenious theories, and selecting and

arranging confirmatory facts, to discard the scriptural idea of

successive creations of animals, and to substitute the develop-

ment of higher species out of lower by a natural law. And
finally, as comprehending all, Comte produces his "Positive

Philosophy," and proves, to his own satisfaction, and unfortu-

nately to the satisfaction of a large number of cultivated

minds, that the human race, like an individual, has its child-

hood, youth, and maturity, which, in the progress of thought

and civilization, are represented by theology, metaphysics, and

science, each of which sets aside its predecessor ; thus super-

seding all spiritual religion, and all natural and revealed the-

ology, by the positive demonstrations of physical law.

Nor must it be supposed that these attacks upon Christianity

from the side of science are made in the low and ribald style

of Paine, or for the obviously immoral purposes of many of the

French and English deists of a former age. There is a phase

of infidelity current that is apparently devout and reverent

toward God, and that maintains a high standard of morality

among men. Those who read the Westminster Review, or are

familiar with the writings of Francis New nan and Theodore

Parker, will understand our meaning, and will bear witness

that there are indications in the productions of such minds of

the highest ability, of extensive information, of unusual culture,

of a serious purpose, and of sincere conviction. And these
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traits are of all others dangerous, being powerful to influence

young, inquiring, enthusiastic, and venturesome minds. These

facts are worthy of careful thought, yea, of patient study.

There is a double work to be done with respect to such skep-

tics, namely, to refute their errors and to account for them.

The former belongs properly to Christian men of science, who
can meet them on their own ground and vanquish them with

their own weapons. The latter may be performed by any

honest observer and thinker who is in a position to notice the

influences which operate to produce the tendency in question.

Indeed every intelligent Christian, and especially every min-

ister of the Gospel, has the problem forced upon him for solu-

tion. Assuming the truth of Christianity and the sufficiency

of the evidence in its support, the inquiry arises, How is it that

scientific men of undoubted intelligence and pure life discredit

its divine origin and deny the inspiration of holy writ ? And,

in particular, how shall we explain the evident drift of scientific

theorizing toward positions antagonistic to the word of God ?

We will make such contribution as we can toward an answer.

In doing thiswe must repudiate, at the outset, two assumptions,

one on each side, by which the skeptic and the believer easily

and too cheaply satisfy their minds as to the all-sufficient solution.

The skeptic, with a self-satisfied air, insists that the necessary

tendency of science is to religious skepticism. Comte's " Posi-

tive Philosophy" reaffirms tins in every sentence. Science

is a matter of certainty, of demonstration ; religion is either the

product of mere superstition, as in the early ages, and among
nations yet in an infantile condition, or of unreliable metaphys-

ical speculation, as in modern theology. It must therefore be,

that, as the world advances in knowledge and experience,

science will supersede religion, and the great facts and laws of

the physical universe, which alone admit of demonstration, will

constitute the creed of the intelligent. And others, who never

heard of Comte, seeing that with the advance of science comes,

at each step, an assault of infidelity upon the Bible, conclude

that there is a mysterious something in science which breeds

unbelief, and that a thorough natural philosopher must needs

be an open or secret skeptic. It is for the advantage of skep-

ticism to spread this idea as widely as possible.

But we cannot, and we need not make such a concession.
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"We may as well surrender the whole controversy. It cannot

be denied that nature is before a written revelation, in order

of time and in extent of contact with the human mind. The

vast majority of the human race are shut up to its teachings in

correlation with the inward voice of conscience and the rem-

nants of early tradition. The Bible itself appeals to nature as

an instructive religious teacher, and Paul does not hesitate to

base human responsibility in the heathen world upon the suffi-

ciency of its doctrine concerning the being and attributes of

God. (Eomans i, 1S-32.) The rudiments of science, therefore,

as to observation and induction, precede a written revelation.

Holding this, and claiming that the author of the volume of

nature is also the inspiring author of the volume of sacred

Scripture, we cannot consistently admit that the study of the

one necessarily conflicts with the study of the other ; that rev-

erence for the former involves disrespect for the latter ; or that

faith in scientiiic truth creates doubt in revealed truth. "We

claim that the two are in necessary harmony, as coming from

the same Infinite Mind ; and that the study of either should

prepare us the better to appreciate the other. Christians

should not betray sensitiveness on this point, (by which is

meant that they should not feel any,) as though they feared the

result of purely scientific investigation pushed to its utmost

limit by an independent use of its legitimate processes.

Nor do we see the slightest evidence that such inquiries

necessitate skepticism in well-balanced and intelligent students.

Certainly we can claim, alike in the present and the past, names

second to none in scientific rank ; men who, understanding the

appropriate and distinct evidence upon which science and

religion rest, have embraced both with equal reverence and

faith ; men who were not to be deceived by bold assertion as to

the " demonstrations of science," as compared with the " uncer-

tainties " of theology, but knew that outside of pure mathe-

matics (which cannot well be pressed into skeptical service)

science has as yet been able to boast of few things more

worthy of the name of " demonstration " than Christianity can

produce by her processes of history and miracle, of heart-ex-

periment and genuine mental and moral philosophy.*

* Sir William Hamilton, in his thirty-second lecture on Logic, concluding his re-

marks on Induction, says :
" Almost all induction is, however, necessarily impor-
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Nor has Comte, in his elaborate argument, proved any neces-

sary incompatibility of science and theology, but only that, as

a matter of fact, in the childhood of the race, men uninstruct-

ecl iu science attributed the production of the phenomena of

nature directly to the action of some deity, and reasoned there-

from as to the favor or wrath of the god. But if this was poor

science, it was equally poor theology ; and why might not an

improved theology be found perfectly harmonious with true

science I Yet, in the lecture introductory to his course, Comte

remarks :
" The present intellectual anarchy depends, at bot-

tom, on the simultaneous employment of three philosophies

radically incompatible : the theological, the metaphysical, and

the positive." And the difficulty he declares to lie in the fact,

that theology seeks for causes and metaphysics for entities, or

substances with necessary qualities ; while positivism scientif-

ically contents itself with observing and classifying phenomena,

and setting forth their successions and laws. But even accept-

ing the statement as to the object of the three, where is the

" radical incompatibility ?" After studying phenomena in their

successions and laws, what necessarily prevents a wise man
from inquiring, first, Whether these phenomena stand con-

nected with material and spiritual essences? and secondly,

"Whether they are not all finally referable to God as the great

first cause? If we examine a building, is it unreasonable,

after we have considered the materials and the tools used in

its construction, to inquire further into the methods of the

builder and the designs of the architect ?

The second assumption to be repudiated is sometimes made
on the side of faith, namely, that scientific skepticism is the

simple product of human depravity ; that to account for it we
need only remember that the natural heart is so averse to holi-

ness, and therefore to the holy doctrines, and pure precepts of

the Bible, that it is ever seeking occasion to renounce its

authority, and consequently presses science into ignoble and

feet, and Logic can inculcate nothing more important on the investigators of

nature, than that sobriety of mind which regards all its past observations only as

hypothetically true, only as relatively complete, and which consequently holds the

mind open to every new observation which may correct and limit its former judg-

ments." Let the reader also consult, for an instructive statement bearing on the

same point, Mansel's u Prolegomena Logica," Appendix A.
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compulsory service. This unqualified explanation is the

resource only of the sluggard and bigot. It saves the necessity

of further inquiry ; it gratifies the malign passion which hates

an opposite and disturbing opinion ; and it ministers pleasantly

to the self-righteous gratification of feeling that we alone are the

lovers of truth, the candid, honest, ingenuous thinkers and

reasoners, from whom only the totally ignorant or the cunningly

wicked dissent. We frankly declare, that we view the intro-

duction into controversy with skeptics, of the fact of human
depravity, in so unguarded a manner, and with so stern and

unsympathetic a spirit, with a constantly increasing dislike.

It has been so common as to be branded with the scurrilous,

but possibly too deserved epithet, of " the clergyman's argu-

ment." It is a short hand, sanctimonious method of dealing

with an opponent, sure not to be satisfactory to him, and that

ought not to be so to ourselves. "We object to it because, in

the extent and absoluteness of its application, it is untrue, insuf-

ficient, and odious.

It is untrue if made to include all cases of skepticism. It has

an undoubted bearing in many instances, which however were

better left to God to judge. But it does not always apply ;
for

there is such a thing, we fully and even gladly believe, as skep-

ticism in which a man does not, and/br the time oeing cannot,

see his way clear to a well-grounded Christian faith. This is not

the place to enter into a discussion of the matter, and we only

mention it to indicate our view of the injustice of representing

skepticism as always a cover for opposition to truth and right.

In saying this, however, we do not mean to call in question

either the doctrine of human depravity, or the allegation of its

influence upon the religious opinions of men. In a vast number

of cases skepticism is little more than the result of a desire to

rid the mind of the obligations imposed by evangelical religion

;

which desire leads to an eager reception of skeptical objections,

and an unwilling and uncandid attention to the arguments in

behalf of Christianity. Dr. ]STelson is doubtless correct in his

admirably practical work, the "Cause and Cure of Infidelity,"

in attributing it largely to the fact declared by our Saviour, that

"men love darkness rather than light because their deeds are

evil," (compare also John v, 44, and viii, 43-47,) and the illus-

trations which he adduces are quite to the point. The common,
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coarse, scoffing infidelity is of this stamp, as is also much that

is more decent and refined. But this does not hinder many

exceptions ; at least many cases where the man is not conscious

of such an influence, hut falls into doubt, much to his own per-

plexity and grief, from a variety of causes, such as a peculiar

cast of mind, an unfortunate education, companionship with

unbelievers, observation of very imperfect representatives of

religion, argument with weak and disingenuous advocates of the

Gospel, and other causes, some of which we shall soon be called

to notice. The source of responsibility and the ground of hope

for such is indicated in the declaration or promise of the Saviour

:

" If any man will do His (the Father's) will, he shall know of

the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I speak of

myself." Let any man, whatever his doubts at the first, seek

for light in an obedient state of mind, honestly studying the

life and discourses of Christ, and he will be divinely led to the

knowledge of the truth.

But even if the allegation objected to were correct, it helps

us forward little or nothing ; for it still remains to be shown

how an unregenerate heart can find the material of assault,

and can so skillfully and powerfully employ it as to carry

the convictions of men in the name of scientific truth', and

thus virtually in the name of God himself. Mere depravity

will explain why men should wish and aim to accomplish a

certain result ; but it does not enlighten us as to the method

or the opportunity. How comes it that science is so uni-

versal a weapon in the hands of skeptics, and can be made so

easily to serve their purpose ? If there be mere pretense and

hatred of the truth under their unbelief, they yet profess to

base their skepticism on the reliable inductions of- science, and

the public, -who are to adjudicate between them and us, will

not admit an explanation from mere depravity till we have

proved the insufficiency of any other. And then its odiousness

in an argument is beyond description; for on that arena the

antagonists are on anequal footing, and must conquer by logic

and not by personal imputation. We know not which is the

more coolly insulting of the two assumptions, when advanced

:

that of the skeptic, who insists that science is of course at war
with religious faith ; or that of the theologian, who insists that

skepticism is of course the product of depravity. The former
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assures his antagonist, at the outset, that he is a fool; and the

latter knows the other to be a knave ! The prospect of good

from such a discussion must be faint indeed.

Coming now to the merits of the case, and endeavoring to

ascertain the specific causes which beget a skeptical tendency

in scientific men, we would include them in two.

I. The too exclusive study of the phenomena of matter. It

is an unhealthy process to confine the mind to a single subject;

for while the concentration of attention generates mental power

in that direction, by enlightening and sharpening the intellect,

moving the sensibility, and confirming the will, it often narrows

the range of mental vision and feeling, throws objects into dis-

proportion, and leads to erroneous judgments. It is thus that

"men of one idea," as they are popularly termed, though

accomplishing much for their respective objects, and though

necessary agencies in this imperfect world, are yet largely good

only as by their variety they balance one another, and fill out

the circle of thought and effort. Much is to be learned from

each of them in succession, and society, in its sloth and sin,

would' scarcely move without their efforts. Yet we instinctively

withhold our judgment from unconditional committal to their

theories, plans, and methods. Xow we know not why physical

science, when made the chief study, may not operate in this

manner to limit thought, and narrow even philosophic conclu-

sions. It has often been observed that minds devoted to a cer-

tain course of studies are in a measure disqualified for doing

justice to other branches of scholarship. It is seldom, for

instance, that a purely mathematical mind makes a good rea-

soner on disputed points in morals and metaphysics, or manifests

a correct and appreciative taste with reference to works of

imagination. When Milton's Paradise Lost was handed to an

eminent natural philosopher, he read and returned it with

what was meant to be the disparaging, but was in reality the

irrelevant question, " "What does it prove ?" Those whose idea

of reasoning is derived from the necessary, inflexible demon-

strations of geometry, carry a demand for the same kind and

degree of proof into religious questions ; and, not finding it, are

easily and weakly thrown into doubt. And so those whose

work is patient observation of the uniform operation of natural

laws, watching material phenomena and classifying them in a
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rigid system, seem to be out of their element when they discuss

subjects which require a different order of mind and other pro-

cesses of thought. We had an illustration of this truth when

President Day, then the distinguished head of Yale College,

whose treatises on Mathematics were once in universal use in

this country, published two works on the human will. He
could not throw off the influence of necessitated causes when

he came to treat of the free spirit ; but, at the critical points of

the argument, invariably fell back on the analogy of material

forces, and reasoned from cannon-balls, ocean-waves, and whirl-

winds, to show that the will might be free and yet he caused to

act! It is true that a few men of universal genius, such as

Pascal, Descartes, Leibnitz, Berkeley, and Dugald Stewart,

have excelled in both mathematical and metaphysical studies;

yet it is from these very men, so competent to judge, we have

the strongest testimony as to the limiting tendency of the

former, and several of them confined 'their mathematical pur-

suits to their early years.*

Thus those whose lives are spent in examining the phenom-

* For an extended discussion of a portion of this subject, overwhelmingly prov-

ing the enfeebling influence on the mind of devotion to mere mathematical science,

fee Sir William Hamilton's Essay (in review of WheweH) on the "Study of Math-

ematics," in which that learned and acute author has not only set forth convincingly

the reason of the case, but has aggregated an immense array of concurrent author-

ities of all countries, ages, and departments of knowledge.

His opinion of the similarly limiting influence of the exclusive pursuit of natural

Fcience may be gathered from the following extract from Lecture XXX of hi3

Course on Logic, in which, pointing out the sources of error, he observes: "Favor-

ite studies, inasmuch as these determine the mind to a one-sided cultivation, that

is, to the neglect of some, and to the disproportionate development of others, of its

faculties, are among the most remarkable causes of error. This partial or one-sided

cultivation is exemplified in three different phases. The first of these is shown in

the exclusive cultivation of the powers of observation to the neglect of the higher

faculties of the understanding. Of this type are your men of physical science. In

this department of knowledge there is chiefly demanded a patient habit of atten-

tion to details, in order to detect phenomena; and, these discovered, their general-

isation is usually so easy that there is little exercise afforded to the higher energies

of judgment and reasoning. It was Bacon's boast that induction as applied to

nature would equalize all talents, level the aristocracy of genius, accomplish mar-

vels by co-operation and method, and leave little to bo done by the forco of indi-

vidual intellects. This boast has been fulfilled. Science has, by the inductive

procoss
(
been brought down to minds who previously would have been incompe-

tent for its cultivation; and physical knowledge now usefully occupies many who
would have otherwise been without any rational pursuit. But tho exclusive
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ena of God's material kingdom, and tracing the settled laws of

matter through its varied properties and changing forms, come
under the usual temptation of magnifying their office till it

scarcely leaves occupation for others. Matter enlarges its

sphere till the suspicion arises with some of these philosophers

that it occupies the whole realm of being; that what we call

spirit is but highly attenuated matter, so combined, or so de-

veloped, as to produce mental phenomena ; that life differs not

essentially from electricity, nor thought from force ; that the

brain generates ideas and forms volitions as directly as a duly

constructed battery gives off a succession of sparks, or a sudden
shock. The philosophy of these men thus tends to a low sensual-

ism and materialism. And nearly all physicists, in fact, become
bo accustomed to fixed physical sequences, to the uniform action

of necessary causes inhering in matter, to the constancy of

nature in all her operations, mechanical, chemical, and vital.

that they arc prepared to ignore the spiritual, the free, the

uncaused, the supernatural. They know no higher or other

realm than that in which they delve, and ridicule theories and

facts that do not come under scientific experience. Speak to

them of miracles, and they reply that science knows nothing

of miracles ; which is true enough, but which only proves that

natural science does not embrace all existence and action, el-

even all law, seeing it lies wholly below the region of the super-

natural, where motives supersede forces, and the mechanical is

replaced by the spiritual, and whence come both the power and
the reason of miracles. Given, for instance, the person, char-

acter, and mission of Christ, and miracles are as natural an

accompaniment as are the officers of state on the king at court.

But in the mere realm of nature no miracle is needed, nor

would even be in place, since nature is the kingdom of necessary

and uniform law. Hence natural science takes no cognizance

of miracles, and consequently scientific men hastily doubt their

reality in the past. But this is the weakness of doubting all

that is not included in their department, or of confounding that

devotion to such studies, if not combined with higher and graver speculation 1
,

tends to wean the student from the more vigorous efforts of mind, which, thou?

unamusing and even irksome at the commencement, tend, however, to invigorate

his nobler powers, and to prepare him for the final fruition of the highest happiness

of his intellectual nature."
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department with the universe of God. Thus if Comte, follow-

ing in the steps of Bacon, had professedly confined himself to

natural science as a single department of thought, and declared

that we must not bring theological or metaphysical theories to

explain purely scientific facts, we should raise no controversy

with him. But when he denies others a right to go beyond

physical science his ''positive philosophy" is partial, and by

claiming to be the whole ascertainable truth, is false. In leaving

this topic, we must be indulged in one more extract from Sir

"William Hamilton, who in Lecture XXIII, on Logic, remarks

:

I may notice that the sophism of unreal generality, or unreal

reason, is hardly more dangerous in its positive than in its negative

relation. For we are not more disposed lightly to assume as abso-

lutely universal what is universal in relation to our experience,

than lightly to deny as real what comes as an exception to our
factitious general law. Thus it is that men, having once general-

ized their knowledge into a compact system of laws, are found
uniformly to deny the reality of all phenomena which cannot be
comprehended under these. They not only pronounce the laws
they have generalized as veritable laws of nature, which, haply,

they may be, but they pronounce that there are no higher laws ; so

that all which does not at once find its place within their systems
they scout, without examination, as visionary and fictitious^

As unfortunately aiding, through reaction, this tendency of

scientific men, we must advert to the disposition of some theo-

logians to ignore physical causation, or to deny the existence

of second causes in matter. It is not singular that theologians

should be found who embrace this error. They are drawn to

it in a threefold way : religious, controversial, and philosoph-

ical. Religiously and controversially, it would be natural to

incline to the opposite doctrine from infidelity. Hence, when
scientific unbelievers rule out spirit-cause, they are tempted to

exclude material cause ; in which view- they are the more con-

firmed by the seeming honor put upon God, by attributing all

efficient causation to him, and representing physical laws as

only the modes in which he chooses, in given circumstances,

uniformly to exert his personal power. And, in favor of this

theory, they cite the abundant language of Scripture, ascribing

natural phenomena to divine agency. And then, philosophically,

they claim that power surely resides in spirit, if anywhere, and
that this theory has the advantage of simplicity, and therefore
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the prima facie evidence of truth ; since all science tends

toward a simplification and unity of causes.

But we must as candidly dissent from these theologians as

we did before from the physicists, and claim that they have hut

rushed to the other extreme, and are aiding, by a necessary

reaction, in keeping up that of their opponents. Their super-

session of material causes by those purely spiritual and divine,

or, in other words, their virtual supersession of science by the-

ology, is not attended by the advantages which they imagine,

while it carries in its train sad logical consequences.

Controversially, it is of no advantage to support an exactly

antagonistic theory to an opponent, unless it be demonstrably

true, and therefore preferable to some intermediate view ; for

it may only involve one in new difficulties, and by its evidently

extreme ground strengthen the antagonist.

Religiously also we see no gain, but rather loss, as regards

an exhibition of divine power and wisdom, in attributing natu-

ral phenomena to the direct rather than the mediate agency of

God. Human activity is not wholly analogous, as man uses

materials and laws previously existing
;
yet it is well to remark

that we count it a higher triumph when he accomplishes an

end by ingenious mechanism, than when he gains it by direct

personal effort. That an almighty being could do these things

by his immediate will is evident enough, and the idea falls into

the mere alphabet of thought. It is an advance upon that con-

ception, to introduce so magnificent an idea of creation as to

suppose that material forces are brought into being as perma-

nent agencies, by whose wondrous interworking all the phenom-

ena of nature are produced in perfect subjection to the divine

plan ; especially if we jealously and intelligently hold to the

existence of a supernatural realm interpenetrating nature, and

keeping God by his moral and providential government close

to the race and the individual. And as this latter view, equally

with the other, refers all things ultimately to divine agency, it

is consistent with the scriptural language to which reference

has been made, and which is found principally in the bold

figures of sacred poetry.

And then, philosophically, the theory in question breaks

down at all points, and becomes theologically suicidal by run-

ning into pantheism. Undertaking to account for material
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phenomena, it virtually denies (or in logical consistency should

deny) the real existence of matter, and remands us to pure

idealism ; a scheme subtle indeed, and very plausible in the

abstract, but rejected everywhere by healthy common-sense as

well as by robust reason. For matter, if real, has permanent

and immanent qualities, reduce them to as few as you please.

It cannot be at all without being something ; without having

essential characteristics ; and when these are admitted, the

reality of physical causation, or the power of mutual impression

by the qualities of matter, cannot well be rejected. Hence

those who begin by denying material forces are in danger of

proceeding to deny physical qualities and essence, and of end-

ing by resolving the outward world, on Berkeley's theory, into

mental impressions.

ISTor is that the resting place ; for the same difficulty of con-

ceiving of essential forces apart from direct divine exertion

(which is only the old infidel difficulty of conceiving and allow-

ing the fact of creation) applies with even greater power to

Bpirit-action. For surely it is easier to conceive that God
should create a material universe, with its necessitated results,

springing from fixed second causes, than to conceive of his

creating a spiritual universe of free agents, capable of either of

opposite choices and characters, and acting in some sense inde-

pendently. Yet theologians often contend for the latter, while

they vehemently oppose the former as transcending their ideas

of the dependence of the universe on God! They should

follow out their logic boldly, and having first 'denied efficient

physical causes, and then ruled out the existence of matter, pro-

ceed to deny all secondary spirit-cause, and thus, in turn, all

separate spirit-existence, and land on the shores of pantheism,

making God the sole and comprehensive existence and cause.

And to make it biblical and pious, they can quote the declara-

tion that " God is all and in all
!"

As to the apparent simplicity of the philosophy, it will be

seen to lie, not so much in explaining many phenomena by one

multiform cause, as in denying the phenomena and reducing

everything to the barrenness of a single substantial existence.

But if we stop short of that result, and preserve the existence

of finite mind and matter, the simplicity of referring material

phenomena to the direct agency of God is more verbal than
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real; for the practical effect is confusing, and even painful, as
we strive to think of all these natural forces (in their workings
each moment as numberless as the atoms of the universe, and
as variant as the attractions, antagonisms, and changes of these
atoms) as so many actings and counteractings of personal divine
will and energy

; and as we imagine that in every change ice
work by volition in nature around us, we have come into direct
collision with divine power. Surely it is simpler in conception,
and truer to heart as well as intellect, to base the unity of all
causes on their original creative source, rather than on the
identity of their nature and operation.

Yet natural philosophers in every department of science
have occasion to notice, that this unreasonable doctrine is fre-
quently presented from the pulpit and the religious press, and
oftentimes for the avowed purpose of counteracting the alleged
atheistic tendencies of modern science.* They perceive "the
unsoundness of the theory, as regards its opposition to plain
common-sense, its conflict with every appearance assumed by
matter chemically or mechanically, and its frightful logical
consequences. They judge it to be the last and only resort of
theology in its resistance to progress, and the whole effect is

to confirm them in any skeptical tendency previously existing,
and to throw them back upon materialistic reasonings.

II. As the second cause or occasion of such a tendency, we
would specify the apparent discrepancies between the state-
ments of Scripture and the conclusions of science. These are
numerous

;
for the Bible refers frequently to the works of God

in nature, yet does not speak of them in the terms that science
would use, nor according to the ideas that science propounds.
Whether this necessarily involves any conflict with science
remains to be seen : that many scientific men suppose it does, is

unquestionable. They think there are affirmations in the Bible,
as to natural facts in the past and present, which are utterly
disproved by modern researches, though unknown when the
Bible was composed. They find it difficult to resist the con-

* This theory is not often propounded in its bold-form, as by Malebranche,
Horseley, Berkeley, Emmons, and others, though many of our theological writers
approach even that

;
but it is constantly implied in the loose manner in which ref-

erence is made to the laws of nature, as though they were simply a convenient sci-

entific term to express the uniform methods of direct divine action. Our religious
literature is saturated with this idea.
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viction that its writers were mistaken ; and if on one point, why

not on another ? If a witness is impeached as to any of his

statements, can we rely upon him further? " Falsus in uno,

fah-us in omnibus."

It is conceded, that if the Bible undertakes to set forth scien-

tific truth with inspired accuracy, yet is found to contradict the

plainest revelations of science, it will be difficult, if not impos-

sible, to credit its divine origin. We reason thus with respect

to the sacred books of the Hindoos, which (lacking, however,

all proper internal or external evidence of a divine origin) pro-

pose a system of cosmogony, and elaborate the details of the

universe, but are in opposition to all that is revealed of the

stellar universe by the telescope, and to all geographical and

geological knowledge of our own world. If the case of the

Bible can be proved to be parallel, a similar conclusion will be

drawn as to its fallibility.

But it is well known that, until a comparatively modern date,

the Bible has been supposed to affirm the literal correctness of

its language respecting natural phenomena. The conflict

between Galileo and the Romish theologians, and their use of

ecclesiastical force to compel him, under threat of the penalty

fur heresy, to recant and disown the facts and truths of science

revealed by the telescope, is familiar to the civilized world, and

moves the scorn even of schoolboys. But Protestantism can

show equal absurdities among its prominent defenders. There,

for instance, was Turretin, whose writings are at this day a

text-book in certain theological seminaries, and who argued as

earnestly against what he deemed the error of the revolution

of the earth upon its axis as against any religious heresy. "We

had intended to quote his veritable words from the original

Latin, that none might doubt the facts in the case, supposing

we could turn to the passage in a few moments ; but after

searching his four bulky volumes in vain for some hours we
content ourselves with the citation in English, as given by

Hugh Miller in his " Testimony of the Rocks." His argu-

ments in proof of the revolution of the sun around the earth

and of the immovable position of the latter were these

:

First. The sun is said in Scripture to move in the heavens, and
to ri.-,e and set. " The sun is as a bridegroom coming out of hi3

chamber, and rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race." " The sun
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knoweth his going down." " The sun also ariseth, and the sun
goeth down." Secondly. The sun by a miracle stood still in the

time of Joshua ; and by a miracle it went back, in the time of ITcz-

ekiah. Thirdly. The earth is said to be fixed immovably. "The
earth is also established, that it cannot be moved." "Thou hast

established the earth, and it abideth." " They continue this day
according to their ordinance." Fourthly. Neither could birds,

which often fly oft* through an hour's circuit, be able to return to

their nests. Fifthly. "Whatever flics, or is suspended in the air,

ought (by this theory) to move from east to west; but this is

proved not to be true, from birds, arrows shot forth, atoms made
manifest in the sun, and down floating in the atmosphere.

Meeting the reply, that the Scriptures in such cases adopt

the common language of men, he answers

:

First. The Spirit of God best understands natural things.

Secondly. That in giving instruction in religion he meant these

things should be used, not abused. Thirdly. That he is not the

author of any error. Fourthly. Neither is he to be corrected on

the pretense of our blind reason.

As to the idea that the atmosphere moves with the earth, he

replies

:

First, that this is a mere fiction, since air is a fluid body ; and,

secondly, if so, by what force would birds be able to go from east

to west ?

And this was two thirds of a century later than when the priests

dealt with Galileo ! Here we sec the method by which an

inconsistency is forced, by the theologians themselves, between

the Bible and science. If Paul were to write another epistle,

he would to his warning against " science falsely so called,"

add another against spurious exegesis and an inappropriate

wooden-headed quotation of Scripture. More mistaken pains

were never used j,han to undertake to refute science, as a matter

of heresy, with arguments drawn from scriptural language, and

. wholly impertinent to the discussion. The spirit of such inter-

pretation could scarcely do otherwise than generate infidelity

;

it left men of science little choice but to deny either their

reason or the opposing Christian faith. Christians have now

partial relief from such a dilemma. We find no difficulty in

acknowledging astronomic and geographic facts and truths

:

first, because we understand the sacred writers, in their passing

allusions to nature, to use the language of appearance and not

of science, as popular speech does even now, when it speaks ot
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the rising and setting of the sun, and as it will continue to do

to the end of the world ; and secondly, because in such instances

it was necessary that revelation, leaving secular education to

human progress, and intent upon spiritual and not scientific

instruction, should assume the garb of current ideas to be intel-

ligible to those to whom it was first addressed. Still the relief

is but partial ; for all the references of the Bible to such mat-

ters cannot be placed in the category of passing incidental pop-

ular allusion. Some portion of its content^ such as the first

chapter of Genesis, is to a certain extent didactic and historic,

and intended to teach actual occurrences. Yet when so under-

stood, and when interpreted in the manner natural to an ordi-

nary reader, the Bible appears to contradict the well-established

conclusions of astronomy, geology, and zoology, as to the age of

the earth, the order of creation, and the- occurrence of various

natural phenomena. Hence results wide-spread skepticism, and

that from two relations of the matter : the inconsistency itself,

and the manner in which it is often met by theologians.

The inconsistency itself shakes the faith of many minds

;

for how, they reason, can this book be of God when it contra-

dicts the works of God ? Can we hesitate which to believe

—

the volume of nature, which all but atheists concede to be from

God, or the volume of Scripture penned by man, and claiming,

amid frequent denials, to be inspired by God ? But allow-

ing now the force of the objection, we insist that faith in the

Bible unnecessarily breaks down from such a difficulty, by
reason of a fallacy which deceives also on other subjects, and

which logicians term " The fallacy of objections." We cannot

better set this forth than in the words of "Whately, in his work
on Logic, where he remarks that this fallacy consists in

Showing that there are objections against some plan, theory, or

system, and thence inferring that it should be rejected ; when that

which ought to have been proved is, that there are wore or stronger

objections against the receiving than the rejecting of it. This is

the main and almost universal fallacy of infidels, and is that of
which men should be first and principally warned.

And in a note the author adds more explicitly

:

They find numerous objections against various parts of Scrip-
ture, to some of which no satisfactory answer can be given ; and
the incautious hearer is apt, while his attention is fixed on these, to
forget that there are infinitely more and stronger objections against

Foukih Series, Vol. XIV.—3G
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the supposition that the Christian religion is of human origin, and

that, where we cannot answer all objections, we are bound in rea-

son and in candor to adOpt the hypothesis which labors under the

least. That the case is as I have stated, I am authorized to assume

from this circumstance: that no complete and consistent account

has ever been given of the manner in which the Christian religion,

supposing it a human contrivance, could have arisen and prevail-

ed, as it did. And yet this may obviously be demanded, with the

utmost fairness, of those who deny its divine origin. The religion

exists ; that is the phenomenon ; those who will not allow it to

have come from God are bound to solve the phenomenon on

some other hypothesis less open to objections. They are not,

indeed, called on to prove that it actually did arise in this or that

way, but to suggest (consistently with acknowledged facts)_somo

probable way in which it may have arisen, reconcilable with all

the circumstances of the case. That infidels have not done this,

though they have had near two thousand years to try, amounts to a

confession that no such hypotheses can be devised which will not

be opeii to greater objections than lie against Christianity.

It is a curious fact, showing the imperfection of human facul-

ties and knowledge, that on many of the most important sub-

jects, take which side of an alternative we may, objections will

arise that cannot be obviated, while yet one of the two views

must be true. Indeed, all intelligent men know that even a

child may propound difficulties on points considered to be well

settled, that do not admit of a direct and satisfactory answer.

And on topics of doubtful disputation, admitting of positive

evidence and also of many serious objections, the old philosoph-

ical puzzle is reproduced, What will be the effect if an irresist-

ible force meets an immovable object ?

It is in entire forgetfulness of this fallacy that men of science

conclude hastily, and often reluctantly, we believe, against the

inspiration of the Bible. It is an instance of intellectual weak-

ness, and arises, in part, from their ignorance of the number

and strength of the independent and positive evidences in favor

of the Scriptures. They should rather reason that here is^ a

conflict between two witnesses who are both entitled to credit.

May it not be that one or the other is misinterpreted, and that

we need accuse neither of falsehood \ When we understand

both science and Scripture better, may they not prove to be

in perfect harmony % Indeed, have not many such difficulties

been happily solved in time past as a lesson for the future .

Meanwhile may we not accept both, in their distinct spheres,
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on their independent evidence, and wait, in acknowledged mys-

tery,' till we can bridge the chasm now impassable ?

But if skeptical men of science ought to reason thus, so

ought theologians also. And they do more often than formerly.

Yet it is common for them to yield to a supposed necessity,

and attempt to demonstrate the perfect harmony of Scripture

and science. In a gratuitous and unmanly timidity they for-

get, as really as the skeptic, the bearing of the fallacy of objec-

tions, and imagine that they are under a necessity of reconciling

Genesis and geology, or else abandoning the whole Christian

scheme. Acting under this delusion, we see them making wild

and often disingenuous attempts to close the breach. They
ludicrously assail science in departments of which they are

mostly ignorant ; or they attempt, by wholesale denunciation,

to discredit scientific results ; or they resort to forced interpre-

tations of Scripture to change the impression which it natur-

ally, if not necessarily, makes on an intelligent mind. In

dealing with the geologist, a Trinitarian expositor will have

recourse to glosses, and proposed emendations of the text or

translation, which he would brand as dishonest if used by a

Unitarian in other passages to escape the proof of the divinity

of Christ. The result is, that he has an uncomfortable suspi-

cion of failure in his own mind, and leaves the skeptic a con-

firmed unbeliever. Far better were it to canvass the subject

candidly and generously, accepting such useful hints as might

be furnished from any quarter, recognizing partial success and,

as carefully, partial failure, and then remanding the unsolved

problem to the future study of the man of science and the bib-

lical interpreter, each in his own independent method and

department. We are verily persuaded that such a course

would ultimately remove the difficulty, and meanwhile pre-

serve many thoughtful minds from skepticism who are now
led into it not more by the objections which science offers to

the language of Scripture, than by the dishonorable manner in

"which such objections are often met by the defenders of the

faith.

Nor is the truth at all aided, but rather much injured, when
enthusiastic Christian men of science undertake to turn the

tables upon their skeptical brethren, by a virtual transfer of the

war to Africa, as they seek to show that the Bible long since
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indicated some of the most marvelous discoveries of modern
science, especially in the department of astronomy. Crowded
audiences of good, pious men, whose wishes are fathers to

their thoughts, led on, it may be, by admiring ministers in the

front seats or on the platform, may applaud the wild imagin-
ings and wretched exegesis of such a lecturer, supposing that

he is turning the weapon of infidelity against itself; but neither

intelligent skeptics nor sound theologians will be convinced.

The astronomer who propounds such a view may be a man of

matchless scientific attainments, but he is only a tyro in the

interpretation of Scripture. Newton's " Principia " may be

his primer, but he is nevertheless a blundering commenta-
tor on Job and the Psalms. The maxim applies to him as

truly as to theologians who, ignorant of science, insist on dis-

cussing its problems :
" Ne sutor ultra crejrida?n /"

Let science and religion stand on independent bases, then,

establishing their respective conclusions by their peculiar pro-

cesses, and each recognizing in the other a friend and coad-

jutor. Neither can take the place of the other, nor should be

judged by the laws of the other, but must work out its own
results by its own methods. They have their mutual relations

and their bearing upon points of common interest ; but that

should serve only as a caution against precipitancy in reaching

important conclusions, and not as a restraint upon the widest

range of observation, the most logical induction, and the great-

est freedom of honest and intelligent judgment. Thus will dif-

ferences gradually disappear before increasing knowledge of

God's works and word. Science will ascertain new facts,

announce new laws, and modify some of her previous conclu-

sions. Theologians will study the Bible more thoroughly, as

regards both the spirit and the letter, and will interpret it more

accurately. There will consequently be a growing approxima-

tion of all the lines of thought till they converge in one grand

center, where will be found the harmony of all truth. For the

time shall be, when all forces shall tend to a single result, and

the religion of Jesus shall sanctify and use all forms ofknowledge

and achievement, all philusophy and science, all literature and

fine art, all discoveries and inventions, and when it will be aa

discreditable to a man of science to be a skeptic, as it will be

to a theologian to be ignorant of science.
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Art. H.—HAS FREEDOM IX HAYTI PROVED A
FAILURE ?

Hayti is the original Indian name of the most beautiful of the

West India Islands. Its twenty-eight thousand square miles

are charmingly variegated with lofty mountains and extensive

plains, and the fertile soil clothes their surface with all the rich-

ness of tropical verdure. It has immense natural resources of

eveiy kind, and with its adjacent islands is capable of support-

ing a population of eight millions. We are informed by a

Haytien historian* that at the time of its discovery by Colum-

bus in 1492 its native Indian population amounted to three

millions.

The Spaniards, who claimed it as one of their colonies, find-

ing gold in the country soon after their arrival, speedily

reduced the native tribes to such labor as ultimately exhausted

them. At the present day it is doubtful whether there is a sol-

itary descendant of its numerous aboriginal inhabitants left

upon the whole island. "We are informed by the author

already quoted, who has written very interestingly on the

primitive races of Hayti, that they were divided into tribes and

had a certain type of civilization, being by no means savages.

But white men bearing the name of Christ have long since

driven them into oblivion by mere lust of wealth and power.

History assures us, however, that among the Spanish Roman
Catholic priests who came over to Hayti soon after its discovery

there were some who sincerely deplored a state of things which

they had not the power to control.

During the seventeenth century the French appeared in these

regions, first settling as adventurers, and buccaneers in the

small island of La Tortue, which is about "a league from the

northern coast of the main island.

The rtpacity of the white man having exterminated the

Indian races of this large island, all eyes were turned upon Africa.

The slave-trade with all its horrors was soon in operation, and

in 1737 there was an African slave population in St. Domingo,
the French part of the island, of nearly six hundred thousand.

* E. Nau.
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After a great many sanguinary struggles in a border warfare

between the Spanish possessors of the island and the newly-

arrived French, the two European governments of these

nations finally came to an understanding with each other, and
decided on a frontier line between them, which placed the

French in possession of about one third of the island, the Span-

ish government still retaining the remainder.

The African slave-trade and slavery prospered in St. Domingo
for upward of a hundred years, and there were fearful deeds

of savage brutality practiced -with impunity under the shelter

of slavery. It has generally been admitted that French slavery

in St. Domingo was of no ordinary cruelty. Wealth was so

rapidly wrung out of the labor of the masses by the land and

slave-owners that it became at last a proverb among the French,

"St. Dominique, c'est le paradis des Frangais." Even at the

present day some idea may be formed of the great wealth of this

French colony by the remains of ancient mansions still to be

seen in the northern part of the island, and though they are in

ruins, they fully indicate the pomp and grandeur of the days of

bondage. In no age of the world, however, has injustice been

persevered in with impunity. A day of reckoning in some

shape has invariably formed the climax of every continuous

violation of truth and right. In St. Domingo this retribution

was brought on by the white planters themselves. Notwith-

standing their own fancied superiority over the victims of their

oppression, a numerous population of mixed blood appearing in

the community proclaimed the vices of the whites. Certainly,

if these masters really did believe their slaves to be anything

less than human, they themselves upon their own principles

must have been guilty of something much worse* than ordinary

immorality in the choice of such mothers for their children.

These unhappy offspring were, frequently not only cruelly

treated, but also disowned by their own fathers and sold. In

the French colony of St. Domingo, however, there were cases

in which white fathers sent their children, born of their black

slaves, to France for education
; still the grand anomaly of

prejudice against their own children on the subject of color

would prevail on their return home, when education had made

them in many cases superior to their own slave-owning lathers.^

Such was the power of this strange and unchristian hate ot
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color that if any of these mulattoes should at any time presume

to speak of equal rights with the white man the extreme pen-

alty of the law might be the result. This was fearfully illus-

trated in the case of Oge, of whom we have the following brief

account from a Haytien historian.* He was the son of a white

planter, and had received a good European education, and

having on his return home demanded an equality with men
who, many of them, were doubtless his inferiors, was for this

tried and condemned at the bar of his country, in the name of

justice, to suffer the penalty of death.

On the day of execution, which was the 25th of February, 1791,

this man, with another, was led before the Church, barefoot, bare-

headed, and in their shirts, with cords round their necks, and bear-

ing each one a lighted torch. In the center of the "Place
d'Armcs " was erected a scaffold sustaining two wheels, to which
they were bound with their faces upward ; and in this position

their thighs, legs, arms, and loins were broken by blows from iron

bars, nor did a murmur escape their lips.

This was solemnly done in the name of law and right. The
flames of discord were lighted in the name of peace, and who
can wonder that so flagrant a deed should have stirred up the

fiercer passions of our nature.

It is, and ever will be, a humiliating fact, that what are

called the "horrors of St. Domingo" originated not with

the savage African, as has been frequently represented, but

with the civilized white man, whose madness and folly, excused

by the plea of rights and property, led him on to crime and

cruelty rarely known in the annals of history. During the

French Republic of the latter end of the last century slavery was

abolished in all the French colonies. This at least was consistent,

and may be regarded as a declaration of the French Republicans

of that day to those on the opposite side of the Atlantic of the

present, that true liberty and slavery cannot exist together, the

very word liberty among slaves being an exceedingly danger-

ous thing. But the living property in human beings, although

condemned by the French Republic, was not to be given up
without a struggle. When the first Xaj^oleon reached the

throne he was soon surrounded by West Indian influence.

The former slave-owners and their friends induced him to send

* T. Madion.
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out an army of upward of twenty thousand men under his

brother-in-law, General Le Clerc, to fight for the re-establishment

of slavery, which had then been abolished for several years in

the French West Indies. A more treacherous and degrading-

enterprise could scarcely be conceived. A noble army fighting

for freedom one might understand ; but a well-equipped, well-

trained, brave and intelligent army leaving their homes for the

sole purpose of reducing the free communities of the French

"West India Islands to slavery is surely one of the most flagrant

crimes that was ever committed by any human government.

The crime indeed succeeded at Martinique and Guadaloupe

;

and in these small communities the chains were refastened,

and remained so until within the last few years under the

present Napoleon. But by the perpetration of this deed in

these smaller islands, the slave population of St. Domingo
learned the fate preparing for them and determined to live or

die free. The troops of Le Clerc landed, and the great and

terrible struggle came on. The brave black general, Toussaint

L'Ouverture, at the head of the black army of freedom, was

treacherously taken by his enemies and thrown into a dungeon

in France, where he ungenerously, and to the perpetual shame
of a brave people, was left to perish of hunger and cold. Yet
the righteous cause of liberty was in Hie end triumphant. It

will be seen, therefore, that the great revolt of St. Domingo
was not undertaken in order to abolish slavery ; that had been

done by the French Republican government. It was done to

maintain a lawful and honorably acquired freedom. This is a

fact which deserves special attention, the more particularly as

the friends of slavery in the present day have by much misrep-

resentation induced the belief that the insurrection of St. Domin-

go was a mere wanton outbreak on the part of the slaves, and

unprovoked on the part of the whites. But history has faith-

fully recorded the truth ; and the guilt of the massacres of St.

Domingo will rest upon the heads of the whites, who had basely

stooped to the lowest order of treachery, and whose bones were

left upon the field on which tlieir crimes had been perpetrated.

It is a striking fact that but few of Le Gere's army ever

returned to France.

It is not at all intended to enter here into any of the details

of those struggles which took place at St. Domingo. Suffice it
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to say for the present that the white inhabitants of that

afflicted island having by their crimes involved their own and

other interests in rnin, and drawn forth rivers of blood, thns

filling up the measure of their iniquities, the black general,

Pessalines, on the 1st of January, 1801, boldly, in defiance of

France, declared the liberty and independence of Hayti. He
had already led on its once enslaved people to victory in the

maintenance of their lawful freedom, contending at different

times with some thirty thousand Frenchmen. At the time of

the declaration of independence the name of St. Domingo was

abolished forever, as a name associated with the treachery and

crime of white men, and the original name of Hayti was re-es-

tablished.

It has often been asserted that the liberation of thousands of

slaves would be dangerous both to themselves and to others

;

and a pretended humanity has inquired, What woidd become

of them if, in their entire unfitness for freedom, they should be

immediately emancipated ? From this query the inference is

drawn that it is for their own benefit to keep them as they are.

Tet it is an incontrovertible fact that the half million of slaves

in Hayti knew well how to provide for themselves in their newly

acquired liberty. They did it much better than their former

masters had done it for them, and that too under circumstances of

the greatest embarrassment. The colored Haytiens knew well,

not only how to provide for their wants, but how, at the same

time, like the Jews of old under Nehemiah, to defend their lib-

erties against a powerful foe, of whom for a time they had the

utmost to fear. The instinctive ability of the newly liberated

slave to take care of himself was also strikingly illustrated in

the British West Indies, where so many thousands of slaves

were suddenly set free. The ancient Britons when given up

by the Romans implored their former masters in mercy to come

back again to their help ; but such strange prayers were never

uttered by these long enchained beings, who had been thought

so utterly helpless. iSTor did there seem to be even the slight-

est danger of revenge for the innumerable wrongs of the past

from the newly liberated slaves. On the contrary, universal

gratitude and thanks rose to heaven from all hearts, and the

former slave-masters were perfectly shielded by the religious

element which was thus developed around them. Experience
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has therefore abundantly proved all these humane fears to

be utterly groundless.

Our business will now be to show whether freedom in Ilayti

has been, as some have affirmed it to be, a failure.

To understand this question clearly and correctly the prem-

ises upon which our reasoning is based should be well

denned. The question, then, is not whether Ilayti is now equal

to either England, France, or America ; but whether her pres-

ent position, compared with her starting-point as an independ-

ent nation, does really demonstrate a manifest progress?

These it is presumed are the only fair grounds upon which

this question can be honestly examined. We are first to ascer-

tain the position of Hay ti with regard to civilization when she

commenced her national career. To say that it was in slavery

will perhaps at once suffice. Not that it was the intelligent

slave-owners that abolished slavery and then generously grap-

pled with an immense mass of ignorance and vice, nobly aim-

ing to bring good out of evil ; but the slaves themselves, who,

bred under the withering influence of oppression, cruelty, injus-

tice, and immorality, were suddenly left free to shape their

own course as a nation. Such were the unhappy elements from

which the Haytien people sprang into national existence.

"We would be obliged to go back to a very remote period in

the history of the English nation to find a degree of civilization

like that which constituted the starting-point of the Haytien

Republic in 1804. Besides all the rest, we must not forget that

for a long time after her declaration of independence Ilayti

had reason to fear the purposes of France. The Ilaytiens had

driven a powerful nation from their shores; and not knowing

what efforts she might make to wipe off the dishonor of defeat,

they naturally considered their liberties safe only under the

protection of their own arms, which they bore day and night

with the firmest patience and the most determined resolution.

For this reason the whole nation for some years literally lived

under arms, presenting the appearance of a military camp,

until martial glow and pomp moulded the habits and tastes of the

people.

Under these circumstances what progress could so weak a

nation be expected to make in the arts of peace? But the

moral and intellectual chaos from which Ilayti started as a
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nation is beyond all possibility of description. The Haytiens

were sunk in ignorance and sin, which their condition for more

than a hundred years had necessitated. Let us pause, then,

and ask ourselves, What are we to expect from a mass of human
beings in such circumstances and with such precedents ? It is

also specially worthy of attention that the Haytiens were not

assisted in their great struggles against this superior power by
any foreign aid whatever. It is true that there were at one

period a few English troops in the island, who came from

Jamaica originally at the call of the French colonists of St.

Domingo in reference to slavery. They at last sought their

own interests by making to Toussaint L'Ouverture the offer of

becoming king under British protection, which offer he is said

to have declined. Their position at last becoming anomalous

they withdrew.

It Avill be readily seen that when the Haytiens found them-

selves free they had everything to do in the way of national

organization, and our business will soon be to follow them step

by step in their general progress. But before we do this, it may
be well for us to notice the three principal accusations which are

brought against the Haytiens by those who affect to despise

them.

First, they are reproached for their numerous revolutions.

Why such a reproach should be specially fastened on Hayti is

Bomewhat difficult to- understand. It will doubtless be admit-

ted that Europe is for the present the center and the source

of the arts and sciences and of general literature, and yet per-

haps it would be difficult to fix upon a period of time when
that great continent was really free from the danger of some
great political or military convulsion. But such is the perversity

of prejudice in this matter, that while the great struggles for

liberty in Europe are attributed to a nobility of character

thought to be peculiar to the European race, the same* struggles

for the same object among the descendants of Africa in Hayti
are interpreted as proof of decided inferiority and incapacity

for government. Yet it is a remarkable fact, well known by
those who have been residents in Hayti, that every attempt at

revolution there, whether it may have failed or succeeded, has

had for its object the breaking up of some narrow policy which
was believed to obstruct the general progress of improvement

;
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and if they have at any time miscalculated or misjudged as
has often been the case in human history, the aim at least has
been to exchange what was thought to be a bad state of things
for a good one. The Haytien revolutions, therefore, are onty
censurable in the same degree as are those of Europe.
A second accusation against the Havtiens is indolence. Let

us examine the case. We must at first observe that the greater
part of the male population are soldiers, whose time and
energies have been as much taken up by military service as by
ordinary industry. We must also take into account the influ-
ence of a relaxing climate, in which the same degree of indus-
try and energy cannot be expected as in the more bracing lati-
tudes of the north. Yet there are many marks of personal
activity and of national industry. The country people on their
great market days walk ten, and even twenty miles, laden with
the fruits of their industry. The circumstances of many of the
inhabitants also prove the truth of this assertion. They are
not only surrounded by all the comforts of life, but sustain an
immense expenditure in the education of their sons and daugh-
ters either at home or in Europe. Wealth is also accumulating
in the country, and they make large exports of coffee, mahog^
any, logwood, and wine. All this does not produce the impu-
tation of national indolence. Their fault may be rather a
want ofjudgment to direct their energies, by which much time
is taken to do but little ; a fault which must exist in the absence
of education and- the right training of youth. It is, however,
only intended by these remarks to show that, all things consid-
ered, there is an amount of activity and industry in Hayti
which if well directed might accomplish much more than the
present results.

^
Thirdly, it is said that the Haytiens are immoral as a people.

That this is the case, to an extent wMch is deplorable, nunc
perhaps trould be more ready to admit than the Haytiens
themselves

;
but if this is a defect which really incapacitates men

to govern, then woe to well-nigh the whole world. It is, how-
ever, remarkable that this reproach is mostly made by that class

of men who in some form or other favor that system of things

in which men crown their immoralities by selling the very

offsprings of their own degrading vices ; and therefore, however
correct or deserved, is in danger of losing much of its weight.
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All, however, is explained when we remember that the moral

character of the Haytien nation was cast in the mould of cir-

cumstances framed by that prolific source of every vice called

slavery. It may indeed be inquired, "Why in fifty years has not

all this been corrected? The Christian replies, that in all ages

men have loved darkness rather than light; a slave may
break his outward chains, while he leaves untouched and even

loves those that hang upon his soul.

So far, then, we have seen nothing in the Haytien nation or

character unworthy of that freedom to which all men are heirs.

¥e will now, as far as the limits of this article admit, follow

the Haytiens in their slow but general improvement. As
might be expected, the first rulers and legislators of Hayti were

the generals who had led the nation on in their efforts for free-

dom. These brave men at first organized a provisional gov-

ernment, by which a constitution was drawn up. It may be

truly affirmed that an admirable amount of talent was devel-

oped by the debates which took place in framing this great

national document. The degree of power to be conferred upon

the executive was ably debated ; and the privileges and sov-

ereignty of a republican people were broadly set forth. As a

proof that these principles were well understood, the constitu-

tion was rejected by a powerful party, while it was accepted

by the rest. An unhappy division was the result, one side,

with General Christophe at their head, forming ultimately

a kingdom in the northern part of the island, having the city

of Cape Haytien as their capital ; and the other, with General

A. Petion at their head, forming a republic in the west,

having as their seat of government the city of Port au Prince.

This division was doubtless unhappy, leading as it did to

fratricidal wars. A spirit of emulation, it is true, sprang

up between the parties, each side being anxious to show

the superiority of their system. Christophe, although a man
of blood and a tyrant, drove on all the branches of industry

with a high hand ; and had his government been tempered

by reason and religion he would probably have astonished

Europe by an extraordinary amount of energy. Native talent

was being rapidly developed under his iron rule; English-

men of literature were sent for by him with a view to help

on the general improvement of his people. The Haytiens,
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however, in the case of King Christophe, as in many others,

demonstrated their resolution to overturn all despotism when-

ever it should appear among them. Hence, in 1S22, this mon-

arch, iinding that his people were decided on his overthrow,

put an end to his existence, and his kingdom was absorbed in

the Western Eepublic.

The Haytien republican institutions consisted at first of an

executive power, a senate, an extensive magistracy, various

courts of law, civil and criminal, a high court of cassation, an

armed police, public schools, a regular army and "garde

nationale." To these was early added a house of representatives.

The Eoman Catholic was considered the state Church, and the

language of the people was French. The educated mulatto

children of the former white French planters now had an oppor-

tunity to use their education and display their talents, and

through them the people were furnished with leading and even

master minds for the management and direction of a young
and newly liberated nation. Thus does Eternal "Wisdom fre-

quently from seeming evil bring forth good.

One of the most beneficent measures carried into effect by
President Petion was the distribution of lands. Each officer

and private soldier of acknowledged bravery in the great con-

test fur liberty was rewarded by a portion of land, made over

to him by title-deeds as his own personal property. This great

measure was a striking development of enlarged and liberal

views on the part of the leading mind as the executive. There

are also an honesty and disinterestedness in this measure which

prove that there was a sincere desire on the part of President

Petion to raise his long degraded, but now liberated country-

men to their real dignity as free citizens of the republic, and

to interest them in the defense and general prosperity of the

country. As a great stroke of state policy it had the desired

effect.

Soon after the independence of Hayti a national lvceuni

was established, and placed upon such a respectable and efficient

footing of general literature as ultimately to send forth men ol

thoroughly good education, some of whom are to this day

among the brightest ornaments of the Haytien nation, and

would not be unworthy of the most advanced nation of the age.

It is also worthy of remark, that those who have received the
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advantages of education are anxious that their children should

be brought under the same culture. Hence educated parents

in Hayti make any and every sacrifice for the education of

their children ; some sending them to Europe at an immense

expense, and keeping them there in some cases for many years

;

and others contenting themselves with what can be done for

them in their native land. Although these feelings are con-

fined, as we have intimated, to the educated classes principally,

yet the effect upon the nation is excellent. There is one fact

connected with education in Hayti which must not be lost sight

of, especially as it will help us the better to understand the

character of the Haytien people. The education generally

given and sought in that country has been chiefly intellectual.

This fact, when it becomes a national one, has much to do with

the formation of the character of a people. That high and

divine truth, that man is the image of his ilaker in the immor-

tality and moral elements of his nature, can never be lost sight

of without serious injury to the dignity and happiness of man
even on earth. In Haytien education the existence of God,

the immortality of the soul, and man's general responsibility to

his Maker, have doubtless been more or less recognized ; but

that really moral culture which constitutes one of the distin-

guished peculiarities of English and American education, and

which is seriously, constantly, and religiously aimed at in those

countries by means of Sabbath-schools, young men's Christian

associations, the diffusion of the Scriptures, and the daily and

devotional reading of them, domestically, privately, and pub-

licly, are things and practices which never entered the Haytien

idea of education. Xor is this said in any reproachful sense,

for the bias of the Haytien mind has resulted from circum-

stances over which the people had no control ; circumstances

which brought in upon them Yoltaireism, Fetichism, and the

lowest order of Romish superstitions. Yet in spite of the

incompleteness of their education, the intelligence of the African

descended Haytien has been so fully developed as to demonstrate

the entire equality of the human mind wherever and whenever

it is brought out by suitable means. .
In Hayti there are men

of all shades of color well versed in law, mathematics, the

principles of language, as well as many of the useful branches

of science. Public journals are as numerous as might be
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expected, and are also conducted with ability. There are authors

also whose pens as historians and otherwise do honor to the lit-

erature and learning of Hayti. In fact, the press has for

many years been very active, and its productions, in the form

of laws, histories, and state documents, are worthy of attention.

!Nor are able reasoners wanting in their courts of law, or the

two houses of the legislature; and if in all this the moral ele-

ment is wanting, it must be remembered that the Christian

Churches of both England and America have by far too much
neglected a people who were as well worthy of their attention

as many others upon whom immense sums have been

expended.

The domestic features of Haytien civilization, although by

no means such as could have been desired, are nevertheless

worthy of attention, especially as compared with slavery ; if it

be not altogether a burlesque to compare slavery with any-

thing in the shape of civilization, or to speak at all of domestic

institutions, or of the family circle where wives are liable to be

torn from their husbands, and children to be sold away from

their parents; or where human beings are placed together

simply to multiply, as mere brutes, for the benefit of their own-

ers. But as freedom in Hayti has so long been said to be a fail-

ure, it seems to be necessary as a refutation to draw a com-

parison between man reduced to the level of a brute in slavery,

and man rising to the level of himself in freedom.

Marriage, however neglected, is honored and respected

;

the legitimate offspring is preferred in law to the illegiti-

mate ; while concubinage and libertinage, however prevalent,

are classed among the vices. Hence the domestic circle

is a true home to which the Haytien is entirely attached

;

and whenever but a moderate share of education has been

enjoyed, all the wants of ordinary civilization are felt and

6ought ; a fact which of course must tell greatly upon the com-

merce and industry of a people. There are peculiarities in the

position of woman in Haytien society that are worthy of note.

The military character and duties of this nation having for a

long time called away the male population from more domes-

tic employment, has left the women in many cases to conduct

the business or industry of the family, and hence there are

many women in Hayti who, although perhaps not favored with
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much education, are yet remarkable for their tact and skill in

the management of business, which frequently is on a scale

productive even of wealth.

The poorer classes have indeed been neglected ; but it must

be remembered that this country, on account of its language,

lias ever regarded France as its model of civilization, and

it need not be said that at the declaration of Haytien inde-

pendence the idea of educating the masses scarcely existed

on the continent of Europe, and in fact by many there even to

this day the propriety of so doing is doubted. Hence the pol-

icy of Hayti on this subject, and her long negligence in refer-

ence to the momentous subject of universal education, which

she now sees and deplores, and will doubtless under the present

enlightened government labor to correct. Although the masses

in Hayti are comparatively ignorant, still they are free, and

there are many among them honorable and industrious; and it

can easily be understood that even in such a state of society

there must be a vast variety of wants of which a mere slave

population would not even dream. Hence, with even the

humbler classes, furniture and clothing must be needed on a

higher and a wider scale than with a mass of slaves, whose

masters, with the unnatural system under which they live, are

only safe in proportion to the ignorance and degradation of

their human goods and chattels. But the Haytien nation is

now made up of various gradations of society, and those who"

are raised above positive poverty form a numerous class, and
have the same general range of wants as in any other nation.

Luxuries, therefore, in furniture and dress are sought. European

fashions and extravagances are imitated, and the pride of dress,

whatever be its folly, tells powerfully upon the national com-

merce.

The dwellings and general architecture of Hayti are adapted
to the climate, wants, and tastes of the people ; and they create

no small part of those necessities which must greatly promote
the national importations, especially when the industry of the

people is generally agricultural. Their principal product,

coffee, becomes the purchase price of all their imports. AVe do
not mean to depreciate the internal resources or productions of
Hayti, but we wish merely to say that the wants of such a
people, however plain as to architecture or other matters, would
Fourth Sekiks, Yol. XIV.—37
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be incomparably superior to those of the same number of slaves,

the furniture of whose humble huts would not tell very much
upon the commerce of the world. The Haytien home, though

modest, is genteel, and in many cases amply and even richly

furnished, with music, literature, and domestic convenience.

The Haytien commerce is therefore widely extended: from

England and Germany dry goods of great variety and value

are annually imported ; from France all kinds of fancy goods,

cutlery, iron, and crockery ware. But it is a fact not generally

known, although worthy of special attention, that with no one

country has Hayti so great a traffic as with the United States

of North America ; and it is also a remarkable and interesting

fact, that these United States have derived more advantage

commercially from the abolition of slavery, both in Hayti and

the British West Indies, than perhaps any other single country

in the -world. Hayti has from America flour, salt provisions

of meat and fish, butter, cheese, soap, rice, and many other

things. The exports of Hayti are large. Nearly sixty million

pounds of coffee, besides great quantities of mahogany, log-

wood, rum, rice, hides, etc., are annually exported to various

countries. Reflection on this fair extent of commerce for so

small a population will bring before us a great amount of

activity, the fruits of which it must now be specially remem-

bered, in the present free state of Hayti, are enjoyed by and

diffused through the entire population; whereas under the

former system of slavery, there as elsewhere, the fruit of

national industry was confined to but a few, who lived in lordly

splendor and luxurious indolence upon the sweat of the

enslaved masses. Hayti also in itself, as a free country, has many

branches of industry in which as mere slaves its people never

could have been engaged.

From all that lias now been advanced, it will be evident to

those who are willing to see, that all the elements of the highest

order of progress arc found upon the shores of Hayti. 1 liorc

is material of every kind for all that education, science, and

Christianity can do for our common humanity ;
there is also an

intense desire in most of the intelligent minds of Hayti for ele-

vation and prosperity, and an improving element among the

Haytien people. It is true, this has often unfortunately broken

forth in revolutionary struggles ; but this is largely due to die
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French element, which has always found it difficult to carry out

great national changes and reforms without bloodshed.

It may be demanded why Ilayti, with such great desires for

progress, has not advanced more rapidly ? To those who best

know her and her origin, the surprise is rather that she should

have reached the point in national progress to which she has

attained, for the elements in which she took birth have never

yet been fully purified. Still, if we look at the progress she has

made we can find no room for complaint. Hayti, as a free

country, is but little more than half a century old, yet it is prob-

able that the masses of some nations on the continent of Europe,

with a thousand years' existence, are but little in advance of them.

We can with no justice compare them with the United States.

The great rapidity of the progress of the latter is one of the

most splendid facts of either ancient or modern times. But the

cases of Hayti and America are widely different. America at

her independence not only possessed some of the boldest and

wisest minds of the age, but the British colonies, thus liberated

and organized into United States, being able to throw open

their doors to all Europe, so strengthened themselves thereby

as speedily to rise above every difficulty. But Hayti, having

declared her independence, was compelled, for the security of

her liberties, to close every door against the white man, and

thus shut herself up with elements the most unfavorable to

prosperity. This course was the result of an honest and praise-

worthy resolution on the part of Hayti to maintain her liberties,

and to perish rather than again be emslaved. This is very

significant of the manner in which she was regarded by the

surrounding West India Islands. They seemed to -consider

her a nation of unheard-of monsters, for the simple reason that,

having tasted the sweets of liberty, which had been honorably

given her, she would not again submit to the lash and degrada-

tion of slavery.

Hayti, therefore, has not only won her liberties against fearful

odds, but she has bravely kept them, unaided and unprotected

by any other power, and a general improvement has been going

on ever since her independence. Whether that progress has been

entirely satisfactory, either to Hayti itself or to others, is not so

nnich the question at present, as whether it has been sutliciently

so to prove that freedom there has been and still is unquestion-
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ably superior to slavery, both in its bearing upon Hayti itself

and upon the general commerce of the world.

But with some the almost astounding exports of the slave

colony of St. Domingo, as compared with those of free Hayti,

afford ample evidence of the utter failure of freedom in that

island. It is indeed true that in 1S01 nearly nineteen mill-

ion pounds of sugar, and nearly forty-four million pounds of

coifee, besides cotton, indigo, and mahogany, were exported from

St. Domingo under the then reigning system ; and it is equally

true that sugar has entirely ceased to be an article of export.

But whether nayti is really ruined on that account, or whether

the general interests of commerce have suffered by freedom in

Hayti, is altogether a different question. That there was high

prosperity in St. Domingo under slavery is beyond all doubt

;

hence the splendid mansions, the glaring equipages, the luxury,

ease, and wealth, with thousands of slaves to pamper, feed, and

fan ; and in fact all this was the bliss which constituted St.

Domingo the " Paradise of Frenchmen !" So also in France, but

a few years before the last named date, greater wealth, grandeur,

or more intense refinement was scarcely ever heard of than was

enjoyed by those who then rode on the high horses of nobility in

the palmy days of the far-famed French aristocracy ;
but as tin's

pompous prosperity was confined to a few in a nation of nearly

thirty millions, and although now long swept away as with the

besom of destruction, yet it cannot be said that France is on

that account ruined. The hundreds whose prosperity related

principally to themselves have with their system disappeared

;

but the millions whose prosperity relates both to themselves

and the world at large remain, and are developing their ener-

gies with a continually increasing power. The case of Hayti,

however, is yet far more striking. Let it then be granted that

immense wealth and prosperity did exist in St. Domingo as o

slave colony ; but let the question be answered, Whose was it i

Was it not all the wealth of the white man, the noble, the aris-

tocrat of St, Domingo? Not only was the gold and silver his,

but the very bodies and souls of his fellow-men were his; their

energies, capacities, and their sinews were solely and exclusively

his ; they were neither for themselves, nor were they used tor

the general interests of the world. Well indeed might this

handful of aristocrats boast of their wealth, and make the whole
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earth ring with their prosperity ; and well too- might they whine,

and sob, and fill the world with their lamentations when every

man in Hayti became his own master. Truly, in the estima-

tion pf those who thus ignominiously wept, freedom in Hayti

is one of the grandest failures the world ever saw. But all this

relates to the white man, who, as we have clearly shown,

brought his ruin upon himself. Supposing the whole of France

to be ruined, will it really and necessarily follow that Hayti,

who is independent of her, is involved in the -same misfortune?

The question is not whether certain white French colonists, who
once ruled in St. Domingo, are now ruined, but whether the

mass of the black citizens of independent Hayti are in all

respects better, and whether they possess a better trade and

commerce with the world, now that they are free, than when
they were slaves ? One great part of the wealth of St. Domingo

as a slave colony was the black man himself; and it has yet to

be proved that, having become.free, he has consequently become

inferior. To answer this question affirmatively would go far

to show that freedom anywhere is simply a misfortune, and that

the true progress of humanity can only be judged of in propor-

tion as men are wise enough to become slaves. This, however,

has not been the reigning idea of Hayti, and most assuredly is

not that of Italy at the present time. The ruin, then, of the

few white lords who once ruled Hayti, and whose power and

glory derived their luster simply from the degradation, dark-

ness, and wretchedness then around them, does not involve that

of the tens of thousands who are now free in the same land. The

Haytien people, now as free citizens, are living under governors of

their own color and choosing,*and honoring, by an honest loyalty

and sound sense, laws of their own making, while at> the same

time the whole frame-work of well-planned and well-organized

institutions is daily gaining strength by the diffusion of educa-

tion and Christian principle. To reason that slavery, which

unmans both the master and his victim, is in any conceivable

sense desirable, would not only be an outrage on every naytien

conviction, but would be utterly at variance with the facts in

the case. In fact there is something noble in the thought that

. Hayti, with her free homes, her present onward movement,
and her future prospects, is now possessed, worked, and ruled

by men whose souls and character are such as to prefer infi-
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nitely to perish than to be slaves ! Truly, freedom in Hayti has

been no failure to the black man, nor has it been otherwise

than a decided gain to the general interests of the "world.

But if Hayti with her present scanty population, and the

innumerable difficulties which still operate within herself, as the

baneful effects of former unhappy times and circumstances of

which she was the victim, has already benefited herself and

others by her commerce and general improvement, what might

not have been expected from her had the numerical strength of

her population reached the seven or eight millions which that

splendid island could easily support ? These she may one day

possess, when by her further advance in civilization and pros-

perity, morally as well as intellectually and commercially, she

shall become the center of attraction to the still suffering

descendants of Africa in the United States and other parts

of the world. Hope looks forward to the event with joy,

for it must be supposed that ultimately thousands of the

colored race of America, who, though free, are in many ways

oppressed, will feel their souls swell beyond their present

limits, and, like their Haytien brethren, find it impossible to

live but in a free element, where man of whatsoever hue is

fully man.

Freedom in Hayti, therefore, cannot be shown to be a failure.

On the contrary, the proofs that liberty is the only true element

of human beings of every color are very apparent in this

" Queen of the Antilles," not only from what has been there

realized in the past, but from the promises of the future

under its present well-meaning government. This will be

still more evident when pure arid genuine Christianity, with

its life and power, shall be brought to bear 'upon the nation

at large, and shall have diffused its elevating principles

through all the ramifications of society. Much, indeed,

remains yet to be done in Hayti, as might naturally be

expected in a people of such an origin, and for whom the

Christian Church anywhere has cared so little. The poison

of Yoltaire and his school has spread its ruinous influence

through the better classes of society, and has thus in many
' cases thrown the reins upon the neck of vice, while the degrad-

ing vices of African superstitions have long been at work among

the uneducated masses of the people. Image worship, too, in
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tlic name of Christianity, has had its lowering effect upon the

nation, and the more elevating principles of uncorrupted truth

have been buried under the rubbish and smoke of incense,

beads, and relics ; but the way to better things and better days,

it may be hoped, is now thrown open. Religious freedom

reigns, at least for the present ; and it cannot for a moment be

doubted that the whole soul of the noble-minded Geffrard, now

at the head of the nation as president, is full bent on doing his

utmost to prove more fully than ever to the world that freedom

in Hayti is not a failure

!

Akt. HI.—THE CHRIST OF HISTORY.

The Christ of History. An Argument grounded in the Facts of

his Life on Earth. By John Young, M.A. New York : Robert

Carter & Brothers. 1857.

Among the multitudes of books that, plenteous as autumn

leaves, have fallen from the teeming press during the last dec-

ade, we have met with but few which we have perused with

more of unmixed pleasure and profit than the one named above

;

and yet it seems practically to have fallen stillborn from the

American press. And it is with the hope of attracting to it

some portion at least of the attention which it so richly

merits, that we have at this late day taken up our pen. Its

title, though aptly chosen, fails to develop to the casual reader

the depth and richness of the vein of thought contained within

its pages. In it we have, in fact, a new phase of the Battle of

the Evidences—an argument accommodated afresh to the ever-

shifting quicksands of infidelity. Human progress is never

continuous nor in right lines, and can only be fitly symbolized

by the movements of a ship when compelled to shape her course

in the face of adverse winds, tacking alternately to the right

hand and to the left, thus approximating slowly but surely to

the desired haven. This law of progress has been strikingly

manifest in the changing aspects of the contest which Chris-

tianity has been waging with unbelief and sin for nearly nine-

teen hundred years. In the outset of Christ's personal ministry
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on earth he addressed audiences who were fully prepared to

accept, nay more, in fact, did accept, not only the grand central

truths of the divine existence and providence, but who were

accustomed also to credit the reality of divine revelations and

supernatural interpositions in human affairs—who required,

therefore, neither a demonstration of the existence of God, nor

prodf of his power or willingness to intervene in the affairs of

men. On the contrary, they asked only at the hand of him

who claimed to be the ambassador of Jehovah that he should

present authentic credentials, fully attesting the divinity of his

mission. Accordingly we find in the ISTew Testament that the

Jews persistently demanded of Christ that he should give them

a sign from heaven. The battle of the evidences, therefore, in

that age was limited to the single issue : "Was the mission of

Christ attested by such supernatural signs as demonstrated, in

fact, that he possessed superhuman power? The unbelieving-

scribes and Pharisees did not discredit the possibility of such a

divine messenger as Christ claimed to be ; they only doubted,

or professed to doubt, whether in fact he had sufficiently vindi-

cated his title to such honors. The same, or at least a similar

state of facts existed with reference to the ministry of the apos-

tles. Their hearers in general did not question the existence

of God, (or of gods,) nor yet the power of God to intervene in

the affairs of men ; these they were fully prepared to concede

;

they only demanded, in fact, supernatural evidence that Christ

and his apostles were what they claimed to be. And this proof

accordingly was furnished to them to the fullest extent. Thus,

when John the Baptist sent messengers to Christ saying, " Art

thou he that should come, or do we look for another?" the

answer was, " Go and show John again those things which ye do

hear and see ; the blind receive their sight, the lame walk, the

lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised up,

and the poor have the Gospel preached to them." Hence also

it was that the apostles were commanded to tarry at Jerusalem

until they were endued with power from on high ; that is, with

not only the gift of the Holy Ghost as a source of personal

illumination, but also of preternatural power. Under such a

dispensation Christianity spread rapidly throughout the various

provinces of the Eoman empire, and soon, with the necessity

for them, miracles themselves passed away, and thenceforth it
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was left to human instrumentalities, backed and energized by

the silent yet resistless influences of the Holy Spirit, to sustain

and propagate the Gospel. From the era of Constantine, the

first Christian emperor, through the long night of the dark ages,

until the days of Luther, when mind awoke to a sense of con-

scious freedom and individual responsibility, men paid but little

attention to either the real or the formal evidences of Chris-

tianity. But the same spirit of inquiry which led Luther to

first scrutinize and then reject the claims of the Eomish Church,

led other more daring spirits to question the divine authority,

not only of Rome, but of Christianity itself. In other words,

the spirit of the age culminated in a revolt against, the principle

of a blind, unreasoning submission to authority, albeit that

authority claimed to be of divine origin. This reaction, though

excessive, was inevitable, and in its final results healthful, since

it led to an intelligent re-examination of the foundations of

Christian faith, and thus subserved the cause it was blindly

seeking to destroy. The individual conscience, stimulated by

contact with the philosophies of Descartes and Bacon to an

assertion of its native dignity and authority, propounded to the

dominant Christianity of that day the same question which the

chief priests and elders of the people had propounded to Christ,

namely :
" By what authority doest thou these things, and who

gave thee this authority ?" But to humanity this inquiry has a

deeper and a higher significance than that given to it by the cap-

tious Jews ; it sprung from the conscious awakening of mind to

some just sense of its own transcendent dignity and importance.

On the one hand, Descartes had propounded the fundamental

postulate of all modern philosophy, namely, that all specula-

tive thought must begin with an examination of the facts of

human consciousness ; or, in other words, he had affirmed that

psychology is at once the alphabet and touchstone of all valid

thought ; while Bacon, on the other, had proclaimed with equal

clearness and directness that all valid knowledge must rest upon

a basis of observed facts—that facts are, in truth, the integers

of thought, without which its processes are invalid and fruitless.

The one pointed man practically to the inward and the spirit-

ual, as to the true source of illumination ; the other directed

him to the outward, the material, the physical. Hence origin-

ated two diverse movements essentially complementary to each
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other. The one, traversing the path of a profound but one-sided

spiritualism, culminated in the hands of Malebranche, Leibnitz,

Kant, Fichte, and Hegel ; in an idealistic pantheism whose legit-

imate corollary is the modern rationalism of Germany, whose

fundamental postulate affirms man to be at once the absolute

unit, and absolute measure of all existence, real and possible

;

thus necessitating a skepticism which denies to revelation all

verity or credibility whensoever it transcends the limits of

human consciousness or human power. Strauss's "Life of

Jesus," therefore, was but an inevitable logical result of the

philosophical principles which its author had embraced. The

other movement, in the hands of Locke, Condillac, and their

followers, resulted, in England, in the skepticism of Hume,

which denied the credibility of miracles, and consequently of

all revelation, either as predicated upon, or as necessarily

involving the conception of supernatural interference with the

ordinary course of nature. In France it issued in a skepticism

yet more radical, which not only denied the credibility and

reality of revelation, but ignored at the same time the imma-

teriality and immortality of the soul, and the existence of God

;

in a word, it ultimated in an absolute atheism, whose highest

word of hope to its mad votaries is, " Death is an eternal sleep."

Each new movement of skepticism necessitated a correspond-

ing change of front on the part of the champions of the faith.

The question at this period was not, as in the days of Christ,

whether the divine mission of its author was sufficiently attested

by supernatural manifestations of divine power, but whether

such manifestations were either possible or credible? One

school of unbelievers boldly denied the possibility of miracles

abstractly considered ; the other asserted, with equal assurance,

the dictum that the value of miracles as an attestation of the-

truth of a divine revelation (were then- possibility for the time

being conceded) must be reduced to zero, since no amount of

human testimony can be deemed sufficient to justify the belief

that the laws of nature have ever been, for a single instant,

either suspended or reversed. Upon these issues the battle was

fought and won, and for a time it seemed that infidelity had

finally abandoned the field ; but with new modifications in the

domain of metaphysical thought new issues have arisen. The

influx of the high idealistic philosophy of Germany has devel-
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oped in the Anglo-Saxon mind, at once, a new want and a new

theory. Heretofore, in accordance with the more obvious tend-

encies of the Baconian philosophy as interpreted by Locke,

men have chiefly insisted upon the necessity of outward material

proofs of the authenticity and inspiration of the Holy Scrip-

tures ; but now, under the influence of a more spiritual philos-

ophy, they regard the outward less, and insist more earnestly

and persistently upon the necessity of internal evidence ;
" that

holy men of old (indeed) spake as they were moved by the Holy

Ghost," affirming, and we must think not without reason, that

if God has indeed spoken to man in the pages of revelation,

that his words should not only be attested by satisfactory

external proofs of their genuineness and authenticity, but that

they should carry with them also such internal evidences of

their divine origin as would appeal with no doubtful or uncer-

tain voice to the consciousness of the honest and earnest seeker

after truth. And. it is a remarkable fact, which should not be

overlooked in this connection, that more unbelievers are con-

verted to the faith of Christianity by direct appeals to the inner

consciousness, based upon the simple but sublime truths of the

Scriptures, than by all the labored treatises of all the learned

apologists of Christianity from the days of Justin Martyr until

now. Xor should we deem this to be a strange fact ; the same

God that created man originated this revelation, and adapted

it at all points to the structure of human thought. "When, there-

fore, under the influence of God's all-pervading spirit, this

divine Word is brought in contact with the heart and con-

science of fallen man, they cannot choose but vibrate at its

touch, albeit the smitten chords may return only discordant

notes where harmony alone should be heard.

In the work before us we have a singularly able and original

attempt to meet this want of the . age by pointing out and

developing to the consciousness of the earnest inquirer certain

pregnant facts in the life of Christ Jesus which indicate, not

obscurely, that in him dwelleth all the fullness of the Godhead
bodily. In the structure of his argument he assumes only the

general historic accuracy of the biographical books of the 3STew

Testament ; according to them only the same measure and
kind of credence that we accord to other ancient records, exclud-

ing for the time, rigorously, all that is miraculous, as lying
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without the proposed range of thought. It is obvious that

skeptics must, as in fact the majority of them do, concede thus

much to the believer in Christ. No issue can be taken at this

point save at the cost of encountering more insuperable diffi-

culties than any which could result from such admissions. The
antiquity of the records themselves cannot be denied, other

than by an absolute denial of the authenticity of all cotempo-

raneous history whatever. One of two alternatives therefore is

inevitable: either Jesus Christ was a real personage, and lived

and acted at or near the era indicated by his biographers, or

otherwise they have conspired together to give form and life to

an idea which never had an outward realization. No third

supposition is possible, and there is no room for rational hesita-

tion between the two. The difficulties involved in the latter

hypothesis are absolutely insurmountable. If such a character

never existed, it is simply incredible that such an ideal could

have originated in that country, in that age, and in the minds

of such men as the evangelists confessedly were in respect to

natural endowments, culture, and social rank. So little, indeed,

were they capable of originating such a conception, that no fact

is more apparent on the face of the several narratives than that

they were utterly incapable of comprehending the life which

they have so circumstantially described. The conclusion is,

therefore, inevitable, that the Gospels contain a real history, or

at least the history of a real life, however imperfectly its facts

may have been apprehended by those who observed them.

Assuming therefore only the substantial accuracy of the Gospel

history, that in a broad, general sense, the life of Christ is faith-

fully represented, our author proposes to forego, not only the

rich inheritance of evidences and arguments in favor of the

genuineness, authenticity, and truth of the Christian records,

bequeathed us by. the past, but with them also to waive for the

time all arguments that might be drawn from the inspiration

of the Scriptures, and to seek for the proof of Christ's Godhead

in his unique manhood, as it appealed to the senses and the

reason of the men of his own times. In a word, addressing

himself to the skeptic and the unbeliever, he says: "Behold

the man, he shall indicate and demonstrate union with absolute

Godhead. Such humanity as His is utterly inexplicable,

except on the ground of true divinity."
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This is a bold, nay more, a startling proposition, and sug-

gests at once the inquiry : May we indeed as Christians safely

abandon the bulwarks and strongholds of Zion, come forth from

the shelter of her impregnable walls and golden gates, forsake

the vantage ground of the lofty heights of the mountains which

are round about Jerusalem, and meet the armies of the alien

on the open plain, only inscribing on our banners the name of

the Lion of the Tribe of Judah, trusting that " in hoc signo
"

we shall conquer ? This is indeed a chivalric proposal ; if

Christianity may triumph here, it surely has naught to fear

elsewhere. But startling as is the proposition, right nobly, as

the sequel will show, does our author defend and maintain the

gage of battle which he has thus fearlessly cast at the feet of

the unbeliever and the atheist.

His argument comprehends three general topics, namely

:

I. A consideration of the outer conditions of the life of

Christ.

II. An examination of the work of Christ among men.

And,

III. An inquiry into the spiritual individuality of Christ.

Or in other words, he proposes to consider Christ in the light

of his human origin, his early education and temporal position,

his labors, including his own conception of their character and
significance, the commencement and marked character of his

public ministry, his teachings, his unity with God, his personal

consciousness, the perfection of his nature and character, the

motive of his life, his faith in God, in truth, and in the ultimate

success of his missions, etc. We need not say that in this

brief outline we are introduced to a broad and fruitful field for

earnest thought and profitable investigation. Yet' comprehen-

sive as it is in outline, our author has condensed his lucid argu-

ment into the moderate compass, of 260 pages 12mo. Be it

ours on the present occasion to follow him in this new and
hitherto untried pathway, that haply we may find in this novel

view of the life of the Man of Sorrows a new avenue through

which the heavenly light and love that ever radiate from his

spotless life may fall upon our minds and hearts.

If, then, we ignore for the time the miracles of Christ, and
scrutinize his life and character in their relations to the age in

which he lived and to the circumstances by which he was sur-
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rounded, we shall meet with much that is in the highest degree

strange and mysterious, which must be rationally accounted for

by any system of faith or unbelief which undertakes to explain

the philosophy of his life and wonderful influence upon the

world. Nor is it of the slightest use for the skeptic to deny

the historic facts of this life, for he must still, in order to vindi-

cate his skepticism, account for the influences flowing from it

that yet vibrate through all the pulses of humanity, and repro-

duce themselves in a myriad varied forms, moulding and con-

trolling the manners, customs, and destinies of nations eighteen

hundred years after their author had perished as a malefactor

on a Koman cross. Nay more, we must add, in order to be

true to facts, that this movement, after the lapse of eighteen

centuries, is not only acting with undiminished power, but that

it is in fact moving if possible with accelerated velocity, and

challenges for itself nothing less than universal empire. Nor
can its triumphs be justly ascribed to the ignorance, the cupid-

ity, the passions, or the prejudices of the multitudes it has

arrayed under its all-conquering banners. Its trophies of ran-

somed souls have been won alike in the palace of the king and

on the dunghill of the beggar ; in the halls of science and in

the cottage of the unlettered peasant ; among the learned and

skeptical Grecians, the proud and haughty Romans, the rude

Goths, the fierce Yandals, and the savage Huns. And now it

claims its myriad votaries alike from the energetic, practical,

all-conquering Anglo-Saxons, the acute and polished French-

men, the profound and plodding Germans, the quick-witted

Italians, and the grave and dignified Spaniards. "Wherever

mind has achieved its loftiest efforts and won its proudest

laurels, there this all-conquering faith has waved in triumph

its strange banner of the cross, emblem once of all that was

degrading, vile, and criminal ; emblem now of all the purest

and loftiest feelings and aspirations that thrill the mighty heart

of humanity. Whence then, we ask, came this wondrous sys-

tem ? "What is the secret of its power ? Is it a priceless legacy

that has come down to us from the darkness of a period anterior

to all authentic history ? Or is it a result of the combined

wisdom, intelligence, and piety of some chosen band of earth's

most gifted sons, who have consecrated their lives to the devel-

opment of this unique system ? Or yet again is it the crystal-
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lized result of the accretion of ages to some splendid, prophetic

conception of some transcendent genius, whose giant mind has

grasped, in the unity of its thought, all the elements of spiritual

light, which else had remained scattered and powerless in the

bosom of humanity ? Will any one, or all of these hypotheses

combined, unfold to us the secret of the triumphs of the cross ?

2so ! Its origin dates not back to the oblivion of ages without

a history. It is no slow stalagmitic formation accumulating,

drop by drop, mass, energy, and power. It came not from the

combined wisdom of a chosen circle of earth's most gifted sons

;

but, like Minerva from the head of Jupiter, it sprang forth, per-

fect and full armed, from the head, the heart, the life of Jesus

of Nazareth, the son of Mary. From what lineage then did he

spring ? At the feet of what Gamaliel did he sit ? From what

fountain of learning and science drank he in the inspiration of

that wisdom whence went forth this wondrous stream of life

and power, blessing and to bless, " until the wilderness and the

solitary place is glad for them, and the desert rejoices and

blossoms as the rose ?" Hark ! the answer. It tells us of a

lowly lineage, of a carpenter's son, of a cradle in a manger, of

an unlettered boyhood, of a laborious youth, of a brief man-

hood of labor, of an untimely and dishonored death, in whose

sad horns even his own chosen people cried out against him,

saying, "Away with him ; cruciiy him!" And yet we are told

that to this carpenter's son, this unlettered Galilean, this con-

demned felon, we must look for not merely the inception, but

also for the perfection of a system at whose approach empires

have faded away as the dew-drop fades before the glance of the

rising sun. Surely, surely, never was there miracle like to this

miracle, if Jesus of Xazareth were, as unbelievers and' skeptics

affirm, nothing more than man.

It is too obvious almost for argument that there was nought

in the outer circumstances of the life of Christ which will in

the slightest degree aid us in an attempt to solve this enigma.

There is in the record, if we exclude the miraculous element,

absolutely nothing to cast one single gleam of light upon the

mystery. His life stands out on the page of history as a unique

exception to the laws governing the development of human
greatness. It not only does not harmonize with any one, or all

of its antecedents and outward circumstances, but it actually
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contradicts them all. It is true that his virgin mother enter-

tained from the beginning exalted conceptions of the character

and future life of her son, which doubtless exerted some influ-

ence upon his mental and moral development ; but this influ-

ence, however deep and permanent it may have been, must be

deemed totally inadequate to account for the phenomena in

question. Aside from this, in the scanty records of his boy-

hood, youth, and early manhood, up to the age of thirty years,

but one single incident is recorded that even dimly foreshadows

his future life as one likely in any way to deviate from the

ordinary course, and this, the conversation with the doctors of

the law in the temple, was not peculiar to himself, since a

similar circumstance seems to have occurred in the life of

Josephus, the Jewish historian, whose subsequent career was

wholly unlike to that of Jesus of Nazareth. In any aspect,

then, in which it is possible to view the outer circumstances of

the life of Christ, whether we consider his poverty, his name-

less lineage, his want of scholastic training, the almost utter

obscurity of his early life, buried as it was in the shop of the

humble carpenter in the despised city of Nazareth, there is an

utter absence of all the circumstances which would, humanly

speaking, seem to be indispensable to the development of such

a character as he manifested to the world during his brief pub-

lic ministry. It is not strange, therefore, that the wondering

Jews, who were familiar with these untoward facts, should

have asked :
" Whence hath this man this wisdom and these

mighty works ? Is not this the carpenter's son ? Is not his

mother called Mary ? And his brethren James, and Joses, and

Simon, and Judas ? And his sisters, are they not all with us ?

Whence, then, hath this man all these things ?"

Nor was the duration of his public ministry—three years—at

all commensurate with the magnitude and importance of the

results that have flowed from it. • For thirty years he had lived

and toiled in almost unbroken obscurity, unknown and unnoted

by the busy world ; for the brief space of three years he pre-

sented himself before the world in fulfillment of his strange

mission, and then he died the death of a malefactor on the

cross. On this point our author well says

:

He whom Christians recognize as the Redeemer of the world

was only a youth. Whether his religion be regarded as a system
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of doctrines, or as a body of laws, or as a source of extraordinary

influence, it is passing strange that he should have died in early

life. His brief period of existence afforded no opportunity of

maturing anything. In point of fact while he lived he did very

little, in the common sense of doing. He originated no series of

well-concerted plans, he neither contrived nor put in motion any
extended machinery, he entered into no correspondence with par-

ties in his own country and in other regions of the world, in order

to spread his influence and obtain co-operation. Even the few who
were his constant companions, and were warmly attached to his

person, were not, in his lifetime, imbued with his sentiments, and
were not prepared to take up his work in his spirit after he was
gone. . . . He left behind him a few spoken truths, not a line or

a word of writing, a certain spirit incarnated in his principles and
breathed out from his life, and then he died.

Nor can the local circumstances by which be was sur-

rounded, and the tendencies of the age in which he lived, be

deemed less adverse than the elements of his early life' already

noted. His spirit, it need not be said, was truly cosmopolitan

;

overleaping in the outgushings of its philanthropic love the

narrow confines of local or even national sympathies, it grasped

in its all comprehending embrace the whole circle of sin-cursed

humanity. Yet he sprung from the lineage of the Jews, from

a race proverbial then, as now, for pride, intolerance, and

haughty contempt of the nations by whom they were sur-

rounded, and whom they were wont to dignify with the epithet

of dogs. From a race that was in turn despised by all nations,

insomuch that the very name " Jew " was, and is, a synonym
of shame and reproach. But even in these depths there was a

lower deep ; disreputable as was Judea among nations, Galilee

was sunken yet lower; and in Galilee, Nazareth, the city of his

abode, enjoyed an infamous pre-eminence in ignorance and sin,

until the question, " Can any good thing come out of Naza-
reth?" seemed to have passed into a proverb. Yet in the

bosom of this ignorant and degraded community Jesus spent

the first thirty years of his life, and thence, unheralded and
unknown, he went forth to proclaim the necessity of a life of

purity and inward holiness such as it had never before entered

into the mind of man to conceive. It were unpardonable for

us at this point to fail to note the relation, or rather, we should

Bay, the utter want of relation of these facts to the celebrated

theory which would resolve the history of the life of Christ into

Fourth Series, Vol. XIV.—-38
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a series of mythical fables, embodying the preconceived opin-

ions of the age and the nation in which he lived. How abso-

lutely futile such a theory is in the face of such facts our author

has well shown in the following paragraph :

With the utmost confidence we can defy contradiction when we
assert that these principles are incapable of being applied to the

facts named. . . . The outer conditions of the life of Christ were
not only not in harmony with the Messianic ideas of the Jews at

that time, or indeed at any time, but they were diametrically

opposed to them. We make bold to maintain that they were the

very last things which a Jew would ever have dreamed of con-

necting with the life of his Messiah. They are not Messianic ; the

most unscrupulous ingenuity cannot construe them into myths, or

make them harmonize with national and traditional fancies. . . .

Whatever be fable, these are certainly facts, and would have been
eagerly concealed if they had not been received and undeniable
facts ; and these facts are all that are now demanded as the basis

on which to found an argument for the true divinity of Christ.

Incongruous as were all the outer conditions of the life of

Christ with either the hypothesis of his simple humanity, or of

the mythical character of the records in question, the difficulties

attending those theories are, if possible, increased in a hundred-

fold ratio as we pass onward to a consideration of his work
among men. The first striking fact here presented is that the

unrivaled position which he gained among men was not the

result of either favorable or fortuitous circumstances, but of

the calm, premeditated determination of his own mind. Neither

the feelings, the hopes, nor the wants of the age pressed upon

or compelled him to assume such a position. His transition

from the obscurity of private life to the station he occupied

before the world was his own spontaneous, uninvited act. He
came forth of his own accord, and boldly challenged for him-

self the highest place in the Jewish Theocracy, distinctly assert-

ing his claim to the Messiahship with an earnestness and intens-

ity of self-conviction that obviously moulded and controlled

his whole life, and which found utterance in declarations like

this :
" To this end was I born, and for this cause came I into

the world." Nor can this conviction be attributed to a wild

freak of enthusiasm generated by the spirit of the age in the

ardent but ill-balanced mind of a youthful devotee, and kindled

to a sudden flame by the remarkable appearance and ministry

of John the Baptist in the wilderness. Had Christ been, as
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such an hypothesis must necessarily assume, only an imperson-

ation of the popular faith, which at that time was eagerly look-

ing and longing for the long-expected advent of the promised

Prince of the House of David, his conceptions of his own
Messianic mission could have been nothing more than a

reflection of the popular opinions of his day more or less mod-

ified by his own individual idiosyncrasies. But in fact the

very reverse is true ; in every essential particular his ideas of

the character and office of the Messiah were diametrically

opposed to those which prevailed among the Jewish people at

that time, or in fact at any time. They looked for an earthly

monarch and an earthly conqueror who should subdue all

nations, and make them but as hewers of wood and drawers of

water to the theocratic people. Jesus of Nazareth on the con-

trary distinctly proclaimed that his kingdom was not of this

world, but that on the contrary it was purely internal and spir-

itual. On this point our author well says :

The Messiah, in the belief of the Jewish nation, was not only to

be a monarch, but emphatically a Jewish monarch ; and the very

suggestion that the Gentiles in the kingdom of the Messiah should

enjoy equal privileges with themselves filled them with rage and
madness. Whence then originated this pure and lofty faith, which
overleaped alike the prejudices and the passions of family pride

and national influence, and looking upon the downcast, the

degraded Pariahs of all lands, said, " Behold my neighbor ;" upon
all who in sincerity worshiped the one true and living God, said,

"Behold my mother and my brethren?" Whence then, we ask

again, originated such a conception of the Messiah in the breast of

a man born, educated, and developed under such circumstances as

those that surrounded the humble carpenter of Nazareth ?

This question the skeptic and the unbeliever must answer.

But how shall it be answered ? We seek in vain for even a

possible suggestion, which, like the steel from the smitten flint,

might have struck fire from his lofty native intellect. In vain

do we search through the streets, the synagogues, the schools,

and the social circles of the ignorant and wicked city of Naza-

reth. In vain do we turn to the home of his childhood, and to

his virgin mother ; for however gifted she may have been by

nature, she was after all a Jewess, and shared in all the preju-

dices and prepassions of her people, as the unbelief of his breth-

ren James and Joses, Simon and Judas, but too clearly indi-

cates. Not less fruitless will be our quest if we turn to the
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dogmas of the learned schools of Grecian or Oriental philos-

ophy, were the hypothesis even admissible, which it clearly is

not, that in some perfectly inscrutable way he had acquainted

himself with their doctrines. Fitly, therefore, does our author

press the question at this point

:

Was Jesus thou, essentially, nothing more than he seemed to

be ? Was all this possible in the circumstances to a mere man ?

Above all, was it possible to such' a man as we have found Jesus

outwardly was ?

But the argument gathers new energy and power when it is

conjoined to a consideration of his public ministry. This was

remarkable on account of the boldness, the directness, and the

power with which he exposed and rebuked the corruptions, the

crimes, and the hypocrisy of the age and of the people to whom
he ministered. In his denunciations of sin he spared no class

or condition of men ; but it was chiefly when he came in con-

tact with the hypocrisy of the scribes and Pharisees, of the

rulers and elders of the people, that he dealt most sternly with

sin, laying bare to the world its hideous deformity and damning

pollution. His warning, alike to the hypocritical scribe, the

self-righteous Pharisee, the avaricious publican, and the hard-

ened sinner, was, " Except ye repent ye shall all likewise

perish."

But not content with tearing the mask from the face of for-

mality and hypocrisy, nor with exposing the hollowness and

corruptions of the prevailing modes of worship, he sought to

inculcate the principles of a purer and a higher culture, of a

morality based not upon outward forms, but npon the inner

life ; declaring that love, and love alone, is the fulfilling of the

law. "Witness the strong antithesis he draws between the old

and the ncic, saying :
" Ye have heard that it hath been said,

Thou shalt love thy neighbor, and hate thine enemy. But I

say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do

good to them that hate you, and pray for them which despite-

fully use you and persecute you." But it may be asked, and

the question is pertinent, Had lie no share in those sins which

he so sternly rebuked \ Did his reproving voice find no echo

in the silence of his own inner nature, saying to him, us Nathan

said to David, i£ Thou art the man ?" Had he no part in that

universal corruption which was permeating and destroying all
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the sources of spiritual life both in the individual and the

nation ? "Was there none, priest or Levite, scribe or Pharisee,

Sadducee or Herodian, to bear back to his own lips the bitter

chalice of severe rebuke which he forced upon them ? Was
there none to take up the bold challenge so defiantly uttered

in the presence of Ins bitterest enemies :
" Which of you

convinceth me of sin?" And the answer is, None! The

men of that age by their silence, and of all succeeding ages

by their words, have echoed back, None ! To-day, as in the

days of his incarnation, he stands unimpeached and unim-

peachable.

The first fact that must attract the attention of even the

casual observer is the striking originality, nay, even novelty,

of the views which he entertained and announced to the world.

Especially is this true of the one great central idea which under-

lies the whole of his teachings, namely, that of the establish-

ment of a new spiritual kingdom among men, called indifferently,

kingdom of God, kingdom of heaven, my kingdom, etc.

;

destined to subject to its sway all other kingdoms, and to

embrace within itself the whole human family, whether Jew or

Gentile, bond or free, Grecian, barbarian, or Scythian ; uniting

them together in the bonds of a pure and elevated spiritual life,

whose controlling principle should be supreme love to God and

universal love toward mankind. In this unrivaled conception,

it must be remembered, Jesus of Nazareth has neither rival nor

partner
;
prior to him no mind had ever risen to the conception,

of such lofty views of human destiny ; nor in following ages

can it anywhere be found, save in those lands where the Gos-

pels have shed their hallowing light. Nor was this idea a dim

and shadowy phantasm, vaguely apprehended ; on the contrary,

it was a clear and luminous conception, which irradiates the

gloom and darkness of human history and human destiny. It

includes within itself three grand leading doctrines which

Christ first clearly announced to the sons of men, namely

:

1. That of the existence, spirituality, accountability, and immor-

tality of the human soul ; 2. The unity, spirituality, and moral

perfection of God; and, 3. The possibility of a reconciliation

between the fallen, sin-debased soul and God. This reconcilia-

tion he deemed to be his own peculiar work, and the final cause

of his mission upon earth. Upon these doctrines it is unneces-
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sary for us to dilate here ; they are so well known to us, so

familiar, and so clear, that we can scarcely realize the fact that

the world could ever have been ignorant of them, or that they

should all have come, in the first instance, from the mind and

heart of a single individual. Let them then be compared, in

order that we may appreciate their originality and value, with

any of the rival systems which have contested with them the

supremacy of the world of mind, and their infinite superiority

at once becomes manifest. Mohammedanism, as a system, is

unquestionably immensely superior to any and all forms of

Polytheism
;
yet aside from the patent facts—first, that all its

better aspects are borrowed from Judaism and Christianity;

and second, that it is cumbered with almost numberless follies

and absurdities—it is found to be at variance in many parts

with well-established facts of science, and in many others with

just moral sentiments ; and will not, in any aspect, bear com-

parison with Christianity. Brahminism and Buddhism, with

their idolatry, Pantheism, and moral abominations cannot enter

into the comparison at all; nor can the claim set up by the

Jews, that all that is really valuable in the Gospels was bor-

rowed from the Talmud, be, for a single instant, admitted. For

themselves being judges, the Talmud is far inferior to the Old

Testament ; and if Christ's doctrines be not, as they clearly are

not, borrowed from the law and the prophets, the whole charge

must foil to the ground. But on this point let us hear our

author

:

In vain (says he) do we look in the Old Testament for the radiant

and overflowing benignity of the New ; in vain for the universality,

simplicity, and freedom that distinguishes the New. The doctrine

of the reign of God in the minds and hearts of all men is not found

there ; nor the uniform assertion of the pure spirituality of worship,

and of the purely spiritual nature of the great object of worship

;

nor the human revelation of the soid in its reality, greatness,

accountability, and endless life; or of that attribute of the divine

nature, paternity, which most of all endears God to man. These

belong peculiarly to the teachings of Jesus; and they exalt it

immeasurably above not only Talmudical and Rabbinical writings,

but even the divine oracles of an earlier age.

Nor is this superiority of the untaught Galilean carpenter

less manifest when his teachings are compared with the loftiest

efforts of the Grecian philosophy. Passing by all inferior sys-

\
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terns as unworthy of notice, how cold, tame, and lifeless are the

highest conceptions of Zeno, Socrates, and Plato, when com-

pared with the simple hut sublime words of Jesus of Isazareth.

Nor is the difference in manner between him and other distin-

guished teachers less remarkable than the difference in the

results reached. Christ is the only teacher known to man who
never hesitated, never doubted, never erred. Those conflicts

between doubt and faith, which so constantly agitate other

minds, he never knew; truths which others reached as the

result of long and difficult trains of thought, were to him as

facile as the most obvious axioms of every-day life. His knowl-

edge seemed to be intuitive rather than deductive, as if truth

was native to his soul, the normal resultant of his intelligence.

And if we analyze the sum total of spiritual truth now possessed

by the human race, we shall find, on the one hand, that no

single element is wanting in the words of Christ ; and on the

other, that the most important of them can be found nowhere

else; fully justifying the prophetic declaration of John the

Baptist :
" That was the true light which lighteth every man

that cometh into the world." Who then, we ask, was Jesus of

Xazareth \ His work among men, and the outer conditions of

his life, must be capable of being harmonized with each other,

for they were combined in fact. Skepticism is baseless and

useless here. There stands the record ; its antiquity and gen-

eral authenticity are 7iot, and cannot now be denied. There

stand its teachings ; if they came not from the mind of Jesus,

whence did they originate % It is incredible that the evangelists

could have originated them. There must have been some pro-

found mystery connected with this unique personality contra-

distinguishing him from all other men, and offering an adequate

basis for the explanation of these enigmas. It is not for us to

attempt to fix limits to God's power or prerogative of selecting

or inspiring seers or prophets whom he may commission to

proclaim his will to man. But whatever else Jesus of Nazareth

was, or was not, he was no prophet after the order of Isaiah,

Jeremiah, or Daniel. For when we contrast his words with

theirs, even in their loftiest nights of prophetic inspiration, when
the spirit of God had overwhelmed their personality, and they

had become but the unconscious mouthpieces of Jehovah, we
are still constrained to cry out with the men of old :

" Surely
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never man spake like this man." "Who and what then, again

we ask, was He ? Let our author answer

:

Jesus cannot have been merely human, and in all respects con-

stituted as other human minds are. In sober reason there is no
choice left us but to believe in an organic, an essential, a constitu-

tional difference between him and all men / in other words, in an
incarnation in this xinparalleled instance of divinity in humanity.
. . . The idea of incarnation in all its meaning is, indeed, incom-
prehensible ; but we can very distinctly comprehend that it must
be true nevertheless, because otherwise facts, of which we have
the fullest evidence, are absolutely unbelievable.

Here it would seem that the argument might be safely rested
;

but there remains one other point of access to this remarkable

and mysterious personage, to a consideration of which our

author still beckons us onward ; namely, to an examination of

the personal consciousness of Jesus so far forth as it is possible

to bring it within the scope of our observation. And for this

purpose it will be found that the Gospels furnish unexpected

facilities. In the outset we can but remark, his entire unity

or oneness with God

—

perfect, entire, and unbroken— times,

places, and circumstances, were powerless to sever this bond.

Alike in public and in private, in the temple and in the market-

place, in the domestic circle and on the lonely mountain-top,

the words oftenest on his lips were, "The Father," "My
Father," " God," " My God." And to the depth and reality of

this conscious unity we have his own direct and positive testi-

mony in words like these :
" My Father worketh hitherto, and

I work." " I and my Father are one." " He that hath seen

me hath seen the Father ; how sayest thou then, show us the

Father?" Once only, and that in the dark hour of his terrible

agony upon the cross, does this unity with God seem to have

been broken, and then it wrung from him a wail of sorrow such

as all his previous sufferings had failed to call forth.

Closely connected with this peculiar sense of conscious unity

with God, which no inspired prophet or seer ever possessed,

was an ever-present conviction of the unique individuality, and

the solitary grandeur of his mission, finding expression in dec-

larations like these :
" I am the light of the world ;" " I am the

resurrection and the life;" "I am come that they might have

life, and that they might have it more abundantly." Nor does

he rest even with words like these, but in a still more mysteri-
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ous strain, if indeed he be but man, he continues :
" The Son

of man hath power on earth to forgive sin." And again

:

" The hour is coming in the which the dead shall hear the

voice of the Son of God, and they which hear shall live." Nor

was this lofty consciousness of personal dignity and superhuman

power shaken, even for a single moment, by the pressure of the

most adverse circumstances. Thus, in view of his approaching

passion, he could cry :
" And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all

men unto me ;" and in Pilate's judgment-hall he could still

say, with calm confidence in the final triumph of his mission

:

" For this end was I born, and for this carnse came I into the

world." Even when hanging upon the cross, with death staring

him in the face, in that hour when, if ever, consciousness is

true to itself, he could still say, with the lofty calmness of an

unshaken faith, to the penitent thief at his side :
" This night

shalt thou be with me in Paradise." If Christ were but a man,

whence originated this superhuman consciousness? Was it

self-delusion or wild enthusiasm ? No ! It came from neither

•the one nor the other ; Jesus of Nazareth was no self-deluded

fanatic or crazed madman. "Was it, then, the result of hypoc-

risy, or of the wily schemes of an ungovernable ambition?

Yet again the answer must be, No ! He ever persistently

refused earthly honors, wealth, and power ; deliberately elud-

ing the multitudes when they would have seized him by force

to make him king. Will it then be said that it originated in

mistake—that he misconceived the voice of his own conscious-

ness ? Was he, then, also mistaken when he gave utterance to

the most momentous truths known to man ; truths, as we have

seen, that can be found nowhere else? This is incredible.

However else we may account for this mysterious consciousness

of divine power, we may not ascribe it to mistake. But why
dwell upon suppositions like these ;. they are at war with the

whole tenor of his life. No deluded fanatic, wild enthusiast, or

mistaken dreamer could have passed thirty years of toilsome

life in unbroken obscurity at Nazareth, and then have come
forth, suddenly, unheralded, and uninvited, for three years to

endure the contradictions of sinners, in a public ministry like

to that of Christ, and yet never have yielded, in a single

instance, to the infirmities, not to say the sins, incident to

human nature. Nor could an ambitious hierophant or schem-
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ing hypocrite have so vailed his true character, that neither

friend nor enemy, his own nor succeeding ages, should have

been able to tear off the mask and unvail the hidden deformity.

Yet to-day the challenge, " Which of you convinceth me of

sin I" which he so fearlessly threw at the feet of his bitterest

enemies, remains unanswered.

Nor was the motive of his life less pure and unselfish than

we have seen his life itself to be. It was not merely negatively

good ; on the contrary, he devoted himself to the work of bless-

ing mankind with a degree of self-forgetfulness and self-sacrifice

unparalleled in the history of mankind. He loved man, as

man, with a love surpassing that which the tenderest father

feels for an only son. Nor was this lpve an evanescent passion
;

it obviously moulded and controlled his whole life. Moved by

it, he toiled, he suffered, nay, he died, for his mission was dearer

far to him than life itself; that he could cheerfully surrender;

but the redemption of man he would not forego. Nor should

it be forgotten in this connection, that he distinctly foresaw and

foretold the calamities that should befall him. From the very

outset of his ministry, the shadows of Calvary's rugged cross

fell upon his pathway. " From that time forth," says the evan-

gelist, " begun Jesus to show his disciples how that he must

go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many things of the elders, and

chief priests, and scribes, and be killed, and raised again the

third day." Yet his faith faltered not. His friends might turn

away from him ; his chosen disciples might betray, forsake, and

deny him, even with baths and curses ; but with all these things

pressing upon him, no shadow of doubt as to the ultimate suc-

cess of his mission ever intruded itself upon his mind for a

single instant. Under the very shadow of the cross itself he

could say :
" And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto

me." Such was his assurance of a final triumph ; and it is only

now, after the lapse of nearly two thousand years, that we are

beginning to be able to appreciate that which he so clearly fore-

told, namely, the certain and final triumph of his kingdom.

What, then, is the conclusion that must be drawn from these

circulated facts ? It can be none other than this : he ivas, as

he claimed to be, divine.
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Art. IV.—CLASS-MEETINGS.

Treatise on Class-Meetings. By Rev. John Miley, D.D. "With

an Introduction by Bishop Morris. Cincinnati: Swormstedt

& Poe.

The Class-Leader\s' Manual ; or, an Essay on the Duties, Qualifi-

cations, Motives, and Encouragements of Class-Leaders. To
which is prefixed an Introductory Chapter on the History and

Scriptural Basis of Class-Meetings. By-Rev. Charles C. Keys.

New York : Carlton & Porter.

Publications of the Tract Society of the Methodist Episcopal

Church on Class-Meetings, and attendance thereupon.

MANY are the peculiarities of Methodism. Its ecclesiastical

system has no parallel among sister Churches. Its itinerancy

is a unique institution. Its financial arrangements are proba-

bly more efficient than those of any other denomination. Its

terms of membership, both as regards entrance and continu-

ance, differ in some important particulars from those of any

other religious body. The condition of entrance is simple, and

its simplicity is its glory. The only qualification demanded,

as a prerequisite of admission, is that the applicant shall feel

" a desire to flee from the wrath to come and to be saved from

his sins." Following admission to membership on this emi-

nently scriptural condition, is the obligation to "bring forth

fruits" corresponding with this desire. These fruits are enu

inerated by Mr. Wesley in his " General Eules," which have

been adopted by the Methodist Episcopal Church. The cata-

logue is comprehensive and startling— almost appalling; yet

the founder of Methodism insisted upon the bearing of these

fruits as the condition of continuance in the fellowsliip of the

Methodist societies, emphatically declaring of the General Eules

:

" If there be any among us who observe them not, who habitu-

ally break any of them, let it be known to those who watch

over that soul as they who must give account. We will

admonish him of the error of his ways. We will bear with

him for a season. But if then he repent not, he hath no more

place among us. We have delivered our own souls." If from
that time to this the Methodist Church had strictly enforced
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'that declaration, it would have exhibited another and yet more

glorious peculiarity. It would now have been a purer Church

than the world has seen since the time of Christ and his

apostles.

Probably no institution of Methodism has provoked more

criticism than the CLASS-MEETING. It has had its assailants

even within the pale of the Church ; while from other denomi-

nations, and from the world, the attacks upon it have been

numerous, vigorous, and persistent But it has been defended

with ability and success by writers of our own denomination,

and by great and good men in other Churches. Dr. Miley's
il Treatise on Class-Meetings" appeared some ten years ago,

and placed the whole question of the essentially scriptural

nature of the institution, and the duty of Methodists to use it

as a means of grace, upon an impregnable basis. Indeed, we
are not aware that any respectable attempt has been made to

answer its arguments. We do not see how any pious man or

woman, earnestly and honestly inquiring after the truth, can

resist the force of the reasoning on " the obligations of class-

meetings," contained in the third and fourth chapters of the

" Treatise." We should be glad to excite a new interest in

this valuable dissertation. The " Introduction," by • Bishop

Morris, could the author's permission be obtained, might be

published separately, in tract or other cheap form, with much
benefit to the Church.

Dr. Miley's seasonable appeal to the members of the Church

on behalf of the class-meeting was preceded by Mr. Keys's

" ClassrLeaders' Manual" The essay is able and exhaustive,

and the title of the book is no misnomer. The work is " The

Class-Leaders' Manual;" concise, yetcomprehensive ; instructive,

yet exhortatory and animating. A very valuable book of itself

is contained in Appendix B, (pp. 206-222,) on " the duty of

preachers with reference to classes." The publications of the

Methodist Tract Society, with the " Treatise " and the " Man-

ual," would seem to fill up the measure of teaching necessary

on the subject. They are Tract ~No. YS :
" Class-meetings

:

"Ways and Means of rendering them more animating and

instructive," full of excellent counsels for both leaders and

members ; No. 349, " Advices to the Members of the M. E.

Church," being an adaptation of Rev. R. Newstead's tract
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with a similar title, a series of thoroughly scriptural and affec-

tionately pastoral counsels; No. 356, "Do you attend your

Class ?" a searching, interrogatory essay ; and No. 369, " Ab-
sence from Class," a plain, earnest, familiar dialogue, calculated

to awaken to new zeal any who are growing weary in well-

doing. The members of the Methodist Episcopal Church have

herein " line upon line and precept upon precept," and at first

glance it would seem to be a work of supererogation to employ

the pen further in the matter. But years have passed since

even the latest of these publications issued from the press, and

perhaps even the reader will acknowledge, ere this article is

concluded, that a recurrence to the subject is not unseasonable

or unnecessary!

There is no ambiguity in Mr. Wesley's account of the origin

and design of class-meetings, or in his statement of his belief

in their utility and obligation. The Discipline of the Method-

ist Episcopal Church is also as explicit as language can be on

the last named point. Eespecting the nature of the institution

Mr. "Wesley says :
" Each society is divided into smaller com-

panies, called classes, according to their respective places of

abode. There are about twelve persons in each class, one of

whom is styled the leader. It is his duty to see each person in

his class once a week at least, in order," etc. The early prac-

tice, as proved by Mr. Wesley's own narrative,* was in accord-

ance with the natural interpretation of this language. The
leader was expected to visit his class-mates once a week, who,

for his convenience, were classified " according to their respect-

ive places of abode." This plan, however, was abandoned at

an early day, for reasons which Mr. Wesley has stated with

characteristic conciseness and force, and the members were

required to meet their leader weekly at a stated time and

place.

The obligation of the " members of society " to meet in class

6prang from the nature of the institution. The class was only

a subdivision of the society, and the society was a subdivision

of the " United Societies," which extended over the whole

kingdom. !N"o person could be a member of the United Socie-

ties who was not a member of a local society ; nor could any
one be a member of a local society who was not a member of

* Wesley's Works, vol. v, pp. 179, 180.
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one of the classes of which it was composed. This is so obvious

that it does not need demonstration. A member who habitu-

ally and voluntarily neglected attendance at class was regarded

as having withdrawn from fellowship with the society. So
held the founder of Methodism, and so hold the English Meth-

odists to this day.* With them, meeting in class and church

membership are synonymous terms, the same in practice as

they are in essence. The preachers are required to make
" quarterly visitations of the classes," in order to " renew the

tickets of members." These tickets, distributed in the class,

and as a token of regular attendance thereat, are the evidence,

and the only evidence, of membership, entitling the holder to

all church privileges in his own local society and in each of

the United Societies. The last quarterly ticket opens the doors

of all love-feasts, and is the member's " certificate," giving him
unquestioned admission and status in the society of any place

to which he may remove, or in which he may be temporarily

visiting. This quarterly ticket the preacher can, at the visita-

tion of the classes, withhold from any person whose attendance

at class has been irregular, until a sufficient explanation of

such irregular attendance is given
; and it is imperative upon

him to withhold it where the non-attendance has been volun-

tary and habitual.

The class-meeting, notwithstanding the importance subse-

quently attached to it as a means of keeping alive the spiritu-

ality of the members, was originally a purely financial arrange-

ment. The meeting-house or chapel at Bristol was encumbered

with a heavy debt, which could not be liquidated by ordinary

means. A weekly subscription of one penny from each member
was proposed, and some excellent and zealous* laymen volun-

teered each to collect the pence from twelve persons. In their

visits to the houses of the members they found that some were

not walking according to the Gospel, and were bringing dis-

credit upon the cause of Christ. These were reported to Mr.

* Among other "memorials" presented to the British Conference in 1861, was

one from the quarterly meeting of the Inverness (Scotland) Circuit, asking for cer-

tain changes of administration. One of these requests was that tho preacher in

charge be permitted to " return as members of the Methodist Church in Scotland

those who are regular communicants, but who do not meet in class." The answer

of the conference was brief, but explicit: "The proposed recognition of communi-

cants is not ia harmony with the connectional system."
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Wesley. His practical mind immediately comprehended the

immense value of this new agency as a means of spiritual over-

sight of the members. " This is the very thing we wanted,"

he exclaimed. "The leaders are the persons who may not

only receive the subscriptions, but also watch over the souls of

the brethren." Soon afterward he held a conference in London
with " several earnest and sensible men," to whom he explained

the impossibility of his overseeing all the members. After a

full discussion of the subject, they came unanimously to the

conclusion that "there could be no better way to come to a

sure and thorough knowledge of each person than to divide

the society into classes, like those at Bristol," under the inspec-

tion and guidance of men whom Mr. Wesley could trust.

" This," says our founder, " was the origin of our classes in

London, for which / can never sufficiently praise God, the

unspeakable usefulness of the institution having become daily

more and more apparent."

From the foregoing some important conclusions may be

drawn : Class-meetings were not a part of the original system

of Methodism. They sprang up incidentally, and providen-

tially as we honestly believe, as an adjunct. They had not at

first even a spiritual purpose ; but their evident utility, as a

means for preserving the purity of the societies, led Mr. Wesley

to incorporate them with his other agencies to that end. He
always regarded them, however, as a prudential measure only,

and not as among the " ordinances of God." Classes were

originally, and in the parent Church are still so considered,

only subdivisions of the society. Meeting in class was, therefore,

from the nature of the case, obligatory upon the members. It

was, in fact, the only true membership. The Methodist Epis-

copal Church has indorsed this interpretation of the General

Eules by incorporating it into its book of discipline. By no

legislative or official action has it released its members from the

obligation to meet in class " at least once a week," however it may
have neglected to enforce obedience to its rule on the subject.

Could Mr. Wesley rightfully impose this obligation upon the

members of his societies? The General Conference of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, from whose decision the Ameri-

can Methodist knows no appeal, by approving and copying

his example, have emphatically declared that he could. But
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another question has been mooted. Granted that Mr. "Wesley

had such right or authority over his societies, has any Ch urch

the right to make a purely prudential arrangement a condition

of membership ? The Eev. Dr. Miley makes the distinction

we have indicated by italics. He says: "Mr. "Wesley held

class-meetings as obligatory, and required of the members of

his societies an attendance upon them. But the matter was

different then from what it is now. lie did not consider hia

societies as constituting a Church, but merely as religious socie-

ties, the members being thus associated for mutual assistance

and edification. Thus they continued until after his death.

He did not, therefore, regard membership in them as Church

membership ; so that while he required attendance upon class

as a term of membership, he did not require it as a term of
#

Church membership." (Treatise, p. 71.) With all respect, we
submit that this line of argument would carry Dr. Miley fur-

ther than he would be willing to go. It is quite true that

during Mr. Wesley's life "the people called Methodists" by

the community generally were by Mr. Wesley styled the

" United Societies," and are to this day so styled in all official

documents. Some years ago the Eev. Dr. Dixon, in a sermon

(published by the Book Concern) preached before the confer-

ence, spoke of them as " the Wesleyan Church ;" and we believe

that more recently attempts have been made to induce the con-

ference to recognize the title. But that body, which is the

only legislature of English Methodism, has uniformly refused.

The Methodist Society is still the common and legal title of the

Wesleyan denomination. Even while Mr. Wesley yet lived,

the United Societies embraced thousands who held no othei

membership, nor did Mr. "Wesley require that they should.

Either, therefore, he practically regarded his societies as a

Church, or he fellowshiped with and admitted to Church

privileges thousands who were not members of any Church.

At the present day there probably are not ten members of the

Methodist Society in Great Britain, the British Colonies, and

the various mission stations who are members of any Church,

unless the Methodist Society is itself a Church. These are

some of the consequences which would follow from the distinc-

tion made bv Dr. Miley. The term "a Church" in the prose-

cution of this argument, means, in reality, only a denomination
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or branch of the universal Church, and each of these has the

right to make any prudential arrangement (looking to its own
purity and prosperity) a condition of membership within ITS

own communion. Of course such arrangement, to be binding,

must clearly harmonize with the spirit of the Word of God.

Dr. Miley, however, has fully established that class-meetings

do thus harmonize, and we turn to a more practical branch of

the subject. Possibly what may be said will be distasteful to

some ; but we shall not go beyond the letter of the Discipline,

an authority that we presume no reader of the Methodist Quar-

terly will dispute.

In looking at this whole subject fairly and honestly, we con-

fess that we have been perplexed and grieved—perplexed by

the strange discordance between the law and the practice of

the Church, and grieved at the little heed paid to the most

solemn obligations voluntarily assumed by both preachers and

people. We are indeed forced to the conclusion that, for the

sake of decent consistency, cither the practice of the Church

must be reversed, or all thai mates meeting in class obligatory

must be stricken, from the Discipline. Let us look at the facts

of the case. In addition to what is said on the subject in the

General Rules, adopted from Mr. Wesley, we have in the Dis-

cipline the following question and answers, chap, ii, § 3

:

Question 3. What shall be done with those members of our
Church who willfully and repeatedly neglect to meet their class?

Ansicer 1. Let the elder, dcacou, or one of the preachers visit

them, whenever it is practicable, and explain to them the conse-

quence if they continue to neglect; namely, exclusion.

2. If they do not amend, let him who has the charge of the cir-

cuit or station brine; their case before the Society, or a select num-
ber, before whom they shall have been cited to appear ; and if they
be found guilty of willful neglect by a majority of the members
before whom their case is brought, let them be laid aside, and let

the preacher show that they are excludedfor a breach of our rides,

and not for immoral conduct.

Prior to 1S3G the Discipline of the Methodist Episcopal

Church was in conformity with the practice of the English

Church, and gave no hearing or trial to the neglectful member.
The language of the second answer was, " If they do not

amend, let the assistant exclude them in the [presence of the]

society, informing it that they are laid aside for a breach of our
Fouktu Series, Vol. XIV.—39
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rules of Discipline, and not for immoral conduct." The amended

answer makes no difference in the character or penalty of the

offense. It does not in the slightest degree weaken the obliga-

tion of members to attend the class-meeting regularly, or of the

preacher to discipline them for non-attendance. Yet with this

law upon the statute-book, it is estimated that not more than

one fourth of the members of the Church are regular attend-

ants upon class-meeting. This is really an appalling state of

things. Let us try to comprehend the full extent of the evil it

indicates. The Church has a membership, exclusive of proba-

tioners, of, in round numbers, eight hundred and sixty thou-

sand. If the Discipline has been obeyed, not one of these

members has been received into the Church without a voucher

from a leader that he or she has " met in class for at least six

months on trial." Nor has one of them been admitted to

membership without solemnly, and in the presence of the

Church, declaring that he or she has " read our rules," and will

" observe and keep" them. The unavoidable inference is, either

that out of eight hundred and sixty thousand members, six

hundred and forty-five thousand have so far backslidden, since

they entered the Church, as to discontinue meeting in class,

and habitually violate a promise made under the most solemn

and affecting circumstances ; or that in six hundred and forty-

five thousand instances the preachers have been, and are,

unfaithful to their ordination vows. Either inference is, beyond

all power of language to express, painful and alarming, and

makes one fear that the Methodist Episcopal Church, the "good

old ship " of many a pious veteran's memory, has already drifted

from her moorings, and can only be rescued from the breakers

by a miracle of divine power.

Can preachers and people bear to have this sore thoroughly

probed ? Is there not a radical wrong, a fearful mistake, a

terrible unfaithfulness somewhere ? We may speak the more

freely because we hold that the present generation arc not

solely responsible for the disuse into which class-meetings have

fallen. It was left them as a legacy by their fathers. As the

case stands, however, a question of common morality is

involved, necessitating the conclusion, already stated, that either

the published Discipline or the practice of the Church must be

radically changed. Otherwise the consistency and truthfulness
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of the Methodist clergy and laity may well be called in ques-

tion. The Church proclaims its terms of membership in lan-

guage too plain to be misunderstood. It declares that its

purity is guarded with the utmost vigilance. It affirms that

in order to a strict supervision of its members it has enacted a

certain law ; that the penalty of disobedience thereto is exclu-

sion from the Church ; and that every minister it ordains is

solemnly pledged to enforce that law. This looks well, and

all men can understand the nature and extent of these dec-

larations. But what must the world think of the truthfulness

of the Church, and of the honesty of these its public declara-

tions, when it learns that three fourths of the members not only

"willfully and repeatedly," but willfully and habitually, neglect

attendance at class, and yet are NOT "laid aside for a breach

of our rules?" It is no justification or sufficient excuse for

such a state of things, to plead that meeting in class is a purely

prudential arrangement, and that the Church usurps undue

authority in making it a condition of membership. That is

not now the question. The Church from the beginning HAS
made it such condition. Every living member entered the

Church voluntarily, with tlue knowledge that such was the rule,

and of what was the penalty of disobedience. Having such

knowledge, he solemnly promised to " observe and keep " the

rule. Every minister occupies the same position. The rule

was there when he entered the ministry. He solemnly

declared before God and his brethren that he " knew the rules

of the Society " and would " keep them ;" that he had " read

the form of Discipline," and was " willing to conform to it."

One of the rules which he thus pledged himself to " conform

to " and " to keep," requires him to " enforce vigorously but

calmly all the rules of the Society."* He did not then believe

that any of those rules were based upon unscriptural usurpa-

tions, or he would not have promised to conform to them him-

self, or to enforce them vigorously upon others. If his views

have now changed, why does he hold a commission which

he can no longer conscientiously execute ? His vows are still

upon him, and he should either ask to be released from them or

pay them. And further, If the legislature of the Church no

longer means what it has said by its legislation, if it is no lon-

* Discipline, edition of 1860. Part 2, Chap. 2, Section 12, Question 2, Ans. 3.
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ger intended (tlie teachings of the Discipline to the contrary

notwithstanding) that non-attendance upon class-meeting shall

work exclusion, if members are to be released from all obliga-

tion to obey the rule, and preachers from all obligation to

enforce it, then, for the sake of consistency and truth, let the

rule be openly repealed, that both ministers and people may be

6et right before the world.

"With the fact before us that three fourths of the members
of the Church have long disregarded the rule with impunity,

some fear may well be entertained that it is now " too late" to

return to the original practice of the Church. Nay, still speak-

ing with all candor, it is not clear that anywhere—either in

the episcopate, the pastorate, or the membership—there exists,

to any very hopeful extent, an earnest desire to walk in this

good old path of Wesleyan Methodism. Nevertheless we
would plead earnestly for an institution of which the venerable

founder of Methodism said that he " could never be sufficiently

thankful to God " for having been led to adopt it.

"Why have we censed, to so sad an extent, to " observe and

keep " this rule ? We can but briefly prosecute this inquiry,

painfully interesting though the subject is. One reason prob-

ably is, the partial abandonment of the financial use of class-

meetings. Replies to inquiries prosecuted during the prepa-

ration of this article seem to establish the fact that attendance

at class by the membership of pewed churches is at a much
less ratio than that of free churches; and especially that where

the support of the minister is derived exclusively from pew
rents the attendance upon class is very limited, if indeed the

institution is nominally respected. These results were not

unexpected. When Mr. Wesley gave a spiritual use to class-

meetings lie did not abandon the financial part of the arrange-

ment. Nor did he do this when the difficulty that led to its

adoption had passed away. On the contrary he required, and

the English Conference still requires, a weekly payment of

money at class by each member, the minimum standard being

" a penny a week and sixpence a quarter." (Poverty of course

exempts any member.) These contributions arc for the sup-

port of the ministry. The same usage prevailed generally, we

believe universally, in the Methodist Episcopal Church for

many years. The preacher had thus a twofold motive for
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watching over the institution with jealous care. It is not

difficult to see that where he becomes independent of this

means of support one of these motives is destroyed.

Possibly, too, an error has been committed by some who
have been strenuous advocates of class-meetings. Too much
Btress, perhaps, has been laid upon their utility as a means of

oversight over members, and of holding them to strict account-

ability for their religious conduct. Undoubtedly this was orig-

inally the principal design and use of these meetings, for Mr.

Wesley has told us so. But the peculiar circumstances which

made them a necessity in this respect have long since passed

away. Our British brethren have wisely adapted themselves

to this change. For many years their argument for attendance

upon the class-meeting has been that it is a privilege ; a source

of blessing to the members ; an occasion of sweet and Christian

fellowship; a means of grace, where sorrows are healed, where

cares are assuaged, where spiritual joys are multiplied, and

piety is deepened and increased. "We incline to think that this

is the better and more persuasive line of argument.

It is probable that sufficient care has not been exercised in

the selection of class-leaders. Or it may be that the Church

has experienced a lack of men and women properly qualified

for the office of leader, and that in consequence the interest

felt in class-meetings has waned. We incline to think that

herein is to be found one of the principal reasons why class-

meetings have so widely fallen into disuse. And herein also

we find the hope that by proper care and effort the advantages

of the institution may yet become to us, as they were to Mr.

"Wesley, "more and more apparent every day." The qualifi-

cations of a good leader are peculiar, and it is probable that in

some periods of the history of the Church the supply of persons

well qualified for the office was not equal to the demand.

This is indeed known to have been the case. And it is because

the Church is now better able to supply good class-leaders

—

men thoroughly qualified for the work—that we indulge the

hope that, without expurgating from the Discipline the time-

honored rule that makes attendance upon class-meeting obliga-

tory, the Church will yet free herself from the reproach of

inconsistency between her law and her practice, her declara-

tions and her deeds.
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We have spoken frankly of the difficulties in the way of
returning to the old paths. Let us now say that those difficul-

ties are not insurmountable if the disposition to overcome them
is felt and encouraged.

The Discipline vests exclusively in the preacher the power
of appointing, as well as removing and changing, class-leaders.

We are not about to recommend any arbitrary exercise of this

power, or to advise any sweeping measures at which leaders or

members need take alarm. We suggest an initiatory step

toward reform which will not rudely disturb the existing order
of things. Let each pastor commence a systematic visitation

of the classes in his charge. If on careful investigation he finds

that the leaders are efficient, while the attendance upon class

is not what it ought to be, let him invite the leaders to meet
him informally to converse about and pray for a revival in this

department of the Church. If this is repeated a few times it

is morally certain that the hearts of his leaders will warm
toward their work. They will then be prepared to counsel
and co-operate with him, and the work of reformation will be
begun. The newly inspired zeal of the leaders will be commu-
nicated to the members, and the class-meeting will become,
what it always may be, " a time of refreshing from the presence
of the Lord." But if class-meetings have fallen into general

disuse in his charge, the strong probability is that the leaders

were either originally unsuited for their office, or have lost

so much of the life of God and of their first love as to be no
longer qualified for shepherds and guides in Israel. Then
another course of action -will become the preacher's duty, for

which lie will find ample warrant in the Discipline. (Part I,

chap, ii, section 3.) Let him select from amon"g the members
one or more men qualified in his judgment for the office and
work of leaders, and after conversation, counsel, and prayer with

them, give one a class-book, commission him to raise a class,

and appoint the other to assist him. Haply the other leaders

may thus be provoked to good works. When the new leader

has succeeded in some good degree, let the assistant be com-

missioned in the same way, and a third be appointed to assist

him, who will thus be gaining experience and preparing him-

self for leadership. We admit that possibly the old leaders,

instead of finding in these measures a provocation to greater
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zeal, inight take umbrage. But even this would be a less evil

than the religious torpor that invariably settles upon a

charge that has inefficient class-leaders and deserted class-rooms.

If the newly appointed officers are men of sound judgment,

warm hearts, active piety, fair intelligence, are " full of

zeal and of the Holy Ghost," and are well sustained by the

pastor, the work will surely prosper in their hands. One year

of such efforts, earnestly and prayerfully carried on, would go

far to wipe away the reproach from our Zion that three fourths

of the members willfully and with impunity neglect one of the

most important and distinctive of its rules. The pastor might

further help the good work by frequently attending the classes

himself, and this not always for the purpose of leading them,

but as a visitor. Let him occasionally take his place with the

members, and by his own brief, hearty, frank narration of his

religious experience set them an example of how to speak in

class—a lesson that we know to be greatly needed. He will

thus also be best able to form a correct judgment of the abili-

ties of the respective leaders, and to wisely counsel or encour-

age them. Too many of these forget that they are leaders,

and that it is their prerogative and their duty to regulate the

speaking and to give counsel. Too many of the members are

prone to assume the leader's prerogative, and diverge into an

exhortation to their brethren and sisters, and even to the leader

himself. Others again will employ, week after week, such ste-

reotyped language that if they open their hearts, as in class-

meeting all should, the inference must be that they have a

more unvarying experience than falls to the lot of the majority

of Christians. This practice inevitably makes a class-meeting

unedifying and wearisome. The leader has authority, and

should possess the courage and the tact to arrest this religious

speech-making. Class-meetings will grow in favor with pious

and intelligent people in proportion as they are simply meet-

ings for the statement of Christian experience. The best

classes we have ever known, embracing the largest number of

earnest, happy, consistent, growing Christians, have been those

the leaders of which have kindly but firmly insisted upon brief

statements of the week's experience, and have themselves given

6hort and pointed counsels in response. A more social charac-

ter, too, should be given to our class-meetings. Where the
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room is small, it is better, we think, that both leader and mem-
bers should remain seated, and converse as they would in the

family circle, relieving the posture occasionally by rising and

singing a verse of a hymn. Even in a larger room, where the

leader might not hear the conversational tone of a speaker, it is

best that the members should remain seated, the leader drawing

near to each member in rotation. Everything that savors of

stiffness or formality should be banished from the class-room,

which is the place where a Christian family ought to meet in

unreserved confidence and fellowship.

It has already been said that class-meetings are only pruden-

tial regulations. ^Neither in form nor name are they divinely

commanded. The obligation resting upon Methodists to attend

them we have elsewhere spoken of. Those passages of Scrip-

ture which have been sometimes quoted to show them to be

divinely commanded do not seem to us to warrant such a con-

clusion. These texts are not commands in any proper sense of

the word. They are but records of facts, statements of the cus-

tom of pious men in every age, which show that they often con-

ferred together on spiritual subjects, because they found such

intimate fellowship promotive of their personal piety and hap-

piness. Thus we arc told that they "spake often one to

another," doubtless of God and the things of God ; that they

" confessed their sins one to another, and prayed for one

another that they might be healed," etc. And everywhere in

the Scriptures there is an implied commendation of this custom

as being both the evidence and the safeguard of their piety.

The rule that requires attendance upon class-meetings only

requires that we follow the good example of those who feared

God in the days of the prophets and the apostles. They thus

" assembled themselves together," not because God had specific-

ally commanded it, but because they found great spiritual

profit therein. They had learned that by the use of such

means they more rapidly grew in grace and " in the knowledge

and love of God continually," if indeed they had not also

learned that without such aids they were in constant danger of

falling from grace. And what are we better than they, that we

should neglect such helps to the maintenance of spiritual life ?

Have we not the same fallen and perverse nature, the same

trials and temptations, the same hopes and joys, and fears and
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sorrows, the same needs and the same experiences ? And can

we devise a Letter means of keeping ourselves unspotted from

the world than that which the lathers in Israel, and the first

Christians, employed so successfully that it is commendingly

recorded in the sacred volume ? How can we better overcome

the evil that is ours by nature, and foster the good that is ours

by grace ? The great and gifted Richard "Watson says

:

It is by these blessed institutions (class-meetings) which so con-

stantly respect the end of all preaching and of all religious pro-

fession—the work of God in the heart—that the blind are led in

the right way; the penitent encouraged to the exercise of that

faith hi Christ whereby c.ometh salvation; the tempted comforted;

and all urged forward by the counsels of experience and the pray-

ers of those who are united in this interesting fellowship, to the

mark of the prize of our high calling.

Equally pertinent is the language of Bishop Morris in his

introduction to Dr. Miley's Treatise :

As to the peculiar institution of class-meeting, whether we view
it in its spiritual, pastoral, disciplinary, business, or social aspect,

it is of vast importance to us. Nothing, indeed, could supply its

place. ... It is a fact that cannot be concealed, or successfully

controverted, that the most faithful, useful, and influential Meth-

odists are most devoted to our peculiar meetings, especially the

weekly class, and most punctual to attend ; while the lukewarm,

worldly-minded, and disaffected are least disposed to enjoy the

privilege.

Attendance upon class-meetings is then a privilege as well

as a duty, and on this ground we entreat both clergy and laity

(in the choice of two alternatives that consistency seems to

require them to make) to maintain the standard of the Disci-

pline and enforce the published rule of the Church. Let them

choose this as incomparably the safer and better alternative of

the two. The institution has been an invaluable blessing to Meth-

odists. The pangs of a first sorrow for sin, and the joy of a first

love begotten of the knowledge of sins forgiven, alike prompt

to an attendance upon this means of grace. Whenever a gen-

uine revival of religion is vouchsafed to one of our own

Churches, the class-room is sought with increased desire, and

the class-meeting is attended with increased regularity. Even

in other Churches, wherein the class-meeting is not a recognized

institution, when there is a special outpouring of the Holy

Spirit, almost certainly and naturally, employing the word in
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a religious sense, the membership becomes "divided iiito

smaller companies," not " called classes," possibly, but similar

in design and spirit, and almost the same in form. One of the

bishops of the Protestant Episcopal Church, we believe of the

diocese of Rhode Island, introduced in the Churches under his

care a kindred institution during a revival of religion. It is

•well known that a pious clergyman of that Church in the city

of JSTew York has done the same thing. The Rev. Dr. Way
land, in a series of published articles a few years ago, openly

advocated the use of class-meetings in the Baptist Church.

The fathers of Methodism, both British and American, uni-

formly held that the class-meeting is the glory of the Church,

the crowning privilege of its people, and that attendance upon

this means was the best evidence of the spiritual health of its

members. Shall their sons hold the " blessed institution " in

less esteem ? Would not that be a confession that experi-

mental religion and the love of Christian fellowship have declined

in the Church ? And why should class-meetings be abandoned ?

"Was ever a man or a woman made a worse Christian by attend-

ance upon them, or a better disciple of Christ by non-attend-

ance ? Have not class-meetings saved Methodism from the

dead formality which has overtaken other Churches ? Have
they not largely helped to make Methodism what Dr. Chal-

mers, with equal truth and catholicity, declared it to be,

" Christianity in earnest ?" Why, then, is the institution fall-

ing into disrepute, and why are some advocating its abolition

as a test of membership \ Rather let pastors and people listen

to the warning voice of a venerable bishop :

Let no one under a mistaken notion of improving Methodism
seek to have this test of membership done away, unless he prefers

careless and worldly-minded professors of religion to living stones

of the temple of God.
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Art. v.—the sixteenth psalm.

INTEODUCTIOiS'.

§ 1. Is this Psalm Messianic f

This question is clearly answered by the apostle Peter in his

discourse on the day of Pentecost, recorded in Acts ii, 22, et

seq. :
" Men of Israel, hear these words ; Jesus of Nazareth, a

man from God, made manifest unto us [as Messiah] by powers,

wonders, and signs whicli God did by him in the midst of us, as

also ye know. This man, delivered by the determinate coun-

sel and foreknowledge of God, having taken, through wicked
hands having crucified, ye have slain : whom God raised up,

having broken the bonds of death, as he could not be held by
it. For David speaks concerning him, [in the sixteenth Psalm
saying,] I have set the Lord always before my face ; because he

is at my right hand, I shall not be moved : on this account my
heart rejoiced and my tongue was glad ; even also my flesh

shall rest in hope : because thou wilt not leave my soul in tho

condition of death, nor suffer thy Holy One to see corruption.

Thou hast made me to know the ways of life ; thou fillest me
with gladness with thy countenance."

The apostle then proceeds to reason on the above quotation

as follows: "Men, brethren, it is proper to speak with bold-

ness to you concerning the patriarch David, that he also died

and was buried, and his sepulcher is with us unto this day.

Being therefore a prophet, and knowing that God had sworn

to him with an oath, that [one] of the fruit of his loins should

Bit upon his throne ; looking forward he spake concerning the

resurrection of Christ, [in the sixteenth Psalm,] and that he

should not be left in the condition of the dead, neither should

his flesh see corruption."

In the same manner Paul also reasons in his discourse at

Antioch of Pisidia, recorded in Acts xiii, 35. He declares that

David, in the sixteenth Psalm, prophesied of the resurrection

of Christ, and not of his own resurrection. " For God raised him
[Jesus] from the dead, no longer to return unto corruption. . . .

Wherefore also in another place he says, ' Thou wilt not suffer

thy Holy One to see corruption.' For David indeed having
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served his generation by the will of God, fell asleep and was
gathered to his fathers, and saw corruption ; but he whom God
raised up did not see corruption."

Jesus, therefore, is the sole subject of this psalm, Peter
and Paul concurring in their testimony to this fact. So
we infer and believe; though many wise and good men
have maintained the view that the psalm refers loth to David
and to Christ.

Dr. Adam Clarke says :
" The contents of this psalm are usu-

ally given in the following manner : David sojourning among
idolaters, and being obliged to leave his own country through
Saul's persecution, cries to God for help, expresses his abhor-
rence of idolatry, and his desire to be again united to God's
people, 1-A; and declares his strong confidence in God, who
had dealt bountifully with him, 5-7

; then follows a remarkable
prophecy of the resurrection of Christ, S-ll."

Dr. Clarke further says in his " Analysis," at the close of
his comments, " Michtam David, David's precious jewel or
Psalm of Gold : literally to be understood of David, but pri-
marily and principally of Christ." Hence, according to Dr.
Clarke, there is first a literal meaning, and, secondly, a spirit-

ual meaning; that is, this psalm has a double meaning!
But in justice to Dr. Clarke, it should be said that in his intro-

. ductory remarks he declares with noble emphasis : " From the

most serious and attentive consideration of the whole psalm, I
am convinced that every verse belongs to Jesus Christ, and none
other:''

Dr. Clarke's inconsistency very forcibly illustrates the influ-

ence of traditionary interpretation upon his mind, and at the
same time the force of his honest exegetical sense. Even Heng-
stenberg, though one of our latest and best commentators on
the psalms, fails to rid himself of the traditionary interpretation

and of a double sense, and ventures to say that " David in

Christ could speak as he does here, with full right. Christ has

conquered death, not merely for himself, but also for his mem-
bers. His resurrection is the ground of our resurrection ; for

can the head fail to draw its members along with it ?" That is,

in plain English, David spoke of his own resurrection, thus con-

tradicting the apostle, who says, " David looking forward spake

of the resurrection of Christ." Nor does Ilengstenberg at all
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improve his position by saying that our Lord and his apostles

handle the application of prophecy in afree manner.

Our conclusion is, therefore, that the psalm is a prophecy of

Christ, or in other words, that it is Messianic, and in the sense

that it is all spoken of Christ. The rationalistic theory that it

refers to David, and David alone, I do not think it worth while

to spend time to refute, inasmuch as it is in direct opposition

both to the apostles Paul and Peter and to David himself.

§ 2. Is there a double sense in this Psalm ?

The view taken by many expositors of this psalm, that it

refers loth to David and Christ, fairly challenges us to consider

this question. According to our view it should be answered in

the negative. To admit that there is a literal and at the same

time another sense, called spiritual, or by any other name amounts

to a double sense. If a double sense, then why not a triple or

quadruple sense; and then why not admit the Rabbinical maxim

that " there are mountains of sense in every word of Scripture ?"

The absurdity of such an idea is obvious.

The view that there is more than a single sense at once opens

the door to all manner of uncertainties. Revelation becomes

enigmatical. The fancy of the interpreter becomes the rule of

exegesis. And revelation as a rule of faith and practice is

destroyed. It becomes a mere arena on which the fancies of

men struggle against the simplicity of the truth.

We object further to the idea of a double sense because it is

a principle utterly at variance with the fact of a revelation.

The Bible is a revelation from heaven to men of the divine

will in respect to them, and it reveals matters to them of most

solemn moment. It is for all men—for the rich and the poor,

the prince and the beggar, the learned and the illiterate. It

is necessary, therefore, that it be written in a plain perspicu-

ous style—not in enigmas or in words of a double signification,

but in the plain language of common men.

We object further to the doctrine of a double sense in Scrip-

ture, because we find no such thing in any other book. AVe

may lay it down as a rule, that, no writing designed for

human instruction could allow of such a mode of interpre-

tation.

In allegorical works such as "Pilgrim's Progress" or the
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"Holy TV
rar" there is not properly a double sense. These

works are prolonged illustrations of the spiritual life. They
proceed upon the principle of illustrating spiritual things by
what comes to pass in our outward daily life. For exam-

ple, when Christian falls into the Slough of Despond, the point

illustrated is the fact of despondency as a mental state. There

is no double sense. The meaning of the writer is simple and

single, and readily apprehended by the mind.

The same also is true of the parables and allegories of Scrip-

ture. Their sense is a unit and not double. Take, for example,

the story which Nathan related to David of the poor man who
had one ewe lamb. The story was designed to show to David

his sin in wickedly taking away the wife of Uriah. It is not a

case, then, of double sense, but a parable designed to impress on

David's mind, in the most vivid manner, a sense of his sin. The
sense is a unit and not double. And this is the case under all

other figurative language. The sense of the writer is single

unless he gives notice to the contrary. But there is no case of

such notification, in the Scriptures of which I am now aware.

We say, therefore, that if the eighth, ninth, and tenth verses of

tliis psalm refer to Christ alone and not to David, all the other

parts of the psalm refer to Christ likewise, inasmuch as the

reader is not notified to the contrary.

But it may be said that any ordinary reader of the sixteenth

Psalm would not even suspect that Christ was its subject ; or

more fully as Ruperti, quoted by Prof. Stuart in the Biblical Re-

pository, vol. i, p. 57: " Ifany one without prejudice, and endowed

with a relish for Hebrew poetry, and unacquainted with what

the Xew Testament teaches, and what ancient and modern
commentators have inculcated, should read the sixteenth Psalm,

he would venture to bet anything (quoins pignero contendere

oyusim) that such an one would scarcely find any ground of

persuasion in it that the Messiah could be meant."

All this may be admitted in respect to many readers whose

minds have not been taught to apprehend the spirituality of

the Scriptures. "Hacrit in litteris, haerit in cortice
,}—"He

that sticks in the letter sticks in the bark." This saying is true

no doubt of most readers—of all, in fact, who are superficial, and

do not trouble themselves to think at all. But it cannot be

true that thoughtful, instructed, and spiritual readers can read
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the sixteenth Psalm without seeing that there is a higher than

David there spoken of. "Would not every thoughtful reader

infer, as the apostles did, from the words "thou wilt not suffer

thy Holy One to see corruption," that this could not have

been spoken of David? For David died and was buried,

and saw corruption. To Jesus alone, then, could these words

apply.

We remark still further, that the objections here raised to

a double sense in this psalm apply equally to other sim-

ilar psalms, as the twenty-second, fortieth, forty-fifth, and

others.

§ 3. Vieics of the old interpreters, as Eusebius, Jerome, Augustine.

It is gratifying to find that these venerable and learned

fathers in the Church adopt the views above jn'esented.

Augustine says : "Oar King in this psalm speaks in the char-

acter of the human nature he assumed, of whom the royal title

at the time of his passion was eminently set forth." The royal

title referred to by Augustine is the title placed on tlie cross

and over the head of Jesus in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin :

6 BaoL?.Ev<; tlov lovdaiuv.

Eusebius observes, " that if the inquiry be made to whom the

things said in Psalm the sixteenth are to be referred, Peter the

apostle is a teacher worthy of our confidence." He then cites

the words of Peter in Acts ii, 29-32. After which he proceeds

to say that it would be superfluous to inquire any further to

whom this psalm is to be applied since we have the testimony

rnXacuvrov fidQTVQo^. " The Seventy," he adds, " have entitled this

psalm OT7]?.oypa6ia— inscriptio, monumental inscription, because

it contains the victory over death obtained by Christ when he

arose from the dead." (See Prof. Stuart.)

So also Jerome explains this psalm :
" The psalm pertains

to Christ, who speaks in it. It is the voice of our King, which

he utters in the human nature he had assumed, but without

detracting from his divine nature. David'means Christ. The
psalm pertains to his passion."

There is only one question further to which we would ask

the reader's attention before presenting the psalm itself with
our comments, and that is,
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§ 4. What is the meaning of )kb 1 verse 10.

The dissertation on this word, published in this Eeview, Jan-
uary, 1849, will afford the reader a full answer to this question.

After a lapse of twelve years I have seen no good reason to

modify the views therein presented. That view is that origin-

ally V^ir refers to the state or condition of the dead, without
regard to the place of either the body or the spirit. As a

secondary signification it sometimes does refer to the place of the

dead body as the grave, as when Jacob says to his sons, " You
will bring down my gray hairs with sorrow to the grave," (ik

:

:,)

and sometimes to the place of the lost spirit, or hell, as when
it is said, " The wicked shall be turned into hell," etc. In this

passage it is to be taken in its original signification, as denot-

ing the state of separation between the soul and body in death.

The Saviour exclaims, "Thou, my -Father, wilt not leave me
in the state of death." " Thou wilt soon reanimate my dead
body ! It shall not see corruption !"

Prof. -Stuart does not succeed in ridding himself entirely of

the traditional interpretation of the grave, though he comes very
near it. " Peter and Paul," he says, " both understood *>so

of the grave or region of the dead, and so the following, orixog,

leads us almost necessarily to explain it."

If it meant precisely " the grave," why does Prof. Stuart add,

"or the region of the dead?" He evidently had some misgiv-

ing that grave here was not the precise signification, though
he would fortify himself by saying, "and so the follow-

ing, orixoq, leads us almost necessarily to explain it." Almost
necessarily ! J I is sagacious exegetical sense was not entirely

clear. Prof. Stuart knew very well that there is such a thing

as cumulative as well as synonymous parallelism in Hebrew
poetry. He knew too that the Hebrew om very nearly cor-

responds with the Greek ipvffl, and that it must mean, if not the

immortal principle, at least the animal life of the Saviour in

verse ten. In either case he felt that it would be absurd to

speak of its being in or held in the grave. The grave cannot

hold the spirit.
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PSALM XVI.

CONTENTS.

Messiah, in view of his sufferings, cries unto God, and makes Jehovah hi3 "ref-

uge," 1, 2. His delight in the saints, 3. His abhorrence of idolatry, 4.

Jehovah his portion, 5. Tho redeemed his glorious inheritance, 6. Joyous

confidence in Jehovah, who will not leave him under the power of death, but

will give him life and pleasures for evermore at his right hand, 7-11.

TRANSLATION.

A golden song of David.

1. Keep me, God ! for unto thee do I flee for refuge.

2. My soul says unto Jehovah, Thou art my Lord.

My happiness without thee is naught.

3. As to the saints who are on the earth even they,

The excellent [of (he earth], all my delight is in them.

4. They multiply their sorrows, who hasten after another.

I will not pour out their libations of blood,

Nor will I take their names upon my lips.

5. Jehovah is the portion of my lot and my cup.

Thou makest my lot secure.

6. The lines are fallen to me in pleasant places,

Yea, I have a goodly heritage.

1. I will bless Jehovah who careth for me

;

Yea, by night my reins admonish me (to bless him.)

8. I set Jehovah continually before me

:

Because he is at my right hand I shall not be moved.

9. Therefore my heart rejoiceth, and my glory exulteth

:

Yea, my flesh shall rest in hope.

10. For thou wilt not leave my soul with the dead,

Nor suffer thy Holy One to see corruption.

11. Thou wilt show me the path of life:

In thy presence is fullness of joy
;

At thy right hand are pleasures evermore.

COMMENTARY.

Verse 1. ffij tiK35?. A golden song of David. So we pre-

fer to render this superscription. DrOJa is found in the titles of

five other psalms, namely, the fifty-sixth, fifty-seventh, fifty-

eighth, fifty-ninth, and sixtieth, and all of them are ascribed

to David.

Prof. Stuart objects to the translation of &TO?a by golden song,

because many other psalms having this superscription are not

Fotjrtii Series, Vol. XIV.—4.0
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more attractive, considered in a rhetorical point of view, than
many others. Why then the epithet golden ? But the sub-
jective condition of the critic's mind has much to do in fixing

his estimate of a composition. To our mind these psalms are

among the noblest of David's songs, and well merit the appella-

tion of golden. We take Dro>a as an adjective from era gold, or

tato, to conceal. So Aben Ezra, Solomon Ben Melek, Luther,
Gerer, Le Clerk, Gesenius, and others. Quite analogous to this is

Jj*tS5JQ, didactic, which appears in the superscriptions of psalms
thirty-second, forty-second, fifty-second, and others. Analogous
titles we find among the Arabians who call the seven Pre-Mo-
hammedan poems, on account of their excellence, Modhahabat,
that is, golden ; and the proverbs of Alii are for the same reason

called the gold of morals. Among the Greeks we find the xpvoS-

Z-T], the golden verses of Pythagoras, and the XPV°^L Xv&lmi- of

Democritus.

In tvt^ Lamedh is Lamedh auctoris as the grammarians say.

It is the Lamedh of authorship, and is the common mode of

designating authorship in the psalms. Compare the Arabic

i auctoris, in the titles of books. We may render golden song

of or by David. lijajJa is usually expressed, but sometimes
omitted. We find the same p on Phoenician coins, for exam-
ple, BSTXh, of the Sidmians, that is, struck by them, ^islb, of

Tyre. In the corresponding Greek Ziduvitiv, rvpov. See Gese-

nius's Lexicon and Thesaurus, art. *r.

*¥$$& Preserve me, God / Keep me safe, and from sink-

ing under the dreadful burden of the world's guilt. For it is

to be borne in mind that it is the Saviour who speaks. David
is only his amanuensis. It is his prayer in distress, as in the

Garden of Gethsemane. Then he said unto his disciples, " My
soul is exceeding sorrowful, even unto death ; remain here and

watch with me, and going forward a little he fell upon his face,

praying." Matt, xxvi, 37, 38.

•^ tVpcn, I have trusted in thee, does not give the full mean-

ing of the Hebrew, non, to flee to a place of refuge, as J udg.

ix, 15 ; Isa. xxx, 2 ; Psa. lvii, 2 ; lxi, 5.

Yerse 2. tftJ?*, Thou sayest. 2d pers. fern, of the praeter

tense. Why in the feminine ? Every Hebrew student will at

once think of "pp:, my soid, as the nominative. Thou, my
soul, sayest unto Jehovah, Thou art my Lord. Notice the
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emphasis, MY Lord thou. It is the human soul of the Messiah

speaking. ''rGitt. my happiness is naught beyond thee; that is,

I delight in nothing besides thee.

roio nni, to see good, to enjoy prosperity. Happiness is a phrase

of frequent occurrence. See Job ix, 25 ; xxii, 21 ; Eccl. v, 1, 7.

The suggestion of Prof. Stuart, that it refers to God as the

source of joy or happiness, is not sustained by the Hebrew
usage.

*p|$ besides thee. This signification of J>» is at first view

difficult. The original and usual signification of it is upon,

over. From the meaning over we often have the associated

idea of surpassing, going beyond, like the Latin super oinncs,

supra modum, English over and above, besides, as Gen. xlviii,

22: I give thee aportion of land, ^pna *>?, above thy brethren.

Hence we render ^ in this clause over and above, or besides

Thee my happiness is nothing ; that is, in this hour of distress

and calamity God alone is my help and my joy. See Gesenius's

Lexicon.

In accordance with this view is the version of Symmachus

:

dyadov \ioi 6vkctu) avev oov, Ihave no hapjnncss vnthout Thee. So

Jerome in his version, Bene mihi non est sine te. So Syriac

and the Targum.

IV? ^ ut^tyflfo a? "C^, my happiness is not given except by

thee. So also the best German critics, as Hengstenberg, who
aptly compares Exod. xx, 3 : Thou shalt have no other gods

besides me, 12s ??, in addition to me. The doctrine of the

passage is, that there is ever a divine and loving union between

the Father and the Son.

Terse 3. Bisrsfci, as to the saints, do dyioi of the 2vew Testa-

ment. )> is like the Greek Kara before an accusative, as to. *ip'»

•fnso, who are in the earth, in distinction from those in heaven,

nsrj is emphatic. The pronoun is thus frequently added for

the sake of emphasis. See Xordheimer's Grammar, sec. S51.

"••n^-K, the excellent of; supply, y-,:*
7

from the preceding arixog, the

excellent of the earth, all my delight is in them. This term,

the excellent, and the subsequent clause, all my delight is in

them, are beautifully expressive of Christ's love for the Church.
" The Church of God, which he hath purchased with his own
blood." Acts xx, 2S.

Verse 4. The fourth verse is a protest against idolatry, and is
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appropriate, as the Saviour is to destroy the beast and the false

prophet, that is, idolatry and its unsanctified "wisdom. Rev. xvi.

They multiply their sorrows [who] hasten after another [God.]

trCSS sorrows. Gesenius has given this word the signification

of idols. But his translator, Dr. Robinson, has very properly

corrected him, and remarks that it elsewhere signifies sorrows

;

and it is better so to take it here as English version, Many are

their so7irows, etc. Gesenius cites no other passage with this

sense.

in» another. The context shows that the noun to which this

adjective belongs is God, as Jehovah is the object of Messiah's

love, so he should be the Object of the love of all the saints,

and they who hasten after another god than Jehovah multi-

ply their sorrows. The meaning no other way, insisted on

by Prof. Stuart, does not seem to us so appropriate, nor in equal

accordance with the context, and besides it is found nowhere

else.

^nntt. The reasoning of Hengstenberg, going to show that

this word means topurchase a ivife, is very plausible, but not

sufficiently sustained by parallel passages. TVe prefer, there-

fore, to retain the common signification of hasten. The usual

meaning of words should not be abandoned without the clear-

est necessity.

OTtt tatT^oa Ipsar^ / vnll not pour out their libations of

Mood. " Libations of wine were a part of the daily offerings

made to the true God. Kum. v, 5, 7, 10. But libations of

blood, frequently of human blood, as is well known, were and

still are made by very many of the idolatrous heathen."

—

Stuart.

Yerse 5. On the contrary, Jehovah is the portion of my lot

and my cup. Compare Num. xviii, 20 : The Lord spake

unto Aaron ... I am thy part and thy inheritance among the

children of Israel. (See Deut. x, 9 ; xviii, 1, 2.)

The beautiful expression, The Lord is my cup, is elsewhere

used, as in Psalm xi, G. My cup runneth over. Psalm xxii, 5.

" The Lord is for his people a cup which is never empty, and

never suffers them to become thirsty, the source of all good."

—

Kengstenljcrg.

tpto'in rtFa, Thou art the supporter of my lot. 'spfcnn is the

present participle after the analogy of a'tio. So Gesenius,
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whom I prefer to Hengstenberg, who would make it a Hiphil,

from *^ • but this root is not found in Hebrew.

Verse 6. b^sf-—s^n, The lines havefallen to me in pleas-

ant places. The word Jen line, measuring line, by which land

was marked out or apportioned. Hence metaphorically inherit-

ance, as here.

s&Wj havefallen, in reference to the custom of dividing her-

itages by lot. Compare Josh, xvii, 5 ; Amos vii, IT.

Verse 1. *;'25*—l^zx, I ivill lless Jehovah who carethfor me.

The connection with the previous verses is this : God the father

has given his Son a goodly heritage in the Church, redeemed

out of a sinful world. Xow I will bless him who has thus

counseled for me, or caredfor me. y?^ not only to give coun-

sel, but to give it with a loving interest. See Psalm xxxii, 8.

I will instruct and teach thee the way thou shouldst go. /
will counsel thee with my eyes. So the participial noun. Isa.

ix, 5. His name shall be called counselor.

Wr^to—1)», surely by night my reins admonish me [to bless

Jehovah.] *rp^, reins, inward parts / hence mind, soul, often

associated with iV as Jer. xi, 20. " God trieth the reins and

the heart."' How beautifully this foreshadows the fact of our

Saviour's continuing during the night seasons in the offering of

prayer. Luke vi, 12.

Verse 8. T»terj—^n^vi, I set Jehovah before me always, as my
protection and support. In the garden Jehovah sustained the

agonizing Saviour, on the morning of the third day he raised

him from the dead, and he shall see the travail of his soul and

be satisfied.

BTS8—^:. because he is at my right hand I shall not be

moved. The right hand is the place of honor and of protection.

The queen is at the right hand of the king. Psalm xlv. The saints

are on the right hand of the Father,- while the wicked are on

his left. The Saviour contemplated his sufferings with calm-

ness because Jehovah was at his right hand. He should not

only be sustained in suffering, but should reap a glorious

reward. "For thejoy that loos set before him he endured the

cross, despised the shame, and is forever set down at the right

hand of God/' Hence follow the joyful anticipations of the

following verses.

Verse 9. *y.-f
—

f:), therefore my heart is glad and my glory
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rejoices.
m?£Q

i
the soul, as it is here parallel with :£>, as in Gen.

xlix, 6, where it is joined with a feminine like r&3. So Psalm
xxx, 13 : That my glory [soul] may sing praise unto thee.

Psalm lvii, 8 : Awake my glory, that is, my soul. Psalm
cviii, 1 : I icill sing and give praise, even with my glo?v/, that is,

spirit.

iSuKrE)^ yea, my flesh shall rest in hope. How shall we inter-

pret " my flesh V Is it synonymous with si in the previous

otixos; or is this parallel cumulative, and "my flesh" to be

taken literally ? I answer in the affirmative. Hengstenberg

dissents.

Yerse 10. Jrisrtji

—

^ for thou, my God, my portion, and

my cur;—thou who makest my lot glorious, wilt not leave my
soul to sheol. "What is the meaning of Sriaffl ? Is it the grave?

If BKj the soid, or the animal life, then how can it mean

"the grave?" How can the soul or the me be confined in the

grave ? This meaning, therefore, we abandon as inconsistent

with the context. Neither can it mean the world of the lost,

for there is no evidence of Scripture that Christ went to the

world beneath. See introduction, and this Review, Jan., 1849,

pp. Y9, SO.

i'sr, then, we take to mean "the dead," or the "condition

of the dead ;" and we render, Thou wilt not leave my soul to

the dead, or in the condition of those who are dead. On the

morning of the third day my soul shall rise again and be

reunited to its own body, and in glorious triumph it shall exult

over death.

rnr—^rn ^, nor wilt thou permit thy Holy One to see cor-

ruption. The " Holy One " is Christ. He shall not see cor-

ruption. So the apostles Peter and Paul. See' introduction.

Much controversy has arisen in regard to the word *pTDh, thy

Holy One. As it stands in the .text it is in the plural. The

Masorites have given it in the margin in the singular. So the

Septuagint, Peter and Paul, the Chaldee, Syriac, Vulgate, Ara-

bic, Ethiopia, Jerome, the Talmud of Babylon, and ancient

rabbies. Still all these may have been influenced by the Sep-

tuagint, and the reading found in the text may, after all, be the

true one. May it not then be a simple pluralis excellent!®, as

many other names of the divine person, as tfTiJa^ ^"is, h~3.

(See Xordheimer's Gram., sec. 553.)
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Yerse 11. b^n rrYa ^ypn, thou wilt show me the path of

life. Thou, O Jehovah, wilt make me to enjoy the way of

life—the blessedness of heaven—as the Redeemer of a lost

world.

*pgs—3>afej fullness of joy is in thy presence. But where is

that presence ? It is in the world of the blessed, when God
unfolds his glory.

sjffc^ at thy right hand, where the Son of God has forever

set down, are pleasures evermore. Thus we are taught, not

only the resurrection, but also the ascension of our Lord.

In conclusion, I have only to observe that from the interpre-

tation given by the apostles Peter and Paul of the last three

verses, it follows that the previous part of the psalm must be

understood of the same person, otherwise all congruity and

consistency are destroyed, and all the Philistines of a double

sense are at once upon us.'

Art. VI.—MAINE DE BIRAN AND IIIS PHILOSOPHY.

TRANSLATED FROM THE REVUE CHRETIENNE.

(Euvres Ineditcs De Maine de Biran, publiees par Ernest Naville,

avee la collaboration de Marc Debrit. 3 vols., 8vo. Pp. 1,383.

1859.

Inedited Works ofMaine de Biran, published by Ernest Naville,

with the co-operation of Marc Debrit. 3 vols., 8vo. Pp. 1,383.

1859.

Maine de Biran is one of those men whose reputation has

continually increased, because the age which disregarded his first

productions has but gradually realized the influence which they

have exercised on the progress of ideas and the general advance

of the French mind. The same fortune of his works, published

as they were at long intervals, and mostly after his decease, has

in no small degree contributed to excite our curiosity, and to

increase our sympathy for a solitary thinker, who, from his

early obscurity, has arisen upon us little by little in his principal

features and under forms so varied. The progressive history of

this rare genius reproduces, as in epitome, the gradual develop-
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ment of the minds of our times ; and by a marvelous coincidence
the first of these two histories has only been known as it un-
folded the second in its three principal periods. The philosophy
of the nineteenth century, upon its,first appearance, assumed the
empirical, sensual, and at the same time materialistic direction

which had prevailed in the preceding century ; but in its second
phase, paying a listening ear to the eloquent interpreters of
spiritualism, it discarded the imitation of Locke and of Condillac
for that of Plato and Descartes ; in short, obeying its secret

instincts, and at the same time listening to the lessons of expe-
rience and history, it has accomplished its third evolution by
approaching, timidly at first, but with a decidedly increasing
interest, the moral and religious questions which attach them-
selves to the study of Christianity. The mind of M. de Biran
underwent the same changes ; it attached itself successively to the
ideology of Condillac, to the reaction of spiritualism, and to the
meditation of the Gospel. It expressed, it summed up, so to

speak, the three successive movements of cotemporaneous
science ; and after having forcibly co-operated in a species of
philosophical revival in our country, it came to associate itself

in some sort with our present religious awakening.
When M. de Biran expired in 1824, at the age of fifty-eight

years, small was the number of his friends who felt the foss

that French philosophy incurred in his death. Among his

friends were reckoned Koyer Collard, Ampere, Stapfer, Guizot,
Y. Cousin

;
and one of them—Boyer Collard—said boldly, "He

is our master in all things." Another, the wise M. Stapfer,

declared that his death was a calamity, and summed up all his

regrets with this declaration: "I conceive that religious philos-

ophy has need of M. de Biran." The public had not been
wont to hold this philosopher in so great esteem ; it had known
but little of him except in his Memoir on Jlahit, printed in

1803, and which, excepting some expressions of dissent then

imperceived, seemed to reproduce, faithfully enough, the doc-

trines of Condillac. It was scarcely two years after his death,

thanks to the most eminent of his disciples, the name of M. de
Biran, arising from its semi-obscurity, was hailed as that of one
of the founders of the new philosophy. M. Cousin in publish-

ing for the first time, in 1S34, the Considerations on the Relations

of the Physical and Moral of Man, preceded it by one of those
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fine prefaces, of which he alone possesses the secret, and was
enabled to fix the attention of the world of letters on the man
whom he had often proclaimed his master, and the greatest meta-

physician who had honored France since 2Talebranche. More
recently, in 1S41, the illustrious editor, wishing to complete his

labor, prepared in four volumes the principal works of M. de

Biran known to him ;
and philosophers believed that they pos-

sessed all the elements of a definitive judgment on this free and
rigorous intellect ; which, at first enchained by the ideologic sen-

sualism of Condillac, had been rescued by his own reflections

and put off a yoke unworthy of it, and who, after having rejected

the prejudices by which it had been nourished, knew how, as

we may say, to draw from its own substance a new and fruitful

doctrine. Men admired this happy beginning, this thought so

profound and strong, and the new school adopted for one of its

founders the man whom M. Cousin persisted in calling the first

metaphysician of his time.

But the work of the philosopher was not yet entirely known.

The most of his productions, and in certain respects the most

important, were inedited, and in danger of falling into obscur-

ity, if a man of noble nature, M. Francois Naville, of Geneva,

had not applied himself, with a wonderful perseverance, at first

to discover, and then to prepare for publication, a great work
on Psychology, on which he knew that M. de Biran had occu-

pied himself for many years, and which all the world, except

himself, had believed lost. The ardor of the venerable Gene-

vese pastor would perhaps have been still greater had he known
the progress made by M. de Biran ; had he known that, after

having broken with the philosophy of sensation in the name of

the moral liberty of man, he had taken one step more in con-

ceding to man, above the sensitive or animal life, above the

human life properly so called, a divine or religious life, which

was no other than the Christian life. Such are the facts deci-

sively demonstrated by this publication of M. Ernest iSTaville, a

worthy successor of his father in the pious work of re-establish-

ing the thought of a great philosopher, and of restoring to his

memory all the luster of which it is worthy.

The unpublished works of M. de Biran, which have at last

come to light, are, 1. The Essays on the Principles of Psychol-

ogy, which, with a General Introduction of the editor, compose
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the first two volumes ; 2. Many writings or fragments compos-

ing the third volume, the most important of which are entitled

New Essays on Anthropology, and are a valuable discovery of

the last editor, and the unexpected fruits of his labor and perse-

verance. It is in this last work that M. de Biran has laid down

the results of his lofty meditations, and it is especially here that

he teaches his - Christian philosophy. Unhappily, the New
Essays have been but merely sketched out, and some of them

in part only, and they have reached us in a deplorable state of

mutilation. The thoughts of the author had then a great need

of an interpreter and commentator. "We find this indispensa-

ble commentary in the General Introduction of the Editor.

But this is not the only nor the principal merit of the work.

It has others better suited to most readers of tins Keview. The

chief fragment contains not only a philosophical and religious

history of an eminent thinker, but it is above all destined to

demonstrate a thesis of general interest, namely, that faith does

not exclude philosophy, and that our reason and our conscience

may lead us by degrees to a free acknowledgment of the truths

of Christianity. From the history of M. de Biran the transi-

tion to the examination of this grave question was easy ; for if

it is true that a spirit so bold, and which has proceeded so far

and so deeply in metaphysical speculation, has been led by that

same philosophy even into the arms of faith, just as in olden

times was the case with St. Augustine, does not this excellent

example brilliantly confirm the hopes of those who in our day

seek peace of spirit in the union of liberal science with the

Christian religion i So M. Naville believed, for he starts from

this remarkable experience to establish, by the aid of reasoning

and of history, the possibility and legitimacy of Christian phi-

losophy. In the following pages we shall examine how M.

Naville has acquitted himself of his double task. We will study

in him at first an interpretation of M. de Biran, since the Chris-

tian desires to show the harmony of all his convictions.

I. All the world knows that M. de Biran at first adhered

ostensibly to the method and principles of Condillac, professing,

on the authority of the masters, that " all our reasoning is

derived fundamentally, and primitively, from our perceptions or

reception of impressions." However, although when he entered
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upon his career he admitted, without reservation, this danger-

ous hypothesis, yet his own moral sense and consciousness

revolted against the prevailing doctrine. "What are our active

powersV he demanded from first to last; for this has been the

problem of his whole life, and lie seemed to have traced for

himself the programme of his work when he wrote, about 1791

or 1795: "It would be desirable that a man accustomed to

observe for himself should analyze the will, as Condillae has

analyzed the understanding" He ivas destined to he that man'
}

and there can be no doubt but that his analysis ruined that of

Condillae. The editor perceives during this first period a cer-

tain indecision in the thoughts ; he collects with care the mi-

nute evidences of a strife between contrary principles ; and it

was not very difficult for him to discern, even in M. de Biran's

work on " Habit," " the germs, already developed, of tendencies

which ought to lead very far from sensualism." There is, first,

the conviction that there is an effort and reaction of the soul in

certain impressions called active, and which, under the improper

name of perceptions, are opposed to the* sensations or passive

impressions. Then comes the idea of cause / which, after hav-

ing been considered as a product of the imagination, is studied

again in a note upon the exercise of our personal power. In

short, some serious doubts of the doctrine of Condillae, a pene-

trating and judicious critique of the pretended analysis of this

philosophy, a strong showing forth of the want of a true analy-

sis upon the science of the soid, reveal already the uniform pre-

dispositions and the incomparable perspicacity of him who ha3

been called with reason " a man without equal in France for

the talent of interior observation, for penetration and depth

in psychological judgment."

Such an observer could not remain long ignorant of himself.

So M. de Biran was not slow to acquire a full consciousness of

his position. Compelled to meditate on the doctrine of the day,

he had at once recognized its insufficiency
; he had discovered

of himself, without foreign aid, an essential element of human
nature, of which this doctrine could render no account. He
soon comprehended at what a distance he found himself from
a doctrine which saw in man nothing but the passive subject

of knowledge, a sort of alembic, whose impressions were me-
chanically transformed into ideas ; and in the name of experi-
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etice, upon which all pretended to rely, he asserted the activity

of intelligent being * an important fact for a long time forgot-

ten by philosophers, and which he had been able to recover, in

spite of the false analysis, solely by the force of his thought

applied to the study of his own acts. He fully merits, then,

that worthy homage which has been rendered him by one well

worthy of trust, M. Cousin himself. " Of all my masters in

France, M. de Biran, if he is not indeed the greatest, is as-

suredly the most original. M. Laromiguiere, with some modi-

fications, is entirely a continuator of Condillac. M. Royer
Collard comes from the Scotch philosophy, whom, with the

vigor and natural power of his reasoning powers, lie would have

infallibly surpassed, had he followed those pursuits which are

not the least part of his glory. For me, I came from the Scotch

and German philosophy. M. de Biran alone camefrom him-

self and his own meditations."

Whatever the merits of the exposition of later editors of M.
de Biran may be, M. Cousin will always have the honor of being

the first to grasp with vigor, and then to explain with a fullness

and remarkable clearness, that doctrine of his master which, by
an exaggeration easily to be comprehended, he has called "the

sole idea " of that philosopher. This idea, which in his opinion

has sufficed fur bis whole life, has entirely a philosophical

design ; it is the re-inauguration of the active element, with its

train of consequences. And he shows with eloquence the true

activity discovered in the will, human liberty placed above all

sophisms, Leibnitz restored among us, Hume triumphantly

refuted ; in short, spiritualism established in philosophy on the

same basis with experience.

M. Xaville could only reproduce with less of eclat this expo-

sition in its principal traits. But he has enriched it with pre-

cious details, by the means of resources which were at his dis-

posal, and above all by the aid of the Essays on the Principles

of Psychology, which are for the first time given to the public

entire, and which will continue to be, he says," the most noted

work of M. de Biran, and as for pure psychology his best work."

Perhaps its importance will be better understood when we add

that it comprises a philosophy but little removed from the

bounds of psychology. The reader will certainly not expect to

find here an analysis of the Essays. He would blame us for
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wishing to reperforin what has been so well done by the editor,

first in the Introduction, next in the Summary, which he has

placed at the end of the second volume ; and thirdly, in the

brief but excellent Notice, for which he is indebted to the Dic-

tionary of the Philosophical Sciences. After this triple per-

formance, it will suffice for the object of this present article to

note briefly some one of those thoughts which M. de Biran has

developed on choice, and which characterize the most of that

period of his intellectual life which M. Naville has called, very

judiciously, " Philosophy of the "Will."

In introducing the activity, as he has decisively done, into a

being, according to the Condillacians, purely sensitive, M. de

Biran substitutes for the artificial unity of the "transformed

sensation " the duality of the Ego, which acts and perceives

itself to act, and of the organism to which it is united, and

which resists it. This view, once admitted, extended and

developed itself in his mind, and after having been made as a

passing observation, it becomes the center and point of departure

for all his philosophy. In the Essays he does it not merely to

establish a forgotten fact, but to deduce from that fact a theory

of man, and at the same time a theory of intellect. "When pure

psychology has discovered by observation the primitive fact at

which the Ego acquires the consciousness of itself, namely, the

effort of the wall to overcome the resistance of the body, it has,

by the same means, according to M. de Biran, determined the

origin of the fundamental notion upon which reposes all the

action of thought. In fact the idea of force, of substance, of

cause, of space and of time, those of unity, identity, and of

liberty, are nothiug else than particular aspects or diverse ex-

pressions of a sole notion, that of the volitional Ego; type, emi-

nently, of force ; manifestation of a substance which opposes

itself to another substance ; cause of muscular movement ; one

activity, indivisible, identical through the succession of its acts.

Under all these aspects the idea of the Ego is indissolubly

connected with and antithetical to that of the non-Ego. To the

human spirit, which is the subject and principle of all knowl-

edge, is at once opposed and united, in the consciousness, an-

other element, which is in some sort the object-matter of the

will and of thought. Man is double ; and to explain his nature

it is necessary to follow the two elements in their diverse
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combinations. "We can discover by these means four systems,

or real modes of our existence : 1. The affective system, or

purely animal life, resulting from the primitive play of the

organic machine. 2. The sensitive system, which develops

itself in the state of wakefulness, and where the soul momently
intervenes by a first effort, but where its activity proper is sub-

ordinate to the impressions from without. 3. The perceptive

system, which witnesses an effort more energetic in the im-

portant act of attention. 4. Finally, by the reflective system, or

the highest degree of the effort, when the Ego, distinguishing

itself from all which is not Ego, arrives at a clear knowledge

of its own power to act, without ceasing nevertheless to feel its

body. All these real states which man traverses show, in' his

opinion, two distinct lives : that ofthe organism, which constitutes

the physical, and that of the Ego, which constitutes the moral.

By the union and the opposition of these elements of our nature,

by their varied relations and the union of the one or the other,

M. de Biran has explained, in an ingenious manner, mental

alienation, sleep, dreams, somnambulism, instinct of animals,

etc. He takes care to sacrifice neither the influence of the

physical over the moral, nor the hyper-organic nature of the

feeling and willing principle, and seems to harmonize admi-

rably human duality with the unity of consciousness. Thus

his theories pay homage to observation and common sense;

although they abound in new ideas, which his editor knows how
to corroborate, sometimes by his interesting developments and

sometimes by judicious suggestions. Being unable to advance

further with him in this study, let us note at least that by his

doctrine of the will M. de Biran has powerfully contributed to

restore French philosophy to the paths of a wise spiritualism,

while at the same time he illustrates by his example the psycho-

logical method which alone can insure the advance, and guar-

antee the progress of the science of man.

M. Kavillc has placed in a perfectly clear light this double

service rendered to the philosophy of our day in France, but he

has gone too far perhaps in assigning to M. de Biran a place

apart in the general history of the human mind. Ancient spir-

itualism, in his opinion, attached itself too exclusively to thought,

to which it rendered the will subordinate, so that we are able

to sum it up in this formula :
" Man is an intelligence sewed by
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a will" thence as a necessary consequence tlie determination

or negation of liberty. " !N"ow, says lie, it is the contrary which

is true, and M. de Biran is the only man, after Descartes, who

has comprehended and marked the anteriority of the volitional

power in its relation to the intelligence.

That this estimate of classic spiritualism, so to speak, is very

ingenious, I willingly acknowledge. I believe it to have some

foundation in truth. But is not the importance ascribed to M.

de Biran a little excessive ? I fear that his able defender has

allowed himself to be carried away by his zeal for a philosopher

whom he by so noble an undertaking saved from obscurity, or,

if you please, from that common notoriety which is the reward

of average talents and medium virtues. Assuredly M. de Biran

has a claim to something more ; for he was an original

thinker, and his doctrine has exercised a salutary influence in

marking its imprint on the most eminent minds, on the chiefs

even of cur philosophical literature. First, M. Cousin and then

M. JoufiVoy accepted him as a master, and his writings have

popularized this conviction of our moral liberty, which, fertil-

ized by the idea of duty, still inspires so happily the noble tal-

ent of M. Jules Simon. These facts are worthy of being sig-

nalized, and it is not we who contest their importance ; but is

it not overrunning proper bounds to compare and to oppose to

Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle, Descartes, Malebranche ; and to

Leibnitz, to Ileid, and to Kant, a philosopher who after all does

not hold an equal position with them 2 Further, is it not rather

rash to affirm so explicitly as M. jSaville does " the priority of

M. de Biran in the movement of those minds which have pro-

duced the cotemporaneous philosophy ?" ISTothing is in general

more difficult than to establish a right of this kind. Aristotle

himself has a hundred times been proved as the inventor of syl-

logism, and yet is constantly called in question. As to what

is due M. de Biran, we ought undoubtedly to attribute to him

a great part in the reaction of the French mind against the

school of Condillac; but if he has fortified in associating him-

self with it, we ought to admit that he has elicited, not shaped

it. Every one knows that his opposition to sensualism was for

a long time obscure, and that the public knew him under this

relation only subsequent to a crowd of celebrated writers, and

also of philosophers, such as M. Iloyer Collard, M. Laromiguiere,
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and M. Cousin himself. Now, is it in the least shown that he

has preceded in intention those who labored among us for the

revival of thought and the renewal of philosophy ? Before M.
de Biran came to Paris to propagate his new notions among per-

sons of note, had not Cabanis already written to M. Fauriel that

letter on Primary Causes which appeared at the time a retrac-

tion of his former opinions ; while others saw in it but the devel-

opments of that germ of spiritualism which well-wishing atten-

tion can discover even in the saddest productions of the French

philosophy of the eighteenth century? The elevated doctrine

of M. Royer Collard was firmly established, and expressed in a

language worthy of itself, before it came in contact with the

ideas of M. de Biran. It was the same with M. Laromiguiere

who, in the year 1S05, presented, in his Paradoxes of Condillac,

an approaching reform of that doctrine of which his spiritual

lectures were at the time an exposition and critique. Finally

in 1804, while the thought of M. de Biran was still exploring

itself, a modest scholar, but very well known, and to whom
belongs a place in our philosophical literature, namely, Pierre

Provost of Geneva, had published in two volumes his Essays

of Philosophy, where we meet, by the side of sad concessions to

the hypotheses of the ideologists, some elements of a doctrine

more solid, more elevated, and more enlarged : the doctrine of

sensation, of intelligence, and of the will ; the active and moral

faculties of man opposed to his intellectual faculties ; the activ-

ity of the soul in sensation, to which it either " surrenders or

resists;" the attention above all analyzed and described as an

effort frequently the most painful, and cited as a proof of" that

empire which the soul exercises over its faculties in order to

stop its natural levity ;" finally, in default of originality, an hon-

orable independence opposed to a reigning philosophy, to which

the author highly prefers the Scottish school. Without going

further, without seeking for other proofs, it is certain that M.
de Biran was not the initiator of the movement before the public,

and it is permissible to doubt whether he had revolved it even

in his study.

For a stronger reason we ought not to subscribe to the judg-

ment by which M. Xaville pretends to reform philosophical

history to the advantage of the philosopher of Bergerac. For

believing him, it is no longer necessary to date modern philos-
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ophy from Descartes, if thereby -we mean a philosophy founded

on the psychological method and on the observation of the Ego.

All this is said of AT. de Biran. I do not exaggerate. The

following are M. iSTaville's words

:

If this credit be not properly due M. de Biran he is at least

entitled to a large share of it, and should by just title be consid-

ered as the founder of the psychological method. . . . Descartes

•without doubt has placed at the base of his metaphysical edifice

the I aw, the immediate expression of the fact of consciousness.

But . . . scarcely has he taken a step before he abandons the

ground of fact in order to launch into the world of ideas. . . .

All the demands he makes of experience, the rights of which he is

in a hurry to forget, is to be a stepping-stone from which to sally

forth. ... It is then very vainly, as it seems to me, that for hastily

seizing upon a word, the real import of which has not been exam-
ined, men have been willing to declare him the founder of the psy-

chological method, and the promoter of internal observation in the

entire speculative department. . . . The point from which all at

once Descartes has taken his departure, namely, the I am, is where
M. de Biran has stopped.

If one limits himself to showing that M. de Biran is more

exclusively a psychologist than Descartes it is undeniably true.

But because a great intellect, which embraced in their wholeness

the problems of philosophy, did not circumscribe all his life

in the study of his own nature, this is not a sufficient motive

for accusing him of having forgotten the importance of that

study. The allegation is indeed founded upon the smallness of

the place accorded to the I think, therefore I am, in the Dis-

course on Method. But tlys discourse is but an abridgment

of the philosophy of Descartes. It is unnecessary that its brev-

ity should cause this illusion. All there is recapitulated and

condensed, namely, the study of God, and that of the physical

world, as well as that of the science of the soul ; and that is laid

at the base of all the system, not, as one has well said, a single

fact taken at hazard in its domain, but, I repeat it
r
the science

of the entire soul. The design of Descartes in this respect has

nothing of doubt or of obscurity ; it is developed fully enough

in the Meditations, in the Responses to the Ohjections, and in the

Principles ofPhilosophy: Let any one read the Meditations in

particular, and he will see that Descartes is not content merely to

establish the Ithink, therefore lam; but that before he launches

forth more deeply he tries to render an account of his own nature.

Folt.tii Series, Vol. XIV.—41
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There, then, he gives but a summary of his doctrine of the soul.

But we may judge of the value he attached to it by that admi-
rable passage placed at the opening of the third Meditation

:

" I will firmly shut my eyes, I will close my ears, I will efface

from my thought all images of things corporeal ; or, at least,

since I am hardly able to do this, I will consider them ae vain

and as false ; and thus keeping on by myself and considering

my interior, I will try to become little by little more acquainted

and more familiar with myself." Finally, history presents us a

magnificent commentary on the thought of Descartes, in the

development of his school, in that succession of writings upon
the knowledge of himself, on the nature of man, and on the

human understanding, in which it suffices us to recall the chief

works of Malebranche and Locke. Before we arrive at M. de

Biran, it is necessary to go through with Kant and Beid, not to

make mention of Condillac, whose school has meantime finished

by placing all philosophy in psychology, confounded, it is true,

with the analysis of the sensations.

M. de Biran partook of the narrow manner of viewing phi-

losophy. More slowly his views expanded it, but he remained

always within the limits of psychology ; and there even he did

not ascribe to all the elements of human nature their legitimate

part. To tire exclusive doctrine of the man-sensation he opposed

the doctrine, almost as exclusive, of the man-will ; and, omitting

reason, he does not know how to explain the knowledge offirst

trtiths, the idea of the infinite, and even the notion of duty.

Strange fact, and yet incontestable ; M. de Biran has left the

ethical without the pale of his philosophy. We can hardly be

enough astonished that a spirit so penetrating and so conscien-

tious should have remained so long a time plunged in the study

of the will, without ever seriously preoccupying itself with the

law of that will. Nothing is more true, meantime, than this

apparent paradox. No writing of M. de Biran has thus far

come to disprove this ; and the Fragments on the Foundations

ofMorality, which contain the third volume of the new publica-

tion, as well as the interesting preface of M. Marc Debrit, do

themselves prove but one thing, namely, the exclusive attach-

ment of the author to the psychological analysis. They go to con-

firm at once the more important critiques passed upon him by

his first editor, when he signalized the omissions of the system.
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" The theory of M. de Biran," said he, " true in itself, is pro-

found but narrow. M. de Biran has recovered, and properly

replaced, a real order of facts entirely forgotten and effaced

;

he has separated from sensation and re-established in his inde-

pendence the voluntary and free activity which characterizes

the human personality. But, as if exhausted in this work, he
did not retain enough force or light to seek- and discern an-

other order of phenomena hidden under the two first."

M. xs aville, in his turn, noticed with not less force than M.
Cousin this default, so to be regretted in a philosopher on the

will. He expatiates on this double singularity of a profound

analysis of human activity, which passes in silence the motives

of our actions, and of a theory of knowledge, which separates

itself from sensualism without bringing to light the ideas and

notions irreducible to experience. Axioms, principles of the

reason, moral law, existence of God, necessary truths, the

rational order, are all wholly absent. How could a philosopher

so decidedly empiric become Christian ?

II. The empiricism of M. de Biran, according to the remark

of his editor, is of a nature entirely peculiar, and ought not to be

confounded with any other. The author of the Essays belongs,

then, it is true, to the school of experience ; but this is due " to

the omissions of his method rather than to his method itself."

In short, if M. de Biran did not ascribe to thought a suitable

place in his analysis, it did not proceed so much from a resolu-

tion taken to deny reason, as from a profound sentiment of the

activity of the will, and from a desire of establishing its reality

by means of experience. If he had for a long time the fault

of rejecting all distinction between the intellect and the will,

it was not that he wished to weaken or suppress the most ele-

vated conceptions of the soul. It was rather the exaggeration

of a truth too little remarked even then, and which M. Naville

has developed with a just complaisance, namely, that the spon-

taneous activity of the soul does not necessarily suppose thought,

but that, on the contrary, intelligence has for an indispensable

condition the first activity, of which it is but a manifestation,

either as it sought truth, or as it adhered to it with more or less

energy. Xow this preoccupation of the character of the will in

the acts of intelligence carried its remedy with it. Precisely,
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becauseM. de Biran constantly demanded, What are ourjpowersf

he was obliged to recognize sooner or later, as formerly the

later stoics, but in a different manner, the limits of our volun-

tary power. So we see him, in 1813, avowing to himself that

attention is not cognition, and that effort no more creates ideas

than the fact of opening the eyes creates light. " To open the

eyes of the spirit," says he, " to direct them to the spot from

whence comes the light, to hold their gaze fixed upon an object,

comprise all our powers, and all in which our liberty consists.

From this, then, he more and more clearly distinguishes two

sorts of thought : on one part, cognition, properly so called,

which he continues to call experience, and which rests on the

consciousness of the voluntary and free action, or of the Ego

;

on the other part, belief, that is to say, the fated and necessary

conviction of all truths, which he calls absolute, such as the soul

in its substance, the existence of the corporeal substance, uni-

versal notions, principles, and above all the infinite, the eternal,

in short, God ; of whom the idea daily acquired grandeur in

his soul and took a place in his philosophy. From the year

ISIS M. de Biran entered decidedly into a new phase, in which

the philosophy of the will, which he had at first joined to, or

rather substituted for, that of sensation, found itself completed

and corrected in its turn by a higher philosophy. AVe can judge

of the channel of his thought by the following passage, in

which he lays down the division and plan of his Xew Essays

on Anthropology, commenced in 1823 :

I shall form three divisions of the science of man, siich as I con-

ceive it to be. This notion of man is infinitely complicated, since

it includes all the passive modes of our existence, all the <liverse

products of the living forces which constitute it. These living forces,

or these lives which interior experience knows how to distinguish,

and which the inner sense does not allow us to mistake, are three*

and not merely one; although there is but one man logically, and

psychologically but a unique Ego. I shall lay down, therefore,

three divisions of this work. The first comprehends the phenomena

of animal lite, which I do not distinguish from that which has liccn

distinguished under the title of organic life. I shall say why this

distinction, futile in itself, is useless for my object. The second

division will include the facts relative to the proper life of man a>

a feeling and thinking subject, obedient to the passions oi tin' ani-

mal life, and at the same time tree to act in its proper force and mi

virtue of this force alone, a moral person, an Ego, which knows

itself, and knows other things, exercises diverse intellectual opt-r-
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ations which have their common principle in the consciousness

of the Ego, or in the active force which constitutes it. The third

division, the most important of all, is that which philosophy even

to the present time has felt it necessary to abandon to the specu-

lations of mysticism, although it also resolves itself in facts of

observation, exploring an elevated nature, it is true, superior to

sense, but not foreign to the spirit which knows God and itself.

This division will comprehend, then, the facts or modes and acts

of the spiritual life. . . . All the faculties relative to the spiritual

life constitute the spirit of man in a state of pure receptivity

of an influence superior to itself, but not foieign to its most ele-

vated nature. This influence, in manifesting itself to the spirit's

interior view, reveals at the same time the spirit itself as at the

base of all, and as in connection with an ideal of beauty, of intel-

lectual and moral perfection, etc. {New Essays. Introduction,

tome hi, pp. 356-357.)

The New Essays were destined, in the thought of their

author, to explain the nature of each of these three lives, in

showing their differences, their mutual connections, and their

hierarchy. Death did not permit him to finish his work ; but

we have an outline of it, which suffices at the least to give us a

knowledge of its essential traits, and to attest the presence of a

definitive doctrine, of which we find remaining but the indica-

tions. We shall examine soon, in another article, the import

of this later evolution of his thought.

Art. VII.—THE EXPLOITS AND MIRACLES OF FRAN-

CIS XAVIER.

Life of St. Francis Xavier, Confessor, Apostle of the Indies. By
Rev. Alban Butler. Dublin: 1833.

Life of a Jesuit Missionary. By Rev. TV. H. Rule, D. D.

London: 1852.

The Church of Rome, from the period of her pretension to

ecumenical supremacy, has sought in various ways to profit by

the credulity of mankind. She has forged apostolical constitu-

tions, she has sought to authenticate false decretals ; and to say

nothing now of her system of indulgences, by which she has

made merchandise of the souls of men, she has encouraged the

traffic in relics till Europe and other portions of the Catholic
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world are filled with proofs of the extent to which superstition

can he mingled with a semblance of the truth.*

Perhaps the most remarkable of all the modern prodigies

performed or reeorded in the interests of the Eoman Church,

are those associated with the names of Francis Xavier and his

master, Ignatius Loyola.

Of the latter Trench remarks: "Upward of two hundred
miracles of Loyola were laid before the Pope when his

canonization was «n question, miracles beside which those

of our Lord shrink into insignificance. If Christ by his word
and look rebuked and expelled demons, Ignatius did the same

by a letter. If Christ walked once upon the sea, Ignatius many
times in the air. If Christ by his shining countenance and
glistening garments once amazed his disciples, Ignatius did it

frequently, and, entering into dark chambers, could by his pres-

ence light them up as with candles."

Notwithstanding these marvels, the name of Loyola has come
to be regarded, at least in the Protestant world, as little less

than the synonym of craft, unscrupulousness, and duplicity.

Xavier, however, owing to convenient abridgments and com-

mutations that have been made in his history, is held in a very

different estimation.

At this late period we should hardly deem it important to

bring the life of Xavier to the test of criticism, did it not seem

to have become a habit of some Protestant writers and speakers

to present it often for the admiration and imitation of the pres-

ent and future generations. Of the propriety of this course a

better judgment may be formed in the sequel.

The full life of our hero was written in Latin by F. Turselin,

in six volumes, and first printed at Rome in 1594. The same

author translated into Latin and published, in 1596, the saint's

letters, in four volumes. His life was further written by Otlan-

dino, in the history of the Society of Jesus ; in Italian by Bar-

* Not to speak of the bones of the saints generally and the wood of the true

cross, the following may bo named as specimens of the relics of which the more

favored churches and cathedrals boast : A piece of lineu cloth woven by the Vir-

gin Mary ; a piece of the head of a fish mentioned by Tobit ; the scissors with which

Delilah cut off Samson's locks ; a piece of the apron which the butcher wore who

killed tho fatted calf at the return of the prodigal ; a branch of the tree on which

Absalom hung by the hair; a piece of St. Peter's fishing-net; a quill from the wing

of the Archangel Gabriel.
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toli and Maffei, in Portuguese by Luzena, in Spanish by Garcia,

and in German by ^Nuremberg ; while it figures largely in Guz-
man's history of missions to the East Indies, and various books

of history and travel relating to the East. From these and
other sources a most popular life of Xavier was compiled and
written in French by the celebrated Jesuit rhetorician Bou-
hours. In 16SS a translation, purporting to have been made
by Dryden, was published in English. Dr. Johnson, in his life

of the poet, discredits his having made the translation
; and the

probability is that as he had about that time professed Eoman-
ism, his name was merely secured to aid in the circulation of

the book. Thus it will be seen that all the principal countries

of Europe have been favored with full accounts of the man
whom the Jesuits delighted to honor. One of the most sub-

stantial Catholic biographies of Xavier is that first named at

the head of this article, and found in Butler's Lives of the

Saints. It is a thorough digest of the material furnished by the

original biographers, and the Catholicity, piety, and learning of

the author are officially attested by not less than twenty-eight

bishops and archbishops of the Boman Church.

The memoir by Dr. Rule is the first of a series entitled Cele-

brated Jesuits. The series includes memoirs of a saint, a

doctor, a regicide, a cardinal, a mandarin, and a refugee. It

is written from a Protestant point of view, and with great

ability.

In order to reach in the most direct manner the merits of the

case now under inquiry, we will present a summary statement

of the principal miracles said to have been performed by Fran-

cis Xavier, taken from the record of Father Butler in his own
language, which we have barely illuminated with a few

italics.

It is worthy of observation that all these miracles are located

beyond the Cape of Good Hope, and that the series commenced
immediately after the arrival of the missionary in the Portu-

guese possessions of the East. One of the original six of the

company of Loyola, Xavier was its first foreign missionary.

He sailed from Lisbon in 1541, bearing briefs as an apostolic

nuncio, and accom}>anied by two subordinates. His first destina-

tion was Goa, the seat of Portuguese authority, but a place

abandoned to the lowest degree of immorality.
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MIRACLES AT THE PEARL FISHERIES.

The reformation of the whole city of Goa was accomplished in

half a year, when the saint was informed that on the coast of the

Pearl Fishery there were a certain people called Paravas, who some
,

time ago, in order to please the Portuguese, who had succored

them against the Moors, had caused themselves to be baptized, but

for want of instructions retained their superstitions and vices.

Xavier had by this time got a little acquaintance with the Malabar
language, which is spoken on that coast ; and taking with him two
young ecclesiastics who understood it competently well, embarked
in October, 1542, and sailed to Cape Comorin, six hundred miles

from Goa.
Here St. Francis went into a village full of idolaters and preached

Jesus Christ to them, but the inhabitants told him that they could

not change their religion without the leave of their lord. Their

obstinacy, however, yielded to the force of miracles, by which God
was pleased to manifest his truth to them.

A woman who had been three days in the pains of childbirth,

without being eased by any remedies or prayers of the Brahmins,

was immediately delivered and recovered upon being instructed in

the faith and baptized by St. Francis, as he himself relates in a let-

ter to St. Ignatius. Upon this miracle not only that family, but

most of the chief persons of the country, listened to his doctrine

and heartily embraced the faith.

When Xavier proceeded to preach to the heathen Paravas so

great were the multitudes which he baptized that sometimes, by
the bare fatigue of administering that sacrament, he was scarcely

able to move his arm, according to the account which he gave to

his brethren in Europe. . . . Diseases seem never to have been so

frequent on that coast as at that time ; which happened as if it had

been to drive the most obstiuate in spite of their reluctance into

the folds of the Church, for the people had almost all recourse to

St. Francis for their cure or that of some friend, and great numbers
recovered their health by being baptized or by invoking the name
of Jesus. The saintfrequently sent some young neophite with his

crucilix, beads, or reliquary to touch the sick, after having recited

with them the Lord's prayer, creed, and commandments ; and the

sick, by declaring unfeignedly that they believed in Christ and

desired to be baptized, recovered their health.

This great number of miracles, and the admirable innocence, zeal,

and sanctity of the preacher, recommended him to the veneration

of the Brahmins themselves.

The process of the saint's canonization makes mention of four

dead persons to whom God restored life at this time by the minis-

try of his servant. The first was a catechist who had been stung

by a serpent of that kind whose stings are always mortal; the

second was a child who was drowned in a pit; the third and

fourth a young man and maid whom a pestilential fever had car-

ried off.
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AT TEAVANCOEE.

While he exercised his zeal in Travancore God first communi-
cated lo him the gift of tongues, according to the relation of a
young Portuguese of Coimbra, named Vaz, who attended him in

many of his journeys. lie spoke very well the language of those

barbarians without having learned it, and had no need of an inter-

preter when he instructed them. He sometimes preached to five

or six thousand persons together in some spacious plain.

As the saint was one day preaching at Coulon, a village in Tra-

vancore,' perceiving that few were converted by his discourse, he
made a short prayer that God would honor the blood and narao

of his beloved Son by softening the hearts of the most obdurate.

Then he bade some of the people open the grave of a man who was
buried the day before, near the place where he preached, and the

body was beginning to putrefy with a noisome scent, which he

desired the bystanders to observe. Then falling on his knees, after

a short prayer, lie commanded the dead man in the name of the

living God to arise. At these words the dead man arose, not only

living, but vigorous and in perfect health. All who were present

were so struck with this evidence that, throwing themselves at the

saint's feet, they demanded baptism.

The holy man also raised to life on the same coast a young man
who was a Christian, whose corpse he met as it was carried to the

grave. These miracles made so great impressions on the people

that the whole kingdom of Travancore was subjected to Christ in

a few months, except the king and some of his courtiers.

AT MALACCA.

The saint arrived here on September 25, 1545, and by the irre-

sistible force of his zeal and miracles reformed the debauched man-

ners of the Christians, and converted many Pagans and Moham-
medans.
On a subsequent visit to Malacca Xavier restored to life a young

man named Francis Ciavos, who afterward took the habit of the

society.

IS JAPAN,

New miracles confirmed his doctrine. By his blessing, a child's

body, which was swelled and deformed, was made straight and

beautiful, and by his prayers a leper was healed, and a pagan yoiuig

maid of quality that had been dead a whole day was raised to

life.

At Amanguchi God restored to St. Francis the gift of tongues

;

for he often"preached to the Chinese merchants who traded there

in their mother tongue, which he had never learned.

Passing over various miracles of a less imposing character,

we only notice further those which occurred
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AFTER HIS DEATH.

He died at Sancin.ii, a Portuguese smuggling station on the coast

of China, December 2, 1552. "His corpse was interred on Sunday,

being laid, after the Chinese fashion, in a large chest which was

filled with nnslacked lime, to the end that the flesh being consumed

the bones might be carried to Goa. On the 17th of February, 1553,

the grave was opened to see if the flesh was consumed ; but the

lime being taken oil" the face it was found ruddy and fresh colored,

like that of a man who is in a sweet repose. The body was in like

manner whole, and the natural moisture uncorrupted ; and the

flesh being a little cut in the thigh, near the knee, the blood was

seen to run from the wound.
The sacerdotal habits in which the saint was buried were in no

way endamaged by the lime; and the holy corpse exhaled an odor

so fragrant and delightful that the most exquisite perfumes came

nothing near it. The sacred remains were carried into the ship,

and brought to Malacca on the twenty-second of March, where they

•wcre received with great honor. The pestilence which for some

weeks had laid waste the town on a sudden ceased. The body was

interred in a damp church-yard
;
yet in August was found entire,

fresh, and still exhaling a sweet odor, and being honorably put in

a ship, was translated to Goa, where it was received and placed in

the church of the college of St. Paul, on the 15th of March, 1554

;

upon which occasion several blind persons recovered their sight,

and others, sick of palsies and other diseases, their health and the

use of their limbs. By order of King John III. a verbal process of

the life and miracles of the man of God was made with the utmost

accuracy at Goa, and in other parts of the Indies.

Many miracles were wrought through his intercession in several

parts of the Indies and Europe, confessed by several Protestants,

and Tavernier calls him the St. Paul and true apostle of the Indies.

St. Francis was beatified by Paul V., in 1554, and canonized by

Gregory XV. in 1 G62. By an order ofJohn V., king of Portugal, the

archbishop of Goa,- attended by the viceroy, the marquis of Castle

ISTuovo, in 1744, performed a visitation of the relics of St. Francis

Xavier ; at which time the body was found without the least bad

smell, and seemed environed with a kind of shining brightness

;

and the face, hands, breast, and feet had not suflered the least

alteration or symptom of corruption.

This summary statement, with all its exaggerations, falls very

far below the standard of the picture drawn by the florid pen

of Bouhours and other writers who have aimed to make the

most of their case. As a specimen of the more moderate won-

ders attending upon the career of the saint, we will quote from

another author an incident of his voyage to the Moluccas

:

When sailing one day among those islands a tempest arose, and

in order to quell it, as they say, he touched it with his crucifix.
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The virtue of the crucifix stilled the raging of wind and sea ; but
to his great grief he let the image fall intotlie water. Some time
afterward, walking with a Portuguese on the beach, he saw the
sacred object appear above the crest of a wave. The wave
broke on the sand and threw up a crab, holding the crucifix in

one of its claws. Xavier stood still. The crab crawled toward
him, carrying the cross erect, laid it at his feet, and returned to his

native element.

Taking the last specimen as a basis of expansion, it may be

inferred that full justice could not be done to the marvelous

events condensed above, with their appropriate episodes, short

of volumes. "We must, however, content ourselves, for the most
part, with the simplest form of stating what purport to be facts,

and which, as such, have had the sanction of formal investiga-

tion and solemn oaths in the presence of popes and cardinals.

Among these, it will be observed, that we have miracles of heal-

ing without number—miracles of tongues, the control of the

elements, and the restoration of the dead to life, mfar greater

numbers than attended the ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ

!

As to the miracles following the decease of the saint, it is to

be confessed that they were not in imitation of anything nar-

rated in the gospels. Their importance, however, may be esti-

mated from the statement of Father Butler in another connec-

tion, that " the miracles chiefly attended to in a canonization are

those ivhich have been performed after a person's death."

Now be it observed, that the miracles attributed to Francis

Xavier and his remains are either true or false, and great must

be the credulity of the person who, in these days, can credit

the truth of any one of them. Their very number and extrava-

gance condemns them. Their spuriousness is patent. The

fable is not even cunningly devised; it is absurd.

But the question will be asked whether there was not a suffi-

cient foundation of truth to enable us to throw away the

embellishments of lying biographers and the absurd inventions

of miracle-mongers, and still have evidence that, if not a saint,

Xavier was at least a model missionary?

This is the precise question to which the remaining remarks

shall be devoted. We have no wish to set down aught in

malice against any man, but we think it time that the Prot-

estant world at least should discriminate between saints and

fanatical impostors, by whomsoever apotheosized.
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To form a just estimate of the character of Francis Xavier,

we need to go back to the beginning of his career, and ascertain

the animus of his early movements, as well as the relations he

sustained to the grand scheme of Jesuitism. This will require

us to notice some statements of his biographers which we shall

denominate exploits, in contradistinction to miracles.

Wiien Ignatius Loyola first visited Paris to proselyte for his

new order, with a sagacious reference to the influence of learn-

ing, he entered himself as a student at a college. He there not

only repaired the deficiencies of his own education, but became
associated with susceptible and promising young men, who
readily yielded to his personal influence and became imbued
with his spirit. One of the first whom he sought to win to his

plans was his fellow-Spaniard, the subject of the present notice.

Francis was then pursuing with some eclat a course of philoso-

phy at the same college of St. Barbara, and already lecturing

at a neighboring college.

At first nothing was further from his thoughts than the idea

of becoming a saint. His head was full of ambitious plans in

reference to scholarly advancement ; and he made a long and

vigorous resistance to the solicitations of a man who had already

won notoriety by his austere practices. Indeed, he " bantered

and rallied Ignatius on all occasions, ridiculing the poverty

and meanness in which he lived as a degenerate lowness of

soul."

Ignatius was too old a soldier not to watch his chances for a

flank attack when repulsed in front. Therefore, "assaulting

him on the weaker side, he often congratulated him for his

talents and learning, applauded his lectures, and made it his

business to procure him scholars ; also, on a certain occasion,

when he was in necessity, he furnished him with money." Few
persons are able to resist the flattery of their vanity, and fewer

still are indifferent to the friendship of those who can supply

their lack of money. Francis under these appliances began to

yield.

The zeal of Ignatius became still further aroused by a new

discovery. Francis was in danger of becoming a Protestant

!

" At that time certain emissaries of the Lutherans secretly scat-

tered their errors among the students at Paris, in so dexterous

a manner as to make them appear plausible, and Xavier, who
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was naturally- curious, took pleasure in hearing these novelties,

till Ignatius put him upon his guard."

Ignatius, with ominous emphasis* renewed to him the scrip-

tural interrogatory, " "What will it profit a man if he gain the

whole world and lose his own soul ?"

At length we find our subject giving " himselfup to the con-

duct of Ignatius" and seeking protection by the aid of "hair-

cloth, fasting, and other austerities." Here is the key to the

character of Francis Xavier. At the turning point of his life,

instead of taking the word of God, which seems to have been

providentially brought to his attention, for his guide, he delib-

erately and without reserve submitted himself to the spiritual

control of the most determined fanatic of his own or of any age.

Thenceforward we find him the faithful echo, or the implicit

tool of Ignatius. The very next record made by Butler is, that

at a following vacation he performed Ignatius's " spiritual exer-

cises, in which, such was his fervor, that he passed four days

without taking any nourishment."

It is quite possible to suppose that these men verily thought

they were gaining a mastery over their spirits by these mortifi-

cations of the flesh, but it is difficult not to believe also that

they had all the time a shrewd reference to the sanctity with

which outward inflictions would invest them in the eyes of the

superstitious. Butler calls Xavier "the Thaumaturgus of these

latter ages," and if we carefully observe his movements from

the time he espoused the cause of Loyola, we shall be strongly

inclined to the belief that, instead of a real conversion, his

ambition only took a new direction. Instead of pursuing fame

in the doubtful career of a scholar, he now sought it in the life of

a religious devotee. That by the latter course he gained it, is

certain, but whether more by his own acts or the complicity

of his associates and historians, will perhaps ever remain a

matter of doubt.

"Whatever we may think of his sincerity, we know that his

principal biographers had the strongest motives for wishing to

make out in his name a case of the marvelous.

About the time that Xavier's letters began to arrive from

India the society was gaining an expansion so rapid as to excite

the largest ambition of its members. These letters furnished

the kind of material wanted to enhance the eclat of Jesuitism
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both in Europe and in foreign parts, and that they were turned
to the largest available account no one needs to doubt.

If possible, it would be pleasant to suppose that Xavier was
a simple devotee, wholly innocent of the pious fictions that were
so extensively manufactured from the material he furnished.
But the more thoroughly his character and proceedings are
analyzed, the more we shall be convinced that instead of a saint
he was only a Jesuit like his compeers, ready to perform his
part in the full understanding that they would perform theirs.
Up to the time of his designation as a missionary for the

East, Ins proceedings were almost identical with those of Loyola.
Both were generally as successful in their pursuit of the marvel-
ous as was Doctor Syntax in his pilgrimage after the picturesque.

Before leaving the college at Paris, where the associates made
a vow, they must needs pronounce it aloud in the subterranean
chapel at Mont Martre.

When the junior associates started overland to meet Ignatius
in Yenice,

They traveled all through Germany on foot, loaded with their
writings, in the midst of winter, which that year was very sharp
and cold. Xavier, to overcome his passions and pmrish himself for
the vanity he had formerly taken in leaping, (for he was very active
and had been fond of such corporeal exercises,) in the fervency of
his soul had tied his arms and thighs with little cords, which by
his traveling swelled his thighs and sunk so deep into the flesh as
to be hardly visible. The saint bore the pain with incredible
patience till he fainted on the road, and not being able to go any
further, was obliged to discover the reason. His companions ear-
ned him to the next town, -where the surgeon declared that no
incision could be made deep enough, and that the evil was incurable.
In this melancholy situation Faber, Lainez, and the rest spent that
night m

]
.raver, and the next morning Xavier found the cords

broken out of the flesh !

.
$*• yenice it; was his delight chiefly to attend those who were

sick of contagious distempers or infected with loathsome ulcers.
Among these one had an ulcer which was horrible to the si^ht, and
the noisomeness was yet more insupportable. Every one shunned
him, and Xavier found a great repugnance in himself when he first

approached him. But reflecting that the occasion of making a
great sacrifice was too precious to be lost, he embraced the sick
person, applied his mouth to the ulcer, and sucked out the purulent
matter. At the same moment his repugnance vanished, and by this
signal victory over himself he obtained the grace that from that
time no ulcers, how filthy or fetid soever, caused in him any loath-
ing, but rather a sweet devotion.
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If any one after such a statement can doubt either the unnat-

ural craving of the man after notoriety or the unscrupulous

mendacity of his biographers, he is at liberty to be credulous.

"Wlille the latter 'view has no lack of confirmation, the former is

sustained by his having soon after practiced a forty days' retreat

in a deserted cabin near Padua. " He lay on the hard ground

without any shelter, scourged himself with a whip, and fasted

every day till evening, when he sallied out to beg bread and
water at the surrounding cottages."

Indeed, at this period of his life he seemed to have acquired

the perfection of ostentatious asceticism. His public journey

from Rome to Lisbon appears to have been diligently improved

for this purpose.

He found perpetual occasions for the most heroic actions of humil-

ity, mortification, charity, zeal, and piety, and was always ready to

serve his fellow travelers as if he had been everybody's servant.

At Pamplona the embassador pressed the saint to go to the castle

of Xavier, which was but a little distant from the road, to take

leave of his mother, who was yet living, and of his other friends

whom he would probably never more see in this world. But the

saint would by no means turn out of the road, saying that he
deferred the sight of his relations till he should visit them in

heaven.

""Without natural affection" is one the most decisive charac-

teristics of the degraded heathen as described by the apostle

Paul. It certainly is no part of the true Christian's character.

But so perverted were the views of those among whom our

Jesuit figured, that this unnatural neglect of his mother passed

for " a wonderful disengagement from the world."

Nothing is more evident than that he understood the temper

of his times, and having entered upon the role of a 'devotee he

sustained it earnestly.

When embarking for Goa " no importunities of the king or his

officers coitld prevail on the saint to accept of any provisions or

necessaries, except a few books for the use of converts." Nev-

ertheless on the voyage he " received the dishes which the gov-

ernor sent him from his table."

It may startle some of the innocent Protestant eulogists of

Xavier to learn that he was also a jparticeys criminis of the

Inquisition. Such, nevertheless, was the fact. The following

passage is from Dr. Rule

:
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The prisons of the Inquisition were never more crowded than at

this time
;
(the period of his sojourn in Lisbon ;) nor was there ever

a sovereign of Portugal more zealous than John III. in immolating
his subjects on the altars of the Church. Xavier, saint that he was,

entered heartily into that service. " The Lord Prince Henry,"
said he, " supreme Inquisitor of this kingdom, and brother of the

king, frequently requested us to take the spiritual charge of the per-

sons that are in custody of the sacred Inquisition. \\Tc therefore

visit them daily, and endeavor to make them understand with how
gi-eat benefit from God they are exercised in that school of penance.

We give them altogether an exhortation once every day, and have
assigned them exercises for the first week to their great comfort

and profit. Many of them tell us that they are thankful fur the

singular grace of God toward them, since they have heard by our

means for the first time many things necessary to be known for the

salvation of their souls."

Those prisoners, it must be remembered, were not confessors of

Christ, but Jews, who in order to save their lives or to avoid ban-

ishment, submitted to baptism and professed themselves Christians
;

but being suspected of Jewish practices or opinions were thrown
into the Inquisition. Of course they pretended to be thankful for

instruction, hoping to be the sooner delivered and dismissed with

somewhat lighter penalty. Their visitor, however, unmoved by
the sight of atrocities that even brought down the censure of the

Pope "on Cardinal Henry, who is here so honorably mentioned,

praised the most murderous of Inquisitions then existing as a

"school of penance," an institution honored with the special

approbation and grace of God; and boasted of the mortification*

imposed by him on the wretched inmates. If you may believe

him, the prisoners were grateful for the discipline of chains, dark-

ness, filth, penitential hunger, and hereditary shame.

Since so much stress has been laid upon his missionary char-

acter, it is proper to assert that as described by his best friends

he lacked the most essential requisites of a true missionary to

the heathen. His idea of conversion was not a spiritual change

wrought by the power of truth or by the Spirit of God, and fol-

lowed by a holy life ; it was fully satisfied by a consent to be

baptized, by whatever jugglery or curiosity that consent was

secured. Hence his labors, if not conducive to increased super-

stition, were at least powerless in a moral point of view. He

was certainly indefatigable as an explorer, and seemed to be

thoroughly possessed with the idea that he was doing God's

service. It is impossible, however, to acquit him of complicity

with deception. Witness his report of his first miracle among

the Paravas as quoted above. The account of that aflair ia
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credited to one of his own letters, in which he shows a disposi-

tion to magnify into an outright miracle what at most could

only have been a lucky coincidence.

Falsus in uno, folsus in omnibus. When a man once gives

himself up to practice holy frauds, there is no length to which

he will not. go !

The philosophical student of St. Barbara's College was too

intelligent not to know that the sending of his beads and reli-

quary to touch sick heathen whom he could not visit, could

have no other virtue than that of a charm to work upon their

superstitious imaginations ; and yet he practiced it often, and

gravely reported the results as miracles.

It is unnecessary to multiply illustrations of his complicity in

the production and report of marvels. It was the habit of his

life. The society at home was in want of the marvelous, and

according to its maxim the end justified the means.

. His adventures in visiting the reputed tomb of the Apostle

Thomas exhibit fanaticism in its humorous phase.

Having taken St. Thomas, first evangeb'st of India, for patron

and guide, considering that his unexpected arrival at Negapa-

tam had brought him far on his way toward the temple of that

saint, and believing that no prayer for direction could be so

effectual as it would be if offered up through his intercession.

he resolved to go thither and obtain that guidance from St.

Thomas which it did not occur to him to seek from Him who
said, "Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the

world."

After a stormy voyage, tempests raging round him, the deep

threatening hourly to swallow him up, and, to add to the

romance, prophetic and miraculous powers waiting on him all

the time, he reached the port, and no sooner was his landing

known than the vicar, who had heard of him as nuncio and

apostle, camo to render his respects, and invited him to lodge

in his house, near the church where lay the relics of his chosen

guardian, St. Thomas. lie joyfully accepted the invitation, and

told the vicar that he had come as a pilgrim to cast himself

before that shrine, and seek there for counsel concerning his

projected visit to the further East.

The vicar and his pilgrim guest slept in the same chamber
;

and no sooner had the former fallen asleep than the latter arose

Fourth Series, Vol. XIY.—42
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quietly and stole to the church, passing through a burial-ground

that lay between that edifice and the vicarage. His host had

forewarned him that he might expect some disturbance, as the

place was not very sure, and because horrible specters often

made themselves visible in the church. But Xavier feared

nothing. He approached the resting-place of the evangelist,

and had begun to make fervent prayer to the saint, when fear-

ful sounds fell on his ear. But he persevered, and night after

night prosecuted his exercises on the same spot. Terrific

phantoms disputed his passage through the grave-yard, their

domain, but he mocked them and went on. But demons, say

our authority, are too proud to be mocked with impunity, and

accordingly they surrounded him one night when kneeling

before an image of the Virgin Mary, under the flickering of an

untrimmed lamp, fell upon him with one accord, and so sensi-

bly avenged themselves upon his body that he was necessitated

to keep his bed for several days. There lay poor Xavier, men,

elements, and spirits being combined against him ; but he rose

to the grandeur of the occasion, and as soon as his limbs

regained their suppleness he repeated his visits to the ghosts.

Satisfied with having chastised the ascetic who came to spoil their

pleasures, they generously allowed him to resume his devotions

undisturbed. He would have kept the adventure secret, but a

young man from '.Malabar, who slept near the church, was

awakened by the noise, and heard the blows and cries of the

sufferer vainly imploring the assistance of the Virgin in those

moments of extremity. He divulged the matter, and the

humorous vicar, not sufficiently impressed with the solemnity

or the sublimity of such a conflict, often presumed to rally his

guest with ejaculations which he had wasted in those moments

of nocturnal terror.

One morning, very early, the- demons themselves took pos-

session of the choir while Xavier was in bed. They were

singing matins. The sound passed into his chamber. The

voices were those of the canons, as he thought, but the vicar

said it was a band of evil ones. "We should say it was the

very canons who had committed an assault on their visitor;

but the judicial witnesses who gave testimony in order to the

canonization of St. Francis, declared that the hands that

inflicted bruises on him were not fleshly. The Church of
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Home accepts tlieir judgment, acquits the canons, and adores

the saint

!

It remains to notice that Xavier's policy as a missionary

marked the Jesuit rather than the apostle.

When among the Portuguese, from whom asceticism won
saintly honors, he gloried in mendicity and meanness of apparel.

Among the Japanese he found quite another line of proceedings

necessary

:

Perceiving that he was rejected at court on account of his mean
appearance, he bought a rich suit, and hired two or three servants,
and in this equipage waited on the king, to whom he made a pres-

ent of a little striking clock and some other things. Thus he
obtained his protection, and preached with such fruit that he bap-
tized three thousand persons in that city.

The following extract, from Kule, describes a similar pro-

ceeding in another part of Japan

:

We next find him in the dominions of the King of Bungo. lie

was welcomed by De Gania, captain of a Portuguese ship, and hon-

ored with a salute. The sound of the guns—four rounds were
fired—alarmed the neighborhood ; a messenger from the king came
in great haste to ascertain the cause, and returned full of wonder
at the reverence paid to this famous bonze, of whom they had only

heard evil reports until that day. Moved by these honors, the king

sent him a letter of invitation to the palace, and great preparations

were made to introduce the representative of the religion of Portu-

gal to the favorable attention of the sovereign of Bungo.
No more poverty and rags. The gods of Japan hate the poor.

The men of Japan despise mendicity, and refuse to accept a beggar
for a hero. The vow of poverty avails not for a mission here, where
wealth, power, and wisdom are needed to produce effect. Thirty

Portuguese traders were therefore selected to escort Xavier to the

palace in great state. They were clad in rich stuffs with chains of

gold and jewelry. A train of servants and slaves were dressed

suitably to the occasion. Father Francis was attired in a cassock

of black camlet with a snow-white surplice over it, and a green vel-

vet scarf embroidered with gold. Boats richly carpeted, and gay
with silk banners, conveyed the company on shore with sounds of

trumpets, flutes, hautboys, and other instruments. A multitude

of natives thronged the landing-place and filled the streets. Duarte
de Grama, captain of the largest ship, walked before Xavier, hav-

ing his head uncovered and carrying a golden rod; the father him-
self walked with a majestic yet modest air, and five of the best

looking traders followed him, carrying respectively a book, (not the
Bible,) a gold headed staff, a pair of black velvet slippers, a por-
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trait of the Virgin, and a grand umbrella. The others followed,

more like lords than commoners, and when the procession reached

the palace, after traversing many streets, they found that the king of

Bungo, a gay young man of five-and-twenty, had made as brilliant

a display as possible for the reception of the marvelous bonze of

Portugal. Indeed, the genuflexions and other marks of worship to

Xavier were so profoundly reverential that the court of Fucheo
thought him to be a bonze come down from heaven to confound

all the bonzes of their country, and the king received him with

honors exceeding any that had ever been shown to mortal man
within that palace.

Xavier's politic conformity to circumstances is well illustrated

by his having written home asking that the pope would send

him a liberal grant of indulgences, urging that " the Portuguese

excel all nations that I have ever seen in their fondness for

Roman indulgences, and by the charm of things of that kind

are much more enticed to frequent participation in the sacra-

ments."

In the next letter, for the special benefit of those inhabitant*

of India who, on account of the climate, cannot live upon fish

during March and April, he implores the pope, if it be possible,

to transfer Easter to June or July, and thus bring Lent later in

the season !

We must now take leave of St. Francis Xavier. lie holdi a

place in history by virtue of his early entrance upon tho

work of missions in India, and by having been the acknowledged

leader of the vast scheme of missionary efforts upon which the

Roman Church subsequently entered in the East.

How unscrupulously his fame has been exaggerated by inter-

ested partisans and by confiding copyists, who have failed to

penetrate the rationale of his character, has now been shown.

He was gathered to his fathers with the richest " odors of sane*

tity" upon him, but time, which reveals all things, has shown

that he was either a weak-minded devotee or an unscrupulous

fanatic, unless indeed he blended both characters into that ol

the Jesuit. His works have followed him. Like an edifice

built upon the sand, the whole fabric of Roman mission- in tho

East, once so imposing and so splendid in its promised result.*,

has long since fallen into powerlessness and desuetude. J ho

dead forms of their ritual service are indeed kept up in some

parts of China and other eastern countries, but they have
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ma)' be, though fast outgrowing this trait of youth and modesty,

but America is not so sensitive to European opinion as Europe

is to American fact. A commercial revulsion in the United

States jars tke business of the world ; civil war here produces

cotton famines and even bread famines there : but England and

France and Russia and Turkey, and the rest of Europe, engage

in deadly conflict, and America feels no shock but that of

sympathy.

It cannot be concealed from the old world, that man in Amer-

ica is emancipated from many restraints and suffering?, which,

but for the United States, would have been deemed an unavoid-

able element of society. It cannot be concealed that there are,

and have been for nearly a century in America, whole states,

embracing millions of human beings, among whom there is not

known to be hunger or nakedness, or any lack of an elementary

book education, except in such few instances as to indicate the

imbecility, or more likely the intemperance of the sufferers.

In extreme cases excess creates famine. That foreigners should

refer to these things as worthy of notice seems astonishing to a

native American, so accustomed has he become to his blowing.-.

Observe for instance the following from Mr. Trollope

:

I do not remember that I ever examined the rooms of an Ameri-

can without finding books or magazines in them. I do n<>t speak

here of the houses of my friends, as of course the same remark

would apply as strongly in England, but of the houses of persons

presumed to earn their bread by the labor of their hands. The
opportunity for such examination does not come daily; but when
it has been in my power I have made it, and have always found

signs of education. Men and women of the classes to which 1

allude talk of reading and writing as of arts belonging to them as

a matter of course, quite as much as the arts of eating and drink-

ing. A porter or a farmer's servant in the States is not proud of

reading or writing. It is to him quite a matter of course. The

coachmen on their boxes, and the boots as they sit in the halls of

the hotels, have newspapers constantly in their hands. The young

women have them also, and the children. The fact comes home

to one at every turn, and at every hour, that the people arc an

educated people. The whole of this question between the north

and south is as well understood by the servants as by their mas-

ters, is discussed as vehemently by the private soldiers as by the

officers. %he politics of the country and the nature of its constitu-

tion are familiar to every laborer. The very wording of the Decla-

ration of Independence is in the memory of every lad of sixteen.

Boys and girls of a younger age than that know why Slidell and
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Mason were arrested, and will tell you why they should have been
given up, or why they should have been held in durance. The
question of the war with England is debated by every native pavior

of New York.

—

North America, p. 271.

The natural exclamation of the American, on reading the

above is, What is there worthy of notice about that ? As we are

told by novel writers and tory reviews that the highest classes

of Europe have an inimitable refinement of manners that no

commoner can ever reach, growing out of an utter uncon-

sciousness of art, so we may claim with more truth, that the

American people have a freedom from ostentation in their uni-

versal education, from a knowledge that it is their common
inheritance, as it ought to be of all men.

All this is becoming known by even the people of Europe.

It is known that, without a hereditary aristocracy or sovereign,

the people have evolved and enjoyed a government as just and

discriminating, as strong a protection to life and property, as

any in the world, without standing armies in the time of peace,

without minute police regulations, without an ostentation of

pomp or force. For this reason, in Europe, xVmerica has become

a talismanic word. Tyrants hate it ; the people are familiar with

its sound. The former would rejoice in a cataclysm that should

bury it forever, and restore the planet to the good old times before

1492 ; the latter cherish, as among the good times coming, either

the thought of emigrating to a transatlantic home, or to see

American institutions planted on their own shores. Therefore

when the news goes sounding through the nations that the

United States are violently broken into two parts, attacking

each other with all the deadly hostility of such armies as have

from earliest times been led by European despots to gratify the

ambition of sovereigns or courts, or to preserve " the balance

of power," the intelligence excites in one party gladness, in the

other dismay. Those who are jealous of the people in their

own country cannot conceal their exultation. They spring at

once, with unseemly and most un-British haste, to accord to a

horde of rebels the position of " a belligerent power." Their

periodicals defend perjury and treason and slavery. Once
American slavery was " the vilest that ever saw the sun," now
it is excusable, inevitable, or, if wrong, the southern rebels

would be glad themselves to be relieved from it. The rebellion

proves the folly of democracy. What better could be ex-
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pected of a nation without a hereditary aristocracy, without

laws of primogeniture, without an established Church, and with

universal education ! This is what they have been prophesying

for half a century ! Is it not written down in long essays and

courtly argumentation, that the American republic, being only

an organized mob, must, like a mud-house, soon perish ? The
leading British periodicals of the last twenty-five years, down
to the last twelve months, are permeated with furious philippics

against slavery; and now that the defenders of slavery have

resorted to arms to establish a nation where it cannot be dis-

turbed, these periodicals commend the slaveholders; thus show-

ing that it is not slavery, but the American government and

people, that they hate.

On the other hand, the people of foreign countries, so far as

they become acquainted with the true merits of the great con-

troversy, decidedly sympathise with the free and educated

people of America. They are quick to arrive at the conclu-

sion that the merits of the quarrel are the same as of the con-

tests that have often arisen in their own countries—contests

between the people and an oligarchy, the majority and th<»>e

who wished to secure for themselves gain and pleasure wrung

out of poorly requited labor. The governments of Europe

desire the success of the rebels, because it will divide the

American republic into small nations, like the nation? in

Europe, holding each other in check, often engaged in war, and

by their mutual distractions and contests made at least com-

mercially if not politically dependent upon them. The people of

Europe, so far as they are enlightened and generous, desire that

the United States should succeed in suppressing the rebellion,

in order that the only large and truly prosperous popular gov-

ernment in the world may not be humbled and ruined. Th< •it-

interests as a people are morally identical with our interests.

To confirm these representations we might quote pungent

paragraphs enough from European periodicals, pamphlet?, and

volumes, to fill this number of the Quarterly, and then liave

made only a fitting preface to the great library of volumes on

the American question that Europe has already produced.

The French pamphlets, whose titles are given at the head ol

this article, are selected as specimens of the production-- <>t the

writers of that countrv, which was the first to acknowledge the
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independence of the United States, and our noblest as well as

first ally in war and peace. The French Revolution—a terrible

thunderstorm, that sweetened the atmosphere and burnt up the

corruption of ages—mother of the empire, the Orleanist king-

dom, the republic, and the empire again—was born out of the

American Revolution ; and it is not therefore strange that the

heart aud mind of France are aroused by our national con-

vulsion.

The pamphlet, "La Reconnaisance du Sud," is intensely

southern in its argument and style. One cannot resist the

impression that it is bought by southern gold. Indeed, it seems

like a speech of a rebel recast from the alembic of a Paris

scwan, with some peculiarly French ornaments and additions.

It gives a specious rebel argument on the rightfulness of seces-

sion, and then proceeds to attack the European dislike of

southern slavery by an assertion that slavery is American, and

that the northern states are actually worse in this regard than

the southern. He attempts to prove this by the customs of the

North. " You may be rich," says H. Grandguillet, " in Xew
York, have your millions even, and be connected by blood

with the most aristocratic families of Europe ; but if at the

extreme end of your linger nails, in the rete mucosum, a keen

eye can detect the slightest trace of dark blood—avaunt ! You
can neither ride in an omnibus, nor be a citizen, father, son,

husband, or man." Page after page of such assertions are given

to prove his position. Some of the ' :

facts " are so marvelous

that nothing but a French brain could have imagined them.

"W
r
e give one of the most pathetic, that no doubt has drawn

tears from many a sympathizer with the southern planters, who

breed human beings like cattle :
" An unhappy Creole woman

in a northern city, in whom the dark complexion was nearly

imperceptible, found herself far from home, and desired to enter

an omnibus. She was near her confinement, and not in a very

good condition to walk, and for this best of reasons anxious to

reach her home. The tender-hearted driver, having some refer-

ence, perhaps, to the fee, and seeing that she was richly dressed,

allowed her to enter the carriage. An ' evangelical Protestant

clergyman' remonstrated. He would not ride with a 'nigger.'

In spite of her tears she was ejected. The most unhappy con-

sequences followed, including the death of the child. The
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quadroon, or octoroon, mother was rich, and brought an action

at law against the clergyman, and lost her case, though it was

ably argued—and that, too, since the administration of Presi-

dent Lincoln began !" Ought not that Parisian pamphleteer

to receive a premium for what rhetoricians call "invention?"

And what must be the merit of southern secession, if, while at

home its very virus is known to be an unyielding devotion to

slavery, it seeks such defenders abroad ?

The argument of this pamphlet is summed up in the state-

ment that " the sympathy of the Federals with the negro race

was born with the war, and will disappear with peace. Eman-
cipation is only a pretext, and not a genuine cause of dispute.

The northerners pretend to be champions of a principle to vail

their selfish purposes with a sentimental and poetical garb."

The scurrilous pamphlet, " La Revolution Amerieaine do

Yoilie," is dedicated to Jefferson Davis, and pursues precisely

the same train of thought. " Is it said," it asks, " that there

are societies in the North to aid slaves to escape from their mas-

ters—what reception do they give the fugitives? Do they

receive them as citizens? No. Into their families ( Never.

Not even into an omnibus that runs through Broadway." Even

General Butler's famous proclamation styling slaves "contra-

band of war," and the employment of negroes "as laborers!

only" in the army, are quoted as proof that the North really

intends to perpetuate the slavery of the blacks. If they are

"contrabands" they are property. They are employed us

" laborers," not as men. To this is added the common southern

delusion of superiority of race. Forgetting the ignorance and

poverty and degradation of a large portion of the early immi-

grants to the southern colonies, this French hireling secessiouisf

pretends that they are cavaliers and liberal, while the North is

made up of "Puritans." A highly-seasoned hash of Connecti-

cut blue-laws is given, with no intimation that they have ever

been repealed ; and such a description of northern society as has

often appeared in the Richmond Examiner. Northerners ore

fanatics, whom puritanism and immorality have rendered moral

caricatures of the human race!

Far be it from us to deny that there is enough of truth in the

alleged contempt for the negro in the North, to make the alle-

gations of southerners abroad and of foreigners sting. >N e
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quote them to show, not their extravagance, but what is actu-

ally the greatest weakness of the United States, in the estima-

tion of other nations. If ever European countries intervene in

this quarrel iu behalf of the South, they will commit that crime

against humanity and God, with. -the apology, and perhaps with

the belief, that the loyal states are as unjust to the negro race

as the rebel states are. Justice to the negro, on our part, will

prevent foreign intervention. Let the United States manfully

resolve to do exactly right by the colored people, and the strong-

est argument of foreign sympathizers with southern treason will

be exploded and no more heard. Nearly all the defenders of

the South in Europe, except a few pro-slavery men in England,

take the ground that the North do not intend to emancipate the

slaves ; thus yielding the point that if they did intend to be just

to the negro the rebellion would meet with universal indigna-

tion and be crushed out. The French particularly can under-

stand no contest not founded on an idea. The idea of " union "

alone seems to them like an idea of empire and conquest : unite

with it the idea of justice to the slave, and they yield their

homage to it at once.

But the French mind is not wholly deceived on this subject.

They are too philosophic a people to invent facts as well as theo-

ries. The little book of M. Fresnel is a thorough, statesmanlike

argument, as nearly exhaustive as it could well be in so small a

compass. It enters upon the merits of the controversy with a keen

analysis, and concludes that, without doubt, unless Great Britain

selfishly interferes by the force of arms, the United States will

completely crush out the rebellion, together with slavery, its

source. No eminent foreign writer supposes that the rebellion

can be suppressed without the abolishment of slavery.

"Les Blancs et les Noirs" is still more decided. It equals

the excellent works of Count de Gasparin in sympathy with the

United States, and surpasses them in clearness of method and

searching analysis. It boldly avows that France, and all Europe,

and the world, are practically and vitally interested in the

American war. Its decision, if right, will bless; if wrong, will

curse Europe. Slavery was virtually condemned, even by the

European powers, so early as 1S25. Great Britain expended, in

1834, live hundred millions of francs, and France, in 1S4S, one

hundred and twenty-six millions of francs, for the emancipation
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of negro slaves ; and the northern states have expended as much
as both together by the voluntary emancipation of their slaves.

The result of the American war must be the death of slavery.

The whole world condemns slavery. The abolishment of serf-

dom in Russia, and of slavery in America, are parts of the same

great reformation. The American war will also establish the

triumph of genuine democracy. It is a strife between the many
and the few, between slavery and freedom, between the sys-

tems that prevail among the heathen and the system that a ma-

tured Christianity demands. The American government ought

to triumph, because in theory and practice it most nearly ful-

fills the doctrine of Jesus, " all men are equal before God."

America is now fighting the battles of the whole human race.

Such is the sentiment of this able defender of the United

States. Its spirit may be seen from the following brief quota-

tions:

All other founders of empires, though defenders of Christianity

—

Constantine, Charlemagne, St. Louis, Charles V., Louis XIV.

—

proceeded in violation of the true doctrine of Jesus: the first, tli<>

greatest, who adhered to the doctrine of Jesus was Washington."

"Let him bring back the southern states into the Union without

slavery, and without compensation for their slaves, and Mr.Linculc

will be the rightful successor of Washington—saviour of bin coun-

try, benefactor to the world."

Such is the conclusion of an impartial countryman of La

Fayette. So far as our information extends, such is the con-

viction of all strong minds in foreign lands, who can afford any

claim to be regarded as unprejudiced by hatred or love to Amer-

ica. It Is as presumptuous for Americans to despise the honest

convictions of strong minds in other nations, as it would be

pusillanimous to fear the threatenings of interested aristocrats,

or to cringe at the sarcasms of their conceited flatterers and

defenders. Aud it cannot be denied that those skilled in polit-

ical science abroad, whether actually statesmen or scholars in

their retirement, agree, with a singular unanimity, that the old

status of the American Republic can never be restored. I bey

believe either, with Palmerston, that the two fragments will

crystallize into independent and often hostile nations, perhaps

cleavingintosmaller nationalities, or thatthe North with majestic

frown will reabsorb, not reannex,the southern states into its* It.

becoming one nation in customs, in social institutions, in char-
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acter. In a word, slavery must practically yield and expire, or

exist outside of the diminished and enfeebled United States of

America.

We hesitate not to say that such is also our conviction.

The reasons for this belief are chiefly moral. They spring

not from superficial phenomena, but from the causes of things.

Revolutions are never born of whims. Despots may fight about

trifles
;
peoples never. The American civil war is not a petty

lovers' quarrel, or a jealous matrimonial dispute, soon to be

hushed with a few penitential tears from the triumphant weaker

vessel, and extravagant terms of endearment from the yielding

lord ; but it is a deadly antagonism between two conflicting

growths, that have simply tolerated each other hitherto, from

abundance of room and a common fear of others, but have now
reached a stage when they must separate, or one must die.

The lion and the wolf may live in peace together when both

are cubs, but not after the teeth are grown. Freedom must

grow, or slavery must grow, in one nation, or both must try to

grow apart. The disputers have waxed warm, and resorted to

physical force, and neither will yield except as a conquered

party, giving up the very cause of the strife.

Of course it is not theoretically certain that the final result

shall be reached at once. Time is an element never absent

from the works of God. It is not impossible for the Union to

be re-established, with slavery still acknowledged, but the

vitality of the barbarous institution must expire. Its preten-

sions will be a mimicry of its former exploits.

Last scene of all,

That ends this strange, eventful history

Is second childishness, and mere oblivion,

Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything.

The great question is, therefore, can that which breeds plots

and rebellions be destroyed \ Can slavery be abolished ? If not,

the American Republic cannot stand in all its former integrity.

Slavery will prove the triumphant foe of self-government, and

the procurer of American subserviency to Europe. It will dis-

sipate the dreams of patriots, dissolve the Union, consume the

Monroe doctrine into smoke, necessitate the curtailment of

American manufactures, and by consequence of agricultural

industry ; it will re-establish colonial dependence, and set the
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divided states adrift on the ocean to seek protection in small

clusters, or by lashing themselves to some of the leading

nationalities of Europe.

But notwithstanding these fatal necessities there are some

•who consider negro slavery indestructible. Their arguments,

alas, are too familiar to all.—We have received it ab ovo, and

can resign it only with life. The climate necessitates it. The
crooked isothermal line marking the average range of 00° Fah-

renheit in the summer, being the northern limit of the cotton

region, separates the loyal from the disloyal states. Heat dis-

solves the Union. The southern states must fall away for the

want of mountains. So far as the shadow of the Alleghanies

reaches, and wherever the thinner soil is well fertilised by the

snows of winter, freedom can thrive, elsewhere the negro must

toil on the cotton and tobacco fields, and the whites must keep

them in order and enjoy the products of their labor. The negri

»

is fitted only for slavery. God made him for that. Or, what

is practically the same thing, some theologians say, the devil

made him for that. The millennium will destroy slavery, and

thus be a great disadvantage to the South. Four million.- of

negroes, rapidly multiplying, cannot be colonized. The doom

therefore of the nation is sure : it must be divided into two

nations, one slave and one free.

These arguments are all specious, and all have their advocates

But one of them is true. The assertion of the practical impos-

sibility of removing the negroes by colonization is unanswera! >le.

The only proper reply to them is; that the negroes can work

on small estates, owned by themselves, as well as other men.

Cotton and tobacco and sugar can be raised on small farms by

freemen as well as on large plantations by slaves. The white

man can work on the flat lands of the southern states, or he can

leave them. He has no right to live where he cannot work.

Facts are proving, outside of our country on a large scale, and

inside of it clearly enough to careful observers, that there is no

more reason why the rice and cotton fields of South Carolina

should be cultivated by slaves, than the corn prairies of Illinois

and Iowa. King Cotton deserves no better and no worse treat-

ment than King Corn. Freemen can raise tobacco as well as

potatoes; the sugar-cane as well as the sorghum saccharatum.

Geology and climate do not necessitate slavery. Serfdom can
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exist throughout the extensive Russian empire, from the polar

regions of the Ural Mountains and the White Sea to the Crimea

and the Black Sea, and can be abolished there ; and slavery

could have prevailed throughout iSTew England and the north-

west as well as in the southern states, and can be abolished in

the latter as safely as it has been in the former.

The propriety of seizing upon the present emergency to

abolish slavery, may be considered in a threefold light : as a

political right, as a military necessity, and as a moral duty.

It is a political right; for in a time of rebellion traitors have

no claim to a particular and unstable privilege, granted to them

in time of peace to secure their friendship or alliance. It may
be proper for Great Britain in time of peace to guarantee to

her subjects in India the privileges of caste and idolatrous wor-

ship. But in the Sepoy rebellion were the British under obliga-

tion so to carry on the war as not to violate the Hindoo laws of

caste ? The first duty of a nation, as of a man, is to preserve itself.

Rebels have no claim to constitutional rights. " Inter arma silent

leges." They have a claim to show, if possible, that they are not

rebels. This can only be done by laying down their arms, and

asking for the protection of the law. "When that is done their

claims should be carefully and conscientiously considered.

Emancipation is a military necessity. Six millions of men,

inhabiting a large country, could never be conquered if they

were planted firmly upon right, and free from internal defec-

tion. Their internal social privileges should not and could not

be wrested from them. Even leagued together in defense of a

wrong, it would be an almost unparalleled enterprise to subdue

them. The nation attempting to accomplish such an enterprise

would be foolish, in a military point of view, not to seize upon

any element of internal weakness on their part to overcome

them. Is ow, confessedly, slavery is the most vulnerable part of

the rebel states. This is the opening in their coat of mail

through which the sword can be thrust. The slaves of the

South are the natural allies of the nation when righting for self-

preservation, provided that liberty be promised to them. How-
ever weak they may be, however ignorant and deluded, they

should be invited and urged and entreated to enroll themselves

with loyal men. All their strength should be secured for the

nation. If they raise cotton and corn, it should be for the
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nation, and not for rebels. If they dig trenches and bear arms,

it should be for the nation.

But "what shall we do with four millions of emancipated

slaves ?" " Aye, what shall we do with them ?" This is the

triumphant question that has been rung in our ears by the,

defenders of slavery from the beginning. It comes mostly from

men incapable of consecutive thought. The most ignorant

"people vociferate it the loudest. It is a prejudice, born without

'

reason and without observation, and therefore it will not yield

to reason or to fact. Can the objector point to a single instance

in which there was any difficulty in finding out what to do with

men and women after giving them their rights? If so, there

might be some reason for the inquiry. "We answer the oft-

repeated question thus : Let the emancipated slaves live where

they choose, which will be mostly where they do now. The

only difference will be that they will, on the average, be more

industrious, more thrifty, mingle their blood less with the white

race, and contribute more to 'the honor and strength of the

nation than now. One half of the colored population of Mary-

land is free, and that half is in every respect more valuable^ to

the state than the other half. How much better would it be if

all were free ! The evils of slavery are real ; the evils of eman-

cipation are only imaginary.

We have no sympathy with the idea that it would be humil-

iating to the pride of the loyal states to ask the assistance of the

enslaved. We are not fighting to display prowess, but to save

the republic. We are fighting for peace. If we fail now, there

will be a succession of wars in this country that will shed the

best white blood for several generations to come, and make

the preponderance of the white race over the black much less

than now. While the white men 'fight, the black men stay

at home and multiply, toiling mostly, through our infatuation

and apathy, for the rebels. Our pride gives the enemy hall of

his power and all of his success. We are ashamed to ask, or

even allow, our allies to bear their part of the burden.

Emancipation is also a moral duty. Having been driven into

this war by a rebellion the object of which is to substantiate

aud perpetuate slavery, it is our duty to annihilate that practice

which has so demented the nation, and which if allowed to

exist will hatch more deadly broods in time to come. Slavery
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is essentially immoral. A healthy conscience never spontane-

ously approved it. Its laws, both Roman and American

—

especially the latter—are the vilest statutes ever wrought into

language. Law, whose proper object is to protect innocence

and punish vice, has been, in behalf of slavery, perverted to

promote crime, perpetuate ignorance, and suppress a virtuous

ambition. No literature can surpass in baseness and wickedness

the statutes of the southern states on slavery. A century hence

they will be read as the most astonishingly wicked productions

of Christian states. American slavery of the nineteenth cen-

tury and the Inquisition of the dark ages will be alike marvel-

ous. These laws grew out of practices, and were effects, not

causes. It is the duty of the nation to declare them null and

void. Let the stain be washed away, and the sore burnt out

that caused it.

From these considerations we give our hearty approval to the

United States government for striking at this rebellion legally;

by abolishing slavery in the District of Columbia, the capital

of the nation ; by forbidding it in all of the common territory

of the nation ; and by authorizing the emancipation of the

slaves of rebels and the employment of them to suppress the

rebellion. Action as yet under this last law is too halting and

feeble. ^Ve are still under the influence of our chronic palsy

and infatuation. Our only hope is in more vigor and zeal. It

is " never or now." Let liberty to all the people be proclaimed,

and God will certainly sustain us.

TFe have presented the opinions of intelligent foreigners,

inasmuch as when free from hostility to America they occupy

the most favorable position for an impartial survey of our duty.

Among the best books called forth by this crisis of free institu-

tions are the two works of Count de Gasparin :
" Uprising of a

Great People,'' and "America before Europe." The latter

book is especially practical and impartial. It indicates the

great shrewdness of the author, and at the same time tends to

oonfirm our confidence in the wisdom of President Lincoln,

that this work, though written before the late steps toward

emancipation were taken, recommends a course nearly identical

with the one actually pursued. The following extract was

prophetic, in part at least ; let us hope it will be entirely ful-

filled :

Fourtii Sekles, Yol. XIY.—43
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What is there to prevent the adoption, at this moment, of a series

of resolutions, designed definitively to settle the fate of slavery ?

To abrogate the Fugitive Slave Law ; to suppress slavery in the
District of Columbia; to interdict domestic slave-trade; to decide
that no new slave state shall be henceforth admitted, and that all

the territories shall belong to freedom ; to offer, lastly, an indemnity
to such states as, within a given time, shall decree progressive abo-

lition ; all this is strictly constitutional.

—

America before Ju/roj»\

p. 359.

Nearly all of the above has already been directly done, and

more, by the adoption of the principle of the emancipation of

the slaves of rebels. The following expresses good and hopeful

thought

:

Enterprises like this succeed only by going on to the end. There,

there alone are encountered beneficial solutions; there all becomes
simple, because all has become just. The difficulties will fill one

after the other from the day that Christian and liberal America

accepts all the consequences of her principle; from the day that

she consents to say, "We are about to apply henceforth, restrict-

ing it in nothing, the fundamental dogma of our Constitution : the

time must come when none but freemen shall be found among us,

and when all freemen shall be truly equal. We have not to trouble

ourselves to know how the free negro race, which will "-"..it l»c

affranchised, will be distributed over our territory, l'erhaj

will accumulate in certain regions, perhaps it will be •;

effaced before the waves of European immigration ; in <_'"h<- v. in •

it suits it to go, in doing what it suits it to do, it will make um • I

its right. The respect of right will be now our policy

.

M

There is but one saving policy: it is that which nccomplUhe*

the decrees of justice. It is in vain to cry, "On to Richmond !"

unless you cry at the same time, "On to justice!]' Supported by

these three great measures— progressive abolition, voluntarily

decreed, indemnity accorded to the masters, and equality secure*!

to the affranchised negroes—America will confound its ealnmniators,

and gain for all humanity the greatest liberal content of our tim< -•

To all of tin's we give our hearty approval.

We do not look for a speedy reconciliation with the relxO

states. Enterprises of this magnitude are not easily completed.

Our children will have other burdens to bear than their ]»-rr»'i

of the expense of this war. The nation cannot be suddenly

converted with such a thoroughness as to be in no danger i

1
a

relapse.. The evils of slavery" will entail a long series of trying

duties and heavy burdens upon the nation. It has ever 1 n

our fear, and will long be our weakness. There is to be a prcat

social revolution in the North and South. Many of the improve-
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raents will be gradually adopted after much experimentation

and many failures. It will be a long time before the idea of

colonization will be generally abandoned, and before climatic

influences and the peculiarities of races will have led to perma-

nent results. What they will be none but the Omniscient

knows—whether several of the states shall be peopled mostly
with the colored race, whether the negro shall become extinct

as a separate people—these and kindred hypotheses can be
tested only by time. Our duty is now clear. Not " On to Eich-

mond," but " On to justice," should be our motto. With that

we cannot fail, for justice never fails.

Aet. ix.—fokeign religious ixtelligexce.

PKOTESTANTISM.
GREAT BRITAIN.

TnE Essays axd Reviews and their
Friends.—On June 25 judgment was
delivered by Dr. Lushington. in the Court
ofArches, on the " Essays and Reviews,"
or at least upon two of the compositions

in that volume—the essays of Dr. Will-

iams and the Rev. H. K. Wilson. The
judge refused to go into the meaning of

Scripture, or the opinions of divine?, but
confined himself to a legal construction

of the Articles of the Church of England,
and to the consideration how far the

opinions of Dr. Williams and Mr. Wilson
impugned those Articles. Acting on
this principle, he rejected a great many
articles of accusation—that is to say, he
acquitted the writers of heresy in hold-

ing them—that relating, for instance, to

the authorship of the Epistle to the He-
brews, the Second Epistle of Peter, the

Book of Daniel, the interpretation of the

prophecies, etc., on which ho said the

writers might be right or wrong, sound
or unsound, but in which they did not
contradict any of the Articles of the
Church. In tho caso of Dr. Williams,

the general allegation, that "the tenden-

cy, object, and design of the whole essay
is to inculcate a disbelief of the divine

inspiration and orthodoxy of the Holy
Scriptures, to deny the truth of parts

thereof, and to deny the doctrines of

original sin, justification by faith, atone-

ment, propitiation, and the incarnation,"

is rejected by the court as unprecedent-
ed, and as contrary to the fair rule estab-

lished by the judicial committee, that the

words or writings of the person accused
must be pleaded; that the meaning
which they are alleged by the prosecu-

tion to convey must be pleaded; and
that the particular articles of religion,

or parts of them, asserted to be contra-

vened, must be pleaded also. But tho

judge finds the declaration, that " the

Bible is an expression of devout reason,"

inconsistent with the twentieth Article,

in which it is denominated "God's writ-

ten word." "Devout reason," says Dr.

Lushington, " belongs to the acts and
doings of men, and not to the works of

the Almighty." This passage, therefore,

he condemns. The declaration that
" the Bible is the written voice of the

congregation," although it is admitted
to be "not a denial that the Bible i3 in-

spired," is declared to be contrary to the

sixth and seventh Articles. The doc-

trine of propitiation put forward by Dr.

Williams, according to which a merely
subjective change, and not a new rela-

tion brought about by a mediatorial act

is signified, is condemned as contrary to

the thirty-first Article; and similarly

his doctrine of justification is declared to

violate the eleventh Article. In the case
of Dr. Wilson, tho doctrino specified in
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the fourteenth charge against him—that

he teaches an intermediate state and de-

nies everlasting punishment—was con-

demned, as were the doctrines specified

in two other charges denying the inspi-

ration of the Bible, and in the twelfth

denying original sin. These last charges

were ordered to be reformed ; the others

were rejected. The judge did not pro-

nounce sentence, but allowed both par-

ties the right of appeal.

Already before the judicial committee
of the Privy Council had confirmed the

sentence of the Court of Arches against

the Rev. Mr. Heath, who, for doctrines

like those contained in the "Essays and
Reviews," had likewise been charged
with deviation from the doctrine of the

Church of England. These sentences

have created a great sensation in En-
gland

;
for the state of servitude in which

the Church finds herself has rarely be-

fore appeared in so strong a light. The
judges, who are laymen, take the posi-

tion that the courts are bound to demand
of all clergymen ofthe EstablishedChurch
a strict conformity, not with the teaching

of the Bible, but with the letter of the

thirty-nine Articles. The condemnation
of these doctrines by the English bishops
and by the convocations, as Dr. Lushing-
ton expressly stated, had no weight
whatever with the court. Certaiuly no
Church of Europe is in a more humili-

ating position.

The Episcopal Chcrch.—The Scot-

tish Episcopal Church being not fettered,

like the established Church of England
and Ireland, by a connection with the

state, can decide on important questions

of reform with greater liberty than tho

state Churches. She has held this year,

after a long interval, a General Synod,

at which a controversy of long standing.

the change of the communion service of

the Church, has been decided. The
synod commenced its sittings in Edin-

burgh on Tuesday, July S—the upper
chamber meeting under the presidency

of Bishop Eden, of Moray and Ross, and
the lower chamber meeting under the

presidency of Dean Ramsay, of Edin-

burgh. The principal business before the

synod was the consideration of the com-
munion service, which is looked upon
with general suspicion in the English
Church, and by a not inconsiderable

party in the Scottish Episcopal Church,
as affording too much countenance to tho

Romish dogma of "the real presence."

By a somewhat narrow majority tho

synod resolved to adopt the English
Book of Common Prayer as the only
service-book of the Church, including of

course the English form of the holy com-
munion. It was provided, however, that

while this rule should apply in all new
congregations which might be formed,

and to all existing congregations to

whom it may be acceptable, it should

not be compulsory on existing congrega-
tions, where the incumbent and a ma-
jority of the congregation should wish
to continue the use of the Scotch com-
munion office. In this modified form tho

resolution was only passed by one in the

upper chamber, the primus, with tho

Bishops of Brechin and St. Andrews, op-

posing the resolution, and the Bishops of

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Ar-

gyle voting in its favor. In the lower

house the majority was eight to five.

The new canon will not make much
change in the practice of the Scottish

Episcopal Church in the mean time, na

most of the congregations already use

the English Book of Commou Prayer,

but it will undoubtedly strengthen the

Episcopal Church in Scotland, by asso-

ciating it more intimately with ih.o

Church of England. Among the o!

canons adjusted by the synod, the m< ».

generally interesting was one

provided for the infusion, to a •

tent, of the lay element in the

synods.

The Nox-CoxFORinsT Bicestesakt.

—On August 24 tho Dissenters of Kn-

j

gland celebrated with great solemnity

the two hundredth anniversary of iho

ejectment of two thousand minNt'-r*

from the Church of England on account

of Non-Conformity. Tho day on which

the ejectment took place—St. Bartln '-

mew's—fell this year again, as it did two

hundred years ago, on a Sunday, andtl •

Non-Conformists throughout the country

accordingly determined that, in connec-

tion with other forms of celebration,

their services of the anniversary day

should have a special bearing on ll is

great and critical event in their I
-' ;'

Their pulpits throughout the kinHom
reminded the Protestant Dissenter*

the patience and sufferings oftli .'wly

confessors, and exhorted to a«i ru I

imitate their unfaltering fidelity to con-

science, and supremo devotion to what

thev held to bo the truth. The eonftj

quences of tho event have invested it

with peculiar value and importance. Iw

results have been of the most varioua,
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extensive, and permanent kind. In driv-

ing out a large body of able and consci-

entious divines, the religious uniformity

of England was broken, all hope of com-
promise or reconciliation excluded, a

large body of high-minded Xon-Couform-
ists created, and wholly thrown for sup-

port on the people. The ejected minis-

ters, many of whom up to that time had
no rooted objection to Episcopacy, now
voluntarily adopted the Congregational

form of government. The same effect

was produced in relation to the volun-

tary principle. The ejected clergy were
not opposed to a connection with the

state, so long as it was not incompati-

ble with their Christian integrity and
spiritual freedom. By this act of vio-

lence that expeiled them they were, how-
ever, led to rely wholly on the voluntary

principle, and the result has proved fatal

to the exclusive pretensions which in-

spired the Act of Uniformity. Since

that measure was passed, the new prin-

ciple it quickened into life has won its

way among the people, covered the land

with places of worship, and produced a

body of ministers of various denomina-
tions almost equal in numbers, and su-

perior in circumstances, to the great

body of the working clergy iu the Church.
Xor does the principle appear to have
yet lost any of its power, as a single de-

nomination of Pisseuters has already

raised a special fund, amounting to more
than a hundred thousand pounds, for the

purpose of erecting chapels and estab-

lishing schools in commemoration of the

event.

Many of the High Church clergy dwell

upon the same subject, taking of course

a very different view of the matter to

that urged by the Non-Conformist minis-

ters. They contended that the seceding
clergy had no right in the benefices of

which they held possession at the Resto-

ration, that their own conduct provoked
hard measures, and that with the "two
thousand " of 1GG2 the Dissenters of the

present day could have no legitimate

sympathy.

GERMANY.
Progress of Protestantism in Aus-

tria.—Protestantism in Austria con-

tinues to make steady progress. The
Churches are awakening to the- con-
sciousness that they now enjoy a greater
amount of liberty, and they begin to

make use of it. On July 26 the" Prot-

estant Churches of the German and

Slavic Provinces of Austria celebrated a
festival, such as they had never before

been permitted to celebrate. It was the

first general assembly of the Gustavus
Adolphus societies in these provinces.

The permission to join the Gustavus As-
sociation ofGermany, and to found branch
associations, had been given by the minis-

try several years ago. Last year Austria
was for the first time represented at the

General Assembly of the Societies of Ger-
man}'. This year the organization was
completed by the meeting of a General
Assembly of the Austrian Societies,

which met at Vienna on July 20. It

was composed of the representatives of

the provincial associations in Lower and
Upper Austria, in Silesia, in the Tyrol,

in Corinthia. Moravia, Lohemia. and in

Trieste; of the local societies in Gallicia.

Styria was the only province not repre-

sented at all. The total receipts were
ten thousand llorins, a part of which, ac-

cording to the peculiar constitution of

the Gustavus Adolphus Association, will

be paid over to the central committee for

all Germany at Leipzic. As this meet-

ing at Vienna was the first of the kind

in Austria, it has attracted considerable

attention on the part of the Austrian

press. The delegates enjoyed it as one

of the happiest days they had ever seen,

for it was the first time that the Aus-

trian, the Silesian, the Tyrolese, the

Corinthian, the Moravian, the Gallician.

met together in a Protestant assembly.

They all went home with the expecta-

tion that the Austrian Churches will

never relapse into that lethargy from

which they are just now emerging.

Many of the delegates expect soon to

meet at the first General Synod of the

Churches of the German and Slavic

provinces. Thoi^rh again and again put

off, it is thought that the General Synod

will bo soon" convoked by the govern-

ment.

A great gain for Austrian Protestant-

ism is also the reorganization of the Prot-

estant faculty of Vienna. Formerly

none but Aus'trians were appointed to

it, and as all literary communication

with Germany was obstructed as much
as possible, it was natural that the fac-

ulty of Vienna remained far behind the

theological faculties of the universities

of the other German states. Since the

accession of the present emperor the

former policy has been changed. Xo less

than four distinguished scholars have

been called from other German states
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to Vienna, which, therefore, can now
stand a comparison with other theolog-

ical schools. Hitherto the bigotry of the

Austrian government had refused the

incorporation of the faculty with the

University. As the isolated" position in

which the faculty was thus placed was
a great obstacle to its efficiency, the fac-

ulty itself and the Protestant Churches
in general have petitioned the govern-
ment to order the incorporation. This
petition has been violently opposed by
the entire ultramontane party, and the

Archbishop of Vienna has even threat-

ened to prohibit all students of Catholic

theology from attending the lectures of

the University, in case the Protestant

theological faculty should be recognized

as a part of the University. But these

threats have been of little avail. The
most numerous of the faculties of the

University, that of Philosophy, has at its

last meeting voted with an immense ma-
jority in favcr of admitting the Protest-

ant theologians, and little doubt is felt

that the government will soon pronounce
the incorporation.

Tire Breach between the Protest-
ant Clergy and German People.—
Vve have often called attention, in former

numbers of the Methodist Quarterly Re-
view, to the great danger into which a

large number of the Protestant clergy of

Germany are bringing the Protestant

Church, by their unceasing efforts toforco

what they consider «d ecclesiastical and
doctrinal reform upon an unwilling peo-

ple by means of the secular arm. They
are thus driving the members of the

congregations by the thousand into the

ranks of the Rationalists, who are the

only great party in Germany which
openly advocates the separation between
Church and State. The most recent ex-

ample of this conflict between clergy and
people is furnished by the kingdom of

Hanover. On April 14 the king issued

an edict, according to which the old

catechism was to be supplanted in the

Lutheran day-schools of the kingdom by
a new work of the same kind, but of a

stricter character. This new catechism

is so distasteful to a large portion of the

population that opposition to its intro-

duction has broken out on all sides.

Petitions covered with thousands of

names were presented to the king, pray-

ing him to rescind his decree. A pam-
phlet against the new catechism was
published by a minister of the state

Church, Pastor Baurschmidt, of Luc-how,

who on that account was summoned be-
fore the Consistory of Hanover. The
people have given him unmistakable
proofs of their sympathy, and in the city

of Hanover hostile demonstrations were
even made before the houses of two of
tho chief counselors of the consistory.

The crowds bad to be dispersed by the

soldiery.

ITALY.

Tire "Walden-sian Synod.—The an-
nual meeting of the synod of theWal-
densian Church took place in the parish
church of San Giovanui, about time
miles from La Tour, on the 20th of last

month. An important discussion arose

on a conflict in the parish of Turin.

There are at Turin two congregations,

one French, the other Italian, and tho

former was constituted, long before the

constitution, the parochial congregation

of Turin. Unfortunate divisions have
existed for some years between the two
ministers and congregations, and when
the time of electing representatives to

the synod came round this year, the

votes of the Italian members were re-

fused, though there is but one consisto-

ry. The case was taken by apjx a I I >

the synod, where, by a large n

the election was declared invali I. i n

count of the Italian mi ml *-' • '

ing refused, and tho depuli • .-

were unseated. The tabli r> .

"
the corps de pasteurs dad

contents of tho letter published in tho

Liretto (the Garibaldian organ of Turin)

last year by Mr. Bert, the pastor of !.'.--

French congregations at Turin, and had

found it to contain sentiments unworthy

a Christian minister, whereupon the tablo

had most solemnly admonished Mr. BcrL

The committee appointed by the last

synod to examine into* the divisions ex-

isting between the two congregations < I

Turin, and the causes thereof, reported

that they arose solely from Mr. Bert's

not preaching the Gospel, and thai ho

.should be admonished to <lo so; lh*

synod found in terms of the report, snd

[
unanimously approved of the solemn »d-

j

monition given to bun by the Ubl«\ A
i long discussion ensued on the report on

education, and the state of the schools;

I also, as to whether their schools should

bo put on the same platform with all the

other schools of the kingdom, or main-

tained as they now are. The latter ques-

tion remained unsettled, as then, were

difficulties in the way which required
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further consideration, and an understand-

ing with government. On the cue hand,

by placing them ou the same platform,

there would be a pecuniary advantage,

as the state would assist their schools.

On the other, there is danger that the

state might interfere with the internal

arrangement of their schools, and re-

move the Bible from them, which the

"Waldensian Church would not permit.

The synod unanimously passed a law
that henceforth, instead of giving their

students ordination immediately after

they have finished their studies, and
passed their examinations as formerly,

they will only ordain when a man re-

ceives a call from a parish, or from the

commission of evangelization, to occupy
a mission station. In the interval the

youug men will occupy a position simi-

lar to the licentiates or preachers of the

Scottish Presbyteriau Churches.

SOMAN CATHOLICISM.
ITALY.

Toe Council of Roue.—The great

council in Rome, to which all the Ro-
man Catholic bishops of the world had
been specially invited by the pope, took

place on Sunday June 3, and Monday
June 9. On Sunday the Japanese mar-
tyrs were canonized in the most solemn
style in the Basilica of St. Peter. The
ceremony lasted six hours, and was at-

tended by an immense concourse of

bishops, priests, and people. On Mon-
day the 9th the pope held a consistory,

at which all the foreign bishops were
present. Fie pronounced an allocution,

in which ho deplored the errors spread

by the revolutionary spirit against the

authority of the Catholic Church, as well

as against divine and human laws. In

reply to this allocution, the bishops

signed an address to the pope, in which
they declare that the temporal power is

necessary for the independence of the

papal power. They approve all that the

pope lias done in defense of his power,

and exhort him to continue firm in his

resistance. Tho address is signed by
twenty-one cardinals and two hundred
and forty-four bishops.

According to the custom of the Church
of Rome, which never liked publicity for

its episcopal assemblies, it was undoubt-
edly intended to hide the proceedings of

the council from tho eyes of the world

;

but the enterprising spirit of the daily

press of Paris has been able to elicit the

main points of its history. It was, in

particular, the Patrie which published

the minutest acoounts of all the episco-

pal proceedings. According to it, some
bishops made an attempt to prevent al-

together the discussion of political topics,

and the issuing of an address. But this

opinion was at once voted down. Then
a marked difference became visible be-

tween the strict ultramontanes and
those who were opposed to an absolute

condemnation of the spirit of modern
civilization. Bishop Dupnnloup. of Or-

leans, was the talented leader of the lat-

ter party; while the strict ultramoutan-

ists are said to have lent an ear to the

counsels of Louis VeuiUot, the editor of

the late TTnivers, aud finally elected Car-

dinal "Wiseman as their spokesman.
Some bishops of Prance, and most of

those of the (non-Austrian) German
states, and of the United States, showed
sympathy with liberal principles, while

most of the others co-operated with the

ultramontanes. It is further said that

Bishop Dupauloup and Cardinal Wise-
man both drew up the draft of an ad-

dress. The former contained four points

:

Assurances of inviolable attachment to

the Holy See and the pope; Necessity of

the temporal power for the independence

of the spiritual power; Consecration of

the liberal ideas by an indorsement of

the policy pursued by Pius IX. during

the first years of his pontificate ; Vote of

thanks to Prance, with an expression of

the hope that she would continue to pro-

tect the Church and the papacy. The ad-

dress of Cardinal Wiseman is said to

have contained a sweeping condemnation

of •' those ridiculous liberties in which

modern nations glory." The committee

of eighteen bishops charged with pre-

paring an address would have adopted

the address of Cardinal Wiseman with-

out discussion, but for tho presence of

Bishop Pupanloup, who not only strongly

protested against it, but threatened his

and his friends immediate departure from

Rome in case of its adoption.

In view of the protest of Bishop Du-

panloup, and its unexpected indorsement

by Cardinal Antonelli, the adoption of

the address of Cardinal Wiseman was
not insisted upon. A new committee,

consisting of only five members, aud,

like the former, presided over by Cardinal

Wiseman, was charged with fusing the

two addresses, and at length agreed upon

striking from tho one the most violent

attacks upon the liberalism of our age,
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and from the other all that was said in

favor of liberalism.

Very singular is also what the Patrie

reports of the way in which the address

was signed. The cardinals and bishops
were divided into three groups, contain-

ing about one hundred persons each.

Each group went singly to the palace of

Cardinal Wiseman. The address was
read, and the signatures of the bishops
requested, with the remark that there

was no time for discussion. Some
bishops expressed dissatisfaction with
several passages, others were not suffi-

ciently familiar with the Latin to under-
stand fully every part of it, yet none had
the courage to refuse his signature, and
so they all signed without having read it.

Thus far the account of the Patrie.

The statements of this paper are fre-

quently not reliable, and, with regard to

the Roman council, M. Veuillot had de-

nied the truth of what the Patrie ha3
said about him. That, however, the

correspondent of the Patrie had had
good sources of information appears
clearly from a declaration of the French
Bishop of Moutauban, which is of the

highest importance, as it gives us the

first official intelligence about the inner

history of the council. The substance
of it is as follows

:

The bishops, when assembled, did not
dare to appoint themselves a committee
for preparing an address to the pope,
" as no one had the right of taking the

initiative in such a grave question," and
the pope was therefore asked to select

the members of the committee. Tho
committee consisted of eighteen mem-
bers, and the great Roman Catholic na-
tions—Spain, France, Italy, Austria

—

were each represented by one archbishop
and one bishop. Cardinal Wiseman was
selected as president, in order to avoid
a jealousy of these four Catholic nations
against each other. One of the most
active and prominent members of tho
committee was Bishop DupanJoup of Or-
leans. The address, before its adoption,

underwent considerable changes. A
vote of thanks to the French govern-
ment was proposed, but rejected at the

demand of the non-French bishops.

Whether a passage in favor of liberal-

ism was proposed the bishop docs not

know, but considers it probable, "is tho

liberal principles were represented at

Rome by a certain number of foreign

pilgrims." If it really was proposed,

the bishop says, it had* of course to bo

rejected, because the Church cannot ex-

press a preference for any form of socie-

ty. The bishops had no opportunity to

examine the address before signing it,

but felt no hesitation, because they knew
what its general character would be, an i

that it had received the approval of tho

pope.

The declaration of the French bi

as will be seen, established I • ' •

doubt that there is even in the r :
• - •

the Roman Catholic episcopate --i
;

I
••

gressive party, which does not bran i U "

belief in civilization as a dangeroai

heresy.

Art. X.—FOREIGN LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

ENGLAND.
The first volume of a new edition of

the works of John Howe, the celebrated

Puritan divine, has been published by
the London Religious Tract Society. It

is the handsomest edition in which the

great theologian has ever appeared. It

is furnished with a general preface, by
Henry Rogers.

An able work bv Pr. O'Brien, Bishop
ofOssory, published by M'Millan & Co.,

has attained a second edition. It is re-

garded by earnest evangelical Protest-

ants as a very timely and efficient de-

fease of tho doctrines of the vicarious

atonement and justification by :••:'•

alone. The bishop rejects tho

to separate the efficacy of the -

of Christ from the efficacy of bin

The two united, that is, his i '

in submitting to death, aro the

of our justification.

New Testament criticism has received

a valuable contribution from the hand*

of Rev. A. Roberts, entitled 1>.

on the Gospels. Mr. Roberta niuintwm
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with thorough research that, at the time

of the Saviour's ministry, both the Ara-
maic and Greek languages prevailed in

Palestine. Greek, which was then, in

consequence of the conquests of Alexan-
der, spoken from the Indus to Gaul, pre-

dominated, especially in the villages and
towns of Palestine, though Aramaic still

probably prevailed in the rural districts.

Our Lord discoursed, and the apostles

preached and wrote in Greek, and hence
we have not an Aramaic but a Greek
New Testament. Mr. Roberts holds

Matthew's Greek Gospel to be an orig-

inal, denying indeed that any Hebrew
Gospel of his ever existed. His discus-

sions are considered to be very masterly.

A goodly octavo volume, entitled His-

tory of Nan- Conformity in Wales, from
its Rise to the Present Wme, by Rev.
Thomas Rees, of Beaufort, Monmouth-
shire, is highly complimented. Welsh
authority pronounces the learned au-

thor's work "a monument to Welsh dis-

sent and to himself that will defy the

ravages of time."

A series of quarterly volumes, his-

torical, biographical, theological, or prac-

tical, written by Baptist authors, En-
glish and American, is in course of publi-

cation in Loudon, under the general title

of The Banyan Library. It has already

published Dr. Wayland's Principles and
Practices of the Baptists, The Select Works

of Robert Robinson, Mr. Conaut's Life of
Jadson, and Professor Ilackett's Exposi-

tion of the Acts of the Apostles. The vol-

umes for 1862 are Selections from Mil-

ton's Prose Wtrks, The Early English

Baptists, by Evans, Christmas Evans
and the Welsh Baptists.

GERMANY.
Tho Church history of Geneva is a

subject in which every Protestant takes

a great interest, and a thorough and ex-

haustive work on it may therefore count
in advance on a large number of read-

ers. According to the opinion of the

theological press of Germany, tho sub-
ject has been treated of in an able and
entirely satisfactory manner by Baron
von der Goltz, a Prussian clergyman
who was for some time preacher of tho
Prussian Embassy at Rome, in a work
entitled The Reformed Church of Geneva
in the Nineteenth Century* The work
sets forth in four books, 1. The theolog-

• Goltz, Dio Rt-formirto Kirche Gcnf's im
19 ten Jaurtmndert. Basel, 1861.

ical system of the Reformation of Geneva,
its development and its degeneracy,

(1535-1815.) 2. The first period of Re-
vival, (1817-1S30.) or, the religious re-

vival in the form of separistic individual-

ism. 3. Tho second period of Revival,

(1830-18-16.) or the progress of revival

and victory of moderate individualism

;

and 4. The foundation of the ecclesiastic-

al regeneration of Geneva, (1SA7-1S50.)

The author has had access to a large

number of sources of information, many
of which have not been used before.

It is well known that the large major-

ity of the Protestant clergy of Germany
are staunch advocates of a union be-

tween Church and State. They still in-

dulge the illusion, that they can retain

by coercive measures an unwilling pop-

ulation within the pale of the state

Churches. They therefore advocate

compulsory baptism, and compulsory
celebration of marriages. Instead of at-

taining their end, they produce, instead

of the indifferentism and the rationalistic

Churches of free countries, that intense

hatred of religion which characterizes

all countries which deny religious liber-

ty. It is therefore a hopeful sign, if

earnest and pious members of the state

Churches raise their voices against the

despotic and dangerous course pursued

by the privileged Churches. Such a

work is a pamphlet entitled The Obliga-

tory Civil Marriage. A Testimony from
a Church Member for Civil Marriage*
The author shows that the state should

coerce no one in matters of religion, and
should, therefore, with regard to mar-
riage, be content with its conclusion be-

fore the civil authorities, leaving the

ecclesiastical solemnization to the free

choice of every individual. He declares

himself also, in the interest of tho

Church, in favor of making this conclu-

sion of marriage before the civil author-

ity obligatory, as it is in France and
other European countries, and not op-

tional, as it is in the United States.

Professor Hofman, of Erlangen, a

veteran theologian of the Lutheran
Church, has commenced the publication

of an extensive Introduction into tho

New Testament, or, as he novelly cails

it, a Connected Examination of the Holy

Scriptures of the New Testament] He

* Dio Oblisatori-rho Ovil-Eho. Berlin. l?6i
t IIofman,"Dle ETeilige Schrift Neuen Testa-

ments EDSamnteobtingend ilurgesiellt. Vol. 1.

Nurdlingen, 1808. I'p." vii, 8G0.'
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thinks that many theologians commit a

fundamental error in the doctrine of the

New Testament, by confounding the

purely dogmatical element with the his-

torical. He undertakes in his work, in

the first place, to show the chronological

order of the several books composing
the New Testament. Next, he proposes

to give the aggregate conteuts of the

New Testament in the form of a biblical

history and of a biblical theology.

Then a history of the compilation of the

New Testament canon is to follow.

When thus the character of the New
Testament as one whole will have been
established, the influence of the Holy
Spirit on its production will be discuss-

ed. The conclusion of the work is to

be an investigation into the relation of

the New Testament to the Old, and into

the right of the Christian Church to

acknowledge both as the Holy Scrip-

tures. The first volume, which has

appeared, only begins the investiga-

tion on the chronological order of the

books.

The prophecies of Zechariah have re-

cently found a number of commentators
in Germany. The most recent one is

Dr. Kliefoth, the well-known leader of

the ultra High-Church party of tlio Lu-
therans, and commonly designated as

the " Pope of Mecklenburg." He gives

us a translation and commentary,* and
principally combats the millennial views
of Dr. Hotmail, (the author of the above-

mentioned work on Introduction,) who,
with many other theologians of his

Church, believes in the establishment by
Christ of a political empire after tho

conversion of the Jews.

We have already noticed, in a former
number of the Methodist Quarterly Fe-

vieic, the excellent collective work pub-

lished under the title, Tlte Lives and Se-

lect Writings of the Fathers and Founders

of the Lutheran Church,] and edited by
the venerable Dr. Nitzsch, of Berlin.

The third volume, which has recently

been issued, contains The Life and the

Writings of Johannes Brenz, by Julius

Hartrnann. Volume 1 contains ilelanc-

thon, volume 2 Urbanus Hltegius. Tho
whole collection will embrace eight

volumes.

• Kllefotb, Dcr Prophet Sachariah iiber*etzt

ond aus^le^t. Schwcrin, 1862. I'p. 28T.

t Lebon urvl aus^vwjhlte Schrlften der Vater
der Lutbcriaoben Kircbe. Vol. 3. Elberfeld,

The Biography of Baron Ignaz Hein-
rich von Wessenberg, by Beck,* is an
important contribution to the modern
history of the Roman Catholic Church,
Wessenberg (horn 1174, died 1800) was
the last of the reformers in the Catholic

Church of Germany who believed in tho

possibility of ridding their Church of the

grossest corruptions and abuses to a
sufficient extent, to prepare the way for

a future reunion with Protestants.

Being the scion of a distinguished fam-

ily of old nobility, Wessenberg obtained
early an influential position in his

Church. He was, since 180'2, vicar-gen-

eral and administrator of the diocese of

Constance, which at that time embraced
a large portion of Switzerland, and be-

came soon famous by his exertions in

behalf of promoting public instruction,

purifying the form of public worship, in-

troducing the use of German hymns at

church, and perfecting, in general, the

administration of the diocese. The
pope of course was greatly dissatisfied

with these reforms, and refused, after

the death of the prince primate, t" con«

firm the election of Wessenberg •• >

Bishop of Constance. Wessenberg c •>

sequently retired into private lift*, de-

voting himself entirely to literary pur-

suits. He was a very prolific writi-r,

his poems alone filling eighl '•

His most important work is a Hi »

of the Great Councils of the 1\ rtc ath

and Fifteenth Centuries.

A new work on " Tho Origin of Sin,

as set forth in tho teachings of Paul, and

with special regard tc^ modern theo-

ries,"* has been published by II. Fr.

Ernesti. The author, as intimated .n

the title of his work, bases his investi-

gations exclusively upon those porti< as

which are expressly designated as Pa i-

line, that is, the Epistles of Paul, (not

including the Epistle to the Hebrews, aa

it is not" ascribed in tho canon to Paul)

and the Pauline passages in tho A '-

The work is divided into two part*.

The first discusses tho theory wl •

finds the origin of sin in sens

u

and tries to show that this thtf<

derives sin from tho struggle o -

ousness ag^nct t,ho r,pnt -n c
•

conflict with tho teaching of the A :«-.:••

Paul. In tho second part the aulL< r

develops his own theory.

Beck, Freiherr J. IKir
;

riri, von *****
bere. S«-in U-b.-n uml Wirken. Fretbu*

tEmesti, Vom Urspnwge dcr SunJc, Ool-

tingen. '2 vols. I'p. iteO.
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The question whether there is extant

any genuine image of Christ, has called

forth a numerous literature. A new
work with the title " Christ-Archeology:

The Book of Jesus Christ and his True

Image,"* claims to supersede all that

lias been written on the subject before.

Its object is to show which of the many
images of Christ extant is the genuine

one. Speaking of the celebrated image

of Edessa, winch Christ is reported to

have sent himself to King Abgar of

Edessa in reply to an epistle of the

latter, the author admits that this

image is not now extant : but he pretends

to have, after an extensive comparison

of the monumeut3 of art and historical

records, established the true type of

the Edessal image of Christ with suffi-

cient certainty, and to have discovered,

among the many images of Christ, a

group which can "be traced back to the

Edessene type. After having—as he

believes—succeeded in this, he came

into possession of a very ancient Ori-

ental image of Christ from Syria, the ex-

amination of which concluded his

studies, investigations, and travels. The

first part of his work contains, besides

some obscure mystical speculations, a

treatise on the relation of Christianity to

art, ancient testimonies on the personal

appearance of Christ, on the images said

to have been made by Luke, and the

beginning of a treatise on the celebrated

image of Edessa. The second part will

be principally devoted to this Edesseue

image.

The Franciscan monk Bonaventura

was undoubtedly one of the greatest

theologians of the Middle Ages. Having

entered the Franciscan Order, he became

in 1253 professor of theology at Paris,

and was soon regarded as one of the

most celebrated theological teachers of

Europe. In 1256 he was elected Gen-

eral of the Franciscan Order, and in 1 27-i

Cardinal and Bishop of Alba. Ho was
one of the leading theologians at the

Council of Lyons in 1274, and died,

6hortlv before the fifth session of the

Council, from exhaustion. Still his the-

ology has been rarely treated of by
Protestant theologians. A recent work
by llollenberg, entitled " Studies on

Bonaventura, "f supplies therefore a

• GluctsU-i?. Cbrlstus-Archaolosrie. Prague,

1S62. Vol. 1. pp. 104.

t Hollenbenr. Studlen zu Bonaventura.

Berlin, 1S62. Pp. 116.

want in Protestant literature. It treats,

in four chapters, of the theological edu-

cation of Bonaventura, of his exegetical

works, of his labors as Superior of the

Franciscan Order, and of his mystical

writings.

A new biographical sketch of Julian

the Apostate * has been published by
Carl Semisch. According to him, the

education of Julian in strict retirement,

the suspicion of the Emperor Constan-

tius, and the repeated dangers to which

his life was exposed, destroyed his sense

for truth, and accustomed him to dis-

guise. His secret intercourse with

prominent Neo-Platonians disposed him
favorable to their doctrines, but he did

not openly unfurl the banner of pagan-

ism until after opening the campaign

against Constantius. Henceforth all

his labors were divided between a reor-

ganization of the state and the recon-

struction of the popular religion. The
latter he hoped to effect by inoculating

paganism with speculative ideas, and by
imitating that which he admired in

Christianity. Yet he saw himself before

his death the uselessness of his enter-

prise, and the certainty of the downfall

of Roman paganism.

Biblical Theology, that is to say, an

investigation into the doctrines taught

by the" Bible, or by either of the two

Testaments separately, or one particular

class of canonical books, without any

regard to ecclesiastical formulas of

creed, or the views of the Church fathers,

has become quite a favorite study in

Germanv. Thus we have manuah of

biblical theology, of the theology of the

Old or the New Testament, of Pauline,

Petrine, or Johannean Theology, of The-

ology of the Psalms^ and so forth.

Nearly all these works' have Protestant

authors. A R.oman Catholic work of

this class is the Manual of the Theology

of. the Old Covenant in the light of the

New Covenant, by Paul Schoiz.f which

has just been completed by the publica-

tion of the second volume. This volume

contains the doctrine of the relation of

God to the world in general, (creation,

preservation, and government of the

world,) and the doctrine of tho relation

of God to the animate beings: 1. the

angels ; 2. the evil spirits ; 3. men. With

* Semisch. Julian der Ablninnifre. Broelao,

1S62. Pp. 82.

t Scholz. Handbnch dor Theolneie dos A Iten

Bundes. 2 vols. Begensburg, IStfi. Pp. 224.
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regard to the department of ethical the-

ology, tlie author treats only of the doc-

trines of gin, of conversion, and of

righteousness. Protestant journals of

Germany commend the book for several

fine essays, and for clearness and per-

spicuity of style; but show that the

author constructs the Old Testament

theology, not so much <:
in the light of

the New Testament," as in that of the

Roman Catholic Church.

A young professor of Theology at the

University of Zurich Dr. Keim, all of

whose works are distinguished for keen-

ness of investigation, has recently issued

a work on the Conversion of Coustantine

to Christianity.* He investigates the

motives of Coustantine for first protect-

ing aDd at length embracing Christianity.

His first advance toward Christianity,

according to Keirn, did not proceed from

a moral dissatisfaction with paganism,

or from spiritual wants, for which
_
he

sought and found a supply in Christi-

anity, but, on the contrary, from super-

stition and utilitarianism. But from his

superstition, which at least included the

recognition of a higher power, there de-

veloped itself gradually the more pure,

ideal, aud joyous consciousness to be the

instrument in the hands of this higher

power for establishing a universal relig-

ion. And from the utilitarian view which

at first regarded the Church merely as

an instrument for supporting the state,

and tor preparing the way for the estab-

lishment of a universal empire, there

arose gradually an internal sympathy

with the spiritual truths and goods im-

parted by this Church, as Constantine

toward the close of his life describes it

enthusiastically in a letter to the Persian

king Sapor L

Socrates is manifestly rising in the

estimation of the German scholars. A
few years ago Professor Lassaubc, of the

University ofMunich, compared Socrates

even with" Christ, and attempted to claim

far him the character of a special divine

messenger; and now we have another

plea in behalf of the inspired character

of Socrates in a special pamphlet on "The

Demonium of Socrates,''! by Dr. Yol-

quardsen, Privatdoeent at the Univers-

ity of KieL The author argues that we
must accept the belief of Socrates, that

* Keim. Der Uebcrtritt Constantin's zum
Cliristenthuine. Zurich. 1S62. Pp. 106.

t Votqaardsen. Das Damonluin des Socra-

tes uud seine Interpreten. Kiel, 1S62.

a really divine voice warned him. He
analyzes the statements and the belief

of Socrates; the views of his accusers,

judges, and the multitude; the state-

ments and opinions of his followers,

and later explanations. Under the lat-

ter head he reviews the statements of

Plutarch, theXeo-Platonians, andChurch

fathers; the views of those who, like

Fraguier, Bartheleruy, etc., regard the

name of demonium only as irony, jest,

or speculation; and the modern
t
attempts

at explanation by Lassaulx, K. F. Her-

mann. Hegel, Schleiermacher, Kant, Zel-

ler, Grote, and Braudis.

The Pantheistic philosophy of Spinoza

has found so many admirers of late, that

a work of an opposite tendency appears

almost an exception. Since Schleier-

macher called the father of modern Pan-

theism the "Sainted Spinoza," it has

been common to surround his life with

a poetical halo, and to represent his sys-

tem as a gigantic product of consummate

metaphysical keenness. Both views are

verv decidedly combated in the work of

Dr.'Van der Linde, on " Spinoza, his Doe-

trine, and its first Effects in Holland."'*

The history of the system of Spinoza in

Holland, where it sometimes appeared

in the form of Pantheistic Rationalism,

and sometimes in the form of Pantheistic

Mysticism, and where its chief reprcs nt-

atlves came often in conflict with both

state and Church, is especially valuable.

The work contains, besides, a completo

account of the literature of Spinoza. The

extent of this part, which covers forty-

three pages, shows how largely the

scholars of Europe have occupied them-

selves with the system of the celebrated

Dutch Jew.

The unity of the two accounts of the

creation in the first'two chapters of Gen-

esis is the subject of a treatise published

by Professor Hdlemann of Leipsic.f It is

especially directed against the English

Essays and Reviews, aud the Manual of

Lutheran Dogmatics of Professor Kalinis

of Leipzic. "The latter work, which has

been referred to in a former number of

the Methodist Quarterly Review, has

made, in the theological circles of Oer-

mauv. an extraordinary sensation, as

Professor Kahnis has hitherto been

known as one of the chief champions ot

* Van der Linde, Spinoza. Gdttingen, 1^62.

rt
t Hul'emann. Die Einhclt der belden Schop-

funsUTicUo. Leipzic, 1S62. Ip.SU.
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High-Church Luthcranism. His attacks

upon the authenticity of the Pentateuch
took, therefore, every one by surprise.

Professor Holemann, who undertakes

to ward off one of the attacks of his col-

league, is well known as the author of

a popular work called Bibel-Studien,

(Biblical Essays.)

Church hymns in modern languages

are the almost exclusive property of

Protestants. Rome has so urgently rec-

ommended or demanded the introduction

of Latiu hymns at divine service, that a

native hymnology could not be cultivat-

ed. Germany alone forms iu this respect

an exception, as Rome found it necessary

to make concessions to the unanimous
wish of the German Catholics not to be
deprived of their popular hymu3, which
were cultivated with such eminent suc-

cess by the Protestant Churches of the

country. The ^Catholic Germans have
produced a number of excellent hymns,
many of which, expressing only senti-

ments common to Protestants and Cath-

olics, the Protestants have not hesitated

to admit into their hymn books. An ex-

tensive work on the tunes of the German
Catholic hymns has recently been com-
menced by K. S. Meister.* The first

volume, which has just been issued,

gives a treatise on hymnology in general,

and then speaks of the Catholic and
Protestant works on the subject, of the

singing in the German Churches before

the sixteenth century, of Luther's in-

fluence on the German hymns, etc. It

gives a complete list of all the hymn
books from the end of the fifteenth to tho

end of the seventeenth century, and
finally treats of the tunes, their origin

and history.

The work of Professor Dollinger, of

Munich, on the Church and Churches,

having been at once translated into the

principal languages of Europe, has made
so profound a sensation that it was to be
expected that Protestant scholars would
reply to it. The first to undertake this

task is Professor Schenkel, of Heidelberg,

who. in a work on ' ; The Ecclesiastical

Question and its Protestant Solution,"!

reviews the great ecclesiastical questions

of the day, especially in their bearing
upon civilization. lie combats the views

* Meister, Das Katlmlbche Deutsche Kirch-
enlied. Freiburg 1-GJ. Vol. 1.

t Schenkel, Die Kirchlicho Frago. Elber-
feld, lbOJ.

of Professor Dollinger and of Bishop Ket-
teler, of Meutz, who, in a recent work,
advocated the paradox theory that the

Church of Rome was the best patron of

freedom and progress.

FRANCE.

"We have repeatedly referred, in former
numbers of the Methodist Quarterly Re-
view, to the singular fact, that while the

principles of the so-called critical school

of Germany, among whose chief repre-

sentatives are Professor Baur, of Tubin-

gen, and Dr. Strauss, seem to lose ground
in Germany, they are circulated in Frai.ce

by an increasing number of young and
gifted theologians. One of the most re-

cent publications of this school in France
is a work by Mr. Albert Reville, pastor

of the Walloon (French) Church in Rot-

terdam, Holland, on the composition of

the Gospel of St. Matthew.* The work
contains hardly anything that is new

;

(and it will be difficult to find still any-

thing with regard to this subject that has

not been exhaustively treated of in a

number of German works;) but Mr. Re-

ville treats the subject with the usual

clearness of distinguished French writers,

and is therefore likely to find for his

work a comparatively larger number of

readers than the too learned, and there-

fore too often unintelligible German
works. It is a remarkable fact that tho

book is extensively reviewed and warmly
recommended hy E. Renan, in one of the

leading daily papers of Paris, the Journal

des Debats. This is a plain commentary
on the state of public opinion in the lit-

erary classes of France, for there would
hardly be any prominent daily in En-

gland" or America which would openly in-

dorse the views defended by Mr. Reville.

But no less remarkable is it that the book,

which attacks tho authenticity of tho

Gospel of Matthew, has received a prize

from an old Dutch society for " tho De-

fense of the Christian Religion." This

society, which annually puts a number
of literary prize questions, has passed

over, together with the state Church of

I
Holland in general, into tho camp of

! Rationalism.

The history of French Trotesta'ntism

has been of late cultivated with great

zeal. Besides the general history of tho

French Protestant Churches by P. Puaux,

* Rev-file, F.tudes Critiques sur l'Eranglle de
Saint Matlhieu. Paris, 1->G4.
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(which has been referred to in a former
number of the Methodist Quarterly Re-
View,) there is now published every year
a large number of local histories. One
of the most recent and important of these
publications is the History of the Re-
formed Church of Montpelier. by Cor-
biere.* Montpelier has been, ever since
the 16th century, one of the strongholds
of French Protestantism. For a long
time the city was predominantly Prot-
estant, and even now it has a large Prot-
estant element. M. Corbiere has made
extensive researches for his work, con-
sulted numerous manuscripts and docu-
ments, and searched a number of libra-
ries. His book is therefore warmly wel-
comed by his fellow-Protestants, some
of whom, however, complain that he has
carried his desire to be strictly impartial
so far as to become, in some instances
unfair to the persecuted Protestants of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

An article by St. Rene Taillandier, the
great French critic, in the Revue des
Deux Mondes. highly commends a work-
by Abbe Flottesf on St. Augustin and
his Plulosophy. Abbe Flottes, accord-
ing to Taillondier. is one of the ablest and
most indefatigable defenders of the Galli-
camsm of the seventeenth century against
the ultramontane theories which are pre-
vailing in the Church of France at pres-
ent. His sketch of the character of St
Augustine is said to be of superior abil-
ity. Interesting chapters are given on
the views of St Augustine respecting
social order, property, slavery, capital

Monr^ii'^x?^
01

',
de EsIise Keformee <"e-Montpelier. Moctpoher, 1^02

t Abbe Fiutte?, Ktu.Ios sur Saint An-mstin•ou genie, sou ime, eaphHosophie. pfr^ 1662.'

[October,

punishment, and liberty of conscience
With regard to the latter point the
opinions of the great Bishop of Hippo
underwent, in the course of time, a pain-
Jul change. At first his relations to the
heretics were characterized by the ut-
most mildness and charity. But when
the Donatists made alarming progress
among the African Churches the urgent
representations of his colleagues caused
a radical change of his views. He be-
came the most ardent advocate of the
compulsory suppression of every hereby
and he based this shocking theory on
the passage in Luke xiv. where* the
master of a house, after the invited
guests have declined to come, orders the
servants to bring in the poor, the maimed,
the halt, the blind, from the streets and
lanes of the city, and when there was vet
room, to " go out into the highwavs and
hedges, and compel them to come in."
Tins interpretation, by a Church father
so profoundly revered, has been, in tho
following centuries, the source of incal-
culable mischief. It was one of tho
principal weapons with which ecclesias-
tical and royal despots attempted to jus-
tify the murder of millions of good citi-
zens on the charge of heresy. Even
men like Bossuet were induced, by the
weight of Augustine's authority, to ad-
vocate compulsory measures" against
heretics. Abbe Flottes condemns' witli
inflexible firmness both the principle of
religious intolerance and the opinion of
St. Augustine, which has done so much
for supporting it. In this he is in accord
with the distinguished men who are at
the head of the so-called liberal school
of French Catholics, such as Montalem-
bert, Prince Broglie, Father Gratry, Ab-
be Maret, and others.
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Aet. XL— SYNOPSIS OF THE QUARTERLIES, AND OTHERS OF
THE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

it-

American Quarterly Reviews.

American Theological Review, July, 1862.—1. Psychology and Skep-
ticism. 2. Comparative Grammar. 3. The Origin of Idolatry : A Criti-

cism of Rawlinson and others. 4. The Temptation of Christ. 5. Brit-

ish Sympathy with America. 6. The Presbyterian General Assem-
blies.

Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review, July, 1862.—1. Dr.

Hickok's Philosophy. 2. Vindications of Dr. Hickok's Philosophy.

3. Augustine. 4. Diversity of Species in the Human Race. 5. The
General Assembly. 6. Slavery and the Slave-trade.

Bibliotheca Sacra and Biblical Repository, July, 1S62.—1. Church
Book of the Puritans at Geneva, from 1555 to 1560. 2. Semitic Com-
parative Philology. 3. A Shaksperian Glossary for our English Bible.

4. The Bible and Slavery. 5. Quatrefages and Godron in reply to

Agassiz on the Origin and Distribution of Mankind. 6. Ilopkinsianism.

Congregational Quarterly, July, 1862.—Zachariah Eddy. Congrega-
tional Churches and Ministers in Portage and Summit Counties, Ohio.

A True Revival of Religion. Oratio Dominica. Result of a Council at

Grafton, Mass., in 1744. ' A Hymn ofThomas Aquinas, A. D. 1262. Sketch
of the Half Century History of the Congregational Church in Litchfield,

Me. Captain Miles Standish's Books. "The Worship of the Christian

Sanctuary. President Chauncy's Oration, 1622. Two Hundred Years

Ago in New England. The Rebellion to be Tributary to Congregation-

alism. Lessons from Statistics. Summary of the Presbyterian Church.
First Congregational Church, Woburn, Mass., (with engraving.)

Danville Review, June, 18G2.—1. Studies on the Bible, No. I. 2. The
Secession Conspiracy in Kentucky, and its Overthrow; with the Rela-

tions of both to the General Revolt. 3. Imputation and Original Sin.

4. The Immortality of Man. 5. The General Assembly of 1862 of the

Presbyterian Church in the United States of America.

Evangelical Quarterly Review, October, 1862.—1. The Book of Job.

2. Martin Luther. 3. Public "Worship. 4. Philip Jacob Spener. 5. Our
General Synod. 6. The Crusades. 7. The Great Commandment. 8. Re-
marks on Romans vi, 3, 4.

Freewill Baptist Quarterly, July, 1862.—1. The English Bible in

Manuscript and its Translators. 2." Public Life. 3. Elias Hutchins in

North Carolina. 4. Human Culture. 5. Government of God. C.Christ's

Universal Possessions.

Presbyterian Quarterly Review, July, 1862.—1. Readjustment of

Christianity. 2. Man and Men. 3. The General Assembly of 1862.

4. The Future of the Colorctl Race in America.

Untversalist Quarterly, July, 1862.—14. Regeneration. 15. A Provi-

dential View of War. 16. Allegiance to Government. 17. The Holy
Spirit. 18. Law versus Force.' 19. Idolatry Better than Practical

Atheism. 20. President Miner's Inaugural. 21. The Assistance ren-

dered bv Man to his Maker. 22. Evil often a Stimulant to Good.
23. Our Late Publisher.
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English Reviews.

British and Foreign Evangelical Review, July, 1SG2.—1. The Poet-
ical Element in Scripture. 2. The Theological System of Emmons.
3. Montalembert's Monks of the West. 4. Power in the Pulpit.

5. Dorner on the Sinless Perfection of Jesus. C. The Qreek Testament
of Webster and Wilkinson. 7. Rougemont on the Primitive People—
their Religion, History, and Civilization. 8. Mr. Buckle's Philosophy
of the Mind.

British Quarterly Review, July, 1862.—1. The Science of Language.
2. George Frederick Handel. 3. Ritual Uniformity a Protestant Inno-

vation. 4. Peaks and Passes. 5. France and Italy. 6. The English

School of Painting. 7. Dollinger on the Church and the Churches.

8. The Turkish Empire. 9. The Great Exhibition of 1862.

The Christian Remembrancer, July, 1862.—1. M. Mudry's French Trans-

lations. 2. Scott on Unclean Spirits. 3. Literature of the Lord's Prayer.

4. Replies to " Essays and Reviews." 5. George Herbert and his Times.

6. The Sarum Missal. 7. Publications of the Surtees Society. 8. The
Future of the Scottish Liturgy.

Journal of Sacred Literature and Biblical Record, July, 1SG2.

—

1. Religion of the Ancient Romans. 2. The " Te Deum." 3. Sacred

Trees. 4. Monasticism in the West—Benedict of Nursia. Part II.

5. The Epistle of St. Judc. 6. Clement of Alexandria and his Defense

of the Faith. 7. What is Superstition? 8. The Record of Creation.

9. Exegesis of Difficult Texts. 10. Peter's Denial of Christ. 11. New
Testament Critics : Tischendorf versus Tregelles. 12. The Antediluvian

World, its Longevity and Progress in the Arts. 13. The Gospel of St.

Luke. 14. Considerations on the State of Man: Tending to a Holy

Life.

London Quarterly Review, July, 1862.—1. Memoirs of SirMarc Isambnr.l

Brunei. 2. Sussex. 3. Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury. 4. The

Volunteers and National Defense. 5. English Poetry from Dryden and

Cowper. G. The International Exhibition. 7. The Hawaiian Islands.

8. The Bicentenary.

Westminster Review. July, 1862.—1. The Life and Policy of Pitt.

2. Dr. Davidson's Introduction to the Old Testament. 3. Election Ex-

penses. 4. Sir William Hamilton: his Doctrines of Perception and

Judgment. 5. English Rule in India. 6. Celebrated Literary Friend-

ships. 7. The Dawn of Animal Life.

London Review, (Wesleyan,) July, 1862.—1. Renan on the Shemitic

Tongues. 2. Froude's History of England, vols. 5 and 6. 3. The Mor-

mons at Home. 4. The Portal Family. 5. Vocation and Training "!

the Christian Ministry. 6. Esquiros on the English. 7. The BUVntc-

nary of Non-conformity.

The learned and able article on Renan is the gem of this number.

It is mainly a review of that author's work entitled, "Histoirc Gen-

erate et Systeme Compare des Languos Semitique." In this work

M. Renan has, with pre-eminent genius and learning, but in a spirit

vitiated by his skeptical dogma, applied to the Shemitic languages

those methods of comparative philosophy with which Bopp and
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others have wrought such wonderful results in the Aryan or Indo-

Germanic tongues. The reviewer, with a great mastery of his

subject, discriminates between the excellences and defects of Renan,

and very successfully shows that the results of his researches may
be separated from the skeptical alloy.

'Edinburgh Review, July, 1862.—1. The Explorers of Australia. 2. Wel-
lington's Supplementary Dispatches. 3. Sir G. C. Lewis's Astronomy
of "the Ancients. 4. Earl Stanhope's Life of Pitt. 5. Troyon's Lacus-

trine Abodes of Man. 6. Weber's Gleanings from German Archives.

7. Iron—its Uses and Manufacture. 8. Remains of Mrs. Richard Trench.

9. Bollinger on the Temporal Power.

The articles on Lacustrine Abodes ofMan is a detail, intensely

interesting, of the evidences of the ancient existence of pre-histor-

ical races inhabiting the lakes and bays of Europe. Hitherto the

doctrine has been that the Celts were the first tide of immigration

from the East into the once howling wyastes now tenanted by the

highest civilization. But the present geological signs show that,

ages before, a race of an inferior stature, who used warlike imple-

ments of stone only, lived in villages based upon platforms sus-

tained by piles driven into the lake bottom at a little distance from

the shore, with which they were connected by a bridge of -similar

structure. Immense masses of the remains of this race are

revealed in different parts of Europe, of their life and of their

ultimate destruction by a second more civilized race, who used

weapons of bronze. These, in their turn, were exterminated by a

third race, identified with the Celts, a race of iron.

As to the antiquity of the first of these races, Troyon estimates

that they may have existed three thousand three hundred years

ago. But M. Morlot dates them as far back as seven thousand

years. The reviewer in a note informs us that Sir Charles Lyell

is preparing a work on the evidences for human fossil remains.

The National Review, July, 18G2.—1. Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy.

2. M. Renan's Translation of Job. 3. The Roman Index of Forbidden

Books. 4. The Growth of the Early Italian Poetry. 5. Baxter and
Owen. 6. Modern Latin Verse. 7. Political and Religious Phases of

the Roman Question. 8. The Slave Power and the Secession War.

The name of 31. Kenan has become eminent in the department of

Shemitic literature. This gentleman was born in 1823, and was

at first destined for holy orders. He prosecuted at Paris the study

of Arabic, Syriac, and Hebrew, and obtained the Volney prize for

a dissertation on the Shemitic languages. .Having become thor-

oughly imbued with Xeological principles, he dismissed all pur-

pose of an ecclesiastical profession, and obtained a position in the

Foukth Series, Vol. XIV.—44
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national library. He has published a number of treatises on com-

parative philology, some translations of Old Testament books, and

various articles and archaeological memoirs which have attracted

the notice of the literary world.

The "dogma" with which M. Renan commences, is thus stated

in this Review

:

The science of criticism must start with proclaiming Hint the tniredfl km* no

place whatever in the tissue of human affaire, or in the order of t

.

that everything in history is capable of human explanation, evi-n w I n :•••.• •

nation escapes us from want of sufficient knowledge. . . . 11<> nvowg i «-

est respect for religion, as being tho universal instinct ami nw Miti of I i

nature. He thinks"the formulas of religion are the utterance*, nnd llv ' ••' u * -i

questionings of men as to their ultimate destiny are the consequence* "f U*

instinct. The instinct will shape itself differently, according to the ra-

climate, and habits of life of each people: at the bottom it is essentially I -

instinct. And the forms and systems of belief may be salutary or hurt:-! TJ*

ordinarily what is narrow and hurtful in the dogma will become harmlciw In

tical life," the superstitions which displease the cultivated man will bet omc tbo .

;

and poetry of life to the uncultivated. And because religion is such a :<-: » I

necessitv of human nature, because it does that which philosophy can n .t—r»

man's life above material interests, and awaken in him hopes of n higher

than the present—therefore the critic must not only respect it. but do i! rer<
•

"I avow that I should be inconsolable," says M. Renan. "if I knew that mjr wrU

ings would offend one of those simple souls who worship so well in spirit

Of course the criticism which opens a professed revelation with

the assumption that everything miraculous, and therefore every-

thing that is revelation, must be false, is little likely to furnwh

results acceptable to those who start with no Bueh dogma.

The National Review has, upon the subject of slavery and U

American war, revolved the circuit of the horizon, and now |*wt*

due north.
. « » '

German Reviews.

Jahkbucher for Deutsche Theologie. (Year-books of GtnranTW
ogy. Second Number, 1862.)-1. Schmidt, Ongen, anil

'

Anpirtine
J

Apologists. 2. PUtt, On the Organic-Genetic Character of the Ih* .

mw

. Development of the Christian Church. 3. Wittichen On t he 1 cndeucT

and Doctrinal Content of the Synoptical Sermons of Jesus.
<J

""';*

of Jesus in the three " Synoptical " Gospels of .Matthew, Mark, and Luke

The second article, by Hermann Plitt, Inspector of the Theo-

logical Seminary of the Moravians at Gnadcnfeld, undertaki* lo

show that the history of the Christian doctrine, as well as tbe .«-

tory of the Christian Church in general, is, in the full wn*c ol l e

word, a development; that, while it was planned and regulated >

God, it was at the same time to grow up nnder the inJlncnc

men, and bear the mark of the great historical jimctnres tnrougn

which the Church had to pass, and of the individuality o! w
prominent men who were the leaders of the Church of their turn-
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The character of the development, according to our author, is

designated by Christ himself in the two parables of the mustard-

grain and the leaven. The one symbolizes the creative poicer with

which the new germ settles in and grows up from the receptive

soil ; the other shows the penetrating and transforming agency

which shapes the new creation. In the one we see the creative

power of the spirit, in the other the conquering power of love. In

the several epochs and prominent men of Church history, sometimes

the one principle, sometimes the other prevails. Thus it was even

in the apostolic Church. Paul and John were the representative

men of these two principles. The Church, in the foliowhig ages,

leaned sometimes more on the Pauline, sometimes more on the

Johnanean theology, and consequently developed the doctrines of

Christianity more in the one or the other form. In conclusion, the

author lays down his views about the course Protestant theology

ought to take in future.

Zeitschrift txtr Wissenschaftijchte Theologie. (Journal for Scien-

tific Theology, edited by Dr,. Hilgenfeld, Professor at Jena. Third Num-
ber, 1862.)—1. Hilgenfeld, The Two Epistles to the Thessalonians :_tlieir

Contents and Origin. 2. Uhlemann, On Gog and Magog. 3. Egli, The
Septuagint. 4. Paul, On the Doctrine of the Trinity in the Works of

the Apologist Theophilus. 5. Bbhmer, A new edition of the Comment-
ary of Melancthon to the Epistle to the Romans.

Dr. Hilgenfeld, of Jena, who, after the death of Dr. Baur, is the

ablest representative of the critical school of German theology,

seeks to show in the first article that the second epistle to the

Thessaloniaus was not written by the Apostle Paul, while he admits

the authenticity of the first. Baur rejected the authenticity of the

first epistle to the Thessalonians, as well as that of all other Paul-

ine epistles, with the exception of those to the Galatians, Corinth-

ians, and Romans. Hilgenfeld acknowledges, besides, the authen-

ticity of the epistles to the Philippians, Philemon, and the first to

the Thessalonians.

In the second article Professor Uhlemann, of Gottingen, gives an

article on the history, the residence, and the signification of Gog
and Magog. He finds that the names of Gog and Magog signify

two northern but little known tribes, which were feared by their

neighbors. The name passed over from the Bible into the rab-

binical literature aud the Koran, and has maintained itself in the

eastern countries up to the present day. Tliey lived north-east of

the Bulgarians, and comprised all the unknown savage tribes north

of the Black Sea, Caucasus, and the Caspian Sea, and from there to

the furthest east Gog was the name of the whole or a part of the
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Caucasus, and signifies mountain. The name of Caucasus itself pre-

serves the name, for Kavaaoiov (ovpoc;) is equal to KavK-Aoiov, the

Asiatic mountain, and Kavn is identical with Gog. As the name of a

tribe, Gog means "the mountaineers." The signification of Magog
is, either the "country of the mountaineers" or the Highest Gog.

Theologische Stedien end Keittken. (Theological Essays and Reviews.

Fourth Number.)

—

Essays. 1. Hundeshagcn, Ulric Zwingle and his

Reformatory Labors, Compared with Luther and Calvin. 2. Kleincrt,

Ou the Subject of the Prophecy, Isa. lii, 13 -I'm, 13. Thought* ami

Remarks. 1. Koster, Epistle to Dr. Reiche and Dr. Meyer, on Rom. viii,

18-28. 2. Knodel, On the First Epistle of Clement of Rome to th«

Corinthians. 3. Sengler, On the Ontological and Economical Trinity.

Reviews. 1. Buttmann, Novum Testamentum Graece, noticed by the

author. 2. "Witte, The Gospel in Italy. Noticed by Holt/.niann. Mu-
ccllancom. 1. LTlmann, On the Tercentenary of the Heidelberg Cate-

chism in North America.

The most important article of this number is the first. Dr. Hun-

deshagen insists that the importance of Zwingle as a reformer has

generally not been sufficiently acknowledged. He believes, with

Ranke, that Zwingle was the greatest reformer Switzerland ever

produced. He finds that more recently a greater interest in the

history of Zwingle has been awakened, and more justice done him.

On occasion of the tercentenary of the Reformation in Zurich a

new edition of his works was published. Some years Int. r. \

selection of them was published for popular use. (< hrUt :'
.

Auswahl aus Z.'s Schriften. Zurich, 18-43. 15 vols.) I!:- !-
trinal system has been elucidated in a number of articles in the theo-

logical periodicals; a number of biographies have been published,

(by R oder, Christ ofiei, and others,) and greater attention has been in

general shown to him in theological and historical works. On the

basis of all these new investigations Dr. Hundeshagen undertaken to

give a complete view of all his labors for the religious and polities!

reform of Switzerland, and compares him with Luther and Calvin.

ZErrscimrFT ftjer HiSTOniscnE TnEOLOOiE. (Journal for HirtofW

Theology. Fourth Number, 1862.)—1. Dr. Nippold. HcinncU >

and the House of Love, (second article.) 2. Ebrard, the Culdcant u«m»

in the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Centuries. 3. Baumgartcn,

Documents in the Case of Baumgartcn.

The subject of the first article has been briefly noticed by uj in th<

'

preceding number of the Methodist Quarterly Review.
^

1
he

tinuation in this number of the Journal for Historic Theology tn*U

of the writings and doctrines of Ileinrich Niclaes.

The second article is only the beginning of an essay on the Ui •

decs, or, as the author calls them, , Culdcan Church. 1
o judge
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by the length which the essay is to have, the treatment must be

exhaustive. The first article confines itself to a discussion of the

different calculations of the time of Easter, which the ancient

Churches deemed so important as to excommunicate each other on

account of their disagreement about it, and which even modern

scholars, like Dr. Ebrard, consider a subject worth a laborious

investigation, extending over about sixty pages.

French Reviews.

Revue des Deux Mo:ndes.—May 15.—3. D'Haussonville, Le Congres
de Vienne. 5. Forgues, l'Ere des George 8. D. Mazade, Affaires du
Mexique.

June 1.

—

Cherbuliez, 1. Le Comte Kdstia, (1st article.) 2. Le Due d'Ayen,
La Constitution Anglaise, 4. Reymond, La Marine Compare de la

France et de rAngleterre, (1st article.) 5. Le Comte Bernard d'Har-
coubt, La Premiere Ambassade Franeaise en Chine. G. Jacobs, La
Region des Lacs de TAfrique Equatoriale. 11. Pallu, Une Colonie

Miiitaire Annamite.

June 15.— 1. De Mazade, la Rnssie sous FEmpereur Alexandre IL, (1st

article.) 3. Raymond, la Marine Comparee de la France et de FAngle-
terre, (2d article.) 5. Keclus, Le Bresil et la Colonization, (1st article.)

6. Chereuliez, Le Comte Kdstia, (2d article.) 10. Janet, Une De-
fense des Spiritualisme.

July 1.—1. Amedee TnrERRT, Stilicon. 2. Esquiros, FExposition Uni-
verselle de 1S62. 3. Raymond, la Marine Comparee de la France et de
l'Angleterre, (3d article.) 7. Reran, I'Art du Moyen Age. 10. Jeff-
rot, Deux Poemes Populaires de la Finlande.

July 15.—1. Gutzot, Un Projet de Mariage Royal, (1st article.) 2. Cher-
buliez, le Comte Kostia. (4th article.)" 3. Rene De Courct, la Grece
depuis FAvenement du Roi Othon. 4. Reclus, le Bresil, (2d article.)

5. Raymond, La Marine Comparee de la France et de FAngleterre, (4th.

article.) 10. Tafllandier, Saint Augustin et la Liberte de Conscience.-

The article of Mr. Janet, in the number of June 15, headed a

"Defense of Spiritualism," is not, as many may infer from the title,

a defense of the movement known by this name in America, but

refers to a school of metaphysical philosophy, known as the spirit-

ualistic school. Mr. Janet reviews a work by Mr. Saisset, called

Essay de Philosophic Pelif/icuse, which defends the views of this

school. The religious doctrine of Mr. Saisset and his school is

reduced to three points: 1. The existence of God is a truth of

intuition, and the different proofs which are given for it are only

an analysis of the natural movement of the spirit which is carry-

ing us toward God. 2. God is distinguished from the world by
the thought of himself and by self-consciousness. 3. The world
expresses the absolute infinity of G ,d by its relative infinity ; that
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is to say, by an unlimited extension in time and space. The
reviewer of Mr. Saisset admits entirely and without reserve the

second of these propositions. The first he admits equally, but with

a little more regard to the classic proofs for the existence of God.
As to the third proposition, the reviewer says that also it has his

preference, although not his adhesion, as the principles of Descartes

forbid him to affirm anything that is not entirely evident. The
reviewer regards the large circulation of the book of Mr. Saisset,

which has already appeared .in a fourth edition, as a cheerful sign

of the times, since it proves that the new materialistic schools, which

have of late made great efforts to denounce all philosophy no less

than religion, have not attained their end.

Revue Chretiense.—May, 1862.—1. Kern*, Les Lettres de Madame
Swetchine. 2. Bonnet, LaJeuncsse de Paleario. 3. Fiscn, La Vie

Religieuse aux Etats-Unis. 4. De Pressense, Deux Articles du Journal

le Temps.

June.—1. Pozzt. Diversity des Races Flumaines. 2. Bersier, Le Chris-

tianism ct le Progres Social. 3. Rosseeuw-Saevt-Hilaire, Fragment

d'une Lecon Professee a la Sorbonne.

July.—1. RossEEnw-SAENT-HiLArRE, De la Poesie Lyrique en France.

2. Ruffet, Francesco Spiera. 3. Pozzy, Diversite des Races Humaincs,

(second article.)

In the May number Pastor Fisch, of Paris, concludes his interesting

series of articles on the Religious Life of the United States, which

have since been published in book form under the title, F>s hi

Unis, en 1361. Pastor Fisch, like his countryman and coreligionist,

Count Gasparin, ranks among the warmest friends of the I ml. 1

States. He throughout his letters shows a great admiration of the

religious and political institutions of our Union. Tic has a firm

conviction that the crisis which now tests the character of the

people will be successfully passed, and that then the Union will

stand higher in the esteem of the world than ever before. His

account of the moral and religious condition of our country i^ aa

calm as impartial, and on the whole as accurate as it is sympathetic,

and it will therefore hardly fail to make on public opinion in France

a favorable impression in our behalf. As a proof of the spirit

which pervades his letters, we give the concluding words of his last

article

:

I should be happy if I have succeeded in showing the beneficial power of Chrii

tian truth, free from all human fetters and restored to its primitive conditio;

Without doubt this truth is forcing its way in the world witli difficulty. I« «
^

i!!i

it as with some of those rivers which descend from high mountains. Ofli " enor-

mous rocks obstruct their passage; their channel is narrowed, they disappear

under clouds of foam, and they do not regain their liberty until they have .•-•:!( --i

from the mountains which they have rent. Such is the crisis through which t.:

religious life is now passing in the United States. It is the painful regeneration
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of a people, over the origin of which strong evangelical convictions presided, but
which still opposed to them formidable barriers. Soon the gloomy defiles will

have beeu crossed. The downfall of slavery, after having been so long delayed,

will be all the more striking. The religious life in America will retake its peacea-

ble course. Then it will be free, to expand with unparalleled power over a renewed
land, and the world will learn once more that the Gospel is the safety of nations as
well as of individuals.

Art. XII.—QUARTERLY BOOK-TABLE.

Religion, Theology, and Biblical Literature.

The Parable of the Ten Virgins, in Six Discourses ; and a Sermon on the
Judgeship of the Saints. By Joseph A. Seiss, D.D., author of " Last
Times," u Gospel in Leviticus," "Lectures on Hebrews," etc. 12mo., pp.
189. Philadelphia : Smith, English, & Co. Boston : Gould & Lincoln.
New York : Sheldon & Co.

Dr. Seiss expounds the interesting passage of Scripture mentioned

in his title-page with a scholarship, an impressiveness, and a piety

which command our respect. His exposition belongs, however, to

the Millenarian school ; a school which, however characterized by
a fervid tone of piety, founds its appeals very much upon what we
esteem a mistaken interpretation of Scripture, and is ever treading

upon the verge of a precipice of danger.

His theory is that the second advent of Christ is now chrono-

logically near at hand ; that at its arrival the personal reign of

Christ and his saints will be established over the earth, while the

generations of men will still flow on in endless succession. The
virgins of the parable, wise and foolish, are Christians of a higher

and a lower piety; their sleep is the indifference of the Church in

regard to Christ's coming; and the rejection of the foolish virgins

is, in his view, consistent with their final salvation.

We hold, with the great body of ancient commentators, that the

sleep of the virgins is the slumber in death of the generations of

men. We can scarce believe that our Lord should not have left

on record some significant intimation, of what history has proved

to be the fact, that there would be ages of mortality and death

between his first and second coming. There is nothing in the par-

able to indicate that the slumber of the virgins was blamable, or to

disprove that it was a natural and rightful procedure. The natural

impression is that they retire to repose in darkness, expecting to be

awakened at the proper time, and to rise, when called, to light

their lamps, or rather torches, to join the bridal procession. That
the so-called lamps were not the illuminators of the interior of a

house, but utensils used for a torch-light procession, we know
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from the customs of Jewish weddings. The word "trimmed"
means in the Greek set in order; and part of this setting in order, as

we learn from Mr. "Ward's narrative, was lighting the torch. The
slumber of the virgins, therefore, was a rightful and natural fact.

The charge which is implied against the rejected five virgins, and

which is inconsistent with their Christian character, is not that they

neglected to keep awake, but that they were foolish, and showed
their folly by taking "no oil" for their torches, so that when they

came to light them for the procession the dry wicks soon expired.

The solemn words of the bridegroom, "I never knew you," are too

decisive to admit the supposition that they were truly regenerate.

The Testimony of Christ to Christianity. By Peter Bayne, A.M., Author
of " Christian Life," etc. 12mo., pp. 200. Boston : Gould & Lincoln. New
York: Sheldon & Co. Cincinnati: Geo. S. Blanchard. 1802.

This excellent monograph does not, as we expected, present a full

refutation of the notion that Christ did not make miracles an evi-

dential basis of his religion. It is rather an argument for Chris-

tianity, based upon the fact that Christ assumed to work miracles,

that he would not deceive, and could not be mistaken. The struc-

ture of the argument is in some degree original ; but perhaps tl ••

details hardly equal the outline. Mr. Bayne writes in a style ani-

mated and varied, but wanting in compactness, exactness, hihI

finish. The work contains many fine passages and valuable Own

and is on the whole an excellent additional chapter to evidi

literature. Among its most choice paragraphs is the following

reply to the charge, that the Gospel histories are the product <•:"

oriental easy faith and fancy:

The Jewish people, first of all, were markedly different from every other K.iv. m
race. No nation ever was more practical. Amid the vagaries of Oriental p-h •

theism they held firm the belief in one God; and for eighteen hundred y> <:«.

though scattered and peeled, with nationality destroyed and scepter broken

have shown themselves capable of being pitted, in the arena of coranuT <

science, of art, and of literature, with the most robust and sharp-minded V. . -:. r ; >

races. The Jews have been a gold-dust among the nations of modern Europe, n

gold-dust which will one day be gathered into the crown of humanity. Christian-

ity, in the second place, was, almost from the first, a thing of the West. It h ' I

not received its name when it was taken up by the acute Creek intellect
:

n _«•''

years after the death of Christ it was aceepted'in the city of Rome; it hfta

appeared too definite, practical, and calmly wise to be retained in purity I M
Asiatic mind; but it "is still," as says Gibbon, "professed by the nation- -

rope, the most distinguished portion" of human kind in arts and !< arm:..- i

as iu arms." The most complete refutation, however, which can be cow

this thoughtless sophism, is derived from a consideration Of the exact

all powers in the Saviour's mind. Christ's parables ami similitudes are rioUinl la

no Oriental drapery; they havo a chaste simplicity and clear cut distinct!

which ally them to the most exquisite poetry of ancient Greece and ol modern

Europe. In intellect, as in every human characteristic, Christ belongs not lo -i

nation, but to mankind; he is the second Adam, the typo of perfect humanity.
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Scripture Cabinet; or, Texts and Truths Illustrated. By Enwc; House,
A.M. 12mo., pp. 432. Cincinnati : Poe & Ilitchcock. 1862.

The plan of Mr. House is to adduce a striking text and furnish some

incident or other illustration apposite to its thought. The illustra-

tion is usually from the pen of some eminent author. The book

is thence a series of gems from the best intellects strung on a Scrip-

ture thread. It becomes a fund in reserve for preacher or lapnan.

Reference is rendered easy by copious indexes. It bears the marks

of the skill and taste of its preparer, and is entitled to a place in

popular use. "We commend it to an extended circulation.

The "I Wills " of Christ : being thoughts upon some ofthe passages in which
the words " I will " were used by the Lord Jesus Christ. By the llev.

PniLiP Bennett Power, M. A., Incumbent of Christ Church, Worthing,
Author of the " I "Wills " of the Psalms, etc., etc. 12mo., pp. 305. New
York: Carters. 1SG2.

This title is somewhat quaint, and, we opine, not in the best of

good taste : the book itself is nevertheless earnest, clear, evangeli-

cal, and very readable. The character of the contents, seen

" through a glass darkly " in the title-page, may be inferred from

the subjects discussed in the nine chapters which compose the vol-

ume. These are, The " I Will " of Invitation, of Reception, of

Healing, of Confession, of Service, of Comfort, of Disposal, of Sub-

jection, of Glorification. Each of these themes is briefly discussed

by the author, and then, when practicable, illustrated by examples

gathered from every quarter, and skillfully handled, so that the les-

son taught by them is brought out in bold relief. Some of the

chapters are more than half quotations
;
yet there is no rambling, no

degeneracy into the mere retailing of religious anecdotes. It is

rather the collating of Christian experiences, a harmony of the life-

gospels which good men make of their history. The author's style

is unpretending and attractive, and the effect upon the mind and

heart of the reader can hardly fail to be a good one. c.

Address to Class-Traders. By E. S. Janes. 12ino., pp. 46. New York

:

Carlton & Porter. 18G2.

This impressive discourse, on a very important topic, by Bishop

Janes, is a tract for the times. Its pertinent suggestions, forcible

argument, and eloquent appeals, will, we trust, command for it a

general attention. Every pastor, preacher, and class-leader shoidd

furnish himself a copy for well-digested study.

The subject of class-meetings seems, at the present time, to

awaken a special attention in the Church. So long as our itiner-
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ancy endures, the class is a counterpart necessary to the effective

discipline of the Church. We think the right of the Church

authoritatively to require the attendance of her laity upon these

means is just as unquestionable as her right to require her ministry

to itinerate. We may be safe in saying that that will ever be a

well-ordered Church where the class efficiently performs its discip-

linary fimctions. Very strongly do wc reprobate any effort to

remove the absoluteness of the condition to membership of the per-

formance of this duty; for the refusal of class attendance is a with-

drawal of the most elementary support from the institutions of the

Church.

John Albert BengeVs Gnomon of the New Testament. Pointing out from the

natural force of the words the Simplicity, Depth, Harmony, and Paving

Power of its Divine Thoughts. A new translation, by Charlton T.

Lewis, M.A., and MabyIN VrxcENT, M.A., Professors in Troy University.

Vol. II. 8vo., pp. 9S0. Philadelphia : Perkinpine & Higgins. New
York : Sheldon & Co. 1862.

This second volume of Bengel's great work covers Romans—Reve-

lation. Excluding matter rendered obsolete by time, the editors

have supplied notes from x\lford, Calvin, Do Wette, Lucke, Meyer,

Tregelles, and others. Hearty thanks are due to the enterprising

editors and publishers for bringing this Bengel, modified on the

principle of a wise utility, within the easy reach of American

preachers and Biblical scholars.

Philosophy, Metaphysics, and General Science.

A Dictionary of English Etymology. By Hexseeigh Wedgwood, M.A..

late Fellow of Christian College, Cambridge. Vol. I. (A- D.) V> ith

notes and additions by George P. MARsn. 8vo., pp. 237. New York

:

Sheldon & Co. Boston : Gould & Lincoln. 1862.

This tall, thin octavo, one of the elegaiit products of the Cam-

bridge Riverside press, is the commencement by Mr. Marsh of the

republication of a valuable English contribution to English ety-

mology. "The principal object of the work," according to Mr.

Marsh, "is to illustrate and enforce the theory that language is

imitative in its origin and primary character."

This doctrine of the origination of a large part of human lan-

guage, though repudiated by Max Miiller, is ably, and it would

seem to us conclusively maintained by a copious body of instances,

in the introduction by the learned author. A large number ol

words, ordinarily supposed to be the illegitimate and transient

products of the day, such as/*, tchack, bump, bang, are venerable
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denizens in old literature
;
perhaps (like slam found in Lapland) in

the modern sister languages.

The author proposes to accomplish his work in two more vol-

umes. The work, with valuable additions by Mr. Marsh, will be

found replete with interest to the inquiring linguistic student.

Such authors as Wedgwood, Max Muller, and B. TV. D wight may
be particularly recommended to the study of any blatant ignoramus

in our rural periodicals who may imagine that to repudiate one of

Aristotle's etymologies is to claim a superiority in Greek over the

great Stagirite himself.

Manual of Homeopathic Theory and Practice. Designed for the use of
Physicians and Families. By Arthur Lutze, M.D. Translated from
the German, with additions, by Charles J. Hemtel, M.D. From the
sixteenth thousand of the German edition. 12mo., pp. 750. New York

:

William Radde. Philadelphia : William Radde. 1862.

This is claimed to be a standard in Homeopathic practice ; at

least so we judge from its bearing the indorsement of Hempel and

the imprint of Radde. It appears to occupy the pure, or some
would say, the ultra ground of the system. Its arrangement is very

clear, and we doubt not the practitioners of that treatment, profes-

sional or lay, will find it one of the best as well as latest manuals.

History, Biography, and Topography.

The City of the Saints, and Across the Rocky -Mountains to California.

By Richard F. Burton, Author of " The Lake Region of Central Africa,"

etc. With Illustrations. Svo., pp. 574. New York: Harper & Brothers-.

Mr. Burton took notes as he traveled. He had his writing appa-

ratus on the spot, and, although his narrative has been of course

critically retouched, the record is made in sight of the object. We
are folly ready to believe his description of any material object, or

his narrative of any physical fact ; but when lie departs from mat-

ters of fact, Mr. Burton can utter nothing amounting to the dignity

of an opinion. Mr. Burton is conscious of a habit of seeing every-

thing in a ridiculous light, and his apology is the same as the

Hunchback in Byron made for his deformity, "I was born so,

mother." To us his clumsy vivacity seems attributable to an invet-

erate purpose, rather than to the gift of nature. He favors Mor-

monism, holding it to be no worse than all other religions. His

pretended account of the origin of Mormonism is a very needless

piece of stultification.
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Harper's Hand-Book for Travelers in Europe and the East: being a guide

through France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Italy, Sicily, Egypt, Syria,

Turkey, Greece, Switzerland, Spain, Kussia. Denmark, Sweden, Great

Britain and Ireland. By Pembroke Fetkidge. With a map, embrac-

ing colored routes of travel in the above countries. 12mo., pp. 459.

New York: Harper & Brothers. 1862.

The above title is a very good guide-book through the contents of

the volume. The work is eminently familiar and practical, aiming

to tell you as explicitly and frankly what you want to know before

starting, as your personal friend just returned from the tour could.

And if you have no purpose of traveling, it is the best substitute

for an actual tour that we have lately seen.

Politics, Law, and General Morals.

America Wore Europe. Principles and Interests. By CorjXT A.GEKOB

Gasfari>\ Translated from advance sheers, by Maky L. BooTn. 12mo.,

pp.419. New York : Charles Scribncr. 1662.

We wish Europe possessed that moral susceptibility which would

render this work as acceptable to her conscience as it is to Ameri-

can feelings. We might then hope that Gasparhfs clear and accu-

rate statement of facts, his exposition of fundamental principles, and

his irresistible conclusions would conduce to the mutual respect

and peace of the two continents for a century. We fear, however,

that his lofty assertion of truth is fully appreciated in America

only. But even here there is ample need that both government

and people should heed, as from our warmest advocate, monitions

like the following:

Many men less confident than myself are obstinate in believing that so lonjj as

separation does not take place, the amalgamation of principles will subsist, iney

wish the North to constitute a purely abolition state. They think his the only

means of dissolving the democratic party, and destroying the thought *""££;
mise It seems to them that, slavery being concentrated on one side amino, rij

on the other, it would be to the advantage of every one The constitution:*1 tran ..-

formation which abolition supposes might be accomplished with
J™

JnajonM"

required by the compact ; everything would go on, therefore, in a more regular ami

surer manner. _ _ ;rftlfl „.,,.*.

I comprehend this point of view, which is not my own. Once more if the
.

qucs

tion were to choose between Union without abolition and abolition withoultwwon,

1 would vote for the latter, certain that it alone could accord with the U
.

»

greatness of the United States. The miserable Union which would he
\
iin-i

by an act of cowardice would not bo worth the trouble of picking up
, » wu

tarnish the cause of America and compromise its future.

To the present state of feeling in our country the title of Gas-

parin's book is hardly palatable. The implication that America is

standing for judgment before the tribunal of Europe is just as true
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as that Europe is on trial before America. To public opinion, wor-

thy of the name, both ought to hold themselves amenable. But to

any political assumption that our measures are to be judged or dic-

tated by any foreign power, or by all foreign powers combined, our

reply would be defiance. Thanks to a million of men in anfs, to

an iron-clad navy, and to our complete mastery of the emancipa-

tion question, Europe dare not intervene. And that is our sole

safety. " Before Europe," the logic of our eloquent friend would

not avail us a particle ; but the iron demonstrations being put

together in our navy yards have a Q. E. IX to them that Europe

can perceive. We are masters of the position ;
and nothing is likely

to defeat us but incompetent leadership in cabinet or field.

Belles-Zetlres and Classical.

Poems uith AutolioqrapJi ic and other Notes. Illustrated by Dakley, Horrra,

and others. By Thomas H. Stockton, Chaplain to Congress. 12mo.,

pp. 321. Philadelphia : William S. and Alfred Martien. 1862.

This volume contains poems written at various times between 1834

and 1 S61 . It is furnished with eight picturesque illustrations, mostly

being graphic shadows of the poetic images furnished by the

author's fancy. Thirty pages are devoted to the notes, in which

the author with freedom and simplicity gives an outline of the

recollections of his life. The book was intended, he tells us,

chiefly "for circulation among known friends; with some over-

flow of the edition in dreamy contemplation of possible unknown

friends."
.

The poems are marked with the purity, devotion, and elevation

which characterize the authors soul. No one can read a page

without realizing that the writer views nature with the eye of a

poet, and that nature to him is not only marked with the traces of

God' but radiant with hues shed from the cross of Christ. Two

extended poems occupy the first part; the first on Faith and Light,

or the Spirit-world and Sense-world; the other, unfinished, on

Snow, in which the imagination of the author chases that cold but

poetic element through a variety of picturesque winter sceneries.

We have a poem on "The Three Harps," namely, the Humble, the

Plaintive, and the Joyful. " Genius " is a very ingenious perform-

ance. The remainder of this first part, consisting of poems in

" rhythm," or blank verse, are brief.

In the second part we have poems in rhyme, all brief and occa-

sional, called out by some suggestive thought or incident, and pos-
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sessing various degrees of merit, "Horseback on the Height M
strikes us here as exhibiting the most of the genuine poet °

The third part consists of hymns, in which the author gives in
ampler verse the natural expression of a true religious emotion
Most of these too were called forth by special occasions. It
requires a peculiar power and a moment of wonderful inspiration
to furnish a hymn which the general Church is willing to adopt
and endow with permanent life. We looked for such with some
expectation in these pages, but are not sure of having found the
deathless strain.

There is a genuine poetry with none of its fiction in the simple
detail which Stockton gives of the passages of his life. Singnlar
that when he was taken from the Methodist Episcopal Church I.y

our seceding friends of the Methodist Protestant Church, with his
young talent just blooming into manly power, he "had never
been requested to offer a prayer." Sad," too, it seems to us, that
so unwonted a negligence on the part of the Church that should
have developed him—unwonted, we say, for early Methodism was
ever alert to bring out her retiring talent—lost him to us and us to
him. He would have had, but for this, an ample regular range for his
rare endowments, and we much doubt whether he would have been
led into those trains of thought by which he has embraced that—
shall we call it?—conscientious crotchet, that denominational organ-
izations are wrong. We have known some anti-denominational
movements made in our experience, but they are infallibly involved
in the contradiction of being simply an anti-sectarian sect. In spit*
of themselves they become the very thing they condemn, a denom-
ination; or would so, if their self-contradictory and self-dissolving
nature did not forbid.

Dr. Stockton intimates that he has ample materials for a full volume
of reminiscence. When we review the range of rare association,
ecclesiastical, political, literary, surrounded by which he has lived,
it seems to us that it is in his power to furnish a work of no ordi-
nary interest.

Beauties, Selected from the "Writmcrs ofThomas De Qutncy. 12mo., pp. 432.
Boston

: Ticknor & Fields. 1862.

In an accidental colloquial rencounter, in his young manhood, with
George III., De Quincy had the opportunity to inform royalty that
his family was in England as early as the Conquest. One branch
of the family emigrated to America, dropped the aristocratic prefix,
and he is proud to specify Josiah Quincy in proof that its blond is

not unhonored by its democratic branch. He might have added
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that the name, at least, ascended the presidential chair, borne upon

the person of one of the minority of incumbents whose character

honored the position. He claims that the family is now " distrib-

uted among three mighty nations—France, America, and England

—

and precisely those three that are usually regarded as the leaders

of civilization." And this is in character. For whoever appreciates

his native genius, his scholarly finish, the exquisite subtilty of his

thought, his transparent and ever varying and richly variegated

style, will readily affirm that none but an age of highest civilization

could have produced a De Quincy.

The present volume presents an excellent selection from his

works. It embraces his own Narrative of his early Life, Dreams,

Narratives, Essays, Critiques and Remembrances, and Detached

Gems.

Last Poems of Elizabeth Barrett Brown ing. With a Memorial by Theodore
TrLTON. 18mo., pp. 242. New York : James Miller. 1862.

Mrs. Browning is here done up in a style of imitation so close that

we for some time imagined that we had in hand a regular speci-

men of the blue and gold of Ticknor & Fields. The " Memorial"

by Theodore Tilton is in the peculiar living and brilliant style

which indicate him as one of the most effective writers of the day.

His enthusiasm for his subject is glowing
;
perhaps the man who

does the criticism for the Independent might as truly attribute

" adoration " to him as to a contributor on the same subject in our

last Quarterly.

Mr. Tilton brings out very emphatically Mrs. Browning's earnest

sympathy with the American antislavery cause. In America she

would have stood foremost in the battle ; and doubtless she would

have been called upon to brave the obloquy which the northern

minions of the southern despotism have poured upon every heroic

spirit that has dared to stand for God and the right.

Miscellaneous.

The Taxpayer's Manual, containing the Act of Congress imposing Direct

and Excise Taxes, with complete" marginal references, and an analytical

index, showing all the items of taxation, the mode of proceeding, and

the duties of the officers. With an explanatory preface. 8vo., pp. 128.

New York: D. Appletcn & Co. 1802.

The Adventures of Philip on his Way through the World. Showing who
robbed him and Avho passed by him. By W. M. Thackeray. With
Illustrations. 8vo., pp. 26G. New York : Harper & Brothers. 1SC2.
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Health ; its Friends and Foes. By R. D. Mussey, M., LL.D., late Professor
of Anatomy and Surgery in Dartmouth College. 12mo., pp. 3G8. Bos-
ton : Gould & Lincoln. New York : Sheldon & Co. Cincinnati : G.*S.
Blanchard. 18G2.

First Bool in Chemistry, for the use of Schools and Families. By "Worth-
ington Hooker, M.D., Professor of Theory and Practice of Medicine
in Yale College. Illustrated by engravings. 8vo.,pp. 231. New York:
Harper & Brothers. 1862.

Pamphlets.

Martin Van Buren : Lawyer, Statesman, and Man. By "William Allen'
Butler. ISmo., pp. 47. New York : Appleton & Co. 1S62.

No one can o
(

bject to Mr. Butler's paying this graceful tribute of

affectionate memory to his eminent departed friend. No one can

reprehend his dwelling on the better points, and skillfully gliding

over the indefensible. History will have a sterner tusk to perform.

It will bring out a large share that Mr. Butler evades, and perhaps

reverse some views he presents. To no one more than to Mr. Van
Buren do we owe that partisan discipline which has rendered our

politics a scramble for spoils, a game of unprincipled selfishness,

which has enslaved all just public opinion, and placed our country

at the mercy of a well-trained northern subterraneanism, and a

controlling southern oligarchy. We are reaping in the present

war the bitter fruits of that demoralization.

A Discourse on the Life, Character, and Policy of Count Catour. Delivered
in the Hall of the New York Historical Society, February, 18G2. By
Vincenzo Botta, Ph. D., Professor of Italian Literature in the New York
University, late member of Parliament, and Professor of Philosophy in

the College of Sardinia. 12mo., pp. 108. New York: G. P. Putnam.

This eloquent tribute to a personage styled by the writer " the

great statesman to whom my country is chiefly indebted for its

national existence," was delivered before the body named in the

title at the request of Bryant, Bancroft, and others of our most dis-

tinguished citizens. It was then requested for publication, and its

character fully justifies the expectations of the public.

"Want of room obliges us to postpone a full notice of " Facts for

Priests and People."
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